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E-Mail Azuregreen@azuregreen.com
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A Little About Who We Are:
AzureGreen is the name that encompasses our relationship
with the green growing earth and the azure waters and sky
that sustain it. AzureGreen is a gateway of Fairy magic. It is
a realm created by practical idealists to exemplify our
philosophies, and provide the reality check that improves
and refines them.
It is our philosophy that living should be done in a threefold
balance of Action, Awareness, and Relationship. We begin
with awareness of our purpose for being upon earth, proceed
to act upon it in relation to the other beings and purposes
encountered. Awareness of that relation to other beings and
larger purposes renews the cycle of action. We act to enhance
the harmony of our relationships with the many beings of the
living Earth, and to pursue the purpose of spiritual growth.
The business was created to be a discipline and point of focus 
for magical work and spiritual growth. “Magic” involves not
only shifting of consciousness (or awareness) at will, but also
involves that poetic dance of harmonizing our energies and
purpose with others. We live and work in a setting of creative
magic among people, and in a place, whose mindset and actions
enhance awareness of the spiritual life present in the painted
scenery of material life.
Our company is ever evolving, as we ourselves are. In the years
to come, AzureGreen will develop new products to enhance the
magic in one’s life. We’ll pursue the relationships and actions
for expressing the liveliness and honor of the Old Ways. We
treat our livelihood as spiritual work and as though it is what
we intend to do with our time.
AzureGreen is:
Adair, Tamarin, Cindy, Buffie, Merlin, Sally, Steve, Amy, Anita,
Juanita, Dodie, Vic, Lis, Kim, Josh, Christie, David, Nikki, Craig,
Saraluna and Jacob.
Product Availability:
Due to our ever-changing inventory, products can quickly
become unavailable or discontinued without warning.  We
will inform you when an item is on backorder or is no longer
available when you place your order. For up to date information
on all our products, visit our web page at www.AzureGreen.com. 

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
FOR UP TO DATE LISTINGS, PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE.

Business Hours:
AzureGreen is open Monday thru Friday between 9:30 am
and 6:00pm EST.

Payment Methods:  
AzureGreen accepts Visa, MasterCard, Discover, Checks, and
Money Orders, as well as PayPal payments. We will need your
billing address, full name, and three digit CCV code (located
on the back of your card) in order to process your Credit Card.
All Paypal payments should be made to Azuredist@Yahoo.com.
Pay Pal can also process American Express, so through Pay Pal
we can accept payment from that credit card as well. 

Backorders:
When an item you have ordered is not in stock here at AzureGreen
our normal course of action is to leave the item on your order
if it is over $5.00 and ship it directly to you when it comes
back in stock. If the item is under $5.00 it will be removed
from your order and you will need to reorder it next time.
Unless other arrangements have been made, this is how we
handle back orders, and out of stock items. This pertains to
continental US orders only. 

Return Policy:
If you need to return product to AzureGreen you must contact
us within 30 days of receipt by emailing Returns@AzureGreen.com
or by calling us at 413 623 2155 ext 305. You must have the
original invoice number to reference.  AzureGreen will only
accept items for return that are approved and given an RMA
number. Returns will be subject to a 10% restocking fee. If you
are missing merchandise from your order, or have received
damaged items, put the package aside and contact us within
10 days so that we may get the issue resolved in a timely manner. 

Ordering with AzureGreen:
AzureGreen offers a wide variety of ordering options, including
sending in your order by mail, phone, fax, and email, or you can
easily place your order on our web store, www.AzureGreen.com.
You can place your order through email by emailing
Orders@azuregreen.com. 

Please Note:
Pursuant to current United States Postal Service regulations
and other State and Federal laws, AzureGreen is unable to
make claims as to the effectiveness of the products sold in this
catalog for medicinal, health or occult purposes. The information
provided for your reference is from historical and traditional
uses and is intended to help you make informed decisions,
not as a substitute for competent medical care.

If you have any questions regarding the information 
on this page, do not hesitate to contact us.

AzureGreen

Though we only print a few catalogs a year, our inventory is constantly changing as we cease carrying some of our
older items make way for the new products to come. There are frequent price changes on many products as well,
both when item costs increase and when we are able to cut a better deal with our suppliers and pass those
savings on to you.  For color pictures, up to date prices, new items, and precise quantities on our current stock,
please visit www.AzureGreen.com. You can also find a full color version of this catalog there, in a PDF format.

Also, we have begun sending out frequent emails full of our latest products, contests, and special offers to
everyone who has signed up to receive it. You can easily sign up for these flyers on our website and have our
latest products show up directly in your inbox!

AZUREGREEN MEMBERSHIP 
You can purchase an exclusive AzureGreen Membership which will last
for 3 years! This membership will entitle you to a 15% discount on all of
your retail purchases (excluding discounted items). An excellent deal 
if you plan to buy over $175.00 in the next three years. $25.00



Bumper Stickers

Bumper Stickers
All of our high quality, long lasting bumper stickers 
measure the standard-sized 11 ½”x 3” unless
otherwise noted. 1   $ 1.25  Each

EB667

EBACC

EBADU

EBAHH

EBALL

EBALW

EBANO

EBANY

EBAR51
New

EBARE

EBASA

EBAUN

EBBACO

EBBAN

EBBEF

EBBEW

EBBLE

EBBLO

EBBOR

EBBORO

EBBUC

EBCAN

EBCAT

EBCAU

EBCAUI

EBCELW

EBCHA

EBCHAN

EBCHR
New

EBCLE

EBCLEV

EBCOEX

EBCOMD

EBCON

EBCOV

EBCRO

EBDAY

EBDEA

EBDEN

EBDMM

EBDOB

EBDOG

EBDOIP

EBDOM

EBDOMW

EBDON

EBDONE

EBDONF

EBDONM

EBDONS

EBDOS

EBDOWI

EBDOY

EBDYS

EBEAR

1



Bumper Stickers 2

EBEARF

EBEARL

EBENC

EBEVE

EBFAT

EBFIV

EBFIXD

EBFOXN
New

EBFRE

EBFREF

EBFROF

EBGET

EBGETA

EBGIV

EBGOB

EBGODB

EBGODF

EBGODW

EBGOL

EBGOO

EBGROO

EBHAH

EBHAIC
New

EBHANU

EBHAP

EBHAPW

EBHAR

EBHAT

EBHAVF

EBHEM

EBHER

EBHIG

EBIAMG

EBIAMN

EBIBEA

EBIBED

EBIBEM

EBIBRA
New

EBIDOS

EBIDOW

EBIFG

EBIFOU

EBIFSM
New

EBIFW

EBIHAV

EBIKN

EBILOV

EBILS

EBIMAV

EBIMI

EBIMSE

EBINJ

EBINS

EBISA

EBIST

EBITBA

EBITD



Bumper Stickers3

EBITOP

EBITPR

EBITY

EBIVR

EBIWAL

EBKEE

EBLAS

EBLEG

EBLIF

EBLIFD

EBLIFW

EBLIV

EBLOFF

EBLOMM

EBLOV

EBLOVL

EBLOVM

EBLOVW

EBMAD

EBMAG

EBMAY

EBMEDI
New

EBMER

EBMIN

EBMYG

EBMYK

EBMYM

EBMYO

EBNAT

EBNEV

EBNEVP

EBNOC

EBNOM

EBNOTB

EBNOW

EBNTH

EBOBAH

EBOBE

EBOFA

EBOKOK

EBPEAL

EBPEN3

EBPRA

EBPRAT
New

EBPROA

EBPROW

EBQUE

EBREM

EBROM

EBSAR

EBSAW

EBSHAM

EBSHEC

EBSMII

EBSMIL

EBSOD

EBSOMO



Bumper Stickers, Magnetic Holder 4

EBSOWI

EBSUR

EBSWIT
New

EBSYO

EBTALP

EBTEAR

EBTHAO

EBTHB

EBTHED

EBTHEE

EBTHEG

EBTHEO

EBTHET

EBTHG

EBTHIN

EBTHO

EBTRE

EBUNIW

EBWAID

EBWAT

EBWEAL

EBWETHEP

EBWHA

EBWHAP

EBWHE

EBWHIA
New

EBWIT

EBWITCH

EBWITG

EBWITN

EBWITP

EBWWBD
New

EBYEI

EBYOP

EBYOUJ

Magnetic Bumper 
Sticker Holder

3‰ x 11.5‰
This is the perfect item for anyone who loves 
sporting bumper stickers on their car, but
wants the ability to remove them when it's
time for a new message, a new car, or simply
for those times when a little discretion is
needed. These removable 11 1/2" x 3" white
magnetic holders are cut the same size as a
standard bumper sticker and can be stuck on
your car, refrigerator, or any other magnetic
surface, to provide a clean and easily removable 
decoration. $ 2.25  2 #EBHOL

Music Line 
Size 3” x 3 3/4”
$ 0.95  1 #EBMLIN

Treble Clef
Size 3 3/4” x 3”

$ 0.95  1 #EBMTRE

Bass Clef
Size 3 3/4” x 3”
$ 0.95  1 #EBMBAS 

New
Safe Travel Seal

Size 3”x 3”
$ 0.95  1 #EBSETR

New
Good Health Seal 
Size 3”x 3”
$ 0.95  1 #EBSEHE 

Pentagram
Size 3" x 3"   

$ 0.95  1 #EBPEN

Triple Moon
Size 3" x 5 3/4"     $1.25 1 #EBTRIM

New
5” x 3”
$ 0.95  
1 #EBPOT



Bumper Stickers5

Celebrate Diversity
Pride Rainbow Sticker

Size 3" x 5 1/2"    $ 1.95  1 #EBCELD

Long Rainbow Strip Sticker
Measures 26" x 1/2”
$ 1.95  1  #EBRAIS

Blank Bumper Stickers
If you've ever wanted to make your own bumper sticker, than this is the product 
for you! Offered in both white and a vivid yellow, these blank, standard-size 11 1/2" x 3"
bumper stickers are ready for any design or statement you can imagine!   1  $ 1.25

White
EBBLAW

Yellow
EBBLAY

Capricorn #EBZCAP 
Dec. 21 - Jan. 19              

Scorpio #EBZSCO
Oct. 23 - Nov. 22              

Sagittarius #EBZSAG
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21              

Cancer #EBZCAN
Jun. 21 - Jul. 22              

Leo #EBZLEO
Jul. 22 - Aug. 23              

Libra #EBZLIB
Sep. 22 - Oct. 23              

Taurus #EBZTAU
Apr. 20 - May 20              

Pisces #EBZPIS 
Feb. 18 - Mar. 20              

Aquarius #EBZAQU 
Jan. 19 - Feb. 18              

Gemini #EBZGEM
May 20 - Jun. 21              

Aries #EBZARI 
Mar. 20 - Apr. 20              

Virgo #EBZVIR
Aug. 23 - Sep. 22              

Zodiac Bumper Stickers 
Featuring the classic symbolism for each of the astrological signs, our 3" x 3 3/4" 
Zodiac bumper stickers are a great way to show the connection and influence
your sun sign has upon your daily life, and upon you as a person. Made
of a durable white background with vivid blue lines, these bumper stickers 
easily stand out against your bumper for all to enjoy.   1#  $ 0.95 

Pride Bumper Stickers
Bumper stickers are all about being yourself, and sharing who you are, your views, and
your humor with the world around you. With that freedom and expression in mind, we
offer several different bumper stickers intended to help the GLBT community and all
of their friends show their pride at being who they really are!

Peace Sign New
Size 3”per side

$ 0.95  1 #EBPEAC

Om Symbol New
Size 3”per side

$ 0.95  1 #EBOM

Yin Yang New
Size 3”per side
$ 0.95  1 #EBYY

Recycle Symbol New
Size 3” x 3”

$ 0.95  1 #EBREC

Sigillum Dei New
Size 3”x 3”

$ 0.95  1 #EBSESI

Baphomet New
Size 3”x 3”

$ 0.95  1 #EBBAPH

Female/
Female
3 1/2” x 3”
$ 0.95  
1 #EBSFF

Male/
Male
3 5/8” x 3”
$ 0.95  
1 #EBSMM 

Transgender
3 5/8” x 3”
$ 0.95  
1 #EBSTRA



Universal Worship Lotus
4” diameter      #EWWS1

Great Mother Labyrinth
4” diameter    #EWWS2

World Goddess
4” diameter     #EWWS6

Earth and Sky Love 
4” diameter    #EWWS15

White Tara
4” tall x 3 1/2”wide  #EWWS7

Quan Yin
5 1/4” tall x 3 3/4” wide

#EWWS9

Shakti Dancing
4 1/2” tall x 3 1/2”wide

#EWWS11

Chakra Yogi 
4 1/2” tall x 3 3/4” wide

#EWWS18

Chakra Goddess 
4” tall x 3 1/2” wide

#EWWS14

Goddesses of the Elements
4” diameter     #EWWS5

Mother Gaia Egg 
4 1/2” wide    #EWWS3

Peaceful Hearts 
4” diameter      #EWWS10

Dawn of Unity  
4” diameter      #EWWS4

Window Stickers 6

Crop 
Circle Chakra

7" tall x 1 1/4" wide
#EWWS17

Opaque
Window 
Stickers

Set onto a white
background, the
one-sided images
on these colorful
window stickers
clearly stand out
against your window.

$ 3.95

Sacred Symbols
1 1/4" tall x 7" wide #EWWS16

Window Stickers
Each of these window stickers is comprised of a durable plastic that shines with the vivid colors 
of each piece. Place these beautiful stickers upon the windows of your car or home to enjoy
their intricate designs all through the day. These window stickers are made of a transparent plastic
that allows you to see the sunlight streaming through their beautiful designs, no matter which side 
of the window you are on. $ 3.95



7

Gaia’s Embrace
4 1/2” tall x 4”wide  #EWWS13

Pan Dancing
4 1/2” tall  #EWWS8

Classic 
Chakra
6 1/8" x 1 3/8" 
#EWWS12

Our Lady of Guadalupe 
This is a traditional representation of the
Virgin Mary in a simple, peasant's cloak.

#EWGUA

Sacred Heart of Jesus  
A powerful symbol of the divine love of 
Christ. #EWSHJ

New 
Celtic Magic
6" x 1 1/2" 
#EWWS19

Holy Spirit 
Representative of the holy spirit, here is a
white dove against the background of a 
radiant sun.  #EWHOL

St. Jude 
Here is the sacred image of St. Jude, the
patron saint of the troubled and the hopeless. 

#EWSTJ

St. Michael 
Here St. Michael is shown wielding his sword
and carrying the scales of justice while his
foot holds down Lucifer's head, keeping him
pinned down among the hellfire. #EWSTM

Window Stickers

More 
Window Stickers

$ 3.95

Stained Glass Window Stickers
Crafted so that they will shine like stained glass as the sun catches them in your 
window, these are a wonderful addition to your own home altar, creating an
atmosphere much akin to a church or other such place of worship. These circular 
window stickers measure 5 1/4" in diameter. $ 7.50

Static-Bound 
Window Stickers

Held to the windows of your car or home
with static alone, these vividly colored
window stickers are easy to remove and 
reapply somewhere new Pride Rainbow 

Size 3" x 5 1/2"   $ 2.50 1 #EBSRAI
Pride Rainbow Triangle 

Measures 3" per side  $ 2.25 1 #EBSTRI

New
Interfaith 
6" x 1 1/2"

#EWWS21

New 
Many 

Nations 
6" x 1 1/2" 

#EWWS20



Universal Lotus
2 1/2" diameter $ 3.95 1 #EMGM1

Goddesses of the Elements  
3" diameter   $ 3.95   #EMMG2

Chakra Goddess 
Size 4”x 3 1/2"  $ 3.95 #EMMG14

Chakra
Size 6" x 1"
$ 3.95 #EMMG12

Archangel Michael 
God's champion, the
archangel Michael is
armored and thrusting
his sword into the
serpent by his feet, as
powerful reminder
that faith is your armor
and protection.   

#EMA816

Angel of 
Good Council 

A robed angel aloft
upon feathered wings
above the words "Love
is the Way Home," is
an inspirational mes-
sage for those seeking
council in enlighten-
ment and faith.   

#EMA893

Spirit of 
the New Earth 
With the wings of an
angel and a powerful
visage the earth spirit
stands before an
enchanted meadow,
guarding nature with
her staff even as divine
blessing swirls across
her feet.     #EMF155

Angel Guide 
The sweet image of
two children walking
through a field with
the sun at their backs.
Between them, gently
holding their hands is
a white robed angel,
guiding them on their 
path.       #EMA888

My Angel 
The serene image of
an angel at sleep,
resting her head
upon a feathered
wing.      #EMA808

Secret 
Angel Friend 
Walking down a path
surrounded by dark
woods, a little girl seems
quite alone. But, the
translucent image of
an angel floats above
her, making sure she
stays safe. #EMA824

8

Crop 
Circle Chakra 

Size 6” x 1”
$ 3.95 #EMMG17

Earth and Sky Love
3" circle    $ 3.95 #EMMG15

Peaceful Hearts 
2 1/2" diameter $ 3.95 #EMMG10

Iconic Image Magnets
Each of these beautifully detailed 2" x 3" magnets is formed out of a water-resistant
image bound securely to the back of a powerful magnet. With over sixty different
magnets to choose from, many of the most renown spiritual figures and ideals 
of our world are represented. 1#  $ 4.25

Magnets

Sacred Symbols
Size 1” x 5 5/8"   $ 3.95   #EMMG16

Magnets



Mother of 
Perpetual Help 
This image of the Virgin
Mary, holding the baby
Jesus is a powerful
image of the Mother
of Perpetual Help. Use
it to remind yourself
that when you are
down, prayers and
devotion can lift you
back up. #EMC977

Angels of Prayer 
A classic image of the
Virgin Mary present-
ing her son, Jesus, to
the world. Twenty-one
angels encircle the pair,
with the word Prayer
written beneath them. 

#EMA812

Sacred Heart 
A classical image of
Jesus offering his bless-
ing, with a golden halo
shining behind him
and the glow of the
sacred heart beneath
his robes, reminding
us of the love he holds
for all of mankind.  

#EMC903

Immaculate 
Heart of Mary 

An image of the Virgin
Mary with a golden
halo gleaming behind
her head, and the glow
of the Immaculate
Heart before her; the
representation of her
virginal love of God
and her maternal love 
for Jesus.    EMC904

Our Lady 
of Guadalupe 
This famous 16th
century icon of the
Virgin Mary depicts
the  image  of  the
Mother of God as
she is said to have
appeared on a simple
peasant's cloak.       

#EMC926

St. Therese 
Showing St. Therese
within the garments
of a nun, this magnet
says "I will spend my
heaven doing good on
earth." Inspirational
words, reminding you
seek to do good for
your fellow man.   

#EMC976

St. Francis of Assisi 
Saint Francis of Assisi,
the founder of the
Franciscan order of
monks and the patron
saint of animals and
nature, is shown here
in an idyllic garden
bathed in light.

#EMC952

May Loving 
Kindness Abound 
Drawing upon three
religions to create an
image of peace and
kindness, Jesus, Krishna
and Buddha offer their
mutual blessings, while
the words "May Loving
Kindness Abound." are
written beneath them.
#EME701

All Faiths
Created around the
image of the earth is
a collage of religious
imagery, blending all
faiths with a deep
impression of sacred
unity. Not only a
poignant expression
of oneness, it can be
a wonderful tool for
meditative contem-
plation.   #EME745

Shalom 
Written across the
image of a glowing
menorah with its
seven candles aflame,
the word "Shalom",
meaning simply
"peace”, is a powerful
word used both for
hello and goodbye.    

#EME759

Rumi Quote 
An image of the wise
Muslim scholar and
mystic, with his quote
"Let the beauty of
what you love be
what you do." point-
ing down the path to
happiness.    

#EMERUMI

Anandamayi Ma 
Serve Always 
Anandamayi Ma,
Hindu spiritual leader
and guru, sits beside
the wise words “Serve
always with the feeling
that one is serving the
Supreme Being...”   

#EME752

Anandamayi Ma 
Constant 

Remembrance 
Anandamayi Ma,
famed guru of the 20th
century sits in the serene
bliss for which she was
known, with the words
“Constant Remem-
brance of God’s holy
name brings relief from
all anxiety” written
beside her. #EME753

9 Magnets

More Iconic Image Magnets
1#  $ 4.25

Jesus “Love One Another” 
Set against a glowing pink and yellow background
that could be the sun or an image of an opening
chakra, this magnet has a portrait of Jesus
wonderfully portrayed, seemingly gazing at the
quote of his own words: "Love one another…"   

#EMCJES



Ganesha 
Ganesha, he gazes out
serenely while holding
his broken tusk to
remind us that he can
aid in removing ob-
stacles as well as place
them in the way of
those who need to be 
checked.     #EME3

Throned Ganesha
Depicted here is the
Hindu god, Ganesha
(also known as Ganesh),
the elephant-headed
god of beginnings and
wisdom, commonly
revered as the one who
helps worshipers
overcome obstacles.

#EME748

Durga Ma 
An image of Maa
Durga, or "Mother
Durga," a powerful
form of the radiant
goddess, riding upon
the back of a tiger, her
eight hands hold aloft
weapons of war and
a lotus blossom.   

#EME717

Seated Lakshmi 
The Hindu goddess of
wealth, prosperity,
generosity, wisdom,
light, and courage, as
well as the embodiment
of beauty and grace.
Here she is robed in
pink and wreathed in
light, with lotus blos-
soms and coins held
in her outstretched 
hands.     #EME781

Lakshmi, Ganesha 
and Saraswati
Lakshmi, the goddess
of wisdom and pros-
perity, stands within
a lotus flower, while
seated on either side,
is Saraswati, the god-
dess of music and the
arts, and Ganesha, the
god of beginnings, and
knowledge, with a
serene mountain lake
behind them.       

#EME738

Om 
Namah Shivaya 
Known as the five-
syllable mantra,  the
simple phrase "Om
Namah Shivaya"
means "I bow to Shiva"
This is both referring
to the Hindu god and
the true, inner self.    

#EME814

Shiva
Here is Shiva, the
supreme God and
source of creation in
the world. Fruit and
flowers are laid before
the Om symbol at his
feet; offerings to the
potent being in rever-
ence of his compassion
and power. #EME744

Shiva “Om 
Namah Shivaya” 
Looking down upon
the rising cobra that
has coiled around his
neck, Shiva seems
contemplative and
serene, with a slight
smile upon his face.
Next to his image is the
mantra "Om Namah
Shivaya" #EME712

Shiva Shakti 
The Hindu Supreme
God and the Goddess
of Creation are shown
here split down the
middle, their images
combining to form one
whole body, showing
that each is but one half
of the whole picture.    

#EME756

Maha Kali 
This is a traditional
image of Kali, the
Hindu goddess of
time, change, death
and destruction, who
acts as a fierce repre-
sentation of feminine
power, as well as a
potent reminder of the
inevitability of time
and change. 

#EME716

Art of Zen 
A message speaking
to the Art of Zen, the
words “Embrace this
present moment as if
there were no other...“
are beside Buddha,
serene in meditation.    

#EME789

Buddha of 
the Full Lotus

Buddha sits in full
lotus position, with an
opening lotus blossom,
as a great reminder to
seek serenity and peace
on your road to wisdom
and enlightenment.  

#EME612

Medicine Buddha 
The Medicine Buddha
sits in the lotus position,
he offers a mudra with
his right hand, from
which springs a med-
icinal flower, while in
the left he holds a small
pot filled with such
offerings. #EME737

Peace Buddha 
A peaceful image of
Buddha, sitting in full
lotus, is the very image
of serenity, reminding
you of your search for
peace and love in your
day to day life.   

#EME794

Buddha’s Love 
Shown here is the
sacred image of Bud-
dha, robed in orange
and making mudras
while he sits in medi-
tation beside the words
"Be here now as love."  

#EME793

10
More Iconic Image Magnets

1#  $ 4.25

Magnets



Loving Compassion 
An image of Buddha is
set against a mandala
of lotus flowers and
the sacred heart, with
the words "May all
beings be happy and
know the deepest
peace. And may we
always express loving
compassion."    

#EME711S

OM Sweet OM 
Displaying the Om
symbol at its center,
this magnet is a play-
ful, tongue-in-cheek
reminder that where
ever you find peace
and harmony you will
also find your home.   

#EME750

Ma Kwan Yin 
Kwan Yin, the goddess
of mercy, is shown here
sitting in a state of med-
itation and performing
a mudra while holding
the world to her womb.
The Bindi on her fore-
head and the Star of
David and the Om on
her mat, symbolize that
mercy transcends all
cultural boundaries.                   

#EME734

Kwan Yin’s 
Compassion 

The Bodhisattva sits
peacefully in the lotus
position, with her face
a mask of serenity. The
Chinese Goddess of
Mercy, is shown here
offering mudras of
blessing, with the word
compassion below.   

#EME7887

Kwan Yin Statue 
Compassion
Kwan Yin, known as
the Bodhisattva of
compassion, is shown
here holding a lotus
blossom to symbolize
the road to enlighten-
ment and highlighted
by the word “Com-
passion”. #EME799

Eye of Horus 
This magnet bears
the Eye of Horus, an
ancient Egyptian sym-
bol of protection and
divine power.                            

#EMM438

Ancient Egypt 
Isis, settled upon a
throne, holds a scepter
and an ankh before her
while her regal head-
dress rests upon her
brow. Coming to her
with offerings is a
young Pharaoh, seek-
ing her wisdom. 

#EMM5221

Fairy Prince 
A fairy prince dances
amid blooming flowers
in vibrant shades of
white, blue and pink,
with offering of roses
in his outstretched
hand for his unknown 
love, with the words
“Love is Here” printed
beside him.

#EMF154

Fairy of 
Inspiration 

A youthful woman
twirls, her face alight
with joy, spreading her
shawl and sprinkling
glowing motes of light
upon the word "Be-
lieve" and the colorful
field of flowers below.      

#EMF115

Fairy of Adventure 
A fairy with her pet
leopard by her side
departs on a path of
adventure, with the
words "Follow your
dreams;" a powerful
image to encourage
and remind you to
chase your goals and 
dreams.  #EMF137

Prince of Love 
Accented by roses, a
lotus blossom, and the
glow of a heart, the
otherworldly fairy
prince is a delightful
messenger of the love
we can find in our lives
if we only look. The
words “Blessings of
Love” are written
before him.  

#EMF151

Fairy of 
Secret Longings

A beautiful fairy swims
amid the lily pads and
reeds of a dark-watered
pond, looking up with
love-sick eyes express-
ing her most secret
desires.     #EMF130

World of 
Magic Fairy
Bathed in the mystical
light that emanates
from her wand, a
butterfly-winged fairy
steps into a moonlit
pool, with the words
"Our world is so full
of magic for those who
still believe" written 
beside her. #EMF124

Fairies of 
Mutual Love

These mirrored fairies
stare down into the
petals of a lotus flower
with sorrowful expres-
sions, holding it in their
joined hands as though
they seek a greater
wisdom to govern the
love that they share. 

#EMF139

Spirit of 
the Green Fairy 
A motherly fairy holds
the world in one hand
and a rose, a symbol of
love, in the other. With
the words "Spirit of
Green" written above
the image, it is clear
that to be green is to 
love.        #EME111

11 Magnets

More Iconic Image Magnets
1#  $ 4.25



Fairy Ring 
The classical image
of a young woman,
wreathed in white
flowers, standing in
a glowing circle of
the fairy folk.   

#EMF125

Fairies of Magic 
Twin fairies frolic
beneath the words
"Magic is in the air,"
to remind you to look
for magic and wonder
in every aspect of life.    
#EMF140

Fairy Oracle 
With butterfly wings
and her hair playfully
drawn back into pig-
tails, a nude fairy sits
poised upon a flower-
bedecked carpet with
the Earth floating in
her lap and the word
"Believe" written at her 
feet.           #EMF123

Mother 
of the World 

The world-mother,
wearing a gown of
stars, and the Hindu
Bindi with the mantle
of the Virgin Mary
upon her brow, holds
Earth to her womb in
a protective embrace.
Below her is written
"Express your com-
passion."  #EME732

Earth Care Fairy
Above the phrase
"Handle With Care,"
a fairy grasps Earth
close to her chest.
Hang it to remind
yourself that your
actions today effect
the world tomorrow.    
#EMF175

The Goddess 
is Alive and Well 
An iconic statue of a
Goddess in an image
of serenity and purity,
with the words "The
Goddess is Alive and
Well."   #EMM9108

Ancient Mother 
This magnet bears the
ancient spiral goddess
with the Earth resting
over her sacred womb.
Encircling the God-
dess are the words
"Oh Goddess may we
continually give birth
to the world."  

#EME755

Chief Joseph 
A portrait of the famous
Native American, Chief
Joseph, renowned for
his resistance to being
forcibly moved to a
reservation along with
his tribe, an inspirational
humanitarian and
peacemaker.

#EMN44

Regard Heaven 
Set against the image
of a Native American,
standing upon a rocky
outcropping, are these
words of wisdom:
"Regard Heaven as
your Father, Earth as
your mother, and all
that lives as your
Brother and Sister."    

#EMM573

Native Wisdom 
A Native American
man, garbed in tradi-
tional headdress and
attire stands proudly
beside the words "We
have all come from
The One Great Spirit,
and this precious
earth is our common
mother. Let us walk
in harmony."

#EMN40

Respect Our 
Mother Earth 
Next to the words,
“Respect Our Mother
Earth,” a Native Am-
erican chief, posed in
full head dress, looks
off in contemplation
over a lotus flower in
full bloom, blending
Western and Eastern
traditions.

#EMM564

Oh Great Spirit 
The Lakota Chief
Yellow Lark gazes off
into the distance
beside his famous
prayer, "Oh Great
Spirit, Let me learn
the lessons you have
hidden in every leaf
and rock," to help you
see that in every turn
you will find hidden 
knowledge.   

#EMM551

Sitting Bull 
A classic photograph
of Sitting Bull, set
beside some of his
words of wisdom: "Let
us put our minds
together and see what
life we can make for
our children." 

#EMN43

Native Mind 
Beside the portrait of
a Native American
elder are the words of
the Native American
author Morning Dove:
"Everything on Earth
has a purpose, every
disease an herb to cure
it, and every person a
mission. This is the
Indian Theory of Exis-
tence."    #EMM562

Wisdom 
Comes Magnet 
"Wisdom comes when
you start living the life
the creator intended
for you," are the wise
words accenting the
stoic features of a
proud Native Amer-
ican.    #EMM582

12
More Iconic Image Magnets

1#  $ 4.25

Magnets
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Mano Poderosa Poster 
Representing the right hand of God,
this poster displays a hand raising Saints
into the heavens; St. Joseph, the Virgin
Mary, St. Joachim and St. Anne all rest
atop his fingers, while the Christ-child
rests upon the thumb. Surrounded by
angels and images of the crucifixion,
these powerful images come together
to offer the protection of God, and to
remind you that the all powerful hand 
of God is in all things. #EPMAN

Virgen Sagrado 
Corazon Poster 

This beautiful poster displays Our Lady
of the Sacred Heart, or Virgen Sagrado
Corazon; the Virgin Mary revealing her
heart to be as one with that of Jesus
Christ. This loving image reveals to us all
that the love of the mother is the same as
the love of Jesus, and God, and is there-
fore unconditional and everlasting. This
poster is a powerful reminder of this 
everlasting love.   #EPVIR

Holy Prayer Cards
St. Peter Prayer Card 

St. Peter, often depicted as 
carrying the key to Heaven,
is often revered as the saint
to turn to when one is search-
ing for detachment from the
concerns of the material
world, in favor of the divinity
and grace that is God and
heaven.  This card, depicting
the sacred image of Saint
Peter on its front, is backed
by a prayer to utter in seeking
his aid and his graces.

#ECSTP

Helping Hand Holy Card 
This prayer card presents the 
image of the hand of Christ,
marked by stigmata, reaching
up into the heavens. On clouds
surrounding it you can find the
images of saint and angels,
eager to give aid. Upon the
back you will find the prayer
to God, which you are to
speak before making your
petition in the hopes of finding
divine aid for those troubles
that plague you. #ECHELH

St. Jude Prayer Card 
This sacred prayer card 
depicts the apostle St Jude,
who was a faithful servant
and loyal friend of Jesus.
He is known as the saint of
those who are troubled, and
having a hard time finding
hope and is known to aid
them if the beseech him in
prayer. On the back of the
card is such a prayer, pro-
viding you with the means
to pray to Jude and Jesus
in faith, seeking release 

from your troubles and worries.     #ECSTJ
Holy Trinity Holy Card 

Presenting on its front face the 
divine image of the Holy Trinity,
or the Father, the Son, and the
Holy Spirit, this prayer card
conveys the peace and serenity
found within God. Shown within
the parting clouds of Heaven,
you can use the picture as a
focus as you speak the prayer to
the Holy Trinity that is written
upon the back, helping to bring
good will, good fortune, and
the grace of God into your life.  

#ECHOLT

Made to fit easily in your pocket or purse, these 4 1/2" long by 2 1/2"
wide laminated prayer cards provide a constant reminder of God's 
love and guidance in our lives.  2#  $ 1.50

Holy Posters
Representing some of the most powerful beliefs and 
ideals of the Faiths of Christ, these paper posters are
covered in sacred symbols and imagery that is tied to the
love and sacrifice that he represents. Measuring 8” wide
by 9 3/4” long, each of these posters is focused on its own 
symbolic meaning to many different faiths.   2# $ 1.50

Siete Potencias Poster
Here is a poster of 
the Seven African
Powers, or the Siete
Potencias as they are
often known. With
the image of Jesus
Christ at the center,
surrounded by nu-
merous sacred sym-
bols, the images of
Chango, Ochun,
Orula, Yemalia, Og-
um, Obatala, and
Elegua are presented
in a circle. These
seven powers are
often recognized as
the seven most im-
portant among the
Orishas, or divine

spirits, saints and angels, of Hoodoo and Santeria practices.
Forming a circle around Christ, they paint a powerful
image and are sure to offer their protection and guidance.    

#EPSIE

Magnets, Holy Posters & Prayer Cards
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9 Healing Herbs #EP9HE Baphomet #EPBAP

Caim of Brigit #EPCAI 

Celtic Trees #EPCEL

Charge of 
The Dark God

#EPDAR 

May The Circle Be 
Open, Yet Unbroken    

#EPMAY 

Wiccan Rede (LAW)
#EPWIC

Parchment Posters

ParchmentParchment
PostersPosters

Printed on a lightweight, champagne
colored parchment, these 8 1/2” x 11”
posters are intended to hang in the
home or ritual space. Used as a focus
for your magical intentions, simply
seeing one on the walls of your
temple can invoke a sense of the 
spiritual. 2# $ 1.50
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Chakras #EPCHA

Epiphany of Isis #EPEPI 

Goddess Charge #EPGOD

Goetic Circle #EPGOE

Green Man #EPGRE

Hex Signs #EPHEX

Horned God #EPHOR 

Joyful Pan #EPPAN2 New

Moon Goddess #EPMOO

Parchment Posters
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Nine Noble Virtues #EPNIN 

Pagan Year #EPPAG

Pan #EPPAN

Pentagram #EPPEN

Rede of the Horned One #EPRED 

Rose Cross #EPROS

Runes #EPRUN

Sigillum Dei Æmeth #EPSIG

Solomon #EPSOL

Parchment Posters



Talisman Pentacle #EPTALP
Talisman for spell work 

Wheel of the Year #EPWHE2
New

Wiccan Rede (LONG POEM) #EPWICP

Witches' Alphabet #EPWIT

Witches' Rune     #EPWITR

Your Magick Wand #EPYOU 

17 Parchment Posters, Pins

#PAGAG

#PAGE

#PALLS

#PANIP

#PANOSTR

#PBACO

#PBETG

#PBEW

#PBLE

#PBORP

#PCELD

#PDAZC New

#PDIP

#PDOIP

#PDONL New

#PDONO

#PDONT New

#PENJ

#PGODP

#PGOSO

#PHALG New

#PHASA  

#PHAT

#PHELM

Our wide selection of pins will help you wear
your heart on your sleeve and state your
beliefs in no uncertain terms. Whether you have
something serious to say, or are just looking for
a laugh, we have something here to help you 
say it with a little subtlety. 2# $ 1.50 each

Pins
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#PHETC

#PHII

#PHOMS

#PHOWY New

#PIBEL

#PIBIR New

#PIDOM

#PIFG

#PIFOL 

#PIFSUR

#PIFYO

#PIGNB New

#PIMAR New

#PIMBE 

#PIMO 

#PIMPE 

#PIMR

#PING

#PIPER New

#PITBI

#PITNO 

#PITSB

#PIUSE

#PJESW

#PKEEL New

#PKISM

#PLIFW

#PLIVW New

#PLOV

#PLOVE New

#PMAGH

#PMIN

#PMYG

#PMYKA

#PMYMI

#PMYO

#PMYSEX

#PNAM 

#PNEWW 

#PNOSL 

#PNOTM

#PONED New

#PONEN

#POOPI 

#POURN New

#PPEAN 

#PPEAS

#PPEN

#PPLEA

#PPOSL

#PPRA

#PQUAR

#PQUEA 

#PRAIF

#PRAIS

#PRECC

#PSILM

#PSOMB

#PSORMIS

#PSTER

#PSURT

#PTEN

#PTHEF New

Pins

More Pins
2# $ 1.50 each
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Celtic Pentagram      

A knotwork double pentagram
of gold & silver, against a navy
background, surrounded and
illuminated by simple red Celtic
knots with bright green thread 
binding the rim. #ESCEL

Isis 
Great Mother, Queen of
Heaven & Earth, Mistress
of Magick, Ultimate Healer.  
With her golden wings set
against a sky blue background,
over seven different colors
are used in the making of
this patch.              #ESISI

Leafy Pentagram   
An interwoven silver pentagram,
surrounded by heart-shaped
green ivy leaves on a black
background, with a bright blue 
border. #ESLEA

Moon Goddess
The Moon Goddess embodies
the sea and tides, as well
as the power of women,
intuition, and the night.
She is set in purple and blue,
with a silver moon and stars
and golden hair. #ESMOO

Oak Leaf
This patch displays an
i n t e r t w i n e d  g o l d e n
pentagram with five oak
leaves spread atop it, and
an acorn in the center, with
a bright green border.                

#ESOAK

Starry Pentagram
A silver interwoven pentagram 
& crescent moon design, set
against a black background
with silver edging, the whole
speckled with golden stars.  

#ESSTA

Star Goddess
Depicted as a blond woman
with the lunar transitions
all about her, at the base of
her neck rests a pentagram,
symbol of the harmony
between all things. #ESSTAG

Unicorn 
Unicorns are the embodiment
of purity and light, symbols
of the power to be found in
goodness. This patch is done
in blue, gold, and white
stitching.            #ESUNI

Pins, Patches

Woven Patches
Vividly colored and durable, these beautiful 
embroidered cloth patches can easily be sewn on to
your favorite clothing, accessories, and ritual
wear. They each measure 3” in diameter unless 
otherwise noted. $ 5.95 

Cernnunos
A golden Cernnunos, Lord of
the Hunt, as depicted on the
Gundestrap Cauldron, against
a black background, with red
edging and an interwoven red
pentagram between his antlers.
#ESCER

Eye of Horus
The Eye of Horus set against
black background with a red
pentagram beneath it, both
adorned with gold stitching
accents. The whole patch is
surrounded by a yellow border.

#ESEYE

Goddess Serpent 
The serpent, ancient symbol
of the Goddess, healing and
wisdom, is entwined in a red
pentagram surrounded by five
silver crescent moons on a
black background. The edging
on this patch is bright aqua.
#ESGOD

Greenman
This patch depicts the legendary
Greenman,  h is  sage  eyes
wordlessly pouring wisdom into
all those who meet his gaze.
His green and black face is
highly contrasted against a
b r o w n  background, and a
golden border. #ESGRE

Hecate's Wheel
This is the sigil of Hecate,
Goddess of the night, Queen
of Witchcraft, Mistress of
Magick, and Wise Crone.
This beautiful patch is set in
a delightful combination
of blue, black, and silver 
stitching. #ESHEC

Horus 
Horus, the Egyptian sun god,
depicted as a hawk. He wears
the solar disc on his head,
and near his claws are twin
ankhs, the symbol of eternal
life. The red blue and golden
details of this design stand out
against a black background
with golden edging #ESHOR

#PTHEGM

#PTHEH

#PTHEM

#PTHEN 

#PTHIW

#PVAL

#PVALF

#PWEAEV

#PWENO

#PWHAS 

#PWIT

#PWITC

#PWOUY

#PYIN

#PYOUC 

#PYOUF

More Pins
2# $ 1.50 each
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Opportunity Meditation Stone
Inscribed with the characters 
for opportunity on one side
and etched with the same
word on the other, this 1"
long oval stone is perfect
for holding in your hand
and rubbing between your
fingers while meditating
to enhance your spiritual
exploration. Allow the stone
to help lead you to discover
opportunities that you had
not foreseen.   

$ 4.95  1 #A4500OP
Guardian Angel Amulet

Hanging 1" long, this amulet helps 
attract the aid of a guardian angel.
It has the image of an angel
looking over a child delicately
carved into the front while on
the back the words "Pray for us"
are embossed as a plea for divine
aid. Cord not included.  

$ 1.95   #AGUA12

Praying Angel Amulet New
Taking the form of a serene 
angel, with hands clasped
before her and her wide
wings bedecked in jewels,
this 2” long, pewter amulet
is intended as a representa-
tion of the power of prayer.
Use it as a focus for your
prayer, to help carry your
need, intent and urgency
to the divine.   

$ 6.95  2 #APRAA
Hope Angel Amulet 

A symbol of hope and 
love, the angel is a pow-
erful symbol that can help
pull you out of dark times.
Here, an angel kneels in
prayer with wings spread
behind her. Use it as a
focus to give you hope
and help guide you
through the trials that
you are enduring. This pendant hangs  3/4" 
long.   $ 7.95  2 #AAHOP

Guiding Light Amulet
Keep yourself as close as you 
can to your guardian angel and
the path before you will be
illuminated by its guiding light.
Measuring 2 1/2" in length and
set with one of an assortment
of colored glass spheres, this
beautiful guardian angel amulet
is intended to help you through
your darkest moments with
faith and unyielding love.

$ 18.95   1 #AGUILIG

Saint Jude Charm
This 1 1/4” long, gold-toned
amulet depicts Saint Jude,
the saint of impossible and
hopeless causes. Cord not
included. $ 3.95  2  #ASTJ

Saint Lucy Talisman 
This gold-plated tal-
isman, in the shape
of feminine eyes, is
the symbol of Saint
Lucy, the Patron
Saint of the Blind

and a prominent Christian martyr, to whom
many pray when seeking aid. Coming with
this 1" wide by 1/2" long talisman is a prayer
to be spoken when seeking Saint Lucy's aid,
cord not included.          $ 3.50  2 #ASTLU

Saint Peter’s Key
Plated in 14k gold, this 2" long
skeleton key is delicately en-
graved with the name of its
keeper, Saint Peter, marking it
as a representation of the key to
the gates of Heaven. As such, it
is made to be carried in your
pocket, purse, or wallet to help
you find good luck and joy in
life, using all the radiance of
Heaven as your inspiration. 

$ 2.95  #ASTPK

Saint Peter Amulet
One of Christ's apostles, Saint 
Peter is commonly viewed as
the keeper of the gates of heaven.
Seek his help to escape from
worldly concerns and sorrows
to bask in the divinity and
eternal love of heaven and the
grace of God. This 3/4" long
pendant does not come with 
a cord. $ 1.95   #ASTP

A m u l e t s
Amulets and talismans are used all over the world, in spiritual and magical practices brought to us from hundreds of different cultures
and traditions. Using an amulet or other charm to house or direct the subtle and powerful forces you are working with often brings
greater impact to what you are trying to accomplish, since you can carry the physical manifestation of your intention along with
you through your day. Almost all our amulets are crafted out of lead-free pewter and energetically charged by local artisans, using
an environmentally friendly chemical free process. Each amulet comes on a black satin or nylon cord unless otherwise noted.

Clover
This simple four leaf clover
is intended to help tilt things
in your favor.   

$ 2.95  1 #A4502C

Om
This Om symbol is intended
to help you when you find
yourself tested, and need help
seeking inner peace.   

$ 2.95  1 #A4502OM

Buddha
This stone is intended to
remind you to seek inner
peace and the middle way
in all things.   

$ 2.95  1 #A4502B

Angel
Carry this stone with you
when you seek angelic pro-
tection, and rub it to aid you
as you call them forth.  

$ 2.95  1 #A4502A

Witch’s Hat
Use this stone to draw upon
the wisdom and power of
generations of witches, or
help turn negative energies
into positive forces within
your life.       

$ 2.95  1 #A4502WH

Peace 
Use this stone as a reminder
to seek the peaceful path
in all things. Rub this stone
to find an inner reserve of
serene strength.   

$ 2.95  1 #A4502P

Pentagram
Hold this stone in your
palm as you focus your
energies upon this pow-
erful symbol of magic,
mystery and power to
lend aid to your medi-
tation or ritual magic.

$ 2.95  1 #A4502ST

Pocket Stones
Each of these pewter pocket stones is inscribed with a different symbol 
intended to aid you in manifesting your desires.  Measuring only 3/4" to 1",
they are the perfect size to carry with you in your pocket or wallet. Holding
or rubbing these stones serves as a focus for your intent, building the energy
around your will..
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Saint Anthony Amulet
This 1" long amulet is meant to be 
used in prayer to the blessed Saint
Anthony. It has the image of St.
Anthony blessing a child carved
into the front while the words
"Pray for us" are embossed into
the back as a plea for divine aid.
Cord not included.    

$ 1.95  #ASTA

Saint Christopher Amulet 
Known as the Bearer of Christ, 
Saint Christopher is depicted
on this 3/4" long pewter amulet
in fantastic detail. Said to have
carried Christ across a flooded
river, this amulet calls upon
Saint Christopher to help you
harbor Christ in your heart and
help you carry the burdens that
might weigh upon you in life. 

Cord not included.  $ 1.95   #ASTC

Saint Ignatius Amulet 
Originally a Spanish knight, 
Saint Ignatius abandoned his
lifestyle of war and nobility
to become a hermit and a monk,
and live a life of labor for God.
He is often viewed as a great
example to be followed, and
can be prayed to when seeking
to devote yourself anew to God.
His image is portrayed on this
3/4” long pendant. Cord not 
included.  $ 1.95   #ASTI

Saint Joseph Amulet 
Joseph, the foster father of Jesus 
Christ, is widely seen within
Christian tradition as the patron
saint of workers, the Catholic
Church, and several countries
and regions. He is often prayed
to by working people seeking
endurance in their labors, stable
employment, or a job when they
have become unemployed.
Hanging 3/4" long, this amulet

depicts Saint Joseph holding the infant Christ. 
Cord not included.   $ 1.95   #ASTJO

Saint Jude Pray for Us Amulet
This 3/4" long amulet shows a
detailed image of Saint Jude,
backed by the words "Pray for
us," framed by a flower. Saint
Jude is called upon in times of
desperation and turmoil, and
he offers help to those who turn
to faith in God and Jesus during
these times. An apostle of Christ,
he stresses that the faithful should
persevere in times of difficulty and when in
harsh environments, just as Christ did. Cord 
not included.  $ 1.95   #ASTJP

Saint Lazarus Talisman 
Depicting the detailed image 
of Saint Lazarus, the Patron
saint of the poor, this 3/4” long
amulet is a powerful aid in
reminding you to be humble,
and always take care not to
neglect others. The amulet of
Lazarus will also help remind
you that to walk this path of
goodness is to bask in the in-
finite love of Christ, and find
peace and serenity in the hereafter. Cord 
not included.   $ 1.95  2 #ASTLA

Saint Martha Amulet 
Depicted upon this small pewter 
amulet, Saint Martha is known
for having taken Jesus into her
home, where he taught her the
importance of freeing herself
from the distractions of life to
attend to the concerns of her
spirit by paying attention to his
teachings. It measures 3/4"
long and 1/2" wide. Cord not
included.   $ 1.95  #ASTMA

Saint Michael Amulet 
Known as Saint Michael the 
Archangel, Michael is the angel
who cast Lucifer and the fallen
angels out of heaven, and is the
captain of the armies of heaven.
As such he is often prayed to for
protection and defense, both
from spiritual sources and
physical. When carried with
you, this 3/4” long amulet is a
potent aid in seeking this protection. Cord 
not included. $ 1.95   #ASTM

Sacred Heart of Jesus Amulet 
Hanging 3/4" long, this 
pewter amulet depicts
Jesus drawing back his
robes to reveal his Sacred
Heart. This is a powerful
symbol of his eternal
love and blessings,
helping you to hold
your faith and devotion

close to your own heart. Cord not included.   
$ 1.95   #ASACH

Our Lady of 
Guadalupe Amulet

This 3/4" long amulet captures 
the 16th century icon of the
Virgin Mary, sculpted onto
the amulet's face, to help bring
her blessings and love, as well
as those of God, into your life.
Cord not included.

$ 1.95   #AOURL

Prayer to Holy Death Amulet 
This prayer amulet is dedicated 
to Santa Muerta, or Holy Death,
making it a powerful charm
that will help you find the aid
of this holy figure. When you
find yourself troubled or
needing aid in your life, hold
the amulet close to your heart
and speak the prayer provided.
The amulet itself is 1 1/4" long
and 3/4" wide, with an en-
graved image of Santa Muerta set within
a red lacquered surface on a gold-toned
pendant. Cord not included.   

$ 5.95   2 #APRAHOL

Infant of Atocha Talisman 
This 3/4" long and 1/2" wide, 
gold-plated talisman presents
the vision of Jesus as the Infant
of Atocha. This infant was said
to have appeared with food and
water to feed starving Christians
who had been imprisoned by the
Moors, and is often revered and
prayed to in the search for

spiritual growth and self improvement. This
small talisman is intended to aid in such
self exploration and growth, and to this end
is also marked with an image of St. Martin,
who toiled endlessly in his efforts to be close
to God. Cord not included.

$ 3.50  2 #AINFA

Majestic Cross
Measuring 2 1/4" x 1 1/4",
this amulet is intended to
help you focus your prayers,
bringing healing, strength,
and faith to its bearer.        

$ 6.95  2  #AMAJC

Try God Amulet New
This 2” by 1 1/2”, pewter
amulet takes the form of a
cross, with the simple words
at the center that say "Try
God." These words are in-
tended to remind you mind,
body and spirit, that through
faith all things are possible.   

$ 6.95  2 #ATGOD

Peace Cross
Measuring 2 1/8" long and
1 5/8" wide, this cross has
a peace symbol set into
its center, along with var-
ious symbols of peace on
the arms of the cross. This
amulet is used to evoke
peace and bring it into
your life and the lives of
those around you.

$ 6.95  2  #APEAC

Amulets

Saints and Angels
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Eternal Faith Amulet 

Combining the cross with 
the unending weaves of four
Celtic knots, this 2” by 1”,
pewter amulet is a powerful
symbol of faith that is without
beginning and without end.
Wear it to help you through
your trials of faith and in
seeking the divine protection
that your strength of faith can 
offer. $ 4.95  1 #AETEF

Abundant Life Cross
This rough hewn cross
amulet is to be used in
prayer for abundance and
positivity in all aspects
of your life. Measures
1 15/16" long by 1 1/8" wide. 

$ 6.95 2  #AABUL

Leaf Cross Amulet 
Created of pewter to give the 
impression of leafy foliage,
this cross amulet is a power-
ful depiction of the union of
the four elements in nature
and the divinity in nature.
Wear it to help attune your-
self to the divine flow of
natures energies. This amulet
hangs 1 1/4" in length.   

$ 4.95  1 #ALEAC

Celtic Cross Amulet 
The arms of this Celtic cross 
are filled with a complex
pattern of interwoven Celtic
knots and encircled in a
braided cord. Wear it as a
spiritual focus, helping you
tap into the energies of the
earth and divinity through
faith. It measures 1 1/4"
long and 1" wide.  

$ 7.95  2 #ACCELC

Protection Cross
Set with a green swarovski
stone and adorned with
Celtic knotwork on every
available surface, this 2"
long Celtic cross amulet
is charged to bring an extra
level of protection into your 
life. $ 6.95  2  #APROTC

Claddagh Cross Amulet 
Combining a revered Celtic 
symbol of love with a pow-
erful symbol of faith, this
1 1/4" long amulet is a symbol
of enduring friendship and
love. Wear it as a symbol of
devotion to your faith, or
give it to a friend or lover as
a powerful token of your
undying affection.  

$ 7.95  2 #ACCLAC

Success Pentagram Talisman New 
This talisman has been crafted of gold
toned pewter and lacquer so as to provide
the detailed image of a tetragramaton
pentagram and the icons of saints, making
for very powerful symbolism intended to
aid you in finding the success that you need.
With a red pouch to carry it in, it measures 
1" in diameter.    $ 7.95  2 #ASUCP

Secrets of Money Talisman 
This talisman, shaped into the image of
a bag of money, measures 1" wide and
3/4" long, and is intended to aid you in
discovering the means to make your
fortune. Use it to help empower your
spells of money drawing, or otherwise
use it to attract wealth and prosperity.   

$ 7.95  2 #ASECM

Pentagramaton Talisman 
This powerful amulet takes the form
of a pentagram, with a pyramid at its
center, and the markings of a tetra-
gramaton (the name of god and various
magical symbols), to provide you with
protection and power. Use it as a focus
to help channel your energies during
your ritual crafts, or wear or carry it
to protect against curses and other
negative magic.   $ 7.95  2 #APENT

Mr. Money Talisman 
This 1” diameter talisman depicts "Juan
Del Deniro," or "Juan of the Money" in
red lacquer on gold-toned pewter. Use
it along with the prayer included or to
aid you in your own money drawing
spells. Wear it around your neck with
the string provided (also decorated in
beads that depict the images of saints),
and store it in the green pouch it comes
with, to help bring good fortune and wealth into your life. 

$ 7.95  2 #AMRMO

All Saints Talisman 
On its front face, this double sided
talisman has a cross surrounded by
images of saints, doves, angels and
other symbols of divine power. On the
other side, it shows a vivid portrait of
God's all-seeing eye. It comes with a
prayer to guide you in seeking the aid
of the saints in finding wealth and
prosperity as well as a small velveteen
sack to carry it in. It should be carried

with you wherever you go, to help you overcome your obstacles 
and find the happiness you're looking for.     $ 7.95  2 #AALLS

Seven Tools Talisman 
Symbolic both of Jesus Christ's
humble career as a carpenter and
the Seven African Powers, this
set of charms is a powerful tool
when seeking good luck, good
fortune and love. They come with
a string to hang them on and a
green, velveteen pouch in which
to store them. Use it to help em-
power your spells and prayers of
money drawing, love and good
luck.   $ 7.95  2 #ASEVT

Destroy Everything Talisman 
Contrary to its name, this talisman is
intended as a powerful aid in preventing
evil and negativity, and can be of great use
in purification rituals and otherwise
protecting yourself from such energy,
curses and magic. Measuring 1 1/2" in
length, it depicts a swirling tornado and
the words "Arrasa Con Todo.  Limpia
todo mal" or "Destroy everything, clean
all evil." Wear it to chase away the neg-

ativity afflicting you. This amulet comes with a nylon cord and a 
small green bag for storage.  $ 7.95  2 #ADESE
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Lunar Goddess Amulet
Charged with the energy of the
goddess, this amulet is is 1 1/4” in
diameter. Fashioned into a crescent
moon engraved with a female face,
each amulet is accented by a colorful,
faceted gem dangling from the top
of the moon, radiating protective,
centering energies that will help you
stay balanced and free of negative
influences. $ 13.95  1 #ALUNGOD

Lunar Lord Amulet
Charged with the powerful forces
of the God, this amulet is 1 1/4" long
and 1 1/4" wide. Fashioned into the
shape of a crescent moon etched with
a wise male face, each amulet is
accented by a clear, multi-faceted
gem dangling from the top of the
moon, radiating protective, centering
energies that will help you stay
balanced and free of negative
influences. $ 13.95  1 #ALUNLOR

Celtic Cross Amulet New
This 1 1/2" long, pewter amulet, 
worked into the shape of a
Celtic cross, is a powerful sym-
bol of faith and mysticism.
With the four points of a cross
surrounded within a circle, it is
interpreted by many as having
to do with the four elements
bound by the eternal divine.
Use it as a focus to empower
your magic, and help harness
the elements with your divine 

will and energy. $ 6.95  2 #ACEC

Four as One Amulet 
Representing the powerful 
rulership of divinity and
spirit over the four elements,
this amulet is a potent aid
in seeking mastery over
the elements or access to
the spiritual energies that
surround us. It hangs 1 1/4"
long by 1 1/4" wide.   

$ 4.95  1 #AFOUO

Celtic Harmony Spiritual 
Awakening Amulet 
Rooted in the designs of
the ancient Celts, this
amulet depicts spiral
designs, culminating in
a cross-shaped pattern.
These spirals represent
beginnings and births,
much like flowering buds,
and are believed to aid in

awakening the mind and spirit to new
beginnings. It measures 1 1/4" long and 
1 1/4" wide.   $ 7.95  2 #AHSPIA

Celtic Cross
Each arm of this cross rep-
resents the four directions
or elements on earth, and
the crux is a sacred point,
called the omphalos,
where heaven and earth
intertwine. There is debate
as to its pre-Christian
meaning, but it follows
the design of Wotan's
cross, or the solar cross
used by many cultures. Celtic knotwork
adorns this lovely piece, forming a triquetra
upon each arm. Measures 1" by 1".    

$ 6.95   2 #ACC

Unity of Male & Female Celtic 
Harmony Amulet 
Representing the axis of
the world, bridging the
gap between Heaven and
Earth, Male and Female,
this potent amulet takes
the form of a Celtic Cross,
beautifully decorated
with an elaborate weave
of Celtic knots. Wear it
to help find harmony in

your life between these two forces, and perhaps
bring peace within and without. It hangs 
1 1/8" in diameter. $ 7.95  2 #AHUNI

Immortal Love Amulet 
Styled into a cross with four 
equal arms, this amulet
depicts an intricate weave
of Celtic knotwork binding
four hearts within the same
thread to create a symbol
of romance, affection and
devotion. Use it to help
empower your love spells.
It hangs 1 1/4" long and 
1 1/4" wide.   $ 4.95  1 #AIMLOV

Claddagh Amulet
A powerful representa-
tion of the bond of love
between two people, this
amulet depicts a band
of woven Celtic knots,
ending in two hands
which contain a heart.
This has long been cel-
ebrated in Celtic traditions
as a symbol of enduring

love. This amulet measures 1 1/4" in diameter.    
$ 7.95   2 #ACCLA

Honey of Love Amulet 
Depicting a couple holding 
hands, this gold-toned
amulet is a charm intended
to be carried in your purse
or pocket or worn around
your neck to help attract
the person you love. It hangs
1" in diameter and comes
with a 24" gold-toned chain.

$ 3.95   2 #AHONL

Lancelot Crest
This amulet will help
you attract the lover
you desire.  With a red
Swarovski Crystal set
into the center of his crest,
this amulet measures
2 1/8"  x 1 3/4".    

$ 6.95  2  #ALAN

Seal of Venus
Depicting an ancient 
scene of worship in
which men dance
and flip over the
backs of sacrificial
bulls, this 1 1/4"
wide and 1" high
amulet is designed
to attract the affec-
tions of the Goddess of Love, Venus.  Plated
in 14k gold and intended to be worn upon a
chain (not included) or carried in your pocket,
this amulet is sure to help attract the love you
desire and bring happiness from the love you
have already found.           $ 3.50   #ASEAV

Seal of Love
Plated in 14k 
gold, this seal
presents the
engraved image
of Moses, radiant
with God's love,
while the reverse
side is carved
with words of
power. The whole
icon stands 3/4"

wide and 1 1/4" high, and is designed to be
hung upon a chain or cord (not included) to
keep close to your heart where it draws
love to you, and enriches the unconditional
love that you already know. 

$ 4.95  2 #ASEAL

Tame Your 
Lover Amulet

This is a Venus and Amor
power amulet. Double
sided, it is gold finished
and hangs approximately
1 1/4" in diameter.   

$ 6.95   2  #ATAM109
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Marriage Amulet Kit 
This marriage amulet kit comes with a small pink bag and
numerous small figures of a bride and groom, and a prayer to
speak during your preparation ritual. Focus your desires for marriage
and happiness with the one you desire while holding a figure of
a bride and groom and speaking the provided prayer. Then place
the figure within the pink pouch and carry it with you, and keep
it under your pillow when you sleep, to help ensure devotion and

love everlasting. Repeat this process with a fresh figure if you feel it is necessary to keep 
your amulet, gris gris bag or mojo bag potent.      $ 5.95  1 #AMARE

Win Male or Female of Choice 
Amulet
This magical seal will 
aid you in attracting
and winning the heart
of that special some-
one, sowing the seeds
that will allow a lovely
relationship to begin.
Measures 1 1/4" in
diameter.

$ 6.95 2 #AWIN3

Two Hearts Amulet 
A man and woman are 
joined together to become
one in this potent amulet
which is a great addition
to your love spells. Wear it
to help attract the one you
desire, to help bring love
into your life, or use it to
empower your love spells
and help them succeed in
winning the love you seek.
It hangs 1 1/2" in length.   

$ 4.95  1 #ATWOHEA

Happy Love Affair
This 1” x 5/8” amulet is intended 
to provide good fortune in
love and  marriage. 
$ 6.95   2  #AHAP187

Lover’s Embrace Amulet
Draw strength from this amulet,
and allow its energy to reveal the
beauty of the world around you.
Formed in the shape of two lovers
holding each other, this 2 1/2”
long amulet is intended to evoke
the power and vision possessed
by lovers alone.  

$ 4.95  1 #ALOVEMB

Love Light Amulet
This amulet is charged with 
energy of illumination and
love, making it a wonderful
help in getting the attention
of the one you desire and
winning their affection.
This 3/4” long amulet is
fashioned into the shape
of a joyous heart with

sparkling, brightly colored glass at its center. 
$ 4.95  1 #ALOVLIG

Empowered Love Amulet
This 1” long amulet is 
fashioned into the shape of
a shattered heart, at whose
center lies a 1/2”diameter
pentagram. It is intended
to aid you in searching for
and winning the one you
love, or healing your broken
heart. 

$ 4.95  1 #AEMPLOV

Celtic Heart Amulet 
Blending the universal 
sign of love with the Celtic
knots that are without
beginning and without
end, this 1 1/4" wide by
1" long amulet is a power-
ful symbol of everlasting
love. Use it within your
love spells to help em-
power your magic, and
carry it with you ever after to bring your spell
of love with you.    $ 7.95  2 #ACCELH

Eternal Love Amulet 
This amulet presents an image
of the goddess, serene and
beautiful, above a mystical
knotted energy. It will aid you
in seeking the aid of the goddess
in finding or winning over the
one that you love, and forging
a bond with them as tight and
powerful as the knots within
the amulet. This amulet is 2 1/4"
in length and 1" wide at its
widest point.   

$ 6.95  2 #AETEL
Entwined Life Amulet

Represented in tangled, 
woven knots, this 1 1/2”
diameter talisman is
formed of a symmetrical
pattern imbued with
energies that draw the
eye into the twisting,
never-ending pattern,
helping you slip into
communion with the
web of life that links us all and aiding you
in your communion with nature. 

$ 4.95  1 #AENTLIF
Elemental Knot Amulet
Displaying the tangled and 
interwoven threads of Celtic
Knots to represent the four
corners, four cardinal direc-
tions, and the four elements,
this 1” diameter amulet is a
powerful aid in reaching
out to these forces or to
empower your magic.    

$ 4.95  1 #AELEK

Life’s Pattern Amulet
Crafted into a woven, 
symmetrical pattern of
interlaced, swirling
knots this 1 1/4” dia.
amulet is a maze to the
eye, drawing the mind
in and bringing you to a
place of serenity. Gaze
at it and draw yourself
into meditation, use it
to center yourself and
search your spirit for 

deeper truths.   $ 4.95  1 #ALIFPAT

Serenity Talisman
Formed of interwoven 
Celtic knotwork with a
pentagram set proudly
at its center, this powerful
talisman is designed to
bring all aspects of
serenity into your life.
Measuring 1 1/2" in
diameter, this talisman
will strengthen the
strands of connection
and the feelings of peace and love between
you and the world around you.

$ 4.95   1 #ASER

Elemental Quarters Amulet 
A powerful talisman that 
divides the elements into
four connected quarters
of Celtic knots, all bound
together at the center within
the same threads.This makes
it a potent aid when you
are seeking to blend the
powers of the elements
within your ritual magic
or separate them.It hangs 

3/4" in diameter. $ 4.95  1 #AELEQUA

Transformation Spiral Amulet
Marked on both sides 
with the symbol of the
spiral, one of the most
ancient symbols known
to man, signifying both
creation and change.
Celtic knotwork sur-
rounds the spiral on
this 1 1/4” diameter
amulet, forming an
intricate and sinuous
web, representing the deep interconnection 
of life between us all.       $ 6.95   2  #ATRAS

Celtic Harmony Protection 
Amulet 
Based upon ancient Celtic
design, this 1 1/4” diameter
amulet depicts a maze-like
key pattern, encircled by a
border of woven Celtic
knots. Tradition holds that
patterns like this can help
protect and guard against
evil, making this amulet

a powerful aid to prevent curses, hexes, and
other such negative energies. This amulet
measures 1 1/4" in diameter.  

$ 7.95  2 #AHPRO
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Eternity Star Talisman
An eight pointed star 
embraced within the
circle, each of this star's
rays are composed of an
unending array of Celtic
knots around a central,
open circle. This creates
a powerful impression
of the eternal forces of
the heavens. Use it to aid
you in tapping into this

vast reservoir of energy for your ritual spells
and magic. This fantastic talisman hangs 
1" in diameter. $ 4.95  1 #AETES

Triskele Shield Amulet
Representing the mind, 
body, and spirit in
cyclical motion, this
potent amulet depicts
a triskele upon a round
shield. This is intended
to help you in your
spiritual growth and
protect you as you
move forward in life.
This amulet measures
1 1/4" in diameter.   

$ 7.95  2 #ACTRIS

Mystic Triquetra Amulet 
Framed within an intricate 
weave of Celtic design that
seems to exude a sense of
mystical energy, this 1 1/4"
diameter amulet presents
the three pointed symbol
of the triquetra; a timeless
symbol for the maiden,
mother and crone as well
as many other divine trini-

ties. Use it to aid you in helping to access the
mystical energies around you, born of the
world and of the divine. 

$ 4.95  1 #AMYST

Eternal Balance Amulet 
Shaped in the image of one
triquetra wrapped up and
entwined with another,
this 1 1/4" long and 1" wide
amulet is a powerful sym-
bol of balance and eternity.
Without beginning nor end,
it can be used as a focus to
center yourself, and balance
the energies within you 
and without. $ 4.95  1 #AETEBAL

Celtic 
Eternity Amulet
Invoke the patience and
perspective of eternal life
within your own with this
powerful triquetra shaped
pewter amulet. Measures
3/4" per side.    

$ 4.95   1 #ACELET

Celestial Triskele Amulet 
Displaying  the three, 
interwoven points of a
triquetra, the top point
of this 1 1/4" long amulet
extends out to meet the
swirling pattern of a small
star, reminding us of the
celestial forces that sur-
round us and effect our

every day life. Use this amulet to aid you in
reaching out to this energy for your ritual
magic and spells that might benefit from a 
little celestial boost.   $ 4.95  1 #ACELTR

Triskele Amulet 
Two interwoven bands, 
without beginning and
without end, form an
eternal knot. This 1" long
and 1 1/4" wide amulet is
a powerful symbol of the
Goddess. Its three points
symbolize the body, mind
and spirit as well as the
maiden, mother and
crone, making it a powerful token of faith for
any who would wear it.  $ 7.95  2 #ACTRI

Well Cover Amulet 
Marked with the pattern 
found on the cover of the
Chalice Well, this amulet
depicts two circles over-
lapping, with their lines
mingling to create an
elaborate pattern of Celtic
knots. All of this, without
beginning and without
end, is intended to aid in

tapping into the healing powers of the divine
world around you, bringing those energies to
the one who wears it or helping you bring
them to others. This amulet, made of pewter,
measures approximately 1 1/4" in diameter.    

$ 7.95  2 #ACWEL

Celtic Token 
Amulet

Call upon the power and magic of
Celtic tradition with this delightful
2 1/4" in length, this slender amulet
will serve as a connection to the
Celts of legend and their long
magical history.

$ 4.95  1 #ACELTOK

Hearth 
Dancer Amulet
Bring the power of the ritual fire
with you wherever you go, its
power yours to hold within this
beautiful hearth dancer amulet.
Measuring 1 3/4" in length, this
powerful amulet will bring passion,
energy and excitement to any
task you set out to accomplish.  

$ 4.95   1 #AHEADAN

Celtic Knot Pentagram Amulet
This pentacle is a wonderful 
tool for growth, prosperity
and fertility. Bordered in
Celtic knotwork to aid in
the integration of the five
pentacle points; the piece is
set with a green Swarovski
crystal. This pentacle is
1 1/8” in diameter.   

$ 6.95  2 #ACELP

Dream 
Achievement Amulet

Reach for the stars and achieve
your dreams with the aid of this
symbolic and powerful amulet.
Set with a colored jewel, this 1 3/4"
amulet will aid your shining self
in its efforts to rise up inside you,
while shutting out any energies
that might be holding you
back from achieving your true
potential.   

$ 4.95  1 #ADREACH

Power Fertility Amulet
Made to harness the powers
of sexuality, fertility and
reproduction, this 2” x 1”
amulet has been formed
in the shape of Ishtar, the
Babylonian goddess of
sexuality and power. Simply
wear this powerful amulet to
draw the power and possibility
of creation into your life.

$ 6.95   2 #APOWF

Summer’s 
Harvest Amulet

Summer brings the endless 
bounty of our mother earth
to full fruition, creating
within us all a sense of
languid peace during this
time of plenty. This 2 1/4" x
1" amulet is intended to invoke
the powerful energies found
in the summer's harvest,
and bring that prosperity,
revelry and ease into your
life all throughout the year.

$ 4.95 1 #ASUMHAR

Tree Goddess Amulet
This 2 1/2" x 3/4" amulet calls upon
the female divine, binding above
to below through the sacred tree.
The sacred tree resides in the belly
of this Goddess, in the Manipura,
or Solar Plexus Chakra, symbolizing
the personal power for growth
and the spirituality required for
that growth to be healthy.  This
powerful symbol will help you
reach new heights while remaining

firmly rooted to the self. $ 4.95  1 #ATREG
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Earth & Sky Goddess Amulet 

Depicting an abstract image of 
the Goddess, seemingly created
in a balance of earth and wind
this 1 1/2" long amulet is a potent
method for finding focus and
balance within the embrace of
the Goddess. Use it to help center
yourself, and balance between
opposing forces in your life.   

$ 7.95  2 #AGEAR

Wicca Intuition Amulet 
An ancient, powerful symbol of
Mother Nature, this 1 1/2" long by
1" wide amulet depicts the Goddess
with her arms raised above her
head, holding a sparkling gem. She
is a symbol of the source from which
all life springs, and the connection
that bonds all things. This amulet
is a great aid in seeking greater
intuition to aid you with those
struggles that might afflict you.    

$ 7.95  2 #AWINT

Goddess of Fertility Amulet 
Depicting an age-old symbol 
of fertility, this 1 1/2" long amulet
takes the form of the goddess,
framed in the hoop of her arms
with a spiral marked over her
womb, distinguishing her as a
powerful source of fertility. This
makes the amulet great for those
who wish to be fertile of mind
or of body, helping to inspire
creativity and otherwise become
prolific within your goals.  

$ 7.95  2 #AGFER
Goddess Tear Amulet 

This 1” long, tear-shaped amulet, 
wrought with Celtic knots and
design, is a powerful represen-
tation of the Goddess's tears. Shed
out of unconditional love, caring
and maternal affection, these
tears are in turn a powerful
symbol of the magical power
of the Mother. Use it to aid in
your spells of protection by
empowering it with the fierce
protection of a mother or aid in
love spells, healing spells, and other such 
magic. $ 4.95  1 #AGODT

Moon Goddess Amulet
Formed in the classic moon goddess
design, this slim 2” long amulet is
intended to evoke the healing and
transformative powers of the moon
in its bearer.  
$ 4.95   1 #AMOOG

Creation Goddess Talisman New
Depicting the Goddess 
holding aloft the full moon
cradled within inward-facing
images of the waxing and
waning moon, this 1" diam-
eter copper-colored talisman
is a powerful symbol for the
forces of creation that are at
the center of all magic. Wear

it as a powerful focus and symbol for magic
that is intended to create or inspire change.      

$ 6.95   2 #ACREG

Wicca Power Amulet 
Depicting the Goddess 
sitting within a horizontal
crescent moon, this 1 1/2"
wide by 1" long amulet
is a potent symbol of the
feminine divine, aiding
you in reaching out to the
potent, divine energies of
creation to empower your 
magic and spells.   $ 7.95   2 #AWPOW

Moon 
Wishes Amulet
Grip this crescent moon
talisman tightly in your
hand and make a wish to
send positive energy and
your highest intentions
toward the focus of wishes
and prayers. It measures
1" wide and 1 1/2" tall.

$ 4.95  1 #AMOOW

Wicca Stability Amulet  
Created in the form of a 
crescent moon encircling
an interwoven pentagram,
this 1 1/4" diameter amulet
shows that even the ever-
changing moon is whole,
no matter how we see it.
Wear it to find strength
and stability within your-
self and without. 

$ 7.95  2 #AWSTA

Wicca Attraction Amulet 
This simple amulet depicts 
the waxing moon, using
that powerful symbolism
to draw upon the ability
of the waxing moon to aid
you in empowering spells
that are intended to attract.
This can be particularly
useful both in spells of
money drawing as well as

love spells. This amulet measures 1 1/4" in 
diameter.   $ 7.95  2 #AWATT

Wicca Balancing Amulet 
Representing the 
three aspects of the
divine feminine,
maiden, mother
and crone, this
1/2" long by 1 1/2"
wide triple moon

is a powerful symbol of all aspects of female
power. Uniting intuition and psychic insight,
it can be used with creative energy and wisdom
as a great focus for balancing your internal
energies as well as the energies that exist 
outside of you. $ 7.95  2 #AWBAL

Nightly Peace Amulet
The stillness and 
silence of night brings
a special sort of peace
into all beings. This
amulet, formed into
a 1 1/2" by 1" repre-
sentation of the moon
in all her changing
faces, is meant to serve as a connection with
the nighttime spirits and the peace that can
be found during the darkest hours of the 
night.   $ 4.95   1 #ANIGPEA

Triple Moon Pentagram New 
Spell Amulet 
Here you will find the
triple moon encircled
within a pentagram. To-
gether, these two mystical
symbols represent the
three forms of the god-
dess ruling over the ele-
ments, making it both a
potent focus for your rit-
ual magic and, with the

sparkling gem at its center, a great place to
store energy to bring your spells with you. The
gem at the center of this 1 1/4" diameter,
pewter amulet comes in various colors.    

$ 6.95  2 #ATRIMP
Wicca Wisdom Amulet

A crescent moon 
with a pentagram
is encircled by mists
that grow into the
beard and face of a
wizened old man,
representing the
divinity that encir-
cles us along with the
wisdom of age. Wear
this 1 1/4" diameter
amulet to help focus
your thoughts and
aid in your meditation and concentration
during your rituals when you are seeking 
wisdom.   $ 7.95  2 #AWWIS

Joyous Change Amulet
Presented as the image of 
a lithe fairy dancing upon
a crescent moon, this
1 1/2” long by 1 1/4” wide
amulet is charged with a
vibrant, playful energy
that will urge forward the
changes you seek. It is
accented by a colorful
glass gem in the fairy's
arms.  

$ 5.95  1 #AJOYCHA

Money Stone Amulet
Attracts prosperity, wealth, money and riches. It
comes in a handy, velveteen carrying bag which
measures 2 1/2" x 1 3/4". The stone measures
1 1/2" across, but allow for some variance as they 
are hand made. $ 6.95   2  #AMONS
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Fairy Moon Amulet 
Showing a beautiful 
fairy crouched within
the embrace of the
waxing moon, this
1 1/2” long amulet is
for free spirits seeking
new beginnings and
change. Wear it to help
open up and see new
opportunities within

your life, and find the courage to act upon 
them. $ 4.95  2 #AFAIM

Solitary Fairy Amulet 
Displaying a strong, vibrant 
fairy sitting alone in the arch
of a crescent moon, this
1 1/2" long amulet is a
powerful aid for those who
walk alone, whether in their
mystical craft or in life. Use
it to help find strength in
yourself, and as a focus to
aid you in overcoming your
trials and obstacles as an
independent spirit, strong
and proud.   

$ 4.95  1 #ASOLF

Fairy Light Amulet
This 1 1/2” long amulet 
is fashioned into the
shape of a lithe and
graceful fairy. Nude and
beguiling, with her
butterfly wings stretched
wide, she seems to radiate
the light and energy of
her glamour. Wear this
amulet to capture a piece
of the fairy glamour, and
help achieve the radiant

aura of fairy light that you seek. 
$ 4.95  1 #AFAILIG

Glamour Charm Amulet 
A beautiful fairy, preening 
and at ease within her gown
of leaves graces this 1 1/2"
long amulet, which can aid
you in empowering your-
self and your spells with the
glamour of fairies. This is
particularly useful if you are
seeking to create an aura of
attraction and allure, joy
and mystery.

$ 4.95  1 #AGLAC

Enchanted 
Life Amulet
This detailed, butterfly-
winged fairy amulet was
designed and charged to
evoke enchantment in your
life. This 1 3/4" x 1" fairy has
a pentagram set into the
small of her back.  

$ 6.95  2 #AENCL

Shy Allure Fairy Amulet 
Displaying a bashful fairy, 
hiding within the embrace of
her own arms and her leafy,
outstretched wings, this 1 1/2"
long amulet is a potent aid for
those who are shy but wish to
attract attention into their lives.
Use it to empower your spells
to help turn your bashful
nature into a powerful allure
in its own right, making it a
mystery to be discovered.    

$ 4.95  1 #ASHYA
Glamour Magic Amulet 

Taking the form of a fairy 
sorceress wielding a magic
scepter and robed in leaves,
this 2 1/4" long by 1 1/2"
wide amulet is a powerful
aid in seeking the fabled
magic of the fairy folk. Use
it as a focus during your
ritual crafts or otherwise
wear it to help seek out and
empower magic and spells
of trickery, wit and illusion.

$ 4.95  1 #AGLAM

Celebration Fairy Amulet 
This 2 1/4" long by 1 3/4" 
wide amulet displays a
festive fairy, with her lips
curled into the slightest
of smiles as she seems to
dance and float upon her
wide, dragonfly-wings.
Use it to empower your
magic if you are seeking
to bring more joy and
happiness into your life,

and remind yourself to celebrate each moment
as many of the fairy folk do.   

$ 4.95  1 #ACELE

Glamour of Grace Charm 
Taking the form of a nubile
fairy in the throes of graceful
dance, this mystical 2” long
charm is intended to be used
to empower and capture the
magic of your spells to aid in
lending to you an aura of
grace. Wear it and seek its
aid when you wish to carry
yourself with the grace and
poise you desire.    

$ 4.95  1 #AGLAG

Mourning Fairy Amulet 
Showing a fairy seemingly 
crouched and stricken with
sorrow, this 1 1/2" long amulet
seeks to draw upon the deeper
emotions of the fairy folk, and
help you use it to empower and
aid your ritual magic. This is
particularly useful when you
are seeking to sway the emo-
tions of others, whether you
are seeking to create sadness
or joy.    $ 4.95  1 #AMOUF

Fairy Magic Talisman
Empowered with energy, 
this talisman helps those
who wish to draw upon
the glamour magic of the
Fairies, helping you draw
upon the fair folk’s magic
to beguile and charm.
This amulet stands 1 1/2”
tall, and is sculpted into
the form of a graceful
fairy in flight, lithe and
nude as she looks down

at the pentagram over which she hovers. 
$ 4.95  1 #AFAIMAG

New Gift of Healing Amulet
Depicted within an encircling 
frame of pewter, this 2" long
by 1 1/4" wide amulet dis-
plays a fairy giving the gift of
healing, as represented by
the sparkling gem she cups
within her hands. Wear it as
a focus for the healing gift of
the energy that surrounds us
and use it to empower your
healing spells and rituals or
simply bring the healing
energies with you wherever 
you go.  $ 6.95  2 #AHEAF

Mischief FairyAmulet
This winged fairy sits playfully 
above a colored orb with a
mischievous expression
upon her childlike face.
This 2" long amulet will
help bring the child-like
innocence and enchantment
of the fairies into your life.

$ 4.95   1 #AMISF

Enduring Will Amulet
A slumbering fairy lies 
curled in the husk of a
pomegranate,  awaiting
her transformation into a
powerful earth spirit. Let
this 1” diameter amulet
aid you in your transfor-
mation as well, slowly
but steadily creating an
enduring strength within you; the power of 
earth and time.  $ 6.95  2 #AENDW

Vision Fairy Amulet
Graceful and willowy, this 
charged amulet is in the
shape of a lithe, robed
fairy, drifting in the winds
with her butterfly wings
spread wide, and a
colorful glass gem held
in her hand. Hanging
1 1/4” long, it helps you
descend deeper into your
visions and trances,
flowing on the currents

of thought much as the fairy drifts upon 
the winds. $ 4.95  1 #AVISFAI
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A. Saturn Seal of Protection
This two-sided amulet protects against all forms of evil: hexing, curses,
bad fortune and black magic. Measures 1 3/16" in diameter.  

$ 6.95  2      #ASATP

B. Seal of Saturn
This amulet detects favorable planetary vibrations and attracts them
to you when gambling or gaming in any form. Measures 1 1/2"  x 3/4".

$ 6.95  2  #ASATM36

C. Seal of the Earth
This is the seal of spiritual assistance found in the 6th and 7th books of
Moses; it brings supernatural aid and support from friendly gods. 
Measures 1" x 1 3/8".  $ 6.95  2  #AEARM16

A

B

C

Longing Fairy Amulet New 
The fairy realm is a place 
of mystery and longing,
leaving those who have
experienced it with the
urge to return. This 2" long
by 1 1/2" wide, pewter
amulet, sculpted into the
shape of butterfly-winged
fairy, lying back with an
expression of mingled
longing and joy, is in-
tended as a focus for
sensing and discovering
all things of the fairy

realm. Let this little fairy guide you to all of
the wonders and joys that she longs for.    

$ 6.95  2 #ALEFA

Pleasure Fairy Amulet
Formed in the shape 
of a sinuous and
lithe butterfly-
winged fairy,
this amulet is
intended as a
representation
of enchantment,
mystery, passion
and all the other
p o w e r s  a n d
emotions wrapped
up in that strange
sensation we call pleasure. Measures just
shy of 2" in height with a 2 1/8" wingspan.  

$ 4.95   1 #APLEFAI

Joyful Life Amulet
Fairies have become 
representations of our
purest expressions of
joy. Capricious and fun,
they float through a
world of dreams and
imagination that is more
real than our own. This
2 1/2" x 2" amulet is
meant to pierce the veil
of the mundane and see
the beauty and life to

be found in all things.   $ 4.95  1 #AJOYLIF

Free Spirit Amulet 
Portraying a beautiful fairy 
striding in dance, this 2"
long by 1 1/2" wide amulet
captures the carefree na-
ture of the fairy folk, and
helps bestow it to anybody
who wears it. With her
butterfly wings flaring out
behind her, the fairy seems
a joyous creature indeed,
carefree with a youthful
vigor that can aid you in

seeking a less stressful life or otherwise
enjoying life to the fullest. 

$ 7.95  1 #AFRESPI
Lifted Spirit Amulet 

This 1" wide by 1 1/4" long 
amulet shows a whimsical
butterfly, whose wings
are filled with a design of
interwoven Celtic knots
to create a powerful talis-
man of beauty and joy.
Wear it when needed to
help remind yourself of
the simple pleasures, and
find happiness and joy in the smaller things 
in life.     $ 4.95  1 #ALIFS

Transformational Growth
Amulet
Empowered with the
energies of the earth,
this potent amulet is
designed to help keep
you centered and
balanced in your
search for spiritual

and mental growth. This amulet sits 1 1/4”
wide and 3/4” tall, and is shaped into the
form of a wide-winged butterfly, bedecked
with colorful gems that mark its wings. 

$ 4.95   1 #ATRAGRO

Light Heart Amulet
Go out into the 
world with a
light heart, the
positive energy
of the universe
drawn to you with
every step you
take. This amulet
measures 1 3/8" tall with a 2" wingspan.

$ 4.95   1 #ALIGHEA

Garden Pentagram Amulet 
This 1 1/4" diameter amulet 
features a flower pentacle
ringed by a circle of vines
and flowers. It is intended as
an aid in the promotion and
protection of any gardening
endeavor, bringing the ele-
ments needed for successful

growth. Carry the magic found in your garden
into your daily life with this stylish and subtle 
piece!   $ 4.95  1 #AGARP

Nature’s Power Talisman
This 1 1/16” in diameter 
talisman aids you in
your communion with
nature, helping you
draw upon its might.
Encircled in the engraved
image of wheat stalks,
the five pointed star is
never-ending, with each
line interwoven with
all of the others. 

$ 4.95  1 #ANATPOW

Tree of David Amulet 
Combining two potent 
images of Hebrew mys-
ticism, this 1” diameter
amulet depicts the Star
of David within the Tree
of Life. Wear it to help
protect yourself from the
influences of evil and
help find divine guid-
ance in your every task.   

$ 4.95  1 #ATRED

World Tree Amulet
Allow this  1 1/4" long amulet
to aid you in feeling and
furthering the connection
between you and all other
beings in this world. 

$ 4.95  1 #AWORTRE
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Tree of Life Amulet 
Representing the bridge between heaven
and earth, this graceful amulet displays a
tree with its many branches reaching up
towards the heavens, creating a canopy of
the earth where its roots delve deeply.
Decorated with little red stones that
represent the magical wonder of the union
of two worlds, it is a wonderful piece that
will aid you in your meditation, spell
casting, and ritual magic by helping you
bridge the gap between earth and spirit.
This oval amulet is 2 1/2" wide and 2" high.   

$ 10.95  2 #ATRE
Celtic Tree of Life Amulet 

The bearer of food, 
shelter and fuel, the
tree of life is the cher-
ished source of much
that we require to
sustain ourselves. With
its branches reaching
high into the heavens
and its roots settled
deep in the earth, the
tree of life bridges the
gap between day and

night, this life and the next. This 1 1/4"
diameter amulet is a powerful symbol for
the provider, helping you when you require
a little more energy to persist in your 
growth. $ 7.95  2 #ACTRE

Solar Burst Amulet
Presented in the image 
of a serene-faced sun,
with rays of light and
energy radiating out
from its core, this 1”
diameter amulet is
charged within solar
energies, imbuing it with
many of the properties
of that celestial body,
making it a potent aid in keeping darkness 
at bay and rejuvenating yourself in times of 
need. $ 4.95   1 #ASOLBUR

Solar Glory Talisman
Representing the glory of 
the sun, this talisman
captures some of the
essence of that celestial body
and brings it into your life.
Hanging 3/4” in diameter,
each amulet presents a
joyous image of the sun,
accented by sparkling,
colorful glass which catches

the light at its center. Wear it to bring the 
warmth of the sun into your spirit,
revitalizing your life with a new energy. 

$ 4.95   1 #ASOLGLO

Greenman Amulet 
A powerful token 
representing rebirth,
this 1 1/4" diameter
amulet depicts the
image of the green-
man, with his leafy
beard and hair en-
circled by a rope of
Celtic knots. This is a
powerful aid for those
who would seek the
influence of nature's 

cycle in their life, and are seeking transfor-
mation and rebirth of their own.   

$ 7.95  2 #ACGRE

Hammer of the North Amulet 
A potent symbol of faith 
and divine power among
the Norse, this hammer is
frequently associated with
the North, and the wild
powers that exist therein.
Use it to bring this fear-
some energy into your
ritual crafts, empowering
your magic and aiding
your spells. It hangs 1 1/4" 
in length.   $ 4.95  1 #AHAMN

Thor’s Wisdom Amulet 
Depicting the ancient 
Norse symbol of Thor's
Hammer, topped by an
owl, this potent, 1 1/4"
long by 3/4" wide amulet
is a powerful focus when
you are seeking out divine
wisdom or wish to use the
influence of the owl totem
in your divination to find

a better understanding in the answers
provided to your questions.   

$ 4.95  1 #ATHOWIS

Thor’s Vigil Amulet 
A combination of the 
Norse Thor's hammer
and the three-pointed
Celtic symbol of the
triquetra, this 1 1/4" long
by 1 1/4" wide amulet is
a powerful symbol of the
vigilance and protection
of the Norse god Thor.
Wear it to bring this
protection into your life,
and use it to aid in em-
powering your spells and rituals of protection.   

$ 4.95  1 #ATHOVIG

Norse Pride Talisman 
Taking on the shape 
of a Thor's Hammer,
this talisman depicts
the image of Thor's
helmed head, with
his beard hanging
down to become the
twirling, eternal image
of Celtic knotwork. A
powerful symbol of
strength and power,

this 1 1/2" long by 1 1/4" wide amulet can be
of great personal aid when seeking strength 
and protection.   $ 7.95  2 #ACTHO

Viking Protection
Talisman

This 1” in diameter
viking amulet features
an ancient symbol of
protection.  

$ 3.95   2  #AVIK

Warrior’s Clarity Talisman
A warrior must have clarity 
of mind and eye, thinking
clearly even as he acts.
Drawing upon that concept,
this empowered talisman
provides a focus for the
wearer, helping you to
clear your thoughts and
see everything with calm,
clear vision. Hanging 2 1/2”
long, this talisman is a
double bladed, warrior's
axe, whose blades are shaped
into the pattern of winged 

griffons. $ 4.95  1 #AWARCLA

Warrior’s Will Amulet
Hard as steel and as strong 
as iron, a warrior's will is
his greatest weapon. With
it he can stand before his
greatest fear and overcome
the greatest of obstacles.
This amulet, hanging
1 3/4” long, represents a
warrior's willpower with
the shape of a double-
bladed battle axe, smooth and unmarred. 

$ 4.95  1 #AWARWIL

Futhark Rune Amulets 
Known as Elder Futhark, these Norse runes have long been viewed as
symbols of power that could help you divine the future. Bring their power
into your life with these pewter amulets. Each one measures 3/4" long 
and 1/2" wide.  2#  $ 7.95 each

Dagaz    d #ARDAZ Eihwaz  y #AREIH
Feoh       f (SHOWN) #ARFEO Geba     g #ARGEB
Kenaz    k #ARKEN         Khor    j #ARKHO
Parz        p #ARPAR          Raido    r #ARRAI
Sigel      s #ARSIG        Turaz v #ARTUR
Tyr         t #ARTYR          Uruz  u #ARURU
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Jormungandr’s Will Amulet 
Depicting the serpent that 
wrestled with Thor and
encircled the world in its
immense length, this 1”
diameter amulet shows
Jormungandr, swallowing
his own tail after it forms
the complex weave of a
Celtic knot, framed with
his own body. A powerful
symbol of everlasting

strength, this amulet is intended to aid you
when you need to call upon extra reserves
of will and mental energy.    

$ 4.95  1 #AJORWIL

Nathair Amulet 
Depicting two tangled 
serpents, coiled around
a small clear crystal, this
1 1/4" diameter amulet
is called simply Nathair,
the Celtic word for snake.
This makes it a powerful
token of wisdom and
guile, with the snake
frequently revered as a
creature that embodies

these qualities. Wear it to help focus your
thoughts when you are in need of patience
and in this find greater wisdom to guide 
your actions. $ 7.95  2 #ACNAT

Celtic Dragon Amulet
Representing the raw, 
elemental power of nature,
dragons are frequently
revered in Celtic myth
as well as other legends
throughout the world.
This 1 1/4" in long dragon
is used to represent this
raw power, and aid to
focus your energies to
aid in drawing upon these
raw elements to empower
your rituals and spells. 

$ 7.95   2 #ACDRA

Divination Dragon Amulet
Calling upon the greater wisdom 
of the dragons, this amulet is a
great aid in divination magic,
helping to find clearer truths in
those mysteries that you explore.
Hanging 2 1/4” long, this amulet's
upper half is shaped into a dragon
rearing back upon its hind legs,
with its glistening wings folded
to its back. In his claws he clutches
a colorful gem, from which he
can divine the answers you seek.
Rooted in a base that is a large,
clear, faceted gem this amulet

can double as a pendulum should you wish.    
$ 17.95  1 #ADIVDRA

New Dragon Pentagram Amulet 
Dragons are viewed as 
powerful spiritual enti-
ties from whom we can
learn a great deal about
the practice of magic to
unlock powerful mys-
teries. This 1 1/4" diam-
eter, pewter amulet,
sculpted into the shape
of a dragon entwined
with a pentagram, is
intended to help you reach out to these
ancient spirits in your search for their wisdom.   

$ 6.95  2 #ADRAP
Power Come 
To Me Amulet
Call the powerful forces you seek
into your life, and bind their
majesty to your will with this
powerful 1 3/4" long dragon's
claw and orb amulet. 

$ 4.95   1 #APOWC

Dragon’s Claw 
Orb Talisman

Allow the power within you
to strengthen and manifest
itself with this powerful
dragon's claw amulet. It
measures 1 1/4" in length.

$ 4.95 1 #ADRAOS

Sacred Protection Amulet
Allow the power of two pro-
tective devices to become as
one, a fierce gargoyle with his
mouth open wide and the
interwoven pentagram atop
his head. Together on this
1 1/4" long and 3/4" wide
amulet, they work to provide
you with the most sacred of
protections. Both gargoyles
and pentagrams have a long
history of use in protection 

rituals and magic.       $ 6.95   2 #ASACP

Guardian from Harm Talisman
Empowered with protection 
spells, this 1 3/4” long amulet is
charged to ward off negative
influences and curses, helping
to protect the wearer from such
hazards. This protective amulet
is shaped into the form of a
gargoyle, known for guarding
sacred places, protectively
coiled about and clutching a
colorful glass orb representing
the person to be warded.  

$ 4.95  1 #AGUAHAR

Guardian
Gargoyle Amulet
This talisman will aid you in
harnessing the guardian
energies of the gargoyle to
cast a protective watch over
those you love.  This piece
measures 1 1/2” x 3/4”and
is set with a colored seeing 
stone.   $ 4.95   1 #AGAR

Dark Secrets Talisman
Open your mind to 
the dark secrets and
hidden mysteries that
lurk all about you with
this inverted pentagram
amulet, set with a skull
at its very center. It
measures 1 1/2" in
diameter. 
$ 4.95  1 #ADARSEC

Seal of Antiquelis
From the 6th & 7th book of
Moses; for use in summoning
one of the great princes.
Can confer great wealth
and honors, promotes
good health. Measures 1 1/4"
diameter.
$ 6.95   2  #AANTM11

Seal of Barbuelis
Found in the 6th & 7th
books of Moses the Seal of
Barbuelis is used to call
upon the power of the
archangel Barbuelis to
bring good luck in games
of chance.Measures 1 1/4"
in diameter.

$ 6.95 2 #ABARM15

Seal of
Mephistopheles

From the 6th and 7th books
of Moses; for captivating
and controlling all those
one may encounter. This
amulet measures 1 3/4"
in diameter.               
$ 6.95   2  #AMEPM30

Seal of Merbeulis
Seal of special attraction
from the 6th and 7th books
of Moses; for captivating
and controlling all those
one may encounter. This
amulet measures 1 3/4"
in diameter.   
$ 6.95   2  #AMERM31

Seal of Schemhamphoras
From the 6th & 7th books
of Moses. Attracts money
and customers and great
success in business. This
amulet measures 1 1/2"
in diameter.                           

$ 6.95   2  #ASCHM8
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Baphomet Amulet
This 1 3/16" diameter
amulet is a Goat-Head
Star; symbol of great
power throughout the
ages. An important
symbol to the ancient
order of the Knights
Templar, this symbol
has also served as a con-

nection with the powers of the god Pan, as
well as having private meaning for Satanists
and other followers of the left-hand path. 

$ 6.95 2 #ABAPG6
Sabbatic Goat Amulet

This 1 3/8" diameter 
amulet features Eliphas
Levi's Baphomet, god
of the witches. This is a
variation of the symbolic
Baphomet, used by the
Knights Templar as well
as modern scholars of
the Left-Hand Path.  

$ 6.95   2  #ASABS1

Live Without Fear Amulet 
Shaped into a skeletal hand, 
holding a sickle, this 1 3/4"
long by 1 1/4" wide amulet
can be worn as a powerful
representative of the Angel
of Death, or Santa Muerta,
an incarnation of the Virgin
Mary. With both being
known for offering their
aid to those who pray to

them, this is a potent aid in seeking their help
in conquering your fears and removing them 
from your life.   $ 7.95  1 #ALIVWIT

Forbidden Lore Talisman
Forbidden lore can be a double-
edged sword, sharpening the
mind and enhancing wisdom
or filling your head with that
which you did not wish to
know. Hanging 2 3/4” long
and shaped into the form of
a double-edged sword marked
with symbols of arcane wisdom
and skulls that warn caution,
this talisman draws upon that
concept, helping to explore with
caution and reach only for
that which you can carry. 

$ 4.95  1 #AFORLOR

Morrigan Amulet 
Cloaked in wings with a hood
drawn low over her head, this
2” long amulet depicts the
goddess Morrigan, clutching a
red stone over her womb with
a skull resting by her feet. Rep-
resenting war, death and rebirth,
she can be a powerful aid in
seeking new beginnings in the
ruins of the past or otherwise
seeking to tear things down and 
start over.  $ 4.95  1 #AMORI

Spider Web Spell Amulet New 
Presenting a spider weaving 
a web within a black-eyed
skull, this 1 1/2" long, pewter
amulet represents a devious
mind, full of guile and clever
designs. Wear it or hold it as
a focus to weave your magic
with the clever beauty of a
spider's web when you are
weaving your spells of pro-
tection or those intended to 

trap your enemies.               $ 6.95  2 #ASPIS

Voodoo Coffin Amulet 
This powerful amulet is most 
often used for the purpose of
Voodoo curses and spells of
revenge. It hangs 1 1/4" long
and is shaped like a "pine
box" coffin.  Its back is
engraved to look like wood
grain, while the top shows a
cross topped by a skull.  This
top portion can actually be
slipped out of the box, allowing you to anoint
the interior with oils or otherwise treat it with
magical components before using the amulet
to aid in turning things around on bullies,
tyrants and other cruel folk against whom 
you seek revenge.          $ 7.95  2 #AVOOC

Protection from Enemies Amulet
This 1” x 1 3/4” bat 
amulet provides
protection from
your enemies by
warding off curses
and hexes that they
send your way.   

$ 6.95   2   #APRO140

Deer’s Eye Necklace 
Made of braided twine, decorated with beads
that culminate in a deer's eye talisman at its
center, this necklace is a powerful form of
protection against the evil eye and other
such curses and negative energy. Wear it to
guard yourself or give it to another who needs
such protection. It measures approximately 
32" in length.    $ 8.95   #ADEENEC

Azabache Hand
Jet has been valued for years as a
potent force of protection, lending
much to warding against the evil
eye, negative attentions of others,
as well as bad luck. Here, we find
it carved into the shape of a hand
to protect you from all manner of
negative energies and curses. This
amulet hangs 1" long by 1/2" wide,
and does not come with a cord.  

$ 13.95 #AAZAH

Chango Amulet
One of the most com-
monly revered Orisha,
Chango, also known
as the Sky Father, is
shown here plated in
14k gold. Hanging 2"
long and 1 3/4" wide,
this representation of
the Thunder God,
presents the wearer
with the vigor and energy of the Sky Father,
offering an enriched vitality and passion,
and helping to harness these things into a
more potent end. Cord not included. 

$ 6.95  #ACHAN

7 African Powers Coin 
This 1 1/4" in diameter 
coin presents the iconic
image of the 7 most
revered Orishas encir-
cling the crucified Christ.
Gold-toned, and backed
with a symbol for each
Orisha, it is intended to
be carried with you to
protect you from evil

spirits, demons and generally offer you the
aid of these divine powers.

$ 5.95  2 #A7AFRC

Werewolf Amulet
Channel the controlled
savagery of the werewolf
with this stunning pendent
that features a howling
werewolf as it leaps for-
ward.  At 1 1/4" tall this
powerful piece is sure to
show your ferocity and
strength to all who see it!  

$ 4.95  1 #AWERN

Deer’s Eye Amulet 
Known as a deer's eye amulet, this ovular charm
is marked with a metal inlay of a hawk, and is
meant to help protect you against the attentions
of the evil eye. This is charm is potent when you
use it alone or with other charms as part of a
mojo, or gris gris bag. A cord is not included.  

$ 3.95   #ADEEE
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Tiger’s Tooth Amulet 
Crafted so as to resemble 
the tooth of a tiger, this
effective amulet can be a
powerful aid in seeking out
the powers of the tiger in
the spirit world, bringing
protection from harm, evil
spirits, jinxes and curses.
Further, tigers are believed
to be good luck, making this
amulet good for attracting
good luck, success and pros-
perity as well. This amulet

hangs approximately 2 3/4" long.   
$ 4.95  2 #ATIGT

Howling Moon Celestial 
Amulet 

Depicting a crescent
moon dotted in stars
as a backdrop to a wolf
with its head thrown
back in a howl, this
1 1/4" diameter amulet
is a powerful talisman
for a wide variety of
magic. Just as the wolf
howls to call to the
moon, you may use
this within your ritual magic and spells to aid
you in channeling the energies of the moon,
the Goddess, and the night sky to help
empower your spells and magic. 

$ 7.95  2 #ACHOW

Sacred Peace Amulet
Use this 2 1/8" long amulet to
help instill a deep and resounding
peace within yourself and the
world around you. Wear this
amulet on the included cord or
hang it close to your bedside
just before you sleep at night.  

$ 4.95   1 #ASACPEA

All Things Amulet
Find yourself in harmony 
with all things and beings
with this p o w e r f u l
medicine wheel amulet.
M easures 1 1/8"  in
diameter.   

$ 4.95  1 #AALLTHI

Animal Totem Amulets 
Reach out to your animal totem spirits with the aid of these fantastic pewter 
necklaces.  Each hangs approximately 1" long and 1" wide, offering a small silvered
disc that depicts the black image of a totem animal on its surface. Use them to 
tap into the aspects and energies of your totem animals. 2#  $ 7.95 each

Bear                Butterfly                Beaver              Dragonfly      
#ATBEA               #ATBUT                   #ATBV                  #ATDRA

Eagle                   Frog                  Horse          Hummingbird          
#ATEAG               #ATFRO   #ATHOR              #ATHUM

Lizard  Moose                 Raven                  Wolf
#ATLIZ  #ATMOO              #ATRAV             #ATWOL   

African Charm Necklace 
Each of these charm necklaces is created from a
36" length of braided rope, upon which talismans
and amulets are strong. These mystical tokens,
including nuts, beads, stones, bones and coins, are
intended to bring prosperity, protection and good
luck to any who wears it. Imported and hand crafted,
each of these powerful necklaces is unique and one 
of a kind.    $ 18.95  #AAFRC

Shark Tooth Talisman 
Widely prized as an addition to jewelry, this shark tooth talisman
can be added to a cord, hemp necklace, or kept within a mojo or
gris gris bag. As a magical talisman or charm, it is a powerful link
to the ferocity and predatory skill of a shark. Use it to help hunt
down and achieve your goals, whether you are hunting for a job
or hunting for the woman you love. Each tooth varies in size,
ranging from 1 1/2" to 2" wide and long.  

$ 2.95 each  1 #ASHAT
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A. Arrow Head
Grants the bearer additional protection from envy,  jealousy, and harm.
A blue Swarovski crystal set in the center of arrow head on one side. 1 1/2" 
long x 3/4" wide.  $ 6.95    2   #AARR
B. Bear Power Amulet
Let Bear teach you all there is to know about healing and dreams, guiding
you toward a life in balance with your surroundings. Bear is a symbol of
introspection, vision and strength. This 1 1/8" amulet is intended to invoke
these aspects of the great bear spirit into your life. $ 6.95 2 #ABEAR
C. Buffalo Power Amulet  
Let Buffalo aid you in manifesting your desire for success and riches, helping
you pay attention to all the possibilities the universe has to offer you. Buffalo
is a symbol of peace and togetherness with all things.This 1 1/8" amulet is
intended to invoke these aspects of the great buffalo spirit into your life.

$ 6.95   2 #ABUFD. Cougar Power Amulet
Let Cougar lead you down a more mystic path, guiding you safely through
the darker powers within yourself. Cougar is a symbol of honorable leadership,
cunning and noble savagery. This 1 1/8" amuletis intended to invoke these aspects 
of the great cougar spirit into your life. $ 6.95 2 #ACOUG

E. Ram Power Amulet  
Let Ram break down the barriers that stand in your way and lead you into a
new beginning. Ram is a symbol of power, fertility, determination and good
luck. This 1 1/8" amulet is intended to invoke these aspects of the great Ram 
spirit and bring them into your own life.   $ 6.95    2 #ARAM

F. Spirit Rider Power Amulet
Let the spirit rider guide and protect you as you travel along your mystic journey.
The spirit rider is a symbol of mystery and discovery, leading you toward
deeper insight into yourself and others. This 1 1/8" amulet is intended to invoke
these aspects of the spirit rider and evoke them in your own life. 

$ 6.95  2  #ASPIR
G. Stag Power Amulet   
Stag is a powerful totem of life, wisdom, and virility, promoting strength, grace
and courage. Sharpen your senses and increase your appreciation for the world 
around you with this 1 1/8" amulet.   $ 6.95  2 #ASTAG
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Arrow Head Howling Wolf 
Amulet

The wolf is known as a 
teacher of ancient wisdom
and a protector of family.
Strongly loyal and devoted
to family the wolf retains
a strong sense of self within
the family. Allow the
howling wolf to guide,
protect and teach you as
the arrowhead aids in
focusing your awareness
on the paths you may choose in life. This
1 1/4”x 3/4” amulet is intended to aid you
in choosing the best path for yourself and 
your family.  $ 6.95   2 #AHHW

Trickster’s Dreams
Talisman
Reshape the world around
you to reveal the hidden
mysteries, puzzles and
games that can unlock the
path to true enlightenment.
Measures 1 1/8" in diameter.
$ 4.95  1 #ATRID

Wolf Dream Catcher Amulet
The Dreamcatcher is 
traditionally used to protect
a dreamer from everything
evil, letting the good
drift down the feathers
to the dreamer.  The wolf
is known as a seeker of
paths and a protector of
family.  Let this 1 1/4” x
1 3/4” dreamcatcher
amulet protect your
heart from evil as the
wolf seeks the best of the good in your life. 

$ 4.95  1 #AWDRE

Dream Power 
Amulet
Bring power and clarity
to your  dreams with
this 1 1/8" in  d iameter
medicine wheel amulet.
W e a r  t h i s  a m u l e t
throughout the day  to
bring intensity to your
dreams at night.
$ 4.95  1 #ADREPOW

Solitary Strength Talisman
Without her pack, a wolf 
must struggle to survive.
But those who do grow strong
and wise, overcoming all
obstac les  and f inding
knowledge that others cannot
attain on their own. This 1 1/2”
long talisman lends strength
to the solitary practitioner,
capturing the spirit of their
independence and forging
it into a greater strength
for them to draw upon.
Fashioned into the shape of a wolf's head
above a colorful glass orb, radiating
energy, this charm is a potent aid indeed.  

$ 4.95   1 #ASOLSTR

Sweet Dreams 
Talisman
Draw the sweetest dreams
into your life and aid them
in becoming a reality with
this amulet. Measuring
1 1/8" in diameter with a
bright drop of colored glass
at its center, this amulet is
adorned with three hanging
feathers.   

$ 4.95   1 #ASWEDRE
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Wild Horses Amulet
Set upon a web design
contained by a 1 1/4" cir-
cle, this amulet depicts a
wild horse in flight above
a trio of 1" hanging feathers.
The horse has long been
held to be a symbol of
power, grace, nobility and
freedom and the hanging
feathers represent speed,
flight and ascension. This
amulet is perfect for un-

locking your spirit to ascend with grace and 
nobility. $ 4.95  1 #AWILH

Sacred OxAmulet
This 1 1/8" diameter
amulet depicts an Ox head
centered in a decorative
pattern, with 1” long feath-
ers dangling from the two
sides. The Ox is commonly
held as a symbol of tamed
strength, grounding and
patience and the feather
is known as a symbol for
creative force, truth and
ascension. Let this amulet
aid you in the strength of patience in both
creative endeavors and in the search for truth.  

$ 4.95   1 #ASACO

Guardians of
the Four Quarters
This 2" x 1 1/4" amulet has
the guardians of the four
corners adorning its front
face. Allow this amulet to
protect you and keep you
safe within the circle at all
times. $ 6.95  2  #AGUA4

Ocean Dreams Amulet
A glass orb is held within 
the hollow formed by
the two dolphins that
comprise this beautiful
amulet. This 1” diameter
amulet is intended to
harness the shifting,
mutable nature of sea
and ocean magic and
carry it through to your dreams. Simply carry
this amulet down to the sea and bring it home
again to replenish the lush visions that will fill 
your dreams.      $ 4.95   1 #AOCEDRE

Cannabis Amulet 
Whether you know it as 
pot, marijuana, mary jane,
or any of its other nick-
names, cannabis has long
been revered among free
spirits seeking spiritual
enlightenment and peace
of mind. This 1 1/2" in
diameter amulet, depict-
ing the cannabis leaf,

captures the essence of that life style, with the
intent to aid those who wear it in achieving
the free spirited search for mental and spiritual
enlightenment and deep, bountiful love.        

$ 6.95  2 #ACAN

Tibetan Bone Charm New
Each of these 1 1/4" diameter charms features
a carefully carved Tibetan symbol. These
symbols have been specifically chosen for
their mystical meaning and spiritual use,
making each a protective charm or perfect
addition to your ritual magic. Each charm
describes its ritual on the back, and no two 
are alike! Cord not included.   

$ 3.95  1 #ATIBBON
Peace Sign Amulet

This 1 1/4" diameter 
amulet consists of the
timeless symbolism of the
peace sign. Its surface is
carved into a pattern of
silver ridges divided by
black valleys, drawing the
eye and the mind into a
different plane of thought.
Mingled with the symbol's
age-old promotion of

peace and good, this amulet can be a potent
aid in seeking serenity within and without.   

$ 6.95  2 #APEA3

Peace Symbol 
Amulet

This symbol of the sixties
is intended to promote
fair  treatment and
kindness from others.
Measures just shy of
1 7/8" in diameter.   

$ 6.95   2  #APEA

All Praise Amulet
Timeless in its image, this
amulet offers all praise to the
gods, empowering it with
the blessings and protections
they present to those who
honor them. Hanging 1 1/4”
long by 1 1/4” wide, you can
wear it around your neck
and keep the gods’ blessings

close to your heart.   $ 4.95   1 #AALLPRA

Buddha’s Eyes Amulet 
Representative of the 
omniscient, all seeing
nature of Buddha as well
as the unity of all things
and the path to enlight-
enment, this 1” long
amulet is a fantastic aid
in seeking the path to
spiritual growth, and
exploring that which is
within as well as that 
which is without.          $ 4.95  1 #AEVIE

Om Amulet
Om is a sacred syllable
in the Hindu, Jain and
Buddhist  rel igions
symbolizing spiritual
perfection in all its forms.
Evoke that all-fulfilling
energy within your own
life with this powerful
1 1/2" long and 1 3/16"
wide amulet.  

$ 4.95   1  #AOM

Buddha Amulet
This amulet imparts additional
guidance and wisdom; the peace
and harmony of the Buddha.
Measures 1" x  5/8".  

$ 3.95   2  #ABUD

Ganesh Amulet
The Hindu God of Happiness,
known to be the remover
of obstacles that are in
ones life path. This amulet
comes on a black satin
cord and is approx. 1 5/8"
long by 1 1/8" wide.          

$ 6.95   2   #AGAN

New Ganesh Amulet 
This wonderful amulet
presents the image of the
Hindu God of Happiness,
known to be the remover
of obstacles that are in ones
life path. This amulet meas-
ures approximately 1 5/8"
long by 1 1/8" wide.   

$ 6.95  2 #AGAN2

Footprints of the Buddha Amulet 
This gold-tone amulet represents the physical presence 
of the Enlightened One. It does this the engraved image
of a footprint on one side with an image of the Buddha
on the other, with both surrounded by a wheel of symbols
intended to remind of Buddha's teachings and aid you
in your search for spiritual enlightenment. This
amulet hangs 1 1/2" in diameter. 

$ 6.95   2 #AFOOT
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New Hamsa Hand Amulet 

Traditionally used throughout 
the Mid-East and Northern
Africa, within the cradles of
civilization and many tradi-
tional forms of magic, the
hamsa hand amulet, depicted
as a hand with two thumbs
and an eye in its open palm,
is said to be a powerful pro-
tection against the evil eye. It
is also said to offer blessings
of power and strength to those who wear it or
hang it in their homes. This amulet measures
approximately 1" long and 1/2" wide.    

$ 7.95  2 #AHANHA

Yin Yang I Ching
This 1 1/8" in diameter,
double-sided amulet
helps to represent the
balance of forces within
yourself and the balance
found within every
aspect of our universe,
to aid you in calming
your emotions and

discovering your own internal harmony.  
$ 3.95   2   #AYY

Wealth and Happiness 
Talisman

This 1 3/4" diameter
coin-shaped talisman
is adorned with ancient
Chinese symbols to
attract wealth, good
health and happiness
to the bearer.          
$ 6.95  2 #AWEA130

Mojo Coin
Carry this mojo coin 
for personal strength
and good luck in all
matters. This double-
sided, gold finished
charm does not come
with a cord. Measuring
1 1/8" in diameter,

mojo coins are often used in gris-gris bags
or any other sort of luck enhancing 
spellwork. $ 6.95   2  #AMOJ

Lucky 13, Black Cat and 
Rolling Dice Charm
Increase your chances to
win the lottery, at bingo,
or any other game of
chance with this 3/4"
diameter amulet.      

$ 3.95   2   #ALUC

Lucky 8 Talisman 
Eight symbols of good luck from
across the world have been brought
together and engraved on this
pendant, forming a powerful
talisman that will help bring good
fortune into your world. It hangs
1 1/2" long and 1/2" wide.  

$ 6.95  2 #ALUC8

Black Cat Amulet
Two charms, the cat of good
luck and number 13 horse-
shoe, provide protection
from evil. No chain comes
with this charm. Cat 1" x 3/4";
Horseshoe 5/8" x 7/8". 

$ 4.95  2 #ABLAC

Gambling Charm
Plated in 14 Karat gold and
etched with magical symbols
on both sides, this 3/4”
diameter amulet comes with
a prayer designed to aid in
drawing money into your
life. Cord not included.

$ 3.95  2  #AGAMC

Change Your Luck 
This double-sided talisman
will help to change your
luck from bad to beneficial.
On one side is Buddha
with a luck moon design
and several good luck
symbols grace the other
side. Measures 1 3/16" in

diameter. $ 6.95   2  #ACHA

Good Luck Horseshoe
Timelessly held as a talisman 
that brings good luck even as
it wards away evil influences,
the horseshoe has been a
powerful image in many
traditions. Here, it is plated
in 14k gold and carved with
runes of power, presenting
an exquisitely detailed amulet
standing 3/4" tall. Cord not 
included. $ 2.95   #AGOOL

Lucky Amazon 
Seeds Talisman
Made with lucky huaruro seeds
directly from the Amazon, this
good luck amulet consists of a
glass tube, capped on both ends
and filled with the seeds and
other icons of luck and good
fortune. Measuring 1 1/2" in
length, this talisman does not
come with a cord.      

$ 9.95   2 #ALUCA

Dressed Horseshoe
Long regarded as an object that brings good luck,
this is a miniature representation of the horseshoe.
Framing an icon of a religious feature (a saint, angel, or
similar such figure; the image will vary) and a tiny mojo
bag. Standing only 1 1/2" wide and 1 3/4" high, this
horseshoe amulet is designed to be carried in your
pocket or purse to ward off curses and negative influences 
while attracting good fortune.         $ 2.95   #AHORS

Four Leaf Clover Good Luck Token 
This four leaf clover token is intended to be
carried with you where ever you go, and is
designed to fit neatly (and conveniently) in
your wallet or purse. With it on your person
you are certain to find good luck to your
finances and all other events in your life.
It measures 3 1/2" wide by 2" tall.

$ 3.95  2 #AFOUGOO

Four Leaf Clover Casino Token 
Intended to bring you good luck in games of
chance, this little card has been imbued
with the image of a four leaf clover. Carry it
in your wallet, pocket, or even at the bottom
of your shoe to bring good luck to you and
help find good fortune in gambling. It
measures 3 1/2" wide by 2" tall.   

$ 3.95  2 #AFOUCAS

Four Leaf Clover Token 
Long known for bringing good luck to the
one who carries it, the four leaf clover has
been used in this little good luck token
which can be placed within your wallet,
pocket, or anywhere else you'd wish to
carry it on your person. This is a 3 1/2"
wide by 2" tall laminate good luck token.    

$ 4.95  2 #AFOULEA
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Lucky Elephant Amulet
Viewed by many to be a 
powerful and mystical
animal, the Elephant is
seen by many traditions as
a symbol of good fortune
and good luck. Here it is
sculpted into a 3/4" long

amulet, plated in 14k gold and brilliantly
detailed and intended to hang from a chain
or cord (not included), but can just as easily
be carried in your pocket, purse, or wallet.
This small but powerful amulet will bring
you good luck throughout the day. 

$ 2.95  #ALUCE

Money Tree
Use this magical amulet to focus
your will and help make your
money grow!!  This 1" by 2"
amulet has long been a
customer favorite.   

$ 6.95   2   #AMON138

Luck-Bound Amulet 
Wrapped up in an elaborate
tangle of Celtic knots without
beginning and without end,
this fantastic, 2” long amulet
displays a shamrock, an age-
old symbol of good luck, at its
center. Wear it to help find
good luck or use it in your
ritual crafts to empower a
blessing of luck-everlasting. 

$ 4.95  1 #ALUCBOU

Money Cat Amulet
This 1 1/2" wide x 1 3/8"
long amulet attracts
cash and wealth to
you with its glittering
green eyes.

$ 6.95   2  #AMONC

Seal of Good Luck
Standing 3/4" 
wide and 1 1/4"
high, this amulet
is designed to
be hung upon
a chain or cord
(not included),
but can just as
easily be carried
in your pocket,
purse or wallet.

Plated in 14k gold, the amulet presents an
image of Moses, surrounded by the radiance
of God, carved into the front while upon
the back you'll find carved words of power,
intended increase your odds whenever
things are going to be decided by chance. 

$ 4.25  #ASEAG

Huayruro Vial Amulet 
This mystical amulet consists of 
a small glass vial, containing the
lucky huayruro seed, a bit of
fools good to help attract money,
sacred oil for good health, and a
horseshoe and a magnet to help
attract positive energy and power
into your life. Carry it in a small
bag hanging from your neck, or
otherwise on your person to help
bring these qualities into your

life. It measures 1 3/4" in length and 3/4" in
diameter. Cord not included.  

$ 12.95   #AHUAV

Fools Gold Charm 
Fool's gold, or pyrite, is a 
glistening mineral that shines
with a luster quite similar to
gold, and is frequently asso-
ciated with real gold in folk
lore and magical traditions.
This charm draws upon
those traditions, providing
you with a piece of fool's
gold to carry with you in a gris gris bag, mojo
bag, your pocket or purse to help attract
money and wealth into your life.   

$ 3.95   #AFOOG

7 Metals Amulet
This amulet is designed to bring
the luck of seven into your life,
aiding you in your business
endeavors, financial matters,
and gambling and otherwise
generally helping you find good
luck in all matters involving
money, success and prosperity.
Cord not included.

$ 3.95  2 #A7MET

Star of David Talisman 
This is a powerful 
Hebrew symbol of
protection that is
representative of
Judaism and is used
in  t radi t ions  o f
Kabbalah. Within
that mystical art, it
frequently represents
the number seven,
for its six points and
the space within its center. Sometimes spoken
of as the Shield of David, it is a powerful aid
in seeking the protection and power of God.
Hanging 2 1/2" in diameter, it can be strung on
your favorite cord or chain (not included),
carried with you, or simply kept in a place
where you wish to bring this power into your
life. Cord not included.  $ 6.95  2 #ASOD

Tetragrammaton 
Yhwh Amulet
This double-sided amulet 
presents the 4 consonants
of the ancient Hebrew
name for God. Finished
in gold, it is 1 3/8" in
diameter.

$ 5.95   2  #ATETG

Shield of David Amulet New
The Star of David, 
known in Hebrew
lore as the Shield of
David, is a powerful
protective amulet.
When worn, it is said
to offer the protection
and power from God.
It can also be used to
help empower your
magic. This pewter
Star of David amulet

measures 1 3/4" in diameter.    
$ 6.95  2 #ASTAD

Knowledge Hexagram Amulet 
This powerful charm draws 
upon the power of the hexa-
gram, long used in occult
traditions as well as Kab-
balah, to aid you in seeking
the path to wisdom and
knowledge. It is of great
use in meditation and
divination magic, helping
you focus, to find and
understand the answers
that you are seeking. This amulet hangs 3/4"
in diameter and does not come with a cord.   

$ 5.95  2 #AKNOH

Sign your Own Petition Amulet 
This wonderful amulet has 
a smooth, blank surface, that
allows you to finally draw
seals and spells onto your own
magical amulet with your
own hand. Whether you have
your own unique design in
mind, wish to choose a rune
or two to mark your amulet
with or want to draw your

own seal within a magical ritual, this amulet
is perfect for you. It hangs approximately 1" 
in diameter.   $ 6.95  2 #ASIG

Wicca Direction Amulet 
Taking the form of a small, dagger-
shaped pendant, this 1 3/4" long
amulet is intended to be charged
with the energy of the wearer and
then help guide and direct the
wearer's spiritual energies in a
manner much akin to the athame.  

$ 7.95  2 #AWDIR

Scholar’s Blade Amulet
The stern, scholarly face of a
wizard-born peers out from
the base of this sword shaped
amulet, its pommel adorned
with a glittering jewel. This 3”
amulet is intended to help you
focus, sharpening your wits
for the challenges that may
come throughout your day. 

$ 4.95   1 #ASCHBLA
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King Cobra Snake
Keeps away evil spirits. Place it on
your altar, in a doorway or on a
necklace by tying a thong around it.
Measures 5 1/4" long. Cord not
included. $ 6.95  2  #AKIN

A. Ankh Sword
A sword shaped amulet bearing an ankh, the symbol of
everlasting life-force and energy. Measures 3 1/2" x 1 1/8".

$ 6.95     2   #AANK
B. Eye of Horus
Rooted in ancient symbols of strength and wisdom, this amulet is
for spiritual guidance, protection and insight. Measures 7/8” 
in diameter.      $ 6.95   2  #AEYE1121

C. Egyptian Pharaoh’s Amulet
This amulet imparts the majesty of the great god-king Ramses
upon all aspects of your life. It measures 1/2" x 1 5/8".  

$ 6.95  2 #AEGY35
D. Eternal Promise Amulet
Hanging 2 1/4” long and fashioned into the shape of an Ankh, a
timeless symbol of eternity, this amulet can be used to hold a person
to a promise, leaving them to face negative repercussions 
should they break their word. $ 4.95   1 #AETEPRO

A
B

C

D
Forever Bound Amulet 

Combining the Egyptian symbol for eternity with
the endless knots of Celtic origin, this amulet
creates a powerful mystic symbol of eternity. Use
it in your spells and rituals when you are seeking
to bind any spells, oaths, promises, and other such
things to whatever you are casting it upon with an
improved sense of permanency. Hanging 1 1/2"
long and 1" wide, this amulet comes with a 24" 
black nylon cord.    $ 4.95   1 #AFOREB

Nefertari and Isis Amulet 
Imitating hieroglyphics found painted in Thebes, this
powerful charm shows a representation of the famed
Egyptian Queen Nefertari and the powerful goddess,
Isis.  Clasping hands, they walk side by side, with the
beautiful queen being guided by the legendary figure
of Egyptian lore. This makes this charm a powerful
aid in seeking the aid of the goddess, particularly where
she will help you find your way in life and aid you in
becoming as strong and powerful a figure as Nefertari
herself. This pendant hangs 3/4" wide and 1 1/4"
long, and a cord is not included.  $ 6.95  2 #ANEFI

Horus Amulet 
Horus, frequently portrayed as a man with the head
of a falcon, is one of the oldest and most important
gods of ancient Egypt, and is frequently regarded as
a god of war and hunting, and sky and the sun. Here
he is shown as he was in ancient hieroglyphs,
carved into pewter to create a potent talisman that
will help you overcome obstacles, find that which
you seek, and otherwise find the wisdom of the
heavens. The amulet is 1 1/2" long and 3/4" wide. 

$ 6.95  2 #AHOR

Rosetta Stone Amulet 
Inspired by the ancient Egyptian masterpiece of
the same name, this amulet depicts a piece of the
Rosetta Stone, which was used to decipher the
hieroglyphics and language of the ancient Egyptians.
This invests the amulet with much power, helping
you to communicate with ancient, elder powers
whether they are spirits or gods. Measures 1 1/4" 
in length and 1" wide.   $ 6.95  2 #AROSS

All Seeing Eye Amulet
A powerful symbol, seen through-
out history and borrowed by
freemasons and even the U.S. to
mark the one dollar bill, this symbol
of an eye within a triangle is often
known as The All-Seeing Eye.
Drawing upon traditions as far
back as those of ancient Egypt, it
offers protection and power, and is
often seen as the Eye of God,

representing divine omnipotence and power.
Hangs 1" wide and 1 1/4" long,  and does not come 
with a cord.   $ 5.50  #AEYET

Protection 
from Accidents

This 1 1/4" wide amulet is
intended to aid you, protect-
ing you from unwelcome
forces, destroying them
before they can reach you.  

$ 6.95  2 #APROTP7

Hieroglyph Eternity New 
Ankh Amulet
This 2" by 1" pewter amulet, carved
in the shape of an ankh, the Egyptian
symbol for eternity, is embossed
with hieroglyphs. As a powerful
representation of the eternal magic
of the ancient Egyptians, it is in-
tended to help you focus your magic
and spells, empowering them to last. 

$ 6.95  2 #AHIEA

Blessed Life Amulet
Use this amulet to bring the blessings
and vitality of the ancients into your
life. This 1 3/4" by 7/8" amulet com-
bines two of the most powerful
symbols of vitality and life into one.  

$ 6.95  2 #ABLEL
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Magical Talisman
Keep this magical amulet
on your person to increase
your chances for success,
long life and safe travel.
This double sided amulet
measures 1 3/8" in
diameter and has a
gold-tone finish.  

$ 6.95  2 #AMAG206

Gnostic Amulet
The Gnostic symbols on this
1 1/2” diameter amulet
give the wearer good
health, love, strength,
wealth, and protection
from evil. This double-
sided amulet is slightly
oblong in shape. 

$ 6.95   2  #AGNO

Amulet of 
Healing Power
Use to attain the ability
to heal rapidly, gaining
knowledge of medicines
to be found in the plant
and mineral kingdoms.
This 1 1/8" diameter
amulet is gold toned. 
$ 6.95   2  #AHEA21

Power Triangle 
This 1 1/4" diameter
talisman, featuring an
image of the power triangle
radiating energy from
within, is made to assist
you in developing and
strengthening your
personal power.    

$ 6.95   2  #APOWT

Discover Hidden 
Secrets Amulet
Measuring 1 1/8" in
diameter, this amulet
enables its possessor to
penetrate hidden and
forbidden places unseen.        

$ 6.95   2  #ADIS10

Provide Invisibility Amulet
This gold-finished, 1 1/8" 
diameter amulet features
the seal of the sun upon
its front face, a source
of power for invisibility
spells and misdirection.
$ 6.95   2 #APRO11

Win in Court Amulet
Allow this magical 
amulet to strengthen
your own powers of
charisma and ability
to gain sympathy in
all court appearances
or dealings with judges
or juries. Measures
1 1/8" on each side.
$ 6.95   2  #AWIN45

Discover 
Treasures Amulet
Measuring 1 1/8" by 1 1/2",
this amulet aids its wearer
in discovering all manner
of treasures and ensuring
their possession at the end
of your journey.    

$ 6.95   2  #ADISTP3

Control Evil Spirits
Control evil spirits and
protect your health and
well-being. This gold
finish amulet measures
1 1/8" in diameter.  

$ 6.95  2 #ACON20

Destroy Evil 
Amulet
Destroys all evil projects
formed against you
and controls rebellious
spirits. Measures 1 1/8”
in diameter.      
$ 6.95   2  #ADESTP12

Protection from 
Attackers Amulet
This amulet is inscribed
with ancient Hebrew
characters, used by
Moses to protect against
attackers. It is 1 1/4"
diameter.  

$ 6.95   2  #APRO2

Circle of 
Protection

A Mohammedan magic
circle design for pro-
tection against harm.
Measures 1 5/8" in
diameter.  

$ 6.95  2 #ACIR862

Confuse and Defeat Enemy
Can be worn to protect 
and repell any unwanted
influences, or can instead
be hidden upon your foe
or in their domain as a
focus for magical attacks.
Measures 1 1/8" in di-
ameter.
$ 6.95   2  #ACONENE

Help Read 
Thoughts Amulet

Aids its  bearer in
reading the thoughts
of others and allowing
their influence into the
houses of others at will.
Measuring 1 1/4" in
diameter.
$ 6.95  2 #AHELTP11

Wishing Lamp Amulet
Rub this wishing amulet 
to call your personal Genie
to your side. Use his
strength to aid you in
achieving anything you
wish. If it is your true
desire, his magick will
aid you along you along
your way. Measures 1"
by 1/2".  

$ 6.95   2  #AWIS185

Hexagram of Solomon
This 1 1/8" diameter amulet
is inscribed with a magical
seal that is intended to invite
in and bind spirits obedient
to the wearer .

$ 6.95  2 #AHEXG5

Magic Circle of Solomon 
Solomon wore this magic circle
on an amulet around his neck
to protect himself from evil
spirits. Measures 1 1/2" in
diameter.

$ 6.95   2  #AMAGG9

Pentagram of Solomon
The pentacle of Solomon has long
been known for its ability to
protect its bearer from all dangers
and evil spirits. Measures 1 1/8"
in diameter.

$ 6.95   2  #APENG7

Solomon's Magic Triangle
This 1” long amulet is one of the
primary talismans with which
Solomon bound evil spirits
within their prisons.

$ 6.95   2  #ASOLG2
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Mage’s Hand Amulet
Charged with layered energies, 
this 1 1/2” long amulet possesses
powers very akin to the fabled
Hand of Glory, leaving those
to whom it is presented incapable
of acting against you and opening
all doors that bar your way. Wear
it or hold it to help empower your
spells and yourself to these ends. 

$ 4.95   1 #AMAGHAN

Wizard’s Eye Amulet
This amulet is a potent aid to 
spells of divination, helping
to empower them and aid
you in understanding their
mysteries. Hanging 2 1/2”
long, this amulet is sculpted
into the shape of a powerful
elder wizard. In his hands
he clutches an orb of colorful
glass, into which he gazes
and divines mysteries. 

$ 4.95  1 #AWIZEYE

Wishing Wizard Talisman
Standing 2" tall, this wizard 
figurine is designed to help you
focus on and achieve that which
you wish for most. Sculpted
into the shape of a robed wizard
who stands upon an orb of
translucent colored glass with
his hands clasped before him
as he casts his spell, this
powerfully charmed figurine
is smooth to the touch, and is
intended to be held and rubbed
as focus for your desires. Carry
it in a bag or pocket, leave it in
your car, or set it upon your
night stand, and when you

find yourself thinking of that which you truly
desire, rub this talisman to help focus your will,
and bring your new reality a little closer to 
fruition.    $ 4.95  1 #AWISWIZ

Wizardly Might Talisman
Charged and empowered, 
this talisman can help
increase the potency of
your spells and rituals,
helping you draw upon
greater and more potent
energies for your magic.
This 1 1/2” long amulet
is fashioned into the
shape of a five pointed
star. At its center is
sculpted the form of
a wizard, clutching his rod in his right
hand, with his left outstretched before him;
positioned to receive and bestow power
as he sees fit.            $ 4.95  1 #AWIZMIG

Wandering Wizard Amulet
This amulet is meant for 
those who wander, giving
them a greater strength
and wisdom in embracing
their path. Hanging 2”
long, this amulet is shaped
into the wizened features
of an aged wizard wearing
a travel-worn cap. With
strong eyes gazing out
from beneath the brim
of his hat, and a colorful
gem that marks his mind's

eye, he lends strength and guidance to those 
who wear it. $ 4.95  1 #AWANWIZ

Wicca Protection Amulet 
This 1" diameter amulet 
takes the simple form of a
pewter disk, inscribed with
an intricate labyrinth. This
maze pattern has long been
held to aid in keeping evil
spirits and curses from
reaching the intended
target by keeping them
lost. With this power, the
amulet offers potent protection against these
negative energies for those who wear it.  

$ 7.95  2 #AWPRO

Wicca Well Being Amulet
Symbolizing the eternal feminine, 
this pendant depicts a sacred
chalice with an interwoven
pentacle inscribed upon its face.
This 1 1/2" long amulet seeks to
capture the cleansing properties
of the chalice and the healing
powers of the divine Goddess, to
aid you in sustaining well being,
spiritual, emotional and physical. 

$ 7.95  2 #AWWEL

Wicca Spiritual Rebirth Amulet 
Taking the form a pentagram 
rising out of a cauldron, marked
with a crescent moon, this
symbol-rich, 1 1/4" long amulet
is a powerful token of spiritual
rebirth. Wear it when you are
seeking to open yourself to new
paths and new spiritual aware-
ness, using it to help open your
mind and spirit to these possi-
bilities. $ 7.95  2 #AWSPI

Wicca Magik Amulet 
Drawing upon the stereo-
typical image of a witch
in flight, this 1 1/2" long
amulet seeks to use this
powerful depiction of
magic and sorcery to aid
you as a focus in casting
your spells and directing
your energies during
your ritual crafts.   

$ 7.95  2 #AWMAG

Travel Witch Talisman
Help your journey pass 
without worry with this
enchanting 1 3/4" long
travelling witch talisman.
This powerful amulet
will protect you and guide
you on your commute
to work, or wherever the
spirits may lead.  

$ 4.95   1 #ATRAW

Dark Archetype Amulet
Rather than fight against the 
cultural archetype of The
Witch, with her pointy hat
and shoes upturned at the
toe, many people have begun
to utilize its energy and power
to aid in their real-world
magical practices. Measuring
1 1/2" in length, this amulet
serves to call forth the energy
invested in our dark cultural
archetype and turn it around for benevolent 
magical use. $ 4.95  1 #ADARARC

Familiar’s Love Amulet
Whether of spirit or of flesh, a 
familiar can be the greatest
friend, and closest ally, to a
practitioner of the craft. This
1 3/4” long amulet, shaped into
the age old image of the loyal
cat, celebrates the bond between
master and familiar. It will help
you feel closer to your own
familiar, presenting a means to
a deeper connection and a truer
communication.  

$ 4.95  1 #AFAMLOV

Witches Trio Amulet
This amulet brings together
three of the most well renown
tools of the witch, the broom,
the hat and the witch's familiar.
Measuring 2" in length, this
amulet will allow you to
discreetly carry these three
powerful tools of the witch
wherever you go.   

$ 4.95  1 #AWITTRI

Witch’s 
Prayer Talisman
Blessed with a witch's prayer, 
this talisman reminds you
of your duty to the goddess
and the earth, and in so doing
helps keep you balanced in
all things you do. This 2 3/4”
long and 1 1/4” wide amulet
is fashioned into the shaped
of a robed witch with hands
raised, framed in the embrace
of a pentagram.  

$ 4.95  1 #AWITPRA
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Witch’s 
Aid Amulet
Heighten your own 
magical ability and help
attract new teachers
into your life with this
powerful pentagram
talisman. A metallic
glass sphere rests in the
center of this 1 1/2"
diameter.  
$ 4.95  1 #AWITA58

Wicca New Beginnings Amulet
Portraying a skyclad 
woman, raising an offer-
ing before a pentagram,
this amulet is a powerful
symbol of the vulnera-
bility of taking the first
step down a new path,
and the protection and
peace you can find in
doings so with your
spirit in balance. Use
this 1 1/4" wide by 1 3/4" long amulet to
help focus yourself and find your center
for a new beginning, to help find the focus
and courage to move ahead.     

$ 7.95  2 #AWNEW

Harmony Talisman
Formed in the shape of an
intertwined pentagram
pendant and measuring
1" in diameter, this
powerful talisman aids
its bearer in finding the
peace that they seek and
helping them to live a
harmonious life.   

$ 4.95  1 #AHAR678

Protected Power Talisman
Layered one upon 
another,  a  small
pentagram rests
inside the protective
circle of a larger
pentagram, radiating
the energy contained
therein. This 1 1/2”
in diameter talisman
is made to be worn
about your neck to aid

you in empowering your spells and protecting
your energies from the negative influence 
of others. $ 4.95   1 #APROPOW

Protected Life Amulet
Formed in the shape of an 
interwoven pentagram
and set with a glittering
colored jewel at its center,
this 1 1/8" in diameter
talisman has been charged
to magically strengthen
the protective barriers you
have already developed
to ward away harm,
without putting up any
walls against the beautiful and exciting 
aspects of life!  $ 4.95   1 #APROLIF

Endless Light Talisman
Open your eyes to the 
hidden worlds t h a t
surround you, as well as
the new opportunities
that lay ahead. This
powerful tal isman i s
formed into the shape
of two overlapping
pentagrams and is 1"
in diameter.  
$ 5.95  1 #AENDL

Magical World Amulet
Formed in the shape of a 
pentagram and encir-
cled with the image of
the snake Ouroboros,
symbol of eternity and
world-spanning events;
this powerful amulet is
intended to awaken your
spirit to the important
works being done un-
seen all around us. It

measures 1 1/4" in diameter.   
$ 4.95  1 #AMAGW

Wish Fulfillment Pentagram 
This powerful pentagram 
charm presents the elegant
and simple image of a
double-lined pentagram,
weaving in and out of
itself within a solid circle.
Hanging 7/8" in diameter
and made of silver-toned
pewter, it is designed to
be a powerful charm that
will aid you in invoking spiritual powers as
well as your own inner strength to aid
you in making your wishes come true.     

$ 5.95  2 #AWISF

Double 
Upright Pentacle
With red swarovski
glass crystals at each of
its five points, this large
1 1/2” diameter pentacle
encircles  a  smaller
pentacle. It comes with
a 24" chain.

$ 6.95  2  #JDUP

A. Second Pentacle of Jupiter
This 1” diameter pentacle will aid you in acquiring glory, honors, 
dignity, riches and tranquility of the mind. $ 6.95   2  #ASPJ
B. Second Pentacle of Mars
This 1” diameter amulet serves to protect against all k i n d s  o f
diseases and in maintaining good health. $ 6.95   2  #ASPM
C. Second Pentacle of Venus
With the aid of the pentacle engraved upon this 1” diameter amulet,
you can obtain grace and honor or gain aid in accomplishing your 
desires in matters of the heart.         $ 6.95   2 #ASPV

D. Third Pentacle of the Sun
This 1” diameter sigil-laden talisman grants you the ability to
acquire immense riches, glory and renown. $ 6.95  2   #ATHIKS4
E. Fourth Pentacle of Mars
This 1” diameter amulet is purported to bring victory and vindication
in wars or battles to those who bear its mark. $ 6.95  2 #AFOUKS3
F. Fourth Pentacle of Mercury
This 1” diameter amulet assists in acquiring knowledge of all things 
and in penetrating others’ secret thoughts. $ 6.95 2  #AFOUKS6
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Pentacle Pendant
These sterling silver, interwoven
pentacle are a customer
favorite. Each of the star's
arms slightly overlaps the
pentacle's circle, forming an
unbroken line of woven,
powerful imagery. They are
perfect for hanging on your
favorite chain or cord. 

Large 7/8" diameter   $ 34.95  #JPINTL  
Small 5/8" diameter   $ 14.95  #JPINTS

Sterling 2-Circle Pentagram 
Crafted of fine sterling 
silver, this lovely pentacle
pendant  presents  an
outer border encircling
the first circle. With fine,
delicate lines, this 1"
diameter pendant offers an
elegance to any cord or
chain you wish to hang it on.    

$ 14.95 #JP2CI

Bone Pentacle
This double sided, carved,
natural bone talisman
r e p r e s e n t s  v a r i o u s
philosophies, or beliefs.
Place on your altar, carry
as a good luck charm or
wear as a protective
amulet. Measures about
1 1/4" in diameter, but
allow for size and shape
variations, as each is hand carved.   

$ 3.95   2   #JIPEN

Gemstone 
Pentagram Pendants

Each set with a powerful
gemstone in its center,
these pentagram pendants
are made of sterling silver
with a large bail set into the
top to allow you to wear
them on a variety of cords
or chains. 

3/4” diameter                       
Amethyst $ 46.95 #JP46A
Hematite    $ 46.95 #JP46H

5/8” diameter                       
Amethyst $ 24.95 #JP45A
Garnet         $ 24.95  #JP45G
Moonstone $ 25.95  #JP45M

Celtic Pentagram with Crystal
A small irridescent drop 
rests in the center of this
pentagram, which nes-
tles within a ropework
border and Celtic-style
knots. This dark, lead-
free pewter pendant
measures 1 3/8”in dia.
and comes with a satin
cord.  $ 18.95 #JCELP

C: Plain Medium Pentagram 
Finely sculpted of pewter, this pendant presents the age old symbol
of the pentagram without adornment or flash that hangs 1 1/8" 
in diameter. $ 6.95  2 #JPM
D: Pentacle 
A large, simple pewter pentacle measuring  1 5/8" in diameter.  This 
amulet comes on a black satin cord.  $ 6.95  2  #JPL1
E: Large Pewter Pentagram Pendant
A large unadorned pewter pentagram on a black satin cord. Made
out of lead-free pewter, this simple 2" in diameter pentagram makes 
a big statement. $ 6.95  2 #JPL2
F: Pewter Pentacle 
A 3/4" diameter interwoven pewter pentagram.  $ 3.95  2  #JP34

Pentagram Pendants

C D

E F
A:Raised Silver 

Pentagram Pendant
Made out of sterling silver,
this 5/8" pendant comes
attached to a jump ring for
attachment to a chain or other
jewelry piece.

$ 20.95  #JP4416
B:Silver 

Interwoven Pentagram 
Lightweight and beautiful,
this 7/8" pendant catches
the eye, without the need for
any additional adornment.

$ 37.95  #JP4622

A

B

Despite the wide selection of pentagram pendants we have to
offer, there is still a strong desire by many in the pagan and
witchcraft communities for plain, unadorned pentagrams.
Sometimes people use unadorned pentagrams to signify a
certain level of achievement within a coven, or to prevent the
subtle influence of other adornments upon your magical tools.
Whatever the need, we provide a large selection of both unadorned
and decorated pentagram pendants to suit your intentions.

Unadorned Pentagrams

G: Large Brass Pentacle  
Scupted of solid brass, this cut-out pentacle 
measures 1 1/2" in diameter. $ 8.95  #JPCL
H: Small Brass Pentacle
A brass cut-out pentacle measuring 15/16" in 
diameter. $ 3.95  2  #JPCS  

G

H

Small Silver Pentagram Pendant
This is a small, sterling silver  
interwoven pentagram pendant
with a large bail attached to
allow you to wear it upon any
size chain or cord you wish.
Measuring only 5/8" in
diameter, this pentagram is
for those who want the
combination of  beauty,
simplicity and discretion.     
$ 20.95  #JP4516
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Seal of the Sephiroth

The Sephiroth are the 
ten attributes and
emanations through
which God reveals
himself, and creates
both the physical
and the metaphysical
realms, as spoken of
within Kabbalah texts
and traditions. Here
we find them used to
create a magical seal,

in the form of a pentagram. With the
interwoven star gleaming brightly in the
middle, the circle around it is inscribed with
these mystical markings, and are in turn
encased within translucent purple glass,
making this piece both a stylish piece of
jewelry and a powerful magical charm.  It
hangs approximately 1 3/4" in diameter and
is sculpted of English pewter, it is suspended
from leather straps that extend for
approximately 28" in length, and close with 
a pewter clasp.   $ 47.95   #JSP497

Harm Ye None Pentagram
A traditional pentagram 
surrounded by runes
honoring the Witches’
C r e e d  a n d  i t s  m a n y
variations "And if  Ye
Harm None." This 1 1/8"
d i a m e t e r ,  l e a d - f r e e
pewter pendant comes 
with a chain.           

$ 15.95 #JHAR

Large Upright 
Pentagram 
This large intertwined
pentagram measures
2 3/4" in diameter and
has decorative markings
on both sides.

$ 6.95  2  #JPLU

Sterling Silver Pentagram 
Pendant 
Sculpted from sterling
silver, this pendant is an
elegant way to display
your faith. Measuring 3/4"
in diameter, it consists of
an interwoven pentagram
within a circle that gives

the appearance of an woven rope. This blend
of imagery results in a fantastic piece that
represents the four elements, ruled by spirit,
and without beginning and without end. With
its edges unmarred, it has a bail on the back
that will allow you to wear it upon nearly any 
cord or chain.   $ 25.95   #JP502

Darksome Night Necklace
Handcrafted with the 
finest lead-free pewter,
this 1 1/4" diameter
amulet is engraved
with a pentacle woven
in and out of a circle.
Surrounding this, the
chant "Darksome
Night and Shining
Moon" and a triple
moon design remind
us of our mystical path and the circles we
dance.  Hanging from a 24" clasped chain,
it is an enchanting piece that can be worn by 
just about everyone. $ 15.95 #JDARN

Medium Pentagram 
with Leaves
Crafted of lead-free pewter,
this pentagram presents an
interwoven star surrounded
by a circle of leaf and knot-
work design. It hangs 1 1/16"
in diameter.

$ 6.95  2  #JPLM

Lapis Pentagram Pendant
This unassuming sterling silver pentagram
pendant has a backing made from a smooth
expanse of lapis lazuli. Made out of sterling
silver and measuring 7/8" in diameter,
this pendant is a wonderful way to subtly
wear the symbol of your faith, when
discretion is called for.    $ 56.95   #JP20L

Small Inlayed 
Brass Pentacle

A small solid brass pentacle
with an inlayed black
background. It measures 
15/16" in diameter.

$ 5.95   #JPIS

Garden Pentagram 
A garden pentagram
pendant made out of
lead-free pewter, and
encircled with a Celtic
l e a f - w o r k  d e s i g n .
Measuring 1" in diameter
this pendant comes with
a satin cord to wear it 
o n .  $ 6.95  2  #JCP

Ouroboros Pentagram
This rough hewn pentagram 
pendant features Ouroboros
encircling the whole piece,
capturing his own tail in
his mouth. 3/4" in diameter,
this pendant is made out
of lead-free pewter in an
environmentally conscious
process.

$ 3.95   2  #JPENS

Pentagram Pendants

Butterfly and Fairy Pentagram Pendant 
Hanging on the end of a 20" cord this 
pendant is a vision to behold. Fashioned
of the finest quality, lead-free pewter,
it has been shaped into an intricate
pattern of a butterfly, with swirling
designs on its outspread, 2 1/2" wide
wings and a pentagram set upon its
back. Dancing beneath, dangling on
a little chain is the 3/4" image of a fairy,
at flight in the wake of the butterfly
and adding her glamour to the magic 
in the air. $ 14.95   #JBNA6B

Dancing Fairy Pentagram Pendant 
Suspended upon a 24" cord, this necklace 
presents a 2" long pendant sculpted into  the
playful image of a fairy. With butterfly wings
spread in flight, she floats gracefully, swirling
as she dances an aerial ballet. Swirling
within her dance, a pentagram is held beneath
one arm, representing the magical nature
of the joy that she inspires in us with her 
playful rhythm. $ 9.95   #JDAN4

Stainless Steel 
Double Pentagrams

Double Pentagram 
Two interwoven pentagrams made out of stainless
steel form this enchanting pentagram pendant.
Measuring 1" in length you can feel the strength
and power of steel contained within this beautiful 
pendant. $ 8.95  #JP275

Free-Hanging
Double Pentagram 
Two interwoven pentagrams freely hang within
a round token made out of stainless steel
comprise this enchanting pentagram pendant.
Measuring 1 1/4" in diameter you can feel the
strength and power of steel contained within
this beautiful and unique pentagram pendant.

$ 9.95  #JP274
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Cresent Moons Pentagram

Made out of lead-free 
pewter and measuring
1 1/4" in diameter, this
beautiful double-banded
pentagram features a
crescent moon set at each
of its points, connecting
its inner circle to the
exterior circle's woven
rope design. This pen-
dant comes on a black 

satin cord. $ 6.95  2  #JCRM
Pentagram with Crescent 

Moon Points
An interwoven pewter
pentacle with crescent
moons at each point. The
roped edging around the
outside of the circle is
1 1/4" in diameter. It comes
with an included chain.

$ 3.95   2  #JPCM

Wolf Pentagram 
This pewter necklace blends the
image of a wolf's head with the
mystic charm of a pentagram.
With the pentagram resting above
the wolf's head, the pendant hangs
approximately 1 1/2" long, by
7/8" wide, and comes on a black 
satin cord.        $ 6.95 2 #JWOLP

Healer’s 
Pentagram

This pentagram has the
healing symbol of the
Caduceus at its center.
It is made of fine lead-
free pewter and comes
on a black satin cord.

$ 14.95 #JHEA71
Cat Pentagram Pendant 

This piece is for all who 
adore the magical mo-
ments brought into their
lives by their feline com-
panions. Hanging 1 1/4"
in diameter, this pendant
presents the image of a
pentagram with the de-
tailed image of a cat at its

center. Sculpted of the finest lead-free pewter,
it hangs from a 24" nylon cord. 

$ 14.95   #JPCAT13

Open Interwoven Star New 
This pendant has been 
sculpted from gunmetal
black metal to create an
interwoven star that is
shaped as an open, three
dimensional figure.
String it on a chain or
cord to wear as a neck-
lace or use it as a focus

for your magic, visualizing the energy you
gather contained within the five points of the
open star. Each pendant measures approx-
imately 1 1/4" across. $ 15.95   #JOSTAG

Gold Pentagram Wire 
Made of 20-gauge, 
gold-plated wire this
star, or pentagram,
pendant can be worn
or be used in decorating
your altar space or
home. In addition, the
open nature of the wire
allows you to use it in
ritual as a "spell cage," keeping your energies
within, and allowing you to release your
spell later when you carry it to where you
wish it to be.  Each star is approximately
1 1/2" long and 1 1/2" wide.     

$ 1.95   #JWPENG

Protection Pentacle 
The pattern woven upon
this powerful charm is
meant to catch harmful
energies and act as a
f o r c e f u l  b a r r i e r  o f
protection to aid your
defenses, and protect the
good influences in your
life. This heavy weight,

lead-free pewter pendant is 1 3/8" wide and comes 
with a 24" chain. $ 15.95    #JPPRO

Aurora Crystal Pentagram
This pewter pentagram 
pendant measures 1" in
diameter and is set with a
shimmering translucent
star on its front face. A
discrete bail is set into the
back of the piece with a
black satin cord included
to wear it upon.

$ 19.95  #JPA80

Large Star Charm New 
A delightful piece for charm 
bracelets and necklaces, this
open cut star charm has been
elegantly sculpted from
sterling silver to depict a five
pointed star. Add it to your
favorite piece of jewelry and
bring a bit of celestial beauty
into your life. The charm
measures 1/2" in diameter.    

$ 10.95  #JS627

Small Star Charm
This delicate little piece of
jewelry makes a perfect charm
for your charm bracelet or a
delightful little addition to
your favorite cord or chain.
Shaped into an open star, it
measures 3/8" long, and has
a small bail to allow you to 
hang it. $ 5.95   #JS545

Pentacle Charms 
With these dainty pewter
pentagram charms, you can
create your own enchanting   
accessory or simply add to 
what you already have.
They measure 1/4” in dia.
and come in packs of ten.

$ 10.95
Two eyelets         2  #JPTD
One eyelet           2  #JPTU

Pentagram 
Charms 

Measuring only 1/2"
in diameter, these
pentagram charms
are just the right size
to wear on a charm
bracelet, place within
a spellbag, or use to
decorate other jewelry
or devices. Made of
lead-free pewter, these
charms come in a set of ten, allowing you to
place one everywhere you wish.      

10 pk.   $ 10.95  2#JCPEN

Pentagram Pendants

Theban Pentagram
This heavy weight lead-free pewter pendant presents a front surface
that is engraved with a pentagram, surrounded in a circle of Theban
runes. This alone makes a lovely and deeply mystical necklace;
however, on the back you will find the rich, black scrying disc with a
sweeping, smooth convex design. This pendant hangs 1 1/8" in
diameter, and comes with a black satin cord.   

$ 41.95   #JPTHE

Silver Tetragrammaton Pendant
The four letter tetragrammaton (literally, 'four letters') is the true name
of the God of the Hebrew scriptures. Its pronunciation is considered
to have great power, and is never spoken aloud, save for once a year,
in the inner sanctuary of the Temple during the rites of Yom Kippur.
In written scripture, it is given the vowel markings and pronunciation
of the word Adonai, lord, leading to the common Christian mispro-
nunciation of the name as Jehovah. It is commonly referred to as 
"HaShem," the name. $ 29.95   #JTETS

Small 
Tetragrammaton Pendant

The tetragrammaton is central to the doctrines of both the
Jewish and esoteric Kabbalistic traditions, where it is equiv-
alent to the four worlds of creation, the four elements, the
four archangels, and the four cardinal directions. This
pewter pendant is a lightweight 3/4", perfect for wearing
about your neck, or on your wrist, as a symbol of power.   

$ 6.95  2  #JT222
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Star of David 
Also known as the
Shield of David, the
Star of David is the
timeless image of
Judaism, and a
powerful symbol
for Jewish faith and
the protection of
God. Represented
here, this 2 3/4”
diameter Star of
David is a potent

representation of your faith and the protection
that God offers to you. Crafted of the finest,
lead-free pewter and coming with its own
30” cord to wear it, keep this symbol of faith 
close to your heart.  $ 4.95  1 #JSTADAV

Star of David Charm 
This delicate charm, crafted of 
sterling silver, portrays the
Star of David. A symbol of the
Hebrew faith, it is often con-
sidered to be a powerful charm
of protection of God. Fit it to
your charm bracelet or string
it upon your favorite chain or 
cord.    $ 6.95   #JS216

Star of David Chai Charm 
This charm displays a star 
of David, with the Hebrew
symbol Chai, a combination
the letters Cheit and Yod, at
its center. This symbol is
widely considered to mean
"Life" and stand for the
sacred number 18, and is
therefore widely believed
to be a powerful symbol of
good luck and protection,
particularly when combined

with the Star of David. This pendant measures
5/8" wide and 5/8" long, and comes with a
small bail to allow you to wear it on a chain or
cord, or affix it to a charm bracelet.   

$ 11.95   #JS217

All Seeing Eye
Gain clearer vision in all
aspects of daily life with the
aid of this sterling silver
pendant. It measures 1" at
widest points, glass eye in
center with medium sized
bail for hanging. A chain not 
included. 

$ 12.95  #JALLS

Double Interwoven 
Pentagram Pendant
This 1" dia. sterling silver
p e n d a n t  f e a t u r e s  t w o
interwoven pentagrams lain
over each other, one upright,
the other reversed. A twinning
of two potent magical symbols,
this pendant is hung on a
large silver bail, allowing you

to place it on any size chain you wish.        
$ 41.95  #JP724

Heartagram Necklace
The heartagram  encompasses
the good aspects of the heart
symbol twinned with the darker
associations of the reversed pen-
tagram. With its origins attributed
to the band HIM, the heartagram
is a banner for the love metal
movement, and a symbol of
balance between the light and the dark. Measuring
1 1/4" x 1 1/2" this lead-free pewter heartagram
necklace comes on a black satin cord.

$ 6.95  2 #JHEAP

Goats Head Star 
1 1/2" in length, with 24"
chain. The goat is contained
within the sacred geometry
of the five point star
signifying focusing one’s
will power to be able to
recognize and contain ill
influences. Made from lead
free pewter. 

$ 15.95 #JGOAH

Large Lucifer Pendant
Measuring 2 7/8" at its widest point, this pewter
pendant features the demonic goat face of
Lucifer himself. With a reversed pendant
affixed between his horns and the words
"I Lucifer" inscribed above his head, this
pendant reveals your loyalties and beliefs
in no uncertain terms.  $ 7.95  2 #JLUCP

Necronomicon 
Pendant

The Necronomicon
pendant is often called
The Sigil of the Gateway.
This 1” diameter pewter
pendant does not come
with a chain. 

$ 6.95   2  #JNEC

Winged Skull
Depicting a jawless skull with
wide, angel wings sprouting
from its sides, this pewter
pendant is a delightful piece
for the dark at heart.  Hang-
ing approximately 1 1/8"
long and 1" wide, it comes
with a black satin cord.               

$ 3.95  2  #JWS

Bone Skulls 
Necklace

Carved bone
skull beads on
a long strand
m e a s u r i n g
50+ inches .
Wonderfully
macabre!     

$ 22.95 
#JNSKU

Skull  Hemp Necklace
Unique in design, this brown hemp choker
comes with two small barrels and a skull
woven into its 18" length. $ 5.95  #JNSKH

Pirate’s Medallion
Now you can attract the excitement and
adventure you've always wanted, by wearing a
golden pirate medallion of your very own! This
gold-tone 1 1/2" medallion features a grinning
skull on the front face, with mystic sigils on the 
reverse side. $ 6.50  1 #JPIRM

Sea Serpent Anchor Necklace 
This nautical themed 
pendant portrays a
ship's anchor, encircled
with a wicked serpent,
with wide swept wings
and horns jutting from
its fanged maw. This
creates a fearsome
image of the mystery
and power that exists
in the oceans. It hangs

1 1/2" long and 1 3/4" wide from a 24" long 
chain.    $ 8.95   #JSJ027

Gemstone Pentagram Pendants
Made of sterling silver and set with a
half-sphere of soothing clear quartz or
powerful black onyx, this 1 1/4" in
diameter pentagram pendant provides
the perfect amount of discretion, while
allowing you to wear the symbol of your
faith about your neck. The gemstone in
this piece measures just shy of 1/2" thick,
giving a heft and balance to this piece
that must be felt to be believed.      $ 95.95

Black Onyx   5 #JP5620B
Clear Quartz  5 #JP5620Q
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Red Gem Spider Necklace 

Dangling from the black 
cord it hangs upon like a
web, this fantastic necklace
takes the form of a spindly
legged spider. Crafted of
the finest lead-free pewter,
it displays in wonderful
detail its eight long legs
poised as though it is
descending on a strand of
silk, with a body and head
consisting of two brilliant
red gems; the main body 

being polished smooth while the head is
faceted, glittering with the light.  Measuring
1 1/2" long and 1" wide, it is absolutely perfect
for any who has ever envied the grace of the
spider, or has ever wished for the red markings
of a black widow, to keep others at bay.     

$ 14.95   #JSJ175
Red Heart Spider Necklace 

Appearing as a spider 
creeping up its web, this
fantastic necklace displays
a fascinating arachnid,
with its eight legs articu-
lated perfectly in lead-free
pewter. A mixed message
of its venomous nature, the
spider is shown with its
mandibles reaching up
from its head and its lower
body is a red, heart-shaped
gem. Polished smooth, and glistening with the 
light that hits it, this heart seems to soften the
image of the spider even as the loving note is
given a bit of bite. Hanging 1 1/2" long and
1 1/4" wide, this necklace is a delight for those
who wish to display these two edges to their 
personality.   $ 14.95   #JSJ174

Alchemy Dragon Necklace 
Crafted from the finest 
lead-free pewter and
hanging 1 3/4" long and
1 3/8" wide, this neck-
lace is shaped into the
image of a dragon at
flight. Accented at the
tip with a multi-faceted
red gem representing
the dragon's fiery breath,
and backed by a 3/4" in
diameter disk etched
with swirling flames,
this piece is a potent 

charm or talisman for any seeking a deeper
affinity with or understanding of the element 
of fire. $ 8.95   #JD024

Vampire Cat Necklace 
From the artist Carrie 
Hawks we bring
you this delightful
little cat pendant,
for all of those who
love the mischievous
side of our feline
friends. Sitting upon
its folded paws, it
stares out with green

eyes with two tiny fangs visible by its lip and
green bat wings extending from its back. At
once adorable and frightening, it is the cute
little kitty that became a vampire. Made of the
finest lead free pewter, it hangs 1" long and
1 3/4" wide and hangs from a black, clasped 
cord.  $ 9.95  #JCJ252

Celtic Lion Trinity Necklace
This pendant is illus-
trated with the image
of three lions in the
style that the Celts
often depicted ani-
mals. This creates an
impression of feline
grace and power,
entwined with a
symbol of unity and
accented by small
Celtic knots, all of
which is worked in
the finest lead-free pewter and accented by
soft yellow highlights. Measuring 1 1/4" in
diameter, it hangs upon a 25 1/2" chain that
closes with a clasp.            $ 13.95   #JCJ129

Dragon Trinity Necklace 
Delicately crafted of 
the finest lead-free
pewter, this 1 1/2" in
diameter  charm
features a vividly
detailed scene of
three dragons circling
each other in flight.
With their wings
spread wide and their
jaws opened as if
ready to strike, they
present a bold, fierce

image, accented by the black multi-faceted
stone that they surround, and around
which their snapping maws close. Suspended
on a 23" clasped chain this necklace makes
a lovely addition to the jewelry collection 
of any dragon lover. $ 14.95   #JD220

Double Celtic Dragon Necklace New
Displaying the fierce heads of two dragons,
back to back, this pendant shows these two
ferocious creatures as opposing forces, unified
by the elaborate array of Celtic knotwork that
joins them. Accented with two small, faceted
green gems at their eyes, this piece is sculpted
of the finest lead-free pewter and hangs ap-
proximately 1 1/4" long and 2" wide from a
25 1/2" long, clasped chain.  $ 8.95 #JCJ026

Dragon with Clear 
QuartzCrystal
This silver-tone dragon is sculpted
of pewter to perch atop a clear,
polished quartz crystal.  It hangs
approximately 2 1/2", though
the quartz crystal may vary in
size, and comes with a 36" long 
cord.       $ 16.95  2 #JDQ

Dragon Claw Pendant 
This beautiful pewter pendant
features a wickedly taloned
dragon's claw clutching tight
to a translucent colored glass
crystal ball. Made out of lead-
free pewter, this 1 1/2" long
pendant comes on a black satin 
cord. $ 6.95   2   #JDCC

Dragon Cross 
Pentacle Pendant
Winged dragon with
Swarovski crystal eyes
hovers above a cross with
an encircled pentacle on
the front. This pewter
pendant comes with a
black satin cord, and is
approx. 2" long x 1 1/4"
wide.   $ 6.95  2  #JDPC

Inverted Cross Pendant
This pewter pendant presents a
detailed image of an inverted cross
that measures 1 5/8" in length.
Coming on a black satin cord, you
can easily wear it close to your heart 
in or outside of your clothing.  

$ 3.95   2   #JCINV

Spider & Dragon Pendants

Furnace of Mercury 
This devious pendant is a wicked treat. Set against a backdrop of
a copper-hued star sculpted so as to appear aflame is the visage of
a fierce devil. Starring out with a close-mouthed grin and dark
eyes, he presents a  figure of dark menace and playful mischief,
he is accented by a blue crystal set into his forehead and numerous
smaller horns jutting from his head,  making him seem demonic
indeed. The whole image is representative of the darker side of
the fires of life. Hanging 1 1/2" long and 1 1/2" it is made of
two-toned English pewter and crystal, and comes with a 20" 
chain that closes with a clasp.  $ 42.95   #JFP434
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A: Archangel Amulet
The Archangel spell engraved
upon the wide exterior circle
of this 1 3/8" dia. lead-free
pewter amulet reads, "Before
me, Behind me, to my right
and to my left, I am surrounded
by protection." A chain is NOT
included.  $ 20.95  JARCA
B: Gabriel Pendant
Wear this 1 1/2” pewter
amulet to make your wishes
come true. On the front is
Gabriel’s name in Angelic
script with her Sigil in the
center. On the back, in English,
it reads, “Gabriel Archangel
of Hope, who grants wishes,
grant my wish.”

$ 20.95  #JGAB2
C: Michael Pendant
On the front of this 1 1/2”dia. pewter amulet is Michael’s name in Angelic script and the
sigil that is attributed to him. On the back, it reads, “Michael, Archangel be 
my shield of protection and guard me.” $ 20.95 #JMIC3
D: Raphael Pendant
The front of this 1 1/2” pewter amulet bears Raphael’s name in Angelic script and the 
sigil that is attributed to him. $ 20.95  #JRAP4

A

B

C

D

Spell
Pendants

Measuring 1 3/8" in diameter, these pewter spell
pendants all have a spell engraved in theban
script encircling an inwoven pentagram. A
wonderful addition to any ritual or even for 
use all by themselves.  $ 20.95
Good Luck Spell #JGOOL
Inscription reads, "By Life, By Love, By
Liberty, All Good Luck Comes To Me." 
Love Spell  (SHOWN) #JLOVS 
Inscription reads, "By moonlite night and
twisted tree, my true love is now drawn
to me." 
Money Drawing Spell #JMONS
Inscription reads, “Money is my tool,
forever shall it be always drawn to me.”
Psychic Abilities Spell #JPSYS
Inscription reads, “Fire rage, Wind soar,
Earth ground, water pour open up my
psychic door” 
Draw Soul Mate Spell #JDRASS
Inscription reads, “Wind and Water hear
my plea, bring my true love home to me”

Witches Spell 
The double pentagrams
engraved in the center
of this 1 3/8” pewter
pendant are surrounded
by a wide exterior
circle with a craft spell
inscribed within it
reading, "As above,
So below, Blessed be."
A chain is NOT included.

$ 20.95 #JWITS

Afterlife Charm Necklace New 
This charm 
necklace is a
powerful re-
presentation
of faith, es-
pecially for
matters con-
cerning the
afterlife. In-
cluded upon
its 20" long,
silver-toned
chain are a
skul l  and
crossbones,

representing death, a key, for the gates of
heaven, and a crown and cross, representing
the eternal majesty found in the afterlife. Each
charm measures approximately 1/2", with the
key being the exception, measuring 2" in 
length.   $ 14.95   #JK088

Embrace the Earth Charm 
Providing a positive mes
sage, this delightful little
charm displays a figure
wrapping the world in a
rich embrace, accented by
the words "Embrace the
Earth." Whether you're
wearing it on your favorite
cord or chain, or placing it

upon a charm bracelet, this is a great charm
for your collection. This charm measures 
3/4" in diameter.    $ 12.95   #JE584

Love Angel
She stands just shy of 1 1/2”
with heart shaped wings and
a heart in her hands. The love
angel was left deliberately
featureless, as many symbolic
figurines are. This is to indi-
cate that it represents the
devine, and not an individual.
The word of her intent,
“LOVE” is written across

her back in a flowing script.
$ 3.95  2  #JLANG

You Light Up My Life Pendant 
The perfect pendant to wear in remembrance or to give to a
loved one, this pendant is crafted in the image of a small disc,
embossed with a sculpted picture of a burning candle on its
front face. Crafted with wonderful detail, you can even see the
dripping wax set upon the taper, just below where a small
amber stone is set to represent the candle's flame. Upon the back
of the sterling silver pendant you will also find the words: "You
light up my life."  With a large bail that will allow it to be strung
upon any cord or chain, the pendant hangs approximately 1 1/8" 

long and 5/8" wide.    $ 26.95   #JY443

Mystic symbols are engraved 
upon the outside of each of
these rings, charged with the
power of the Archangels.
7/8” in diameter and strung
on a black satin cord, these
potent necklaces are made
of lead-free pewter.

Ariel Ring Necklace
$ 11.95  
#JARIR

Wear to connect to the earth spirits
and inner strength. 

Michael Ring Necklace
$ 11.95  
#JMICR

Wear to strengthen your will. The 
power to win in legal matters. 

Raphael Ring Necklace
$ 11.95  
#JRAPR

Wear to increase the power of healing 
and gain the inner knowledge.   

Archangel Power Necklaces
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Dark Becomes Light Charm 
With an adaptation of the old 
saying that even night gives
way to the day, this pendant
is fantastic for bringing hope
that even the worst of times
will eventually end. It
measures 5/8" in diameter
and is made of sterling silver,
displaying a moon divided
in half, with one side clear
and bright and the other

shadowed in dark. This image is surrounded
by the phrase: "Dark becomes light." Wear it
and find strength in the fact that your trials and
troubles will soon pass.    $ 12.95   #JD583

Love, Hope & Faith Ring Necklace
Three simple words, yet they
impact they can make in a
life is immeasurable. This
highly polished pewter Faith,
Hope and Love pendant acts
as a silent witness to the beauty
and power of these three
words. Measuring 1 9/16" in
outer diameter, this necklace comes on a 36" 
adjustable black suede cord. $ 8.95  #JL5660

Blessed Circle Charm 
Shaped into a slender 
circle, the surface of
this enchanting charm
is elegantly engraved
with the word "Blessed,"
followed closely by a
tapering string of stars
and moons, it is a wel-
come reminder as to
the blessings sought

or attained by those who wear it. Crafted out
of silver and measuring 7/8" in diameter, this
pendant can be strung upon nearly any size 
cord or chain.   $ 12.95   #JB563

New Key Charm 
This tiny little treasure is an absolute
delight. Perfect for a charm bracelet
or a necklace, a tiny skeleton key has
been crafted of the finest pewter with
exquisite attention to detail. Measuring
approximately 3/4" long, it seems as
though it is the key to some fairy 
treasure.  $ 5.95   #JK636

Antiqued Bone Cross 
Carved of bone, this pendant is 
shaped into a cross framed
within a circle, also known as a
Celtic cross. This cross, antiqued
so as to appear colored with age
and carved with delightful
detail, is a powerful represen-
tation of the union of four
elements as well as a popular
symbol of early christianity.
It hangs 2 1/2" long and 1"

wide, and possesses a small hole for it to be
strung upon your favorite cord, string, or 
chain.    $ 5.95   #JBCRO

Celtic 
Knotwork Cross
Decorated with Celtic knot-
work and other scrollwork
that implies leafy fines and
flowers, this Celtic cross
pendant is exquisitely
sculpted of pewter and
hangs 1" wide and 1 1/2"
long.  $ 6.95   2   #JCA449

Mizpah with Verse Charm
This Mizpah coin celebrates the Mizpah, or
the bond between two people who have been
separated. Divided in half, it is intended that
each person bring half of the coin with them
as a physical representation of the bond that
they share, and that they are only whole when
they are together. To further accent this, it is
engraved with two hearts which contain the

words "The Lord Watch Between Me and Thee while we are
absent one from another," from the book of Genesis. Together,
the coin is approximately 1" in diameter and made of sterling silver,
and separates to reveal a split down the middle. Each half has a
small bail to allow you to wear it on your favorite chain or cord.   

$ 27.95   #JM458

Key to My Heart Charm Set 
This adorable little charm set is intended as
a gift between lovers as a display of affection
and deep, true love. Sculpted of sterling silver,
it consists of a heart shaped charm that is
engraved with the words "Only the Keyholder
can unlock my heart" and has a small cut out
in which fits the key shaped charm that comes
with it. Both have small bails, allowing you to

keep them on a charm bracelet or otherwise place them upon your
favorite chain or cord, and carry them close to your own heart, always.
The heart charm measures approximately 3/4" wide and 5/8" long,
while the smaller key charm measures only about 5/8" long and 1/4"
wide.  Both are made of sterling silver and sculpted with fine 
attention to detail.    $ 23.95   #JH042

Saligia Necklace
In this decadent pendant we find a cross of the sweeping arches
and angles of gothic design, marked at the top by the word
Saligia, which was the mnemonic device for remembering
the seven deadly sins during medieval Europe, and is spelled
with the first letter in the Latin spelling of each Sin. Beneath
this, at the center of the cross, is  a wide circle engraved Eye of
God, refracted and distorted through a prism.  Beneath this
stirring image is another plaque, which reads the words
"caue dus videt," meaning "beware, God sees." Hanging 2"
long by 2" wide, this pendant is made of fine English 
pewter and comes on a 22" chain.  $ 54.95   #JSP515

Magic Cross 
This fantastic pendant combines two of the most famous and
powerful symbols of faith and mystical power into one form.
With its arms extending just beyond a circle over which it lays, a
Celtic cross spans outward, delicate engravings running the
length of each arm which are each equal in length. Overtop this
you will find the gleaming pewter star of a pentacle, with its
arms interlaced and overlapping as it reaches out to the edges
of the circle. Made of English pewter, this powerful image makes for
a fantastic piece of jewelry that comes with a 20" chain upon which 
to hang it, closing with a clasp. $ 46.95   #JMP331

Bridget’s Cross
A traditional Irish symbol often used by Irish Christians, it is
believed to be derived from the pagan sunwheel. It commonly
associated with Saint Bridget, or Brigid, who is venerated as a
patron saint of Ireland, whose feast day coincides with the Irish
Goddess Brigid, who is associated with fire, healing and holy
wells. While most commonly made of rushes, this pendant is
instead made of fine sterling silver, providing for you a more
permanent ornament to wear about your neck, whether you're
celebrating the Saint or the Goddess.  The cross is approximately
5/8" wide and 5/8" long with a small bail ring that will allow 
you to wear it on your favorite chain or cord.  $ 9.95   #JB700
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Cross with Red Gemstone 
A beautiful symbol of faith and spirituality, this
necklace presents a silver-toned cross, created
with the sweeping, arched flourishes common
to the imagery found within Gothic cathedrals
and Victorian art. Only serving to accent these
beautiful lines further, gold-toned designs overlay
the original, with a faceted red gem gleaming
at the cross's center. Hanging 1 3/4" long, this
pendant comes with a black cord, allowing you
to wear it around your neck and keep it close to 
your heart.   $ 11.95   #JCJ087

Celtic Cross Pentagram Pendant 
A beautiful design that combines two ancient
mystical symbols, this pewter necklace consists
of a Celtic cross, decorated heavily in Celtic
knots overlaid with an interwoven pentagram.
Both are powerful symbols of the four elements
and the mystical powers that tie them together,
making this pendant a wonderful representation
of the forces of the world around us coming
together in unity to reveal to us their mysteries.
Hanging approximately 1 1/4" in length, the
pendant comes with a black nylon cord to allow
you to hang it close to your heart.   

$ 12.95   #JCCP4

Encircled Celtic Cross 
This clever little necklace offers a Celtic cross,
dangling from a chain within a hoop of Celtic knots
so that the two pieces of this pendant can swing
freely of each other, creating a slight, jingling
sound with every swaying step. Representative
of the four elements ruled by spirit and the heavens
around them, this is a fantastic display of faith
and spirituality. This fine necklace is sculpted
of the highest quality lead-free pewter, measuring
approximately 1 1/2" long and coming on a 25 1/2" 
long chain.  $ 12.95   #JCJ223

Flying Fairy Charm 
This beautiful fairy charm is a truly unique
piece of jewelry. Made of sterling silver, it
portrays a fairy in flight, nude and bent back
with her back arched so that her winged form
creating a crescent shape, akin to the crescent
moon. Lithe and beautiful, her wings are
elaborately designed so as to appear to be
ornamented leaves as they curve back to meet
at their tips. In this way her wings form a
unique, sliding bail to allow you to place it on any chain or cord,
and appear as though she is in flight once strung. This pendant
hangs approximately 1" long and 1" wide, and is made of sterling 
silver.    $ 36.95   #JF631

Sterling Fairy Charm 
Sculpted with exquisite 
attention to detail, this
sterling silver pendant
displays a lithe fairy in
flight, with the wings of a
dragonfly sprouting from
her back and her long hair
flowing behind her, she is
skyclad, with crossed legs.
Every detail is brilliantly
portrayed, from the lines
of her diaphanous wings
and the locks of her hair

down to the curve of her playful smile.
Hanging approximately 1 3/4" in length
and 1 1/8" in width, this pendant has two
bails upon the topmost wings to allow you
to hang it evenly upon your favorite cord 
or chain.   $ 36.95   #JF518

Large Fairy Pendant with 
Swarovski 

Glass Crystal
A classic winged fairy
holds a bright, ruby red
Swarovski crystal in her
hand. Made out of lead
free pewter, this 2" long
pendant comes with a
black satin cord to wear 
it on. $ 6.95  2  #JFAL

Fairy Beauty Charm 
Portraying a beautiful fairy 
in flight, this delicate, 1” tall
charm is crafted of sterling
silver. Appearing as though
she is adrift on the winds,
this fairy is portrayed nude,
with butterfly wings and
long hair draped over her
shoulders. Lithe and grace-
ful, she is a picture of the
beauty that exists in the
otherworld.  

$ 17.95   #JF614

Blue Heart Fairy Necklace 
A beautiful fairy sits 
within a blue heart
radiating serene love as
she waits for the one she
adores. Crafted of the
finest lead-free pewter,
it has a rich purple gloss
highlighting the folds
of her gown, while her
delicate butterfly wings
are accented by tiny,
faceted purple gems.
Hanging 2" long and
1 1/2" wide, this pendant
comes upon a 25 1/2" long clasped chain. 

$ 14.95   #JFJ104

Garnet 
Fairy Necklace 
Fashioned into the 
shape of a Jessica Gal-
breth fairy, this 1 3/4"
pendant is accented
with light red and pink
gemstones upon her
elegant wings and
gown and hangs from
a 23" pewter chain.

$ 12.95   #JF083

Bashful 
Fairy Necklace
This bashful fairy appears as
though she were running
through some idealic place
where fairies gather and
play. She has been crafted
from the finest, lead-free
pewter with purple accent-
ing the folds of her dress
as well as her wings. The
pendant hangs 2" long from
the 25 1/2" clasped chain
it comes with. 

$ 13.95   #JFJ111

Fairy Rose Necklace 
This adorable necklace
displays a fairy floating
upon her pink-toned but-
terfly wings, seemingly lost
in thought as she holds the
petals of a rose up to breathe
in its scent. Crafted of the
finest lead-free pewter, it
hangs 2" long from a 25 1/2"
clasped chain.   

$ 13.95   #JFJ110

Fairy Faith Necklace 
Fashioned into the 
shape of a Jody
Bergsma fairy with
her colorful wings
trailing behind her,
and the wind blow-
ing back her hair
with the violet blos-
soms of a flower
in her hands, the
center of which
contains a green

and yellow Celtic knot pattern. This lead-free
pewter, 1 3/4" pendant hangs from a 23" 
chain.   $ 13.95   #JF041

Gothic Cross
This elegant pendant
presents a cross with
sweeping gothic arches
and lines. Made of pewter,
it hangs 2" in length and  
comes with a black cord.
$ 6.95 2#JGOC
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Floating Fairy Necklace 
A beautiful creature with a regal bearing that
seems to bespeak great wisdom, this fairy seems
to be afloat upon a great jewel or circle of mystical
power. Gowned in royal blues with butterfly
wings that are marked in the purple of kings and
queens, you cannot help but get the impression
that this golden-haired fairy is a creature of vast
knowledge and power, making it a beautiful
reminder that beautiful, delicate things may
indeed contain subtle surprises. It hangs 1 1/2" 
long.   $ 13.95   #JFJ197

Moonstone Fairy Necklace 
Fashioned into the shape of a fairy with her
colorful, butterfly wings spread out behind
her, this 1 1/2" pendant is a vision to behold.
With legs crossed at the ankle, this fairy sits
in her flowing robes gazing to the crystal ball
she holds before her in one outstretched hand.
Vividly colored in hues of deep blue and
violet, this pendant makes for a lovely image.   

$ 13.95   #JF206

Scarlet Bubble Rider Necklace 
Fashioned into the shape of a fairy with colorful,
butterfly wings spread out behind her, this 1 1/2"
pendant is a vision to behold. With her legs
crossed at the ankle and her chin resting in her
palm, the scarlet fairy sits upon a bubble floating
against the winds, thinking of matters reserved
for the fair folk alone. Accented with hues of deep
orange and pink, this pendant makes a lovely 
image. $ 13.95   #JF207

Blue Moon Diva Necklace 
Fashioned into the shape of a fairy with her blue
and grey butterfly wings spread out behind her,
this 1 1/2" pendant is a wonderful and intriguing
piece of jewelry. She rests upon the edge of a
crescent moon, thinking the whimsical thoughts
that dance in the minds of fairies. 

$ 13.95   #JM199

Sorrow Moon Fairy Necklace 
This wonderful pendant depicts a fairy sitting
upon a crescent moon. With grey wings and
clothing, she seems lost in sorrow, with her
knees tucked close to her chest and her arms
wrapped around her legs in a loose embrace;
a poignant reminder that even the most joyous
of creatures runs into sorrow now and again.
Accented by gloss that adds depth to its black
and grey tones, it measures 1 1/2" long.    

$ 13.95   #JFJ203

Purrfect Fairy Necklace 
Fashioned into the shape of a fairy with her vivid,
blue butterfly wings spread out behind her, this
1 1/2” pendant is a vision to behold. With legs to
the side and her arms wrapped around herself
modestly, this nude figure sits upon the circular
disc of the sun with her feline tail flicking up across
her legs. Her flowing hair is accented in hues of 
fiery red.   $ 13.95   #JF201

Arrival Fairy Necklace 
Fashioned into the shape of a fairy with her
yellow, red and orange butterfly wings spread
out behind her, this 1 1/2" pendant is a vision
to behold. With legs crossed at the ankle and
her elegant gown flowing around her, she
descends from the heavens with a regal grace.     

$ 13.95   #JF205

Forget Me Not Fairy Necklace 
Named for the little blue flowers so many know
and adore, this fairy pendant displays a graceful
fairy, seemingly floating upon the magic of her
wings with unearthly grace. Lithe and delicate,
her gown and wings are colored in the baby blue
of the flower, with accents of yellow upon her wings
and corset; a graceful embodiment of the wild
flower from which she sprung. Sculpted with
fantastic attention to detail, this pendant hangs 
1 1/2" in length.    $ 13.95   #JFJ200

Seven-Pointed Fairy Star
Seven pointed stars are often
known as fairy or elven stars
and have long been connected
to the fair folk. This 3/4" in
diameter pendant is made of
sterling silver and gently curved
to project just so from the body.
Its large bail insures that it will
stay securely upon your chain.

$ 21.95  #JF4716

Spiral Goddess Pendant 
This spiral goddess also works well
as a pendulum. Wear your divination
tool! This 1 3/4" high pendant is made
of heavy-weight pewter. 

$ 6.95   2   #JSPIS 

Woman Facing 
Moon Pendant

This elegant necklace pres-
ents a nubile woman, sitting
astride the man in the moon.
Made of sterling silver, it is
1" high with a bail for hang-
ing from a chain (not in-
cluded). $ 28.95 #JWOMF

Good Health Goddess
This iconic symbol of fertility and
good health has widely been wor-
shiped as a representation of the
goddess. It hangs 1 1/4" long and
is crafted of pewter. 

$ 2.95   2 #JGOO

Antiqued Bone Goddess 
Carved of bone and antiqued to
make it seem as though it was
created long ago, this 2 3/4" long
pendant shows the ancient image
of a fertility goddess with swirling
patterns over her womb and her
arms raised up to the heavens. Her
hands form a small bail for stringing
a chain or cord.  $ 5.95   #JBGOD

Goddess Charm 
This is a pack of 10 goddess charms,
each  with her arms raised up and a
spiral pattern over her womb. Each
is 1" tall and can be strung upon a 
cord or chain. $ 9.95  2  #JCGOD

Fairy & Goddess Pendants

Amy Brown Fairy Necklaces
Crafted from the renowned designs of artist Amy Brown, these necklaces are expertly made of the finest lead-free pewter. 
Each one hangs from a clasped, 22" pewter chain. Add one of these beautiful pendants to the collection of an Amy Brown
lover you know today.
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Celestial Goddess Mandala Pendant
Handcrafted from the finest lead-free pewter, this
1 1/2" in diameter amulet is elegantly engraved with
the figures of four goddesses, dancing amid a pattern
of moons, stars and radiating energy and hangs from
a 24" clasped chain. Wear this beautiful pendant to
celebrate the goddess and the radiance you hold 
within.         $ 15.95   #JCELG

Witch Hat Charm 
Taking the form of the pointy, wide-brimmed hat
of lore and legend, this charm is a playful way to
express your faith or otherwise delight in witchy
imagery. Measuring 5/8" long and 5/8" wide, it is
made of sterling silver and perfectly suited for
hanging upon your favorite charm bracelet, cord
or chain. Wear it and celebrate your witchy side 
today!   $ 21.95   #JW072

Witch's Hat Pendant
Celebrate your involvement in the craft by wearing
one of the traditional symbols of modern witchcraft,
the witch's hat. Measuring only 3/4" in length, and
made out of beautiful lead free pewter and set upon
a sturdy grooved chain, this pendant is perfect for
when you want to wear your hat, no matter the 
circumstances.   $ 15.95  #JWITH

New Witch on Broom Necklace
Displaying the archetypical image of a witch on a
broom, this wonderful piece of jewelry is a great way
to celebrate your witchy pride. Gold toned, with
black accents, the black-robed wit is clearly displayed
astride her broom, settled within a hoop-shaped
pendant. This pendant measures 1" long, and comes
upon a serpentine-style cord.     $ 11.95   #JW089

Witch's Brew Pendant
Crafted of pewter, this pendant embraces the
classical image of a witch stirring a cauldron, com-
plete with her feline familiar.  Coming on a black
satin cord, it hangs 2 1/4" high by 2" wide.                    

$ 6.95   1   #JWITB

Goddess Tree
May the Goddess of the Trees spread her limbs
around your life and shower you with blossoms
in spring, fruits in summer and leaves of golden
harvest in autumn. This 1" diameter pewter
pendant comes with a 24" chain. Hand made in 
U.S.A. $ 15.95  #JGODT

God Tree Pendant 
Handcrafted of the finest lead-free pewter, this
1" in diameter amulet is engraved with the image
of a man emerging from the trunk of a tree,
reaching his arms out toward the moon. It hangs 
from a 24" clasped chain.   $ 15.95   #JGOTR

Tree of Life Pendant
Made out of lead-free pewter and measuring
7/8" in diameter this lightweight pendant
pays homage to the tree of life, a symbol
used by cultures and traditions all around 
the world.          $ 5.95 2 #JTREL

Silver Tree of Life Pendant
Made of sterling silver and measuring 5/8" in
diameter this lightweight pendant portrays the
tree of life, a symbol used by cultures and traditions
all around the world. With its branches reaching
far into the sky and its roots embedded deeply in
the earth, the tree of life is a symbol of that which
crosses between the heavens, the earth and the
underworld, uniting above and below for all 
time. $ 30.95   #JT110

The�Green�Man�
The Green Man is the Wild Man of the woods. He is the guardian
spirit of forests and wild places. The steward, protector, and nurturer
of the plant world. He heralds in new life in spring and is honored
in May.

Round Pewter Greenman 
This pendant presents a detailed and expressive image
of the Celtic god of the wooded green forest. Made of
pewter, it is 1 1/4" diameter.   $ 6.95  2   #JGMA

Pewter Greenman
This simple pewter pen-
dant features the classic
foliate Greenman, lord of
nature. Measuring 1 1/2"
tall, this pendant comes
with a black satin cord for
wearing.

$ 6.95 2 #JGMAN

Horned Greenman Pendant New 
This 1 3/4" wide by 2" tall pendant,
sculpted of recycled solder and given
a silvery polish, is a fantastic represen-
tation of the Greenman, offering you a
horned visage of the leaf-covered deity. It
can be fixed to a cord or chain with the 
hoop on its back. $ 7.95   #JG63

Goddess Scrying Amulet 
This is a truly beautiful pendant; an enchanting moon goddess
design with a 30mm cap of black onyx forming the back. Wear
this necklace to increase your psychic abilities and strengthen
your ties with the feminine. This pendant is made of lead-free
pewter and approx. measures 1 1/4" in diameter. 

$ 41.95  #JSGOD

Goddess, Tree & Greenman Pendants
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Protection Runes Necklace
This magical charm combines two 
runes, EOLH and EIHWAZ, used
for banishing and protection. It
removes obstacles, promotes
friendship, improves luck and
builds inner strength for protec-
tion. Made of heavy weight lead-
free pewter, it is 1 3/4” long and
comes on a 24" chain. Handmade
in the U.S.A. $ 15.95   #JPROR

Viking Wolf Cross
An amazing hybrid of Thor's
hammer and a Christian cross,
this beautiful pewter pendant
celebrates the rich history of
the Nordic people through-
out the ages. Measuring 1 3/8"
in length, with a black satin
cord included.

$ 6.95  2 #JCWC

Alesian's Cross 
A two-sided equal-arm Celtic
cross. This magical cross
variation may have come
about by combining with
the four directions within
the circle. This heavyweight,
1 1/4”lead-free pewter pen-
dant comes with a chain.   

$ 15.95 #JCROA

Celtic Completion Pendant
A circle of interwoven 
Celtic knotwork 1" across,
with an iridescent stone
at its center. Made of
pewter with an extra
large bail to fit all sizes
of chain or cord, this
lightweight pendant
may be simple, but it
is far from plain. 

$ 6.95   #JCOMP

Celtic Ring Necklace 
Of a simple, beautiful 
design, this fantastic
pendant displays an
elaborate ring of un-
broken Celtic knot-
work. A powerful
symbol of unity and
eternity, it also makes
for a beautiful piece
of jewelry. Made of
fine, lead-free pewter,
it measures 1 1/2" in

diameter and hangs 1 3/4" long from a 25 1/2" 
long clasped chain. $ 8.95   #JCJ017

Celtic Knot Necklace 
Exquisitely crafted of 
the finest lead-free
pewter, this 1" diameter
charm made into the
image of a woven cord
strung out into a circle,
which in turn takes the
shape of a central Celtic
knot. This necklace
makes a lovely, flowing
image, accented as it
is at the four corners
and the center with five gleaming, green
gems. It is suspended on a 23" clasped chain.     

$ 11.95   #JC222

Celtic Knot and Ring Necklace
This elegant necklace is 
part of the acclaimed
Mystica Collection, an
intertwined Celtic trian-
gular knot, set with two
green multi-faceted stones
between the points of the
knot. Made of lead-free
pewter, this necklace
comes strung on a 24"
chain and measures 

1 1/4" in diameter.        $ 13.95   #JC221

Bindrune (Thor’s Hammer) 
This beautiful piece of
jewelry is crafted in
the image of Thor's
Hammer. Made of
English pewter and
marvelously sculpted,
it presents numerous
patterns of  Norse
design. The front facing
of the hammer is etched
with a series of runes
which together are
collectively known as a Bindrune. These
runes, paired in twos, come together to
represent long-lasting joy and prosperity
attained through life, courage and wisdom
in finding opportunities, and the health,
strength of will and determination to
succeed. Hanging approximately 1 3/4"
long, this necklace comes on an 18 1/4"
long, serpentine styled chain that closes 
with a clasp.   $ 34.95   #JBP338

Mjolnir (Thor’s Hammer) 
This pendant is wonderfully 
sculpted of fine English pewter
to create a fine representation
of Mjolnir, the famed hammer
of Thor. Here we find it hanging
2" long, and marvelously
decorated with traditional
Norse designs. This comes
with a 21" chain that closes with 
a clasp.  $ 27.95   #JMVAP2

Thor's Hammer with 
Celtic Knotwork

With a double-sided Celtic
design that is outlined upon
both of its faces, this large
Thor's hammer hangs 1 3/4"
long and comes with a black
satin cord to wear it on. 

$ 6.95   2   #JTHOR

Norse Dragon Hammer
This Norse dragon hammer is a blend of
two distinct images, the fierce dragons of
Norse legend, combined with the unstoppable
strength of Thor's hammer. Hung around
the neck by its own built in chain, this
pendant is both distinct and powerful, a
combination that is hard to match.

$ 9.95  #JN006

T horÊs  Hammers
Mjolnir, or Thor's Hammer, comes to us from Norse mythology as one of the most powerful 
weapons wielded by one of the most powerful gods. Capable of leveling mountains, it is said that
it would strike whatever he threw it at and would always find its way back to his hand, and when
he wished it could be small enough that he could carry it within his tunic. Today, it is commonly worn
as a symbol of faith to many Germanic pagan and Norse faiths. Thor’s Hammer has also begun to be a
powerful symbol for the Pagan and Wiccan men’s movement as well, a source of respected
masculinity and strength.

A: Large Thor's Hammer
This Celtic design is known as Mjolnir, the
hammer of Thor, the god of thunder and
lightning, and is a symbol of strength and power.
Wear for strength and protection. Heavy-
weight, lead-free pewter pendant with chain, 
1 3/4" long. $ 15.95 #JTHL
B: Norse Thor's Hammer
This splendid, heavyweight pewter slider pendant
is sculpted into the shape of Thor's Hammer.
Decorated with scrollwork on both sides, it hangs 
1" long by 1" wide. $ 6.95   2   #JT2272
C: Thor's Norse Hammer
Made out of silver plated pewter and decorated
with Celtic knotwork, this pendant is crafted to
resemble the Norse hammers carried in faith in
the days of old. It hangs 1 1/2" in length and comes 
with a cord. $ 6.95   2   #JTCEL

A

B

C

Thor’s Hammers, Celtic Knot Pendants
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Celtic Arrow Necklace 
Composed of interwoven 
Celtic knots, this necklace
depicts an arrow-head,
pointing down and ac-
cented by a green, faceted
gem at its center. This
necklace can be a fantastic
reminder that a bit of
intuition and a nudge
from instinct can always
point us in the right direc-
tion. Sculpted from the

finest lead-free pewter, this pendant hangs
1 1/2" in length from a black, clasped cord.   

$ 10.95   #JCJ279

Triquetra Heart 
Necklace

Plated with sterling silver,
this pewter triquetra heart
pendant measures 1 1/4" in
length by 7/8" wide and
features 16 glittering gems
set around a triquetra center.
A 18" chain with a standard
lobster claw clasp is included
with this beautiful and
affordable piece.   

$ 19.95   #JN5778

Celtic Heart
This pendant consists of
Celtic knotwork that weaves
in and out of itself until it
forms this magnificent piece
of sterling silver jewelry
that hangs 3/4" by 3/4.
$ 17.95  #JCH21

Celtic Dragon Heart Necklace New 
This heart pen-
dant is a com-
plex weave of
Celtic knotwork,
weaving to form
the bodies and
faces of dragons.
Crafted of the
finest lead-free
pewter, accented
by the green
scales of wings

and small purple stones for eyes. Measuring
approximately 1 3/4" wide and 1 1/2" long,
this piece comes upon a 25 1/2" long clasping 
chain.    $ 13.95   #JCJ132

Round Celtic Necklace 
Crafted of the finest 
lead-free pewter, this
1 1/2" in diameter
charm has a wonder-
fully detailed pattern
of woven Celtic knots
carved into its convex
surface, flowing in
and out of each other
in a pattern that flows
outward from the
glossy black gem at
its center. It hangs
from a 24" clasped chain.  $ 14.95  #JC216

Triquetra and
Celtic Knot Pendant
A decorative round
Celtic triangle knot
pewter pendant. It
measures 1 1/2" in
diameter, and comes
with a black satin cord
to wear it on.     

$ 6.95   2   #JCTK

Celtic Serpent Stone Necklace
This lead-free pewter neck-
lace shows a dragon, with
its long body forming a
figure eight, or the ancient
symbol for eternity. This
serpentine body is filled
with an elaborate design of
Celtic knotwork, and en-
circles a single large, faceted
red gem. It hangs 1 1/2"
long from a 25 1/2" clasped 
chain.   $ 8.95   #JCJ030

Two Snakes Triquetra Wisdom 
Charm 

Crafted of pewter,
this pendant shows
two serpents, inter-
twined so they ap-
pear to be one as
they encircle the
three points of a
triquetra. The serpent has long been seen as
a powerful symbol of protection, wisdom
and guile, while the triquetra is widely revered
as a symbol of the Goddess. This pendant
measures 1 1/2" wide and 1" long and comes
upon a black, 22 inch nylon cord.    

$ 15.95   #JSNP3

Rune Triquetra Power Charm
This pendant depicts the 
three, interwoven points
of a triquetra surrounded
by a circle, marked with
the 24 runes of the Elder
Futhark, widely used in
prophecy and divination.
Wear this pendant to
display faith and mysti-

cism. It measures 1" in diameter and comes
upon a 22" black nylon cord. 

$ 15.95   #JRNP4

Celtic Knot & Triquetra Pendants

Celtic Unity Pendant
Filled with powerful imagery, this fantastic
pendant displays a heart and a pentagram,
all wrapped up and bound within a Celtic
knot.  A symbol of unity, spirituality and
love, it is also captured within the three
lines of a triangle, whose top two points
turn into the heads of dragons, with the
lowest point presenting a dangling bead;
effectively containing all of the imagery
within a symbol of mystic power and

exploration. Made of the finest lead-free pewter, the pendant hangs
1 3/4" wide at its widest point, and 1 3/4" long, and comes with an 
25 1/2" clasped chain.   $ 10.95   #JCJ079

Celtic Horse Necklace
Created from a swirling pattern of Celtic knots,
this fantastic, open pendant depicts the head of
a horse. The horse, a noble animal that has
long carried man and aided us in our toils with
its impressive strength, endurance and often-
gentle demeanor, is widely considered a sacred
animal by cultures throughout the world; a
belief only accented as its image is made from
lines that are without beginning and without
end. Accented with glistening, faceted green
stones, this pendant is fastened out of the finest
lead-free pewter. It hangs approximately 1 1/2"

in length from a 25 1/2" long clasped chain.         $ 10.95   #JCJ277

Celtic Knot Necklace New 
A beautiful piece inspired by Celtic design, this
necklace has been sculpted of pewter in the image of
overlying knots intertwined, with a small green gem
set at their center. Celtic knots have long been a
symbol of eternity, and the intertwined nature of all
things, and the powerful symbolism only adds to
the necklace's beauty. The pendant measures approx-
imately 1 1/2" long and comes upon a 11 1/2" long
chain that closes with a clasp.   $ 11.95   #JAJ225

d
d
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Gemstone Triquetra
The triquetra’s endless energy
is fused with the emotional
and energetic empowerment
of hematite, amethyst, or
rainbow moonstone to form
these beautiful sterling silver
pendants. Measuring 3/4"
per side, each has a large bail
set into its topmost point to 
wear it from. $ 30.95

Amethyst  #JT05A
Rainbow Moonstone  #JT05M

Silver Triquetra Pendant
Made out of sterling silver, this
simple 13/16" triquetra pendant
needs no other adornment.
The triquetra is an ancient
Celtic symbol for endlessness,
used in many different pieces
of Celtic artwork throughout 
history.  $ 24.95  #JT021

Triquetra Celtic Pendant                                    
A Celtic trinity knot is the 
center theme for this bold
design. Encircled by a
1/16” wide sterling silver
band, the knot takes center
stage, revealing elegant
simplicity in its completely
cut-out form. Sterling
silver measures 1 1/4"
from the top of the bail to
the bottom of the design
and has a diameter of 7/8".  

$ 23.95  #JT3035

Witches Charm 
This 1” diameter, pewter
necklace is a symbol of
unity and strength, bring-
ing together in harmony
those who are around us,
as we appreciate the in-
dividual wisdom we each
bring to our community
by our varied ages and
outlooks on life during
each phase of life. It comes with chain. 

$ 15.95   #JWIC

Twin Triskele Necklace 

At the heart of this 2" wide lead-free pewter 
necklace are two woven, Celtic triskele
knots, set with their top points angled in
toward each other, forming a unified,
unbroken whole. As a symbol of unity and
connection to all things, this pendant is a
powerful reminder to keep close as you go
about your day. Suspended on a 23" clasped
chain this beautiful Celtic necklace makes a
lovely addition to any jewelry collection.   

$ 12.95   #JC224

Silver Triquetra Pendants
Made of shining sterling silver, these classic
triquetra and ring pendants represent eternity
in all its forms.

Large
1” in length, sold with an 18”
small-linked chain.         

$ 34.95 #JTRK
Small 
1/2” in length, and chain not
included. $ 13.95  #JTK16

Triskle Pendant
One of the main symbols of
modern Celtic paganism,
the triskle is often used
to represent the circle of life
and is a mark of learning
and wisdom in many
cultures. Measuring 1 1/2"
in diameter, this lead-
free pewter pendant comes with a black 
satin cord.   $ 6.95   2  #JTRIS

Celtic Moon Necklace 
Dangling from a delicate 
chain, this necklace's
pendant is crafted in the
image of a crescent moon,
formed of intertwined
Celtic knots to create a
powerful representation
of the eternal mystery
and magic of the moon.
All of this is beautifully
accented by the sparkling,
green facets of three gems

that mark the pendant's bail. The pendant
measures 2" long and 1 1/2" wide, and is
crafted of the finest lead-free pewter.   

$ 13.95   #JCJ192

Sun Triskele  
Measuring 1 1/2" in diameter,
this stylized sun pendant
has an open-faced curved
triskele design set into its
center. Made out of lead
free pewter with a large
bail built into its top, this
pendant comes with a black
satin cord to wear it upon.         

$ 6.95  2 #JSUNT

Moons of Magic Pendant 
Handcrafted in the finest 
lead-free pewter, this
1" diameter pendant
is elegantly engraved
with the cycles of the
moon. Topped with the
full moon, and ranging
clockwise to the waning,
new, and waxing moons,
use this pendant as a
reminder to seek harmony
with the continuous
cycle that influences us and all around us.
It hangs from a 24" clasped chain.   

$ 15.95   #JMOOM

Triple Moon
Featuring the triple moon
symbol for the goddess
against a black back-
ground, this is a stylish
and unique pendant that
hangs 1" in diameter and
comes with black satin
cord with which wear it.    

$ 6.95   2   #JTRIM

Triquetra & Moon Pendants

Triple Moon Pentagrams

Open-Faced Triple Moon Pentagram 
Measuring 1 1/8" wide and standing 5/8" tall, this sterling silver triple
moon pendant features an open faced pentagram within its full
moon center. The slight curve to the piece provides added resistance
against bending or other damage while allowing it to better flow 
into the natural curve of your body. $ 34.95 #JPT912

Triple Moon Rainbow Moonstone Pentagram Pendant
This sterling silver triple moon pendant offers a breathtaking representation
of the triple moon, with a round disc of rainbow moonstone set in place as its
central moon. If you turn this pendant over to take a look at its back face, a
hidden pentacle is revealed. 1" wide and 1/2" long, this pendant is a beautiful
way to connect with the moon's ever-changing power, as well as to keep close
the protection and guidance that the pentagram can provide. 

$ 56.95  5 #JPT910M

Triple Goddess Pendants
This tiny triple moon pendant is made 
of sterling silver, with an enchanting
gemstone set in the center. Small
enough to fit on a charm bracelet or 
a delicate chain, its 1/2" size part of its
beauty, serving to draw the eye closer
to its wearer for inspection.      $ 16.95

Amethyst #JT95A
Amber #JT95AB
Black Onyx #JT95B
Garnet #JT95G
Hematite #JT95H
Lapis #JT95L
Moonstone #JT95M
Peridote #JT95P
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Hematite 
Tusk Pendant

Formed out of
hemati te  and
approximately 
1 1/4" in length,
this tusk shaped
pendant is ideal
for balancing
the emot ions
and giving you
strength.
$ 2.95 1 #JTHEM

Zodiac Calendar Pendant 
This fantastic necklace 
captures all twelve
symbols of the zodiac
within a sleek hoop
that the hoop can be
spun on its bail, which
highlights whatever
symbol you place at
the top of the hoop.
Hanging 1 1/4" in di-
ameter, it comes on a
25 1/4" long chain.           

$ 10.95   #JZJ078

Zodiac Necklace 
This 1 1/2" in diameter 
charm, crafted of the
finest lead-free pewter,
is suspended on a 23"
clasped chain. Set upon
this disk pendant is the
calendar of the zodiac,
with each astrological
sign in place with its
associated symbol, all
wheeling around each
other in cosmic harmony
about a multi-faceted

black gem, representing the wide universe 
in which they reside. $ 14.95   #JZ215

Sun and Moon Necklace 
A glorious image of the 
sun and moon is formed
into this 1 1/2" diameter
pewter pendant. To the
left is the sun, with eyes
closed and a wide grin
set upon his face, while
to the right is the crescent
moon, her eyes wide
and her angular features
tugged into a slight
frown. They form a har-
monious presentation of duality, centered on
a multi-faceted black stone which sits between
the two. It comes suspended on a 23" clasped 
chain.   $ 14.95   #JS214

Crescent Moon Charm
A delightful little charm for 
charm bracelets or your chain
or cord, this little piece, made
of sterling silver, displays a
crescent moon, bedecked with
the high-boned face of the man
in the moon. This charm hangs
1/2" in length.     

$ 6.95   #JCM993

Gemstone Wheel of the Year 
Pendants

Formed in the shape of a
traditional wheel of the
year design, these pen-
dants resemble the sun in
all ways, with rays extend-
ing outward from each of
the cardinal points and
their intermediates. Made
of sterling silver and
measuring 7/8" in diam-
eter, these pendants are
given additional allure by the garnet or lapis 
drop set at their centers.    $ 15.95   

Garnet  #JW75G Lapis  #JW75L

Moon Charm New 
Beautifully crafted of sterling
silver, this little charm is a
perfect addition to any charm
bracelet, key chain or neck-
lace. Dangling approximately
3/4" long, it has been sculpted
into the shape of a crescent
moon, and features within
its length cut out designs of a 
star and heart.   

$ 10.95   #JM628

Abalone Tusk Pendant
Artfully crafted and set into a gemstone
studded pewter cap, these abalone shell
talons have a unique beauty to each one
that can only be found in items from nature.
Measuring approximately 2 1/2" in length,
the size, shape, and stones on thesebeautiful
pendants vary, as they are hand-crafted from
natural materials. $ 6.95  2  #JTABA

Female Figure Fetish 
Cast in brass rooted in a hand-
shaped pattern from an African
village in Ghana, this figure uses
traditional African imagery to
represent the feminine features
and create a powerful represen-
tation of the Goddess for every
woman to wear and carry in
reverence. It measures approx-
imately 2" long and 1" wide, and
has a large bail that makes it
suitable for any chain or cord.      

$ 7.95   #JFFEM
Antiqued Bone Hand 

Carved of bone, this pendant is 
shaped into the image of a human
hand, antiqued so as to seem
colored with age and carved
with the Celtic swirl found in
many ancient Celtic sites.
Representative of the mystic
knowledge and power that
exists at the fingertips of us all,
it hangs approximately 1 1/2" 
in length.    $ 5.95   #JBHAN

Moon & Bone Pendants

Amber Resin Necklace 
Amber Resin from the Himalayas is boxed
in a beautiful brass charm and comes on a
24" black satin necklace cord. The charm is
also quite elegant, worn on a gold or silver
chain or on a choker. The intoxicating aroma
of the amber is calming, yet helps to balance
the body, mind and soul. Wear to attract
the one you love or simply to create a sense
of harmony. Its rich, wonderful scent
will last for years. Brass charm may be a
cube (7/16") or a sphere (1/2" dia.); our 
choice. $ 26.95   #JAMB

Moon Phases Gemstone and Moonstone Pendants 
Elegant pieces for any chain or cord, these pendants are a wonderful 
display of craftsmanship and beauty. Crafted out of sterling silver,
they contain a large gemstone at their center. You can choose from
either a golden amber stone or a midnight colored lapis stone, with
visible flecks of pyrite. In a half circle around the base of this stone you
will also find the cut out design of the phases of the moon accenting
each pendant, from new moon to full moon and back again in a
display of the whole cycle, with a moonstone beautifully representing
the full moon at the bottom. Hanging approximately 3/4" long and 
3/4" wide, they are fantastic pieces for any collection. $ 85.95   

Amber (SHOWN)  5 #JMOOPAM         Lapis  5 #JMOOPL

Hematite Necklaces
Each of these necklaces consists of an
18" chain, beaded with numerous
hematite beads and ending in its own
unique pendant.  Closing with a
threaded clasp, each one's pendant
varies and is chosen at random based 
upon availability.   

$ 2.95 each  2 #JNHEM
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Shark Tooth Hemp Necklace
Crafted of braided 
hemp with beaded
accents, this necklace
culminates in a 1 1/2"
long shark tooth, bound
into the wire-wrap that
holds it in place. With
the tooth of such a
powerful and primal
creature, this necklace
can be a potent talisman
for those seeking to
awaken or display a 
fearsome strength.   

$ 6.50   #JNSHA

Antiqued Bone Celtic Knot 
Sculpted of bone and 
antiqued so as to seem
colored with age, this
delightful pendant is
shaped into the exquisite
swirls of a Celtic Knot.
Intricately woven, it has
six knots all interconnected
by the tangles that weave
them together, providing
a powerful image of the interconnected
nature of all things.  This pendant is
approximately 1 1/2" long and 1 1/4" wide.   

$ 5.95   #JBKNO

Brass Mask Fetish 
These tribal mask 
fetish pendants are
born of the African
masks used to rep-
resent the spirits of
your ancestors, the
land and the good
and evil forces of
the world. Each
mask fetish is dif-
ferent and unique,
so sizes will vary,
but they measure
around 1 3/4" in 

length.    $ 7.95   #JFMAS

Bison Skull Necklace
With the feel of a 
shamanic talisman,
this necklace is
sculpted with im-
pressive attention
to detail. It consists
of a long-horned
bison skull, por-
trayed as though it
is weathered with
age, with cracks
upon its surface
and pockmarks
where wind and water have done their work.
Made of fine lead-free pewter, this pendant
hangs 1 1/4" long and 1 1/2" wide from a
clasped metal chain.      $ 11.95   #JSJ285

Silver Feather Pendant 
This 1 1/2" sterling silver pendant
is crafted to resemble a single
feather, with the tip of its quill
wrapped in cord; this is a subtle
and delicate piece, reminiscent
of the traditional styles of Native
American culture. Make this
beautiful silver feather part of a
charm necklace or bracelet, or let
it hang about your neck as a unique  
adornment.    $ 12.95   #JF254

Wolf Moon Pendant 
Sculpted in the form of 
two wolves baying at
the moon, this pendant
is a fantastic display of
powerful imagery.
With the wolf pack
often viewed as a sym-
bol of family, intelli-
gence and freedom,
this amulet seeks to
take those qualities and
blend them with the
crescent moon, a sym-
bol of the feminine divine. This pendant is
approximately 1 1/4" in diameter and made of 
sterling silver. $ 57.95   #JW574

Bone Chokers 
Handcrafted, these lovely chokers are made in the traditional style of those found in 
Native American culture throughout the Americas.  Worn as ornamentation or for
protection, they are composed of leather cords, strung together with bone hair pipe,
leather, beads of glass and metal, and bone plates with tribal markings.  These chokers
extend to a length of 24" and tie off in the back.   

Natural 
Bone Choker
$ 10.95   #JCB272

Brown Beaded
Bone Choker

$ 7.95   #JCB032

Tasseled Bone Choker
$ 13.95   #JCN576

Good Chi 
Bone Charms 

Carved of bone to depict various
Sanskrit characters and symbols
of harmony, peace and enlighten-
ment, these charms are a wonderful
aid in helping to keep your flow of
chi moving in a positive direction.
Coming in various shapes and sizes,
each is unique and chosen at random.    

$ 1.95 each  1 #JGOOCB
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Butterfly Wings Pendants
Keep the transformative power of the butterfly 
close to your breast with these amazing
drop-shaped pendants. Long held as the
epitome of transformation, the butterfly wing
is a powerful symbol of our reaching for our
highest selves. These pendants are made of
sterling silver and a segment of actual butterfly
wing, taken from butterflies that have passed
from this life naturally. Each piece measures
approximately 1" in length, with unique
variations in size and design from piece to 
piece.    $ 29.95   #JB301

Dolphin Trinity Necklace 
Exquisitely crafted of the finest lead-free pewter,
this 1 1/2” diameter charm is suspended on a
23” clasped chain. Set upon a flat disk, a vividly
detailed scene of sunrises and sunsets is dis-
played over the backs of three dolphins,
swimming gracefully in the same circle.
Around them splash and play smaller dolphins,
all orbiting the same faceted, black gem.        

$ 14.95   #JD217

Gemstone Chip Necklaces 
Each of these 36” long necklaces features hundreds of small polished 
gemstone chips, strung together on a durable line. A delightful
addition to your day; these necklaces have long been celebrated for
their earthen beauty, as well as for the energetic properties of each 
specific stone.    $ 4.95 each

Amethyst (SHOWN) 1 #JNCAME
Amazonite 1 #JNCAMO
Black Obsidian     1 #JNCBOB
Chinese Cryspase Agate  1 #JNCCCR
Fluorite                   1 #JNCFLU
Korea’s Jade                        1 #JNCCJA
Labradorite            1 #JNCLAB
Light Agate                     1 #JNCLAG
New Mountain Jade 1 #JNCNJA
Qinghai Jade Agate 1 #JNCQJA
Red Agate 1 #JNCRAG
Rose Quartz 1 #JNCRQU
Rutile Black                  1 #JNCRUT
Selenite 1 #JNCSEL
Stawberry Obsidian 1 #JNCSOB
Sodalite 1 #JNCSOD
Tiger Eye                         1 #JNCTIG
Turquoise               1 #JNCTUR

Garnet 
Grape Necklace New 
Created using many chips of
garnet that have been polished
and tumbled into a beautiful,
purple-red that makes each tiny
bead a vision to behold, this
necklace has been strung to-
gether to form the impression
of a vine of grapes. It measures
approximately 24" in length,
and is a solid chain, without a
clasp or break.  

$ 16.95  1 #JNGARG

New Clear Quartz 7-Chakra Pendant
Fitted with a large bail so as to fit any pendant or cord,
this pendant has a body of clear quartz crystal, faceted
into six sides, one of which is bedecked in stones that
represent the 7 chakras. A pendant made beautiful
with spiritual symbolism, it is a wonderful accent
to any attire even as it provides a great focus for
meditation and magic. Each pendant measures
approximately 1" to 2" long, with the exact sizes
varying with the natural shape of quartz.    

$ 9.95  1 #J7CCQ

Double Terminated 
Gemstone Chakra Pendant 

Created with a double terminated crystal point as a
body, each of these beautiful pendants displays a
silver tone setting affixed to the crystal. Each of these
settings contains its own unique pattern of seven
gemstones to represent the seven chakras of the
human body, and has a large bail allowing you to
wear the pendant on your favorite chain or cord.
The exact size and shapes of the stones vary as they
have been left as close to their natural state as possible,
though each pendant averages 2" in length.  

$ 15.95  2 #JGP105

Seven Chakra Pendant
Let this sterling silver and gemstone pendant's seven
gemstones lend vital energy to each of your seven Chakras.
Amethyst, iolite, blue topaz, moldavite, citrine, orange
zincite and pink garnet mounted upon a beautiful quartz,
amethyst or rose quartz point; our choice. Pendant has
silver braid chain around pendant. Averages 3" long. 

$ 29.95  2 #JSEV

Copper 
Woodpecker Skull Pendants 
These pendants are certainly a unique find. In
fantastic detail and cast out of copper, each is
composed entirely of the casting of a wood-
pecker skull.  Showing every crack, line and
fissure, they display the entire bone with fantastic
detail. Wear one as a shamanic talisman or simply
as a tribal decoration; either way they are a
fantastic and creative piece for any jewelry
collection. Though each piece is unique, they
all hang approximately 2 1/2" long and come
with a 28" long black nylon cord.            $ 32.95   

White Copper   #JWOOSC
Pure Copper    #JWOOCC

Chakra Spire Pendant
Formed out of a slim glass tube and wrapped
tightly with two spiraling bands, this chakra
spire pendant features seven gemstones;
each representing a different chakra
within your body, are suspended in a clear
fluid contained within its 3" length. The
gemstones included are as follows: garnet,
carnelian, tiger's eye, green aventurine,
sodalite, amethyst, and a quartz crystal
to represent your third eye.

$ 36.95  #JCHAP
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Clay and Crystal Chakra Wand Pendant
Set with stones to represent each of the chakra points within
your body this handmade clay wand has a small bail set into
its back, transforming it into a beautiful pendant when you
string it on a cord or chain. Measuring approximately 3 1/2"
long, each end of this beautiful pendant is capped with a
terminating crystal point to aid you in directing the flow of
your own magical energy as you go about your day.  

$ 12.95   2  #JWCHA

New Gemstone Custer Silver Pendants
Each of these beautiful pendants consists of a
natural gemstone cluster, bound in silver and
affixed to a bail to allow you to wear it upon
your favorite chain or cord. Not only a ornament
for jewelry, each of these gemsones are also widely
known for their energetic qualities. Each pendant
measures approximately 1" in diameter, though
exact sizes and shapes will vary as these clusters 
are natural products of the earth.     $ 13.95   

Amethyst (SHOWN) 1 #JGCSA New
Citrine                     1 #JGCSC New
Crystal Quartz       1 #JGCSQ 

Tumbled Gemstone Pendants
These simple yet beautiful pendants have
each been created with a tumbled gemstone
affixed to a large bail, so you can string
them upon your favorite cord or chain.
Though each stone varies, they measure
approximately 3/4" in diameter on average.  

$ 3.95 each

Wrapped Tumbled 
Quartz Crystal Pendant

Here is a quartz crystal with all of its rough edges tumbled
away to present a smooth and glistening stone. Each stone
is wrapped in silver or gold wire that holds it snug to a
coiled ring, allowing you to hang it upon your favorite
chain or cord. Exact sizes will vary, as each quartz crystal 
is a product of nature.   $ 4.95  1 #JGTSQ

Various Gemstone Pendants 
Each of these beautiful pendants is 
a unique piece of art in its own right.
With a body composed entirely of a
semiprecious stone, each portrays
the beauty of nature in all of its
splendor. And with the large bail
affixed to the top of each stone, you
can easily string it upon your favorite
cord or chain. Exact stones, sizes,
and shapes vary and are chosen at 
random. $ 3.95 each  1 #JTMIX

Untumbled Gemstone Pendants 
These pendants, made of rough, 
untumbled gemstones are a wonder to
behold. Each unique stone is attached to
a large bail for stringing upon your favorite
chain or cord, allowing you to bring its
energetic qualities with you as you go
about your day. They measure approx-
imately 1/2"  to 1" diameter, varying in
size and shape as each is a natural product 
of the earth.   $ 3.95 each

Silver-capped 
Tumbled Gemstone Pendants 

Each of these pendants displays a gemstone
tumbled smooth to bring out its natural beauty.
With natural veins and varying colorations,
each piece is unique in size, shape and color.
Coming upon a large bail with a silver cap
affixed to the gemstone, they can fit just about 
any cord or chain.  1#  $ 3.95

Wire-Wrapped  New 
Tumbled Gemstone Pendants 
Coming in various shapes, sizes and 
colors, these pendants share one thing
in common: each captures a beautiful
stone within a spiral of metal wire.
Elegant pieces that often perfectly accent
both stone and metal with contrasting
color and tone, each is pendant is a
unique piece for your jewelry collection.
Though exact size and shape may vary,
each pendant measures approximately
1" long.   $ 4.95 each  1 #JTWVAR

Blk. Tourmaline #JGTBT 
Carnelian #JGTCA
Citrine #JGTC
Emerald $ 4.95 1 #JGTEM
Garnet  #JGTG
Hematite #JGTHE

Quartz 
w/Tourmaline #JGTQT

Rutile Quartz #JGTRU
Smoky Quartz #JGTSMQ
Sodalite #JGTSO
Tiger Eye #JGTT

Amethyst 1 #JUAME
Aquamarine 1 #JUAQU
Citrine 1   #JUCIT
Imperial Topaz 1  #JUITO
Lapidolite              1  #JULAP
Morganite             1#JUMOR
Pink Kunzite 1 #JUPKU

Rubalite               1 #JURUB
Rutile 1     #JURUT
Tourmaline 1    #JUTOU
Tourmaline 

w/Quartz 1 #JUTQZ
White Kunzite 1  #JUWKU
Watermelon 

Rose Quartz 1  #JUWRQ

Amazonite 1 #JTAMA
Amethyst   1 #JGTAM
Chrysophace 1 #JTCHR
Clear Quartz 1 #JGTCQ
Jasper 1 #JTJAS
Opal 1 #JTOPA

Petrified Wood 1 #JTPWO
Rohdonite 1 #JTROH
Rose Quartz       1 #JGTRQ
Rutile 1 #JTRUT
Serpentine    1 #JTSER
Smoky Quartz 1 #JTSQZ

Goddess Crystal Pendant
Made out of lead-free pewter and measuring
approximately 3" in length, these distinctive
and powerful goddess wands have been set
with a matching crystal or amethyst point
and capstone. Two hands hold tight to the
capstone above her head and help form the
ring which holds this beautiful piece on the
chain or cord of your choice.    

$ 19.95   #JGODPS
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Natural Gemstone 
and Silver Pendants
These delightful pendants offer a
rough gemstone point, in their
natural state set into a silver cap
and bail. Each stone ranges from
1" to 1 1/2" in length, as these are
the product of nature and will
therefore vary slightly in size and
shape. 

Amethyst $ 4.95 1 #JGPSA      
Citrine    $ 4.95  1 #JGPSC
Crystal Quartz (SHOWN) $ 4.95 1 #JGPSQ

Natural Gemstone 
and Gold Pendants
These delightful pendants offer
a rough gemstone point, in
their natural state set into a
gold cap and bail. Each stone
ranges from 1" to 1 1/2" in
length, as these are the product
of nature and will therefore
vary slightly in size and shape.   

Amethyst (SHOWN) $ 4.95 1 #JGPGA
Citrine    $ 4.95  1 #JGPGC

Untumbled Amethyst  
Pendant on Cord New 
Untumbled, each of these
amethyst necklaces portrays
the stone within its natural
contours and shape, cut to
size and carved only to allow
a cord to be wound around
its top securely. Each stone,
measuring approximately
1 1/2" in diameter, features

an almost pyramid-like point at the tip,
hanging from the black cord that it comes
strung upon. Allow for variation in size,
as these stones come from nature.   

$ 7.95  1 #JUAMEC

Turquoise Spiral Snake Wrap Necklace 
Sculpted of sterling silver and turquoise, this fantastic pendant is a
beautiful piece for any collection. Measuring approxi-
mately 1 1/4" in length, the pendant displays a sterling silver
serpent, coiling around an oval, turquoise stone. Believed to
be a powerful stone with protective properties, the
turquoise is a valuable and beautiful stone to wear close to your
chest, particularly guarded as it is by the serpent which wraps
around it. Suitable to the imagery, the pendant comes
strung upon a serpentine chain, with its many links joined
in a fashion that leaves it appearing as though it were made of
many scales, like the skin of a snake. This chain is also an

exquisite creation of sterling silver, and measures approximately 26" in 
length and closes with a clasp.   $ 66.95   #JS279

Teardrop Cubic Zurconium Pendant 
Sparkling with a dazzling radiance easily confused for
that a diamond, this pendant takes the form of a
faceted, tear drop shaped cubic zirconium stone,
captured within a delicate, silver-toned setting. Cap-
turing the light in its many facets, it is certain to catch
the eye and provide an elegant accent to whatever
attire you are wearing, whether it is a simple t-shirt or
that formal gown for a special occasion. This cubic
zirconium briolette comes upon a slender, 18" silver-tone 
chain that closes with a clasp.        $ 29.95   #JCZ428

Geode Slice Pendants 
These fantastic pendants proudly display the 
beauty of the natural treasures of the earth in the
form of a cleverly cut cross section of a geode.
Each of these cross sections, either vertical or
horizontal, portrays the crystal formations and
the mineral deposits from which they sprung.
As each pendant contains much of the natural
qualities of the geode, each will vary in exact size
and coloring, with an average of approximately
2" in length and 1”- 1 1/2" in width.       $ 15.95   

Horizontal (SHOWN) 2 #JGS013      
Vertical                     2 #JGS010

Double Terminated Gemstone Pendants 
These beautiful pendants capture a double-terminated
gemstone point within a setting and bail sculpted of
silver-toned metal, giving them a unique, faceted appear-
ance. A wonderful addition to any jewelry collection,
they are also quite useful for the spiritual properties
of their gemstones. Each pendant is approximately 
1 1/2" in length.   $ 14.95   

Amethyst  #JGDAME      Malachite  #JGDMAL

Silver Wrapped 
Tumbled Gemstone Pendant 

Capturing the simple and elegant beauty of 
tumbled precious stones, each of these pendants
displays a tumbled stone, captured within
a woven cage of silver wire.  Featuring a large
bail, they can easily be hung upon any chain or
cord.  Exact stones vary based on availability,
with sizes differing due to the natural shape
of the gemstones, with an average diameter 
of 1 inch.  $ 7.95  1 #JGTVAR

Geode Slice with 
Gemstone Pendant 
Each of these beautiful pendants has been
cleverly sculpted by with slices from the beautiful
crystal formations of a geode. These geode
slices have been wrapped encased in silver and
affixed with a bail, with each containing a
beautiful crystal or gemstone set within the
naturally empty center.  As these pendants are
sculpted of natural creations, exact sizes, shapes
and colors differ, but they range from 1" to 
2" in diameter.   $ 12.95  2 #JGS050

Deva Tumbled Citrine Pendants 
Here we find a beautifully tumbled citrine, held
loosely within wire clasps that come together to form
the image of a Deva, a being akin to an angel or demigod
that hails from the Hindu faith. With silver tone backing
and bail, this pendant is designed to fit your favorite
chain or cord, hanging approximately 3/4" long and
1/2" wide, with sizes varying with the size of the 
earth-produced stone. $ 5.95  1 #JGTDC 

Gemstone 
Peace Sign Pendant 
Each of these pendants 
has been crafted from
a different gemstone,
chosen at random
based upon availability,
creating an assortment
of beautiful, unique
peace signs intended
to be strung upon your
favorite string or cord.
$ 6.95 each  2 #JPEAS



New Amber Drop Pendants 
These amber drop pendants are decorated at the top
with a sterling silver filigreed binding, affixed with a
small gemstone. Coming with a jump ring for hanging
it upon a chain or cord, it hangs approximately  1"
long. The size, shape and color varies slightly with
amber being an unexact product, produced by nature.  

Amethyst             $ 10.95   #JAMDA
Garnet (SHOWN) $ 10.95   #JAMDG
Peridot                $ 10.95   #JAMDP
Unadorned          $ 10.50   #JAMD

Opalized Glass with Topaz Pendant New 
This pendant is topped by an ornate leaf design bearing
a tear of opalized glass, this accented at the top by a
small topaz gem. The result is a dazzling piece of jewelry
that catches the light and splays all of its colors within a
beautifully, milky prism accented by the sterling silver
filigree sculpted into a leaf-like design. It hangs approx-
imately 1" long.  $ 10.95  #JOGT
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Double Terminated 
New Gemstone Spiral Pendants

Created from naturally pink rose quartz or citrine, 
these double terminated crystal points have been
encased within a silvery spiral of metal. With the
natural colors of the gemstones contrasting won-
derfully with the encasing spiral, they are a keen
accent to any attire. Better yet, each also features a
large bail allowing it to be fitted to your favorite
chain or cord. Each pendant measures approximately 
2" in length.  $ 16.95   

Citrine (SHOWN)  1 #JDSCI        
Rose Quartz      1 #JDSRQ

Faceted Gemstone Spiral Pendants New
These pendants feature faceted points of amethyst,
clear quartz or rose quartz. Encased in a silvery spiral
that ends in a large bail, each stone features six faceted
sides that flare out to a wide diameter before tapering
down to a fine point. The pendant can also be used
with the spiritual and mental qualities of its gemstone
to work as an impromptu pendulum, to aid you in
finding the answers you seek. Each pendant measures
approximately 1" - 2" long, with exact sizes and shapes
varying with the natural shape of the stone. $ 14.95   

Amethyst       1 #JFSAM   
Clear Quartz  1 #JFSCQ           
Rose Quartz  1 #JFSRQ

Pyramid Ankh Pendant 
Capturing two powerful Egyptian symbols of immortality and mystic
wonder, this gold-toned pendant displays the Egyptian symbol for
eternity, the ankh, within the sacred burial place of the pyramid.
Accented with glistening red and green stones, this pendant is a
potent reminder of the mysterious forces that exist around us and the
eternal life found within and hereafter. Fashioned of the finest lead-free
pewter, this pendant hangs 1 1/2" long and 1" wide from an 25" long, 
clasped chain.        $ 13.95   #JAJ283

Isis Ankh Necklace 
The Egyptian symbol for eternal life, the Ankh has long been regarded as
sacred by both the Egyptians and occultists throughout the ages. Here it
forms a wonderfully detailed, gold-toned pendant that depicts the winged
symbol of Isis above her kneeling, later symbol of a woman crowned with the
sacred horned disc. With the circular top portion beautifully accented with
red, green and black toned jewels, it is a fantastic piece for any collection.
Hanging 1 1/4" long from a 25 1/2" long clasped chain, this pendant is 
sculpted from the finest lead-free pewter.   $ 11.95   #JAJ255

Silver Om Pendant
Said to be the primordial
sound that was present at the
creation of the universe. Om
is the original sound that
contains all sounds, all words
and all mantras inside, and
has come to represent the
philosophy and theology of
Hinduism, as well as having
growing importance and
meaning within the new age and pagan
community. Formed out of sterling silver,
this pendant is 5/8" in diameter.          

$ 19.95   #JO82

Peace Charms 
Delicately crafted of sterling
silver, these wonderful charms
are perfect for your charm
bracelet, or your favorite chain
or cord. Taking the form of a
peace sign, they give voice to
a message of harmony and
unity among everyone.
Small 3/8" diameter    $ 4.95   #JP577 
Medium 1/2" diameter    $ 9.95   #JP578

Yin-Yang Charm 
Displaying the dual, balanced
symbols of Yin and Yang, the
opposing forces that exist in
everything, this small sterling
silver pendant is the perfect ad-
dition to your favorite cord or
chain, or the charm bracelet of
your choice. This charm measures just under
1/2" in diameter, and is made of sterling 
silver.    $ 9.95   #JY551

Dragon and Phoenix I Ching Coin 
A large bronze, two-sided coin 
with a dragon & phoenix on
one side and Chinese characters
on the other. Use as a good luck
charm or thread onto a leather
cord to make a protective
talisman. Measures about
1 7/8" in diameter.                      

$ 4.95   #JICHD

Bronze I Ching Coin  
A smaller sized two-sided
bronze I Ching coin. Use
this 1” diameter coin to make
your own good luck talisman
pendant. $ 1.25   1 #JICH

Gold-Plated 
Ankh Pendant New 
This gold-plated ankh is
widely accepted as a symbol
for life and the eternal pow-
ers therein. Measuring 1 1/4"
long, it is an elegant and
powerful pendant, perfect
for your favorite chain or
cord.       $ 7.95   #JANKG

Serpent Ankh Necklace 
This pendant displays the sacred Ankh flanked
by two bejeweled cobras. Cobras are often seen
as sacred symbols, particularly in reference to
the afterlife, the sun and the living gods. This
pendant symbolizes secret knowledge and the
eternal powers that reside around us. Fashioned
of gold-toned pewter, this fantastic pendant is
accented with red and green gems that glitter
when struck by the light as it hangs 1" long and
1" wide from a 25 1/2" long chain.   

$ 13.95   #JAJ282
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A: Symbol Ankh
This Egyptian ankh is made of lead-free pewter. Measuring 1" in length, this enchanting 
rough hewn pendant comes with a black satin cord.       $ 3.95  2 #JASYM
B: Fire Ankh Pendant  
Made of stamped metal, this pendant forms the shape of an ankh out of stylized fire designs.
Measuring 2 1/2" x 1 1/4" this pendant comes with a black satin cord to wear it on.       

$ 6.95    2 #JFIRAC: Ankh with Skulls
Highly detailed heavy weight pewter ankh. Decorated with a central flaming sword, the 
eye of horus and skulls. Measures 3" long by 1 3/4" wide. $ 6.95  2 #JA7803
D: Scarab Ankh
This ankh has a scarab beetle resting in center. It is a simple but attractive pewter piece that 
comes with a satin cord and measures 1 1/2" long. $ 6.95    2 #JASCA
E: Cartouche Ankh 
Intricate designs running through out its front, this finely detailed pewter piece comes with 
a black satin cord. $ 6.95    2 #JACAR
F: Large Silver Ankh Pendant
Enchantingly crafted of sterling silver, this pendant is sculpted into the shape of an ankh, the 
Egyptian symbol of everlasting life.  This pendant stands 1 1/2" high. $ 25.95     #JANKL

G: Medium Silver Ankh Pendant
Elegantly crafted of sterling silver, this pendant is sculpted into an ankh, the Egyptian 
symbol for everlasting life. This pendant stands 1 1/4" high. $ 11.95  #JANKC
H: Small Silver Ankh Pendant  
Delicately crafted of sterling silver, this pendant is crafted into the shape of an ankh, the Egyptian 
symbol of everlasting life. This pendant measures 5/8" high. $ 5.95            #JANKS
I: Bone Ankh 
Natural bone talisman of the ankh, decorated with carved symbols and images designed to aid
it in drawing energy. Measuring approximately 1 3/4" long, with size and shape variations, as 
each is a hand carved, natural product. $ 1.05  1 #JIANK
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Ankhs
The ankh is an ancient Egyptian symbol of protection, representing life eternal in
all its forms. It has become a symbol embraced by the modern pagan and new age
movements, its powerful symbolism resonating with people of all faiths, not only
those who feel the call of ancient Egyptian magic. 

Bast Pendant
Kindly goddess of joy,
music and dancing;
cats are sacred to Bast.
This 1 3/4” long pewter
shows Bast in her cat
form.

$ 6.95  2   #JBAS

Sekhmet
Daughter  o f  Ra ,
t h e  Egyptian Sun
God, Sekhmet is the
keeper of female
sexual heat .  H e r
powers are strength
and actualization
of feminine instinct.
Made of heavyweight
lead-free pewter,
this pendant comes on a 24" chain, and 
is 1 5/8" long. $ 15.95   #JSEK

Isis Winged Pewter
Made of pewter, this pendant presents
the classic winged image of  Isis pendant.
This pendant does not come on a chain
or cord, and measures approximately 
1 1/4" long.  $ 6.95  2   #JISIW

Isis Straight Winged 
The Egyptian Goddess Isis, with wings
spread to reveal her full glory.  Pewter
with satin cord. This pendant  is 1 3/8"
wide and 3/4" long. $ 3.95   2   #JISIS
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Cult of Isis 
This elegant necklace is designed to closely mirror
the headpiece that is so often seen atop the head of
the goddess Isis in statuary, hieroglyphs and other
religious art. In this it is perfect for those who revere
and worship that famed goddess of Egypt who was
often viewed as the ideal mother, wife and the
matron of nature and magic. Made of English
pewter, the pendant presents two horns rising up
from a base of Egyptian hieroglyphs, flaring out to
the sides of a circular glass disc that almost seems to

glow a deep crimson. Hanging 1 1/4" long, the pendant comes on an 
elegant, 18" long chain. $ 26.95   #JCP233

Isis-Framed 
Eye of Horus Necklace 
Created with two powerful symbols of
the Egyptian Gods, this beautiful pendant
displays mirrored symbols of Isis, with
their wings spread to create a pyramid
containing the black-painted  Eye of Horus.
Gold-toned and accented by gleaming red
orbs that form the disc of Isis' crown, it is a
fantastic combination of Isis’ divine bless-
ing and Horus's symbol of protection.
Created out of the finest lead-free pewter,
it hangs 1 1/2" from a 25", clasped chain.    

$ 15.95   #JIJ280

A: Treasure Bottle Necklace
This necklace consists of a 1 1/2" glass vial that is filled with a glittering array
of varied gemstone chips hanging on a 30" black satin cord.   

$ 7.95 #JBNEC
B: Fairy Mix Mason Jar Necklace

This 1 1/4” corked mason jar is filled with fairy dust that comes in various
colors which are chosen at random. Sprinkle to your heart’s content; make 
your wishes & dreams come true.   $ 7.95   #JNFMM

C: Fairy Mix Flask Necklace
This 1” long corked glass flask on a satin cord comes filled with fairy dust
that comes in various colors which are chosen at random.     

$ 7.95   2   #JNFMF

A B C

Lockets, Oil & Treasure Bottle Pendants

Silver Filigree Lockets
These sterling silver pendants have a symmetrical pattern
that forms both the front and back of a locket, which is hinged
at the bottom. Place your favorite oil pad, bit of granular
incense, or other such object within to provide a sweet smelling
fragrance as you wear it about your neck. They are also great
for containing a small token of good luck, love or some other such
charm as well. Cleverly, the large bail is actually composed of
three pieces, allowing the lockets to lock closed and be held in
place when they are threaded upon your favorite cord or chain.

Heart Filigree Locket
This delightful heart-shaped pendant is
composed of a filigree designed of repeating
and varied heart cut outs.  This locket measures
approximately 3/4" wide, and hangs 1 1/4"
long if you include the bail and hinge.   

$ 56.95   #JL423

Peace Sign Filigree Locket 
With a clever design and beautiful artistry, this
filigree locket is formed in the shape of a peace
sign, set upon a design of woven Celtic knots.
This beautiful locket measures approximately
1/2" in diameter, and hangs 1" long if you include 
the bail and hinge.   $ 44.95   #JL422

Jar Spell Oil Bottle
This spell bottle measures 2" in height and
3/4" in diameter, with an included cork for 
resealing. $ 2.50   2 #JOJAR

Fairy
$ 7.95 2#JL529

Wolf
$ 7.95 2#JL559

Celtic
$7.95 2#JL564   

Flower
$7.95 2#JL523

Heart
$16.95 #JL528

Cat
$ 7.95 2#JL755

Pewter Oil Lockets
Experience your favorite scent all day when youwear it in our pretty,
practical lockets. Saturate a blotter pad (included) with your essential
oil or perfume of choice, and place it in the locket. Pewter lockets are
double-sided on a black satin cord, and measure approximately
(depending on shape of locket) 1 1/2" long by 1" wide. Come with
five 3/4" blotter pads.

Replacement 
Pads for Lockets
Refill pads for oil locket pendants.
Use a few drops of your favorite
scent to last all day! Also works
with chambered pendants.       
10 Pack   $ 1.95 #LPAD



Black Double-Stranded Pendant Cord
Made of durable linen, this black double-strand cord
for necklaces or pendants has silver coated caps
made of lead-free pewter on either end, along
with an extension chain that adds up to 2" to
its 20" length. These thin yet powerful cords
are ideal for jewelry of any size, though they
are best for slender jewelry that would look
odd set onto a thicker cord or chain.    

$ 2.95   2  #JCBK20

Spell & Oil Bottle Pendants

Celtic
1 3/4" long.

#JO531

Celtic Knot
1 1/2" long.  

#JO533

Celtic Round
2 3/8" long.                        

#JOCB

Fairy
2 3/4" long.

#JOFAI

Fairy Winged
2 3/4" long.

#JOFAW

Dragon
1 3/4" long.

#JODRA

Moon and Stars
1 3/4" long.
#JOMOO

Ankh
2 3/4" long.

#JOANK

Spell Bottle Necklaces
Each capped with its own design made from lead-free 
pewter, these dark blue glass vials can be worn around
your neck all through the day. Waterproof and durable,
these spell bottles are ideal for oils, herbs, or even small
pieces of spellwork you wish to keep close to heart.

$ 14.95 2# 

Spell Oil Bottle Pendants
These small, glass bottles are great for wearing about the neck as a clever little 
necklace.  They function as a bottle to hold your favorite oils, perfumes,
holy waters, and other such ritually charged fluids. They can also be used
to display grains of rice, spices and other spell ingredients. Each is topped with
either a silver cap or a cork with a goldtone loop for stringing onto your
favorite cord or chain.

Test Tube 
Spell Oil Bottle 
Shaped like a test tube, this oil
bottle hangs 1 1/4" long.    
$ 2.95  2 #JOTES

Cross 
Spell Oil Bottle

Crafted into the shape of
a cross, this measures 1 1/2"
long and 3/4" wide.   

$ 2.95  2 #JOCRO

Heart Spell Oil Bottle
Made to resemble a heart
shape, this pendant is
approximately 1 1/2" tall.
$ 2.95  1 #JOHEA

Spell Bottle
Measures 1 1/2” tall, with a
flat, round shaped bottom.

$ 3.50  2  #JOILR

Octagon 
Oil Bottle 
This small glass bottle is a
faceted octagon shape that
hangs 1/2" long and is
3/8" in diameter.         
$ 3.95  2 #JOOCT

Amphora 
Spell Oil Bottle

This is a 1" long amphora
shaped glass pendant.
Amphorae were used
by the ancients to
transport everything
from oil to wine to water.   

$ 2.95  2 #JOAMP

Mason Jar
Shaped like a mason jar, this
pendant measures about 1” tall.
$ 2.95   2  #JOMAS

Flask Bottle 
Made in the shape of a glass
flask, this pendant is about 1” 
tall.  $ 2.95  2  #JOFLA
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New Wolf Raku Oil Bottle 
Sculpted within the Japanese 
art of Raku, or hand molded
clay, this oil bottle pendant has
been worked into the detailed
image of a wolf.  Noble, fierce,
proud… the qualities of the wolf
are reflected in the detailed
image of the wolf's eyes and
even the stoic image of its face,
making for a breath taking piece
to wear on your favorite chain
or cord. Better yet, it has a small cork allowing you to stow away your
favorite oils, potions and spell mixtures within, and keep them close
to your heart. The entire bottle measures approximately 2" high and 
1 1/2" wide.     $ 13.95   #JORWOL

Diablo Raku Oil Bottle 
Molded within the Raku tradition, or the 
Japanese art of hand molded clay, each of
these oil bottle pendants has been shaped
into the horned image of Diablo, or the
Devil. With the stern face of a bearded man
and ram horns curling out from his brow,
the visage is designed to allow you to pass
a chain or cord through the center of the
rams' horns so you can hang it on a small
chain or cord. Further, it has been glazed
both outside and within, allowing you to
store fluids as well as solids within so that
you can bring your ritual mixture with you
wherever you go. Each being handmade, exact sizes will vary but
each oil bottle pendant measures approximately 1 3/4" in length and
1 1/2" wide. This container is not food safe.  $ 13.95   #JORDIA



63 Chains, Anklets, Bracelets

Box Light Chain 
This delicate chain of box-shaped
links is made of sterling silver.      

24”  $ 30.95   #JCBL24

Oxidized Serpentine Chain 
Possessing links that offers a scaled, serpentine appearance,
this slender chain has been oxidized so as to create a metal 
that has a black appearance.             18” $ 10.95   #JCOS18

Anklets

Silvertone Anklet with Bells New 
This 10 1/2" long silvertone anklet closes with
a flexible hoop and hook design. It features
small hoops and a small chain, dangling on 
its underside.   $ 6.95   #JA17O

Silvertone Butterfly Anklet New 
Made of silvertoned pewter, this anklet is
decorated with several butterfly-shaped
stylized beads. Laid out, it measures approx-
imately 11" long and closes with a flexible 
hoop and hook design.  $ 6.95   #JA17H

Fancy Anklets
These fancy goldtone or silvertone anklets
measure about 10” long with ball shaped bells,
flowers and draping chains. Styles may vary. 

Silvertone    $ 6.95 #JABGF
Goldtone    $ 6.95 #JABFG

Silvertone Anklet with Bells
A silvertone anklet measuring about 9 1/2”
long with ball shaped bells hanging from short 
chains. $ 6.95 #JABC

Stars and Moons Anklet  
A silvertone 9” long anklet adorned with crescent 
moons and stars. $ 3.50   2 #JASTA

Hematite Magnetic Anklet
Magnetic hematite anklet with colored
beads, not only beautiful but a natural
grounding stone and great for personal
health. Anklet is adjustable from 9 1/2"-12" 
in length. $ 8.95  #JAHM

Hemp Good Fortune Bracelet
Braided natural 
hemp with 7-10
beads in the center.
Color of beads and
styles will vary.
8" - 11" long.

$ 1.75  2  #JBHG

Power Bracelets
Reap the benefits of 
these bracelets made
of genuine, semi-
precious gemstone
beads strung on an
elastic band meas-
uring  3 1/8" around.    

Aventurine Success        $ 6.95 #JBBAV 
Hematite Balance $ 6.95 #JBBHE
Rose Quartz Love $ 6.95 #JBBRQ
Turquoise Protection   $ 6.95 #JBBRT
Tiger Eye Creativity    $ 8.95 #JBBTE

3 DZI Bead Bracelet 
The dZi bead, a black and white or dark brown
bead of etched or treated agate, is revered in
Tibet. To Tibetans and other Himalayan
peoples, the dZi is a "precious jewel of super-
natural origin" with great power to protect its 
wearer from disaster. $ 8.95 #JBDZI

Sandalwood Mala 
This prayer mala, crafted with beads of sandal-
wood fitted on to an elastic band, is a wonderful
tool for use as a focus within your meditation
or prayer. It measures approximately 2 1/2"
diameter and stretches to be one size fits all.   

$ 6.95   #JBSAN

Chains

Box 18”    $ 4.95 1 #JSBB18 Singapore 24” $ 5.95 1 #JSBS24

Silver-Plated Brass Chains
Now you can enjoy the look of sterling silver at a fraction of the cost!
These sterling silver-plated brass chains can be worn on their own
or attached to the amulet, necklace, pendant or charm of your choice.

Cobra Style Chains    24” long.   
Goldtone $ 1.95 #JCHAG
Silvertone    $ 1.95   #JCHAS
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A: Magnetic Rope Bracelet
For centuries it has been believed that regularly wearing a magnetic
bracelet relieves fatigue, improves blood circulation and reduces joint
aches Regular use of any metal polish will enhance the luster.
Adjustable - one size fits all. $ 8.95   #JBMN

B: Magnetic Door Knob Bracelet
Reputed to help improve blood circulation and reduce joint pain. One size fits
all. Approximately 2 3/4" by 2 1/2". In copper, brass, or stainless steel, our choice.

$ 6.50   #JBMD
C: Copper Magnetic Cuff Bracelet
Reputed to help improve blood circulation, relieve fatigue and reduce joint
pain. One size fits all, 2 3/4" by 2 1/2". Styles vary.   $ 10.95 #JBMAG

D: Magnetic Coiled Bracelet
Reputed to help blood circulation, relieve fatigue and reduce joint pain. One size
fits all. Approx. 2 3/4" by 2 1/2". Brass and stainless steel coiled together with
brass; torque-like ends. Flexes easily.              $ 11.95   #JBMC

A B C D Magnetic Crystal Bracelets 
Said to help relieve aches and pains and provide a natural
boost to energy when they are worn, these magnetic
bracelets take the form of a either a single or double
silver band of magnetic beads, closing with a magnetic
clasp. A faceted crystal is set into each bead, adding a splash
of color to these wonderful aids. Measuring approximately
3" wide at their widest point, each bracelet's colors are
chosen at random, based upon availability.    

Single Row                   $ 10.95   #JBCRY1
Double Row (SHOWN) $ 15.95   #JBCRY2

Magnetic Hematite Bracelet with 
Colored Beads
Reputed to help improve
blood circulation, relieve
fatigue and reduce joint
pain, these magnetic
bracelets are one size
fits all, approximately
2 3/4" by 2 1/2".  They
flex easily and have
colored beads of sim-

ulated tiger eye, turquoise, pearl, amethyst, jade, and 
fiber optic blue. $ 10.95   #JBMS

Pentacle Bracelet 
Delicate looking bracelet consisting of 14 small
interwoven pentagrams with standard spring ring
clasp. Measuring 8” long, each pewter pentagram 
is 1/8” in diameter. $ 16.95 #JBPT

Hematite Magnetic Bracelet
Believed to enhance and speed up the healing
process, these magnetic, hematite bracelets
come in a wide variety of sizes, colors, and 
styles. $ 6.95 #JBHM

Bracelets

Chakra Bracelet Set
This set of seven bracelets is intended to
use the colors and spiritual properties of
each stone to reflect the seven chakras with
your body. This bracelet set includes:
garnet (root chakra), carnelian (navel),
tiger’s eye (solar), green aventurine (heart
chakra), sodalite (throat), amethyst (crown
chakra), and quartz crystal (brow chakra 
/ 3rd eye).  $ 20.95 #JBCHA

Double Strand Hematite Magnetic Bracelets New 
Each of these elegant bracelets consists of two strands of either mother of pearl
or rainbow hematite beads, running parallel and joined by a series of carved,
hematite beads and smaller gemstones that vary from piece to piece. Measuring
7 1/2" long, they close with a magnetic clasp so as to easily close and fit about your 
wrist without the hassle of trying to work a clasp one-handed.    $ 14.95   

Mother of Pearl  #JBM52       Rainbow Hematite  #JBM55
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Slender Twist Copper Bracelet 
Since Roman times, copper bracelets have been
worn with the belief that they are instrumental
in offering relief to arthritic and rheumatic
symptoms, making this not only a lovely piece
of jewelry but a traditional aid against such
aches and pains. Crafted of the purest refined
copper, these bracelets measure approximately
2 1/2” by 2 1/4” and are inteded to fit both 
men and women.   $ 5.95   

Braided Cord (SHOWN) #JBCBP
Various Designs         #JBCO

Celtic Bracelet
Heavyweight silver plated bracelet adorned with
a variety of Celtic knotwork designs that run
along the band.  Measures 5/8” across and is 
adjustable for wrist sizes. $ 18.95   #JB5023

Dragon Bracelet 
Crafted of lead-free pewter, this bracelet
has a width of 2 1/2” and an open back. The
outer surface is carved like a band of reptile
scales, framed by the graceful flicker of flames.
Accented at the center by the image of a
dragon with its broad wings and serpentine 
body posed in flight.      $ 16.95   #JBD236

Turquoise and Bone Bracelet
A traditional bracelet, common to Native American
culture, this elegant piece of jewelry stretches
8" inches in length, and closes at the end with a
metal clasp and chain. With a centerpiece formed
of a large turquoise stone set in pewter, the sides
of this bracelet's are composed of a symmetrical
pattern of turquoise colored beads, strung together
with carved beads of bone and metal. 

$ 6.95 #JBB7T

Om Mani Padme Bracelet New 
A beautiful bracelet born of Mahayana
Buddhist tradition, this piece of jewelry is
inscribed with the mantra "Om Mani Padme
Hum," which is considered a powerful mantra
for protection. Crafted of polished white metal,
it features exquisite detail with repeating
patterns flowing around the inscribed text.
Fully adjustable, the bracelet should easily fit 
most people.     $ 6.95   #JBS12

Om Nama Shivaya Bracelet 
This open-backed, silver plated bracelet is engraved
with the words "Om Nama Shivaya."  Sacred within
Hindu faiths, this phrase is often used within
meditation and prayer. The bracelet measures
approximately 2 3/4" wide at its widest point. 

$ 5.95   #JB111S

Celtic Engraved Copper and Brass Bracelet 
Coming in a variety of designs, it is a common piece found among
the Celts with a wide band of copper or brass engraved with Celtic
knotwork or triple moons, bordered by wavy or knotted bands.
At 2 1/2” to 2 3/4" wide at its widest point, it fits nicely on the wrist
without the need for a clasp. It can also be worn higher up on the arm 
as an armband if you are quite petite!        $ 7.95 each   #JB111F

Jeweled Cuff Bracelet New 
This jeweled bracelet is a simple 
cuff crafted of polished white
metal, bordered in simple patterns
that highlight the many semi
precious stones set into its surface.
With one large stone set at its
center, it includes a pattern of
seven smaller stones set to its
either side. Each piece is a unique
design, with the set stones being
tumbled, and without facet.

Measuring approximately 3" wide at the wrist and 1 3/4" from
top to bottom of its band, it can fit most people, each jeweled
bracelet is different, with exact stones varying by availability.    

$ 15.95   #JBS13

Native American Design Copper Bracelet 
Based on designs found in the art and 
architecture of the Native Americans of
the American south west, this bracelet is
a marvel of tribal design. With depictions
of sacred animals, icons of nature, and
other powerful symbols, it is a work that
is beautiful to the spirit as well as the eye.
Crafted entirely of copper, it flexes to fit
any wrist and measures approximately 
2 1/2" across.     $ 17.50   #JBIND

Engraved Copper and Brass Bracelets 
These open-backed bracelets, made of 
brass, are engraved with a repeating
pattern of symbols, framed both top
and bottom by braided copper wire set
within the bracelet. Flexing to be one
size fits all, they measure approximately 
3" wide at their widest point.   $ 5.95   

Celtic Knot #JB111KNew Om  (SHOWN) #JB111O      
Peace Sign #JB111A Pentagram #JB111PNew
Triple Moon #JB111TM New Triquetra #JB111T

Indian Bangle Bracelet 
These colorful bangle 
bracelets are a great
piece of jewelry for
children and the young
at heart. Measuring
3" in diameter, each
is a closed circle that
glitters brightly in a
wide range of colors,
with each chosen at random by our staff, making it a fun way to
surprise yourself with a little gift that will bring smiles every
time you, and others, look at your wrists.   $ 0.95 each  s #JB910A

Bracelets
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Celtic Dragon Bracelet 

Drawing upon the ancient designs of 
the Celts for inspiration, this bracelet
shows two dragons facing each other,
whose serpentine bodies wind back
to form the band of the bracelet.
Snarling at each other, with teeth
bared and their eyes wide with fury,
the dragons stare each other down
over an open space, with the lines

that form the details of the their faces flowing back into their bodies,
forming an elaborate pattern of Celtic knotwork. All of this is crafted
out of the finest lead free pewter to create a bracelet that is 2 1/4" in 
diameter at its widest point, with an open back. $ 18.95   #JBJ138

Celtic Claddagh Bracelet 
Rich in poetic meaning, this 
bracelet displays the Claddagh at
its center. This symbol, consisting
of two hands grasping a heart, is
said to be born from a rich Irish
tradition of offering your heart and
love to another. This is expanded
upon, with the hands sweeping 

back into an elaborate design of celtic knots along the bracelet's band, 
helping to create a symbol of unity, love and eternity. Accented by
numerous green and blue faceted gems, it is sculpted of the finest lead-
free pewter and measures 2 1/2" in diameter at its widest point, and has 
an open back.   $ 19.95   #JBJ135

Bracelets, Rings

Fairy
Fairies flutter on the face
of this delightful 2 1/2" by
2” bracelet and ring set.
$ 18.95   #JB785

Celtic 
Measuring 2 3/4" by 2”,
this bracelet, with match-
ing ring, is adorned with
fine Celtic knotwork. 

$ 18.95   #JBCEL

Dragon 
Twin dragons are
set over light Celtic
knotwork on this
beautiful 2 3/4" by
2” piece.
$ 18.95  #JB783

Wolf  
A wolf’s head set onto both the
ring and 2 3/4" by 2” bracelet of
this enchanting piece.  

$ 18.95 #JBWOL

Celtic Love Bracelet 
Celtic knotwork forms a series of elegant hearts
that are entangled with one another in this lead-
free pewter bracelet. Combining a symbol of
eternity with a symbol of romance creates  a
piece of jewelry symbolizing eternal love. Open
backed and measures 2 1/4" in diameter, it is
accented with little green stones at the center 
of the hearts.   $ 16.95   #JBJ232

Celtic Bracelet 
Beautifully crafted of the highest quality 
pewter, with a width of 2 1/2". The outer face
resembles a chain of woven Celtic knotwork.
Accented with six green gems that sparkle
from betweenthe weave on either side of the 
center knot. $ 16.95   #JBC234

Celtic Heart Bracelet 
Crafted of the highest quality, lead-free
pewter, with a width of 2 1/2” and an open
back, this bracelet is fashioned into a chain
of woven knots, coming to a focus at the
center into an intricate heart-shaped pattern.
It is accented with three green gems that
sparkle down the center of the heart. 

$ 16.95   #JBC233

Bracelet and Ring Chains
Sometimes known as chain, or “slave” rings, these beautiful lead-free pewter bracelets and rings are connected to each other by a length of fine chain 
approximately 5” long, with a central design. Easily adjusted for an ideal fit, each of these finely detailed bracelets is focused on a different intention or design.

Celtic Cross Bracelet
This lead-free pewter bracelet
measures 2 1/2" in diameter with an
open back. Its wide band is a tangle
of elaborate Celtic knotwork which
leads to the cross that has two
crossing arms of equal length, filled
with twisting knotwork and a wide
hoop that encircles it. 

$ 18.95   #JBJ136

Jeweled Dragon Bracelet 
Created out of a stylized design of two 
dragons with their horns entwining,
this bracelet is an absolute delight.
Both dragons are accented with
faceted blue gems, which sparkle in
illustration of their eyes, while a
faceted green gem twinkles at the
bracelet's center, perfectly highlighting
the piece. The bracelet, sculpted of
lead-free pewter, is 2 1/2" wide at its widest point, ending on two sides 
in a pewter chain that fastens.   $ 22.95   #JBJ143



Agate Rings
Often used in protective
magic, the agate is also
of great use in rituals
involving strength,
bravery and vitality.
Traditionally, these
magical rings were given
to children to aid and

protect them in everyday life. This bag of twenty contains rings in the
many and varied colors that agate has to offer. Each ring measures 
6mm thick, but sizes and colors will vary.    $ 18.95  2 #JRA115

Hematite Rings
Many people wear hematite
rings for the balance and
protection they bring into
their lives, allowing the
power of the stone to reflect
negativity and irrational
behavior back to its source.
They are also good for spellwork, charge the ring with your intentions,
and then wear it until circumstances cause it to break. These rings come
in a wide variety of sizes to fit all fingers.        

3mm Rounded 20 pack  $ 7.95   2  #JRH20A
6mm Rounded  20 pack  $ 18.95  2  #JRH43A
6mm Flat   20 pack  $ 10.95  2 #JRH116
10mm Flat 10 pack $ 27.95 2  #JRH53

Amber Drop Earrings New 
Created from a solid, water-drop shaped piece of
amber, each of these beautiful earrings is a dazzling
display of the natural, golden coloring of amber.
Their tops are encased in an wonderfully detailed
sterling silver filigree with inlayed gemstones,
and dangle a French hook. Each earring measures
approximately 1" long. Exacts sizes, shapes and
coloring may vary due to the natural amber used
in the creation of these earrings.   

Unadorned   $ 18.95  #JEAMD
Amethyst     $ 19.95  #JEAMDA
Garnet          $ 20.95  #JEAMDG
Peridot         $ 20.95  #JEAMDP

Hand Woven Earrings 
These delightful earrings are a marvel of
creativity. Set at the end of French hooks, you'll
find oblong hoops of spiraling stainless steel,
with intricate patterns of woven string forming
a tight net of a vivid, colorful design. One can
only describe them as reminiscent of the famed
Native American dream catcher, though they
do vary from that classical design. These wonderful
earrings vary slightly from pair to pair, with
differing colors and patterns that are chosen at  
random.
Small 1 3/4”-2 1/4” long $ 9.95    #JEWE201
Large 2 3/4”-3” long $ 10.95   #JEWE202
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Rings
Celtic Ring Set 

This set of rings, 
inspired by Celtic
designs, contains
three rings, each of
which has been
sculpted of sterling
silver. Two are 

simple bands that appear as though a woven
rope were made silver, while the third is a
broader band of more intricate design, depicting
an endless Celtic knot, weaving in and out of
itself. On this third ring there is a blank portion,
allowing you to inscribe the surface with
whatever you like. These rings are available 
in size 7.   $ 37.95   #JR779

Amber Sun Ring
Sitting upon a del-
icate, simple band,
the sculpted image
of the sun forms the
bulk of this fantastic
ring. With rays of
light radiating from
its center, it is a fantastic piece only made better
by the beautiful piece of red-orange amber that
is set at the sun's center. This ring is available in 
size 8.   $ 26.95   #JR30AB8

Tiny 
Pentagram Ring
Sterling silver pentagram
ring. Delicate ring with
a solid pentagram 3/8"
in diameter, and spiral

rope work down the sides of the band. $15.95
Size 4 #JRPT4      Size 5 #JRPT5   
Size 6 #JRPT6      Size 7 #JRPT7     
Size 8 #JRPT8  Size 9 #JRPT9  

Toe Rings

Celtic Toe Ring 
This adjustable toe ring, 
made of sterling silver,
measures 5/8" in diameter,
and shows a simple Celtic
knot design.    

$ 10.95   #JRT984

Star and Moon Toe Ring
With a pattern of stars and 
moons, this sterling silver,
adjustable toe ring measures
5/8" in diameter.   

$ 14.95   #JRT983

Simple Sterling Silver Toe Ring 
This sterling silver, ad
justable toe ring has a clean,
pure surface that is framed
at its top and bottom by a
pattern like woven rope. It
measures 5/8" in diameter. 

$ 14.95   #JRT979

Triquetra Toe Ring
An adjustable sterling silver
toe ring, with three separate
bands and a triquetra on top.       

$ 7.95  #JRT64

Adjustable Rings
Made of sterling silver, with an opening built into 
their design, these fanciful rings are easily adjusted
to fit most fingers.

Snake Ring
An 1 1/8” serpent, healer and 
visionary. $ 31.95  #JRSA

Dragon  Ring
A powerful dragon, standing only 
1” tall. $ 32.95   #JRDRAA

Dolphin Ring
Smartest and most revered of 
sea beings. $ 32.95 #JRDOL

Red Star Ring
A red star set near the crescent 
moon.    $ 23.95   #JRMOS

Double Pentacle Ring 
A tiny pentacle is set upon 
each end.  $ 32.95   #JRPEN

Copper Heart Ring 
Made of the copper, this
ring's band is engraved
with hearts. 

$ 5.95   #JRCH

Rings, Earrings
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Silver Chandelier Earrings 
Hanging from a 1 1/4" teardrop shaped hoop, silver
fringes are set into long metal stems that flare out at
the bottom. Longer in the middle, and tapering to a
shorter fringe at the side, these earrings hang 2 1/2" in 
total length.     $ 7.95   #JE03S

Hand Carved 
Gemstone Earrings 

These earrings hang 3 1/2”
long, and are crafted of
surgical steel and gem-
stones. With one large
teardrop shaped stone
starting near the ear, the
design flows into a sweep-
ing image of Celtic knots
and dangling metal fringe,
accented on each side by
two smaller stones match-
ing the first.   

$ 9.95   #JE605

Amethyst Hoop Earrings 
Fashioned of amethyst stones and surgical steel
ear wires, these hoop earrings are 4" long and are
formed of a 1 1/4" diameter hoop, decorated with
swirling, stylized Celtic patterns, from which
dangle beads of amethyst and elegantly shaped 
metal ornaments.    $ 9.95   #JE25A

Celtic Knot 
Pentagram Earrings
Ornate Celtic knotwork and an interwoven
pentagram give form to the distinctive teardrop
shape of these sterling silver earrings. They
measure 3/4" wide x 1 1/4" in length and are set 
upon French hooks.   $ 15.95   #JECK12

Celtic Heart Earrings
Centered on a Celtic knot, each layer of these
earrings displays a new heart, wrapping around
the first and the knot within, becoming at last a
full-sized,3/4" wide heart, without beginning and
without end. Made of fine, lead-free pewter, each
earring hangs 2" long from a French hook.   

$ 4.95   #JEJ066

World Tree Earrings 
These lovely silver-toned pewter earrings dangle
with the image of the Celtic tree of life, reaching
its branches toward the heavens and its roots
into the earth, with a pentagram or a triquetra
above.  Each hangs approximately 1 3/4" long
from a french styled hook.   
Pentagram (SHOWN)  $ 12.95   #JEWOR31
Triquetra                 $ 11.95   #JER113

Celtic Knot Goddess 
with Crystal Earrings 
Accented by twin Celtic
knots woven intricately by
her feet, the age old image
of the goddess is framed
within the oval design of
these earrings. With her
hands reaching upwards
she clasps a small red stone.
Hanging  2" from the ear,
these earrings are made of
the finest lead-free pewter.

$ 13.95   #JER21

Triquetra Filigree Earrings 
Sculpted into a swirling filigree of the finest,
lead-free pewter, these earrings hang 2" from
the ear. They present the three-pointed knots
of a 1/2" long triquetra, framed in a pattern of
small hoops and crossing knots. Tapering to
the point at the bottom, the framing pattern
extends 1" at its widest point.   
$ 12.95   #JETRI11

Gemstone Earrings 
Crafted of hand carved gem
stones and surgical steel, these
elegant earrings hang 2" long.
With a body composed of dark
turquoise and small multi-
faceted quartz stones dangling
from the base, they are wrapped
in a wire spiral and flanked by
delicate metal ornaments.   

$ 9.95   #JE24SM

Wheel of the Year Earrings
These earrings have been formed in the shape of
one of the traditional wheel of the year designs,
resembling the sun with rays extending outward
from each of the cardinal points and their inter-
mediates. Made of sterling silver and measuring
1/2" in diameter, these French-hooked earrings
have a gemstone drop set at the center of each.  

$ 17.95
Garnet                 #JEW73G
Lapis (SHOWN) #JEW73L

Celtic Knot Fairy Earrings 
Caught within this oval-shaped earring a fairy
dances amid the tangled weave of Celtic knots
that lay symmetrically by her feet. Made of the
finest lead-free pewter, they are designed to
hang 2" from the ear.    $ 13.95   #JER15

Dream Catcher Earrings 
with Turquoise Beads    
Fashioned to resemble the dream catchers of 
Native American culture, these earrings have
a body that resembles the traditional web
woven to catch bad dreams, with dangling
beads and feathers fluttering below. They 
hang 2 1/2" in length.      $ 5.95  #JED60T
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Dream Catcher 
Feather Earrings 
These earrings feature dream catchers, fastened to
stainless steel hooks and decorated with beads and
feathers that dangle from their bases. The exact
color of the feathers varies, and is chosen at random 
according to availabitlity.  $ 9.95   #JEDK201

Assorted Feather Earrings 
Fastened to stainless steel hooks, the ornamentation is
crafted of beads and natural feathers, each of which
varies slightly in length, shape, and hue as they do in
nature. Chosen at random, no matter which sort of
feather you receive you can expect it to be an absolute 
delight.            $ 6.95   #JEFE301

Peacock 
Feather Earrings

A pair of beautiful peacock feathers with their
characteristic eye-like pattern and fluttering
tips, set onto sterling silver french hooks to
form these enchanting earrings. Measuring
approximately 5 1/2" in length, the size of these
earrings will vary from pair to pair, as they are 
a product of nature.   $ 8.95   2  #JE401

Cowrie Shell Earrings 
Hanging 1 3/4" long, they are composed of cut
cowrie shells that seem as though they belong
washing back and forth among the tidal waves of a
white-sanded beach. Wear them and bring sunshine
and summer days with you today.  $ 1.95  2 #JE318

Fairy Diana Earring 
Displaying the ancient symbol of Diana, the
crescent moon, these earrings are a beautiful,
simple celebration of the Goddess. Accented with
a small, gem-filled star that rests at the tip of each
moon on each earring, they are made of the finest
lead-free pewter and hang 1 1/2" long from a 
French hook.   $ 6.95   #JEJ056

Eye of Horus Heart Earrings 
Accented in tones of gold and purple, these
regal earrings display one of the ancient symbols
of protection and power of ancient Egypt, the
Eye of Horus, contained within the delicate lines
of a heart. These earrings hang 3/4" in length 
from a French hook.     $ 4.95   #JEJ179

Gemstone 
Pendant and Earring Set 
Containing a pendant and a matching
pair of earrings, each of these sets is crafted
of sterling silver, creating an ornate setting
decorated with beautiful scrollwork that
contains its own unique gemstone. These
gems are polished and rounded, allowing
you to view the natural deposits and veins
of each. The pendant measures about 1 1/2"
in length, while the earrings, dangling from
a French hook, measure approximately
1" in length. The stones used in each set vary
from set to set.  $ 38.95 per set  #JEGEM

Mother of Pearl 
Moon Earrings

These delightful earrings, coming in 
various colors, present a stylized image
of the crescent moon hanging 1 1/2"
long. Upon each moon you'll find that
a joyful face has been carved. 

$ 2.95  2 #JE182

Feather Earrings 
Crafted of the highest quality,
lead-free pewter, each 1 1/4”
long pendant is crafted with
impressive detail to resemble a
feather with its quill wrapped in
cord. These delicate earrings are
reminiscent of the traditional
styles of Native Americans, and
are great for any lover of Native
American culture and styling, or
for those who simply enjoy the
elegance of these lovely earrings.   
$ 4.95  1 #JEFEA

Earrings

Triquetra Post Earrings 
These delicate post earrings display a fine
Celtic triquetra. Each triangle knot measures
3/8" in diameter and is made of sterling 
silver.     $ 12.95   #JET866

Triple Goddess Earrings
Using precious stones set into the triple
moon goddess design, these earrings
reflect the shifting nature of the goddess
in all her aspects. Set on a traditional
French hook, these sterling silver earrings
are sure to become one of the favored
sets in your collection.    

Amethyst $ 27.95 #JET95A
Amber $ 27.95 #JET95AB
Black Onyx $ 23.95 #JET95B
Garnet   $ 27.95 #JET95G
Hematite $ 23.95 #JET95H
Lapis  $ 27.95 #JET95L
Peridot   $ 27.95 #JET95P
Rainbow Moonstone $ 27.95 #JET95M

p p
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Pewter Key Rings
Made out of lead-free pewter, attach these sturdy key rings wherever 

you will to provide a little extra grip.

A: Wolf 
A proud wolf face peers out from this 2 3/4” key ring. $ 7.95   2 #JKWO
B: Angel Guide 
This 2" long guardian angel key reads "Angel of God, my guardian,
be at my side to light and guard, to rule and guide me" on its back 
side. $ 8.95   2  #JKANG
C: Pentagram 
The symbol of magic, protection, and power, measuring 1 1/2" in 
diameter. $ 7.95   2  #JKP

A B C

Pewter Zipper Pulls
Made out of 100% lead free pewter, 
these jacket pulls can be attached
to the zipper of any coat for a
handy and delightful adornment.
A: Seven Skulls 
Seven skulls are stacked atop
each other to form this 2 1/2" 
pull. $ 2.95  2   #JSJP
B: Twin Dragons 
Two Western dragons entwine
to form a staff of caduceus design
with a central pentagram.          

$ 5.95  2  #JTDJP

A B

New Skeleton Foot Zipper Pull 
An absolute delight for those with dark tastes, this
pewter pendant has been sculpted into the shape of
a skeletal foot. Not only for grim fashion, it can be
used as a talismanic representation of paths trod by
ancestors or otherwise symbolize the merciful path
of Santa Muerte. Measuring approximately 2" long, it
comes with a jump ring and can be used both as a 
pendant or a zipper pull.    $ 6.95  2 #JSKEF

Earrings, Key Rings, Zipper Pulls

Tree of Life Earrings
These earrings of 
sterling silver meas-
ure only 3/4" in
diameter, and fea-
ture the tree of life,
a universal symbol
of eternal aliveness
and fufillment. 
$ 12.95  #JETRE9

Triquetra 
Pentagram Earrings
Measuring 2 1/2" in total
length, these pentagram and
triquetra earrings are made
of lead-free pewter with
sterling silver french hooks.
The pentagram and triquetra
are each 1/2” in diameter,
with an interwoven design
and jump ring connectors.            

$ 12.95  #JETP3

Celtic Fairy Knotwork Earrings     
These earrings 
feature ornate
Celtic knotwork
ensnaring four
glittering fairy
gems. 3/4" in
diameter, these
earrings swing at
the end of a 1"
chain.         
$ 7.95   #JC042

Inverted Pentagram Earrings
These stylish inverted 
pentagram earrings
are great for those who
desire a more subtle,
mysterious style. Made
of lead free pewter and
measuring 1/2" in di-
ameter, these earrings
are the perfect size for
everyday wear.     

$ 4.95   1  #JEIPF24

Pentacle Necklace Set
Interwoven pentacles in a matched necklace and
earring set. All three pentacles measure 1 3/16"
in diameter, while the earrings measure 2" long
with the french hook. Made of lead-free pewter
with an included satin cord for the pendant.

$ 11.95   2 #JPNE

Om Earrings
This set of elegantly simple
sterling silver Om earrings
are both subtle and stun-
ning.  Measuring 5/8" in
diameter and 1 1/4" from
their French hook to their
bottom, this pair of earrings is
perfect for those looking for
a more subtle style.   

$ 38.95   #JEO82

Coffin & 
Cross Earrings 

Delicately crafted of the high-
est quality, lead-free pewter,
these 1 1/2” long earrings are
shaped like the classic "pine
box" coffin, and embossed
with a long cross, these hollow
pieces will hang lightly from
the ear. This is a fine set for
those with dark tastes or a
dark humor.   

$ 4.95  1 #JECOFCRO

Celtic 
Three-Horse
Brooch
A Celtic brooch with
a triple-horse design,
measuring 1 7/8” in
diameter and made
out of lead-free pewter.   

$ 13.95 #JPH69

Celtic 
Napkin Ring

A napkin or scarf
ring of brushed
pewter with a
Celtic knotwork
design. Measures
1 1/4" in diameter. 
$ 5.95   JNCEL
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Fairy Book Mark
Let this classic, art-nouveau
winged fairy keep your place
in your favorite book with style.
This silver-plated book mark
measures 2 3/4" tall.

$ 8.95   #JHFAI

Triquetra Book Mark
This sturdy silver-plated
bookmark measures 3” in
length and features the Celtic
triquetra at its top. 

$ 8.95 #JH182

Pentagram Crown
Festooned with open-faced interwoven pentagrams, a crescent
moon rests atop the very center of your forehead. Made out of
pewter, this crown is adjustable to any size. Forming a half circle
of metal 6 1/2" from temple to temple, it ties in the back with a
satin cord. $ 48.95 #JCPEN15

Triple Moon Crown
Wear this crown to invite the presence of a moon goddess such
as Diana, to work with the moon, or simply adorn yourself for
any occasion. Very comfortable to wear, it forms a half circle around
the head and ties in the back with a satin cord. unadjusted, it
measures 6 1/2" from temple to temple. $ 48.95    #JCTRI16

Abalone Hair Stick     
Crowned at the top with a garlanded pewter and abalone disk,
these 7 1/2" wooden hair sticks attract attention while keeping
your hair perfectly in place. Sold singly. $ 5.95 each 2  #JHP10

Pendulums
Silver-Toned Pendulum with Triquetra 

Finished in silver, this pendulum 
consists of a 1" long tear-drop
shaped bob at the end of a 5 1/2"
long, vibration free bead chain.
The chain ends in a 3/4" wide
triquetra; perfect for keeping it
from slipping free of your fingers
in the motions of your divination.   

$ 19.95  #GP100SK

Brass Pendulum with Pentagram 
This high quality pendulum is made of 
solid brass. On the end of its chain you
will also find a 1/2" diameter pentagram
bead, that can aid you in focusing your
divination. Dangling from a 5 1/2" long
vibration-free bead chain, this teardrop
shaped pendulum is 1" long and ends in
a fine point. This pendulum is perfect for
your rituals as well as your more casual 
divinations.    $ 19.95  #GP100BP

Beveled Copper Pendulum 
Copper is a powerful conductor of energy, and as
such is known to be a powerful aid in directing
magical forces for spells, particularly when healing,
money, and love are involved. This makes this
pendulum quite potent in aiding you to find the
answers you seek, helping you to focus your div-
ination to your intended purpose. 

$ 21.95 #GP34

Plated Brass Pendulums
These copper, chrome or gold plated brass
pendulums come in a variety of styles; bullet-
point, spiral, and more (our choice). Measuring
from 1" to 1 1/2" in length, these pendulums
come set on an 8" chain.

Chrome  $ 8.95  1 #GPCH
Copper $ 8.95  1 #GPCO
Gold  $ 9.95  1 #GPCG

Brass Pendulums
A solid brass pendulum with an imitation pearl
at the end of the chain. It is nicely weighted
and comes in various shapes and sizes, chosen
at random depending on availability. They
measure from 3/4" to 2" in length, depending 
on the style.   $ 7.95  1  #GPBRS

Brass and Gemstone Pendulums
These pendulums consist of various spherical
gemstones with brass ornamentation on either
end. They measure 10" long overall with a
1 3/4" long bob. They feature a detachable chain
with a clip on the end. Gemstones are random
based on availability.    $ 7.95  1  #GPBRA
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Gemstone Pendulums
The spiritual properties of gemstones can have a powerful influence upon
any magical endeavor, including divination, where so many factors can
subtly shift the answers you receive or how you understand them.
Measuring approximately 1 1/2” with an 8” chain, we have several
different selections of stone to choose from, allowing your pendulum to 
perfectly suit your needs.  $ 6.95

Amethyst   1  #GPENA     Bloodstone 1  #GPENB       
Clear Quartz  1  #GPEN         Golden Topaz 1  #GPGOLP
Moonstone 1  #GPENM     Moss Agate New 1  #GPENMA
Rose Quartz  1  #GPENR      Smokey Quartz   1  #GPENS

Green Aventurine 1 #GPGA

Labradorite   $ 8.95 1 #GPLAB
Rainbow Moonstone $ 7.95 1 #GPRAI
Tiger Eye $ 8.95 1  #GPENT 

Assorted 6-Faceted Pendulums New 
Coming in assorted gemstone 
varieties, each of these pendu-
lums comes to a faceted point,
with six sides. Affixed to an
approximately 7 1/2" long chain
with a  small bead or gemstone
chip cluster at the end to keep it
from slipping from your fingers,
each pendulum is a wonderful

way to let the energies of the world and your intuition guide you to
the answers you seek.  Please allow for variation in gemstone and
size, as these are chosen randomly based upon availability.  

$ 4.95  1 #G6PENV

New Assorted Gemstone Pendulums 
Let fate and chance aid you in 
your divination with this assort-
ment of pendulums carved from
semi-precious gemstones. Each
stone is a unique piece, featuring
its own natural variances and its
own unique design, each also
comes on chains of various
lengths. Chosen at random, you
can easily allow chance to aid
you in finding the right pendulum to aid you in your divination.   

$ 4.95  1 #GPENV

Assorted Gemstone Flower Pendulums New 
Created from assorted gemstones, these 
pendulums have been skillfully carved
into a geometric flower, resulting in an
almost star-like appearance, with multiple
points all directed outward from the
central stone. This design makes it excel-
lent for divination and energy work, with
each stone’s natural qualities blending
with its carved shape to direct energy and
help point you in the right direction. Each
pendulum is chosen at random, based

upon availability. Chains measure approximately 7" long.
$ 6.95   #GPFV

7 Chakra Pentagram Pendulums
These multi-faceted pendulums 
are made of rich gemstones with a
pentagram carved into one face then
gilded or silvered, while their high
quality chains feature seven different
stones that correspond to each of the
chakras. The chains are removable
from the pendulum via a small clasp,
and are capped with a heart shaped
stone of the same type as the bob. The
total measurement of the pendulum
and chain comes to approximately
9 1/2" while the pendulum itself is 
only 5/8" wide.  $ 10.95

Aventurine 1 #GPPADV Bloodstone 1 #GPPBLO
Moonstone   1 #GPPMOO

Amethyst   $ 11.95 1 #GPPAME
Clear Quartz     $ 12.95 1 #GPPQUA
Rose Quartz $ 11.95 1 #GPPROS 
Various Stones $ 12.95 1#GP7PEN

Gemstone 7 Chakra Pendulums
These  9 1/2" long pendulums
are fantastic works represent-
ing the seven chakras. Based
in a 1 1/4" conical, gemstone
bob, they extend to a 7 1/2"
long chain worked with seven
beads colored to represent each
of the chakras. Fastened at the
end of each of their chains you'll
find a heart-shaped gemstone
bead to match the bob. 

Amethyst          $ 7.95  1 #GP7AME New
Bloodstone       $ 8.95  1 #GP7BLO
Clear Quartz $ 7.95  1 #GPEN7  New
Rose Quartz      $ 7.95  1 #GP7RQ  New
Shiva Lingam   $ 9.95  1 #GPSHI7

7 Chakra Ball Pendulums
These pendulums have a 3/4" diameter
bob created from a spherical gemstone
ball, fixed with a sweeping, metal point
and a 7 1/2" long chain. This chain is
decorated with seven small stones, each
representing one of the chakras, and it
clasps and unclasps, allowing you to
attach the bob to another chain if you
wish. They end in another gemstone,
carved into the shape of a heart, helping to keep your fingers
from slipping and helping to attune your mind to the divinations 
that you will work.     

Amethyst (SHOWN) $ 9.95 1 #GPB7AM 
Clear Quartz    $ 9.95 1 #GPB7CQ  
Rose Quartz        $ 9.95 1 #GPB7RQ  
Various Stones        $ 8.95 2 #GPBAL7

Malachite 7 Chakra Pendulum
Malachite, known for its ability to detect danger,
as well as aiding visualization and balance,
is one of the finest stones you could select for
a pendulum. This smooth-sided pendulum
of synthetic malachite will aid you in your
divinations by acting as the "mirror of the
soul" that malachite is known to be in some
circles. The pendulum is approximately 1 1/2”

long, on a 7” chain. The opposing end of the chain is graced with 
seven chakra stones.   $ 11.95 1 #GP019

Pendulums



Multi Layer 
New 7-Chakra Gemstone Pendulum
Six sided stone pendulums made from several
different flavors of stone. Measuring 1 1/2” in
length with an overall length of 8”, this
pendulum is sure to have what your looking    
for. $ 8.95  1 #GP7MUL

Hexagon Pendulums
Six-sided pendulums of various gemstones.
Pick the gemstone that best serves your
intentions. Each pendulum measures
approximately 1” in length and has a total
length of 8” with chain.            
Amethyst $ 7.95  1 #GPAM6
Bloodstone $ 6.95  1#GPBLO6
Quartz $ 6.95 1  #GP11C
Smoky Quartz (SHOWN) $ 6.95 1  #GP11D
Tiger Eye $ 7.95 1  #GPTI6

6-Sided Amethyst 
Pendulum with Amethyst Heart

Combining the divination powers of a pendulum
with the properties of amethyst, this pendulum
is a powerful aid when seeking clarity and
calm within your divination. This six-sided,
pointed amethyst bob measures 1” to 1 1/2"
in length, and is fixed to a 7" chain, at the end
of which you will find a 1/2" amethyst heart.   

$ 7.95  1 #GP858

Bio-Color Pendulum
A band of color runs through the bio-color
pendulum, giving a slight coloration to the
light that passes through the clear multi-faceted
quartz that makes up it's approximately 1"
length. Attached to a 7" chain, these pendulums
come with bands in a wide variety of colors
and styles, including purple, black, green,
pink and others, our choice.

$ 8.95  1  #GPBIO
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3 Piece Pendulum Wand
Made to resemble a small copper
wand, the amethyst stones bound
into this pendulum will enhance
the emotional and spiritual focus
of your divination attempts. Meas-
uring approximately 2 1/2" in
length with a 6" chain, this pen-
dulum  has a faceted crystal point
on its “wand” tip. 

$ 11.95 1  #GPTHR

Amethyst 
Pendulum and Point

This smooth amethyst pendulum
is counter balanced with a six
sided point on this opposite
end of its chain. It measures
1 1/2" long and 9 1/4"  long
overall.       $ 7.95  1 #GP859

Black Onyx Hexagon Pendulum
with Geode
This 6-sided pendulum is
counter balanced with a
geode sliver at the end of
its chain. Let the qualities
of the black onyx gemstone
aid your divination by
enhancing your stead-
fastness. This pendulum
measures approximately
1" long and 9"  long over-
all.         $ 9.95  1 #GP846

Wooden Pendulum
Lathed wood pendulum on a
thin black cord; light weight.
In various woods, shapes and
sizes, approx. 1 3/4" - 3 1/2"
in length. $ 6.95   1  #GPWO

Multi-Layered 
Gemstone Pendulum
Six sided stone pendulums made
from several different layers
of stone. Measuring 1 1/2” in
length with an overall length
of 8”, this pendulum is sure
to have what your looking for. 

$ 6.95  1  #GPMUL

Bloodstone Marbles
Bloodstone is used for 
improving circulation,
strengthening the heart,
vitality, healing, courage
and protection from
harm. Exact coloring and
size will vary, but they
range from 1/2” to 1”
in diameter. 

$ 2.50 each  2  #GSBLOM

Box of Aragonite 
Forming in clusters, argonite
is a beautiful crystal created
in biological and physical
processes, including the
precipitation of salt or fresh
water. This has resulted in it
being found caves and other
damp places where such
water drips and gathers.
Indeed, aragonite is part of
the formation of "cave

flowers," or formations of mineral deposits within caves. Interestingly,
aragonite is also regarded as "unstable." This is due to the fact that if its
temperature is increased significantly without increasing the pressure
of its environment it will spontaneously convert to calcite. They are also
renowned for their calming properties. To this end, aragonite is widely
believed to aid in helping to control anger and other forms of emotional
turmoil. This is a 15 1/2" by 9 1/2" box of argonite crystals, containing
approximately 30 crystal clusters, measuring an average of 2" in
diameter, though exact numbers vary with the sizes and shapes of the 
crystals found in each box.    $ 111.95   #GFARA

Unique Crystal Clusters 
A jagged spire of 
crystal fanning out
from a central point
like a crystalline
flower;  a glittering
mass of small facets,
seemingly caught
within a living wave
of dark gemstones;
a mass of buttery
stone, appearing to
be crystal points

kissed by heat so that they melted together; rounded, glittering clusters 
of mushroom caps, formed together and frozen in stone... these are but
a handful of samples of the beautiful, museum quality crystal clusters
found within these exquisite collections. No two clusters are exactly
alike, with their exact compositions varying widely from one to another.
Whether you are purchasing them to decorate your altar or home, to
add to your collection of precious stones, or to bring their wonder into
your crystal healing practices, you will be amazed with the quality and
variety provided. Each collection contains approximately 10-15 museum
quality crystal clusters, with exact quantities varying due to the size and 
shape of the crystals within.   $ 274.95  5 #GFUNI



Amazonite - It inspires truth, sincerity, honor, self love, commu-
nication, eloquence, integrity, trust, clairvoyance, clarity, prophecy
and openness. 
Amethyst - Known as a stone of the mind, it brings calmness and
clarity where there is anxiety and confusion. It will help you learn of
all things spiritual, mystical and psychic. It can also aid in healing
magic, helping to overcome addictions. 

Aventurine - Attracting abundance & wealth. Stone of chance or
luck. It is also considered an all purpose healing stone. Another
potent stone for relieving stress, anxiety, and emotional discomfort. 

Black Onyx - Enhances steadfastness and determination, setting
ones mind to a task. It is grounding stone, valuable in difficult or
confusing times in our lives. Extremely helpful to the process of
"letting go".

Bloodstone - Most often used to instill courage in dangerous
situations and protect from dangerous desires. It is also a powerful
healing stone, and helps balance the base, navel and heart chakras.

Black Tourmaline - Use to represent the element of Earth in your
ritual magic, or to absorb negative energies in protective magic. It is
also quite useful for grounding.

Carnelian - An excellent career stone, aiding with choices and
decisions. Aids in focusing and providing motivation. Energizes
personal power, and reveals hidden talents.

Citrine - Good for bringing happiness, joy and optimism into
your life. Never contains or holds negative energy, and energizes
and improves self esteem, helping to open the mind.

Fushsite Ruby - A variant of fuchsite that contains ruby crystals
within it, this stone is quite useful in trying to reach nature spirits,
perform healing magic, or otherwise attract wealth and prosperity.
Garnet - This rich red stone is often used as a powerful addition to
protective magic, as well as in representing the element of fire or for
reaching into deeper reserves of energy.
Jasper - Known as stone of protection, driving away evil, and
helping to find compassion, contentment and courage. Good for
astral travel and grounding.

Labradorite - Very good for enhancing night vision, great help in
developing the ability to see auras. Promotes strength of will and a
feeling of inner worth about your own abilities, while relieving
insecurity and apprehension about your value as a spiritual being.

Malachite -  Very powerful in aiding with the interpretation and
transfer of information that leads to spiritual evolution. Excellent
stone for identifying, recognizing and releasing negative experiences.
Represents fidelity in love and friendship. 

Moonstone - Helps to soothe and balance the emotions. They
assist in the master of your emotions by bringing them under control
of your will, instead of repressing or expressing them. Represents
the great Mother Goddess.  
Moss Agate - Foster love, abundance, wealth, good luck, longevity,
acceptance, courage, protection, balance, harmony, generosity,
strength, security and appreciation of nature. All agates have
excellent protective and healing energy, and stimulate analytical
capabilities and precision.
Quartz - Stimulates the cooperation of multiple energies toward a
common goal. It is a gentle grounding stone that instills balance and
harmony, and can help bring peace to you, enhancing quiet reflection
during meditation without the interference of the thinking mind.  
Rainbow Moonstone - Able to attract and inspire love, and help
lovers work through difficult times. It is also a potent aid in divination
or psychic practices, helping to reach out to and access the many and
varied paths of the mind.

Rose Quartz - Is a stone of love and healing. Helps heal emotional
wounds and pain. Opens heart to beauty, helping to heal with
calming energies by reducing resentments.
Tiger Eye - Excellent grounding stone!  If you need to make some
changes in your life, this is the stone for you! Promotes balance and
strength to get through difficult phases of life; relieves doubt and
bestows decision making with vision and clarity. 
Topaz - Promotes individuality and creativity, while providing
self confidence in your own decisions.  Helps to remove doubts
about your decisions, and promotes the expression of ideas. Activates
the laws of attraction and manifestation of your desires.

6 Piece Untumbled Stones Set New
This set comes with six different stones and crystals well known for
their applications within crystal healing and other energetic practices.
Contained within, you will find around a pound each of Rose Quartz,
Green Quartz, Crystal, Black Tourmaline, Sodalite and Brazil Orange
Calcite, providing you with a wide range of energetic qualities for
everything from healing, protection and balancing, love spells and
money drawing, and the simple attraction and directing of energy
and intent. These stones and crystals are also raw and untumbled,
providing you with their energy in its more natural state.    

$ 42.95  2 #GU6PCS

New  White Selenite Rod 
Created entirely out of white 
selenite, each of these rods is
a beautiful example of the
natural creation processes
of the world. With each being
a crystalline structure approx-
imately 12" long or longer,
and around 1" in diameter,
they are a powerful aid in
directing, cleansing, and
otherwise using energy for
crystal healing or ritual magic. As these are natural creations,
please allow for some variation in size and shape.    

$ 6.95   #GRSELW

Ruby Star
Star ruby point in the rough, with one end
polished to show its lustrous beauty. Ruby is
known to be good for  protect ion and
divination. Approx. 1" - 2 1/2" length with
a polished end 1/2" - 3/4"  in diameter.

$ 6.95  2  #GRUB
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Tumbled Gemstones
Small Tumbled Gemstones
This wide assortment of smooth
tumbled gemstones are sold in one
pound packages. Intended for practi-
tioners of gem and metal magic, the
beauty found in these stones has made
them a favorite of people from all

paths, for a multitude of magical, energetic and decorative needs. 
Amethyst $ 17.95  2  #GTAMEB 
Black Onyx $ 13.95   2  #GTBLAOB
Bloodstone $ 16.95   2  #GTBLOB
Carnelian $ 14.95   2  #GTCARB
Citrine $ 21.95   2 #GTCITB
Clear Quartz            $ 14.95   2  #GTQZB  New
Emerald $ 57.95  #GTEMEB 
Garnet    $ 26.95   2  #GTGARB 
Green Aventurine $ 14.95   2  #GTGAVB  New
Girasol Quartz $ 26.95   #GTTGQB 
Hematite $ 9.95    2  #GTHEMB 
Hematite, Magnetic $ 9.95     2  #GTMHEMB 
Hematite, Small $ 9.95    2  #GTHEMSB 
Jasper, Dry Creek $ 16.95   #GTTDCJB 
Jasper, Fancy $ 14.95  2  #GTJASFB
Jasper, Plain $ 14.95   2 #GTJASPB
Moonstone $ 17.95   2 #GTMOOB
Prasiolite $ 40.95   2  #GTPRARB 
Prasiolite, High $ 61.95   2  #GTPRAHB 
Rainbow Moonstone $ 65.95   2  #GTMOORB
Rose Quartz $ 9.95    2 #GTROSB
Sodalite $ 24.95   1  #GTSODB 
Sodalite, Small $ 9.95     2  #GTSOLSB 
Tourmaline $ 25.95   2  #GTTOUB 

Epidote Untumbled Stones 
Naturally forming in a 
manner that leave them
appearing as small,
broken columns, these
beautiful stones appear
in varied colorings and
patterns, mostly with a
dark, black base touched
by veins of green and yellow. Within spiritual matters it is widely
regarded as useful for opening yourself and others up to spiritual
growth, particularly if confused emotions or other such lack of clarity
is getting in the way.  This is 1 lb of untumbled epidote, coming in
a box. Each piece is approximately 1" long, though exact sizes vary.    

$ 29.95  2 #GUEPIB

Collection of Purple Lapidolite Clusters 
These purple lapidolite clus-
ters are lovely and unique,
appearing almost as shiny,
layered, metallic purple
scales, seemingly fallen away
from the scaly hide of some
great serpent. It is believed to
be of great use in alleviating
stress, and is also said to be
quite useful during times of

change, helping to ease anxiety or otherwise help you step beyond
old, bad habits. This also makes it useful in meditation, as it is believed
to help instill a emotional balance and otherwise be beneficial to
inward reflection. Each collection contains approximately 17 clusters,
which come in varying sizes and shapes as each is a unique  creation 
of nature.     $ 78.95   #GFCPLA

Collection of Black Tourmaline 
Each piece of black tourmaline 
is lined with parallel ridges,
giving it a columned appear-
ance, as though it were almost
part of a man-made structure
that broke free. This appearance
also very much resembles that
of a partially burnt stick log.  It
is often regarded as a stone of
good luck. This is in large part
due to its ability to repel neg-
ative energy, helping to keep
negativity, and the accidents

and negative activity that can result, free from the home it is placed within
or the person who carries it. This is also used in crystal healing and other
such practices to help push negative energy from the body, helping to
heal and balance. Each collection contains on average five-six crystal
formations of various sizes, within a 6 1/2" by 10" box.     

$ 70.95   #GFBTO

Collection of Blue Kynite 
Kynite is highly regarded 
as one of only a select few
stones that never requires
cleansing or cleaning.
Having a soft, blue coloring
and flaking, crystalline
formations, it is a beautiful
stone to behold, and a great
decoration for your altar,
sacred space or home that
is said to be quite calming.
This calming effect is easy to understand, with each piece almost
appearing as though it were a piece of a cloudy sky, plucked down and
made stone. Place them around your home to help create a calming
flow of energy, or otherwise use them to empower your magic and
spells. This can be quite useful when you are anxious or otherwise
spread thin, and simply looking to lean back and relax. This box
contains approximately 2 1/2 lbs of blue kynite, coming in formations 
of varying sizes and shapes. $ 52.95   #GFBKY

Flat of 20 Large Stones and Crystals 
Whether you've a love for the beauty found in the stones given up by
the earth or a student of the energetic and spiritual properties of gem-
stones and crystals, this set of 20 mixed stones will be an absolute
treasure. With each being approximately 2" to 3" in length or diameter
and in raw forms, you can feel the energetic qualities of these magnif-
icent stones without touching them.  Place them about your home to
help align the flow of energy to create a balanced, healthy atmosphere
or use them in your healing practices and ritual magic to help empower
your craft to new heights. Each package contains sodalitic quartz,
amazonite, smoky quartz, tiger eye, rose quartz, zebra jasper, mexico
orange calcite, amethyst, aquamarine, red jasper, blue kyanite, emerald,
crystal, lepidolite, optic calcite, agate geode, yellow mica, tourmaline, 
fuchsite, and apatite.      $ 98.95   #GFMIX20

Gemstones
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Collection of Small Dyed Clusters 

Crystal clusters are mineral formtions 
that "grow" over extended periods of
time within the earth, earning them a
reputation as living, magical creations of
stone. These crystal clusters, once clear,
have been dyed vivid colors that bring
to life the magical nature of their forma-
tion and the glittering facets that can
bring vibrant, renewed energy to our
homes and sacred spaces. Within each
collection you will find vibrant shades

of blue, violet, green and pink. Each of these collections contains
approximately 30 crystal clusters, though exact sizes will vary with the 
size and shape of the individual clusters.     $ 34.95   #GFCDYE

Collection of Amethyst Clusters 
This collection contains 12 quartz 
crystal clusters imbued with
amethyst, resulting in clusters
colored in beautiful shades of
purple, with the energetic qualities
of both quartz and amethyst. Each
is therefore of great use in healing
the mind and in filtering negative
energy from energetic flows. They
can also be used as a wonderful
mental focus, helping to gather
and collect your thoughts or em-
power your psychic energies.  Each
collection contains approximately 12 amethyst clusters, measuring
on average 1 1/2" to 2" in diameter, though exact sizes and shapes 
vary as this is a creation of nature.    $ 35.95   #GFCAME

Flat of Amethyst Eggs
This box contains 56 amethyst eggs.
Absolutely fantastic for crystal healing,
helping to balance the energy within
your home, office or business, or using
within your ritual crafts, these "eggs"
are presented in their raw form. Cut on
one side to display the rich, violet tones
for which amethyst is known, the rest is
frosted slightly in the pre-tumbled

condition. This state, while often ignored by jewelers, is wonderful
for those that would use it for spiritual purpose, leaving the amethyst
as complete and intact as you can imagine without plucking it from
the earth yourself. Known as a stone of the mind, they are wonderful
in helping to balance emotions and otherwise heal afflictions of the
mind, such as addictions and even headaches. They can also be used
to help focus your psychic and mental energies within other forms of
magic and spiritual practice as well.  Coming in varying sizes and
shapes, each amethyst egg measures approximately 1 1/2" to 2" in 
diameter.    $ 109.95   #GFEAME

New Rose Quartz Untumbled Stones 
These are large pieces of rose hued quartz 
provided to you in their raw state. Rose
quartz, like most quartz, is known for its
ability to help channel, store and filter
energy but unlike many varieties it is
particularly noted for its connection to
emotion. Because of this, it is frequently
used for stirring emotions of love, caring,
kindness and compassion and other such
matters of the heart. Such a piece of rose
quartz in its raw state is unquestionably
potent in its ability to help you empower these spells of healing, love
spells and your crystal healing practice. Each stone varies in exact
size and shape as they are the product of nature. They are only
available in a limited supply, so get them while you can!

Medium  3 - 6  pounds $ 18.95  #GURQ3       
Large       6 - 10 pounds $ 35.95  #GURQ6

Collection of Citrine Clusters 
Citrine is beautiful, with a fiery red 
to yellow coloring that somewhat
resembles topaz. Within this col-
lection you will find an array of
citrine clusters in a varied array of
darker and lighter colors. Known
as a success stone, or merchant's
stone, citrine is believed to bring
good fortune to those who carry
it, or use it in their ritual magic,
particularly when used within
spells of money drawing.  In
crystal healing, citrine is also

believed to help remove negative energy without absorbing it,
making it one of the few crystals used for such purposes that will
never have to be cleansed. Each collection consists of a 9" by 6" box
filled with citrine clusters of various sizes and shapes, resulting in
an average of approximately 20 clusters per box.

$ 44.95   #GFCCIT

Collection of Crystal Clusters 
These crystal clusters, composed 
primarily of quartz, offer a daz-
zling array of points, needles and
spires extending from a shared
mineral base. Quartz is known
to be of great use in collecting,
directing, and filtering energy.
You can use these crystal for-
mations to improve the flow of
energy in your home, filtering
out negativity or otherwise use
them as a boost to energy for your
ritual magic or whenever you feel you need it. Each collection contains
numerous crystal clusters of various shapes and sizes, filling a 10" by
6" box. As they are a natural creation, exact sizes and shapes will vary
between each unique piece, however, they do average between 6" and
3" in size, resulting in an average of 3 to 4 large crystal clusters per box.    

$ 198.95   5 #GFCRY

Clear Crystal Points
These clear crystal points are of AA quality,
providing a combination of clarity and subtle
inperfection that gives each crystal it's own
individual personality and feel. Varying in
both size and shape, crystals can be used to
store and shape the energy of a home, person,
or magical endeavor.

Extra Large Crystals  10 Pound Pkg. $ 115.95 #GPAAXLB New

Gemstone Clusters & Points

Ritually Charged Gemstones
Cleansed of all outside influence before 
being placed in a pool of clear spring
water, these powerful crystals are then
set in the sun to absorb its potent energy
before being ritually aspected to assist
their bearer in a specific aspect of daily
life. Easy to follow instructions on how
to use, recharge, and cleanse your
stone make these empowered crystals a
wonderful tool for people just beginning
to explore crystal and gemstone magic
and devoted practitioners alike.    $ 7.95

Negativity Absorbing 1  #GRABS
Come To Me 1  #GRCOM
Healing 1  #GRHEA
Prosperity 1  #GRPRO

Single Crystal
$ 2.50  #GPAA1
$ 3.50 #GPAA2

One Pound Pkg
$ 21.95  1  #GPAA1B
$ 19.95  1  #GPAA2B
$ 18.95 1  #GPAA3B

Crystal Size
Up to 1oz
1oz to 2.5oz
2.5oz to 4oz
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Gemstone Massagers and Points
These gemstone points can be used in your ritual practices, as a wand
or focus, or just placed about your home to bring their energies into
your life. The stone massagers are a great aid in helping to release
tension and stress from a long day. Use them to roll along the skin or
use the rounded end to help work out those particularly tough knots.
Each gemstone will lend its particular energetic quality to your work,
making them a useful tool within crystal healing and your ritual
practices. Sizes are approximate and the stones will vary in color and
shape as they come from nature.
Amazonite Double Point 5”long $ 25.95 #GMAMAD
Amethyst Point    1”-3” long $ 7.95   #GMAME
Amethyst Double Point    2” long    $ 6.95   #GMAMED
Bloodstone Point     1”-3” long $ 9.95  2 #GMBLO
Bloodstone Double Point 2” long $ 7.95   #GMBLO2D
Bloodstone Double Point    3” long  $ 13.95 #GMBLO3D
Black Onyx Smooth Msgr  3”-4” long          $ 13.95 #GMBO3
Black Onyx Faceted Msgr  2”-3” long           $ 6.95   #GMBOF2
Glass Energy Crystal Double Point  4” long $ 12.95 #GMOPAD
Golden Quartz Massager  3”-4” long $ 13.95 #GMGQZ
Jasper Massager  2” long $ 5.95   #GMJAS
Jasper Massager   3”-4” long $ 11.95 #GMJAS3
Jasper Rune Massager   4+” long $ 20.95 #GMJASR
Labradorite Massager  2” long $ 7.95  #GMLAB
Moonstone Smooth Msgr  3”-6” long $ 13.95 #GMMO5
Moonstone Faceted Msgr  3”-6” long $ 14.95 #GMMOF6
Moonstone Point     1”-3” long $ 7.95   2 #GMMOO
Quartz Point    1”-3” long $ 6.95   2 #GMQUA
Quartz Smooth Massager  3+” long $ 15.95 #GMQZ3
Quartz Double Point  2” long $ 7.95  #GMQZD
Rose Quartz Massager  3”-5” long $ 15.95 #GMROS3
Rose Quartz Double Point  2” long $ 6.95   #GMROSD
Rose Quartz Point      1”-3” long $ 6.95   #GMROS
Selenite Massager  6” long $ 7.95   #GMSEL6
Smokey Quartz Massager  2” long New $ 7.95  #GM6SQ
Sunstone Massager  3”-4” long $ 16.95 #GMSUN3
Tiger’s Eye Massager  3”-4” long $ 19.95 #GMTIG4
Turquoise (syn) Massager  2” long $ 6.95  #GMTUR

Geode with Pyrite 
Here you find a whole geode,
split in half to reveal the rich
and colorful hues of the earth,
concealed within the coarse,
earth-toned stone exterior. With
a grey or brownish outer shell,
you find within layers of white
crystal and rich, royal tones of

purple, accented by gleaming specks of pyrite that shimmer and
glisten enchantingly. Each geode will vary with size and shape, as 
they are a product of nature. $ 30.95   #GGE201

Geode Collections 
Each geode in these collections 
is its own unique size, shape
and composition, creating a
dazzling display of swirling
layers of mineral veins and
glittering crystal formations
that have grown within these
minerals' cavities. Enchantingly
beautiful, they make a wonder-
ful decoration for your home or
your sacred space, representing
the earth's ability to create and
the splendid beauty that might exist behind a rocky exterior. Composed
of varied minerals, each geode also possesses its own energetic and
spiritual qualities, making each valuable in its own way to your ritual 
crafts and to the energy flow of your home.       $ 57.95

Large Geodes (SHOWN) ~18 per box #GFGEOL         
Small Geodes ~34 per box #GFGEOS
Small Dyed Geodes ~30 per box #GFDGEOS

Shiva Lingam Stones 
Lingams are only found at
the Narmada River high in
the mountains of Mandhata,
one of the seven sacred holy
places of pilgrimage in India.
Each Lingam contains sacred
markings symbolic of the
m a r k s  on Lord Shiva's
forehead. The stones are

"Crypto Crystalline Quartz", said to contain the loftiest vibration of all
stones on Earth. They emanate a vibration that will purify your temple or
home. The stone represents both the male energy of knowledge and the
female energy of wisdom. The measurements stated are approximate, no
two stones are alike.  

Small Shiva Lingam       1"dia. 2" long        $ 6.95   2  #GSHI2
Medium Shiva Lingam  1 1/2" dia. 3" long  $ 17.95 2  #GSHI4
Large Shiva Lingam       3" dia  6" long $ 29.95 #GSHI6

Trilobite Fossil 
Captured with vivid detail, a
fossilized trilobite is displayed
within each of these stones.
Trilobites are found in ancient
layers of stone, appearing to
have disappeared in a mass
extinction about 250 million
years ago, making it all the
more awe inspiring to hold
the remnants of this ancient
creature in your hand. A
diverse group of creatures,
trilobites came in a wide
variety of shapes and sizes,
and hunted the seas, scavenged sea beds, and fed on plankton.
Each of these fossils is therefore unique, and varying slightly in exact
size and appearance from others.  Add it to your collection of stones
and minerals today, or use it in your ritual crafts as a powerful
representation of the ancient power of nature and time itself to 
empower your magic and spells.  $ 27.95   #GFTRI

Ammonite Fossil Pair
These are the fossils of the long
extinct marine creature known as an
ammonite. Somewhat resembling a
nautilus, they were actually a distant
relative of the octopi and squid.
Only vaguely discernable on one
side, the other vividly displays each
ridge of the shell, creating a beautiful

portrait of a creature that once was. This is a matched set of two 
ammonite fossils.    $ 6.95  1 #GFAMMP

Points, Geodes, Fossils, Shiva Linghams
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Orthoceras Fossil

This fossilized cephalopod is an absolute
marvel, displaying the remnants of a
creature of the past in a way that only
nature can manage. Beautiful to look
upon, it would make a wonderful
adornment or decoration around the
home or within your sacred space, but

is equally useful as a focus in trying to tap into the primal power of
nature, with the ancient life that it once possessed. Though each fossil
will vary in size and shape, it measures approximately 2 1/2" long 
and 3/4" wide.    $ 3.95   2 #GFORT

Ammonite Fossil
This is the fossil of the long extinct
marine creature known as an
ammonite. Somewhat resembling
a nautilus, the ammonite was
actually a distant relative of the
octopi and squid. Only vaguely
discernable on one side, the other
vividly displays each ridge of the
shell, creating a beautiful portrait
of a creature that once was. This
is a single ammonite fossil. Avail-
able only for a limited time,  get this wonderful piece for your 
collection today!   $ 4.95 each  2 #GFAMM

Kids Collection 
Set of 8 Stones
A kids fun pack collection of gemstones. 
Includes arrow head, geode, pyrite,
tektite, citrine, ruby crystal, and
quartz crystal. Also includes velvet 
carrying bag. $10.95  #GKID

Coral Pyramid 
A beautiful creation of polished coral,
each of these pyramids presents a
design unique unto itself. Within its
surface you will find the swirl and
lines of layered shells and sediments
from untold years of build up at the
bottom of the sea. This alone makes
it a wonderful decoration for your
home and sacred space, but the
pyramid shape makes it particularly
well suited towards aiding you in
directing energy with which to charge
your ritual tools and magical rituals. Measuring approximately 4"
wide, 4" deep and 4" tall, it is a powerful addition to your sacred
space will help fill your home with positive energy.    

$ 21.95   #GPC4

High Quality Quartz Crystal Pyramid New
These delicate little quartz 
pyramids have been care-
fully sculpted from quartz
of such high quality as to
leave them nearly perfectly
clear. While within most
quartz you will find your
vision obscured by the
natural fissures, veins and
cracks that spider through

their surface and interior, these crystal pyramids portray a finish
that is nearly unmarred!  They are perfect for helping you focus
your spells and energy within healing practices and rituals. Each
pyramid base measures from 1/2"  to 1" square.    

$ 9.95  2 #GPYCQH

Gemstone Pyramids 
Delicately cut into pyramids with carefully
faceted sides and a fine point, these gemstone
pyramids are a fantastic aid for channeling
energy. 

Small Amethyst      3/4" - 1 1/4" sq. $ 8.95    2 #GPYA
New Med. Amethyst 1 1/4" - 1 3/4" sq. $ 11.95 1 #GPYAM 

Bloodstone              1 1/4" - 1 1/2" sq. $ 11.95  1 #GPYB
Small Clear Quartz    1" - 1 1/4" sq. $ 9.95    2 #GPYQ

New Med. Clear Quartz 1 1/4" - 1 3/4" sq. $ 11.95 1 #GPYQZ
New Small Rose Quartz     1”  - 1 1/4" sq. $ 8.95 1 #GPYR 
New Med. Rose Quartz 1 1/4" - 1 3/4" sq. $ 11.95  1 #GPYRQ  

Multi Layer Pyramid 
Created out of multi-colored 
onyx, these fantastic pyramids
display layers of color fitted
together to create a colorful
pattern within the angled
sides of a miniature pyramid.
With the pyramid being a
great way to attract and
channel energy and onyx
being of great use in balancing
energy, it is a powerful aid in maintaining the energetic flow through-
out your home or sacred space and otherwise within your healing
practices. Each pyramid measures approximately 2" by 2" at the base 
and approximately 2" tall.   $ 10.95 each  2 #GPM2

Pi Stones
Each of these smoothed and rounded stones
has a hole set in its center, perfect for use
in craftwork and jewelry. Sold individually,
we pick the stone for you out of a wide
variety of different gemstones. Each piece
measures approximately  3/4” to 1 1/2" 
in diameter. $ 2.50 each  1  #GDON

Rose Quartz Pocket Angel
Keep your pocket angel near at hand to aid
you in protecting yourself emotionally, seek
out love, and help you to heal a broken heart
when needed. Standing approx. 1 1/4" tall,
the pocket angel comes with a small satin
pouch to keep her safe as she travels with
you throughout your day.

$ 14.95  2  #GANGR

Gemstone Skulls
These genstones have been carved into
the shape of a skull for your ritual
purposes. The skull is a symbol of the
end of a cycle, this combines with the
properties of the stone to make it a
powerful way to bring an end to bad
habits or troubles in your life, enabling

you to lay the way for a new beginning. Each skull measures
approximately 1" wide and 3/4" tall, though exact sizes may vary.     

$ 8.95   
Clear Quartz Crystal     2 #GSKUCQ
Green Aventurine         2 #GSKUAD 
Rose Quartz Crystal    2 #GSKURQ 
Tiger Eye                         2 #GSKUT    
Tiger Iron (SHOWN) 2 #GSKUIT   

Fossils, Pyramids, Pi Stones
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W o r r y   S t o n e s
Rub your worries away with these stones. Originating in ancient
Greece, these oval, smooth, polished gemstones have a groove
perfectly shaped for the pad of your thumb. Stones will vary in shape
and size. Approx. 1 1/2" long x 1 1/4" wide.   

Unadorned Worry Stones
Bone $ 1.50 1  #GWBON Jasper $ 1.95 1  #GWOR
Moonstone $ 1.95 1  #GWMOO Moss Agate $ 2.50  1 #GWMA
Quartz $ 2.95  1#GWQTZ Rose Quartz $ 2.50 1#GWROQ

Engraved Gratitude Stones  $ 5.95
“Blessed Be” Rust Color w/Gold Flecks #GWBLE
“Love” Rose Quartz         #GWLOR
Pentagram (design) Quartz #GWPEQ
“Prosperity” New Jade #GWPRJ
Triquetra (design) Amethyst #GWTRA
Triple Moon (design) Tigers Eye         #GWTRT

Selenite Hearts
Measuring 2" across, these little
heart shaped stones, sculpted
entirely from a single piece of
selenite, are perfect for decorating
your home, altar, or sacred space.
With their inner fissures reflecting
whatever light falls upon them,
they seem to glow with their

own inner life. Place them in your home or use them within your
crystal healing practices to help bring revitalizing energy into 
your life.      $ 6.95   

Orange   #GHSELO         White   #GHSELW

Heart Pendant In Various Stones
Wear your heart on your sleave, or around your neck with these heart
shaped stone pendants. Sizes and styles will vary. Approx 1/2" to 1 1/2" 
in diameter. $ 1.25 each  1  #GHEA

Jade Necklaces
Carved jade pendants on an
adjustable black silk cord.
Jade is traditionally carried 
for luck.  

A: Buddha
1 1/2" tall   $ 15.95 #GJADB

B: Quan Yin
1 3/4" tall   $ 12.95 #GJADQ

Hematite Magnet Set 
Said to possess great powers of healing, these
two hematite magnets can be used to aid in
drawing illness away from the body, both
through visualization and passing the stones
over the body. They can also be gazed into
divination purposes, either while they are
still or while they are "at play," sticking
together with their magnetic powers. Each is approximately 
2 1/4" in length.    $ 4.95  2 #GHEMM

Hematite Grounding Wand
These small hematite wands may only
measure an inch or so in length, but
the power they pack is potent! Hematite
has long been known as a powerful
stone for grounding your energy and
bringing balance to your emotions.

Carry this beautiful piece with you as you go about your day in
its included velvet bag. Use it to diffuse negative energy fields
you may encounter throughout your day.

$ 10.95  2  #GHEMG
Hematite Grounding Set

Hematite has long been known as one 
of the best stones around for energy work,
grounding its bearer and bringing
balance to their emotions. This hematite
grounding set comes with three different
ways to carry this powerful stone with
you as you go about your day. The set
includes a hematite ring, a hematite
chip bracelet, and a pocket-sized hematite
stone with a velvet carrying pouch to
put it in. Carry one (or all three) of
these powerful pieces with you to aid
you in remaining serene throughout 
your day. $ 12.95  2 #GHGS

Salt Lamp 
Colored with natural minerals, such as iron,
these lamps are wonderful examples of the
natural wonders that can be found within the
earth. Each lamp is created with a large piece
of Himalayan rock salt that has had its core
hollowed out, and has been fastened to a sturdy
wooden base. This allows for the small light
that comes with it to be placed within the
piece of rock salt, creating a warm, pink glow
that is great for creating a soothing atmosphere
in whatever room it is placed. Further, as these
lamps heat up it is believed that they create
healing ions, which are believed to help

balance your electromagnetic field, purify the air, and generally help
create a sense of serenity. Each lamp is approximately 6 1/2” by 4”,
however, the exact sizes will vary, as the salt is left in its raw form and
is a natural product of the earth.  Each also comes with a light bulb and
cord that can be plugged into any standard U.S. socket.  

$ 23.95 2 #GSLS

Clear Quartz Star of David
The star of David represents a Shield, and was
once called the "Shield of David," or the "Shield
of Abraham," in times that pre-dated the symbol
of the six pointed star and its reference to God.
Here we find it cut into a 3/4" diameter quartz
crystal to provide a powerful representative of
energy and protection. It can be a powerful aid
in your spells or a personal charm to be carried around, kept
in your car, or put in a safe place in your home. Each one comes 
with its own carrying bag.      $ 12.95  2 #GSTACQ

Worry Stones, Hematite Sets, Salt Lamp
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Feng Shui Sets

Feng Shui Set
This set contains a small bag,
filled with amethyst, quartz
crystal, rose quartz, tiger
eye, red jasper, aventurine
and carnelian stones. The
carry bag comes in different
colors. $ 10.95 2  #GFSST

Aqua Aura Feng Shui Set
Aqua Aura is a molecular bonding of pure
gold and quartz crystal. Put this tumbled
aqua aura in a glass of mineral water
overnight. Drink the water for energizing
the body. Put it in your bath water for
re-energizing the mind or keep in your car
for protection against accidents and 
tickets. $ 10.95 2  #GFAQU

Energy Sphere Harmony Set
Hold one sphere in each hand with the
thumb and index finger of each hand.
Then move your hands apart slowly,
up to 12" apart and slowly back together
again, without touching the spheres.

Repeat this concentrating on how it feels. You can feel the
energetic magnetic fields created, helping to align your chakras.   

$ 8.95  #GESPH

Computer Feng Shui Set 
Place the tumbled hematite, clear quartz and
rose quartz stones on your desk in front of your
computer screen to block negative energy
fields. The hematite should be placed in the
center with the rose quartz and clear quartz on
either side acting as a conduit, soaking the energy
field from the screen into the hematite.  

$ 10.95 2  #GFCOM

Fairy Feng Shui Set
This set includes a drawstring carry bag,
3 stones, Chinese coin, and fairy dust mix.
Stones are lepidolite for stress and headache
relief, jet for clearing of space and distance
from annoyances, and malachite for ability 
to lose weight and for success in life. 

$ 10.95  #GFSSC

Feng Shui Set For
Wealth and Protection
A set of four bloodstones. Place one
stone in each corner of a room for
better blood circulation wealth and,
protection from harm.             

$ 10.95  2 #GFWEL

Gemstone Energy & Feng Shui Sets

Quartz Crystal Energy Set
This quartz crystal energy set contains
three different tools to help build and
direct energy around your body and in
your life. Included within this set are a
quartz chip bracelet, a single terminated
quartz point, and a small energy sphere,
as well as a beautiful velveteen pouch
to carry them all in. Use this set to help
energize your daily routine by keeping
the crystals on or around you as you go
about your day. $ 12.95  2  #GQUAE

Circular Crystal Energy Grid
Simply place the crystal sphere on its ring-like
base to allow the energy within to be radiated
and redirected all about your home. Feel the
flow of positive energy day and night with
this energy grid set upon your desktop, altar,
or bedside table. Measuring approximately
1/2" in dia. with a 1" base, the energy grid
comes with a velveteen bag for safe travel. $ 12.95   2 #GCIRE

Energy Balancing Kit
Place this collection of gemstones
in a small bowl or glass of water,
and add the included lavender oil
to call health and happiness into the
lives of you and your family. This
kit contains green agate, amethyst,
carnelian, citrine, hematite, green
jasper, rose quartz, green quartz,

clear quartz, sodalite, and tiger's eye, as well as the vial of
lavender oil and a blue bag to carry the kit in when you travel.

$ 11.95  #GENEB

Japanese River Rocks 
Handpicked from the mountain creeks and
streams of Japan, these small stones are of
great use in decorating your altar space, and
are frequently used as part of floating candle
bowls and arrangements. Beyond this, they
can also make setting for burning your
charcoal tablets and resin and powder
incenses, and are a wonderful addition to
your small Zen Garden.     $ 6.95  #GJAPR

Moki Energy 
Balancing Sphere    

A spherical concretion of sandstone
and hematite, these stones are used to
ground your energies and align your
energy centers for balance and protection.      

$ 12.95  2  #GMOKM

Dream Crystal
Place the double terminated quartz
crystal from this set under your pillow
at night or on your night stand for sweet
dreams nightly. Enhance your positive
energy field, Sleep well !      

$ 10.95  2  #GDRE
Citrine Diet Crystal

Put this tumbled golden citrine in a glass of
water over-night, then drink the water to
speed up your metabolism and assimilation
of food. For best results, carry the golden
citrine stone with you at all times. Comes 
with a velveteen bag for safe keeping. $ 6.95  #GCID
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Acai Berry Powder New
A popular supplement said to increase per-
sonal energy, improve digestion and circu-
lation and help achieve healthier skin.
1oz $ 5.95 #HACABP
1 Lb $ 72.95 #HACABPB
Acerola Berry Powder New
A good source of vitamin C and antioxidants,
a popular way to boost the immune system
and manage high cholesterol or blood sugar.
1oz $ 3.95 #HACEBP
1 Lb $ 37.95 #HACEBPB
Agrimony, Cut
Traditionally believed to expel spirits and cause
others to sleep. Used to treat wounds, aid the
liver and heart, and treat digestive disorders.
2oz $ 3.95 #HAGRC
1 Lb $ 15.95 #HAGRCB

Alfalfa Leaf, Cut
Traditionally found in Chinese and Hindu
medicine, to aid the digestive tract. Also used as
a dietary supplement for anemia and diabetes.
2oz $ 2.95 #HALFC
1 Lb $ 9.95 #HALFCB

Aloe Vera Powder
Said to ward off evil influence. Good for treating
wounds, burns and the digestive system. In powder
form, can be used within soaps, lotions and gels. 
2oz $ 4.95    #HALOVP 
1 Lb $ 28.95   #HALOVPB
Angelica, Cut
Good against curses, evil spells and spirits, and
known as powerful healing herb. Use for colds,
arthritis, asthma and as an anti-inflammatory.
2oz $ 3.95 #HANGC
1 Lb $ 21.95 #HANGCB
Anise Star
Used in traditional Chinese medicine; good for
soothing colds and aiding digestion as well as
illness of digestive tract and treating flatulence.
2oz $ 3.95           #HANIS 
1 Lb $ 20.95       #HANISB 

Arabic Gum Powder
Used in ink for mystical writings and seals and
a powerful aid in purification, as an incense.
Also used to treat disorders of the digestive tract. 
2oz $ 4.95 #HARAP 
1 Lb $ 28.95      #HARAPB 
Arnica, Whole
Widely known for its great healing properties.
Good for killing pain and treating wounds.
Use for sore muscles, fatigue and inflammation.
2oz $ 3.95      #HARNW
1 Lb $ 23.95 #HARNWB 

Balm of Gilead Buds, whole
Used in an herbal remedy known as Balm of Gilead,
which is used to treat congestion, sore throats and
coughs as well as rashes, cuts and abrasions. 
1oz $ 6.50    #HBALGW
1 Lb $ 82.95   #HBALGWB

Balsam Fir Needles
Frequently used to ease nerves and tension, as
well as revitalize spirits. Often referred to in
folklore as treatment for colds and cough.
2oz $ 2.95 #HBALN
1 Lb $ 16.95 #HBALNB
Barberry, Cut
Known in Indian folklore to possess great
healing powers. Used to treat fever and upset
stomach, as well as improve appetite.
2oz $ 3.95    #HBARC
1 Lb $ 18.95  #HBARCB

Bay Leaves, whole
Useful in creating essential oils, spells of wisdom,
clairvoyance, protection and healing, as well as
treating headaches and infections.
2oz $ 2.95    #HBAYW
1 Lb $ 13.95   #HBAYWB
Bearberry (Uva-Ursi), Whole
Native Americans used sometimes in smudging,
said to carry prayers in its smoke. Good for
treating back sprains or in treating sores.
2oz $ 2.95    #HBEAW
1 Lb $ 10.95  #HBEAWB
Bergamot, Cut
A favored herbal alternative, used for hundreds of
years, for treating wounds, infections, colds and
flu, and is also commonly known as Bee Balm. 
2oz $ 4.95    #HBERC
1 Lb $ 28.95   #HBERCB
Beth Root, Cut
Traditionally a potent aid in turning back black
magic and used in protective magic for the
home. Also used to treat menstrual cramping.
1oz $ 4.95 #HBETR
1 Lb $ 64.95 #HBETRB
Birch Bark, Cut
Used to help find truth, making it a good compo-
nent to add to divination magic. Also used by some
herbalists in the treatment of fever, cold and flu.
2oz $ 4.95    #HBIRBC
1 Lb $ 27.95   #HBIRBCB
Black Walnut Hulls Powder
Use as a treatment for skin infections and parasitic
infections. Also contains vitamin C, Zinc and
Omega-3 fatty acids. Not for long term use. 
2oz $ 3.95    #HBLAWP
1 Lb $ 16.95   #HBLAWPB

Bladderwrack, Cut
A potent aid in treating goiters and similar
issues of iodine deficiency. Also good for easing
arthritis and stimulating weight loss.
2oz $ 3.95 #HBLAC
1 Lb $ 15.95 #HBLACB
Blessed Thistle, Cut
Is a potent aid in healing magic and is linked
to the sign of Mars and the element of Fire.
Good for increasing appetite and treating
indigestion.
2oz $ 2.95 #HBLEC 
1 Lb $ 14.95 #HBLECB 
Borage Leaf, Cut
Believed to be a potent mystical aid in treating
melancholy and soothing nerves. Often used to
treat symptoms of PMS and Menopause.
2oz $ 3.95 #HBORC
1 Lb $ 20.95 #HBORCB
Buckeyes, Whole
Often used in Hoodoo to attract money, good
luck, and the opposite sex. Also sometimes
used in divination or in treating rheumatism.
2oz $ 4.95   #HBUCEW 
1 Lb $ 27.95   #HBUCEWB 
Burdock, Cut
A powerful aid against negative energy, curses
and black magic, making it widely used in
protection and purification spells.
2oz $ 2.95 #HBURC
1 Lb $ 15.95 #HBURCB
Calendula Petals
Believed to possess the power to comfort the
heart and mend wounded spirits. Also used in
treating wounds, fever and inflammation. 
2oz $ 2.95 #HCALW
1 Lb $ 12.95 #HCALWB
Camphor Block
Helps restore spiritual vigor and renew the spirit, and
can aid with psychic abilities and prophetic dreams.
Often used as a remedy for cough and congestion.
1oz $ 1.95    #HCAMW
1 Lb $ 17.95   #HCAMWB
Candy Crystals
This rock candy can be used to help make herbal
tinctures, tonics and other such blends of your
fashion more palatable. They also go great in tea! 
2oz $ 3.95    #HSUGC
1 Lb $ 16.95   2 #HSUGCB

Cascara Sagrada Bark, Cut New
This "Sacred Bark" has been used by the
Native Americans of the Pacific region for
hundreds of years as a medicinal laxative.
2oz $ 3.95 #HCASBC
1 Lb $ 20.95 #HCASBCB
Cat’s Claw Root
Believed by Native Americans to contain healing
spirits, which are well known for offering
powerful assistance to healing spells and magic.
2oz $ 7.95 #HCATBC
Catnip, Cut
Used in magic to help bring reach a state of
euphoria for trances and general well being.
Also used to find a psychic bond with animals.
2oz $ 3.95       #HCATC 
1 Lb $ 14.95 #HCATCB 

HH ee rr bb ss
An understanding of herbs and how to use them form the basis of ancient magic,
medicine, and worship. Even in these modern times, we use the same herbs for teas,
potpourri, cooking, and magic as people from all cultures did hundreds or thousands
of years ago. Many of our herbs are intended for external use only. We cannot advise
taking any of these herbs internally. Please consult with a doctor or other health
professional if there are any questions regarding use.

Herbs: A - C
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Cat’s Claw Bark, Cut
Known in South and Central American lore as
a powerful aid in treating fevers, inflammation,
arthritis and stomach issues.
1oz $ 2.95 #HCATCC
1 Lb $ 23.95 #HCATCCB
Cedar Tips
Often burned as incense for purification and
aid in reaching a meditative state.  Also said
to generally increase the potency of magic.
2oz $ 2.95       #HCEDT
1 Lb $ 12.95 #HCEDTB 

Chaparral Leaf, Cut
Revered in Native American lore where it was
used often to treat respiratory ailments and
arthritis, as well as other disorders and illness.
2oz $ 2.95 #HCHAC
1 Lb $ 14.95 #HCHACB

Chamomile Flower, Whole
Good for spells seeking good luck in love,
gambling, and general prosperity. Also aids
in meditation, indigestion and falling asleep.
2oz $ 2.95    #HCHAFW 
1 Lb $ 15.95 #HCHAFWB 

Chaste Tree Berries, Whole New
Used in ancient times to ward away evil and
encourage chastity, now used to treat dis-
orders of the female reproductive system.
2oz $ 3.95 #HCHATBW
1 Lb $ 15.95 #HCHATBWB
Cherry Bark, Wild
Used by Native Americans to treat coughs. Also
good for treating asthma and other respiratory
illness, and stimulating digestion and appetite.
2oz $ 3.95 #HCHEC
1 Lb $ 16.95 #HCHECB
Chickweed, Cut
Well known in herbal lore for its aid in treating
coughs as well as digestive disorders. It was
used in the past for treating wounds as well.
2oz $ 3.95 #HCHIC
1 Lb $ 16.95 #HCHICB

Cilantro Leaf, Cut New
Commonly known as a culinary herb, some-
times called coriander, and is thought to be
useful in love spells as an aphrodisiac.
2oz $ 3.95 #HCILC
1 Lb $ 21.95 #HCILCB
Cinnamon
Quite potent in healing magic, and spells of
protection and passion. It is associated with
fire and the sun, and often used for meditation. 
Cut
2oz $ 1.95 #HCINC
1 Lb $ 8.95 #HCINCB
Powder  
2oz $ 1.95    #HCINP 
1 Lb $ 7.95   #HCINPB

Cloves, Whole
Of use in banishing negative energies and spirits,
and in magic seeking to aid or begin love and
friendship. Also used as to ease tooth pain.
2oz $ 3.95 #HCLOW 
1 Lb $ 18.95 #HCLOWB 

Clover, Red, Whole
Often used when seeking love or good luck. Also
used in blessings for pets and livestock and
seeking good fortune in financial arrangements.
2oz $ 3.95 #HCLRC 
1 Lb $ 20.95 #HCLRCB 
Coltsfoot Leaf, Cut
Believed to improve luck in spells of prosperity,
wealth and love. Also said to be a potent aid
in treating coughs, colds and other such illness.
2oz $ 3.95 #HCOLLC 
1 Lb $ 24.95 #HCOLLCB 
Comfrey Leaf, Cut
Useful in spells of protection and blessings for
travel. Also used to treat sprains and broken
bones and to help sooth an upset stomach.
2oz $ 3.95  #HCOMLC 
1 Lb $ 23.95 #HCOMLCB 
Damiana Leaf, Cut
Said to increase magical energy and aid in
divination spells, it is also believed to be of use in
dream magic and clairvoyance, as well as sex
magic.
2oz $ 3.95 #HDAMLC 
1 Lb $ 24.95 #HDAMLCB 
Dandelion Leaf, Cut
Good for summoning spirits and useful in
rituals of purification. Also good as a diuretic
and in the treatment of digestive illness and
disorders.
2oz $ 3.95 #HDANLC 
1 Lb $ 16.95 #HDANLCB 
Deer Antler Velvet Powder New
Used in traditional Chinese medicine in tonics
that treat arthritis pain and injury, is also an
aphrodisiac that boosts the immune system.
1oz $ 6.95 #HDEEAP
1 Lb $ 93.95 #HDEEAPB
Devil’s Claw Root Powder New
From the tribal medicine of South Africa, used
by European explorers to treat arthritis, and
used today to relieve joint and muscle pain.
1oz $ 3.95 #HDEVCRP
1 Lb $ 39.95 #HDEVCRPB
Devil's Shoestring
Often used in powerful protective magic. Also
used for good luck, money drawing, invisibility
and controlling the opposite sex.
1oz $ 8.95 #HDEVSW 
1 Lb $ 120.95 #HDEVSWB 
Dog Grass Root, Cut New
Used as incense in medieval Northern Europe,
has also been used to treat the pain of urinary
infection since classical Greece.
2oz $ 3.95 #HDOGRC
1 Lb $ 16.95 #HDOGRCB
Dong Quai Powder New
Well known in traditional Chinese Medicine,
is said to be of great use in helping to balance
and harmonize feminine energy.
2oz $ 3.95 #HDONRP
1 Lb $ 18.95 #HDONRPB
Echinacea Purpurea, Cut
Traditionally used by Native Americans as a
potent healing herb. Often used for sore throats,
colds, infections and coughs.
2oz $ 2.95 #HECHPC
1 Lb $ 15.95 #HECHPCB

Elder Berries 
Often used as a powerful aid in warding off evil
influences, curses and harmful spells. Also said
to be good for stimulating the immune system.
2oz $ 3.95 #HELDB
1 Lb $ 23.95 #HELDBB
Epsom Salts
Good for treating inflammation and soothing
aches. Also widely used in baths, skincare and
poultices. They can also be used as a laxative.
1 Lb $ 4.50 #HEPSB 
5 Lb $ 15.95 #HEPS5 

Eucalyptus
Often used in spells and rituals involving
protection or healing. Also used in Aboriginal
traditions to heal wounds and treat infections.
Cut
2oz $ 2.95   #HEUCC 
1 Lb $ 11.95  #HEUCCB 
Whole  
2oz $ 4.95    #HEUCW
1 Lb $ 27.95   #HEUCWB

Eyebright, Powder 
Commonly used in spells to create changes in
perception and attitude, create visions, and
improve memory. Also used as in an eyewash.  
2oz $ 4.95 #HEYEP
1 Lb $ 29.95 #HEYEPB

Fennel Seed
Used to ward off evil spirits, prevent curses and
empower other protective magic. Also aids in
digestion and weight loss, and relieves gas.
4oz $ 3.95 #HFENS 
1 Lb $ 9.95 #HFENSB 

Feverfew, Cut
Held to possess many curative powers and is
a traditional cure for low spirits, nervousness
and fever. Also good for headaches and arthritis.
2oz $ 3.95 #HFEVC
1 Lb $ 22.95 #HFEVCB

Five Finger Grass
Often associated with love, money, health, power
and wisdom and is used in seeking these virtues
in magical spells, particularly in Hoodoo.
2oz $ 6.95           #HFIVFC 
1 Lb $ 45.95 #HFIVFB

Flax Seed
Powerful aid in spells seeking prosperity, as well
as those put to use in healing and protection
purposes. Also used as a dietary supplement.
4oz $ 2.95           #HFLAS 
1 Lb $ 6.95 #HFLASB 

Galangal Root, Cut (Lo John)
Known for aiding in spells seeking justice and
victory in court, as well as magic that is
intended to protect against hexes and curses.
1oz $ 2.95 #HGALRC 
1 Lb $ 20.95   #HGALRCB 
Garlic, Powder
A powerful herb for repelling magic and curses,
and aiding in rituals of healing. Also known
for reducing blood pressure and cholesterol.
2oz $ 1.95 #HGARP 
1 Lb $ 9.95  #HGARPB 
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Ginkgo Leaf, Cut
Used of old in Chinese medicine, it is good for
treating inflammation, allergies and memory
loss. Possibly good for Alzheimer's prevention.
2oz $ 3.95 #HGINC 
1 Lb $ 16.95  #HGINCB 
Ginseng Powder (Siberian)
Said to increase personal energy and aid in
working spells of love, healing and protection.
Also helps stimulate the immune system.
2oz $ 2.95  #HGINSP 
1 Lb $ 12.95  #HGINSPB 
Goat’s Rue Powder New
Also known as French Lilac or Holy Hay, is
popular among herbalists for increasing milk
flow for nursing mothers and reducing fevers.
2oz $ 4.95 #HGOARP
1 Lb $ 30.95 #HGOARPB
Goldenseal Root, Cut New
Popular among herbalists for treating infec-
tions of the throat, mouth, sinuses, intestines
and other mucus membranes.
1/2oz $ 6.95 #HGOLRC
1 Lb $ 188.95 #HGOLRCB
Grains of Paradise Seed
Known in African lore to be a potent aid in
divination magic. Also used in rituals to help
determine guilt among accused parties.
1oz $ 2.95 #HGRAPS
1 Lb $ 34.95 #HGRAPSB
Hawthorn Berries, Whole
Traditional aid in treating conditions of the
heart, and of great use in treating high blood
pressure as well as cardiac arrhythmia.
2oz $ 2.95 #HHAWW
1 Lb $ 13.95 #HHAWWB

Hibiscus Flower, Whole
Traditionally associated with love spells,
particularly those attracting lust and passion.
Also good for divination and dream magic.
2oz $ 2.95    #HHIBW 
1 Lb $ 14.95   #HHIBWB 
High John
Helps to overcome obstacles and achieve goals.
Also protects against negative energies and
curses. Good for love spells, and similar magic.
1oz $ 6.95      #HHIGC 
1 Lb $ 87.95 #HHIGCB 

Hops Flower, Whole
Known mostly as an ingredient for beer and ale,
has also been historically used as a sedative for
treating nervousness, delirium and inflammation. 
1oz $ 3.95    #HHOPW 
1 Lb $ 33.95   #HHOPWB

Horehound, Cut
Said to offer powerful protection against magic,
and helps to maintain clarity during magical
rituals. Also believed to protect against poisons.
2oz $ 2.95   #HHORC 
1 Lb $ 17.95 #HHORCB 
Horny Goat Powder New
A popular aphrodisiac both in traditional
Chinese lore and in modern supplements.
2oz $ 4.95 #HHORGP
1 Lb $ 24.95 #HHORGPB

Hyssop, Cut
Said to help in spells seeking the protection of
God and is used in rituals of protection and
purification. Also used in rituals of healing.
2oz $ 2.95     #HHYSC 
1 Lb $ 15.95  #HHYSCB 
Jasmine Flowers, Whole
Good for using in spells to attract love and
prosperity. Also used in divination, particularly
in dream magic. Also good for calming nerves.
2oz $ 3.95 #HJASW 
1 Lb $ 27.95  #HJASWB 
Jericho Flower
Of great use in love spells where you are seeking
to bring to life love that has died or create love
where there was none before.
1 flr $ 3.95      #HJERW 
6  flrs $ 17.95  #HJERWB 
Jezebel Root, Pieces
Used by women to attract wealthy men, or to
help in receiving better tips and raises from
men. Also often used in the Curse of Jezebel.
4oz $ 3.95 #HJEZRP
1 Lb $ 9.95 #HJEZRPB
Jiaogulan Powder New
Comparable to Ginseng in its beneficial
qualities, is well known in traditional
Chinese medicine for its healing properties.
1oz $ 2.95 #HJIAP
1 Lb $ 33.95 #HJIAPB
Juniper Berries, Whole
Quite helpful in attracting healthy energies
and goodly spirits, they are also good for spells
and rituals of love and protection.
2oz $ 3.95      #HJUNW 
1 Lb $ 16.95 #HJUNWB 
Kava Kava Root, Powder
Often used to help induce spiritual visions or
reach meditative trances, or work with astral
travel. It is also a potent aphrodisiac.
1oz $ 3.95   #HKAVP 
1 Lb $ 46.95  #HKAVPB 
Kelp Granules
Traditionally used as a dietary supplement,
offering a wider range of minerals and vitamins.
Also rich in iodine and good for clearing skin.
2oz $ 1.95 #HKELG
1 Lb $ 8.95 #HKELGB
Kosher Salt
A powerful aid in protection magic. Use it to
help create magic circles and seals, and in
baths and floor washes to break curses.
4oz $ 1.95 #HKOSS
1 Lb $ 5.95 #HKOSSB
Kudzu Root, Cut New
Considered one of the 50 fundamental herbs
of traditional Chinese Medicine, used to treat
migraines, headaches and even hangovers.
2oz $ 3.95 #HKUDRC
1 Lb $ 20.95 #HKUDRCB
Lavender Flowers, Whole 
Often used for spells of love and healing. Also
used to seek peace of mind and inner peace,
or in spells of prosperity and protection.
2oz $ 4.95 #HLAVW 
1 Lb $ 27.95 #HLAVWB 

Lemon Balm, Cut
Long used for its natural antibacterial properties,
it can also be used as a sedative. It can also help
strengthen the immune system.
1oz $ 2.95 #HLEMB
1 Lb $ 21.95 #HLEMBB
Lemongrass, Cut
Drink before bed to induce sleep. The infusion
is also used to loosen/lessen mucous, to treat
fevers, cramps,  stress. Antibacterial.
2oz $ 2.95 #HLEMGC
1 Lb $ 9.95 #HLEMGCB
Lemon Peel, Cut
While most commonly used in the kitchen, it is
known in African and Indian lore for treating
colic, as well as treating upset stomachs.
2oz $ 3.95 #HLEMPC
1 Lb $ 20.95 #HLEMPCB
Lemon Verbena Leaf, Cut
A powerful aid to protective and love magic.
Use to stop dreaming or attract the opposite
sex, and increase the power of other charms.
1oz $ 3.95 #HLEMVC
1 Lb $ 29.95 #HLEMVCB
Licorice, Cut
Traditionally used in Chinese medicine to
harmonize ingredients in curative mixtures. Also
used in Ayurvedic medicine as an expectorant.
2oz $ 3.95 #HLICC
1 Lb $ 20.95 #HLICCB
Lobelia, Cut
Historically used as a purgative, treating
poisoning to induce vomiting. Also a powerful
relaxant, easing nervous tension and panic.
1oz $ 2.95   #HLOBC 
1 Lb $ 28.95 #HLOBCB 
Low John Root
A powerful aid in seeking victory in court cases,
it is also used in spells of money drawing,
protection and hex and curse breaking.
1oz $ 4.95 #HLOWR
1 Lb $ 64.95 #HLOWRB
Lungwort Leaf, Cut New
Also known as Jerusalem Cowslip or Herb of
Mary, used to ward off evil magic and spirits,
is also known for its many healing properties.
2oz $ 4.95 #HLUNLC
1 Lb $ 31.95 #HLUNLCB
Maca Root Powder New
Spoken of in legend as a source of strength for
Inca warriors in battle. Today, is used as an
herbal supplement and to aid with fertility.
2oz $ 4.95 #HMACRP
1 Lb $ 31.95 #HMACRPB
Mandrake, Cut DO NOT CONSUME 
A powerful herb that is used to create a
Homonculus. Also aids in exorcism, spells in-
volving spirits and increasing magical potency.
1oz $ 2.95   #HMANW 
1 Lb $ 25.95 #HMANWB 

Marshmallow Root, Cut
Used in treating sore throats and in culinary
recipes. Records of its use date back to Ancient
Egypt and its refinement to medieval France. 
2oz $ 3.95    #HMARR
1 Lb $ 18.95   #HMARRB
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Meadowsweet, Cut
A favored flower of ancient festivals and
weddings, and in offerings to the dead, it has
strong ties to ceremonies of life and death.
2oz $ 3.95 #HMEAC
1 Lb $ 17.95 #HMEACB

Milk Thistle
Traditional herb for treating liver issues, can
be used in treating liver disorders, lowering
cholesterol and reducing insulin resistance.
2oz $ 2.95 #HMILW
1 Lb $ 14.95 #HMILWB
Mistletoe
Mystical herb that is of aid in spells of fertility
and love.  Also good for sacred spells of
protection and producing prophetic visions.
Cut
2oz $ 3.95 #HMISC
1 Lb $ 21.95 #HMISCB
Powder  New
2oz $ 3.95    #HMISP 
1 Lb $ 19.95   #HMISPB

Mojo Wish Bean
A bean commonly used in wish magic, where it
is carried for seven days to grant a wish. Also
good for divination and offerings to St. Joseph.
2oz $ 4.95   #HMOJWB 
1 Lb $ 26.95  #HMOJWBB
Mugwort, Cut
Often used to protect against evil spirits, it is
believed to also dispel fatigue from travelers.
Also aids in astral travel, dreams and divination. 
2oz $ 2.95   #HMUGC 
1 Lb $ 16.95  #HMUGCB 
Mullein Leaf, Cut
An ancient form of protection against black
magic, curses and other negative energy, it also
helps keep away demons and instill courage.
2oz $ 3.95 #HMULC 
1 Lb $ 18.95 #HMULCB 

Mustard Seed Brown, Whole
Primarily used as a spice in culinary dishes. Known
in lore as an ingredient for poultices and compresses
for coughs, colds and other such irritations. 
4oz $ 2.95    #HMUSBW 
1 Lb $ 7.95   #HMUSBWB
Nutritional Yeast Flour
Often used as nutritional supplement, containing
many vitamins. Also used in treating digestive
issues, including Crohn's Disease.
2oz $ 4.95 #HBREP 
1 Lb $ 29.95 #HBREPB 

Nettles Leaf, Cut
Believed to be a powerful magical herb,
protecting against poison and illness, it is also
used to remove curses and help in exorcisms.
2oz $ 2.95 #HNETC 
1 Lb $ 13.95 #HNETCB 

Orange Peel, Cut
Aids in digestion, preventing indigestion, and
lowering cholesterol. It is also of source of
vitamin C, helping to prevent cold and flu.
2oz $ 2.95 #HORAC
1 Lb $ 13.95 #HORACB

Orris Root Powder New
Primarily used as a base for perfumes and
scented oils, has also been used medicinally
as an anti-inflammatory.
1oz $ 4.95 #HORRRP
1 Lb $ 51.95 #HORRRPB
Osha Root, Whole New
Sacred to Native Americans for purification
and dreaming, and has antiviral qualities.
Also can have a catnip-like effect on bears.
1oz $ 5.95 #HOSHRW
1 Lb $ 71.95 #HOSHRWB
Passion Flower Cut
Said to aid in finding emotional balance, helping
to bring peace and friendship. Also good for
treating hysteria, nerve pain and seizures.
2oz $ 3.95 #HPASC 
1 Lb $ 24.95 #HPASCB 
Patchouli Leaf Cut
Traditional aid in reversing magic and driving
away troubles. Also good for divination and
spells of passion and love, as well as sex magic.
1oz $ 2.95 #HPATC 
1 Lb $ 30.95 #HPATCB 
Pau d'Arco Cut
Ancient dietary supplement used by Aztecs,
Incas and other Native Americans, of great
use in strengthening the immune system.
2oz $ 2.95  #HPAUC 
1 Lb $ 12.95 #HPAUCB 
Pennyroyal Leaf, Cut
Said to be of use for spells of purification, it can
be used in spells of protection and exorcism.
Also used to help stimulate the menstrual cycle.
2oz $ 2.95   #HPENC 
1 Lb $ 14.95   #HPENCB 
Peppermint Leaf, Cut
Of potent use in creating visionary dreams and
psychic ability. Also useful in treating heartburn,
colds and flu or creating a calm, restful state.
2oz $ 2.95  #HPEPC 
1 Lb $ 12.95   #HPEPCB 
Plantain Leaf, Cut
One of the Saxons’ nine sacred herbs. Good
for warding off jealousy and envy, and quite
powerful when used in healing magic.
2oz $ 3.95 #HPLAC
1 Lb $ 16.95 #HPLACB
Pleurisy Root, Cut New
Originally used in Native American medicine,
is commonly used in herbalism to treat
coughs, inflammation and fever.
1oz $ 3.95 #HPLERC
1 Lb $ 36.95 #HPLERCB
Poke Root, Cut
A stimulant to the immune system. Side effects in-
clude spaciness and inhibited mental clarity. Large
doses can result in nausea, vomiting and diarrhea. 
2oz $ 3.95    #HPOKC 
1 Lb $ 22.95   #HPOKCB
Psyllium, Whole
Well known in lore of old as well as modern
as a treatment for constipation and numerous
other problems of the digestive tract.
2oz $ 3.95 #HPSYW
1 Lb $ 21.95 #HPSYWB

Pygeum Bark Powder New
A popular remedy from South African tribes
for treating what they called "Old Man
Disease," or benign prostate enlargement.
2oz $ 4.95 #HPYGBP
1 Lb $ 29.95 #HPYGBPB
Raspberry Leaf, Cut
Useful in seeking visions and other spells of
divination as well as in spells of protection and
love. Also used as dietary aid during pregnancy.
2oz $ 2.95 #HRASC 
1 Lb $ 15.95 #HRASCB 
Red Root Powder New
Known as an astringent, expectorant, sedative
and antispasmodic. Used by herbalists to treat
skin problems, coughs and anxiety.
1oz $ 3.95 #HREDRP
1 Lb $ 47.95 #HREDRPB
Rosemary Leaf Whole
Traditionally known for aiding in increasing
memory and spells of love and romance. Also
good treatment of depression and headaches.
4oz $ 2.95 #HROSMW 
1 Lb $ 8.95   #HROSMWB 

Pink Rose Petals
Used since the Romans in celebration of special
events and the worship of the Gods. Often used
in happiness, emotional balance and love spells. 
2oz $ 3.95    #HROSP 
1 Lb $ 17.95   #HROSPB
Red Rose Buds & Petals
Great for spells of love and happiness, as well
as those that seek prosperity. Also good for
treating  headaches, dizziness and anxiety.
2oz $ 2.95   #HROSRW 
1 Lb $ 13.95   #HROSRWB 
Rose Hips, Cut
Said to be of use in calling good spirits and
seeking their aid. Also good for seeking good
luck. Can be used as a good source of vitamin C.
2oz $ 2.95   #HROSSC 
1 Lb $ 10.95   #HROSSCB 
Sage Leaf, Cut
Known for its powers of protection, healing
and prosperity. Also said to be of great use in
seeking wisdom. Also good for treating colds.
2oz $ 3.95   #HSAGW 
1 Lb $ 16.95 #HSAGWB 
Salt Peter
Commonly used by women to keep their partner
from straying. Also of great use in exorcisms
and other purification rituals. 
4oz $ 4.95   #HSALP 
1 Lb $ 14.95   2  #HSALPB 
Red Sandalwood, Chips
Commonly used for rituals of purification or
as an offering to Gods and spirits. Also good
for spells seeking healing and protection.
1oz $ 2.95    #HSANRC 
1 Lb $ 32.95 #HSANRCB 
Red Sandalwood Powder
Potent aid for meditation, helping to transform
desires and maintain alertness. Can also be
used as an incense for purification and healing.
1oz $ 2.95 #HSANRP
1 Lb $ 32.95 #HSANRPB
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Sassafras, Cut
Mostly viewed as an ingredient for tea, it can
also be used to ease the pains of menstruation
and the ache of joint issues, like rheumatism.
2oz $ 3.95 #HSASC
1 Lb $ 22.95 #HSASCB
Saw Palmetto Berry
Long held in native lore to be a potent
aphrodisiac, they also aid in building muscle
tissue and are used to treat the urinary tract.
1oz $ 2.95 #HSAWB
1 Lb $ 24.95 #HSAWBB
Scullcap Cut
Often used in spells and rituals seeking ever-
lasting fidelity and commitment, it can also
be used to treat numerous nervous disorders.
1oz $ 3.95   #HSCUC 
1 Lb $ 39.95 #HSCUCB 
Sea Salt Coarse
A powerful aid in protective magic, and good
for cleansing and purifying crystals. Some-
times used to represent the element of Water.
1 Lb $ 2.50 1 #HSEACB 
5 Lb $ 5.95 2   #HSEA5 
Senna, Whole
Well known in folk medicine and herbal lore,
it was an ingredient in numerous famous
tonics. Commonly found now in diet teas.
2oz $ 2.95 #HSENW
1 Lb $ 11.95 #HSENWB
Shark Cartilage Powder
Traditions hold that shark cartilage can
spiritually aid in achieving the properties of
a shark, including their ferocity and vigor.
1oz $ 4.95 #HSHACP
1 Lb $ 60.95 #HSHACPB
Shavegrass, Cut New
Well known in both Chinese Medicine and
European herblore for treating bleeding
wounds, ulcers and the digestive tract.
2oz $ 3.95 #HSHAGC
1 Lb $ 14.95 #HSHAGCB
Sheep Sorrel, Cut
Used in Ojibwa folk medicine, it is a key
component in the treatment known as Essiac,
spoken of in lore as a treatment for illness.
1oz $ 2.95 #HSHESC
1 Lb $ 29.95 #HSHESCB
Slippery Elm Bark Powder New
Once widely used to make everything from
rope to wagon wheels, is now mostly used in
herbal remedies treating the digestive tract.
1oz $ 2.95 #HSLIEP
1 Lb $ 33.95 #HSLIEPB

Soapwort, Cut
Has been used for centuries in the production
of soap. Also used in old lore for treating gout,
rheumatism and numerous skin disorders.
1oz $ 2.95 #HSOAC
1 Lb $ 26.95 #HSOACB
Solomon's Seal, Cut
Held as being potent in creation of magical seals
and binding spirits. Also used as an aphrodisiac,
or as a poultice for bruises and inflammation.
1oz $ 3.95 #HSOLC 
1 Lb $ 34.95 #HSOLCB 

Spearmint, Cut
Good for invigorating the mind and stimulating
the senses. Can be used as smelling salts, or in
treating ailments of the digestive tract.
2oz $ 2.95 #HSPEC
1 Lb $ 10.95 #HSPECB

Stevia, Cut
A traditional South American ingredient to
medicinal tea for heartburn and other illness.
Often used now as an alternative sweetener.
2oz $ 3.95 #HSTEC
1 Lb $ 24.95 #HSTECB
St John's Wort, Cut
Great for warding off against evil spirits or
negative magic. Can be quite potent in
exorcisms, instilling courage and divination. 
2oz $ 2.95   #HSTJC 
1 Lb $ 14.95   #HSTJCB
Sulfur Powder (Brimstone)
Sometimes associated with hell, and the devil,
it is also quite good for destroying an enemy's
hold on you or preventing curses and hexes.
4oz $ 3.95   #HSULP 
1 Lb $ 11.95   2 #HSULPB 
Tansy, Cut
Used for treating fevers, sores and digestive prob-
lems. Also associated with funerals and mourning,
due to its use for such in New England. 
2oz $ 3.95    #HTANC
1 Lb $ 17.95   #HTANCB
Thyme Leaf, Whole
Sometimes used to ward off nightmares and aid
in finding sleep. Also good for instilling courage
and in to ease the spirits into the next life. 
2oz $ 2.95 #HTHYW
1 Lb $ 11.95 #HTHYWB
Tongkat Ali Powder New
Native to Indonesia and Malaysia, used
by men globally as an aphrodisiac to
increase libido, energy and sexual desire.
1oz $ 4.95 #HTONAP
1 Lb $ 65.95 #HTONAPB
Tribulus Terrestris Powder New
Used in Traditional Chinese Medicine,
Ayurvedic practice and herblore to treat
infertility and libido problems.
2oz $ 4.95 #HTRITP
1 Lb $ 25.95 #HTRITPB
Valerian Root, Cut
Quite potent within spells and rituals of
protection and purification. Well known for
warding off negative intention and magic.
2oz $ 4.95 #HVALC 
1 Lb $ 26.95 #HVALCB 

Vanilla Bean, Whole
Used in the culinary arts and aromatherapy. Known
for years for its ability to help stir the senses, help-
ing to inspire desire and lust as an aphrodisiac. 
1 bean $ 2.95    #HVANBW 
1/4 Lb $ 58.95   #HVANBWB
Vervain, Cut
A powerful aid in warding off evil spirits and
vampires. It is also a great aid of divination,
trances, dream magic and creating love spells. 
2oz $ 3.95 #HVERC 
1 Lb $ 20.95 #HVERCB 

Wheat Grass, Powder
Often viewed as a cure-all and dietary
supplement. Contains many vitamins and
minerals and helps to lower blood pressure. 
2oz $ 3.95 #HWHEP
1 Lb $ 23.95   #HWHEPB

White Oak Bark, Cut
Used by Celts as gateway between worlds, and
creation of portals. It is also being explored as a
dietary aid, with many vitamins and minerals.
2oz $ 2.95 #HWHIOC
1 Lb $ 14.95 #HWHIOCB

White Willow Bark, Cut
Frequently associated with the moon or the
element of water.  Can be good for spells and
rituals of healing as well as those of binding.
2oz $ 2.95 #HWHIWC 
1 Lb $ 12.95 #HWHIWCB 

Wild Lettuce Leaf, Cut
Used by Celts as gateway between worlds, and
creation of portals. It is also being explored as a
dietary aid, with many vitamins and minerals.
1oz $ 3.95 #HWILLC
1 Lb $ 39.95 #HWILLCB

Wintergreen, Cut
Used among native Americans to treat
rheumatism, fevers, sore throats and many
other ailments of the common cold and flu.
2oz $ 3.95 #HWINC
1 Lb $ 15.95 #HWINCB

Wishing Bean, Whole
Spoken of in lore as possessing potent magic,
these wishing beans are a powerful aid in
achieving that which you desire.
1oz $ 3.95 #HWISB

White Sage
The preferred herb for smudging. Good for
cleansing and rituals of healing and protection.
Often used in blessings of prosperity as well.
2oz $ 4.95 1  #HWSAG
1 Lb $ 27.95 1  #HWSAGB

Witches Grass, Cut
Often used to represent Jupiter. Can be potent in
spells seeking happiness, good luck or over-
coming obstacles. Also good in exorcisms.
2oz $ 5.95 #HWITGC 
1 Lb $ 33.95 #HWITGCB

Witch Hazel Leaf, Cut
Native Americans frequently brewed as a tea,
to treat everything from cuts to colds, including
as an aid for heavy menstruation.
1oz $ 2.95 #HWITLC
1 Lb $ 28.95 #HWITLCB

Wood Betony, Cut
Powerfully used in old lore and tradition within
amulets to ward off evil, spirits and ill humors.
Herbalists also use it to treat illness of the throat.
2oz $ 3.95 #HWOOBC
1 Lb $ 20.95 #HWOOBCB
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Wormwood
Most commonly of use in treating gastric pain
and indigestion. Also believed to aid in reducing
fevers and in treating the circulatory system.
Cut
2oz $ 2.95 #HWORC 
1 Lb $ 16.95 #HWORCB

Powder  
2oz $ 3.95    #HWORP 
1 Lb $ 20.95   #HWORPB

Woodruff, Cut
Believed to possess powers of healing for spells
and rituals. Also used as a mild sedative or in
aiding the liver. Can also keep away insects. 
1oz $ 3.95 #HWOOC 
1 Lb $ 44.95 #HWOOCB

Xanthan Gum Powder New
Used as a thickening and binding agent in food
and cosmetic products, great for creating your
own lotions, bath washes and other such items.
2oz $ 4.95 #HXANGP
1 Lb $ 31.95 #HXANGPB
Yarrow Flower
Often used in handfasting ceremonies and
weddings. Also helpful in spells of divination
or in treating wounds, colds, coughs and flu.
2oz $ 2.95 #HYARF 
1 Lb $ 15.95 #HYARFB
Yellowdock Root, Cut
Often viewed as a powerful aid in attracting
money and good luck, particularly in business.
Some also view it as great aid for love spells.
2oz $ 2.95 #HYELC
1 Lb $ 14.95 #HYELCB

Yerba Mate Green, Cut
Believed to provide a boost to energy and
wakefulness while still allowing one to fall
asleep as desired. Popularly used as a tea.
2oz $ 2.95 #HYERC
1 Lb $ 10.95 #HYERCB

Yucca Root, Cut
Traditionally viewed by Natives as a medicinal
aid in treating irritation, pain and discomfort
and similar such disorders of the joints and skin.
1oz $ 2.95 #HYUCC
1 Lb $ 27.95 #HYUCCB
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Agrimony $5.95 #H16ACABP New
Acerola Berry $3.95 #H16ACEBP New
Agrimony $1.95 #H16AGRC
Alfalfa cut $1.95 #H16ALFC
Aloe Vera powder $2.95 #H16ALOVP  
Angelica $2.95     #H16ANGC
Anise star $2.95 #H16ANIS
Arabic Gum powder $2.95 #H16ARAP
Arnica whole $2.95 #H16ARNW
Balm of Gilead whole $6.50 #H16BALGW 
Balsam Fir needles $1.95 #H16BALN 
Barberry cut $1.95 #H16BARC
Bay Leaves whole $1.95 #H16BAYW  
Bearberry (Uva-Ursi) $1.95 #H16BEAW
Bergamot cut $2.95 #H16BERC    
Beth Root cut $4.95 #H16BETR
Birch Bark cut $2.95 #H16BIRBC   
Black Walnut Hulls pwdr $2.95 #H16BLAWP  
Bladderwrack cut $1.95 #H16BLAC 
Blessed Thistle $1.95 #H16BLEC
Borage Leaf cut $1.95 #H16BORC
Brewer’s Yeast Flour $2.95 #H16BREP
Buckeyes whole $2.95 #H16BUCEW
Burdock cut $1.95 #H16BURC
Calendula whole $1.95 #H16CALW
Candy Crystals $1.95 #H16SUGC    
Cascara Sagrada Bark cut $2.95 #H16CASBC New
Catnip Cut $1.95 #H16CATC
Cat’s Claw Bark cut $2.95 #H16CATCC 
Cedar Tips $1.95 #H16CEDT
Chaparral Leaf cut $1.95 #H16CHAC 
Chamomile Flower $1.95 #H16CHAFW
Chaste Tree Berries $2.95 #H16CHATBW New
Wild Cherry Bark cut $2.95 #H16CHEC
Chickweed cut $1.95 #H16CHIC    
Cilantro Leaf $2.95 #H16CILC New
Cinnamon cut $1.95 #H16CINC     
Cinnamon powder $1.95 #H16CINP
Cloves whole $2.95 #H16CLOW
Red Clover $2.95      #H16CLRC
Coltsfoot Leaf cut $2.95      #H16COLLC
Comfrey Leaf cut $1.95 #H16COMLC
Damiana Leaf cut $2.95 #H16DAMLC

Dandelion Leaf $2.95 #H16DANLC
Deer Antler Velvet pwdr $6.95 #H16DEEAP New
Devil’s Claw Root pwdr    $3.95 #H16DEVCRP New
Devil's Shoestring $8.95 #H16DEVSW
Dog Grass Root cut $2.95 #H16DOGRC New
Dong Quai Root $2.95 #H16DONRP New
Echinacea Purpurea $1.95 #H16ECHPC
Elder Berries whole $2.95 #H16ELDB
Epsom Salts $0.95 #H16EPSS
Eucalyptus Cut $1.95 #H16EUCC
Eucalyptus whole $2.95 #H16EUCW   
Eyebright powder $2.95 #H16EYEP
Fennel Seed $1.95 #H16FENS
Feverfew cut $2.95 #H16FEVC
Five Finger Grass cut $3.95 #H16FIVFC
Flax Seed  $1.95 #H16FLAS
Galangal Root Cut $2.95 #H16GALRC
Garlic powder $1.95 #H16GARP
Ginkgo Leaf cut $2.95 #H16GINC
Ginseng Powder (Siberian) $1.95 #H16GINSP
Goat’s Rue powder $2.95 #H16GOARP New
Goldenseal Root cut $12.95 #H16GOLRC New
Grains of Paradise Seed $2.95 #H16GRAPS 
Hawthorn Berries $1.95 #H16HAWW
Hibiscus Flower whole      $1.95 #H16HIBW
High John $6.95 #H16HIGC
Hops Flower whole $3.95 #H16HOPW  
Horehound Cut $1.95 #H16HORC
Horny Goat Weed pwdr $2.95 #H16HORGP New
Hyssop Cut $1.95 #H16HYSC
Jasmine Flowers whole     $2.95 #H16JASW
Jezebel Root $1.95 #H16JEZRP
Jiaogulan powder $2.95 #H16JIAP New
Juniper Berries whole $2.95 #H16JUNW
Kava Kava Root powder $3.95 #H16KAVP
Kelp granules $1.95 #H16KELG
Kosher Salt $0.95 #H16KOSS    
Kudzu Root cut $2.95 #H16KUDRC New
Lavender Flowers whole  $2.95 #H16LAVW
Lemon Balm cut $2.95 #H16LEMB
Lemongrass cut $1.95 #H16LEMGC
Lemon Peel cut $2.95 #H16LEMPC

(More         )

1618 Gold 1oz Herb Packages
These packages of your favorite herbs, minerals and plants are conveniently sized so as to meet your needs without requiring that
you have additional storage space for bulk-sized quantities, and to help keep you from having to waste that little bit that you
couldn't use, couldn't store and had to just throw away. Perfectly sized for individual spells, recipes and rituals, 1618 Gold
has stepped up and created these delightful 1 oz. herbal packages to meet your needs.
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Gale’s Garden Salves
All Gale's Garden salves are made with herb-
infused nourishing oils, beeswax, and only the
subtlest amount of essential oils. Each of her salves
comes in a 1 oz jar and is handmade in small batches
to ensure quality, with intention and absolute
dedication to health and the power of healing.  

$ 9.95  
All-Purpose Healing Salve   #LSALL
Bottoms Up Salve                #LSBOT
Burn Salve #LSBUR
Chest Rub Salve #LSCHE
Dream Balm Salve #LSDRE
Relieving Salve #LSREL
Sanity Salve #LSSAN
Temple Tamer Salve  #LSTEM

Siofra’s Enchanted Forest Deodorant Creams New
These scented deodorant creams 
from Siofra's Enchanted Forest
have been created using a touch of
scented oil atop a creamy blend of
natural products carefully selected
and mixed within a petroleum
base. Just a small dime-size dab
spreads evenly over the underarm
area provides protection from odor

all day and goes on clear, without any messy white residue (if any
appears, try using less cream for best results). Proper usage can result 
in a 2 oz container lasting for months.    $ 10.95   

Amber #LDAMB
Dragon’s Blood #LDDRA
French Vanilla  #LDFRE
Honeysuckle    #LDHON

Lavender #LDLAV
Night Queen #LDNIG
Sweet Orange #LDSWE
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Wild Lettuce Opium Tincture
A valuable remedy for use in insomnia, restlessness,
excitability and other manifestations of an over active
nervous system. As an anti-spasmodic it can be used as part
of a holistic treatment of whooping cough and dry irritated
coughs in general. It will relieve colic pains in the intestines
and uterus and so may be used in dysmennhorea. It will
ease muscular pains related to rheumatism. It has also 
found use as an aphrodisiac. $ 15.95 #LTLET

Lemon Verbena Leaf cut $3.95 #H16LEMVC
Licorice cut $2.95 #H16LICC
Lobelia cut $2.95 #H16LOBC
Low John Root $4.95 #H16LOWR
Lungwort Leaf cut $2.95 #H16LUNLC New
Maca Root powder $2.95 #H16MACRP New
Mandrake cut $2.95 #H16MANW
Marshmallow Root cut $2.95 #H16MARR  
Meadowsweet cut $1.95 #H16MEAC
Milk Thistle $1.95 #H16MILW
Mistletoe cut $2.95 #H16MISC
Mistletoe powder $2.95 #H16MISP New
Mojo Wish Bean $2.95 #H16MOJWB
Mugwort cut $1.95 #H16MUGC
Mullein Leaf cut $2.95 #H16MULC
Mustard Seed, Brown $1.95 #H16MUSBW 
Nettles Leaf cut $1.95 #H16NETC
Orange Peel $1.95 #H16ORAC
Orris Root powder $4.95 #H16ORRRP New
Osha Root whole $5.95 #H16OSHRW New
Passion Flower cut $2.95 #H16PASC
Patchouli Leaf cut $2.95 #H16PATC
Pau d'Arco cut $1.95 #H16PAUC
Pennyroyal Leaf cut $1.95 #H16PENC
Peppermint Leaf cut $1.95 #H16PEPC
Plantain Leaf cut $2.95 #H16PLAC   
Pleurisy Root cut $3.95 #H16PLERC New
Poke Root cut $2.95 #H16POKC   
Psyllium whole $2.95 #H16PSYW    
Pygeum Bark powder $2.95 #H16PYGBP New
Raspberry Leaf cut $1.95 #H16RASC
Red Root powder $3.95 #H16REDRP New
Rosemary Leaf whole $1.95 #H16ROSMW
Pink Rose Petals $2.95 #H16ROSP    
Red Rose Buds & Petals   $1.95 #H16ROSRW
Red Sandalwood chips $2.95 #H16SANRC
Red Sandalwood powder  $2.95 #H16SANRP
Rose Hips whole $1.95 #H16ROSSC
Sage Leaf cut $1.95 #H16SAGW
Salt Petre  $1.95 #H16SALP

Sassafras cut $2.95 #H16SASC
Saw Palmetto berry $2.95 #H16SAWB  
Scullcap cut $3.95 #H16SCUC
Sea Salt coarse $0.95 #H16SEAC
Senna whole $1.95 #H16SENW   
Shark Cartilage powder $4.95 #H16SHACP
Shavegrass cut $2.95 #H16SHAGC New
Sheep Sorrel cut $2.95 #H16SHESC 
Slippery Elm Bark pwdr $2.95 #H16SLIEP New
Soapwort cut $2.95     #H16SOAC   
Solomon's Seal cut $3.95 #H16SOLC
Spearmint cut $1.95 #H16SPEC
Stevia cut $2.95 #H16STEC     
St John's Wort cut $1.95 #H16STJC
Sulfur powder (Brimstone) $1.95 #H16SULP
Tansy cut $2.95 #H16TANC     
Thyme Leaf whole $1.95 #H16THYW
Tongkat Ali powder $4.95 #H16TONAP New
Tribulus Terrestris pwdr   $2.95 #H16TRITP New
Valerian Root cut $2.95 #H16VALC
Vanilla Bean $2.95 #H16VANBW
Vervain cut $2.95 #H16VERC
Wheat Grass powder $2.95 #H16WHEP
White Oak Bark cut $1.95 #H16WHIOC
White Willow Bark cut $1.95 #H16WHIWC
Wild Lettuce Leaf cut $3.95 #H16WILLC  
Wintergreen cut $2.95 #H16WINC   
Wishing Bean whole $3.95 #H16WISB     
Witches Grass cut $3.95 #H16WITGC
Witch Hazel Leaf cut $2.95 #H16WITLC  
Wood Betony cut $2.95 #H16WOOBC
Woodruff cut $3.95 #H16WOOC
Wormwood cut $1.95 #H16WORC
Wormwood powder $2.95 #H16WORP   
White Sage $2.95 #H16WSAG
Xanthan Gum powder $2.95 #H16XANGP New
Yarrow flower $1.95 #H16YARF
Yellowdock Root cut $1.95 #H16YELC    
Yerba Mate Green cut $1.95 #H16YERC   
Yucca Root cut $2.95 #H16YUCC   

More 1618 Gold 1oz Herb Packages

1oz Herb Packages, Salves, Creams

Flea Prevention For Pets
An herbal powder to add to your pet's food
sparingly, like a spice. It subtly changes the
animal's scent to discourage biting insects. 

2 oz. $ 4.95 2 #LFLE
1 lb. $ 22.95 2 #LFLEB
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Little Dragon Lotions
Made with the highest quality lotion base and
essential oils, the Little Green Dragon line of
lotions are each scented and ritually charged for
a specific elemental effect. Sold in an 8 1/2” ounce
bottle with a locking pump lid, these lotions are sure
to enchant you with their smooth feel and enticing 
scent. $ 16.95

Scent Purpose
Ginger Vanilla  (Fire/Love/Passion) #LLDGIN
Lemongrass    (Air/Psychic Energy) #LLDLEM
Lilac                (Water/Protection)   #LLDLIL
Nag Champa   (Spirit)                  #LLDNAG
Tea Tree        (Earth/Healing)         #LLDTEA

Plastic Bags

Colored 2”x 12” Ziplock Bags
These 2”x 12” ziplock bags are great for
storing and bagging incense and other
such items that you want to seal away
from light and air for freshness. They are
2mm thick and come in a pack of 100.

$ 6.95
Black   #LP212BK   Blue   #LP212BL

Green   #LP212GR

Ziplock Bags 
Approx. 100 per package, 

2 mm plastic.
2"x2" $ 1.95 #LP22C
2"x3" $ 1.95 #LP23C
2"x12" $ 6.95 #LP212C
3"x3" $ 2.95 #LP33C
3"x4" $ 2.50 #LP34C
3"x5" $ 4.95 #LP35C
4"x3" $ 7.95 #LP43C 
4"x4" $ 2.95 #LP44C
4"x6" $ 4.25 #LP46C
4"x8" $ 4.95 #LP48C
6"x6" $ 5.95 #LP66C
6"x9" $ 6.50 #LP69C
8"x10" $ 9.95 #LP810C

Ziplock
Approx. 100 per package, 

4 mm plastic.
10” x 12”   $ 66.95 #LP124C  
13” x 18”   $ 32.95 #LP138C  

Open Ended Bags 
Approx. 100 per package, 

3 mm plastic.
3"x4" $ 1.95 #LP343C
4"x7" $ 4.95 #LP47C
2"x12" $ 3.95 #LP2123C 
4"x12" $ 6.50 #LP4123C
5"x12" $ 5.50 #LP512C
8"x12" $ 11.95 #LP812C
9"x12" $ 10.50 #LP912C 
9"x16" $ 23.95 #LP916C

Teas, Plastic Bags, Lotion

Lady Ê s  Choice  Teas
One package of these loose teas is enough to provide you 
with 5+ cups of your favorite blend. Though they can
alleviate many of the physical and mental difficulties you
may face, these teas are not to be substituted for a doctors 
care.  $ 1.95 each

Arthritis Relief White willow bark, yarrow, buckthorn bark, angelica 
root, black cohosh, rue, valerian, and skull cap to help ease the discomfort 
of arthritis. 2 #LTARTM
Awakened Vitality A stimulating mix of gotu kola, ginseng, peppermint, 
damiana, rosemary, eucalyptus & black tea base. 2#LTAWAM  
Blood Pressure Aid in lowering BP. Angelica root, hawthorne, sassafras,
marshmallow root, and licorice, soothes hypertension. 2#LTHIGM
Body Builder To strengthen immunity with sage, speedwell,
wormwood, licorice ginseng, heal all, pau d’arco and echinacea.       

2#LTIMMM
Calm Comfort Nerve relaxant. Calming blend of linden, lavender, 
clove, chamomile, rosemary, valerian.                 2#LTNERM

Good Memory To aid memory. Stimulating mixture of ginseng, gotu 
kola, rosemary, and rose hips.    2#LTMEMM
Headache Buffer To alleviate headache pain. Soothing mix of white
willow bark, basil, lemon balm, cayenne, chamomile, ginger, marjoram, 
parsley and peppermint. 2#LTHEAM

Lover's Aphrodisiac. Promotes peaceful, loving feelings with lavender,
jasmine, lady’s mantle, peach tree leaves, damiana, myrtle, clove.

2#LTLOVM
Magus Men’s ritual tea. This magical blend contains jasmine, cassia 
bark, mistletoe, rue, star anise, and black tea. 2#LTMAGM

Lite Weight  Speed metabolism and retard appetite with this blend of
sasparilla, licorice, fennel seed, cornsilk, horehound, bladderwack,
hawthorn berries, echinacea, chickweed, burdock root, parsley, kelp,
black walnut, kola nuts, yerba mate, cleavers, plantain, spearmint and 
oakstraw.     2#LTWEIM

Monthly Mysteries For PMS and menopause. This refreshing,
restorative tonic is especially for women. Lady’s mantle, motherwort, 
jasmine, hyssop, arnica, red raspberry.         2 #LTWOMM

Painless Moments A special tea formulated to ease your pain. St. John’s 
wort, white willow bark, cayenne, arnica, jasmine and clove. 2#LTPAIM   

Pleasant Dreams A dreamy formulation of catnip, mugwort, oak 
moss, lavender, linden, chamomile and mistletoe.       2#LTDREM

Prosperity Brings abundance into your life with help of money wort,
sage, parsley, meadow sweet, hawthorn, basil, rose hips, clover, and black 
tea base combined to attract the forces of abundance. 2#LTPROM  

Psychic Activiates psychic awareness. A stimulating formulation of
rosemary, clove, mistletoe, oakmoss, elecampane and rue. 2#LTPSYM

Respiratory Herbs to strengthen the respiratory system includes
slippery elm, elecampane, comfrey, hyssop, vervain, licorice, wild cherry 
bark, orange chip, and coltsfoot.    2#LTRESM
Singer's To calm and heal throat. A soothing mix of wild cherry, licorice, 
slippery elm, fennel seed, sweet orange, and cassia chips.   2#LTTHRM  

Tonic Rebuilds body strength and immunity. A special restorative blend
of sage, thyme, hyssop, spearmint, wormwood, marjoram and ginseng.    

2#LTTONM

Tum Tum Mullein, corn silk, peppermint, calendula and comfrey are
included in this special formulation of digestive herbs. 2#LTTUMM

Vitamin C Rebuilds vitamin C naturally. Rich in vitamin C: lemon 
balm, rose hips, cinnamon, and orange peel.       2#LTVITM

Cotton Tea Bags 
End escaping tea problems with these
ecological, reusable cloth tea bags! These
also make excellent sachets for drawer or
herbal bath. Each cotton bag measures 3” x 5”.              

1 bag $ 0.95 #LTEA1
12 bags $ 5.95  #LTEAB
500 bags $ 165.00 #LTEA5
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Colored 2”x 2” Ziplock Bags
These are 100 piece packages of 2" x 2"
colored ziplock bags. With their 3mm
thickness and tightly sealing ziplock top,
whatever you put in them will stay safe, 
secure, and dry. $ 2.95

Blue  1 #LP22BL     Green #LP22GR      Red #LP22RD

Blue Stars Ziplock Bags
Add a little flair to your products,
while  keeping t h e m  s a f e l y
contained with these 100 piece
packages of 2" x 2" clear ziplock
bags printed with blue stars all
over their thick 3mm skins.     

$ 2.95 #LP22BS

“0” Size Fillable Capsules
Use these empty pill casings to make
convenient, tasteless, and easy to take pills
out of whatever herbal supplements you wish

Approx. 50 $ 2.95 #LGOC 
Approx. 1000 $ 26.95 #LGO1 

Mortars & Pestles
The grinding of herbs, both sacred and savory has been done 
with the mortar and pestle since before the times of the earliest
recorded medical texts. Though we have long had other means
of grinding and mixing herbs, many people find there is no
substitute for the care and attention that using a mortar and
pestle provides.

Square Black Mortar and Pestle Sets 
Carved in a most unusual design, 
the mortar of this mortar and pestle
set is actually in the shape of a 3"
by 3" by 3" cube, with every side
squared off.  Elegantly carved of
soapstone, the whole surface has
been glazed black, with a design
carved into each side, revealing the
natural coloring of the stone beneath.
The squared basin within has rounded
corners to help keep the material you
are grinding from getting stuck, and
easily accommodates the 4 1/4" long
pestle that comes with it, making it
a fantastic and unique tool for your
alchemy, herbal remedies, and ritual 
magic.   $ 18.95   

OM (SHOWN) #LMS11             Pentagram #LMS12

Bottles, Plastic Bags, Mortars & Pestles

Bottles and Jars
Chose from our wide selection of bottles and jars to determine the 
one best for your needs. Many people select amber or blue glass
for its beauty and ability to protect its contents from the sun, while
others prefer clear glass to allow the beauty of its contents to shine
through.

1/2 Dram Round Amber Glass Bottles
The smallest bottle you can imagine. Perfect for just a dab of scented oil or 
whatever you wish. $ 0.85 s #L5DRA
5/8 Dram Round Glass Bottles
A more substantial size, but still extra small and adorable. Fits conveniently 
in your pocket. Blue Glass    $ 4.95 #L1DB

Clear Glass    $ 0.90   s #L58DC
1 Dram Round Glass Bottles
A most convenient size for whatever you wish. Ideal for infused oils to keep
them fresh. Amber Glass                          $ 1.50 s #L1DRA

Blue Glass    $ 4.95 2 #L1DRB
Blue with Eye-Dropper    $ 5.95 2 #L1BD  
Clear Glass                             $ 1.25 s #L1DR

2 Dram Round Glass Bottles
The perfect size. Most scented oils are sold in this size due to their funtionality
and attractiveness alone. 

Amber Glass   $ 1.50 s #L2DRA
Clear Glass      $ 1.25  s #L2DR
Clear Glass      $ 0.95 s #L2CLEAR

(A more economical choice for big projects)

2 Dram Square Amber Glass Bottle
Clever and classy, these amber bottles are a unique square design. 

$ 1.50 #L2DA
1/2 Ounce Round Glass Bottles
4 drams in size, these larger bottles hold a substantial amount. 

Amber Glass   $ 2.25 2  #L5A
Clear Glass    $ 2.25 #L5C

1 Ounce Round Amber Glass Bottles
Extremely functional and good looking, great for all your crafting needs. 

With Cap Top                   $ 1.50 #L1AC
With Eye-Dropper Top  $ 2.50 #L1AD

4 Ounce Round Amber Glass Bottle 
This bottle is the perfect place to store your oils, lotions and other spiritual and 
herbal blends. $ 2.50 #L4AC
Clear Glass Jars
In a variety of sizes, these metal-capped glass jars have a thousand uses. 

1 ounce     $ 2.50 #L1C
2 ounce     $ 2.95 2  #L2C
4 ounce     $ 3.25  2  #L4C
12 ounce   $ 3.50     #L12C
16 ounce   $ 5.50 #L16C

Plastic Bottles
Sometimes preferable due to their durability and convenience, these plastic bottles are
perfect for lotions, oils or anything else you can imagine. 

1/2 ounce Frosted with Spray Top      $ 2.25 #L5NPS 
1 ounce Clear                                          $ 0.95 #L1CP   
1 ounce Frosted                                      $ 0.95 #L1PC
2 ounce Clear                                          $ 1.95 #L2CP  
2 ounce Clear with Disc Top               $ 1.95 #L2CPD 
4 ounce Clear with Disc Top              $ 2.50 #L4CPD
4 ounce Frosted with Flip Top            $ 1.25 1 #L4PF     
8 ounce Clear                                          $ 2.95 #L8CP   
8 ounce Clear with Disc Top              $ 2.95 #L8CPD 

Plastic Jars
Sometimes preferable due to their durability and convenience, these wide mouthed
jars are ideal for lip balm, lotions, herbs, and anything else you can imagine. 

1/8 ounce     $ 0.95 1 #L18PW
1/4 ounce     $ 0.95  1 #L14PW

8 oz Green Plastic Pump
The 8 oz plastic green bottles are offered
with black lotion pumps dispensing
0.5 ml of product per stroke.

$ 4.95 2  #L8GPP

8.5 oz Square Glass Bottle
A square clear glass bottle with cork that
can hold up to 8.5 ounces of fluid. The
bottle stands 9" tall with cork and
measures 1 3/4" per side.   

$ 5.25 2  #L8SGC

Perfume Sampler  
Small sample containers for perfumes or oils. Measuring 1/8” x 1” long,
these tiny bottles come with a plastic top and dropper.     $ 0.75 1  #LPERS
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Celtic Knot Mortar and Pestle 
With a traditional shape, this stone mortar
and pestle has a black surface, carved
with a patterned design at its base and
rim that accents the band of Celtic knot-
work that wraps around its center. Sitting
approximately 3" in diameter at its widest
point with a 2 1/4" base, this mortar and
pestle is intended to work with small
amounts of material at once.   

$ 17.95   #LMS41

Black Mortar and Pestle
Carved of soapstone and finished with a
black glaze along the outer surface, this
wonderful mortar and pestle set is just
the perfect size for creating small amounts
of your favorite herbal mixture. The mortar
measures approximately 3" high and 3"
in diameter, and the pestle measures 3" 
in length. $ 11.95   #LM335

Black Marble Mortar and Pestle
A beautiful addition to your herbal tools,
grooved for easier grinding. The marbling
throughout varies in color from light gray to
black. Measures 4" high by 4" wide.
$ 26.95 #LMORB

Coral Marble Mortar and Pestle 
A pedestal style mortar and pestle crafted of
tough coral marble.  Each one is unique.
Measuring approximately 4" high; with a
mortar opening of 3". $ 24.95  2 #LMOR4

Green Onyx Mortar and Pestle 
A lovely pedestal style mortar and
pestle, cleverly crafted out of green
onyx. 4" tall with a 3" opening, each
one of these mortar and pestle sets is
unique in shape and coloration on the 
stone.   $ 29.95   2  #LMORG4

Stone Mortar and Pestle 
A beautiful soapstone mortar and pestle,
lightly grooved for easier grinding.
Styles and colors may vary. Measures
approximately 3" high x 3" across; with
an interior diameter of 2".

$ 11.95 1  #LM33

Black Soapstone 
Mortar and Pestle Set New
Sculpted from solid soapstone, this black 
mortar and pestle set measures 4" wide and 4"
high, the mortar has a wide, deep basin (2 1/2"
deep) that allows you to work with a lot of
material at once. The pestle, measuring approx-
imately 4" long, has a short, stout shape that
fits comfortably in your palm, and allows it to
easily grind and blend materials within the 
deep mortar.   $ 23.95   #LM336

New  Soapstone 
Pentagram Mortar & Pestle Set 

Carved out of soapstone, this mortar and
pestle set features interwoven pentagrams
engraved into its sides. The heavy pestle
works perfectly with the thick base of the
mortar to let its weight do most of the work
for you. The mortar measures approx-
imately 3 1/2" high and 3" wide, with the
pestle measures about 4" long.     

$ 18.95   #LMS18

Pentagram 
Soapstone Mortar and Pestle 
This deep-bellied soapstone mortar and
pestle set is perfect for keeping your herbs
contained while you're grinding them.
Its 3" x 4" exterior is adorned with two
interwoven pentagrams connected to each
other with a simple Celtic knotwork design.

$ 19.95  #LMS19

Traditional 
Soapstone Mortar and Pestle

This petite traditional soapstone mortar
features a solid base to better stabilize the
mortar while you work. It’s slightly grooved
cup aids in the rending of whatever herbs
you are working with. This piece measures
approx  3" x3" with a cup measurement scarcely 
1 1/2" deep. $ 15.95   #LMS26

Decorated Soapstone Mortars and Pestles 
Made out of soapstone, these 3" x 3" mortar and
pestle sets have carved into their opposing sides
either two triple moon designs with faces form-
ing their full moon centers or two pentagrams
joined together by a sinuous Celtic knotwork
design. Built with a mild inner texture, and a
heavy base to prevent tipping or spillage, these
mortar and pestle sets are ideal for all but the
heaviest of herbs.

Triple Moon (SHOWN) $ 15.95  #LMS22
Celtic Pentagram $ 17.95  #LMS23

Mortars & Pestles
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Pearl Inlain Triple Moon 
Soapstone Mortar & Pestle
Carved out of solid soapstone with pearl
inlaid triple moon designs set into its two
opposing sides, this mortar and pestle set is
sure to be a favorite in both the home or your
ritual space. Standing 3" tall with a 3" diameter
and an interior depth of 1 1/2", the heavy
base and gentle ridging of this mortar will
decrease spilled herbs or accidental tipping 
during use.    $ 20.95 #LMS32

Soapstone 
New Mortar and Pestle Set 

Without any flashy design or decoration, 
this mortar and pestle set has been
carved of soapstone. Measuring just
under 4" in diameter and 2 1/2" tall, the
mortar has a wide cup and a narrower
base, which measures only approx-
imately 2 3/4" in diameter. The accom-
panying pestle is about 4" long.     

$ 14.95   #LM480

Soapstone Mortar and Pestle
A beautiful, functional mortar and
pestle set in fine crafted soapstone,
lightly grooved for easier grinding.
Styles and colors may vary. Approx 
2 1/2” x 4". $ 13.95  2  #LM44

Celtic 
New Mortar & Pestle Set

A beautiful piece for the kitchen or
altar, this  Celtic mortar and pestle set
is carved of soapstone with an intricate
pattern of interwoven Celtic knots. The
mortar features a wide, shallow bowl
which measures approximately 4"
wide and 2 1/2" tall, while the pestle
measures 4" long.   $ 20.95  #LMS21

Flower Mortar and Pestle 
This mortar and pestle set has been
crafted of soapstone, carved with a
repeating floral pattern that encircles
the whole of the mortar's exterior. The
mortar is 4" wide at the edges of the
rim, with a 3 1/4" diameter around
the mouth. It stands 2 1/2" high and
comes with a 3 3/4" pestle.   

$ 18.95   #LMS16

Celtic Soapstone 
Mortar and Pestle  

This is a shallow soapstone mortar and
pestle set with Celtic knotwork encircling
the sides. It measures 2” tall and 4” in
diameter, with an internal measurement
of 1” deep and 3” in diameter with slight
internal grooves to aid in grinding.       

$ 17.95  #LMS17

3 Pentagram 
Mortar and Pestle Set 
This soapstone mortar has been
shaped into a likeness of the sacred
chalice, with a wide-flaring mouth
and a slender base. Measuring 4"
wide at its widest point and 2 1/2"
high, it displays upon its sides three
pentagrams, each spaced evenly
apart. It comes with a 4" long pestle.    

$ 16.95   #LMS13

Black Ceramic Mortar and Pestle 
Measuring  3 1/2" in diameter, the 
ceramic mortar of this set is glazed
in a glossy black finish with an
interior that is coarse and white.
Similarly, the 4" long pestle has a
glossy black handle with a white,
coarse end allowing the two gritty
surfaces to help grind your materials
without so much elbow grease.  

$ 9.95  2 #LM1150B

Cobalt Ceramic Mortar and Pestle 
With a shallow, bowl-shaped mortar, 
the pestle of this set is designed to
fit nearly flush with the mortar and
raises up to offer a rounded handle
that fits quite easily into the palm
of your hand. Glazed in a vibrant,
cobalt blue the set together measures
4" in diameter and 2 1/2" in height.    

$ 13.95  2 #LM571C

Classic White Ceramic Mortar and Pestle Sets
These are classic mortar and pestle sets, used for grinding up herbs of all
sizes and textures in kitchens, homes and ritual. Save yourself time
and trouble as you grind sage, cinnamon and sea salt all at once. 

Small Inside dia. 2"     $ 10.95 #LMORS 
Medium Inside dia. 3"     $ 15.95 #LMORM
Large Inside dia. 4"     $ 17.95 #LMORL 
Buy the Whole Set!       $ 23.95    2 #LMOR3 

Wooden Mortar and Pestle Set 
Carved into a simplistic design, this 
mortar and pestle set has been sculpted
entirely of wood with the wood's
grain left fully visible. Measuring
3 1/4" in diameter, the mortar has
been carved into a smooth, bowl-
shape design that stands about 1 3/4"
high. The wooden pestle, measuring
3" long, has been designed to fit easily
into the bowl and the palm of your 
hand.            $ 26.95  2 #LMW601

Mortars & Pestles
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Wooden Mortar and Pestle Sets

Large Wooden 
Mortar and Pestle 
Carved of wood, this mortar and
pestle set measures approximately
5 1/4" high and 4 1/2" wide, the mortar
is shaped like a goblet, with a narrower
neck and a base equal in width to the
mortar's mouth. With interior dimen-
sions of approximately 3" deep and
3 1/2" wide it can contain nearly any-
thing you might wish to grind within.
The pestle fits comfortably in your
palm, with a handle that narrows
before flaring out to a wider tip that
fits easily against the sides and base
of the mortar. The pestle measures
approximately 6 3/4" long, and is
1 3/4" wide at its widest point.    

$ 23.95   #LM855

Bamboo Mortar and Pestle
Taking advantage of the natural strength
and beauty of bamboo, this mortar and
pestle provides a truly unique tool for
blending your herbal remedies, alchemical
recipes. The beautiful bamboo grain is
visible along the sides of the tall mortar
which stands approximately 3 1/2" tall
and 3" in diameter and measures a full 3"
deep to create a deep cup in which you
could work large amounts of material. For
this reason, the pestle measures 6" long,
with a handle designed to fit comfortably
into the palm of your hand. 

$ 26.95  2 #LM040

Wooden Celtic Knot 
New Mortar and Pestle Set 

Carved of wood, this mortar and pestle set
features an elaborate scroll work of Celtic knot
work accented with gold paint that stands out
wonderfully against a rich burgundy stain. The
interior is pristine wood, sanded smooth and
free of stain, as is the working end of the pestle.
The mortar measures approximately 4 1/4" in
height and 3 1/2" in diameter, with the pestle
measuring about 5 1/4" in length.    

$ 19.95   #LMP03

Wood Pentagram 
Mortar and Pestle 
Carved out of sturdy mango
wood, this mortar and pestle
set has been emblazoned with
a trio of pentagram designs
upon its exterior. Measuring
3 3/4" in dia. and 3 1/2" tall,
this mortar and pestle set has
an interior depth of 2 1/2". 

$ 16.95  #LMWP

Pentagram Wooden Mortar and Pestle Set 
Carved of wood with the finest care, this 
mortar and pestle set stands approximately
4" tall, with it's outer surface painted black.
It has carved into its surface a pattern of
three interwoven pentagrams, each painted
silver and separated by a silver chain of
tangled Celtic knots. The interior has been
left unpainted to keep your work free of
such influence. The pestle, 5 1/4" long,
smooth and carved of polished wood that
has been painted black, similarly offers an
end free of paint for purity of work. Use
them together to bring the feel of wood
into your ritual crafts.   

$ 20.95   #LMW06

Metal Mortar and Pestle Sets

Decorated Cast Iron Mortars & Pestles 
Perfect for your alchemical 
and ritual crafts, these mortar
and pestle sets have been
crafted out of cast iron to offer
you a solid, sturdy tool to aid
you in grinding up whatever
you might need, whether
plant or mineral. The mortars
are decorated on both their
front and back, and can be
used as a cauldron, with its
three supporting legs and
carrying handle. Measuring
5" tall and 5 1/2" in diameter

the mortars also come with a cast iron pestle, measuring 7 1/2"
long with a nonslip shape for its handle for ease and convenience
of use. The heavy weight of these pestles will do much of the
work for you in many cases, even saving you a bit of elbow grease!     

$ 71.95   
Pentagram   #LMC312           Triquetra #LMC311

Triple Moon (SHOWN)  #LMC310

Steel Mortar and Pestle
Made of durable steel, the mortar 
of this set measures 2 3/4" in diam-
eter around its mouth, tapering
to a narrower 2" by its base, and
has textured sides to help keep it
from slipping in your hand when
you are holding it in place. The
pestle is a heavy piece, using its
weight to help do the work for
you, and is a solid cylinder with
flat bottoms, allowing you to mash 
and use the edge for more difficult materials. $ 18.95   #LMMPS

Brass Mortar and Pestle 
An enchanting and durable mortar and
pestle crafted of brass with gentle ribbing
along its sides.

Small- 2 3/4" tall with a 2 3/4” opening.
$ 9.95 #LMBS

Large- 3 1/2" tall with a 3 1/2" opening.                
$ 16.95  #LMBL

Mortars & Pestles
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Oil Diffusers
Oil diffusers use the heat produced by a candle or light bulb 
to release the scent of the oils they contain and diffuse it about
the room. A wonderful way to scent your home or ritual space
without the smoke or ash of incense, you should not leave
your oil diffuser unattended as oils can be quite flammable.

Santa Muerte Oil Diffuser 
In reverence of Santa Muerte, or 
Holy Death, this oil diffuser is a
perfect addition to your altar, home
or sacred space. Standing atop a
pentagram ringed with an ivy
design, three statues of Santa Muerte
are positioned in a triangle, each
with their hands outstretched to
hold a glass plate that has a bowl-
shaped depression for you to fill
with oil. Beneath this, at the center
of the pentagram, is a holder for a
tealight candle worked into the
design of a cauldron. This design
makes for a powerful way of carry-
ing your offering and your prayers
to Santa Muerte. It measures 8 1/4"

in diameter and 8 1/4" tall, and is sculpted entirely of hand painted 
cold cast resin.   $ 48.95   #OD499

Magic Circle Oil Diffuser
The Maiden, Mother, and Crone
gather together around the flame of
a tealight candle, supporting a glass
vessel in their upturned palms. Made
out of cold-cast resin and decorated
with hand painted vines and ivy,
this 6" tall oil diffuser uses the heat
of a tealight candle beneath a glass
bowl to release the scent of your
favorite oil throughout your sacred
spaces. The base of this piece is
sturdy; 5 3/4" in width and quite
thick, to prevent any accidental
spillage of oil or candle wax.   

$ 26.95   #OD127

Brass Pentagram Oil Diffuser New 
A unique piece for the altar and home, this 
oil diffuser features an open design, with
the oil tray supported above the candle
holder by three slender brass pillars.
Measuring approximately 4" in diameter,
it is primarily composed of a base plate
and a supporting ring which contains a
removable glass oil basin. Both this ring and
the base plate are brass plated with white
metal, resulting in a silvery gloss that will
boldly display your candle light. Between
the foremost pillars is a brass plate sculpted
into the image of an upright pentagram.
The brass will help reflect your candle
light, adding to the atmosphere of your
room while you are conducting your ritual,
and otherwise help transfer heat to the glass

basin where your oil is place. The entire piece stands approximately
5 1/4" in height, allowing it to work with tealights as well as votive 
candles.     $ 30.95   #OD563

Twin Fairies Oil Diffuser 
This enchanting oil diffuser, 
made of cold cast resin, presents
the lovely image of twin fairies.
Kneeling with their backs to each
other while their skirts, seemingly
made of flower petals, meld
together to form the resting place
for a tea light candle. Their open
butterfly wings spread backwards
to cleverly form a cradle for the
4 1/4" diameter basin for the oil.
The whole sculpted image of
mirrored, fae beauty is 5 1/2" wide and 3 3/4" high.   

$ 28.95   #OD022

Soapstone Pentagram Cubic Oil Diffuser 
Sculpted from soapstone with meticulous 
care, this little oil diffuser is beautifully
decorated with cut-outs of pentagrams
that allow your tealight or votive's light
to spill out into the room in which it
burns. For ease of cleaning and care, the
small basin for your scented oil is remov-
able, allowing you to more easily clean
it after use. This soapstone oil diffuser
measures approximately 3" high, 2 1/2"
wide, and 2 1/2" deep.

$ 7.95   #OD074

Cubic Soapstone Oil Diffusers
Beautifully cut to stand 3 1/2" tall and
3" square, these soapstone oil diffusers
have designs carved into three sides of
their candle holder base. Easy to clean,
with a removable oil bowl and smooth
surfaces, these diffusers use only a
tealight candle to heat the oil and release
their scent about the room.
Triple Moon (SHOWN) $ 17.95 #OD5069
Triquetra $ 8.95  #OD5079

Oil Rings for Light Bulbs
Fits any standard light bulb. Fill the channel
with the scented oil of your choice. The
scent is slowly dispersed by the warmth 
of the bulb.

Stone (SHOWN) $ 3.95     1  #ORS
Brass             $ 2.50 2 #ORIN

Hourglass-Shaped Oil Diffuser 
Created in an hourglass design, this oil
diffuser is a simple and elegant way to fill
your home with the fragrance of your
favorite oil. In the top portion, supported
by three simple metal posts, is a small bowl
in which the oil is poured. Beneath this, in
the lower platform, is a small tray for a
tealight candle. It is made of crome finished
brass and measures 4 3/4" in height and 
3" in diameter. $ 12.95   #ODOBC

Oil Diffusers
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Pentagram 
Soapstone Oil Diffuser New 
Carved of soapstone to present a cylindrically 
shaped container for a tealight candle with an
open basin for oil at its top, this oil diffuser is
decorated with pentagram cutouts in its sides
providing ventilation and allowing the light of
your candle to spill out. The basin on top can
also be easily removed for ease of cleanup. The
entire piece measures approximately 3 1/2" tall
and 2 3/4" in diameter.   $ 12.95  #OD307RP

Three Pentagram 
New Soapstone Oil Diffuser

Sculpted from soapstone, this oil diffuser depicts
three pentagram cut outs carved into its sides
which allow the warm glow of your tealight's
flame to flow into the room, even as it heats the
soapstone tray and wafts the scent of your oil
to fill the senses. The oil tray is also removable,
for easy clean up and changing of your oils. The
entire piece measures approximately 4" tall and 
3" in diameter. $ 15.95   #OD308B

Black Pentagram Oil Diffuser
The bottom of this soapstone oil diffuser consists
of an elaborate candle holder, decorated with
numerous little cut-outs that will create a
dazzling display of candle light and a central
pentagram carved into the holder's front.
Settling into this is a small, removable soapstone
basin intended to sit over your tealight candle
and heat the oil you place within. The entire
thing measures 4" high when assembled and 3" 
in diameter.    $ 12.95  2 #OD498TX

Foxcraft Oils
Formulated by an elder in the Witchcraft community, these
high quality 2 dram oil essences have been intentionally
blended to invoke each oil's individual energetic traits.

$ 5.95
Amber Tunisian Protection #OAMBTF
Attract Love Love #OATTLF
Benzoin Purification #OBENF
Dragon's Blood Uncrossing #ODRAF
Fast Luck Luck #OFASF
Frankincense Absolute Cleansing #OFRAAF
Healing Powers Healing #OHEAF
High John the Conq. Mental Powers #OHIGF
Magnetic Drawing, Luck #OMAGF
Money Drawing Money #OMONDF
Money Success Money #OMONSF
Musk Arabian White Meditation/Balance #OMUSAF 
Musk Egyptian Confidence #OMUSEF
Night Queen Passion #ONIGF
Opium, French Sexual Attraction #OOPIF
Patchouli Arabian Love, Mastery #OPATAF New
Patchouli Tunisian Love, Growth #OPATTF
Peace n' Protection Peace #OPEAF
Psychic Powers Psychic Power #OPSYF
Rose Geranium Blessing #OROSGF
Sandalwood Arabian Spiritual Awareness #OSANAF 
Sandalwood Tunisian Blessing #OSANTF
7 African Powers Power #OSEVF
Tonka Bean Narcotic #OTONF
Van-Van Uncrossing #OVANF
Witch's Sight Revenge #OWITF

Soapstone Pentacle Oil Diffuser 
Use this beautiful soapstone oil diffuser, along
with a tealight candle and your favorite oil, to
bring the scent, and look, you desire to your ritual
space. Three pentacles are carved into the base of
this 4" tall piece. The oil cup measures 3" in
diameter, and is removable for easy cleaning.           

$ 8.95  #ODSP

Soapstone Oil Diffuser 
Using a simple tealight candle, this soapstone oil
diffuser will fill the air with your favorite scent.
Decorative holes and designs are carved out
around the base of this 3 1/4" tall piece. The oil cup
measures 2 1/2" in diameter, and is removable 
for easy cleaning. $ 8.95  2 #ODSA

Stylized Ceramic Oil Diffuser 
with Tealight and Oil 
Decorated in varying patterns
taken from those images we find
in the sky and nature, these oil
burners  provide a beautiful accent
to any altar, countertop or desk.
Standing 3 3/4" tall, the lower half
contains a space for you to place
and light your tealight candle,
where light will spill out from the
decorative cut outs in its front face

and it will heat up the top pan where you place a small amount of
your desired oil. As the oil heats up and evaporates its fragrance will
spill into the room. Each burner comes with a tealight candle and
a small sample of scented oil. The ceramic burners come in various
colors, and patterns, with various scents provided for the oil, all of 
which are chosen at random.  $ 5.95  2 #OBOILL

Ceramic Pentacle Oil Diffuser 
A glazed ceramic oil diffuser with three
pentacles formed into its base. The oil cup is
removable for easy cleaning and replacement
of the tealight candle. The base comes with
small rubber pads on its bottom to protect
your furniture from scratching and damage.
The color of its high gloss jewel toned glaze
may vary. The whole piece measures 4 1/2"    
high with a diameter of 3 1/2”. $ 10.95  #ODCP

Auric Blends Love Perfume New
Subtle, gentle and complex, this perfume from Auric
Blend is inspired by the beauty of love and lovers.
Its sweet fragrance is not overwhelming, and yet it
endures and lingers in the senses long after it has
passed. Wear it to imbue your love spells with a
strong, enduring affection or simply enjoy the way
its scent lingers in the air long after you've passed.  

Small  1/3 oz    $ 7.95    #OALOVS
Large  1.7 oz      $ 26.95   #OALOVL
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Auric Blends Solid Perfumes New

These Temple Essence 
perfume solids from Auric
Blends are a unique experi-
ence that you'll fast want to
savor again and again.
Made of a blend of pure
coconut oil, beeswax and
custom blended perfume

essences, these 1/5 ounce solid perfumes come in little soapstone
container perfect for decorating your altar or nightstand. Simply
open the cap, dab your finger and rub the scent into your skin to 
enjoy these fragrances.    $ 8.95 

New Auric Blends Perfumes
These Auric Blends perfumes have
a complex, yet gentle aroma. Wear
them to enhance your rituals or
spells, when you are going out for
the evening or even as you just go
about your day. Just a dab on the
skin will last for ours. Each bottle
contains 1/3 oz of perfume with 
a roll-on applicator. $ 7.95   

Auric Blends 
Egyptian Goddess Perfume New
A sultry and evocative scent, Egyptian Goddess
is the perfume from Auric Blends that conjures to
the sultry tales of Egyptian queens and priestesses
who gave the deserts at the Nile's edge their heat.
Combining soft floral scents with a light musk to
create a scent that is seductive, feminine, and
enticing, Egyptian Goddess is the number one
scent from Auric Blends for a reason. Wear a drop
or two, and feel like a goddess wrapped in a cloak
of decadent scent. Each bottle contains 1.87 oz, 
for external use only. $ 26.95   #OAEGL

Auric Blends Ladies 
of Legend Perfumes New 
Each of these fragrant perfumes by
Auric Blends is inspired by a different
woman of legend. Coming in a 0.22 oz
bottle with a roll-on applicator, just
a dab or two on the skin can help inspire
your senses to new heights.

Layla   $ 17.95 #OALAY
Pele   $ 12.95 #OAPEL
Siren $ 12.95 #OASIR
Tara    $ 17.95 #OATAR

Ritually Aspected 1618 Gold Oils
Brought to you by 1618Gold, these fragrant
and lightly colored oils come in a 2 dram
glass bottle and are each energetically
focused to enhance the magical energy and
intentions already within you! You can add a
small amount to an oil diffuser to bring its
magical essence to an entire room or place a
small dab upon your skin to bring it with you 
where ever you go.  1  $ 3.95 

Medicine Wheel Oils 
These scents are derived from sacred herbs
and the Medicine Wheel, a Native American
representation of the cycle of life and death.
Use them in your ritual crafts, meditation and
prayer to invoke the qualities of these items
and concepts. Each bottle contains approximately
1 dram of anointing oil, for external use only. 

$ 3.50 each
East Shield    #OMWEAS North Shield    #OMWNOR
Pinon Pine   #OMWPP   Sweetgrass       #OMWSG
South Shield  #OMWSOU   Spirit Path #OMWSPI
West Shield  #OMWWES   Western Sage   #OMWWS

Animal Totem Spirit Scents Oils 
Capturing the essence of totem animals, these 
sacred oils are a powerful addition to your
rituals and prayers. Use them to help seek
new insights and invoke the spirit of your
totem animal. Each bottle contains 1 dram    
of anointing oil, for external use only.

$ 3.50 eachBear       #OTBEA
Buffalo    #OTBUF
Deer       #OTDEE
Dolphin  #OTDOL
Eagle   #OTEAG Turtle   #OTTUR Wolf   #OTWOL
Humming Bird   #OTHUM Mountain Lion   #OTML

Abra Melin #OAGABR
Adam & Eve #OAGADA
Banishing #OAGBAN
Business #OAGBUS
Come To Me #OAGCOMM
Crown of Succuss #OAGCRO
Devil’s Shoestring #OAGDEV
Dove’s Blood #OAGDOV
Dragon’s Blood #OAGDRA
Fast Money #OAGFASM
Five Finger #OAGFIV
Frankincense #OAGFRA
Galangal #OAGGAL
Healing #OAGHEA
Hemlock #OAGHEM
Hi John #OAGHIJ

Hot Foot #OAGHOT
Kyphi #OAGKYP
Lavender #OAGLAV
Love Drops #OAGLOVD
Love Me #OAGLOVM
Mandrake #OAGMAN
Mistletoe #OAGMIS
Money Drawing #OAGMOND
Myrrh #OAGMYR
Protection #OAGPROT
Rue #OAGRUE
Sage #OAGSAG
Snake #OAGSNA
Spanish Moss #OAGSPA
Wormwood #OAGWOR

African Musk #OAAM
Amber #OAAB
Amber Patchouly    #OAAP
Aphrodesia #OAAD
Black Coconut  #OABC
Black Opium  #OABO
Chinese Rain  #OACR
Coco Mango  #OACM
Desert Night  #OADS
Divine Opium  #OADO
Egyptian Goddess    #OAEG
Forbidden Desire    #OAFD
Golden Honeysuckle #OAGH
Hawaiian Fantasy   #OAHF
Jasmine  #OAJM
Lavender Dreams     #OALD
Love  #OALE
Lovers Moon  #OALM
Majik  #OAMJ
Moonlight  #OAML

Mystic Blend #OAMYB
Night Queen  #OANQ
Ocean Song  #OAOS
One Love  #OAOL
Patchouly  #OAPT
Plumeria  #OAPL
Rasta  #OART
Rose  #OARS
Sandalwood  #OASW
Sandalwood Vanilla #OASV
Sweet Rain  #OASR
Tea Rose  #OATE
Tropical Rain  #OATR
Vanilla  #OAVN
Vanilla Musk  #OAVM
Vanilla Rain  #OAVR
Water Goddess        #OAWA 
Water Lily  #OAWL
White Musk  #OAWM

Ambrosia #OASAM
Black Coconut #OASBC
Dark Opium #OASDO
Eastern Sandalwood #OASES
Egyptian Goddess  #OASEG
Golden Vanilla #OASGV
Himalayan Musk  #OASHM

Indo Patchouly #OASIP
Kashmir Rose #OASKR
Love #OASLO
Monsoon Rain #OASMR
Royal Amber #OASRA
Star Jasmine #OASSJ
White Gardenia   #OASWG

Oils
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AzureGreen
N a t u r a l  O i l s

Sold in both 2 dram and 1 ounce bottles, these 
homemade, high-quality oils feature a wide
selection of both single and blended scents. Used
in ritual and for personal use, these oils are ideal
to wear as a body scent, add to your bathwater,
or for aromatherapy, to say nothing of the many
charms and spells that have scented oils as an
integral part of their creation.                              

2 dram     1 oz
$ 4.50   $ 10.50   

Air  Intellect, communication, wisdomOAIRC 
Altar  Anoint ritual candles & tools OALTC     OALTB
Amber  Love, comfort, happiness OAMBC   OAMBB
Ambergris Psychic ventures, dream OAMBGC OAMBGB
Apple Blossom Peace, Success OAPPBC OAPPBB
Balsam Fir Give spells a boost of energy. OBALFC   
Banishing   Drive away negativity OBANC
Basil  Love, wealth, peace & harmony OBASC
Bayberry  Protection, control OBAYC OBAYB
Bergamot  Attract money, uplift spirits OBERC OBERB
Black Opium  Opening hidden worlds OBLAC OBLAB
Carnation  Protection, strength, healing OCARNC OCARNB
Cedarwood  Healing, purification, unhex OCEDC
Cinnamon  Purifying, stimulating, money OCINC OCINB
Clove  Pain relief, intellectual stimulant OCLOC OCLOB
Copal  Love, purification OCOPC
Cypress  Comfort, healing, protection OCYPC
Dragon’s Blood Potency, protection ODRAC ODRAB
Earth  Fertility, money, promote peace OEARC
Egyptian Musk Love, lust OEGYC OEGYB
Eucalyptus  Healing, purifying OEUCC OEUCB
Fire  Courage, purification, magick OFIRC
Frankincense  Astral strength, protection OFRAC OFRAB
Frangi Pani  Aroma to attract trust OFRAGC
Frank Myrrh Purification, healing OFRAMC OFRAMB
French Vanilla Love, psychic abilities OFREC
Gardenia  Peace, love, healing OGARC
Geranium Power in rituals/magick OGERC
Ginger  Success in rituals/magick OGINC
Healing  Aid in all healing OHEAC OHEAB
Heliotrope  Psychic power, attract wealth OHELC
Hi John  Strength; confidence OHIJC OHIJB
Honeysuckle Psychic powers, money OHONC
Initiation Bring others into your group OINIC
Isis  Goddess/magick/mystery OISIC 
Jasmine  Love, money, dreams OJASC OJASB
Juniper  Calming, protection OJUNC
Jupiter Meditation, prosperity OJUPC
Kyphi  Attract love, bring power/success OKYPC
Lavender  Cleansing, healing, love OLAVC OLAVB
Lemongrass  Psychic/mental clarity OLEMGC OLEMGB
Lilac  Warding off, soothing OLILC OLILB
Lily of the Valley  Inner peace, memory OLILVC
Lotus Opening, elevating, protection OLOTC OLOTB
Love  Personal opening & love drawing OLOVC 
Magnolia  Nature, trees, hair growth OMAGC  

2 dram     1 oz
$ 4.50   $ 10.50   

Moon  Prophetic dreams, peace, love OMOOC  
Musk  Aphrodisiac, prosperity OMUSC OMUSB
Myrrh  Hex-breaking, meditative, healing OMYRRC OMYRRB
Nag Champa Popular incense scent ONAGC ONAGB
Neroli  Confidence, princess, insomnia ONERC
Night Queen Control, change ONIGC
Oak Moss  Native American, breathing OOAKC
Orange BlossomAttract proposals OORABC
Sweet Orange  Attract men, peace, power OORAC     OORAB
Patchouli  Mastery, growth, love OPATC OPATB
Peppermint  Energy, mental stimulant OPEPC OPEPB
Pine  Grounding, strength, cleansing OPINC
Prosperity  Attract abundance, riches OPROSC OPROSB
Protection  Deflect harmful influences OPROTC OPROTB
Psychic  Increase psychic awareness OPSYC
Purification  To cleanse of negativity OPURC
Rose  Love, house blessing, fertility OROSC OROSB
Rosemary  Remembrance, energy OROSMC OROSMB
Rue  Break hexes, money ORUEC
Sage  Wisdom, clarity, purification OSAGC OSAGB
Sage & Cedar Healing, purification OSAGCC
Samhain Oct. 31 - November 1 OSAMC OSAMB
Sandalwood  Spirituality, healing OSANC OSANB
Strawberry  Love, luck OSTRC
Sun  Energy, protection, illumination OSUNC
Tea Tree  Eliminate confusion, harmony OTEAC OTEAB
Tuberose  Excite/sensuality, calming OTUBC
Vanilla  Lust, mental powers OVANC OVANB
Venus  Love, joy, friendship, meditation OVENC
Vetivert  Unhexing, money, peace, love OVETC
Violet  Wisdom, luck, love, protection OVIOC
Water  Love, dreams, psychism, healing OWATC OWATB
Ylang Ylang  Euphoria, harmony, love OYLAC OYLAB
Yule  Winter Solstice OYULC OYULB

AzureGreen Oils

What Is the Difference In Oils Anyway ?
The standard production of natural oils involves mixing
the natural oil blended with a carrier oil, such as almond
oil. By doing this the cost of the oil is decreased, and it
becomes easier to use without overwhelming the senses.

Essential oils are the completely pure oils, most often steam
distilled from massive amounts of the plant in question.
They are very strong, and require a gentle hand when it
comes to using them. The cost for essential oils can often be
prohibitive, with essential rose oil (as an example) costing
well over a thousand dollars for only a scant amount.
Further, essential oils are so strong that they can seep in
through the skin, making hitting toxic levels a possibility
with large quantities, particularly for pregnant women.
But, other than that small risk, these are the best and purist
oils around.

The oil essences are the compromise between the two, not
as strong or as expensive as essential oils, they contain far
less carrier oil than the natural oils do, making for a purer
product. Also, some oils cannot be made as pure essential
oils, and in these cases, we have the oil essences to provide
for people who want as pure an oil as possible.
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AzureGreen
Pure Essential Oils

Pure essential oils made with outstanding quality and
attention to detail. Due to the strength of essential oils,
they are for external use only.               2 dram bottles.

Anise Clairvoyance, Protection $ 4.95 #OANIE
Basil  Love, Wealth, Harmony $ 9.95 #OBASE      
Benzoin Purification, Prosperity $ 4.95          #OBENE
Bergamot Money, Uplift Spirits $ 9.95  #OBERE
Cedarwood Purification, Unhex $ 4.95          #OCEDE
Cinnamon Purifying, Stimulating $ 4.95   #OCINE
Citronella   Cleansing, Warding $ 4.95    #OCITE
Clove  Pain Relief, Stimulant $ 5.95          #OCLOE
Eucalyptus Healing, Purifying $ 4.95          #OEUCE
Frankincense Astral Strength, Protection  $ 11.95  #OFRAE
Frank/Myrrh Protection, Healing $ 11.95  #OFRAME
Ginger Love, Money, Success, Power $ 4.95   #OGINE
Lavender    Healing, Love $ 6.95          #OLAVE
Lemon        Call Spirits, Love, Energy $ 4.95   #OLEME  
Lemongrass  Psychic/Mental Clarity $ 4.95    #OLEMGE
Myrrh Hex-breaking, Meditative $ 10.95  #OMYRRE 
Neroli Confidence, princess, insomnia $ 6.95          #ONERE
Sweet Orange Peace, Power, Luck $ 4.95          #OORAE
Patchouli    Mastery, Growth, Love $ 6.95    #OPATE
Pennyroyal Purifying, Water, Gout $ 6.95          #OPENE
Peppermint Energy, Mental Stimulant $ 6.95    #OPEPE
Pine Grounding, Strength $ 4.95           #OPINE
Rosemary   Energy, Remembrance $ 4.95    #OROSME  
Rue  Break Hexes and Jinxes $ 9.95          #ORUEE
Sage           Wisdom, Clarity, Purification $ 6.95          #OSAGE
Sandalwood Spirituality, Healing $ 12.95        #OSANE
Tea Tree Increase Harmony $ 6.95    #OTEAE
Vetivert Unhexing, Money, Peace, Love $ 9.95    #OVETE
Ylang Ylang Euphoria, Harmony, Love $ 9.95          #OYLAE

AzureGreen Oil Essences
Superb quality essential oils, mixed with other high-end aromatics to 
provide the best possible source of some hard to find scents. Due
to their strength, they are for external use only.      2 dram bottles.
Bayberry  Protection, Control $ 4.95           #OBAYE
Carnation Protection, Strength $ 6.95       #OCARNE
Honeysuckle Money, Psychic Powers  $ 6.95         #OHONE
Jasmine Love, Money, Dreams $ 6.95           #OJASE
Lilac Healing, Uncrossing, Spirit  $ 5.95            #OLILE
Lotus Opening, Elevating $ 6.95           #OLOTE
Musk Aphrodisiac, Prosperity $ 6.95           #OMUSE
Rose  Love, Blessing, Fertility   $ 6.95           #OROSE

Marie Laveau Love Oil 
This oil, inspired by the Voodoo Queen, Marie
Laveau, is intended to help empower your love
spells and otherwise bring love into your life.
Use it as an anointing oil within your ritual magic
or otherwise sprinkle it within your love spells
to bring the one that you desire, or the love that
you need, into your life. This is a 1 oz (29.5 ml)
bottle of anointing oil, for external use only.   

$ 4.95  2 #OMLOV

AzureGreen 
Astrological Essence Oils New 
Each of the zodiac signs has been captured within
these essence oils, which are a blended mix of
carefully chosen essential oils. With a few drops
placed upon an oil pad, candle or oil diffuser,
they can be used in magic to help you bring the
properties of a specific zodiac sign into your
ritual craft. These 2 dram bottles of essence oils 
are for external use only.   $ 6.95

New AzureGreen Feng Shui Elemental Essence Oils 
These oils are a potent blend of essential oils 
crafted to represent each of the different elements
as they are known within Feng Shui, and are
similarly represented within other traditions.
Use these oils with an oil diffuser or upon an oil
pad to bring the energy of the elements into your
life or ritual crafts in greater abundance, to create
the change you desire. These are 2 dram bottles 
of essence oil for external use only. $ 6.95   

Indian Oils
Affordable and potent, this line of
intentional purposed scents have stood
the test of time. An essential component
to many classic and modern spells or
rituals, these ancient formula are in
high demand by many practitioners
of the craft. Sold in a four dram bottle.

#2   $ 2.50 each  

New Cleopatra Oil
Named for the fiery Egyptian ruler Cleopatra,
this oil is intended to kindle the passion and
desire of lovers. Just as Cleopatra ignited uncon-
trollable desires in Julius Caesar and Marc Antony,
this oil can stir a couple to renewed passions
within their love life. Use it in ritual crafts to
bring back romance that isn't quite what it used to
be or to bring life to a relationship that could use
a little passion. This 1 oz bottle of Cleopatra 
oil is for external use only.  $ 3.95  2 #OCLE1

Earth   #OEARE
Fire   #OFIRE
Metal   #OMETE

Water   #OWATE
Wood   #OWOOE

Aquarius           #OAQUE
Aries   #OARIE
Cancer #OCANE
Capricorn   #OCAPE
Gemini #OGEME
Leo   #OLEOE

Libra   #OLIBE
Pisces   #OPISE
Sagittarius        #OSAGIE
Scorpio #OSCOE
Taurus   #OTAUE
Virgo   #OVIRE

Adam & Eve #OADAV
All Purpose #OALLV
Attract Customers #OIATTC
Better Buisness #OBETBV
Black Arts #OBLAAV
Black Destroyer #OBLADV
Black Cat #OBLCAV
Black Chicken #OBLCHV
Chango Macho New #OCHAMV
Commanding #OCOMMV
Come To Me #OCOMTV
Do As I Say   #ODOAV
Domination #ODOMV
Fast Luck #OFASV
Jinx Removing #OJINV
John the Conqueror #OJOHV

Look But Don’t Touch #OLOOV
Love Me #OLOVMV
Magnet #OMAGV
Money Drawing #OMONV
No Arrest New #ONOAV
Ochun #OOCHV
Peaceful Home New #OPEAHV
Protection from Harm #OPROHV
Reversible #OREVV
Road Opener #OROAV
Say Everything #OISAY
Send Back Evil #OSENV
St Jude #OSTJV
Stop Rumors #OSTOV
Unblocker #OIUNB
Voodoo Night #OVOONV

Oils, AzureGreen Essential Oils
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Ancient God & Goddess Spirit Scents Oils 

Created to aid you in your prayers and rituals, 
these potent sacred oils are intended to help you
reach out to particular gods or goddesses, and
invoke their influence in your life. These 1 dram
bottles of anointing oil are for external use only.

$ 3.50 each
Apollo    #OSAPO Astarte       #OSAST
Athena   #OSATH Ceridwen  #OSCER
Demeter  #OSDEM  Eros     #OSERO
Neptune  #OSNEP   Osiris     #OSOSI
Pan           #OSPAN   Vishnu      #OSVIS

Archangel Oils 
Especially crafted to help you within your ritual
crafts (or standing alone) to call upon the archangels,
this anointing oil is a powerful addition to your
ritual magic. The archangels are a powerful aid to
call upon when you are seeking personal guidance
and wisdom or even personal protection and
power. Each bottle contains approximately 1 dram 
of oil for external use only.   $ 3.50

Auriel   #OAAUR     Raphael   #OARAP
Gabriel  #OAGAB    Uriel         #OAURI
Michael #OAMIC

Sacred Heart Master Oil 
This potent anointing oil invokes the Sacred Heart,
using that divine power to seek blessings of abundance
while disrupting the plots of those enemies who work
against you and strive to make your life difficult.
Designed to be used every day, you are to anoint your
hands and the body while beseeching the Sacred Heart
for aid. This is a 4 oz bottle of Sacred Heart Master 
oil, for external use only. $ 6.95  2 #O7SACH

Money Growing Root of Life Oil 
This magical oil draws upon the magical properties of roots
to aid you in creating prosperity and good fortune in your
life. Use this as an anointing oil in your magical rituals to
help grow solid roots in the financial world, and use those
roots to grow your financial asset, helping bring money
and prosperity into your life. This 2 oz bottle of anointing 
oil is for external use only.     $ 8.95  #OMONG

Fast Bucks Oil with Amulet
Intended to aid in bringing money in a hurry to
anybody who uses it, this mystical oil is a powerful
addition to your spells of money drawing and
prosperity. Soaking within the oil is a small amulet
that can be placed within a pouch to be worn on
your person, helping to bring this good luck with
you where ever you go. This is approximately 2 fl oz
(118 ml) of oil, for external use only. 

$ 5.95   2 #OFASB

Raspberry Kiss Kama Sutra Oil New 
Raspberry Kiss from Kama Sutra is an 
oil of love that recalls late summer after-
noons of lazy desire. Suffused with the
flavor of wild woodsy berries, it is created
specifically to aid in discovering and
unlocking sensual treasures together. Use
it to grow closer with your loved one, and
explore the spiritual act of lovemaking.
Latex safe, dermatologist tested, hypo-
allergenic and stain free Raspberry Kiss
has been formulated to stimulate a warm-
ing sensation with the gentle urgings of
your lover's breath. Intended for external 
use only.  $ 28.95   #OKRAS

Asafedita Oil
Asafedita, sometimes known as heeng is intended
to be worn on string around neck to ward off colds,
fever, and bad spirits. This oil is often used in exorcism
rituals and often to protect children as well. it is
purported to have anticonvulsant effect and aid relief
from asthma attacks. 1 oz.        $ 10.95   2  #OASA

Haile Selassie Oil 
This potent oil is designed to help bring good luck and
security into one's life, and lend strength and protection
to whatever is anointed by it, making it a powerful
aid for those who are seeking aid in overcoming an
obstacle or simply better fortune in their life.
Complimented by a pleasant aroma reminiscent of
a man's cologne, it is perfect for whatever such purpose 
you put it to.    $ 5.95   #OHAIS

Dragon’s Blood Oil 
The 7 Sisters of New Orleans bring you their own
blend of dragon's blood oil. Famed for its magical
properties, their dragon's blood oil can be quite
helpful in your rituals, with properties that will aid
you in protection, empowerment, purification and
much more. This is a 4 dram bottle of anointing oil, 
for external use only.  $ 2.50  2 #O7DRA

Original Oils 
A classic line of potent oils mixtures in 2 dram bottles that 
have long been a customer favorite.    2#   $ 3.95    

Camphor Oil 
Camphor oil is used to drive away evil spirits and
prevent them from returning to bring you further
woe. Do not ingest, for external use only. 1 oz.

$ 4.95  2  #OCAMO

Cinnamon #OCIN
Civet #OCIV
Dragon’s Blood#ODRA
Frankincense #OFRA
Jasmine #OJAS
Lavender #OLAV
Lilac #OLIL

Musk #OMUS
Myrrh #OMYR
Patchouli #OPAT
Rose #OROS
Rue #ORUE
Sandalwood #OSAN

Oils

Patchouli Oil (W/ Root)
This is a 1 ounce bottle of powerful
patchouli perfume, a small piece of
patchouli root still within the bottle,
to help its power increase over time.         

$ 5.95  2  #OPATR



Sorcerer Love Perfume New
Of potent use in love spells, Sorcerer Love
perfume is a potent blend intended to help
you seduce and conquer the one that you
desire. Whether you are seeking to kindle
lasting and powerful  love or seeking lustful
control and desire, the perfume can aid you
in achieving your desires. Coming in a canister
with instructions in both English and Spanish,
Sorcerer Love is a great aid for anybody who 
wishes to cast a love spell.    

$ 13.95   #OSORL

New Grey Amber Perfume Oil
Based upon a tale of love rooted within the
sagas of the legendary German figure Siegfried,
grey amber perfume is intended to be used as
an aphrodisiac and to assist you in powerful
love spells. The sweet perfume is believed to
compel others, and leave them craving your
love and affection, making it a powerful way
to stir the passions of your beloved. This is a
14ml bottle of grey amber perfume oil.    

$ 13.95   #OGREA

Liga Del Dolar Oil New
Translating directly to "League of the Dollar," this
ritual oil is a potion unto itself, intended to aid you
within your ritual magic and spells of money drawing
and prosperity, helping you reach the heights of the
wealthy. Crafted with assorted magical components
intended for good luck and prosperity, it includes in
its 4 oz. glass bottle: Dice representing gambling,
chance and good luck; Roots and herbs known for
magical properties that bring good luck and money;
Various lucky numbers intended to bring luck and
wealth to the mixture; A blend of essential oils known
for being useful in spells of money drawing.     

$ 10.95   #OLIGD

New Liga Brasilera Oil
This mystical oil has been created as a powerful
addition to your ritual craft, and is intended to be
used within your prayer or by itself as a powerful
aid in helping to accomplish your goals and conquer
the obstacles that stand between you and prosperity
and happiness. Coming with a small heart-shaped
lock pendant and filled with magical roots, symbols,
and other such items, it is a powerful addition to
your ritual magic. This is a 4 oz bottle for external 
use only.    $ 10.95   #OLIGB

El Destructor Oil New
This 4 oz. bottle of El Destructor oil is a powerful
oil intended to help protect you from your enemies
and destroy their evil influence. Often used in
magical ritual, the instructions which are written
in Spanish, have been interpreted and translated
into a non-denominational ritual as follows:
You are to write upon a sheet of parchment in
magical ink the name of your enemy seven times
in seven rows and then speak a prayer of protec-
tion, beseeching the God, Goddess or Saints
you worship in the strongest words and passion
you know for the protection you seek. Then you
pour the oil onto the scroll and bind the scroll
you created within the red cord, and speak "Just

as I tie this scroll, so I bind the evil thoughts, resentment, and bad
intentions and your will or strength. In the name of (the God,
Goddess, or Saints you worship) you cannot harm me." And then,
at the end of the ritual and in a safe fashion in a ventilated space, the
parchment you used to create the scroll is burned, making the evil
thoughts, curses and powers of your enemy disappear without
causing harm. This oil is for external use only.     $ 10.95   #OELDE

New El Protector Oil 
El protector oil is intended specifically to
aid you with invoking the protection of
the psalms and God. Use it to anoint your
holy tools of ritual, your altar, your home
and any other object you may seek to
bless. Speak the psalm of your choice
or a prayer to God, while you work the
blessing, to invoke his protection upon
you and those you love. This is a 4 oz
bottle of El Protector Oil for external use 
only.    $ 10.95   #OELPR

Essential Oil Solvent New 
Have you ever wanted to create your own essential
oil and just been mystified as to how it is done?
Well, this essential oil solvent is intended to help
you make your own scented creations a little easier
to create. Many items simply do not contain enough
oil to be cold pressed and are too delicate for chemical
distillation, so a solvent is used to draw out the
oils, waxes, resins, and other such materials from
the plant matter. This 4 oz bottle of Essential Oil
Solvent is pure Diethyl Phthalate that is intended
to aid you in creating your own natural blends.    

$ 5.95  2 #OCDIEP4

Anna Riva 4 dram Oils
Haitian Love Oil with Root
A powerfully scented annointing oil, with
patchouli root soaking in each bottle. To draw
the love of man or woman of your choice. Keep
a loved one true, make the one you love want to
be ever near you. 4 dram. $ 5.95  2   #OHAIA

Haitian Gambler's Oil with Root
A magically powerful scented oil mixture,
for a potent gambling hand, aiding in all
games of chance and money drawing. Oil includes Grains of Paradise, 
and Samson's Root. 4 dram. $ 5.95  2  #OHAIGA
Hi John Oil with Root
Used for bringing favorable results in one’s undertaking. 4 dram

$ 6.50  2  #OHIRA  
Rosebud Oil with Bud
Used as a perfume to attract affection and love. 4 dram.

$ 5.95  2  #OROSA

99 Oils

Good Luck Charm Spray 
Offering good luck to whatever is sprayed with it,
this potent perfume oil comes in a 1/2 oz pump
spray bottle containing a powerful charm against
the evil eye. This makes it of particularly good use
for ritual crafts where you are seeking to anoint
something and provide good luck. Alternately,
you can also  wear it as a perfume to find better
luck in all tasks you undertake.  This is for external 
use only.    $ 9.95  #OGOOL
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ANNA RIVA’S OILS
These mystic oils have been specifically
formulated by Anna Riva to be used in the
many spells and rituals found in her books,
as well as for daily life. Detailed information
on her oils can be found in her book “Golden
Secrets of Mystic Oils”, found in our books 
section.  2# $ 3.95
Abra Melin Makes others obey your wishes. #OABRA
Absinthe Helps work curses against your enemies. #OABSA
Acacia Use to anoint your altar and altar tools. #OACAA
Adam & Eve Passions, bind who have grown apart. #OADAA
All Purpose A blend of oils for consecrating. #OALLA
Ancient Wisdom Wisdom, gain all information thats desired. #OANCA
Angel Attract friends, calm troubled home. #OANGA
Anointing Magnetize candles and ritual implements. #OANNA
Aphrodisia Arouse passion in another; attraction. #OAPHA
Aquarius       Helps inspire motivation and ambition. #OAQUA
Arabian Nights Cause others to find you more appealing. #OARANA
Aries Enhance clairvoyance and healing spells.      #OARIA
Astral Travel Protection during astral travel, aid in travel. #OASTA
Attraction To be worn when searching for a new mate. #OATTA
Banishing To discourage unwanted visitors. #OBANA
Bat's Blood Black Arts; discord, voodoo dolls. #OBATA
Bend Over  Power to bend others to your will. #OBENA
Beneficial Dreams Remember your dreams better.     #OBENDA
Better Business Attract customers w/money to spend. #OBETA
Bewitching Bind others to you with love, affection. #OBEWA
Big Money  Helps assure you of always having sufficient cash.#OBIGA
Black Arts Cross your enemies or make a pact with evil. #OBLAAA
Black Cat Gambler lucky scent. #OBLAA
Black Devil  Get revenge against the unfaithful. #OBLDEA
Black Panther Gain self confidence and self reliance. #OBLPAA
Blessing Purify the soul or any ritual tools. #OBLEA
Blue Sonata  A powerful addition to your love spells.        #OBLSOA
Bottom #20  A powerful hexing mixture.                             #OBOTA
Buddha         Find guidance to spiritual enlightenment. #OBUDA
Bull's To increase one's strength. #OBULA
Caliph’s Beloved Cause sexual desire and attract attention.             #OCABEA
Capricorn      Overcome anxiety in social situations. #OCAPA
Cast Off Evil Annoint during ritual. Conquer evil forces. #OCAEA
Cancer Helps one get through life's upheavals. #OCANCA
Casino Enhance luck. Winning games of chance. #OCASA
Cedar of Lebanon Helps inspire self confidence.          #OCELEA
Chinese Luck Bring the 5 blessings into your life.          #OCHLUA
Chypre         Use in spells of good luck and money drawing. #OCHYA
Cinnamon Extra strength bring good luck to the premises. #OCINA
Cleo May        A powerful source of good luck and love.  #OCLMAA
Cleopatra To excite the senses. Love charms. #OCLEA
Clover New To keep your partner from straying. #OCLOVA
Commanding To get another to do your bidding. #OCOMMA
Compelling Gather great and mighty power onto oneself.#OCOMPA
Come To Me Use on the bosom to attract sexual love. #OCOMTA
Conjure Candle magic; attracts spirits to complete task.#OCONA
Controlling Peace of mind; manage lover; dominance. #OCONTA
Conquering Glory Aids you in gaining power over others.            #OCOGOA
Counteracting Rid home of ambivalent forces. #OCOUA
Courage      Believed to replace fear with fortitude. #OCOURA
Court     Carry you through proceedings w/serenity#OCOURTA
Crown of Success The Gods of victory smile on you. #OCROA
Damballah Use to gain strength, power and courage.               #ODAMBA
Desire Me Inspires romance; attraction. #ODESA
Devil Trap Keep evil forces from entering home or business. #ODETRA
Devil’s Shoestring Use to trip up the devil.              #ODESHA

Devils          Use when seeking revenge or striking your enemies. #ODEVIA
Do As I Say Self-control, self-mastery, self-confidence. #ODOAA
Dove's Blood Use for Court, or on any peace mission. #ODOVA
Dragon’s Blood Uncrossing, Keep home free of wicked spirits. #ODRAA
Drawing     Powerful force to bring money, luck, love. #ODRAWA
Dream Quiet, restful sleep; prophetic visions. #ODREA
Earth To protect property or instill confidence. #OEARA
Easy Life Attract health, great fortune, and a good life. #OEASA
Enchantment Spellbinding allure for user. #OENCA
Fantasy Causes dreams to come true. #OFANA
Fast Bucks Use to attract money in a hurry.        #OFASB
Fast Luck Wealth into the environment fo the wearer. #OFASA
Fast Money Draw money to you. #OFASMA
Fiery Command Use to get your desires met immediately.             #OFICOA
Financial Luck To bring financial success. #OFINA
Fire of Love Strengthens affections between two lovers. #OFIRA
Five Finger Grass For protection & strengthening the five senses. #OFIFIA
Flame of Desire Entrap a reluctant lover. #OFLAA
Flaming Power Gain control over and power among others.         #OFLPOA
Follow Me Boy Win arguments, bend others to your will. #OFOLA
Forget Me Not For use when lover is going away. #OFORA
Frankincense Bring many blessings. #OFRAA
Frankincense/Myrrh Aids in healing and blessing. #OFRAMA
French Creole Empower your wish magic and love spells. #OFRCRA
Galangal  Win in court or win judges favor. #OGALA
Gambler's Ensure success at games of chance.    #OGAMA
Gemini Helps soothe restlessness and calm tensions. #OGEMA
Glow ofAttraction  An attraction, gain others attentions. #OGLOA
Go Away Help banish unwanted guests, drive away. #OGOAA
Goddess Receive royal treatment, admiration (women). #OGODA
Gold & Silver Spice up your life and help your finances. #OGOSIA
Good Luck  Draw good fortune and/or Money #OGOOA
Guardian Angel Used when in search of help. #OGUAA
H & H Weaken your foes so they are unable to cause harm.    #OHHA
Happiness  Surround w/pleasures, contentment, well-being. #OHAPA
Has No Hanna Aids in spells of wealth and prosperity. #OHANOA
Healing Dispels fatigue, and tiredness in wearer. #OHEAA
Heart’s Desire Convince others to make your desire come true.   #OHEDEA
Hebrew Aid you in finding a way to a better life.         #OHEBA
Hemlock Control others and subjugate them to your will. #OHEMA
Hexing Influences others without resistance. #OHEXA
Hex Breaking Removes curses, hexes. #OHEXBA
High Altar Invite benevolent spirits to your altar and sacred place. #OHIALA
High Conquering Use before battle, argument, court trouble. #OHIGA
High John    Aids in enhancing one's mental abilities. #OHIJA
Holy Use to consecrate altars and altar tools.          #OHOLA
Hot Foot Drive away unwelcome neighbor. #OHOTA
House Blessing Brings untold benefits into your house. #OHOUA
Humming Bird Use to ensnare man, controlling. #OHUMA
Impossible Objective Overcome obstacles.                  #OIMOBA
Indian Guide Use when seeking guidance and direction. #OINGUA
Irresistible Enchantment. Power over strangers. #OIRRA
Jinx Removing For all those in a crossed condition. #OJINA
Job       Find a new job, keep the one you've got. #OJOBA
Judge Be For Me Before court, to gain judge’s favor. #OJUD
Jupiter Seek riches or protection from earthly dangers. #OJUPA
Keep Away Trouble Keep away adversity; confidence. #OKEEA
King Solomon Commune with infinite, draw wisdom #OKINA
Knowledge Understand/put to use all that one hears/reads.#OKNOA
Lady Luck    Good fortune smile on your game of chance.#OLADA
La Flamme Worn to ensnare an unwilling man. #OLAFA
Leo Keep your mind active, good natured and full of enthusiasm. #OLEOA
Libra Helps create stability and inspire determination.  #OLIBA
Lottery Good fortune, money drawing.  #OLOTA
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MORE ANNA RIVA OILS   2# $ 3.95
Love Drawing Assists in all matters of the heart; attraction. #OLOVA
Love Breaker Used to break up another’s affairs. #OLOVBA
Love Drops To make the one you love stay close. #OLOVDA
Lovers     Bind the two sweethearts together. #OLOVEA
Love Me To entice a reluctant object of your affections. #OLOVMA
Lucifer To place a curse on an enemy. #OLUCA
Luck in a Hurry New To find good fortune quickly. #OLUIHA
Lucky Hand   Aid in Luck, love, power, success. #OLUCHA
Lucky Business Lucky business, aid in money matters. #OLUCKA
Lucky Lodestone Contains lodestone chip, luck. #OLUCLA
Lucky Nine Use to bring lucky nine to your door. #OLUCNA
Lucky Thirteen Eliminate negative aspects from your life. #OLUTHA
Luv Luv Luv Attract those already involved with another. #OLULA
Magic Try to make the impossible become reality. #OMAGIA
Magnet Bring good luck, money and love into your life. #OMAGA
Mandrake Hexing spells, and voodoo. #OMANA
Marriage Love circle intact. Convince to tie nuptial knot.#OMARA
Mars Add passion, virility and energy toyour rituals.#OMARSA
Master Key Brings good health, good luck, and success. #OMASKA
Meditation Aid in meditating, praying, psychic work. #OMEDA
Memory Drops Use to help your memory remain sharp. #OMEMDA
Mercury New Use for divination or in meditation. #OMERA
Mexican Luck Helps attract fame, good fortune, and love.  #OMELUA
Millionaire  If you want to be one, aid with drawing money.#OMILA
Mimosa Finding the answers you seek. #OMIMA
Mojo Wishing Aids in special favors or wishes. #OMOJA
Money Mist Attract personal wealth and money. #OMONMA
Moon Find sweet dreams and help sooth emotions. #OMOOA
Musk  Arouse sensuality and all other passions #OMUSA
MysticRites Understand your rituals and divinations. #OMYSRA
Neptune Smooth out the turbulence within your life.  #ONEPA
Nutmeg    Bring greater sensitivity, perception. #ONUTA
Orchid Aids in memory and adds focus. #OORCA
Passion One of the most potent love oils. #OPASA
Patchouli  Regarded aphrodisiac w/magical powers. #OPATA
Peace Bring quiet and tranquility into your life. #OPEAA
Peaceful Home Insure a serene and tranquil domestic life. #OPEAHA
Pisces Aids in contacting spirits and psychic communication. #OPISA
Plumeria Attract the attention of others and get them to listen. #OPLUMA
Pluto To ease the passing of souls of the deceased. #OPLUA
Primrose      To draw the truth from any liar. #OPRIA
Protection Guard against jinxes, curses and the evil eye. #OPROA
Protection /Harm Security from all injury, violence. #OPROHA
Prosperity Draws luck and success in business deals. #OPROSA
Q Arouse sexual desires in another. #OQA
Quick Money When need is urgent / sources unavailable. #OQUIA
Queen of Sheba    Bewitches to favor the wearer. #OQUSA
Return To Me Draw back a friend or loved one. #ORETA
Reverse Evil Reverse both directed and accidental evils.#OREVEVA
Reversible Sends back evil to whom has harmed you. #OREVA
Road Opener  Keeps door open to new opportunies. #OROAA
Rue Protection from hexes. #ORUEA
RunDevilRun Remove curses, hexes, and evil spirits.     #ORUNDA
Sage For protection and spiritual cleansing. #OSAGA
Sagittarius Helps make others more dependable.            #OSAGIA
San Cipriano Find spiritual assistance with legal problems. #OSACIA
Satan Be Gone Cast out and protect against Satan and other evil. #OSATBA
Saturn Find success in business ventures. #OSATA
Sensuality Increase your sexual and erotic feelings. #OSENA
Seven Africans Seek blessings from the 7 African powers. #OSEVAA
Seven Eleven Nullify evil while drawing good luck to you. #OSEVEA
Shi Shi Cleanse your home and life of obstacles to advancement. #OSHSHA
Spell Breaking Protection; to undo magic; voodoo dolls. #OSPEA

Special #20 Helps you pull through when all else fails.  #OSPECA
Special Favor Aid when all other efforts have failed. #OSPEFA
Spikenard Anoint altars, holy places and others.      #OSPIKA
Spirit Guide  Advantage at seances, contact other world beings.#OSPIA
Squint Keep mate from wandering, bewitching. #OSQUA
St. Barbara Use to bring positive energies into your life. #OSTBA
St. Cipriano Helps bring back wayward lovers and spouses. #OSTCA
St. Jude Helps you overcome the obstacles in your life. #OSTJA
St. Michael Conquer the obstacles and challenges before you. #OSTMA
Success Mastering difficult situations.  #OSUCA
Sun Inspire creativity or attract wealth. #OSUNA
Taurus Beguile others and enhance your natural charisma. #OTAUA
Tiger Find the courage and strength to get what you want. #OTIGA
Uncrossing    Removes all hexes, curses, crossed conditions. #OUNCA
Uranus Use when seeking to conceal and hide your secrets. #OURAA
Van Van   Anoint charms, seals, increase their powers. #OVANA
Venus Attract love, affection and admiration. #OVENA
Vetivert Unhexing, money, peace and love. #OVETA
Violet Find happiness and peace in your relationship. #OVIOA
Virgo Aids in improving self confidence and self esteem. #OVIRA
Voodoo Destroy enemy’s powers, or uncover lies. #OVOOA
Wealthy Way Worn to attract riches. #OWEAA
Winning Number Games of chance, number based. #OWINA
Wishing Aids your greatest wish to becoming reality. #OWISA
Witch’s       Cause discord, unrest, regret, harm. #OWITA
Wolf's Eye Protective scent for an aura of security. #OWOLA
Wormwood  Black arts oil, used on ones whom neglect. #OWORA
Zula Zula  Hexing, bring harm or even death, revenge. #OZULA

Sixteen Ounce Anna Riva Oils
Anna Riva now provides these 16 
ounce bottles of her classic scented
magical oils for use in ritual, spell,
and charm work. Many of these oils
are necessary ingredients in the
spells and formulas she has given
us over the years, but they can also
be used as a body scent, on an oil
burner, incense sticks, or even to
dress a candle prior to burning.
All of these anointing oils are for 
external use only.         $ 46.95

Abra Melin          #OA16ABR
Adam and Eve     #OA16ADA
Banishing #OA16BANA
Business #OA16BUSA
Come to Me #OA16COMMA
Crown of Success#OA16CROA
Devil’s Shoestring #OA16DEV
Dove’s Blood       #OA16DOVA
Dragon's Blood #OA16DRAA
Fast Money #OA16FASMA
Five Finger     #OA16FIVA
Frankincense        #OA16FRA
Galangal #OA16GALA
Healing                 #OA16HEA
Hemlock              #OA16HEM
Hi John #OA16HIJA
Hot Foot #OA16HOTA
Kyphi #OA16KYP

Lavender #OA16LAV
Love Drops #OA16LOVDA
Love Me #OA16LOVMA
Mandrake #OA16MANA
Mistletoe #OA16MISA
Money Drawing#OA16MONA
Myrrh #OA16MYR
Protection #OA16PROA
Revenge #OA16REV
RoadOpener #OA16ROA
Rue #OA16RUE
Sage #OA16SAG
Seven Powers #OA16SEV
Snake #OA16SNAA
Spanish Moss #OA16SPAA
Stay at Home #OA16STA
Voodoo #OA16VOO
Wormwood         #OA16WOR



Cone Incense, Charcoal, Tongs

A z u r e G r e e n
Cone Incense

These high quality, handcrafted, charcoal based in-
cense cones are softly scented and even burning. They
come in packages of approximately 20 or 100 pieces as
determined by weight.

20 Pk     100 Pk
$ 3.95     $ 8.95   

Air Intellect, communication, ICAIR ICAIRB
Altar For use on altar, smudging tools ICALT ICALTB
Amber Love, comfort, happiness ICAMB ICAMBB
Astral Travel Prior to sleep/meditation ICAST ICASTB
Banishing  Repels negative influences ICBAN ICBANB
Black Opium Divination and astral projection ICBLA ICBLAB
Cedarwood  Healing, purification ICCED ICCEDB
Cinnamon  Stimulating, money ICCIN ICCINB
Copal Purification and consecration ICCOP ICCOPB
Divination Divination, astral travel ICDIV ICDIVB
Dragon's Blood Protection, potency ICDRA ICDRAB
Earth  Fertility, stability, peace ICEAR ICEARB
Egypt. Musk For good judgement ICEGYC ICEGYB
Fire  Courage, purification, magic ICFIR ICFIRB
Frankincense  Protection, astral strength ICFRA ICFRAB
Frank & Myrrh Purification, healing ICFRAM ICFRAMB
Healing  To speed healing ICHEA ICHEAB
Hi John  Strength, confidence; prosperity ICHIJ ICHIJB
Honeysuckle  Money, psychic powers ICHON
Jasmine  Love, money, dreams ICJAS ICJASB
Lavender Cleansing, healing, love ICLAV ICLAVB
Love  Personal opening, love ICLOV ICLOVB
Moon  Prophetic dreams, peace, love   ICMOO ICMOOB
Musk For an aphrodisiac, prosperity. ICMUS ICMUSB
Myrrh  Meditative, healing, hex-breaking ICMYRR ICMYRRB
Nag Champa Most popular scent in world! ICNAG ICNAGB
Patchouli  Love, growth, mastery ICPAT ICPATB
Prosperity  Attract abundance, riches ICPROS ICPROSB
Protection  Deflect negative influences          ICPROT ICPROTB
Psychic Empower psychic energies ICPSY ICPSYB
Purification  Cleanse oneself of negativity ICPUR ICPURB
Rosemary Remembrance and healing ICROSM ICROSMB
Sage  Wisdom, purification, clarity ICSAG ICSAGB
Sage & Cedar Healing, protection ICSAC ICSACB
Sandalwood  Protection, spirituality ICSAN ICSANB
Vanilla Psychic abilities, lust and desire ICVAN ICVANB
Venus  Love, joy, happiness, friendship ICVEN ICVENB
Water  Love, dreams, psychism, healing ICWAT ICWATB

Anna Riva’s Cone Incense 
Each package contains approximately 20 incense 
cones to help you in your spellwork. $ 2.50   

Bayberry   2 #ICABAY
Money 2 #ICAMON
Musk         2 #ICAMUS

Nag Champa Cone Incense
Imported from India, this is the scent that
you have been searching for, but couldn't
remember the name. Each box of 12 cones
comes with an included cone burning stand.

$ 2.95   #ICNAGC

Super Hit Cone Incense
Helps reduce the negative and increase the
positive aspects of your zodiac signs. A
soothing scent, without overpowering the
senses. Imported from India. Comes in a box
of 12 cones, with an included cone burning 
stand. $ 2.50  2 #ICSUPC

Archangel Cone Incense 
This cone incense is specifically designed to aid you
in calling upon the power of the angels within your
ritual crafts and prayers to empower your spells or
otherwise gain their influence in your life. Each pack-
age contains approximately 20 all natural incense 
cones.   $ 3.50   

Auriel   #ICAAUR Gabriel #ICAGAB
Michael  #ICAMIC Raphael  #ICARAP
Raziel  #ICARAZ Uriel   #ICAURI

Medicine Wheel 
Incense Cones 

These cone incenses are a wonderful
substitute for traditional smudging
tools within your purification and
smudging rituals. Made of the finest
natural herbs, resins, and wood
extracts from North America, they are
all natural and handmade, coming
approximately 20 to a pack.    $ 3.50

Sweetgrass    #ICMWSG
Western Sage    #ICMWWS

Charcoal Tablets 
A foil package of ten charcoal tablets. Long-burning,
easy-lighting. Packaged in foil tubes, well-sealed
against moisture and dust. 

33mm (SHOWN)
Roll of 10 Disks $ 3.95 #IC3310
Box of 8 Rolls $ 16.95 #IC33B

40mm 
Roll of 10 Disks $ 4.95 #IC40
Box of 10 Rolls $ 21.95 #IC40B

Tongs for Charcoal 
These tongs are the perfect way to 
tend to your charcoal and burning
incense in a safe manner. Measuring
5 3/4" long, they are marked near
the open end with a design on each
tong, making them more fitting for
your ceremonies and rituals.    

Pentagram (SHOWN) $ 4.95   #IBTONP
Triple Moon            $ 4.95   #IBTONTM New
Triquetra                   $ 4.95   #IBTONT New
Unadorned               $ 3.95   #IBTON New
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1618 Gold 
Granular Resin Incenses
1618 Gold brings us these high quality 
one ounce packages of granular resin
incense, just the right size for most
uses, as even a tiny amount of resin
incense goes a long way. These smaller
packages are wonderful for those of
us who like to mix and match as well,
allowing you to choose the right
scent for the right space and time.

Arabic Gum $ 1.95 # IG16ARAG
Benzoin $ 2.95 # IG16BENP
Copal $ 2.95 # IG16COP
Dragon’s Blood $ 4.95 # IG16DRA
Frankincense Tears $ 1.95 # IG16FRAT
Frankincense & Myrrh $ 1.95 # IG16FM
Gum Benzoin (SHOWN)    $ 2.95 # IG16BENB
Myrrh $ 1.95 # IG16MYR
Opopanax Gum $ 1.95 # IG16OPPG

1618 Gold
Church Resin Incense Kit

Frankincense, myrrh, and copal have
been in use as incense for religious
and magical rites since at least 1500
BCE.  Some of the various powers
attributed to these sacred resins include:
serenity, protection, purification,
potency, healing, and connection
with the other world, as well as use in
both consecration and exorcism rites.   

$ 15.95  #IKCHU

Traditional 
Incense Resins
These traditional incense
resins have a powerful
appeal to people from
all walks of life with
their natural aroma and
potency.

Dark Amber Resin  
This dark amber resin tends to present a deep, musky aroma that
is perhaps a touch more woody, and less sweet than the lighter
variety. 
1/12 oz. $ 5.95   #IGIAMBD
Solid Amber Resin  
This amber resin tends to present a rich, sweet aroma possessing 
hints of floral sweetness. 1/6 oz. $ 5.95  #IGIAMBS
Benzoin Siam Resin  
This resin has a sweet fragrance that some describe as being similar
to that of balsam, with a hint of vanilla. It is particularly helpful
when working with spirits, divination or performing a taxing 
ritual. 1/4 oz. $ 5.95  #IGIBENS
Native Pinon Pine Resin (SHOWN) 
With an earthy aroma, this resin is perfect for using in spells
seeking healing and protection, and has also been applied to
those were you are looking for prosperity and wealth.  Some
have even applied this fantastic incense to rituals of exorcism. 
1/2 oz. $ 5.95  #IGINATP

AzureGreen
Granular Resin Incense
Place a small amount of granular incense
atop a lit charcoal tablet and allow the scent
to slowly fill the room or ritual space you are
in. Please use a heat-resistant container for

this purpose and do not leave your incense unattended.
Amber  
Amber has a sweet aroma that can be quite good for soothing nerves
and helping the mind relax, it is perfect for wearing on the skin or
burning on charcoal.

10 gm    $ 7.95  #IGAMB 1 Lb   $ 312.95 5 #IGAMBB
Arabic Gum
Known as a great for binding other ingredients together, Arabic Gum
is quite useful when creating your own incense.

1 1/2 oz $ 2.95 #IGARAG 1 Lb   $ 11.95 2  #IGARAGB
Bee Brand Benzoin
Also known as gum benzoin, this has a scent much like vanilla. Use as a
focus for the energies of other components or in spells of communication.
During extended rituals it can also help keep the senses sharp.

2 oz $ 3.95 #IGBENB 1 Lb $ 11.95 2  #IGBENBB
Benzoin (SHOWN)
Added to other herbs to focus their energies and lend power benzoin is
often used for communication and improving the thought processes. 

1 1/3 oz $ 3.95 #IGBENP     1 Lb   $ 14.95 2  #IGBENPB
Copal 
Copal is used in rituals of purification, consecration, making contact
with the other planes, and exorcism rites.

2 oz        $ 3.95 #IGCOP       1 Lb   $ 14.95 2 #IGCOPB
Dragon's Blood
Dragon's Blood is used for increased power, purification, protection,
consecration, and the development of strong ritual energy.

1/2 oz    $ 3.95 #IGDRA       1 Lb   $ 58.95 #IGDRAB
Frankincense Tears 
Frankincense is one of the most valuable substances of history, used for
meditation, protection, purification, and consecration by countless cultures.

1 1/2 oz $ 2.95 #IGFRAT     1 Lb   $ 12.95 #IGFRATB
Frankincense & Myrrh 
A blending of two of the most sacred scents.

1 1/2 oz $ 3.95 #IGFM           1 Lb   $ 10.95 2 #IGFMB
Myrrh 
Myrrh is known for its abilities in matters of protection, purification,
healing, magical potency, and its use as a sacred tool in most cultures.

1 2/3 oz $ 2.95  #IGMYR       1 Lb $ 8.95 2  #IGMYRB
Opoponax Gum
Known as a great for binding other ingredients together, Arabic Gum
is quite useful when creating your own incense.

1 2/3 oz $ 2.95 #IGOPPG 1 Lb $ 8.95 2  #IGOPPGB

New Resin Incense Gift Pack 
This resin incense 
gift pack provides
you with four
exclusive resins
that are particu-
larly notable for
their fragrance
and therapeutic
properties. It in-
cludes frankincense, myrrh, gum benzoin, and gum damar in their
natural form, which can be burned over glowing charcoal as they
have been for centuries. This delightful array of scents provides you
with a wonderful starter pack for those first exploring the world of
granular and resin incenses, with a variety of scents that are not only
pleasant presences in the home but quite useful in ritual practice and
spell casting. Each pack in this four-pack Resin Incense Gift Pack 
contains approximately .5 oz of incense.    $ 7.95   #IGASR4
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Resin Gift Pack 
with Burner and Charcoal Starter Kit New

The perfect starter pack for anyone who has ever been curious
about burning resin and granular incense, Auroshikha provides for
you this four pack of assortment of resin incense which includes
frankincense, gum benzoin, gum damar, and myrrh resin incense
along with a terracotta burner and a pack of 10 charcoal tablets.
This introduction brings you the classic scents that have been used
in this, their natural form, upon burning charcoal for centuries,
both as a pleasant fragrance for the home and sacred space as well
as a powerful aid for your rituals and spells. This starter pack allows
you to give them a try, and explore the influence of these ancient 
scents.    $ 19.95   #IGMOT

Nu Essence Granular Incenses
Each of these air tight tins contains
approximately 1/2 ounce of resin 
incense.   $ 9.95 each
Abra Melin  This potent incense
is born of an old recipe used in an
invocation for knowledge and
conversation, particularly with your
Holy Guardian Angel.  This makes
it ideal for use in spells where you
wish to commune with otherworldly
powers. It has also been known to

be used to aid in bending others to your will. Whether you then
wish to lead them to harm or a more beneficial path is entirely 
up to you.   #IGNABR

Kyphi  An ancient Egyptian formula used in all important rituals, 
Kyphi is sacred to the God Kephra.  Made from sixteen ingredients,
its creation is started at the new moon with ingredients slowly
being added until fruition at the full moon. This makes this
potent resin incense particularly good for all rituals and spells
involving dreams or the enhancement of psychic abilities.  

#IGNKYP
Pan Pan is the god associated as the guardian of nature spir-
its, and is often depicted as a merry satyr, playing pipes. This in-
cense is designed to touch his essence, and use it in aiding
you to connect with the spirits of the earth. Use it to represent
these nature spirits and Pan himself in your rituals or to seek out
and obtain the fervor of life and the passion for experience
that Pan is so frequently said to possess. This potent incense
is wonderful then, for aiding in seeking renewed energy and 
enthusiasm for yourself and others.   #IGNPAN

Sensual This delightful incense is intended to capture the 
very nature of a sensual mood so that when you burn it, the
air is filled with an invigorating fragrance that helps relax the
body and stimulate the senses. This makes it a fantastic incense
for enhancing the atmosphere of the room in which it is burned
or using in spell and ritual, particularly when one is seeking
magic that involves the senses, or when one is trying to work
a spell to attract the one you love, the one you lust for, or generally
rekindle romance within affection that already exists.  #IGNSEN

Anna Riva’s Powdered Incense
Place a small amount of Anna Riva's powdered
incense on a lit charcoal burning base and allow
its sweet smoke to waft around the room. Anna
Riva's oils and incenses are essential components
for many of the powerful spells that she has
given to us over the years. Each of these incenses 
comes in a 1 3/4 ounce jar. 2   $ 4.50                      

1618 Gold 
Colored Powdered Incenses
These florally scented self-lighting
powdered incenses come in a wide
variety of different colors, ideal for work
both with color and scent. Sold in both
small and large packages, these incense
powders are perfect for both individual
practitioners and religious groups alike.

1 ounce 1 pound
$ 1.95   $ 6.95   

Blue Jasmine            Blue 1 #IP16BJ #IP16BJB
Blue Sonata-Lavender Pink 1 #IP16PBL #IP16PBLB
Cherokee Fruit Green 1 #IP16GC #IP16GCB
Lilac-Bayberry               Orange 1 #IP16OLB #IP16OLBB
Natural Jasmine    Tan 1 #IP16NJ #IP16NJB
Purple Lilac                    Purple 1 #IP16PL #IP16PLB
Rose-Peppermint         White 1 #IP16WRP #IP16WRPB
Sandalwood-Balsam Fir Brown 1 #IP16BSB #IP16BSBB
White Rose  Red 1 #IP16RWR #IP16RWRB
Wisteria-Citronella  Black 1 #IP16BWC #IP16BWCB
Wisteria-Rose  Gold 1 #IP16GWR #IP16GWRB
Yellow Lilac  Yellow 1 #IP16YL #IP16YLB

All Purpose Powder Incense
A self-lighting powdered perfumed incense. To
personalize your incense add the herbs, resins or
spices of your choice. This all purpose powder incense
is multicolored, scented and self lighting. 1 lb. package.

$ 9.95  2 #IPALL

Adam & Eve #IPAADA
Altar #IPAALT
Astral Travel #IPAAST
Attraction #IPAATT
Banishing #IPABAN 
Bat’s Blood #IPABAT
Black Arts #IPABLA
Commanding #IPACOM
Do As I Say  #IPADOA 
Dragon’s Blood #IPADRA
Exorcism #IPAEXO
Fast Luck      #IPAFAS
Fire of Passion #IPAFIR

Healing       #IPAHEA
Jinx Removing #IPAJIN
Job           #IPAJOB
King Solomon #IPAKIN
Lucky Seven #IPALUC
Money Drawing #IPAMOND
Prosperity #IPAPRO
Psychic Power  #IPAPSY
7 African Power #IPASEV
Uncrossing #IPAUNC
Venus #IPAVEN
Voodoo #IPAVOO
Wealthy Way #IPAWEA

Resin & Powdered Incense

Boxed Amber Resin New
A small, rosewood box decorated
with ornate cutouts that allow the
sensual aroma of amber to gently
fill the air. It comes with either
golden amber or spicy amber resin,
which possesses a deep, layered
fragrance that is less sweet. These
incenses from Auric Blends are
intended to be left within the box,
acting as a natural room or air

freshener. Coming in quantities of 4 grams, they are all natural,
and come from the Himalayan mountains of India.   $ 9.95   

Golden Amber   #IGAG        Spicy Amber   #IGAS
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1 6 1 8  G o l d
Aspected Powdered Incense
This self-lighting powder incense is used
to aid in adding extra power to your spells
or ritual use. This powder incense is often
used in combination with the making of
gris-gris bags or other private rituals. 

1 ounce 1 pound
$ 2.25 $ 13.95

Come To Me 1#IPGCOMT 2#IPGCOMTB
Dragon’s Blood 1#IPGDRA 2#IPGDRAB
Money Drawing 1#IPGMOND 2#IPGMONB

Powdered Self-Lighting Spell Incenses
Made for specific spells and purposes, these self-lighting
powdered incenses do not require charcoal tablets or
any other burning base to use.  1 3/4 ounces each.

Adam & Eve Heighten passions, or bind together lovers 
who have quarreled or grown apart.

$ 2.95 #IPADAV
Attraction Bring the one that you love into your life, 

and win their affection.
$ 2.95 #IPSATT

Black Cat Overcome your enemies, and bring happiness and
prosperity into your life. $ 2.95 #IPSBLAC

Come To Me Attract sexual love & bind a lover to you.
$ 2.95 #IPCOMTV

Commanding Bring another under your influence.
$ 2.95 #IPCOMV

Dragon’s Blood Strengthen and empower your magical works.
$ 2.95 #IPDRAV

Fast Luck Attain material wealth, help in games of chance or
increase profits in a hurry.  $ 2.95 #IPFASV

Fast Money Helps bring prosperity in a hurry.
$ 2.95 #IPSFASM

Go Away Evil Banish evil from your presence.
$ 2.95     #IPGOAV

Hi John Conq. Bring about favorable results in all undertakings 
and victory over all odds. $ 3.95    #IPHIGV

Holy Death Seek the protection and favors of Santa Muerte.
$ 2.95 #IPSHOL

Jinx Removing Remove jinxes that might be afflicting you.  
$ 2.95    #IPJINV

Love Me Empower and aid your love spells.  
$ 2.95      #IPLOVV

Money Drawing Find cash or to increase money flow.  
$ 2.95    #IPMONV

Peaceful Home Bring blessings and protection to your home and all
within it. $ 2.95 #IPSPEA

Prosperity Attract prosperity and wealth to you.  
$ 2.95    #IPPROV

Protect from Harm
Provide security from all injury, violence or 
malicious mischief. $ 3.50  2 #IPPROHV

Road Opener Open new paths and find new opportunities.
$ 2.95 #IPSROA

St. Jude Invoke help from the "saint of the impossible" 
in situations where all else has failed. 

$ 2.95 2 #IPSTJV
Spirit of Good Luck

Bring good luck to your search for wealth, health, and
spiritual power. $ 2.95 #IPSSPIG

Success      Attract success to any endeavor you focus your 
will upon. $ 2.95 #IPSUCV

Ritually Aspected Incense Powders 
Designed to be sprinkled over an open burner,
such as a charcoal burner, these powerful
incense powder formulations come in 2 ounce
packages, each intended for a specific mystical
purpose.   
7 Indian Tobacco
Better health, more money, greater power, better
luck, more happiness, easier success and a richer 
prosperity.  $ 3.95  2 #IPI7IN
Attract
Bring good luck in all things to your life.  

$ 3.95  2 #IPIATTBreak Up
Help somebody got out of a harmful relationship, or get the one you desire 
out of their relationship.  $ 3.95  2 #IPIBRE
Calming
Promote serenity and peace in your life, home or business.  

$ 3.95  2 #IPICALHoly Death
Petition Saint Death for protection and good luck, or even love.  

$ 3.95  2 #IPIHOLLove Honey
Attain the love and affection of the one that you desire.  

$ 3.95  2 #IPILOVMoney Drawing
Provide a little magical boost to your financial situation.  

$ 3.95  2 #IPIMONProtection
Protect yourself, another or the place you desire from the negative energies, 
curses and evil spirits.  $ 3.95  2 #IPIPRO
Reversible
Protection and response against curses, jinxes, evil eyes and other such 
afflictions.  $ 4.50  2 #IPIREV
Road Opener 
Find new paths to live and new opportunities in love, luck and health.  

$ 3.95  2 #IPIROASteady Work
Find a job, make your temporary job permanent or find stability within 
the workplace.  $ 3.95  2  #IPISTE
Saint Michael
Call on the power of St. Michael to aid in defeating any evil in your life.  

$ 3.95  2 #IPISTM
Unblocker  
Remove the obstacles from your path. $ 3.95  2 #IPIUNB

7 Color Ritually 
Aspected Incense Powders 

These powerful incense powders are each
intended for a specific mystical purpose. They
are designed to be sprinkled over an open
burner, such as a charcoal burner. Each packet
contains seven different 1/2 oz bags of colored 
incense.   $ 6.95
7 African Powers
Help your prayers and magic reach one or all of the 
7 African Powers. #IP77AF
Holy Death
Carry your prayers to Holy Death, or Santa Muerte, in seeking her protection 
and favors. #IP7HOL
Jesus Malverde
Burn in offering to Jesus Malverde to seek his aid in removing the troubles 
from your life.  #IP7MAL
St. Simon
Burn in offering to St. Simon when seeking good health, aid with your 
relationships and other such personal favors.  #IP7SIM

St Michael  
Benedictum Incense Powder 
Use the fragrant smoke of this incense powder to
help carry your prayers for protection and guidance
to Saint Michael the Archangel, who was said to be
the one who cast Satan into hell. Each containing of
incense holds approximately 1.75 oz of incense.     

$ 2.95   2 #IPBSTM

Powdered Incense
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AzureGreen
Stick Incense

Amazingly high quality, handcrafted, charcoal based
incense sticks. Come as either s ing le  s cents  or
b l e n d e d  scents  for  those special  occasions or
purposes. The number of pieces is approximately,
as they are measured by weight. Available in both 20
stick and 100 stick packages.

20 Pk     100 Pk
$ 3.75     $ 8.75   

Air  Intellect, communication        ISAIRC     ISAIRB
Altar  Altar, smudging tools             ISALTC   ISALTB
Amber   Love, happiness ISAMBC ISAMBB
Apple Blossom Peace, success ISAPPBC ISAPPBB
Astral Travel  Aids in sleep or meditation ISASTC ISASTB
Balsam Fir Boost energy and vigor          ISBALFC ISBALFB
Banishing  Repel negative influences       ISBANC ISBANB
Bayberry  Protection, control ISBAYC ISBAYB
Bergamot  Attract money, uplift spirits ISBERC ISBERB
Black Opium  Opening hidden worlds ISBLAC ISBLAB
Cedarwood  Healing, purification, unhex ISCEDC ISCEDB
Cinnamon  Purifying, stimulating, money ISCINC ISCINB
Clove  Stimulating, stress relief ISCLOC ISCLOB
Coconut  Protection, chastity ISCOCC ISCOCB
Copal  Love, purification, uplifting   ISCOPC ISCOPB
Desert Rain  Revitalize, cleansing                ISDESC ISDESB
Divination  Smudge tools prior/divinationISDIVC    ISDIVB
Dragon's Blood Potency, protection                 ISDRAC ISDRAB
Earth  Money, stability, peace ISEARC ISEARB
Egypt. Musk Love, lust ISEGYC ISEGYB
Eucalyptus  Healing, purifying ISEUCC ISEUCB
Fire  Courage, power, purification ISFIRC ISFIRB
Frankincense  Astral strength, protection ISFRAC ISFRAB
Frank/Myrrh Purification, Healing              ISFRAMC ISFRAMB
French Vanilla Love, psychic abilities ISFREC ISFREB
Gardenia  Peace, love, healing ISGARC ISGARB
Healing  To speed healing in all areas  ISHEAC ISHEAB
Hi John  Strength, confidence; prosperityISHIJC ISHIJB
Honeysuckle Money, psychic powers          ISHONC ISHONB
Isis  Goddess of magick/mystery ISISIB
Jasmine  Love, money, dreams            ISJASC ISJASB
Juniper  Calming, protection ISJUNC ISJUNB
Jupiter  Prosperity, spirituality, money ISJUPC ISJUPB
Kyphi  Attract love, success, banishingISKYPC ISKYPB
Lavender  Cleansing, healing, love          ISLAVC ISLAVB
Lemongrass  Psychic/mental clarity            ISLEMGC ISLEMGB
Lilac Warding off, soothing            ISLILC ISLILB
Lotus  Opening, elevating, protectionISLOTC    ISLOTB
Love  Personal opening/love drawing ISLOVC ISLOVB
Moon            Prophetic dreams, peace, love ISMOOC  ISMOOB
Mosquito RepellentNew Keep mosquitoes away ISMOSC
Musk   Aphrodisiac, lust          ISMUSC ISMUSB
Myrrh               Hex-breaking, meditate, healingISMYRRC ISMYRRB
Nag Champa  Most popular scent in world ISNAGC  ISNAGB
Neroli Chance, opening, clarity ISNERC   
Night Queen  Change, success ISNIGC    ISNIGB
Oak Moss Native American, breathing ISOAKC   

20 Pk     100 Pk
$ 3.75     $ 8.75   

Orange, Sweet Attract men, peace, luck ISORAC   ISORAB
Patchouli  Mastery, growth, love          ISPATC    ISPATB
Pine  Grounding, strength, cleansing ISPINC ISPINB
Prosperity  Attract abundance, riches     ISPROSC ISPROSB
Protection  Deflect negative influences ISPROTC ISPROTB
Psychic  Increase psychic awareness ISPSYC     ISPSYB
Pumpkin SpiceNew Welcoming atmosphere  ISPUMC
Purification  Cleanse self of negativity ISPURC    ISPURB
Rain  Cleansing & purification ISRAIC     ISRAIB
Rose  Love, house blessing, fertility ISROSC ISROSB
Rosemary  Remembrance, energy         ISROSMC ISROSMB
Rue  Protection from hexes& curses ISRUEC   ISRUEB
Sage  Wisdom, clarity, purification ISSAGC   ISSAGB
Sage&Cedar Healing & protection ISSACC ISSACB
Samhain  Oct. 31 - November 1 ISSAMC   ISSAMB
Sandalwood  Spirituality, protection ISSANC   ISSANB
Smoke Eater  Alleviates smoke pollution ISSMOC   ISSMOB
Spirit  Awareness of the spiritual realm ISSPIRC   ISSPIRB
Strawberry  Love, luck ISSTRC ISSTRB
Sun  Energy, protection, illumination ISSUNC  ISSUNB
Temple  Use in your sacred space ISTEMC ISTEMB
Vanilla  Lust, mental powers ISVANC ISVANB
Venus  Love, joy, happiness, friendship ISVENC ISVENB
Vetivert  Unhexing, money, peace, love ISVETC ISVETB
Water  Love, dreams, psychism, healing ISWATC ISWATB
Wisteria  Spiritual realm, grounding ISWISB
Yule  Winter Solstice ISYULC   ISYULB

Astrological Signs 20 Pk     100Pk
$ 3.75     $ 8.75   

Aquarius 1/19 - 2/18, honest  ISAQUC  ISAQUB
Pisces 2/18 - 3/20, intuitive  ISPISC     ISPISB
Aries  3/20 - 4/20, energetic ISARIC ISARIB
Taurus          4/20 - 5/20, reliable ISTAUC  ISTAUB
Gemini      5/20 - 6/21, eloquent ISGEMC  ISGEMB
Cancer  6/21 - 7/22, protective ISCANC  ISCANB
Leo 7/22 - 8/23, creative ISLEOC    ISLEOB
Virgo 8/23 - 9/22, modest ISVIRC    ISVIRB
Libra 9/22 - 10/23, romantic ISLIBC     ISLIBB
Scorpio  10/23 - 11/22, determined           ISSCOC ISSCOB
Sagittarius  11/22 - 12/21, jovial ISSAGIC ISSAGIB
Capricorn 12/21 - 1/19, humorous                ISCAPC   ISCAPB

AzureGreen 500 Pack Stick Incense
AzureGreen’s own high quality, hand
crafted, charcoal based incense sticks;
now available in packs of approximately
500 sticks. For use on the altar or as 
smudging tools. 4#  $ 36.50
Altar   #ISALTX
Amber #ISAMBX
Banishing  #ISBANX
Black Opium   #ISBLAX
Cinnamon #ISCINX
Dragon’s Blood  #ISDRAX
Egyptian Musk  #ISEGYX
Frankincense  #ISFRAX
Frankincense & Myrrh  #ISFRAMX

Lavender  #ISLAVX
Love  #ISLOVX
Nag Champa #ISNAGX
Patchouli   #ISPATX

Prosperity  #ISPROSX
Protection #ISPROTX
Sage  #ISSAGX
Sandalwood   #ISSANX

AzureGreen Stick Incense
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1618 Gold Stick Incense

Brought to you by 1618 Gold, this line of new 
stick incenses comes in thirteen stick packages
of delicately scented incense, ideal for those
of us who like a variety of scents to choose
from. Sweetly scented without overpowering
the senses, this line of distinctive scents will
be a delightful addition to your altar space 
or home.  2#  $ 2.50  

Nature Nature Pure Resin Stick Incense 
Handcrafted and delightful to the senses, each stick of 
this marvelous incense is made of all natural resins and
pure essential oils. Sold ten to a pack, you can actually
see the resin crystals set into each potent stick of these 
amazing incense scents.  $ 4.95  
Copal                                                #ISNCO
Frank/Myrrh Bethlehem Blend   #ISNFMBE
Frank/Myrrh Egyptian Blend     #ISNFMEG
Frank/Myrrh Greek Blend           #ISNFMGR
Frank/Myrrh Jerusalem Blend    #ISNFMJE
Frank/Myrrh Roman Blend         #ISNFMRO
Frankincense                                   #ISNFR
Frankincense Patchouli                #ISNFRPA
Frankincense Sandalwood           #ISNFRSA
Jasmine                                            #ISNJA
Lavender                                         #ISNLA
Myrrh                                               #ISNMY
Patchouli                                          #ISNPA
Red Sandalwood                           #ISNSAR
Rose                                                  #ISNRO
Sage                                                  #ISNSAG
Yellow Sandalwood                      #ISNSAY

Try these potent dragon’s blood and dragon’s blood fusion scents.   
$ 5.95Dragon’s Blood                         #ISNDB

Dragon’s Blood Patchouli   #ISNDBPA
White Sage with Dragon’s Blood #ISNWSDB

Medicine Wheel Stick Incense 
These scents are derived from sacred herbs and the
Medicine Wheel, a Native American representation
of the cycle of life and death. Use them in your ritual
crafts, meditation and prayer to invoke the qualities
of these items and concepts. These incense sticks are all
natural and handmade, coming in a pack of approx-
imately 12 sticks. $ 3.50 
East Medicine    #ISMWEAS
North Medicine  #ISMWNOR
Pinon Pine   #ISMWPP   
Sweetgrass          #ISMWSG
South Medicine  #ISMWSOU  
Spirit Path #ISMWSPI
West Medicine  #ISMWWES  
Western Sage   #ISMWWS

Animal Totem Spirit Stick Incenses 
Capturing the essence of totem animals, these incense 
sticks are a powerful addition to your rituals and
prayers. Use them to help seek new insights and
invoke the spirit of your totem animal. Each pack
of incense contains 12 handmade and all natural 
incense sticks. $ 3.50 each

Bear                   Truth #ISTBEA
Deer                    Love #ISTDEE
Dolphin             Communication #ISTDOL
Eagle                  Courage #ISTEAG
Humming Bird Joy #ISTHUM
Mountain Lion Strength #ISTML
Turtle                Nurturance #ISTTUR 
Wolf                  Teaching #ISTWOL

Scentual Woman Stick Incense 
These pleasantly scented incense sticks are created
specifically for women. Burn a stick and relax, and
enjoy the fragrant smoke that it creates, where it will
help to stimulate euphoria, revitalize yourself and
find balance. Each package contains approximately
12 handmade and all natural incense sticks.   $ 3.50   

Depression   #ISWDEP
New Mother #ISWNM
PMS               #ISWPMS

Lunar Essences Incense Sticks 
The Lunar Essences series of incense sticks are each
names for a different aspect, or character, of the
moon herself. Each different scent focuses on a different
attribute of the moon that you might want to see
reflected within yourself, aided by a quotation from
wise people of the past. Made in the U.S.A.      $ 3.75

Moon Goddess #ISMOOL
North Star #ISNORL 

New Age Stick Incense 
Created using the finest essential oils, these incense
sticks bring delightful scents into your home, sacred
space, and rituals. Made in America, each pack comes
with 16 sticks made from blended essential oils.  $ 3.95

Amber Aroma    #ISNAMB
Caribbean Cannabis  #ISNCAR
Coconut Chill   #ISNCOC   
Frank Fumes              #ISNFRA
Jazmine Jazz                #ISNJAZ  
Mystical Dragon #ISNMYD
Mystik Musk  #ISNMYM
Opium Obsession  #ISNOPI
Patchouli Poison  #ISNPAT
Purple Haze  #ISNPUR
Sandal Sin  #ISNSAN
Smoothie Slush  #ISNSMO

African Magic Bic Stick Incense 
Each stick of this delightful incense captures fragrances of African 
tradition, helping to empower rituals that seek the primal roots of
that land.  Each box contains approximately 8 incense sticks.   

$ 0.95  1 #ISBAFR

Lavender   #ISGLAV
Love   #ISGLOV
Nag Champa  #ISGNAG
Patchouli  #ISGPAT

Prosperity   #ISGPROS
Protection   #ISGPROT
Sage  #ISGSAG
Sandalwood #ISGSAN

Altar   #ISGALT
Amber   #ISGAMB
Banishing   #ISGBAN
Black Opium  #ISGBLA
Cinnamon #ISGCIN
Dragon’s Blood #ISGDRA
Egyptian Musk #ISGEGY
Frankincense   #ISGFRA
Frankincense & Myrrh #ISGFRAM

Stick Incense
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Nag Champa Stick Incense
The most well-loved incense in the world, for many people from all
over the world, its Nag Champa or nothing. 

15 grams $ 1.75 #ISNAGS
40 grams $ 4.95 #ISNAGM
100 grams $ 11.95 #ISNAGL
250 grams $ 32.25 #ISNAGXL
500 grams $ 66.25 #ISNAGH

Superhit Stick Incense
Another exotic incense from the makers of the original Satya
Sai Baba Nag Champa that is a favorite the world over. This
incense follows the same lineage as the world famous Nag Champa
incense. It is a fragrant blend of rich Indian spices and exotic
floral fragrances. If you like Nag Champa, you should check
this out today!  

Small Pack       15 grams    $ 1.95    #ISSUPS
Medium Pack  40 grams    $ 4.95    #ISSUPM
Large Pack      100 grams    $ 12.25  #ISSUPL

Other Satya Stick Incenses 
Each of these boxes contains 15 grams, approximately 15 sticks, of an
incense created by Satya, the brand famous for its wonderful nag 
champa.   $ 2.25   

Patchouli Forest   #ISPATS       Sandalwood   #ISSANS

Escential Essences Incense
A powerful combinations of the scents of the new and old worlds
provide the Essential Essences line with its distinctive flavor. There
are 16 incense sticks of the highest quality in each pack. $ 3.75

Morning Star Stick Incenses with Holders
These 4" long stick incenses are the perfect size for 
quickly transforming the scent of home, office, temple,
or wherever. Delicately scented, these sticks can be
burned continually without being overpowering.
Each box comes with 50 sticks and a small, decorative
tile designed to hold each stick as it burns.

$ 4.95 each
Amber        #ISA189
Cedarwood #ISC187
Cinnamon    #ISC713
Fig                #ISF719
Green Tea   #ISG711
Gardenia      #ISG717

Japanese Rosewood Stick Incense
A beautiful and delicate scent imported from Japan. The sticks are
formed of just pressed rosewood, so there is no scent of the usual
punk stick materials. Sold by the single roll of 30+ sticks each.
Delicately scented, these sticks can be burned continually.              

$ 3.95 #ISJAP

Hand-Rolled Indian Incense Sticks 
These delightful incense 
blends are hand rolled,
and created from high
quality essential oils,
powders and perfumes.
Each pack contains 100 
grams of stick incense, approximately 100 sticks.   $ 8.95  

Chandan Champa  #ISCC100 Raste Love  #ISRL100               
Saffron Sandal  #ISSS100

Auroshikha Stick Incense Sampler New
Auroshikha presents 
a selection of nature's
timeless fragrances.
This sample pack of
hand rolled incense
provides an intro-
duction to a wide
range of delightfully
natural aromas. The

freshness of Auroshikha fragrances provides a gentle and uplifting
sense of well being. They represent an incense tradition thousands of
years old that remains alive still today in India. These 18 fragrances are
offered in 4" size sticks and offer a wide range of incense experiences,
from woods to resins to flower combinations that are all light and
inspiring. Whether you choose the sweet purity of jasmine, the
expressive heartfelt tenderness of rose, the woody richness of sandal,
or the beloved freshness of lavender, you will find your spirits uplifted
and soothed. Auroshikha, world-renowned for its revival of the ancient
art of incense making and its extraordinary variety of more than 100
fragrances, offers a wide range of aromatic experience to match your 
moods and surroundings.   $ 7.95   #ISGBO2

Iris  #ISI718
Jasmine   #ISJ185
Lavender #ISL712
Lotus #ISL714
Musk  #ISM183
Mimosa #ISM715

Pine #ISP180
Patchouli #ISP184
Rose #ISR186
Sandalwood #ISS181
Vanilla #ISV710
Yuzu  #ISY716

Amber Flame #ISAMBM
Angelic Visions #ISANGM
Buddhist Temple #ISBUDM
Dragon’s Blood      #ISDRAM
Ebony Opium #ISEBOM
Energy  #ISENEM
Four Elements      #ISFOUM
Frank/Myrrh #ISFRMM
Ivory Musk #ISIVOM
Jamaican Vanilla #IS JAMM
Kachina Dreams #ISKACM
Love #ISLOVM
Mayan Temple  #ISMAYM
Mtn. Wildberry #ISMOUM
Mystic Forest #ISMYSM
Ocean Atlantis #ISOCEM
Orange Blossom #ISORAM
Paris Cafe #ISPARM

Patchouli #ISPATM
PatchouliMuskNew #ISPATMM
Prosperity  #ISPROM
Purification       #ISPURM
Rain Goddess   #ISRAIM
Red Ginger #ISREDM
Royal African Violet#ISROYM
Sanctuary #ISSANCM
Sandalwood #ISSNDM
Shamanwood #ISSHAM
Temptress               #ISTEMM
Tibetan Musk #ISTIBM
Tranquility #ISTRAM
Tribal Coconut #ISTRIM
Tropical Rain #ISTROM
Venus Rose #ISVENM
White Jasmine #ISWHIM
Winter Solstice #ISWINM
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Tibetan Incense Sticks 
Created with formulas based in 
centuries old Tibetan tradition,
these incense sticks are made by
hand in the traditional Tibetan
art of incense preparation, using
medicinal herbs and other pre-
cious substances. Each pack contains approximately 20 incense sticks
that are 6” long.   
Lotus       $ 3.95  #ISTLOT Manjusheri     $ 4.50  #ISTMAN
Om          $ 4.95  #ISTOM  Rose                 $ 4.50  #ISTROS
Sandal    $ 4.50  #ISTSAN  Tara Healing $ 3.95  #ISTTAR
Zimpo    $ 3.95  #ISTZIM

Auric Blends Stick Incenses New
These premium, handcrafted incense sticks from
Auric Blends possess an otherworldly fragrance
that is sure to enhance the atmosphere of your
home or rituals. Each pack contains 20 sticks
of alcohol and charcoal free incense.          $ 3.25 

Dark Opium                   #ISADO
Egyptian Goddess        #ISAEG
Eastern Sandalwood    #ISAES
Island Coconut               #ISAIC
Indonesian Patchouly   #ISAIP
Lavender Dream           #ISALD
One Love                        #ISAOL
Ocean Song                     #ISAOS
Seduction                       #ISASD
Spring Rain                    #ISASR
Sweet Vanilla                #ISASV
Wild Blueberry             #ISAWB

New Auric Blends 100 Pack Stick Incense 
These premium, handcrafted 
incense sticks from Auric
Blends possess an other-
worldly fragrance that is
sure to enhance the atmos-
phere of your home or rituals.
Each pack contains approx-
imately 100 sticks of  alcohol
and charcoal free incense.

$ 10.95 

Ancient God & Goddess Spirit Scents Stick Incense 
Representing various gods and goddesses of the 
world, these powerful incense sticks are intended
to aid you with your rituals and prayers. Burn them
when you call upon a god or goddess seeking their
aid within your spells, rituals or just everyday life.
Each package contains approximately 12 all natural 
and homemade incense sticks. $ 3.50 each

Apollo       #ISSAPO  Aradia     #ISSARA
Ceridwen  #ISSCER Demeter  #ISSDEM
Eros     #ISSERO    Osiris     #ISSOSI
Pan            #ISSPAN   Vishnu     #ISSVIS

Egyptian Stick Incense 
Created to call upon one of the gods of Egypt, these
potent incense sticks can be used within your ritual
crafts and prayers when seeking their influence in
your life. Each package comes with approximately 
12 sticks.   $ 3.50   

Anubis   #ISEANU Nut #ISSNUT
Ptah         #ISEPTA Ra  #ISERA

Benedictum Incense Sticks 
These incense packs are intended to be used in your prayer
rituals to the divine. Upon the back of each pack you will
find a prayer to use during your ritual, aiding you in your
petition. These packs each contain approximately 22 sticks 
of incense.       $ 1.95

7 African Powers 1 #ISB7AF
Holy Death 1 #ISBHOL 
Money Drawing 1 #ISBMOND 
St. Joseph     1 #ISBSTJO
St. Jude 1 #ISBSTJ 
St. Lazarus 1 #ISBSTL 
St. Michael 1 #ISBSTM 

Archangel Stick Incense 
This stick incense is specifically designed to aid you in
calling upon the power of the angels within your ritual
crafts and prayers to empower your spells or otherwise
gain their influence in your life. Each package contains 
approximately 12 sticks.   $ 3.50   

Auriel   #ISAAUR Gabriel #ISAGAB
Michael  #ISAMIC Raphael  #ISARAP
Raziel  #ISARAZ Uriel   #ISAURI

Amber #ISA1AB
Aphrodesia #ISA1AD
Arabian Musk #ISA1AR
Black Coconut #ISA1BC
Blue Nile #ISA1BN
Cactus Flower #ISA1CF
Caribbean Nights #ISA1CN
Champa Blend #ISA1CB
Coco Mango #ISA1CM
Dragons Blood #ISA1DB
Egyptian Goddess #ISA1EG
Fire Goddess #ISA1FG
Frank. & Myrrh      #ISA1FM
Ginger Lily #ISA1GL
Golden Honeysuckle #ISA1GH
Himalayan Quest #ISA1HQ
Isis #ISA1IS
Island Paradise #ISA1IP
Lavender Dream   #ISA1LD
Majik #ISA1MJ
Malibu Sunset #ISA1MS
Mocha Fudge #ISA1MF
Moonrise Musk    #ISA1MM
Night Queen #ISA1NQ

Ocean Song #ISA1OC
One Love #ISA1OL
Opium #ISA1OP
Orange Spice #ISA1OS
Patchouli #ISA1PT
Peach #ISA1PE
Rain #ISA1RN
Rasta #ISA1RT
Red Rasberry #ISA1RR
Rocky Mtn Cedar  #ISA1RC
Rose Musk #ISA1RM
Sandalwood #ISA1SW
Sandalwood Rose  #ISA1SL
Seduction #ISA1SD
Spring Rain #ISA1SR
Stella Blue #ISA1SB
Strawberry Passion #ISA1SP
Sweet Magnolia    #ISA1SM
Transition #ISA1TN
Tropical Rain #ISA1TR
Vanilla #ISA1VN
Vanilla Musk #ISA1VM
White Gardenia   #ISA1WG
Wild Sunflower   #ISA1WS

Un-scented Stick Incense 
Ever wanted to try your hand at
making your own incense? Now you
can, with these unscented incense
sticks. You may anoint these sticks
in whatever oil you choose to create
your own fragrance for the altar and
the home. Each pack contains approx-
imately 100 charcoal based sticks,
each burning for approximately 30
minutes.   
Single Pack       $ 1.25    #ISU1
Box of 100 Packs  $ 82.95  #ISU100
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Anna Riva Stick Incense
Each pack contains twenty-two delicately scented incense sticks to assist 
you in your spellwork.  $ 1.95

Powerful Indian Stick Incense 
Sold in packages of twenty-two pieces, each stick of 
these amazing scents is hand dipped.  $ 1.95   

Come To Me      1 #ISICOMT
Love Me             1 #ISILOV
Run Devil Run  1 #ISIRUN

7 African Powers Stick Incense 
Intended to be burned to bring the aid of the 7 African
Powers in keeping away harm and evil, even as it
brings good fortune. This incense pack includes 7
colors; blue, pink, red, natural, gold, purple and
green. Burn one of each to help empower your spells
of money drawing, protection and good luck. They
measure approximately 11" in length and come 100 
to a pack.       $ 6.95   #ISI7AF

Auroshika Sandalwood Incense Sticks   
This delicately scented incense stick is made to the highest
standard of the International Fragrance Association in Geneva.
Though only ten grams in weight, if you give this incense a try
you'll find yourself thinking about it for days. $ 2.50  #ISASAN

Incense Matches 
A box of 50 packs of incense matches. Foil
wrapped and scented, these matches can
be lit and used (or just allowed to burn for
a moment) then blown out. When placed
upon a safe surface they will continue to
smolder for some time, filling the air with
the scent you choose. Included scents are:
bayberry, cinnamon, coconut, frankincense, French vanilla,
hollyberry, jasmine, musk, Oriental blossom, potpourri, rain, 
sandalwood, spice, strawberry, and others. $ 69.95   #ISMAT

Eye of Horus Flip Top Ash Catcher New
Elegantly crafted of wood and stained so as to bring out the natural
grains that bring it to life, this flip-top ash catcher is a wonderful
piece for burning your favorite incense. With each of its two longer
sides decorated with brass inlays of the Eye of Horus, it is perfect
for the altar or the home; the mystical symbol is often used as a
sign of protection and magic. Measuring approximately 12" in
length, the ash catcher features a long groove in its lid to catch the
ash and help keep your incense burning mess-free. The flip top
compartment also provides a large storage space for your favorite 
incense.     $ 11.95   #IBER12E

Pentagram Flip Top Incense Holder 
This enchantingly decorated ash catcher is carved of rosewood, and
is 11 3/4" long and 1 1/2" high, with a slot for placing the base of
your incense sticks and a long groove for catching the ash as
your incense burns down. Lift up this top portion to reveal a
long cavity, perfect for storing your favorite incense fragrance.
On each of its sides there are three gold-toned inserts, crafted 
into the shape of a pentagram.   $ 15.95   #IBASHH

Triple Goddess Flip Top Ash Catcher 
Sitting 12" long, 2" deep and 2 1/2" high, the front and back of this
wooden ash catcher are decorated with metal inlays depicting the
triple moon, as well as numerous smaller stars. The lid is punctuated
by an almost floral patterned of small holes piercing the lid, allowing
you to place your stick incense within the box and still have enough
air circulating for it to burn, while the ashes fall into the tray provided.
At one end of the ash catcher you will also find a small hidden panel,
that flips open to allow you to store your incense sticks within.    

$ 10.95   #IBER12D

Attraction 1 #ISATTA     
Bayberry 1 #ISBAYA
Cinnamon 1 #ISCINA
Controlling 1 #ISCONA       
Fast Luck 1 #ISFASA
Frank & Myrrh 1 #ISFRAMA
Helping Hand 1 #ISHELA        
Jasmine 1 #ISJASA
Jinx Removing 1 #ISJINA
John Conqueror 1 #ISJOHA        
Lovers 1 #ISLOVA
Money 1 #ISMONA
Musk 1 #ISMUSA
Opium 1 #ISOPIA
Patchouli     1 #ISPATA      
Peaceful Home 1 #ISPEAA
Protection 1 #ISPROA      
Sandalwood 1 #ISSANA
Strawberry 1 #ISSTRA
Vanilla 1 #ISVANA

B
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Mini Stick and Cone Incense Burner 
with Storage New
Intended to be used with 
standard size cone in-
cense or half-sized sticks,
this clever little incense
burner has been crafted
of wood with a flip top
lid featuring ornate cutouts
and brass inlays of stars,
moons, and suns into the

dark-stained wood of its sides. With a flip of the lid you will reveal
a tray to catch your ash and safely burn your cone incense, making
cleanup a breeze. The incense burner also features a lower compartment
that can be opened to store your half-sized stick incense. The entire
piece measures approximately 6" long, 2 1/2" high, and 2" wide.     

$ 6.95   #IB801M

Flip Top Incense Holder 
Doubling as an ash catcher, this incense burner has a flip-top
compartment for the storage of unlit sticks within.This incense
burner storage box measures 12" in length, with a raised 
bracket to place your lit incense sticks. $ 7.95 #IBASHF

Curved Wooden Ash Catcher
An elegant yet functional design in wood for stick incense. The
end that holds incense is slightly concaved. Measuring 10" to
12" long, the designs on each unique piece will vary.  

$ 1.50    2  #IBASH

Sun God Incense Burner 
Made of cold 
cast resin and
painted metallic
gold, this de-
lightful stick
incense holder
portrays along
its length a scene
of a sun, chased
by shooting stars

and comets as it collides with the moon. A beautiful display of the
cosmic forces at play, this stick incense holder measures approximately 
10" long and 1 1/2" wide.   $ 8.95   #IBSU10

Pentagram and Triple Moon Ash Catchers 
At the top of each 
these ash catchers
is an interwoven
pentagram, at the
center of which you
may place a stick of
incense. Extending
out from this is a
long tray to catch
your incense ash,
bordered in an in-
tricate pattern of
Celtic knots ending
in the triple moon
symbol for the Goddess. These pieces measure approximately
8 3/4" long and 1" high.   

Pewter   $ 12.95  #IB10S New Brass   $ 13.95  #IBPT

Isis Incense Holder
Made of handpainted cold cast resin, this 11" Isis incense burner can
be used with cone or stick incense. Isis, most revered of Egyptian Goddesses
rises 3" from where she merges with the base of this beautiful piece.

$ 14.95   #IB469

Bast Incense Holder
A handpainted cold-cast resin incense holder depicting Bast, the
cat goddess of the Egyptians, mother and protector. Burn a piece of
stick or cone incense on this 11” x 3 ½” incense burner in her honor.

$ 14.95 #IBB27

Anubis Dog Incense Holder
An Anubis incense holder, intended for cone or stick incense. Made of
handpainted cold-cast resin, this 11” x 3” incense burner is intended
to honor he who weighs the souls of the dead and permits them 
passage into celestial life.  $ 14.95  #IBA25

Greenman Incense Burner 
Sculpted of cold cast resin, this simple stick incense burner portrays
the wild, wizened face of the Greenman, flowing into an elaborate
pattern of Celtic knots that runs the whole length of its bed. With a
rich, blue black tone accented with the green color of aged copper, it 
measures 10" long and 1 1/2" wide.   $ 8.95   #IBGM10

King Tut Incense Box 
Crafted of cold cast 
resin, this incense
box has been shaped
into a replica of the
sarcophagus of the
famous King Tut.
Hand-painted in a
gleaming cold, it is
accented with hun-
dreds of intricate,

colorful markings. An absolute wonder of Egyptian symbolism, it
opens up to reveal a felt-lined interior that is the perfect place for
containing your stick incense and other such treasures for your altar,
desk, or where ever else you might want this piece of Egypt in your
home. It measures 9" long, 2 2/3" wide, and 3 3/4" high with an interior
space that measures approximately 8 3/4" long, 2 1/4" wide, and 1" high,  
and comes with a 10gram box of Nag Champa stick incense.       

$ 36.95   #IBPP41
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Celtic Pentagram Ash Catcher
Adored with an interwoven pentagram and a host of unique
Celtic knotwork designs, this cold cast resin incense holder
provides a beautiful way to keep your burning incense clean
and safe. $ 7.95   #IB677

Dragon's Wing Incense Holder
A sinuous western dragon claws at the smoke from your favorite
incense stick or cone. With one of his wings curled beneath him to
form the ash-catcher, and another above to guide the smoke, it 
measures 10" long 4 1/2" tall. $ 22.95   #IB753

Skeleton Incense Holder 
This incense holder shows a 
full human skeleton laying
back with its hands pillowing
its head. The open, grinning
jaw serves as the place to put
your stick incense, while its
open ribs and extended legs,
both covered in moss and
dirt, serve as the basin to catch
the ash as your incense burns.

Made of cold cast resin, this incense holder is 9 1/2" long and 3 1/2" 
wide at its widest point.  $ 14.95   #IB1608

Long Branch
Incense Holder 

Allow the smoke of your
incense to rise up from the
mouth of this wise elder tree
incense holder. Able to be
used for incense cones (the
smoke floats out of his
mouth) or sticks (he holds
the stick in his clasped
hands) this handpainted,
cold-cast resin incense
holder will keep the ashes
from straying. He measures 
just shy of 12" long and stands 6" tall.      $ 21.95    #IB524

Viking Longship Incense Holder
Formed out of handpainted cold-cast resin, the level of detail given
to this Viking longship is incredible, down to the grain of the wood
and the scrollwork carved into both bow and stern. Measuring
11" in length, and standing 3 1/2" tall at its highest point, this
incense holder is ideal for both stick and cone incense.

$ 16.95   #IB438

Purple Fairy Daydeaming Incense Holder
A purple garbed fairy sits upon a bed of flowers, her iridescent
wing spread out behind her to catch the breeze. This incense holder
is made out of hand painted cold-cast resin and measures 9 1/2"
in length and 3 3/4" tall. The ash catcher base is made to resemble
a cracked stone pathway, speckled with small plant growths.  

$ 16.95 #IBF98
Fairy and Dragon Incense Holder 

Standing 9 1/2" 
long, this incense
holder has the
sculpted image of
a fairy kneeling,
with her chin held
high in a pose that
seems as if she is
searching for
something that is
distant. She is clad
in a gown the color
of the forest with
white and violet butterfly wings.  Coiled around her protectively is a
red dragon with black eyes that clings to her as a favored pet or a close
friend.  With a place to insert stick incense by the fairy's feet, the holder
is 1 3/4" wide with a 3/8" deep basin engraved with a pattern of 
intertwined Celtic knots to catch the ash.   $ 13.95   #IB1877

Moon Goddess Incense Holder
Standing 3 1/4" tall and formed out of distressed
green metal, this beautiful moon goddess incense
burner has the look and feel of a long treasured
artifact. With a holder for your stick incense built
into its grape and vine designed 1 7/8" base, this
incense burner is a wonderful and useful
representation of the goddess, and of the moon's 
sway upon us all.      $ 12.95   #IB206

Sitting Buddha 
Stick Incense Holder New 
Perfect for holding your stick incense while you
meditate or practice your ritual magick, this
incense holder, made from recycled solder
coated to look like aged copper, has been worked
into the shape of Buddha sitting within the
lotus position. It measures approximately 1 1/2"
wide and 2 1/4" tall, easily fitting upon any 
altar. $ 9.95   #IBBUD

Earth Goddess 
Incense Holder

Only 3 3/4" tall, this finely
figured earth goddess stick
incense holder has the feel
of age built in to its distressed
green metal. With a holder for
your stick incense built into
its grape and vine designed
1 7/8" base.   

$ 12.95  #IB224
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Mayan Goddess 
Stick Incense Holder New
This stick incense holder, made from recycled
solder coated to look like aged copper, portrays
the Goddess in Mayan dress, sitting in a peaceful
repose akin to the lotus position of Buddhist
traditions. Place it upon your altar and use it to
burn incense during meditation and prayer. It
measures approximately 1" wide and 2 1/2" high.  

$ 12.95   #IB202

Sleeping Cat Incense Holder 
Sitting 1 1/4” in diameter, this tiny sculpted
incense holder presents the adorable image
of a cat, curled up and taking a nap. The stick
can be safely placed into the hole around which
the cat is curled, presenting an image of this
tiny feline being curled around the fragrant
incense sticks that you burn.   $ 3.95  #IBCAT

Frog Stick Incense Holder New 
This adorable creation has been sculpted
of recycled solder, portraying a frog as a
delightful little incense holder. Repre-
sentative of prosperity and otherwise
simply being a delightful decoration, it
is a wonderful addition to any altar or
home. This frog shaped incense holder
measures approximately 1 1/2" long and 
1" wide.    $ 3.95   #IBFRO

Magical Cat and Mouse 
Incense Holder

A black cat peers down at a small mouse as
it tries to hide behind a star-encrusted cap on
this fine crafted and fun stick incense holder.
Made of hand painted cold-cast resin and
measuring just shy of 4" in each dimension,
this fabulous incense burner celebrates the
most revered of familiars, while providing a
wonderful decoration for your home or altar 
as well.   $ 21.95 #IB978

Bast 
Cone Incense Burner New 
This cone incense burner displays the
Egyptian goddess Bast as represented
by a black cat sitting upright and regal,
bedecked in Egyptian jewelry. Before
her is a basin intended to hold your
cone incense in offering. On its front is
engraved the Ankh, the ancient
Egyptian symbol for eternal life, and
on its sides is the Eye of Horus; a
symbol representing the god Horus
and often used for protection. The
entire piece measures approximately 

3" tall, 1 1/4" wide, and 3" long.  $ 20.95   #IBT117

Frog Incense Holder New
Holding both cone and stick 
incense, this frog incense holder,
made from recycled solder
coated to look like aged copper,
is of an adorable design. Re-
sembling a small statue placed
by a fountain or spring, it
displays a small frog in front

of a tray intended to hold your cone incense. It also features a small
hole allowing you to burn your stick incense as well. Measuring
approximately 3 3/4" long and 2" wide at its widest point, it is a 
perfect piece for any home or altar. $ 18.95   #IB313

New Creatrix 
Cone Incense Holder

Named for the name given to any Goddess
said to have given birth to,  or otherwise
said to have created, the world and universe,
this Creatrix cone incense holder  displays
an image of the goddess, as she is depicted
in numerous ancient stone carvings. The
womanly form is portrayed amid a verdant
sprawl of leaves, standing in front of the
tray for your incense. It measures approx-
imately 2" wide, 3 3/4" long, and 2 3/4"
high and is crafted from recycled solder.    

$ 18.95   #IB309

Dragon Incense Holder New
Sculpted from recycled solder 
and cast so as to appear to be
fashioned from copper, this
incense holder is a beautiful
piece that will give any altar or
home a classic, mystical feel.
Three ancient dragons form the
legs of the triangle-shaped in-
cense holder, holding up a small
tray intended to contain powder
or cone incense. The entire piece
measures approximately 3" in 
diameter and 1 3/4" tall. $

29.95   #IB636

Wizard Incense Burner
A powerful wizard, staff and scrying ball
in hand, stands above the wide-mouthed
brazier that forms this stick and cone incense
holder. Made out of lead-free pewter and
standing 3 1/4" tall at its height, this
wonderful ritual tool is also a useful and 
beautiful decoration.   $ 26.95 #IBIH13

Celtic Soapstone Cone Burner 
Masterfully sculpted from soapstone, this
beautiful incense burner takes on a conical
cone-shaped design, with smooth sides sweep-
ing up to a rounded, handle at its tip. Its sides
are decorated with a pattern of Celtic knots
and weaves, accenting both the natural coloring
of the soapstone and the holes that pierce the
sides, allowing air in and the fragrant smoke of

your cone incense out. This incense burner measures 2 1/2" high and 
2 1/2" in diameter.    $ 8.95   #IB853
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Ceramic Shintoh Incense Burner
Make sure that your 
incense is burning in
a safe place with this
beautiful clay burning
bowl, and THEN turn
your attention to other
matters. Whether you
prefer stick, cone, or
powdered incense and
charcoal, simply pour
the included black, heat
diffusing sand into the
bottom of this 4 1/4"
vessel and place your incense within its snug confines. Do not allow
concerns about incense safety to distract you from your ritual work 
or meditation any longer.  $ 19.95   #IBCB4

Incense Burner Sand
Fill a bowl with these beautiful sands to make
an ideal burning surface for incense sticks,
cones, or granular incense with a charcoal
base. By placing sand in a burn safe bowl
you achieve additional stability and
security for lit incense when your attention
is elsewhere. Comes in one pound packages.

$ 6.95  
Black #IBSBK
Blue #IBSBL Red #IBSRD
Green #IBSGR White #IBSWH

3-Legged Wooden Cobra Stands 
Carved of one piece of wood to create 
three folding legs, without seam or break,
each of these beautiful pieces unfolds to
form a wonderful stand for an unsecured
incense burner, such as an abalone shell,
or a small crystal ball. Measurements
listed are the approximate size of an un-
folded stand.

Small  4” across    $ 3.95   #IBS4
Large 6” across    $ 4.95   #IBS6

New Celestial Wooden Incense Burner
Made from polished and stained wood, the 
brass inlays of this celestial incense burner
have been crafted into the shape of stars and
moons set within a geometric pattern
around the central cone incense burner,
along with four small brass-lined holes,
perfect for your stick incense. The whole
piece measures approximately 2 1/2" in
diameter and 3/4" thick, with a flat bottom 
and rounded surface.   $ 3.95   #IBER4E

Soapstone 
Incense Burner
A small carved soapstone incense
burner for stick or cone incense.
The carved designs and color
of soapstone will vary on this 2"
in diameter piece.

$ 2.50   2 #IBSOA

Wood and Soapstone Burner 
A hand-carved wood & soapstone
incense burner able to hold both
stick or cone incense. Designs will
vary on these beautiful 3 1/2" diameter
burners.   $ 3.95 #IBWS 

Buddha Tower Incense Holder New
Intended to be used with your stick incense, this
tall incense holder is a marvelous piece for your
altar or home. Standing approximately 13 1/2"
in height, it is a tall cylinder decorated with the
image of a laughing Buddha. By his feet, and
decorating the cut outs where smoke can escape
and the base of the holder, representations of
Chinese coins have been meticulously carved as
symbols of prosperity and good fortune. It measures
approximately 3 3/4" in diameter, and is colored 
primarily in black and gold.       $ 19.95   #IB083

Soapstone Tower 
New Stick Incense Burners

These uniquely designed incense burners are a
cylindrical shaped spire, carved of soapstone and
featuring the elaborate, decorative cut outs upon
their sides. Simply light your favorite stick incense
and place it within to allow the fragrant smoke
to spill forth from the cut outs carved within its
sides. Measuring approximately 10 1/2" tall and
3 1/4" wide, the piece is easily tall enough to contain
your entire stick of incense, with a small opening
at its top allowing each stick to be dropped within
and the low cutouts on its sides allowing for ease 
in cleaning.   $ 21.95   

Pentagram  #IB105      Triquetra  #IB101

Heads of Pan Incense Burner 
A triangular base supports three slim legs that 
rise up and hold a cauldron-shaped basin
for your charcoal and resin or powder incense.
This alone is a unique design, but in addition
each leg is skillfully sculpted into an ornate,
horned visage that provides a fantastic
representation of Pan's head; an image
derived from ancient times. This hand-made
brass burner is painted black in places to
highlight the bronze's natural golden tones.
Standing 6" tall and approximately 2 1/2" in
diameter at its widest point, it is the perfect
piece for your altar or home.   

$ 27.95   #IBRURN

Incense Holders, Burner Sand
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Red Abalone Shell  
Incense Burner        
These small, red-streaked iridescent shells
are great for burning cone or resin incense.
They also make fantastic receptacles for
smudge wands and holders for your crystals
and trinkets, and are perfect for decorative
purposes on their own. The sizes and
markings may vary, as these burners are 
produced by nature.   $ 3.95  1 #IB552

Abalone Shell 
Incense Burners
These silvery and iridescent  abalone
shells are useful for burning cone or
resin incense. They are also handy as
receptacles for smudge wands, holder for
crystals or trinkets, or just as decorations
on their own.  The sizes and markings
will vary slightly, as these are produced
by nature.    

Small Approx  2 1/2” x  1 1/2”  $ 3.95 1 #IBABS
Large  Approx   5” x 7” x 1 1/4” $ 9.95 1 #IBABA

Pentagram Tower Incense Burner 
Consisting of a large column of soapstone affixed to a
separate base, this beautiful incense burner is capable
of burning your cone and stick incense, both of which
easily fits within the base. Simply place your cone
incense or your stick incense within the base, light it,
and place the incense burner's column over top. Then
sit back and enjoy the fragrant smoke of your incense
as it escapes through the cut-out designs of stars that
decorate the column and the pentagrams carved into
the globe at the column's center.  The entire thing
measures approximately 12" long and 3" in diameter.    

$ 26.95   2 #IB594TG

Zen Tower Incense Burner 
Carefully sculpted of soapstone, this beautiful incense
burner is equally capable of holding your stick or cone
incense. Coming with a separate base and cap, it takes
the form of a tall column, carved with elaborate
Buddhist designs, intended to aid you within your
meditations even as the cut-outs within them allow the
smoke of your incense to escape. Just place your incense
cone or incense stick in the base and place the column
over top after lighting; it's easy to clean and easier to
use. Each incense burner is approximately 12" in height 
and 3" in diameter.     $ 26.95   2 #IB594TK

Celtic Horses Cone Incense Burner
A 1 1/2" diameter pewter, disk-shaped
i n c e n s e  burner  wi th  an  engraved
t r i p l e - h o r s e design, representative
of the Celtic Horse Goddess Rhiannon.              

$ 7.95   2 #IB557

Celtic Knotwork 
Cone Incense Burner 
This is a cone incense burner made out
of lead-free pewter with an ornate Celtic
knot design gracing its 1 1/2" diameter
surface.     $ 7.95   2 #IB554

Fairy Cone Incense Burner 
Three fairies dance across the surface of
this 1 1/2" diameter cone incense burner
made out of lead-free pewter.   

$ 7.95   2  #IB706

Dragon Cone Incense Burner 
A 1 1/2" diameter pewter cone incense
burner, with a central dragon motif
and three dragon heads forming the 
"feet".   $ 7.95   2  #IB708

Poet Tree 
Incense Holder

The smoke comes out of the
tree's mouth and through the
top of the tree. Comes with an
internal cone incense holder
that also holds stick incense
as well.  11" tall, hand painted
polyresin incense burner.      

$ 25.95    #IB518

Scentree 
Incense Holder

Watch as the smoke issues from
the wise tree's mouth and floats
through the hollow in the
crown of his head. Made for
use with both cone and stick
incense, this handpainted
polyresin statue stands 11"
tall and measures 7" at its
widest point. 

$ 25.95   #IB459
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Pentagram Soapstone Burner
A 6" in diameter soapstone pentagram
incense holder, carved deep and then
polished to a lustrous shine. A perfect
burner for cone or stick incense, this
pentagram also makes a great altar paten,
the reassuring weight of the piece
making it ideal  as a dish for your
spiritual offerings. $ 11.95  #IB821

Celtic Knot Wooden Incense Burner 
Carved of a dark, rich-hued wood, this 5" 
diameter wooden incense burner has set
within its maze-like pattern of interwoven
Celtic knotwork five small metal insets for
placing the end of your stick incense into
while it burns. The pattern combined with
the ability to burn five pieces of stick incense
makes it a potent aid in meditation and 
ritual crafts.   $ 6.95   #IB620

Celtic Cross Wooden Incense Burner 
Consisting of a wooden tray carved into 
the design of the traditional Celtic cross,
this fantastic incense burner features 14
small metal insets that will allow you to
place your stick incense upright within it.
At its center, it also features a metal tray for
you to set your cone incense, creating a
versatile piece for your altar or home,
which collects the ashes as they fall making
for easy clean-up. Combined with the cross-

pattern carved into its surface, this makes it quite useful in your 
meditation and ritual crafts.   $ 6.95   #IB621

Wooden Pentacle Burner 
A 5" wooden ash catcher with an engraved
pentacle, intended for use with cone or stick 
incense. $ 5.95 #IBWP

Wooden Coasters
Wooden coasters to protect the surfaces
that incense burners or drinking glasses
are placed upon. Designs may vary from
piece to piece. 3" in diameter.

$ 0.95 #IBCOA

Wooden
Pentagram Coasters

Wooden pentagram coasters
with a silver or goldtone inlayed
pentagram on the dark stained
surface of each coaster, our
choice. 2  3/4" in diameter. Sold
individually.   $ 2.25  #IBPB

Wooden Cone Incense Burners
These 5" tall wooden pillars are cut with
different designs to allow the smoke of your
favorite cone incense to waft about the
room. Beautiful and very secure, the  snug
joining of base and pillar insures that the
ash and heat produced will stay safely 
contained. $ 6.95   2 #IB320

Wooden Incense Burners
Made in various styles and designs, these wooden incense burners
measure approximately 2 1/2" in diameter, with built in metal 
slots for both stick and cone incense. $ 1.95  2 #IB731

Small Brass Incense Burners
Various designs of brass incense burners
for cone or small stick incense. The tops of
these burners lift off for easy cleaning and
refilling. Measurements are approximate
and each burner is unique.
Mini   2 1/4” tall  $ 2.95 #IBCON
Small 3" tall       $ 5.50 #IBVAR

Wood Handled Brass Burner 
This cleverly designed 
brass incense burner
is an elegant design,
intended to be used
with your cone, resin,
granular or powder
incense. Standing
4 1/2"  ta l l ,  i t  i s
approximately 2 1/2"
wide at its widest
point and has a

removable, conical cap perforated with a pattern of oval and
circular holes to allow air in and fragrance and smoke out.
The stand out feature for this burner however is the 6 1/2"
long handle that extends from the side. Beginning as brass
and then turning into a wooden design, allowing for comfortable
carrying when the burner is hot, it allows you to move your
incense during your ritual or bring it outside for your spell,
when you might not have a good place to set your burner 
down.   $ 20.95   #IBBCC
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Brass Cone Incense Burner New
This small incense burner is an elegant solution for
those who wish to include incense upon their altar
but lack the space for larger burners. The burner
measures only approximately 3 3/4" tall and about
1 3/4" in diameter. Its wide makes it surprisingly
difficult to tip despite its long slender neck, which
ends in a wide dish to hold your cone incense.
This in turn is covered with a small lid, punctured
by three star cut outs and a conical chimney for 
ventilation. $ 5.95   #IB7362

New Brass Incense Burner
Created with an elegant, chalice-like design,
this incense burner has been created entirely
with brass, and comes with a cap that settles
into place, helping to keep sparks from flying
free of the ignited incense once it has been set
aflame. It is further accented by several star-
shaped cut outs that release smoke and allow
air in so the incense can burn steadily. The
entire burner measures approximately 5 1/2"
high and 2 1/2" wide at its widest point, making
it a delicate accent for any altar space.   

$ 8.95   #IB8439

Pentagram-Topped 
Brass Incense Burner 
This incense burner is a fantastic blend of function
and symbolism. Made of brass, it has the traditional
three-legged base supporting a bottom tray, which
in turn is capped by an ornate top. This top is
decorated with a pattern of three stars, and tapers
from the burner's widest point to a narrow tip,
upon which rests the five pointed, interwoven
pentagram. Measuring 5 3/4" high it will fit
perfectly upon your altar, and can easily burn
cone incense or serve in burning powder and 
granular incense as well. $ 9.95   #IB72P

New Temple Incense Burner
Perfectly suited for your own little
sacred space or temple, this brass
incense burner features a short, wide
design that easily fits within your
array of sacred icons, candles and
ritual tools. Its base measures 4" wide
and with its lid in place it measures
3" high. The lid is conical in design,
with a symmetrical design of three
star-shaped cut outs, that allow smoke
to escape even as they allow air in for your burning incense. 

$ 13.95   #IB803

Mother of Pearl Brass Temple Burner 
Sculpted of brass, this incense burner is 
shaped into the common design of a wide
basin, fitted with a conical lid. The basin,
measuring 4" in diameter at its widest
point, has a 2 1/4" diameter base that flares
outward and then curls, narrowing to a
3 1/4" rim. This rim, upon which sits the
burner's conical cap, is lined in delicate
plates of mother of pearl. These plates
perfectly accent the brass. The cap itself
tapers to a point, and is decorated on

three sides with a triangle pattern of stars that allow smoke and
fragrance out while air circulates in. The whole burner measures 
3" in height.  $ 17.95   #IB414

New Large Heads of Pan 
Incense Burner 

A beautifully unique piece for the sacred 
space or altar, this incense burner has been
crafted of solid brass in a stylized represen-
tation of the god Pan. A triangular base
provides the structure for three slender legs,
rooted in an image of a goat's hoof, that rise
up into the image of Pan's head. From each
of these legs, goat horns rise up to support an
egg-shaped burner, intended to contain your
charcoal for burning your resin, granular
and powder incenses. The top half of the
burner is removable, with numerous venti-
lation holes concealed within a scaled pattern
sculpted into the brass, that allows fragrant
smoke to escape and necessary oxygen to
enter so your incense can continue burning
evenly. The whole of the piece, with the
exception of highlights upon the burner
itself, has been colored a rich, earthy maroon.
It measures approximately 10" tall and 4 1/2"
wide at its widest point.   $ 59.95   #IB867

Aladdin Lamp Incense Burner New
Originally, lamps 
of this and similar
design were among
the first oil lamps,
providing a rela-
tively smokeless,
mess free and safe
alternative to can-
dles, torches and
other methods of

lighting. Here, this 2" high, 6 3/4" long brass lamp is intended to
serve as a unique burner for your powder, resin and granular  
incenses.     $ 13.95   #IB876

Western Dragon 
Incense Holder

A powerful western dragon
lies in repose, wings spread
to form the base of this of
this brazier-style incense
holder. A smaller dragon
perches upon the laticed lid.
Celtic knotwork adorns the
whole with a pentagram
within at the very center of
the brazier. This cold-cast
resin incense burner meas-
ures 7" by 7" at its widest 
points.    $ 31.95   #IB884

Dragon Head Incense Holder New
Exquisitely crafted of cold-cast resin, this
incense holder is sculpted to represent a
dragon's head, staring upwards with intense
eyes and a closed, toothy maw that displays
every tooth and scale. The nosecap actually
lifts away, revealing a hollowed out, internal
cavity within and a small hole in the cap that
allows you to place your stick incense. Once
you light your stick incense and replace the
cap, the fragrant smoke of your choice will
escape through carefully placed holes, making
it appear as though this draconic creature is
breathing smoke! The entire piece measures
approximately 12" tall, and approximately
5 3/4" wide at its widest point.     

$ 38.95   #IB140
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Pentagram Brass Screen Burner with Coaster 
Crafted of brass, this small screen burner 
is intended to be used with charcoal and
your favorite powder, resin or granular
incense. With a base decorated in two small
interwoven pentagrams, it comes with a
removable screen for ease of refill and
cleaning, as well as a small wooden coaster
to keep your altar or counter from being
damaged by the heat. It stands 2 1/2" tall
and 2 1/4" wide at its widest point.    

$ 13.95   #IBCP3

Celtic Knot Screen Burner 
With a simple design this screen burner 
is an elegant, understated addition to the
altar or home. Standing 4" tall and 4" in
diameter, it is shaped much like a chalice,
with a 3" diameter base that tapers in
towards the middle before flaring out
again to form the basin for your charcoal
and incense. Surrounding this cup is a
band of Celtic knotwork. Made of metal
with a screen that can be removed for 
ease of cleaning. $ 31.95   #IBB074

Tall Brass Screen Burner 
Intended to be used with charcoal and
burning resin, granular or powder incense,
this exquisite brass screen burner is  3 1/2"
tall and 3 1/2" wide at its widest point. It
provides a large vessel for burning your
incense in your rituals or for simple enhanc-
ing the atmosphere of your home. Coming
with a wooden coaster to keep your altar
or counter's surface from being damaged
by heat, it also has a removable screen
for ease of cleaning and refilling.    

$ 18.95   #IBBBIL
Raised Screen 
Burner with Coaster 
Sculpted of brass, this incense burner is
intended to be used to with charcoal to burn
your favorite powder, resin or granular
incense. Standing 2" tall its mouth measures
2 1/2" in diameter, and comes with a
removable screen for ease of cleaning.
With a narrower, 1 3/4" diameter base, its
appearance is akin to a small cup or urn. It
has a bronze colored finish and comes with
a small wooden coaster to help keep from
damaging your altar or other such surfaces 
with heat.  $ 12.95   #IB705

Byzantine Burner
With a styling reminiscent of the ancient Byzantine
empire, this incense burner stands upon a 2 3/4"
base, perforated in a decorative design, the gold-
toned metal rises up from four beveled legs that
support the wider burner. This burner, resting at
3" in diameter, contains a red tray that can be seen
through the perforated metal, providing a won-
derful accent to the gold hue. This tray is designed
to hold your charcoal and powder, resin or
granular incense as it burns and provide ease of
cleaning as it can be removed. The lid, punctured
with a design that allows fragrant smoke to
escape even as it lets air in, tapers sharply from
the width of the burner to a fluted handle that
extends above, providing an overall height 
of 6 3/4". $ 26.95   #IBB47

Floral Brass Screened Charcoal Burner New 
This large brass charcoal 
burner is a unique piece,
beautiful in design and
expansive in size. In a large
bowl-shape, it measures
approximately 6" wide,
with a 5 1/2" diameter
mouth that fits a domed
screen of brass wire that
helps contain sparks, ash,

and other debris. Both the outer and inner surface of the screen
burner has been painted black, producing an elegant contrast
with the metallic gleam of the visible brass surfaces; a contrast
only further enhanced by the floral pattern carved in decoration
of its sides. The entire burner measures approximately 2 1/2" high,
and sits upon a small raised ridge (about 1/4" high) to help provide
the surface of your counter some protection against heat.   

$ 36.95   #IBBI6

Incense Burners

Screen Burner with Coaster 
Sitting 3" in diameter and 1" tall, this 
simple brass burner comes with a
wooden coaster that will help you
keep from damaging your altar or
other surfaces with heat, this burner
has a removable screen to provide
ease of cleaning and care. The surface
of this burner has a bronze-colored
finish that gives it a more warm tone 

than normal brass.   $ 7.95   #IB703

Shallow Brass Screen Burner 
A 3" brass incense burner for use
with charcoal and burning resin,
granular or powder incense. The
screen is removable for ease of
cleaning and refilling. This burner
comes with a wooden coaster to
help absorb the heat of the burning 
incense.       $ 8.95   #IBSCR

Pewter Screen Charcoal Burner with Coaster 
This simple charcoal burner provides 
you with an easy to use basin for burn-
ing all of your favorite resin, granular,
and powder incense. Measuring 1 1/4"
in diameter, it comes with a removable
screen for ease of cleaning. It also comes
with a small wooden coaster to keep
the heat from damaging the surface 
you set it upon. $ 8.95   #IBBIW

Starry Screen Black Charcoal Burner 
Simple in design, this incense burner 
features a 3 1/2" diameter wooden base
in which sits a 2 1/2" diameter metal
tray with a screen decorated with many
star cut-outs. This results in an incense
burner that doesn't get quite as hot as
all-metal burners, and is a uniquely
beautiful way to burn your resin,
powder and granular incenses.     

$ 6.95   #IBWB12
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Celtic Cross Screen Burner New 
This elegant silver-tone screen burner stands
upon three ornate legs, with a wide basin
created to contain your charcoal and incense.
The lid sweeps inward towards a rounded
top, crowned with the four points of a Celtic
cross. Both the basin and the lid feature star
cut-outs which allow air to flow in and main-
tain the even burn of your charcoal and
incense while allowing your fragrant smoke
to escape. The lid may also be removed,
leaving a removable screen in place to help
contain sparks and ash as your powder, resin
and granular incense burns. Fully assembled,
it measures approximately 7" high and 4" 
wide.    $ 37.95   #IBBCA

Collapsible Brass Incense Burner 
This large burner has been crafted so that it can 
be taken apart and collapsed to a smaller size,
making for easy storage and transportation.
This is particularly handy if you're hiking to
your woodland glen for your magical ritual,
you have a portable altar that isn't always on
display or if you simply don't have much
cupboard space. When assembled it is 5 1/2"
tall and 3 3/4" wide at its widest point. The
bottom unscrews, allowing you to turn it and
the cap around to condense the burner's size
down to only 3 1/4" in height. Alternatively,
with the bottom turned around like this it can
also be fixed to chains to be turned into a
wonderful hanging censer as well! 

$ 27.95   #IBBCD

Celtic Brass Cauldron 
Exquisitely sculpted from brass, this
cauldron measures approximately 3 3/4"
in diameter and 3 3/4" high. It is poised
upon three classically designed legs, and
is engraved with an intricate pattern of
tangled Celtic knots and floral patterns.
With such imagery, it is the  perfect
container for your offerings, incense
and other such aspects of your rituals 
and craft. $ 25.95   #ICBR79

Brass Cauldron and Screen Burner 
Sculpted of brass, this fantastic incense 
burner has been worked into the shape
of a cauldron. With three ornate legs
and two similarly ornate handles,
etched in floral designs, the cauldron
itself presents only smooth, polished
brass. It comes with a removable
screen. It measures approximately
3" in diameter and 2 1/2" in height.     

$ 13.95   2 #ICU3

Incense Burners, Censers, Cauldrons

Hanging Censers
These incense censers are the perfect way to burn your ritual
incense and add to the atmosphere and magic of your sacred
space. Able to be hung, swung or stand on their own, they are
intended for use with resin or granular incense with a charcoal
burning base, but they are also great for burning cone or powdered
incense as well.

Spiked 
Hanging Brass Censer 
Of a classical, byzantine design, this 
solid brass hanging censer flares out
from a narrow base to a wide center
point before tapering back to a narrow
top that mirrors its bottom half. The
upper half is pierced by nine star-
shaped cut-outs which allow air and
smoke to easily flow in and out.
Measuring 4 1/4" in diameter at its
widest point, it stands 7 3/4" tall, with
a pointed spire. While able to sit flat,
it is intended to be hung upon its three
chains, which allow it to dangle to a
total length of 14 1/2".    

$ 29.95   #IBH434

Pewter Hanging Censer 
Simple and elegant, this pewter incense
burner has been crafted within the classic
byzantine styling, resulting in a conical
appearance at the top and a narrow
base at the bottom, while the middle
portion flares out to a wide, 4 1/2" in
diameter. The whole thing stands 7" in
height when it is sitting flat, and has
small star-shaped cutouts in its lid,
allowing for the fragrant smoke of your
incense to escape even as air enters,
to keep your incense burning.        

$ 28.95   #IB8422W

Decorated 
Hanging Brass Censers 

Crafted with a classical, byzantine
design, these hanging brass censers
each have a symbol that bedecks their
top. Measuring approximately 7" tall
and 3 1/2" in diameter, they open in
the middle to contain your charcoal
and favorite incense to burn. Their
8 1/2" long chains also allow them to 
be suspended.   $ 16.95

Om (SHOWN) #IBH76O 
Peace Sign  #IBH76A 
Pentagram  #IBHANP

Medium 
Hanging Brass Censer 
The basin of this burner is 3 1/2" in
diameter and 1 1/4" tall, with a 3” tall,
conical cap that fits snugly in place and
is decorated with star cut-outs that
allow smoke and fragrance to escape
even as air comes in. Three 8" chains
suspend it from a central loop.    

$ 17.95   #IB117

Hanging 
Altar Censers

Brought to us in a variety of shapes and styles,
these beautiful hanging brass censers come
in two different approximate sizes, varying 
along with their design

Small 4"-5" high.  $ 11.95 #IBHANS
Medium 6 1/2" high. $ 17.95 #IBHANM



Small sized, three legged bowl style
cauldrons, cast with a deep black
finish and attached handles. With a
vast multitude of functions, from incense
burner (place something heat resistant
underneath) to a planter or scrying bowl.
Pots are made for use in preparing
rituals & spells, NOT to be used for
cooking.

2 3/4" Cast Iron Cauldron
2 3/4" dia. with an opening of 2.5", this cauldron measures 2" tall.

$ 8.95 2  #ICA3
4" Cast Iron Cauldron
3 3/4" dia. with an opening of 3 5/8", this cauldron measures  3" tall.

$ 13.95 2 #ICA4
5" Cast Iron Cauldron
4 7/8" dia. with an opening of 4 3/4", this cauldron measures  3 1/4" tall.

$ 19.95 #ICA5
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Ribbed Cast Iron Cauldron 
Of a rather unique design, this black, cast
iron cauldron is set upon three 1 1/4" legs.
It starts wide at its base and tapers gently to
a narrower mouth, and is encircled the entire
way with ribbing. Two rings on its sides, by
the cauldron's mouth, support a small carrying
handle which arches over the lid that settles in
place and can be removed. The entire thing
measures approximately 4 1/2" tall and 3 1/2"
wide at its widest point.  $ 20.95   #ICBR77

6 “ Cast Iron Cauldron
Medium sized, three legged bevaled
bowl style cauldron, cast with a black
finish.  With a vast multitude of functions,
from incense burner (place something
heat resistant underneath) to a planter
or scrying bowl. Approx. 6 1/2" dia. with
an opening of 5 1/2", this cauldron
measures in at 5 3/4" high. Pots are made
for use in preparing rituals & spells,
NOT to be used for cooking.

$ 43.95    #ICA6

Large Cast Iron Cauldron
Formed into a three-legged black bowl
design of heavy cast iron with a carrying
handle, this fantastic cauldron is perfect
for ritual use, especially as a brazier,
incense burner, or other vessel of power.
Measuring 6 3/4" in diameter, this
cauldron stands 6" in height.

$ 58.95   #ICAU8

Co o k i n g  S a fe  C a u l d r o n s
One Pint Cauldron 

Preseasoned small sized, three legged
bowl style cauldron, cast with a black finish.
With a vast multitude of functions, from
incense burner (place something heat
resistant underneath) to a planter or scrying
bowl. 5.5" dia. with an opening of 4.25", this
cauldron measures  in at 3" high with 
handle.  1 Pint. $ 30.95   #ICAUL

Eight Ounce Cauldron
Preseasoned small sized, three legged bowl
style cauldron.  W i t h  a multitude of
functions, from incense burner (place
something heat resistant underneath) to
a planter or scrying bowl. 3.5" dia. with an
opening of 3.25", this cauldron measures
in at 3" high without handle.  8 oz. 

$ 20.95   #ICAU4

Decorated Cauldrons
Small Brass Cauldron 

Created out of solid brass, this
cauldron has three short legs and
two handles on either side, which
in turn support a carrying handle
that stretches between them. Deco-
rated on both front and back with a
pentagram, it is a wonderful vessel
for burning your ritual incense,
tealight and votive candles, or
otherwise leaving offerings of oil,
herbs or even food. Including the
handle, this small brass cauldron measures approximately 4"
wide and 4" high, but has an interior dimension of only about 
2 1/2" diameter and 1 1/4" deep.    $ 19.95   #ICBR33

Small Cast Iron Cauldons
Measuring only 2 3/4" in diameter with a
design adorning its opposing faces, this tripod-
style cast iron cauldron is the ideal size for
placement upon an altar, or for burning granular
incense atop a charcoal base. The included lid
helps to keep your treasures safe, or contain
the smoke of your incense for a time. $ 16.95

Unadorned        #ICM3
Pentagram         #ICM3P
Triple Moon #ICM72 New
Triquetra     #ICM3T

6” Cast Iron Cauldons
Crafted of finely wrought cast iron 
and decorated with an embossed
design, both on their front and their
back, these cauldrons are wonderful
pieces for decorating the home or
altar. Standing 5" high and 4 1/2",
with internal dimensions of 5 1/4" in
diameter and 3 1/2" deep, these
cauldrons present an enchanting
image. Coming complete with a
heavy, cast iron lid and a carrying
handle, they are perfect for filling
with potpourri, decorating your desk
or shelves, using on your altar, or whatever purpose you can 
imagine for these delightful little cauldrons.     $ 60.95

Unadorned               #ICM6       Triple Moon #ICM6M
Pentagram (SHOWN)  #ICM6P      Triquetra #ICM6T

Cauldrons
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Decorated Medium Cast Iron Cauldrons New

The cauldron is widely known as a 
powerful tool for a Witch's craft.
Representing rebirth and creation,
among many other things, it is a
powerful addition to any ritual or
spell, and therefore a traditional tool
found within many a practitioner's
sacred space. These cauldrons feature
a design on the front and back as well
as a handle for carrying and a heavy
lid for snuffing out incense or simply
covering the cauldron's contents. They
measure approximately 4 1/2" tall
when lidded and 4 1/4" in diameter.
Internal dimensions are approximately
2 1/2" deep and 3 3/4" in diameter.

$ 26.95   
Pentagram   #ICM58           Triple Moon   #ICM56
Triquetra    #ICM57          Unadorned     #ICM55

7” Pentagram Cast Iron Cauldon
Cast with a pentagram on opposing faces,
and intended as an ritual aid for bringing
your different spell components together,
you can use this sturdy tripod-style cauldron
as a planter, a burn-safe location, an altar-
piece or as a vessel for your ritual fire.
Measuring 7" in diameter and 7" tall, this
cast iron cauldron is the ideal size for your
ritual needs without being too cumbersome.    

$ 75.95  #ICM7P

Ritually Inscribed Candles
Each of these hand-dipped 8" tapered candles has been inscribed 
in Theban script, anointed in oils, and ritually charged to impart
a specific magical energy to its bearer. Easy and rewarding, using
these ritually inscribed candles has proven to be a wonderful
experience for new practitioners and experienced energy workers
alike.  Just be mindful of the candle as it burns, and allow your
thoughts to focus upon the energy you are working with to
transform your life.            2#  $ 5.50

Runic Ritual Candle
Within the Futhark alphabet, each rune contains 
a private meaning of its own in addition to the
message imparted by them. This 8" hand-dipped
ritual candle is energetically charged, anointed
with oils, and inscribed with runes from the Futhark
alphabet to help aid you in your ritual work.

$ 5.95Glory White 2  #CRFGLO
Guardian Black     2  #CRFGUA
Hope White    2  #CRFHOP
Journey Yellow  2  #CRFJOU
Union Red        2  #CRFUNI
Wholeness Purple   2  #CRFWHO

10” Taper Candles 
Traditional and elegant, each of these colored taper
candles is a wonderful way to bring the warm glow
of candle light to your sacred space or home.They can
also be readily used to empower your spells. Each
measures 10" tall and 7/8" in diameter.       $ 3.95 each  

Gold and Silver 
9” Taper Candles
Whether you are working a candle magic
ritual or you are wishing to fill your home
with the warmth of candlelight, these are the
candles for you. Standing 9" in length, these
taper candles possess a either a golden or
silver, metallic coloring that will glisten
beautifully once the candle is lit, making them
the perfect addition for your altar or home.  

$ 4.95 each   
Gold  #C9GOL      Silver  #C9SIL

6" Poured Wax 
Tapered Candles

Standing only 6" tall, these durable poured
wax taper candles are an all-purpose ritual
or household candle, able to serve as an
emergency candle as well as it does for 
ritual use.  $ 1.05 each

Chime Candles
Perfect for small altars or ritual use, chime
candles come in packages of 20 high
quality candles, each with a burn time
of about 2 1/2 hours. Also known as
party candles, these fun and convenient
candles are quickly becoming a customer 
favorite.   $ 7.25

Black   #C4BK Dark Blue     #C4DB
Ivory #C4IV Light Blue    #C4LB
Navy Blue #C4NB Orange #C4OG
Dark Green #C4PG Pink #C4PK
Dark Purple #C4PP Red #C4RD 
White #C4WT Yellow #C4YE
Metalic Coated Chime Candles $ 26.95

Gold #C4GO      Silver #C4SI

Black S #C6BK
Blue S #C6BL
Brown S #C6BR
Green S #C6G
Orange S #C6O

Pink S #C6PI
Purple S #C6PU 
Red S #C6R 
White S #C6W 
Yellow S   #C6Y

Black #CT10BK
Cream #CT10CR
Dark Blue #CT10DB
Green #CT10PG

Purple #CT10PP
Red #CT10RD
White #CT10WT

Attract Perfect Mate Purple     #CRATP
Attract Nature Spirits Lt. Green #CRATTN
Attract Soul Mates Terra Cotta   #CRATTS
Centering White  #CRCEN
Dynamic Sun Energy Yellow    #CRDYN
Empowerment Navy Blue  #CREMP
Find Your Place Yellow  #CRFIN
Flow With Life White  #CRFLO
Get What You Want Burgundy  #CRGET
Glamour White   #CRGLA
Go In Peace Black   #CRGOP
Healing Lt. Blue  #CRHEA
Justice Navy Blue  #CRJUS
Love Pink   #CRLOV
Lust Red  #CRLUS
New Beginnings Yellow  #CRBEG
Nirvana Aqua  #CRNIR
Overcome Addictions Lt Blue    #CROVA
Overcome Depression  Yellow #CROVE
Prosperity           Dk. Green   #CRMON     
Protection Black     #CRPRO
Releasing Lt. Blue   #CRREL
Return to Sender Terra Cotta   #CRRET
Secret Desire Fulfilled Lt. Green  #CRSECD
Time Mastery Burgundy  #CRTIM
Vision Purple  #CRVIS

Cauldrons, Ritual & Taper Candles
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Money Attraction Palm Oil Pillar Candle 
This green candle is made of palm oil and designed to aid you
in attracting money and prosperity into your life. Burn while
speaking its accompanying prayer to find the greatest benefit.
It stands approximately 9" long and 3/4" in diameter.   
$ 3.50    2 #CPMON

7 Knob Candle
Also known as seven wish candles, the
traditional use of these candles involves
inscribing a wish upon each ball of the candle
and burning one a day, making sure to pinch
or snuff it out at the end of the day, rather
than blowing upon it. 7" high with flat base.            

$ 5.25

9” Pillar Candles               
These 9” x 1 1/2” pillar candles are perfect
for use in the home, on the altar, or in ritual
to represent the four cardinal directions.                                        

$ 4.95

Multicolored 9” Pillar Candles 
Made by fusing one color wax with another, or
sometimes WITHIN another, these 9" multicolor
pillar candles are perfect for rituals of transformation 
or duality.    $ 6.50

Hunter Green 6” Taper Candle New
This 6" taper candle, colored a rich hunter green, is perfect
for representing the verdant powers of the Earth and invoking
its energies in your magic. This is particularly useful for spells
of prosperity, fertility, change and renewal.    
$ 1.95 each  #CT6HG

Rue Candle Set
A set of seven rue and palm oil pillar
candles each measuring 7/8" in di-
ameter and 9" tall. Rue candles are
used to increase prosperity, home or
business protection, and energetic
cleansing. The set includes six green
rue candles and one white palm oil 
candle. $ 16.95  #CPRUE

Candle Carving Set 
This 8 piece set offers a variety of tools
intended for carving wood but absolutely
perfect for carving candles as well. Each
has a 4 1/4" wooden handle that fits
comfortably in your hand and ends in a
steel blade, making it easy to carve your
candles into the shape you desire. Use
them to carve runes and other such symbols
into the wax, empowering your spells
and enhancing your magic, or simply use
them  to shape your candles into an form 
that appeals to you. $ 6.95   #CCARS

Reiki Charged Large Pillar Candles 
Charged with energy through the healing craft of 
Reiki, these pillar candles have been handcrafted
with specific intentions. Burn them by themselves
or use them to empower your ritual crafts and
spells. These candles measure 3" in diameter by 
6" tall pillar candle.       $ 17.95   
Abundance           Lt Green #C36ABU
Angel’s Influence Dk Blue #C36ANG
Good Health          Blue #C36GOO
Gratitude                Dk Blue #C36GRA
Healing                   Dk Purple #C36HEA
Love                        Red       #C36LOV
Money                   Dk Green #C36MON
Mother                   Yellow   #C36MOT
Positive Energy    Yellow #C36POS
Protection             Black #C36PRT

Tatami Candle 
Thisbeautiful 4” x 6” pillar candle was inspired by
the traditional tatami mats used in Japanese dec-
oration and flooring. It is encircled with a woven
"mat" of thin bamboo slats, creating uniquely
beautiful imagery and a delightful glow that is
perfect for your meditation room or sacred space.
Light its wick, sit back and relax as you find peace,
zen and your spiritual center.  

$ 10.95  #CP46TC

Cathedral Candle 
Perfect for your altar and sacred space, this
cream colored cathedral candle has been
designed specifically to bring the radiant
glow of candle light into your ritual crafts,
no matter your faith, tradition or craft.  Each
candle measures 3" high and 3" in diameter.    

$ 6.95   #CP33CC

Golden Pillar Candles 
Measuring 3" tall and 3" in diameter, these
earthy, golden pillar candles are a beautiful
addition to your sacred space. Embossed
into their surfaces are the sacred images
of the triple moon, the pentagram or the
triquetra. Use them to help empower and
add to your candle magic, sacred rites, 
ceremonies and rituals.      $ 16.95 

Pentagram                    #CPCP 
Triple Moon (SHOWN) #CPC3M
Triquetra                      #CPCT

Aromatherapy Candles 
Made of all natural, vegetable based wax with a
cotton wick, these candles will relax and revitalize
while filling the room with their gentle fragrances.
They measure approximately 3" in diameter and 
3 1/2" in height.    $ 14.95   
Comforts of Home Cinnamon/Orange #C33COM
Romantic Evening Rose/Jasmine #C33ROM
Stress Relief            Lavender/Sage #C33STR

Green and Black  #CP1GB
Red and Black #CP1RB
Reversible (Red inside Black)  #CP1REV
White and Black   #CP1WB

Black  #CP1BK
Blue #CP1BU
Green #CP1G
Purple #CP1PU

Red   #CP1RD
White #CP1WH
Yellow #CP1Y

Black #C7KNB
Green #C7KNG
Red    #C7KNR
White   #C7KNW

Taper & Pillar Candles, Candle Carving Set
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Reiki Charged Pillar Candles 
Each of these reiki charged pillar candles have been
intentionally crafted for a specific purpose.  Scented
with a blend of fragrances and charged with energy,
they are a fantastic way to help empower your spells
and magic. Each candle is handcrafted, and measures 
7" high and 1 1/2" in diameter.    $ 10.95
Abundance             Green #CPCABU
Citronella, clove, lemon balm, nutmeg and cinnamon
Angel’s Influence  Blue #CPCANG
Honeysuckle, rose, peppermint and sweet heather
Compassion            Terra Cotta #CPCCOM
Orange blossom, vanilla and chamomile
Courage                    Dk Red #CPCCOU
Grapefruit, pine and rosemary
Creativity                Dk Blue #CPCCRE
Iris, rose and cinnamon
Dream                       Lt Blue #CPCDRE
Lavender, ylang ylang and rosemary
Good Health           Dk Blue #CPCGOO
Clove, nutmeg, lemon balm, poppy seed, cedar,
honeysuckle and juniper

Laughter                Yellow #CPCLAU
Orange blossom, lemon and lime
Love                        Pink #CPCLOV
Patchouli, olive oil, rose, clove, dragon’s blood and lavender
Money                    Dk Green #CPCMON
Nutmeg, clove, citronella, cinnamon, myrrh and rain
Mother                    Yellow #CPCMOT
Orange blossom, chamomile and vanilla
Positive Energy     Yellow #CPCPOS
Sandalwood, dragon’s blood, frankincense and saffron
Power                     Gray #CPCPOW
Musk, clove and patchouli
Problem Solving   Brown #CPCPRS
Honey, rosemary and honeysuckle
Protection               Black #CPCPRT
Frankincense, rosemary, sandalwood and clove
Seduction              Red #CPCSED
Cedar, musk, pine, patchouli and juniper

Raven Pillar Candle 
with Ritual Necklace 

Using the raven spirit guide as inspiration and the
source for its power, this pillar candle is intended
to be burned in seeking out intelligence, wellness,
and secrets, as well as aiding in keeping your own
secrets. Standing 6 1/2" tall and coming with its own
1" diameter pendant, shaped into the image of a 
raven.  $ 19.95   #CP24RA

Howling 
Moon Pillar Candle 
with Ritual Necklace 
Representing the mystical qualities of
the moon, this candle is a powerful
ritual tool for your magic that comes
with a pendant, depicting a crescent
moon and a howling wolf. It stands
approximately 6 1/2" tall, with the
talisman measuring 1 1/2" in diameter.   

$ 19.95   #CP27HM

Pillar Candles with Fairy Dust Necklaces
Empower your life and draw new energy toward 
you, with a little bit of fairy magic and these
enchanting scented pillar candles. Standing 6 1/2"
tall and measuring 2" in diameter these richly
colored candles come with 1 5/8" long vials of fairy
dust, tightly sealed in a pewter and glass enclosure 
with a fairy design.                       $ 19.95

Healing Forest Green #CP17HE
Love Wine Red #CP17LV
Magic  Deep Bronze #CP17MA
New Beginnings  Golden Yellow #CP17NB
Wealth  Burnt Umber #CP17WE

Pillar Candles 
with Ritual Necklaces 

Intended to be a potent aid in your spells, these
enchanting scented pillar candles stand 6 1/2" tall and
measure 2" in diameter. Each richly colored candle
is sent along with a different necklace for you to wear 
as you burn the candle in ritual. $ 19.95
Forgiveness Burnt Umber #CP10FOR
Gentle Healing           Wine Red #CP10GE

Pillar Candles 
with Goddess Necklaces 

Intended to be a potent aid in your spells, these
enchanting scented pillar candles stand 6 1/2" tall and
measure 2" in diameter. Each richly colored candle
is sent along with a different goddess necklace for you 
to wear as you burn the candle in ritual. $ 19.95
Fertility              Wine Red #CP16FE
Love Deep Pink #CP16LV
Prosperity         Forest Green #CP16PR

Protection Pillar 
Candle with Ritual Necklace 
Intended to confound curses, evil spirits
and other such negative influences in
your life, this powerful pillar candle is
a great addition to your rituals of
protection. The ritual necklace that
comes with the candle is a 1" diameter
pewter disc, inscribed with the image
of a maze. The candle itself measures
6 1/2" tall and 1 3/4" in diameter.        
$ 19.95   #CP19PR

Pillar & Ritual Candles
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Mandala Pillar Candles 
Created with the mandalas by Bryon Allen as
inspiration, these pillar candles are scented to
help bring mind, body and spirit together for a
specific purpose. Light one of these candles and
meditate upon the mandala as you look inward.
Each candle is handcrafted and measures 7" tall 
and 2 1/2" in diameter.     $ 16.95
Energy          Dragon Fire     #CMCENE
Forgiveness   Quan Yin         #CMCFOR
Freedom         Bodhisattva      #CMCFRE New
Happiness   Wheel of Life       #CMCHAP
Illumination   Aum Lotus  #CMCILL New
Intuition  Dragonfly Moon #CMCINT
Renewal Lotus Flower        #CMCREN New
Vitality       Golden Lotus     #CMCVIT
Well-Being Natural Harmony  #CMCWEL New
Wisdom      Meditation           #CMCWIS  New

Soy Candle Tins 
Sized to easily fit into your
pocket or bags, these soy
candle tins are the perfect
way to bring your favorite
scent with you where ever
you would like to go. Whether
you're on your vacation or
bringing your spiritual
ritual back to nature, all you
need is a burn-safe location
and a tool to light it to enjoy these fantastic candles. Each tin is
4" in diameter, containing a candle handcrafted from soy wax.   

$ 10.95Abundance               Lt Blue #CTCABU
Angel’s Influence   Blue #CTCANG
Cinnamon                Dk Red #CTCCIN
Dragon’s Blood       Red #CTCDRA
Good Health           Blue #CTCGOO
Healing                   Dk Purple #CTCHEA
Love                          Pink #CTCLOV     
Money                     Green #CTCMON
Nag Champa          Tan #CTCNAG
Positive Energy      Yellow #CTCPOS
Protection                Black #CTCPRT

Black Cat Soy Candle Tin New 
Coming in a lidded tin, this black cat
soy candle features a fantastic, husky
blend of the sweet aroma of black
licorice and the more potent, spicy
scent of clove. Together, they can't
help but remind you of the fall season
and black cats darting across your
path. Each candle is made of soy wax,
and comes in a tin measuring 4" in 
diameter.             $ 10.95   #CTCBC

Colored Tealight Candles 
These unique colored tealight candles are
perfect for your altar, oil burner or ritual
magic. They are enhanced by the plastic
cup that contains them, replacing the tradi-
tional aluminum in which you find tea
lights. This clear plastic allows the light of the lit candle to spill
forth more brightly. Each pack contains 50 tealight candles.        

$ 27.95 per Pack  

Square 
Votive Candle Sets New
Handcrafted using the finest wax
and pure blends of essential oils,
these candles are a unique and
beautiful piece of New England
craftsmanship. Each of these sets of
four votive candles has been put
together for a specific purpose. Each
candle is about 2" tall, 1 1/2" wide, 
and 1 1/2" deep.   $ 12.95   

Four Elements (shown)   #CVGFOU
Healing   #CVGHEA          Irish Blessing   #CVGIRI

Scented Votive Candles 
Handcrafted in New England, these votive candles
blend herbal fragrances that are perfect for your
home and sacred space. Each is made of highly
refined wax so pure as to be considered food
grade, with wicks constructed from cotton, paper 
and essential oil blends.   $ 1.95 each
Citronella           Yellow s #CVCCIT
Cherry-Vanilla  Pink/Dk Purple s #CVCCV
Flower Shop      Pink s #CVCFLO
Green Forest      Dk Green s #CVCGRF 
One Love           Lt Blue s #CVCONE
Orange-Sage    Orange/Green s #CVCOS
Rain Forest       Dk Green s #CVCRAI
Rosemary           Teal s #CVCROS
Sage   Green s #CVCSAG
Sandalwood     Yellow s #CVCSAN

Scented Palm Oil Votives
With their light, sweet scents and the
richly textured grain formed by their
pouring process, these beautiful 100%
palm oil votive candles are a wonder
to behold. Measuring 2” in height and
1 3/4” at their widest point, these scented
votives are sure to find countless uses
in your daily and spiritual life! Made in   
the USA. $ 2.25 

Cinnamon Brown     #CVSPCI
Dragon’s Blood Dark Red  #CVSPDB
Falling Rain Blue #CVSPFA
Jasmine Pink   #CVSPJR
Lavender Mist Purple/White   #CVSPLA
Lavender Purple    #CVSPLV
Nag Champa White   #CVSPNC
Patchouli Amber Green/Amber  #CVSPPA
Patchouli Green  #CVSPPT
Sandalwood Peach  #CVSPSA
Vanilla Light Brown  #CVSPVA

Tealight Candles
Tealights are; by far, the handiest of candles.
Lasting four to five hours each they are
small enough to fit into the most delicate
of candle holders, and due to the metal
cup that they come in, safer and easier
to replace than votive candles or the like.
Tealights can be used for warming oil
diffusers, and other devices in need of a small and predictable flame.

Box of 10   $ 5.50 #CVTEA       Bag of 100   $ 31.95 #CVT100

Black #CVTBLK
Blue #CVTBLU
Brown #CVTBRN
Green #CVTGRN
Hot Pink         #CVTHP
Orange #CVTORN

Purple #CVTPPL
Red #CVTRED
Turquoise #CVTTRQ
White #CVTWHT
Yellow #CVTYLW

Pillar, Tealight & Votive Candles, Tins



Scented Herbal Votive Candles New 
These reiki charged herbal votive candles 
have been specifically crafted to aid you
toward acheiving a certain goal. Light one
to aid you in your prayers, affirmations
and meditations, allowing the energies
within to aid you in your purpose. Meas-
uring approximately 2" tall, each of these
candles are scented with a different blend 
of herbs. $ 1.95 each

Abundance  citronella, clove, lemon balm, cinnamon s #CVHABU
Angel’s Influence    honeysuckle, rose, peppermint, sweet heather

s #CVHANG
Ascended Masters dragon’s blood, olive oil, peppermint, musk, saffron                               

s #CVHASC
Astral Journeys  frankincense, rosemary, cypress, citronella, myrrh

s #CVHAST
Compassion  orange blossom, vanilla, chamomile s #CVHCOM
Confidence    pine, cypress, patchouli s #CVHCON
Courage           grapefruit, pine, rosemary s #CVHCOU
Creativity plumeria, jasmine, sandalwood             s #CVHCRE
Dreams         lavender, ylang ylang, rosemary s #CVHDRE
Friendship     musk, carnation, wisteria s #CVHFRI
Good Health  clove, nutmeg, lemon balm, poppy seed, cedar, 

honeysuckle, juniper s #CVHGOO
Harmony      orange blossom, myrrh, rose, juniper, sassafras, 

dragon's blood s #CVHHAR
Healing         lemon balm, cedar, heather s #CVHHEA
House Warming   cinnamon, apple, orange blossom s #CVHHOU
Joy                   plumeria, jasmine, sandalwood s #CVHJOY
Laughter       orange, lemon, lime s #CVHLAU
Love  patchouli, rose, clove, dragon's blood, lavender s #CVHLOV
Manifest a Miracle  rose, honeysuckle, magnolia s #CVHMAN
Money    nutmeg, clove, citronella, cinnamon, myrrh s #CVHMON
Motivation    myrrh, sunflower, frankincense s #CVHMOT
Peace    myrrh, ginger, vanilla, clove, caraway seed s #CVHPEA
Positive Energy sandalwood, dragon's blood, frankincense, safron

s #CVHPOS
Power            musk, clove, patchouli s #CVHPOW
Problem Solving    honey, rosemary, honeysuckle s #CVHPRS
Protection    frankincense, rosemary, sandalwood, clove s #CVHPRT
Seduction      cedar, musk, pine, patchouli, juniper s #CVHSED
Spirit             sage, lemon, clove s #CVHSPI
Wisdom        coconut, mint, cedar, eucalyptus s #CVHWIS

Unscented Votive Candles
Providing about 15 hours of illumination each, these unscented
votive candles come in a wide variety of colors. 2# $ 1.50 each 

Black #CVABK
Blue #CVABL
Brown #CVABR
Green #CVAG
Orange (SHOWN) #CVAO
Pink #CVAPI
Purple #CVAPU
Red #CVAR
White #CVAW
Yellow #CVAY

Soy Votive Jar Candles 
Created with soy wax and natural herbal
fragrances, these lovely votive candles are
intended to aid you toward a specific purpose.
Use them to help empower your rituals and
spells or simply burn them to enhance the 
atmosphere of your home.   $ 5.50 each
Healing                 Dk Purple #CVCSHEA
House Warming Orange #CVCSHOU
Laughter              Yellow #CVCSLAU
Love                      Pink #CVCSLOV
Money                 Green #CVCSMON
Seduction             Red #CVCSSED

Reiki Charged Jar Candles 
Charged with energy through the art of Reiki,
these 16oz jar candles have been especially
created with specific intentions. Either light
them on their own and enjoy both the warm
candle's glow and the released energies or use
them to help empower your rituals and spells.
These candles come in a jar that measures
3 3/4" wide and 4 1/2" high, including its 
tightly-sealing lid.   $ 21.95

Abundance   Green #CJCABU
Angel’s Influence   Blue #CJCANG
Cinnamon   Purple #CJCCIN
Frankincense   Red #CJCFRA
Positive Energy   Yellow #CJCPOS
Spiced Pumpkin   Red-Orange #CJCPUM

Soy Jar Candles 
Handcrafted, these naturally pure soy jar
candles have been imbued with some of the
world's favorite incense fragrances. With
only the finest, purest ingredients they are
perfect for filling your home and sacred space
with the gentle glow of a candle and enriching
scents. Each candle is 3 1/4" wide and 3 1/4" 
tall.       $ 17.95   

Nag Champa #CJCSNAG        
Patchouli #CJCSPAT          Sandlewood   #CJCSSAN

Fifty Hour Jar Candles
Allow these candles to light up your life, illuminating your
home, work, or ritual space. With a burn-time of over
50 hours, these candles come in a 3 3/4" jar that makes
them easier to clean up, and safer than votives or taper 
candles.   $ 2.95

Black #CV50BK      Blue #CV50BL
Green  #CV50G       Red #CV50R       
White #CV50W Yellow #CV50Y

Make Opposing Lawyer Look Stupid   
For aid in prosecution, lawsuit, court and child alimony cases.        

$ 3.95   #CJOPPDestrancadera     
For aid in seeking protection and prosperity in your rituals and spells.        

$ 3.95   #CJDES
Santa Muerte (Holy Death)     
For seeking the blessing and aid of the divine Holy Death.        

$ 3.50   #CJSAN

125 Votive & Jar Candles

Gold and Silver Birthday Candles 
Coming in a pack of 12, these birthday
candles shimmer with a gold or silver
coloring. Traditionally placed upon a
birthday cake, they can also be used
individually in your ritual magic when
you are seeking candles that burn down
more quickly than others.           $ 0.95   
Gold  #CBGOL    Silver  #CBSIL



Seven Day Jar Candles

Seven  day  p i l lar  j a r  candles  are  used  as  a  r i tua l  too l  in
m a n y  d i f f e r e n t  c u l t u r e s  a n d  t r a d i t i o n s ,  a s  w e l l  a s  t h e
standard use  for  a  jar  candle ,  a  beaut i ful  and safe  source
o f  i l l u m i n a t i o n .  Burn these jar candles over the course
of seven days to release their  power and al low them
to aid in your own. Each candle measures 8 1/4” tall by 2 1/4”
in diameter.
7 Luck Coins $ 8.95   #CJ7LU
This candle is a powerful tool in seeking blessings of good
fortune in your life or anothers.   
23rd Psalm $ 6.95   #CJ23P
Burn this candle to invoke the power of the 23rd Psalm, seeking the
divine protection of God, and his mercy.   
Adam & Eve $ 6.95   #CJADA
Bring love into your life by writing the name of the one you desire
upon the candle's jar. 
Against Black Magic $ 8.95   #CJAGAB
Burn to help ward off curses, hexes, and other such evil magic.   
Angel Cherub $ 6.95   #CJANG
Employ the help of angels in resolving problems. 
Better Business Candle $ 7.95 #CJBET
A 7-day candle for business people who bear a sacred heart. 
Black Cat $ 6.95   #CJBLAC
This candle is intended to help bring peace and luck into your life.   
Bring Back Your Mate $ 7.95   #CJBRI
Burn this candle to help you bring back a lover who has left you. 
Chango $ 8.95       #CJCHA
Can be used to influence your life in matters of money, love, and luck.
Cleansing Candle $ 6.95     #CJCLE
Burn this candle to cleanse your aura, home or personal space.
Come to Me $ 6.95   #CJCOMT
Burn to attract the affections and love of the one you desire.   
Door Opener Candle $ 6.95 #CJDOO
Use to open up new possibilities and bring change into your life.
Dragon’s Blood $ 6.95   #CJDRAB
Burn this candle to empower your rituals and spells and increasing
their potency.   
Faith & Hope $ 6.95   #CJFAI
Speak your prayer of faith and hope as you burn the candle to help
bring your desires into your life.   
Fast Luck $ 6.95   #CJFASL
Burn to help bring a quick change for the better in your luck.   
Frankincense and Myrrh $ 7.95   #CJFRAM
Burn this candle for  protection, and to throw those that would cause
you harm into confusion and disarray.   
Garlic $ 6.95   #CJGAR
Burn to protect against demons and other such evils.   
Guardian Angel $ 6.95   #CJGUAA
Burn this candle to seek the guidance of your guardian angel.   
Improve Business $ 8.95   #CJIMPB
Burn this candle to help bring in more business.   

John the Conqueror $ 6.95   #CJJOH
Burn this candle to empower your spells and prayers of protection,
and bring good luck and prosperity to your life.   
Law Stay Away $ 6.95 #CJLAW 
Burn this candle to receive protection from the law. 
Lodestone $ 7.95   #CJLODG
Burn to help attract wealth and prosperity into your life.   
Love Affair $ 7.95 #CJLOVA
Send out a call to bring love  or use its power to rekindle the passion and
intensity of the love you already possess. 
Love Drawing Candle $ 7.95 #CJLOVD
Use this candle to attract love and possibility to you.
Lucky Prophet $ 6.95   #CLUC7
Burn to empower your spells of good luck, love, power and faith.   
Master Your Enemies $ 7.95   #CJMAS
Use to empower your ritual magic to help you find mastery over
your enemies, and keep them from doing you harm.   
Miracle Healing $ 6.95   #CJMIR
Burn has an addition to your healing spells and rituals to kick
depression, addiction and other ailments.   
Money Come Here $ 9.95   #CJMONC
Burn this candle to help bring wealth and prosperity in your life.   
Money Drawing $ 6.95   #CJMOND
Burn this candle to bring money and good fortune in financial
matters into your life.   
Pay Me $ 6.50 #CJPAY  
Burn this candle to draw more money into your life. 
Problem Destroying $ 7.95 #CJPROD
Burn while invoking prayers to St Anthony, St Martha and John the
Conqueror to help you free your life of the troubles and despair. 
Protection From Enemies $ 6.95   #CJPROE
Burn this candle to call upon the sweet blessing of Santa Muerte
and help keep the plans of your enemies from coming to fruition.   
Reversing Candle $ 6.95 #CJREV 
A red and black candle to reverse negative energy or influences
upon you.
Rosemary $ 7.95   #CJROSM
Burn to rid your home and life of curses, envy and other negative
forces replacing them with cleansing, healing, protection and prosperity.   
Rue Prosperity Candle $ 7.50 #CJRUE
Use to chase away temptation, sinful desire, as well as other curses
and ailments that the devil might bring. 
Run Devil Run $ 6.95   #CJRUN
Burn this candle to bring money and good fortune in financial
matters into your life.   
Savila Good Luck $ 6.95    #CJSAV
Burn this candle to draw upon the powers of Savila, or Holy Aloe
Vera, to aid you in tipping luck in your favor. 
Secret Desires $ 6.95   #CJSECD
Burn to help you achieve your desires or that which is missing in
your life that you just can't quite put your finger on.   
Snake $ 6.95   #CJSNA
Burn to achieve victory, and win the most difficult of court cases.   
Special Emergency $ 7.95   #CJSPEE
Burn while invoking a prayer to God and the Saints when life has
thrown you trouble that you need divine help with.   
Spell Breaker $ 6.95   #CJSPEB
Burn for aid in breaking spells or curses have been laid on you.   
St. Jude New $ 7.95   #CJSTJ
Burn when you are down and out, and need a change of luck with
your finances.
Uncrossing $ 6.95   #CJUNC
This candle is intended to aid you in removing curses and bad luck.   
Victory Over Evil $ 7.95 #CJVICE
To achieve victory over evil, and protection from all who would seek
to do you harm. 
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Jar, Pyramid & Figure Candles

Colored 7-Day Jar Candles
Standing 8" high and 2 1/2" wide, these colored jar
candles make a wonderful addition to the altar or
home. Unscented, they make a great base for you to
add anointing oils for your rituals or they simply provide
a safe and warm addition to the atmosphere of your 
home.   $ 5.95

Black                          #CJ7BK
Blue                   #CJ7BL
Green                #CJ7G
Orange              #CJ7OR
Pink                    #CJ7PI
Purple           #CJ7PU
Red                   #CJ7RD
White                          #CJ7W
Yellow #CJ7YE

7 Color (SHOWN)    $ 6.95 #CJ7COL

Jar Pullout Candles
These poured wax candles fit into a standard 7-day 
candle jar, with enough room to be removed and
replaced as needed. With a burn time of about 120 hours
and our wide selection of colors, you can swap out your
candles for the color that best suits the ritual, room, or 
situation. Glass not included. $ 6.95
Black #CJPBK
Blue  #CJPBL Red  #CJPRD
Gold #CJPGO White  #CJPWH
Green #CJPGR Yellow #CJPYE

Scented Ritual Pyramid Candles
These lightly scented candles are designed to
be burned in ritual. Shaped like a pyramid,
they help focus your desires and the energies
of your ritual, empowering your spell and
helping to increase its potency. Simply write
your petition for favor on parchment paper
with Doves Blood ink and place it under
these candles to bring about your desired
results. They stand 2 1/2" wide x  3" tall.           

$ 3.50  
Come to Me & Don’t Hold Lover Close   #CPSCC

A red colored, cinnamon scented candle for keeping your
lover or partner close and away from the affections of others.    

Draw Money Quickly #CPSDM
A green colored, cherry scented candle for money
drawing and fast luck.    

Peace, Good Health & Healing #CPSHS
A white colored, strawberry scented candle for promoting
good health, serenity, and a better atmosphere for healing.    

Win Court Cases #CPSWC
A blue colored, jasmine scented candle for winning in
court cases and lawsuits.    

Money Pyramid Candle
Experience the power of the money drawing
pyramid candle. Draw money to yourself by
burning this ritual candle. Measures 8" tall 
with a 3 3/4" base. $ 12.95  #CMPYR

Money Drawing 
14-Day Jar Candle 

Intended to be used as a powerful focus within your
prayer and magical ritual, this large candle is
intended to be burned over a period of 14-days
while focusing your prayers and magical energies
upon your desire for prosperity, financial gain and
wealth to create a powerful money spell that will
help draw financial improvement into your life.
This large jar candle stands approximately 9" tall
and 4 1/4" in diameter.  $ 22.95  #CJ14MDGG

San Judas Tadeo Candle 
Also known as Saint Jude, San Judus Tadeo is
among the most beloved of Saints, and is widely
venerated as the patron saint of desperate situations
and hospitals. This green candle, shaped into his
image and inscribed with his name, is designed to
be burned in prayer to San Judas Tadeo and aid you
in overcoming whatever situation or issue might be
before you. It stands approximately 9 1/4" tall and
comes with a prayer, which is in Spanish.   

$ 10.95   #CSANJ

San Cipriano Candle 
Named for the patron saint of witches, conjurers,
root doctors and spiritual workers, Saint Cipriano
(or San Cipriano) was known both for being a
powerful sorcerer who consorted with demons, as
well as for becoming a pious bishop of the Roman
church after his conversion to christianity. This red,
9 1/2" candle is carved into the Saint's image, and
will help empower your prayer rituals. 

$ 10.95   #CSANC

Devil Candles 
Carved into the likeness of the devil; however, the
purpose of these candle lies within whichever direction
you choose to work. You can use these 7 3/4" tall candles
in your rituals to either banish the devil and his influences
or conjure him, and seek out his power as you see fit.
Use them in your ritual, and choose wisely in the path 
you tread. $ 5.50   

Black #CDEVB
Red #CDEVR

Seven Day Candle Empty Jar
An empty clear glass jar just the right size to fit the
7-day candles shown above. Measuring 8 1/4" tall,
there is no candle included. $2.95  #CJPEMP

Del Retiro Candle 
This 9 1/2" black candle is
designed to be used in ritual
to help free yourself or another
of curses, hexes and other
negative energies. Measuring
1" in diameter with a sword
carved into one side, it is a
powerful tool in aiding those
afflicted with such curses, and
comes with Spanish instruc-
tions as to how to perform a
powerful ritual to remove 
them.   $ 10.95   #CDELR
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White Guardian 
Angel Candle
This enchanting candle presents
the image of an innocent cherub,
with small, feathered wings
spreading from its robed back
and a book of scripture held
reverently in its hands. Standing
7" tall and 2 1/2" wide, it repre-
sents the triumph of a guardian
angels innocence and purity
over the evils of the world,
making it perfect for burning
in seeking divine aid and
guidance. 
$ 4.95   #CANGW

Cross Candles 
Carved in a flowing design that suggests
Celtic knots and imagery, these colored cross
candles are elegant pieces for your home or
altar. Standing 5" high and 2 3/4" wide, they
offer a powerful image of faith that is a potent 
addition to your rituals.   $ 3.95 each

Black #CCROB
Green #CCROG
Red    #CCROR
White    #CCROW

Female and Male Genital Candles 
These candles present the image of female 
and male genitals, making them a powerful
representation of the Goddess and God, and
fertility. Use them in your ritual crafts to invoke
the fertile aspects of the Goddess and God
for your magic or otherwise aid and empower
your fertility rituals. They can also be used
as a potent addition to spells of seduction and
lust, if you are trying to win over the attentions
of one that you desire. The female candle stands
approximately 5" tall and 2 1/4" wide with
image of a vagina sculpted into its front. The
male candle stands 7 1/2" tall, and is sculpted 
into the shape of a penis. $ 8.95   

Black Female  #CGFB           Black Male  #CGMB
Red Female    #CGFR          Red Male     #CGMR

Human Figurine Candles
Ideal for sympathetic spell work of all types, these
male and female candles come in a variety of colors to
allow you to choose the one that best suits the magical 
or energetic work you are doing.   $ 4.95 

Female (shown)
Black    2#  CHFB        Green 2#  CHFG
Pink 2#  CHFP        Red 2#  CHFR
White 2#  CHFW
Male
Black 2#  CHMB       Green 2#  CHMG
Pink 2#  CHMP       Red 2#  CHMR
White     2#  CHMW

Black and Red Reversible 
Male and Female Iconic Candles 

These black over red candles are carved into the
likeness of a man and a woman. Charged with
reversing magic, they are intended to aid in returning
negative energies and attentions to their source,
leaving your enemies tasting what they have served.
The 7 1/2” tall female image candle can be particularly
helpful if you are also calling upon the Goddess, using
the candle to help protect a woman, or returning the
negative energies to a woman. The 7” male candle is
particularly useful when the candle is being utilized to
help protect a man, call upon the God, or return the  
negative energies in question to a man.   $ 5.95

Female #CHREVF         Male #CHREVM

Red Lovers’ Candle 
Showing a man and a woman entwined within a
lover's embrace, this candle is a powerful aid
in binding two people together who wish to
be together always. With two wicks, it is
intended for each lover to light part of the candle,
according to his or her gender, and then focus
on their desire and love as they speak the words
of their deep and lasting love to one another,
helping to ensure a joyful union.  The candle 
is approximately 4 3/4” tall.

$ 4.95  2 #CHMFR

A: Marriage Candle  
Celebrate the act of marriage and the union of two souls with the burning of this powerful ritual 
candle. This is a two wick candle measuring 6" tall with a base of 2 3/4".    $ 6.95

Red - #CMR7  Black - #CMB7
B: Adam & Eve Lovers Candle
Celebrate the magic of your union or call out for a new beginning with the burning of this 9" tall 
red ritual candle shaped like two embracing lovers. $ 12..95  #CLOVAE

A B

Figure Candles

Red Marriage Candle 
This wonderful candle is a symbol of the enduring bond of marriage.  Standing
9 3/4" tall and 4" wide, this red candle is sculpted into the shape of a bride
and groom, huddled together in loving embrace. Atop each of the figures'
heads is a wick, one to be lit by the bride and the other to be lit by the groom,
representing the commitment and love that each brings to the relationship,
particularly as the wax melts and the two individuals become one.  This
is the perfect candle to use either in the ceremony celebrating your new 
union or that which celebrates one which already exists.   $ 13.95   #CMARR
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Sabbatic Goat Candles 
These candles present a wonderful image of
the sabbatic goat, or Baphomet. A powerful
representation in occult magic, and is sometimes
seen as a representation of the God.  They
can be a powerful addition to your rituals
with an actual flame representing the
flame of knowledge between its horns or,
standing alone, be utilized as a powerful
implement of candle magic. Standing 6" high,
it is 3 1/2" wide and 2" deep, with the image
of the sabbatic goat carved of wax and set
against a flat wax plate, with a rounded
candle pillar holding up the back.     $ 7.50   

Red #CSABR Black  #CSABB

Witch Candles 
Sculpted into the age-old image of a witch in a
long dress and a pointy hat, carrying a broom,
these candles seek to take that famed stereotype
and use it to create a source of power for you
and your ritual magic. Use them to transform
the negative energies that come your way into
a powerful, revitalizing and positive force that
will help you overcome the adversity and struggles
in your life. They can also be used to help empower
protective rituals to keep these negative energies
from returning once they have been dispelled.
These candles stand approximately 7" tall and 
3" wide at their base.   $ 7.95   

Black   #CWITB      Red   #CWITR

Ritual Skull Candles 
Standing 5 1/4" high and 3" wide at their widest
point, these skull-shaped candles offer a wide
variety of uses in spells and rituals. With purposes
ranging from reverence of ancestors to seeking out the
spirit world, they are perfect for whatever ritual purpose 
you might wish to use them for.       

Black                                 $ 6.95  #CRSB
Green $ 6.95 #CRSG
Reversible Red in Black   $ 9.50  #CRRSB

Skull Candles
Measuring 3 1/2” tall, these
candles come in the shape of a
human skull, ideal as a macabre
decoration or for certain kinds 
of ritual work.     $ 11.95

Black    #CSKUBC
Red  #CSKURC     
White  #CSKUWC

Figure Candles, Candle Holders

Red Unity Candle 
This joyful candle portrays a man and a woman,
clasping hands around a larger, central candle.
With a wick coming from the top of each figure
as well as this central candle, it can be burned
to help heal rifts that have formed in a relationship,
bind those in a relationship together or to solidify
the love that two people share. The candle measures
approximately 2" wide and 5 1/2" tall.         

$ 4.95   2 #CUNIR

Snake Candles  
Standing 8" tall and 1 1/2" in diameter,
these candles offer the image of a
snake, coiling around the length of
the candle from top to bottom. This
represents many meanings in ritual
use, allowing these candles to be used
in anything from spells of deceit
to spells of protection, spells of
renewal to spells of revenge. With
so many uses, it is certain to be a
welcome addition upon your altar.

Black                                       $ 4.95  #CSNAB
Red $ 4.95 #CSNAR
Reversible  Red inside Black $ 6.95 #CRSNA

Blue Mosaic Votive  Candle Holder
This blue mosaic candle holder consists of
mosaic tiled blue glass of varying shades;
deep blue at the base, becoming lighter
and lighter blue as the sides rise. A
wondeful holder for tea lights and votive
candles, this piece gives a beautiful blue
cast to the light the flame produces. It
measures 2 1/2" in diameter and 3 1/4"
high. This matches the item below,  buy
them both and make a matching set.
$ 8.50 #CH07DB

River Rock Glass Candle Holder
This votive holder lets the light of your candle
shine through the calming image of smooth grey
river rocks that is dipicted on its edge. 2 1/2"
high and wide it fits votives, tealights, and other 
small candles. $ 3.50 #CH44

Small Brass Votive Candle Holder
A small solid brass candle holder, ideal for small
votive or tealight candles. Measuring 2 1/4" tall and
2" in diameter, its sides are pierced with small star 
designs. $ 8.50  #CHV2 

Egyptian Cat 
Candle

This 8” tall black cat candle
is often used for protection,
or in homage to the Egyptian
goddess Bast, though it also
finds a home in the hearts of
cat lovers everywhere. 

$ 12.95  #CEGYBC

Colored Cat Candles 
7” tall cat candles in three
different colors, to allow you
to select the color that best
suits your intentions.  $ 4.95  

Black  2   #CCATB
Green 2  #CCATG
Red 2  #CCATR



Square Votive Candle Holder New 
Sculpted of frosted glass, this square-shaped
votive holder can easily fit any votive candle.
With its white, somewhat semi-translucent
glass, both the color of your candle and the
radiant light of the candle's flame will shine
brightly wherever you place it. It measures
approximately 2 1/4" square and 2 1/2" tall.   

$ 4.50   #CVHSQU

New Brass Taper and Pillar Candle Holder 
Of a brilliantly unique design that 
is rooted within a classical elegance
of traditional styling, this candle
holder has been crafted to hold a
variety of candle sizes, ranging from
taper candles to 1 1/2" diameter
pillars, and larger pillar candles
that can fit within its 4 5/8" diameter.
This accomplished with a  chalice-
shaped design, that widens in stages to support narrow taper
candles by its base and pillar candles by its wide mouth. The
entire brass candle holder measures only approximately 3" tall
and has a felt-coated base to keep it from slipping.  

$ 16.95   #CHCS26

Brass Taper and Pillar Candle Holder New
Crafted in the image of the elegant, 
traditional candle holders of ages
past, this brass taper and pillar holder
is a wonderful piece for the altar or
home. Standing approximately 2 3/4"
in height, it can readily support both
a standard taper candle and a 1 1/2"
wide pillar candle above a 4 1/4"
diameter tray intended to collect

spilt and dripped wax, keeping the mess away from your table or 
altar.   $ 15.95   #CHCS24

Glass Plate Candle Holder 
Simple, elegant, and functional, this
candle holder consists of little more
than a circular plate of clear glass, held
up by three small legs and surrounded
by a thick rim. Measuring 5" in diameter,
it can hold nearly any candle you would
wish to place upon it, collecting the 
wax for easy clean up.      $ 4.95   #CH804

Fluted Universal Candle Holder
A fluted clear glass candle holder that
easily fits many different styles of candle,
including votives, tapered and pillar
style candles. It measures 3 1/2" in
diameter at its widest point and stands 
2 1/4" tall.  $ 6.95  #CH591

Chamberstick Candle Holder
A brass chamberstick-style tapered
candle holder, with a 3" diameter
base and a finger loop for easy carrying
from room to room. $ 7.95 #CHBRAT

Brass Taper Candle Holder New
Made of brass, this elegant taper candle holder is
crafted in a beautiful, classic design. Measuring
approximately 2 1/4" in diameter at its wide base,
it narrows to a delicate step before sweeping up to
the 1 1/4" diameter mouth of the taper holder.    

$ 6.95   #CH2240

Simple Star Candle Holder
This inexpensive seven-pointed star
shaped candle holder, is intended
to fit 6" candles but can be adjusted to fit
8" tapers or 4" chime candles as well.

$ 1.50 2 #CH522

Chamberstick 
Chime Candle Holder 
Chime candle chamberstick holder.
Measures 2 5/8" in diameter, 3 1/4" at its
widest point and just shy of 2" tall. 

$ 5.95  #CH81

Glass Round Chime Candle Holder
Made of thick, clear glass this simple chime 
candle holder provides you with an elegant
setting for your chime candles both upon your
altar and throughout your home.  Sitting 2 3/4"
diameter and just over 1/2" high, it is a solid
glass piece with a recessed center that will easily 
hold your chime candle. $ 3.50   #CH115

Glass Star Chime Candle Holder  
A star shaped candle holder. Made of thick
clear glass for holding 1/2" dia chime
candles. It measures 1 3/4” diameter at its 
widest point. $ 3.50

Clear Glass        #CH117
Blue Glass        #CH117B

Blue Starred 
Chime Candle Holder

A small candle holder measuring 1/2" dia x 1"
tall. Perfect for our 1/2" dia chime candles.
Made of glazed blue ceramic and adorned 
with gold stars.                 $ 5.50   #CH40BS

White Ceramic 
Chime Candle Holder
A glazed white ceramic candle
holder measuring 1/2" in diameter
and 1" tall; intended for our 1/2"
diameter chime candles.
$ 2.95   2  #CH40W
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Wax-Off Wax Remover
Remove wax from glass, wood, or even cloth with this
handy wax off spray. Simply scrape off as much of the
excess wax as you can and then give the surface several
sprays with this formula. Allow several minutes for the
wax to soften and then wipe it away. Don't let the
leftovers of your candles ruin your valued possessions, 
do something about it!  $ 9.95   #CWAXR

Candle Holders
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Moon Goddess Candle Holder
This 3" tall chime candle holder features a depiction
of the Moon Goddess supporting the delicate candle set
high above her head.  Standing amida bed of leaves this
regal figure can aid in candle magic or other ritual
workings,especially if what you are trying to accomplish
is tied to the energy of the moon and tides.   

$ 15.95   #CH206

Earth Goddess Two 
Chime Candle Holder New 
This chime candle holder shows a Goddess figurine
with arms raised in a circle as a powerful image of
fertility. Behind her are two small chime candle
holders, shaped like flowers springing from the
earth. The whole piece measures approximately 2"
wide and 3 3/4" high and is made of recycled solder.   

$ 23.95   #CH724

Moon Goddess Two Candle Holder
Intended for chime candles, this distressed
green brass candleholder features two leafy
candleholders in front of the archetypical moon
goddess. Standing just 3" tall, the heavyweight
base of this candleholder ensures that it will not
tip over except in the most extreme of circumstances. 
Made in the USA. $ 23.95 #CH706

Fire Dragon 
New Candle Holder 

This candle holder, made from
recycled solder coated to look
like aged copper, is a beautiful
depiction of a dragon breathing
flame. Measuring approximately
5 3/4" long and 2" high, it is
sculpted into the image of a ser-
pentine dragon stretched out with
a glass crystal grasped within its
mouth, that will glisten within
your candlelight. This candle
holder is designed to specifically
hold chime candles.

$ 15.95   #CH231

Quan Yin Two Candle Holder New 
This chime candle holder displays Quan Yin,
the beloved Buddhist figure of compassion, in a
peaceful state, standing with her hand forming
a mudra while the other carries a sacred object
for meditation and power. Behind her are two
chime candle holders, shaped like upturned
leaves. The whole beautiful piece measures
approximately 2 1/2" wide and 3" tall. 
$ 23.95   #CH752

Yule Chimes Candle Holder
This beautiful spinning chime candle holder
is intended to give your Yule or winter
holiday season a little more cheer. Made
from stamped brass it includes 4 white chime
candles as well as simple instructions for use,
and two interchangeable top-pieces to suit
your mood; angels or a clown and horse
decoration. The whole piece measures 11" 
tall with a 4 1/2" base. $ 6.95  #CH350

Candle Holders

Angel  #CH5AN2
1 1/2" by 1 1/2"

Crescent Moon  #CH5CR
1 3/4" by 1 1/4"

Fairy  #CH5F
2" by 2"

Heart  #CH5H
1 1/4" by 1 1/4"

Shooting Star  #CH5ST
1 3/4" by 1 1/2"

Sunflower  #CH5SU
2 1/2" diameter

Zodiac  #CH5Z
1 1/2" diameter

Pewter Chime 
Candle Holders 

Perfectly sized for holding your
chime candles, these pewter
candle holders are lovely,
decorative pieces for your
altar and home, perfect for
hosting the warm glow of a 
chime candle.    $ 7.50 each

Earth Goddess 
Candle Holder

This voluptuous and classic
depiction of the Earth Goddess
raises her chalice aloft, waiting
to hold and support a burning
chime candle for your pleasure.
Standing amid a swirl of leaves
this metal goddess candle holder
is ready to support any of your
ritual candle magic needs. This
candleholder stands 3 3/4" tall.   

$ 15.95   #CH224
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Polished Amethyst Tealight Holder 

Here, a deposit of amethyst has been 
polished smooth and shaped to
create a uniquely beautiful candle
holder. With an opening measuring
approximately 1 1/2" in diameter,
it can easily contain a small pillar
candle or tealight, leaving the
many facets of the amethyst crystal
surrounding it glowing brightly
with the warm light of the candle
you place within it. Use it to decorate
your home or place upon your altar, where it can help empower your
psychic abilities and otherwise aid rituals and healing of the mind.
Every candle holder is shaped from a natural formation of amethyst,
each one possessing a unique size and shape.    

$ 25.95   #CHTAME

Selenite Tealight Holders 
Created from a solid piece of 
selenite (also known as gyp-
sum), these candle holders
are radiantly unique pieces
for your home or altar. The
natural fissures and lines
within the stones are certain
to create a soft warm glow
once a tea-light or other such
candle has been placed within.
With an opening approxi-
mately 1 1/2" in diameter,

they will easily fit small pillar candles and tealights. Each candle
holder varies in shape and size, creating a singular piece that is sure
to create a warm glow within your home or sacred space.  $ 13.95   

Orange   #CHTSELO           White   #CHTSELW

Citrine Tealight Holder 
A large deposit of citrine has 
been shaped to function as a
candle holder for tealights and
small pillar candles. Each such
candle holder is utterly unique,
with different shapes and sizes,
but all display the glittering
coat of citrine, with its orange-
red glow only enhanced by the
soft glow of a candle's flame.
A beautiful piece for decorating
your home or sacred space, if
used within ritual craft it is said to also be of great use as a stone of
success, helping to bring good fortune, particularly in money
drawing spells. It can also be used to help remove negativity, and is
widely valued as one of the few crystals or stones that will never require
cleansing, as it will not absorb negative energy.  $ 39.95  #CHTCIT

Clear Quartz Tealight Holder 
Each of these lovely candle 
holders has been carved from
a natural formation of clear
quartz. With a 1 1/2" diameter
opening allowing you to place
a small pillar candle or tealight
candle within, it is certain to
dazzle with a radiant display
of light once it is filled with the
candle's warm glow. Quartz

is also known within crystal healing and magical ritual as a stone
that can be quite helpful in directing energy and filtering it, so as to
keep negative energy from flowing through your home or into your
magic. Each candle holder is a unique piece, varying in size and shape
from all others as it is carved from a natural piece of crystal.     

$ 61.95   #CHTQZ

Maiden Mother Crone Tealight Holder
With each face looking outward from 
its center, this candle holder displays
the three aspects of the Goddess, the
maiden, the mother and the crone.
Each of these visages portrays the
feminine divine at a different stage of
her life, reflecting youthful vigor, the
fullness of motherly maturity and the
wisdom of the grandmother. This is
also reflected in the moon phases that
mark their brows. Measuring 4" tall
and 5 1/2" in diameter, this candle
holder is perfect for holding tealight
candles and can also hold a 1 3/4" diameter pillar candle. 

$ 22.95   #CHT041

Mini Tealight Lantern 
This little tealight holder is perfect for setting the
mood within your home or sacred space. Made
out of wrought iron and glass, it takes the shape of
a small hanging lantern, with a removable top rim
and glass globe that allows you to easily place your
tealight within or remove a spent candle. The
entire thing measures approximately 7" in height
and 2 1/2" in diameter.       $ 7.95   #CHT75BK

New Pentagram Screw-Top Tealight Holder
Made of stainless steel, this silver-tone tealight holder
features an interwoven pentagram on its lid. Of an innovative
design, the lid unscrews allowing you to store your tealight
within, which is particularly handy if you are packing for an
outdoor event. The lid can also be lowered to cap off the
holder and snuff out your candle. It measures 2" in diameter, 
and 1 1/2" tall.    $ 15.95   #CHTCP

Soapstone 
Pentagram Candle Holder New
Carved of soapstone, this votive holder
measures 2 3/4" across and 2 3/4" tall, eas-
ily accommodating any tealight or votive
candle, and has been carved with decora-
tive pentagram and diamond cut outs to
allow the light of your candle to spill out.
$ 11.95   #CHV307VT

New Greenman Tealight Holder
Intended to hold your tealight candles 
and smaller pillar candles, this fantastic
candle holder has been sculpted of cold
cast resin in a sphere of leafy foliage,
with the Greenman's wizened visage
peering out from one side. The Green-
man, with his leafy beard and eyebrows,
is a powerful symbol of rebirth, renewal
and nature's power for growth and
change. Add it to your altar space and
celebrate the nature's boundless power
today! This candle holder measures
3 1/2" high and 4 1/2" in diameter.  

$ 18.95   #CHT078

Candle Holders
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Elegant Brass 
Candle Snuffer 

This brass candle snuffer offers a new
design that conveys the elegance of
tradition. Measuring approximately
11" long and 5" high at its highest
point, it consists of a long wire, curling
in on itself to create a spiraling handle
on one end, ending in a rounded ball
tip. On the other it extends out to a
flaring, bell-shaped snuffer that is
long enough to snuff out the flame of most candles and can be unscrewed from the 
handle for ease of cleaning. $ 11.95  #CS383

Long Brass Candle Snuffer New
Elegantly simple in design, this 
brass candle snuffer is unadorned
except for the handle by its base,
textured and widened for your
grip. Measuring 11 3/4" in length,
it ends in a 2 1/2" long, 1" diameter 

bell mounted on a hinge. $ 6.95   #CS364

Brass Candle Snuffer 
This candle snuffer is created of fine brass, 
with a long slender 8 1/4" handle that fits
easily in the hand.  At the other end of the
stem you will find a hinged joint that supports
the simply flaring 1 1/2" high and 1 1/2" 
diameter bell, smooth until it flares out wider near its rim. $ 9.95   #CS904

Shiny Nickel Titan Candle Snuffer 
This candle snuffer has been elegantly 
crafted of nickel that glistens with a luster
similar to silver. It has a 9” long handle,
ending in a hinged joint that allows the
1 1/4" diameter bell to swivel.   

$ 10.95   #CS307
Multi-Color Jeweled Candle Snuffer 

This candle snuffer has been decorated 
with numerous ornamental jewels. With
a handle that uses the jewels to create a
non-slip surface for you to grip, the stem
extends 11” to the hinged joint of the
1 1/2" diameter bell, which hangs decorated in bead chains and diamond shaped jewels.   

$ 10.50   #CS806

Jeweled Candle Snuffer
This is a beautiful 12” silver tone
candle snuffer, with a hinged
bell adorned with faux-amber 
drops. $ 11.95   #CS980

Wood-Handled 
Brass Candle Snuffer 

A 13" long brass candle
snuffer with a wooden 
handle.  $ 5.95 #CS8069W

Spiraled 
Candle Snuffer
A 10 1/2" long, spiral
handled brass candle
snuffer. $ 4.95 #CSBRAR

Candle Snuffers, Floating Wicks

Long Belled Mini 
Brass Candle Snuffer 

This small brass candle 
snuffer offers you an
extended 1 3/4" long and
1" diameter bell, so you
to more easily snuff
those candles in deeper
holders while keeping

your hand away from the heat.With a 3" handle
that ends in a hinge  it is small enough to fit 
in your hand.    $ 4.50   #CS280

Mini Brass Candle Snuffer 
Wonderfully sculpted of brass, this small candle
snuffer is perfect for those who wish to keep
their altar tools hidden away or those who just
don't quite have the space for larger and more
cumbersome materials. It's handle is 4 1/4"
long and ends in a hinge that allows the 1 1/2"
diameter bell at the end to swivel as it is
lowered to snuff out your candle's flame.            

$ 3.50   #CS305

Renaissance Candle Snuffer
Measuring only 7” in length, the gently dimpled
bell and the beautiful brass-work on this candle
snuffer provide a steady reminder of elegance 
in our daily lives. $ 4.50 #CS311

Candle Snuffers
Prevent burnt fingers and wax spattered walls, all while keeping your candles in the best condition through the use of a 
candle snuffer. Hinged candle snuffers are especially well suited for reaching down into the belly of a deep jar candle to
put out the flame, as most candle rituals require that you avoid blowing out the flame.

Nite Lite Floaters 
These clever little
floating candles are
a creative solution
to your ritual needs.
If you are lacking
time, or have a
ritual that requires only a briefly lit flame
and you do not wish to use a larger candle,
these little floats can be placed within a bowl
or glass of water and set alight. Further, they
can be lightly anointed with your preferred
oil to make them scented. Each pack comes
with 25 floats and wicks, and instructions 
for use.   $ 2.50   #CFNIG
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Tall Glass Pentagram Tealight Candle Holder 
This solid glass candle holder is recessed 
in the center to fit the width of a pillar or
tealight candle. Sitting 3 1/2" across and
2" high, its star shape design makes it a
fantastic piece for use in representing a
pentagram. Further, when it contains a lit
tealight the candle's flame will flicker
beautifully through the thick width of
the holder's glass.      $ 5.95  #CHT530

Glass Pentagram Tealight Candle Holder 
Often helping to serve as a powerful 
pentagram symbol, this glass, star-shaped
candle holder sits 1" high and  3 1/2" across.
With a deeply recessed center, it is wonder-
ful for holding small pillar candles or
tealights. With a tealight candle placed
within, the thick glass creates a breath-
taking play of light that reflects within 
its surfaces. $ 4.95   #CHT531

Candle Holders

Greenman on 
Cross Tealight Holder 
This fantastic tealight candle holder is a 
extraordinary illustration of Celtic
tradition. Marvelously sculpted of
cold cast resin, this candle holder
presents a basin in which to settle
your tealight candle designed to look
as though it were crafted of aged brick
and mortar. Behind this, so as to be lit
by the light of the candle, is the wide
Celtic cross, sculpted so as to appear
to be covered in woven vines of ivy
which come together at the cross'
center. There you find with all of his
leafy features and wise, green eyes, the
face of the Greenman staring out from
the center of the cross. The back of the
cross decorated in a woven pattern of
ivy and Celtic knots. This candle-
holder stands 9 3/4" tall, 5 3/4" wide
and 4 3/4" deep.  

$ 34.95   #CHT005

Pentagram Tealight Holder 
This tealight candle holder has been 
carefully sculpted of soapstone so
as to create a polished, blue-black
surface in which to place your tealight
candle, where it will illuminate the
background of a pentagram, created
out of metal inlays set within the
stone so as to create a gleaming, gold
toned symbol of mysticism and magic.
The holder measures approximately
3 1/2" deep, 4" wide and 4 1/4" in 
height.    $ 12.95   2 #CHT420RC

Angel with Lights New
Haunting and beautiful, this candle
light has been carefully sculpted of
cold cast resin to portray the detailed
image of a fallen angel, whose youthful
appearance is betrayed by the aged,
haunted look in her eyes as she kneels
within a pentagram, surrounded by
candles, with her black wings held
close to her back. Surrounding the
black pentagram are the words "Form
the circle thrice about to keep un-
wanted spirits out." It is a wonderful
addition to any altar, with the battery
powered candles lighting up at the
flick of a switch to add to the atmos-

phere of your ritual or sacred space. The entire piece measures 5 1/4"
in diameter and 6 1/4" high, and requires 3 AAA batteries, which are 
not included.   $ 38.95   #CL074

Werewolf 
Candle Holder 
Perfect for those who are wild at
heart, this candleholder conjures to
mind the legends of old, speaking of
gypsies and magic and curses old and
powerful. Standing poised to leap,
with its claws spread ready to slash
and gore, a werewolf ferociously
roars as though he is about to attack.
Sculpted of cold-cast resin, he is created
with painstaking detail, which shows
every bit of fur and every line of his
powerful body while he looms
over the tealight candle holder by
his feet. Standing 7 1/2" high, this
candleholder is 4 1/2" wide and 
4 3/4" deep.    $ 22.95   #CHT291

Dual Dragon Pentagram 
Votive Candle Holder

Standing just shy of 8 1/2" tall, this
goblet-style candle holder is ideal
for votive, pillar, or tealight candles.
Twin dragons climb up the sides
of this cold-cast resin cup, its outer
surface adorned with Celtic knot-
work and pentagram designs. A
glass cup is included to provide an
easy means to clean and replace
candles when they have burnt down.  

$ 30.95   #CHV928

Hanging Star Votive Candle Holder 
Sculpted with delicate skill, this hanging 
candle holder is perfect for creating
an old-world, classic feel in any home
or altar space that it is placed within.
Framed in brass, it creates a three
dimensional, six pointed star out glass
panels, each of which is decorated with
designs reminiscent of Victorian art,
creating stylized impressions of flowers,
crosses and other such images. With
a concealed latch and hinge, a tealight
or votive candle may be placed within
to make the whole star glow and cast
a beautiful light through these images,
leaving your walls painted in a magical

display of light and wonder. The whole thing measures 8 1/2"
long and 7 1/2" wide, and comes with an approximately 15 1/2"
long chain with which to hang it, making it the perfect complement
to your altar space, setting the mood for your ritual crafts. 

$ 33.95   #CHV20CL
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Pentagram Tealight Wall Sconce 

This tealight wall sconce is 
a delightful mingling of
functional design, spiritual
meaning and artistic
splendor. Made of cold cast
resin, it presents the image
of an encircled pentagram;
a star with a circle around it,
traditionally representing
the four elements of earth,
air, fire and water with
the fifth point representing
spirit residing over all of
them. Here, each of the five
points extends beyond the
circle in an arch and flared
design much like that of an

old wrought iron fence, with a small cup for a tealight candle
accenting each of the five points. Decorating the entire circle, and
each of the tealight holders, is a flowering, natural appearing pattern
of green ivy leaves, that wonderfully illustrate and combine with the
pentagram symbol to represent the mystery within nature and the
coexistence of everything.  Approximately 15" long and 15" wide,
it possesses a small angled hoop for hanging it on your wall or your
altar, making this tealight wall sconce perfect for lighting your rituals
or simply displaying as an enchanting decoration. 

$ 69.95   #CHT2023
New Pentagram Candle Holder Altar Plate 

Sculpted from cold cast 
resin, this candle holder
is a rich display of tradi-
tional mystical symbolism
that can also be used as an
altar plate. With a large,
interwoven pentagram at
its center, it is bordered by
a circle composed of gold-
toned leaves, interrupted
only by smaller pentagrams
that are set to accent each
of the inner pentagram's
five points. Each of these
smaller pentagrams is
recessed into the altar
plate, providing a place for five tealight candles so that your altar
can be bathed in the warm glow of candle light. The entire piece 
measures 7 1/2" in diameter.  $ 37.95  #CHV552

Dragons Pentagram Wall Hanging 
Designed to hang upon 
your wall, this piece takes
the interwoven pentagram
design and superimposes
upon it a beautiful display
of two dragons, entangled
in each other as they form
the five pointed star. With
one blue and one red, their
wings open as though they
are in flight, their upper
wings overlapping to form
the point of the star, their
other wings flare out to
form the right and left
points, while their tails
create the bottom two. An

elaborate design, it is both beautiful and thought provoking, with
both dragons seemingly rivaling each other for the silver-toned
sphere that shines in the middle, creating a sense of mystical unity
even as it provides an impression of two very different forces. The
whole wall hanging measures approximately 10 1/2" tall and 11"
wide, making it great for hanging over your altar space or where 
ever else you might enjoy its beauty.    $ 34.95  #SD297

Cat and Pentagram Wall Plaque 
This cold-cast resin wall plaque 
is hand painted in the tones of
the forest, with muted greens
and rustic brown highlights,
playing perfectly into the knotted
designs and brighter green leaves
that frame the whole design. At
its center rests a pentagram,
woven around a crescent moon,
marked with its own pattern of
Celtic knotwork that makes it
stand out while still seamlessly
part of the whole design. At the
heart of the pentagram resides
a black cat, sitting upon the curve
of the moon, looking out upon the world around it. Measures 
7 1/2” in diameter.    $ 20.95   #SC004

Greenman Fountain 
Wonderfully crafted with rich detail
and flowing design, this wall hanger
adds a soothing presence in any room
of your home. Standing 15 3/4" long,
8 1/2" wide, and 6" deep, it takes the
form of a 4" deep, sculpted water
basin rimmed with a flowing Celtic
knot design. Framed within those
same knots is the leafed face of a fully-
foliate green man, with his wizened
features framed by the leafy foliage
that forms his hair and beard, while
his parted lips form the fountain from
which the water spills, splashing down
into a sculpted, clam-shell basin
beneath his chin where it pools before
spilling into the deeper bowl below.
The whole of this piece is formed out 

of durable hand-painted cold cast resin.        $ 77.95   #SG757

Greenman and Gargoyle Fountain 
Brilliantly sculpted of cold-cast 
resin, this fountain presents a
formidable display of medieval
imagery. Perched on either side of
the fountain's basin, two gargoyles
crouch with their leathery wings
folded close to their back. Their
canine faces are upturned, gazing
into the face of the Greenman who
appears within a brick wall, framed
by an ivy and a stone circle. From
his mouth trickles a stream of water
that the gargoyles catch in a shell-
shaped bowl, with the overflow
spilling to disappear into the grated
basin by the guardians' feet.
Standing 12" tall, 8 1/2" wide, and
6" deep this fountain is perfect for
any desk or shelf. Coming with a

pump and an electric cord that is approximately 6' in length,
the basin that holds the water is approximately 2" high, 7 1/2" 
wide at its widest point, and 4 1/2" deep.      $ 73.95   #SG689
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Venetian Wall Masks
Venetian 
Patrizia Wall Mask
Bringing you to the revelry and merri-
ment of il Carnevale di Venezia, this
hall hanging takes the form of a Venetian
mask for carnival; a festival that began
in the 11th century, where carnival
masks allowed party-goers to mingle
and revel without being recognized,
and indeed  step outside of their normal
selves. This mask displays the elaborate
ornamentation often found upon such
masks, with decidedly feminine features
accented by floral designs and the image
of a peacock, which forms the left side
of the mask, with its beautiful feathers
creating a flourish that accents the entire
piece, from top to bottom. Made of cold
cast resin, this wall mask is hand painted
to give the impression that it is created
from sculpted bronze. It measures
approximately 13 1/4" in length and 
6 1/2" wide.   $ 48.95   #SM529

Venetian Rosa Wall Mask 
Drawing upon the masks that 
are at the center of the Venetian
festival of il Carnevale di Venezia
for inspiration, this wall mask
is an enchanting decoration,
suitable for any home or office.
With a design that mingles
flamboyance and elegance, this
piece closely emulates the
costumes and masks that
permeated the festival. Here,
you can easily picture this
delicately feminine mask and
the wide brimmed hat that are
depicted being put to such use.
With the mask and floral
patterns portrayed in muted
bronze tones, the rest is colored in deep shades of blue and purple,
and accented by touches of deep red to the decorative flowers and
lips. Standing 10 1/2" tall and 9 1/2" wide at its widest point, this
piece is wonderfully sculpted of cold-cast resin.  $ 48.95   #SM528

Venetian Liliana Wall Mask
This elegant wall mask with pearl flower
and butterfly designs, is made out of hand
painted cold-cast resin in beautifully subdued
bronze tones. Such masks are an essential
feature of il Carnevale di Venezia. The practice
of wearing masks for disguise reached its
peak in the 18th century when Venetians
of different social classes used Carnevale
as an excuse to mingle and, in some case,
to find illicit adventures without fear of
recognition or retribution. Measuring 13"
in length and 5 1/2" at its widest point, this
wall mask is a great accent to any room, home
or office. This very unique and  collectible
piece is sure to become the highlight of your 
collection.         $ 47.95 #SM527

Tree of Life Wall Plaque
As a wonderful display of 
mystical symbolism, this wall
plaque portrays the tree of life.
The tree of life with its far
reaching branches and deep
roots is widely recognized as
a symbol of the unity of Heaven
and Earth, and the joining of
those two realms.  Here it is
carved in wonderful detail
from a solid frame of wood,
and bordered in an elaborate,
circular pattern of Celtic knot
work. Further bringing the
imagery to life, the tree and its

borders are painted in antiqued, gold paint while the rest of the
plaque is a matte black.  It measures approximately 11 3/4" square
and has a hole within its back to allow you to hang it in your
sacred space and bring this sacred symbol into your ritual craft 
and ceremony.    $ 31.95   #STMW25

Life-Sized Greenman Plaque 
The Greenman is the leafy 
figure seen peeking out
from many an ancient
structure throughout
Europe, often sculpted
into the design of buildings
of state and even churches.
With an old, wizened face
that sprouts leafy foliage
for hair, he has come to
be revered as a deity of
nature, and is sometimes
associated with the horned
god. He is often viewed
as a symbol of the powerful
ability of nature to be born
anew as it goes through
its yearly cycle, with so
many plants and animals
reborn with time's passing.
This wall plaque captures

that unbridled, wild power that he represents and comes as close as
any still-life might. In life sized proportions, the Greenman is
displayed with wild eyes and wise features, with green leaves
sprouting to form his hair, beard and mustache. In this portrayal
he would seem almost a ferocious thing, though the kindness and
wisdom can still be recognized within his features; a clear reminder
of the untamed manner of all things born of nature. The plaque
hangs approximately 17" long and 14" wide, providing for you 
the perfect ornament for your sacred space.  $ 61.95   #SG295

Greenman Wall Plaque 
This fantastic wall plaque presents 
the timeless image of the fabled
Greenman. With leafy foliage
composing the hair that sprouts
from his face and head, his
wizened face is contorted into
an image of jovial laughter,
presenting an image of happiness
and merriment forever inter-
twined with nature. Made of cold
cast resin, this plaque is approx-
imately 8 1/2" long and 9" wide
and painted so as to appear to be
aged bronze or copper. Such a
lovely piece as this is perfect for decorating your home, altar, 
office or garden.    $ 27.95   #SG009



Yoga Chakra Wall Plaque
Portraying a figure within the 
lotus position, this hand-carved
wall plaque portrays the location
of each of the seven chakras, along
with its accompanying symbol.
Simple, elegant and perfectly
suited for any sacred space, the
plaque is a fantastic way to focus
on your own chakras as you
journey through meditation or
otherwise place in the environment
you use crystal healing, yoga, and
other such practices involving the
chakras and energy. Measuring
12" square in size, this wall plaque

can easily be hung upon any wall or otherwise placed upon a desk 
or altar.   $ 28.95   #SYMW28

Emperor of the 
Woodlands Statue

Draped in robes of a rich, earthy brown
and the royal purple, this statue depicts
a youthful version of the Horned God.
Splendid in his natural authority, he is
crowned with the horns that sprout from
his brow and three leaves that mark him as
the ruler of his domain. With enchanted
markings running up his arm and newly-
grown trees and vines tangling about his
legs, he seems a man of barely restrained
wildness, for all of his grace, with all of
the power of nature represented by a
swirling orb he holds in his hands, con-
taining the head and serpent form of a
dragon. Standing 9" tall, this statue is
sculpted from cold cast resin with wonderful 
attention to detail. $ 29.95   #SE665

Frost Bearer Statue
Delicately sculpted out of cold cast resin, this statue
depicts the cold beauty of a lady of winter. Garbed
in white robes bedecked in daisies and snowflakes,
and opening to revealing the cold, bear stalks of
flowers at winter, she stares into a crystal ball that
she cradles in her arms, looking with longing upon
the fairies that revel in the spring. With her white
mantle crowned in daisies and frost, she is a beautiful
thing, reminding us that though the winter can be
long we still have spring ahead of us. This statue
stands approximately 6 1/4" tall and spares no
detail, making it a fantastic piece for decorating
book shelves, desks and anywhere else you'd like.   

$ 37.95   #SF049

Black Wooden 
Wall Plaques New
These wall plaques are carved
from a solid piece of wood.
Stained black, they are simple
and elegant in their design with
a built in recessed bracket allow-
ing you to easily hang them flat
against your wall or lay them
upon your altar as a tile. They
each measure approximately 9" 
in diameter. $ 23.95   

Triquetra   #ST563
Pentagram    #SP562

Elemental Goddess of Earth Statue 
The Goddess is often spoken of and 
revered as the heart of the earth; as
the creator of life or the place from
which all life springs. Sculpted of
cold-cast resin, here she rises from
the earth as an elder tree, with grasses
and vines sprouting up from its base
and surrounding the trunk. This elder
tree rises up and the bark fades
away, smoothing into the skin of the
goddess's body, with brown hair
flowing in the wind and her eyes
closed as she basked serenely in the
world around her; a beautiful symbol
of elder life and knew, of her feminine
power blended with that of nature as
the power of life renews itself. This
powerful image of the Earth Goddess
stands 5 1/2" wide at its widest point,
and 9" high, making for a delightful addition to your altar, or where
ever else in your home you might want to view her in all of nature's 
majesty.    $ 42.95   #SE579

Elemental Goddess of Fire Statue 
Standing 8 3/4" tall and 3" in diameter, this
statue presents an enchanting portrayal of
the Goddess of Elemental fire. Standing
serenely inside the fire, with her eyes closed
and hands upraised, she is clad only in the
flames that dance up her body and garb her
as though a flowing gown, untouched by the
heat of the fire and unwavering in its embrace.
With fire blossoming from her hands like
twin torches, she holds her fingers up as
though in a gesture of blessing, presenting
the elegant and consuming nature of fire in
its full glory. Made out of hand-painted cold
cast resin and accented at the base with a ring
of clear, multi-faceted gems, this statue would
find a welcome home upon any altar or in 
any home.  $ 40.95   #SF830
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S t a t u a r y
Much of our statuary selection is made of handpainted cold-cast resin. This durable 
material allows for more intricacy than many other mediums. The level of detail on many of
these pieces is so great you can actually see the expression on their faces. This, combined
with the satisfying weight of statuary made through this process, has made our cold-cast
resin statues a long-time customer favorite.
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Elemental Goddess of Wind Statue 

Painted lightly in the colors of the sky 
at twilight, this Wind Goddess statue
is a beautiful piece of imagery. Clad
in loose, sheer robes that billow across
her windswept form, she is a lithe
creature, with a face at once marked in
sorrow and at peace and framed in
her long, billowing hair that is swept
aside by the harsh caress of a storm
wind, held out of her face by an
upraised arm.  With knees bent, she
seems almost sitting upon the breath
of the wind, with her feet shrouded
in clouds that are painted in the same
twilight colors of her hair. She seems
indeed a goddess of the sunset and the
sunrise. A creature created of clouds
and winds and all of the mystery and
magic that one can find in the study of
such things. Standing 8 1/2" high and
5" wide, she is the perfect addition to

your altar or otherwise a fantastic icon to be placed where ever you 
might wish it within your home.   $ 41.95   #SW577

New Fairy with Crystal Statue 
Elegant and voluptuous, the fairy
portrayed here is a beautiful creature
from the otherworld. Draped in
warmly colored pink robes that
match her translucent wings, she
seems reminiscent of rose quartz,
and imbued with the powers that
crystal is said to contain; blessings of
love, warm emotion and empathy.
With an outstretched hand she offers
a crystal cluster; a generous gift of
energy and cleansing. Standing 9 1/2"
high and 5" wide at its widest point,
this fairy statue has been sculpted of
cold cast resin with careful attention
paid to every detail. 

$ 28.95   #SF075

Hanging Flower Fairies 
Take this enchantingly delicate
fairy into your home, and into
your heart as well. Measuring a
mere 5 3/4" tall from the top of
her wings to the tips of her toes,
she hangs off of an 11 1/2" tall
leaf and flower decorated hook.
Moving gently with the slightest
breeze, she will sway from side
to side as the wind hits her
glittering wings. Made of cold-
cast resin, both the beautiful
fairy and her floral base are finely
crafted and beautiful without
compare, whether on their own 
or together. $ 28.95   

Lilac Fairy (SHOWN) #SF874
Rose Fairy     #SF875

Book Fairy Statuette
A wonderful ornament for your desk,
book shelf, or wherever else you'd
like to put it, this small statuette depicts
a small stack of books with a beautiful
fairy poised upon their edge. In a red
gown and black and white striped
leggings, she has crimson butterfly
wings, accented by what could almost
be described as a leopard print. Only
3" in height and 2" wide, this cold-cast
resin statuette also makes a fantastic,
decorative paperweight. 

$ 19.95   #SB906

Winter Magic Fairy
Life springs up all around the spot where
this enchanting fairy has come to rest.
A newborn fawn lies at her feet while
flowers bloom all around her and grass
begins to break through the glittering
ice and snow. Standing 7 1/4" tall and
measuring 4 1/2" at the widest stretch
of her wings, her detailed green and
scarlet clothes blend seamlessly with
both her glorious wings and the plant
life bursting forth all about her.   

$ 32.95 #SF128

Dark Angel Resting on Moon 
This statue, sculpted of cold-cast resin, 
presents a powerful image. Cradled in
a black, crescent moon that is engraved
with a woven, Celtic pattern, a dark
angel leans back and rests in contem-
plation. With her large, black wings
parting to either side of the moon she
curls a knee to her chest and gazes out
in contemplation, with deceptively
innocent eyes that possess more than
a hint of sorrow  hiding all of her dark
cares, worries and designs. Wearing a
flowing black dress, her corset and
sleeves are marked with spidery runes
of power, marking her as a thing not
to be trifled with.  Standing 9 1/4" high
and 6 1/2" wide, this sculpture speaks

powerfully of feminine strength and grace, and is perfect for all
who would revere the feminine mystery and power that it represents. 

$ 37.95   #SA2006

Fairy on Moon Sun Catcher
A mischievous fairy reclines against
the crescent moon on this lovely sun
catcher. Made of 100% lead-free
pewter, the moon features many
multi-faceted glittering gems and
a trio of stars as well.  Measuring
4 1/2” across and 3 3/4” tall this is
a delightfully playful sun catcher.  

$ 16.95 #SF069

Angel & Fairy Statuary
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Angel   #SA022 Fairy #SF023

Pewter Statuary & Eggs

Faith Fairy 
Kneeling amid a colorful
bed of flowers, presented in
vibrant shades of pink and
purple this graceful fairy
smiles as though she possesses
a secret. With feathered wings
colored in shades of yellow
and purple she seems to have
just landed with the offering
she holds out in both of her
outstretched palms; an open
flower in bloom to match
those that surround her,
containing an orb swirling
with golden Celtic designs
that represent wisdom and
faith. With hummingbirds

suspended on wire springs so as to seem in flight-swirling
around her gift, she is the very image of faith in bloom. Standing
5 3/4" tall and 5" wide, this statue is sculpted of cold-cast resin.   

$ 32.95   #SF129

Jeweled Butterfly Fairy Figurine
Standing 4" tall and measuring 2 3/4"
at her widest point, a beautiful
butterfly fairy comes to rest atop a
bloom, three butterflies dancing
around her as she lands. Made out of
lead-free pewter and set with glittering
jewels, this amazing figurine revels
in the magic to be found in the hidden
places all around us.   

$ 25.95 #SF3917

Witch Figurine
Standing only 1 1/2" tall, this pewter figurine
shows the "classic" witch, with tall pointed cap
and a riding broom clutched in one hand.
Adorable and discrete, this figurine is a wonderful
way to subtly show your allegiance to the craft.

$ 5.95 #SW5013

Frog Wizard Figurine
Adorable! That's the only word that
can be used to describe this little pewter
figurine of a frog in a wizard cap,
desperately searching in his book of
spells for the one that will make him
a man once more. Standing 1 1/2" tall
and measuring 2 1/4” x 3" at the base
this figurine is made in the USA out
of 100% lead-free pewter.             

$ 20.95 #SF940

Magical Cat on Tome Figurine
Made out of 100% lead-free pewter, this adorable
figurine shows a powerful feline familiar or
shape-changing witch sitting atop a book of spells
with a bemused expression on her face. Standing
only 1 3/4" tall and measuring 1 1/4" at its widest
point, this enchanting and amusing figurine is a
wonderful way to bring a little bit of magic into
the workplace with no one being the wiser.  

$ 9.95 #SC5003

Familiar and 
Book of Shadows Figurine

A curious familiar ponders over her
absent human's book of spells,
seemingly reading the mystic sigils
set into the page. Made in the USA
out of 100% lead-free pewter, this
1 7/8" tall statuette has a 2" x 2" base
and is adorned with a multitude of
glittering glass gems.     

$ 21.95 #SC916

Pewter Wizard Figurine
This small figurine depicts the archetypical
wizard, down on one knee as he calls
upon the magical powers at his command.
Holding aloft a crystal ball, this stunning
piece has fine details throughout, down
to the writing in the book upon his knee.
Made of lead-free pewter, this enchanting
figurine measures 1 1/4" tall.   

$ 5.95   #SW5083

Egg Figurines
Standing 1 3/4” high and only measuring
1 1/2” wide, these little pewter eggs, covered
in swirling patterns accented by glistening
white or blue stones, offer a delightful
surprise when it opens up to reveal a
colorful, gold-sparkled interior hiding
an angel or a fairy inside, with a crystal
ball outstretched in one hand.  $ 10.95



Dragon’s Egg Figurine
Formed out of lead-free pewter set with
glittering jewels, this beautiful dragon's
egg figurine opens up to reveal a baby
dragon within its glittering interior.
Measuring 1 3/4" in height and 1 1/4" at
its widest point.     $ 10.95   #SD5021  

Dragon Hatchling Figurine
Standing only 7/8" tall, this delightful
pewter figurine is formed in the shape of
a baby dragon emerging from the egg
where it has lain for so long. A small
crystal ball rests in one outstretched talon
of this sweet little dragon made of lead-
free pewter.    $ 5.95   #SD5088

Dark Wanderer 
Figurine

With a crystal ball held
in one outstretched
hand and the train of
his long robes trailing
out behind him, the
Dark Wanderer is a
mysterious represen-
tation of the unknown
journey ahead of us
all. Made out of lead-
free pewter and stand-
ing 1 3/8" tall, this
delightfully detailed figurine is perfect
for collectors of pewter artwork.   

$ 5.95   #SG5079

Pan Candle, Incense and Smudging Tray 
This ornate piece cleverly uses the 
bearded and horned image of Pan
to form the three legs and corners
of a versatile tray. His long sweep-
ing beard flows down to form
the solid legs, while his horns flare
out to meet each other with the
remaining space covered in ornate
Celtic design. At its center, there is
an approximately 3 1/2" opening,
decorated with a triskele, which is
perfect for holding your jar candles

or catching the ashes of your smudge sticks, incense and ritual smoking
products. The entire tray measures approximately 3" tall, 5 1/2" wide,
and 5 1/2" long, and is crafted of cold cast resin.  $ 15.95  #SP294

Hanging Flying Witch 
This decorative ornament takes the
stereotypical image of a cackling
witch upon her broom and turns
it on its head, celebrating the beauty
and seductive nature of the feminine
divine. This hanging statue depicts
a youthful witch with brown hair
and brown eyes, and nearly skyclad
and perched upon a broom in flight.
This hanging ornament measures
5 1/2" long and 2 3/4" high, and 
hangs upon a 9 3/4" chain.      

$ 17.95   #SW787
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Offering Hands Figurine

This pewter figurine is formed in 
the shape of two hands, cupped
together to present their blessings
on to you in the classic "offering
hands" position. Made in the USA
out of 100% lead free pewter, this
3" x 2" x 1" statuette is a wonderful
item to add to your altar or ritual
space, serving to hold those things 
you wish to share with the world. $ 11.95   #SH601

Brass Frog with Coin Statuette
A wonderfully unique token of 
good luck and prosperity, this
small brass statue depicts a frog
sitting back with a small coin in
its mouth. Place it upon your altar
or by your door to bring good
fortune to all who pass by. Each
frog measures approximately
2 1/2" wide and 1 1/2" tall.  

$ 5.95   #SFROC

Pewter Statuary & Suncatchers

Wolf Suncatcher
This stunning piece will set your
window aglow with endless rainbows!
A multi-faceted crystal hangs in the center
of this piece, ringed by feathers with a
howling wolf's head resting below.  Made
of lead-free pewter, this piece is a must 
have for wolf lovers! $ 14.95   #SW029

Tetragrammaton 
Pentagram Dream Catcher

Emblazoned with the Hebrew name of God,
this hanging pentagram dream catcher
measures 3 7/8" in diameter with two
multifaceted crystals hanging below.
Attached to 9" of chain, this double-sided
cold cast resin dreamcatcher hangs 16" 
overall. $ 11.95   #SP810

Witch on Moon Sun Catcher
Made out of 100% lead free pewter and
measuring 2 1/4" x 4" in total length, this
enchanting sun catcher shows a crafty witch
and her familiar in conversation with the
wise crescent moon. A single multi-faceted
glass sun catcher hangs beneath her feet,
to turn the light from any window into a 
stunning display of color.

$ 13.95   #SW039

Witch and Cat Sun Catcher
Set with a single multi-faceted glass
sun catcher, this witch and familiar
sun catcher is sure to please as it
hangs in the windows of your home.
Measuring 3 3/4" in length and 2 1/2"
long, this sun catcher is made of 100%
lead free pewter. $ 13.95 #SW036
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Holy Death 
(Santisima Muerte) Statue 
The Most Holy Death, also known as 
Saint Death, is widely revered in South
America, particularly Mexico, as a
figure who receives petitions for
protection, love, and good luck. Though
condemned as a pagan tradition by the
Catholic church, she is still often revered
as a saint who will receive offerings and
prayers, with some seeing her as a form
of the virgin Mary. Here she is presented
in a traditional fashion, depicted as the
grim reaper with a skull face, concealed
in a black mantle and robe. In one hand
she holds the reaper's scythe and in the
other she holds a clear glass globe,
representing her ability to see and aid
in your pleas. Made of cold cast resin,
this statue stands 13" high and 6 1/2" 
wide. $ 50.95   #SHOLD12

Vampire Coffin Box 
A wonderful  
representation
for all of those
who are dark at
heart or possess
an affinity for
the legendary
creatures of the
night. This small
trinket or jewelry
box is fantastically crafted so as to appear to be a coffin. Created with
wonderful attention to detail, the coffin is created so that you can see
and feel the grain of the wood, as well as the decorated design that
accents its sides and borders. On display are even small silver handles
for those who would help carry and move the coffin, as well as the
elaborate design upon its top which shows the beautiful peak of a
gothic cathedral beneath a full moon and the sweeping wings of a
bat a flight. Remove the lid and you'll find another surprise; a
felt-lined box for you to place your jewelry and other treasures, with
the underside of the cover depicting bats flying through the night.
The whole thing measures approximately 8" long, 3 1/4" wide at its 
widest point, and 2" high.    $ 21.95   #SV200

Baphomet Statue New
Baphomet did not appear in manu-
scripts or writing until the 12th century,
here he is depicted as the Sabbatic Goat,
as first illustrated by Eliphas Levi in
1854 within his work "Dogmas and
Rituals of High Magic.” As such,
Baphomet appears as a winged hu-
manoid goat with a pair of breasts and
a torch burning between its horns,
behind a pentagram marking his brow.
As a figure of great occult symbolism,
Baphomet was embraced by Aleister
Crowley in Thelema, as a representa-
tion of arcane perfection. Similarly,
many modern Satanists also look upon
the symbol as a portrayal of Satan, or
a demon. Sculpted from plaster with
impressive attention to detail, it stands
approximately 12" tall and 7 1/2" wide 

at its widest point.  $ 74.95
Black   #SB020      Gold-toned   #SB022

Gargoyle Guardian Statue
A fierce gargoyle unfurls his wings,
one fist drawn back and every muscle
tensed as he prepares to strike. Made
out of cold-cast resin, this 6 1/8" tall
by 6" wide statue is a dark charcoal
in color, highlighting the intense
level of detail used on every inch of
this beautiful piece.

$ 23.95 #SG546

Shadow and Smoke Gargoyle 
Creeping across your 
bookshelf, desk, or altar,
this powerful gargoyle
presents an imposing aura
of mischief and secrecy.
8” long by 8 1/2” wide,
this image of a lithe figure
creeping across the ground
on his clawed hands and
feet in a fashion that leaves

a human body seeming feline. With sooty skin, curling rams' horns
and wide, translucent wings folding in towards his back he would seem
a thing of shadow and secrets, creeping forward to pursue his own 
dark designs. $ 46.95   #SS897

Death, Gargoyle & Norse Statuary

Tyr Shackling Fenrir
Recreating a scene of legend and bravery within Norse, this sculpture depicts the epic legend
of the brave Norse god Tyr aiding in the shackling of the legendary Fenrir. Fenrir, the child
of Loki, was said to be a great wolf of fierce anger and cunning. He was foretold to be the
one who would kill the god Odin during the events of Ragnarok, and otherwise sew great
trouble and turmoil throughout the world. For this reason, the Gods bound him in shackles
but try as they might, the beast broke every chain they put upon him. The dwarves finally
came then and created an unbreakable magic ribbon called Gleipnir, which could not be
broken but Fenrir could not be tricked into being bound. At last the brave god of single combat,
glory and victory stepped forward and stilled Fenrir, with his hand placed within the wolf's
mouth. So lulled, the wolf was bound with the Gleipnir, and the Gods rejoiced, but in a fit
of anger Fenrir bit off Tyr's hand, and forever after he was known as the one-handed god.
This statue beautifully portrays this scene straight out of Norse mythology. Sculpted of
cold-cast resin, the whole is created in amazing detail, with the stern lines of Tyr's face
accented by the hammer marks on his helm displaying an equal brilliance as the shaggy coat
of the fierce Fenrir. Further, the whole possesses a metallic sheen that gives the impression
that the whole statue has been cast in bronze.  The whole scene is approximately 11" wide
and 10" tall, you can easily use it to accent a bookshelf, desk, or your altar to find inspiration 
in the bravery of Tyr. $ 80.95   #ST008
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Freya 
Standing 10 1/2" tall
and 4" in diameter,
this enchanting
cold-cast  res in
statue of  Freya
perfectly captures
her varied and wild
nature. As the Norse
goddess of love,
beauty, and fertility
as well as war, death,
magic and prophecy,
she stands here in
an alluring pose,
running her fingers
through her wavy
hair with a winged
Viking helm held
beneath one arm as
though it has just
been removed.

Cloaked, and girded for war with sword
and dagger, and a shield leaning by her
side, the pieces of her armor leave little
to the imagination of those she gazes
upon. Exquisitely detailed, no fold
of fabric or armor's buckle is left out
in this delightful piece.   

$ 65.95   #SF892

Thor, Triumphant 
Drawn up defiantly with his mighty hammer
Mjolnir raised above his head and the loyal
goats, Tanngrisnir and Tanngnjostr, who
pulled his chariot by his feet, this formidable
statue of Thor presents a fantastic image.
As the Norse god of lightning and a
frequent protector of the Gods and humanity,
Thor is depicted here in cold-cast resin,
poised upon a cloud as though preparing
to hurl lightning from his magical hammer,
to smite some unseen foe or perhaps to
cause the storms he lorded over from on
high. Richly detailed, even down to the
engraving on the belt that girds his fur,
this is a delightful piece for all who would
celebrate the Norse god.    

$ 85.95   #ST698

Norse and Viking Statuary

Odin Statue 
Sculpted of cold-cast resin and painted in muted
tones that leave him seemingly sculpted of brass, is
depicted the ruler of the Norse pantheon, Odin. It was
he who received the souls of valiant warriors that
died in battle and the women he favored become the
legendary valkyries. Primarily the lord of wisdom,
war, battle, and death he was also known to have
held sway over magic, poetry, prophecy, victory,
and the hunt. Here he is shown sitting regally upon
his throne, Hlidskjalf, from which he could see
everything that happened in the universe, with a
stern, bearded face.  Girded for battle, he seems as
though he could be overseeing a council of war,
with his ravens Huginn and Munninn (thought and
memory) close at hand while the wolves Geri and
Freki rest close by his feet, seeking the scraps from
his table. Standing 10" tall and 8 1/2" wide, this
statue is perfect for any who revere the Norse 
pantheons.   $ 103.95   #SO697

Valkyrie 
This statue is a fierce display of a Norse valkyrie,
one of the legendary women who choose from
those who die in battle and bring those who died
bravely to the halls of Valhala, where they would
live in the afterlife preparing for the coming wars of
Ragnarok.  Here, she is astride a charging horse
and girded for war, with her cloak and hair flying
behind her and a Viking sword raised high above
her head. Wrought of cold-cast resin in exquisite
detail, the whole statue stands 11" tall and 10 1/2"
in length, and has been hand painted to give this
heavy weight piece the look and feel of bronze.
This is a fantastic statue for anyone who loves
the Norse traditions or have cause to admire the 
valkyrie's warrior spirit. $ 86.95   #SV890

Thor with Mjolnir 
In this brilliant sculpture we find a mighty image of the Norse god
of thunder, Thor. Richly detailed, the fearsome deity is
depicted as a warrior, scarred and muscled from years of
swinging his magical hammer, Mjolnir, which was said to
return to him after being thrown and to possess the power
to hurl lightning. Known as the frequent protector of the
gods and humanity, he is also girded with his magical belt,
Megingjord and the iron bracers, Jarngreipr, which magically
increased his strength, allowing him to heft his mighty hammer
in battle against the giants. Indeed, he may well be shown
waging his battle against them here, as he seems poised to
strike with every muscle taut and Mjolnir raised high above
his head, to throw at his enemies before it would magically
return to his hand, allowing him to continue the fight. This
vivid statue possesses a heavy weight, and is crafted expertly
of cold cast resin before being painted so as to possess the
same luster and color of sculpted bronze, making it a fantastic
piece for desks, bookshelves, altars or any other place around
the home or office that you might wish to display the glory
of Thor. This statue measures approximately 10 1/2" high 
and 5 1/2" wide.   $ 55.95   #ST006
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Viking Ship
This viking ship is a detailed, miniature version of
the ship for which the Vikings were well known.
With it they raided coastal dwellings and established
their fearsome reputation that has endured even to
this day, and later colonized Iceland, Greenland
and even ventured as far west as Newfoundland.
At the same time they ventured as far east as Russia
and the sprawling city of Constantinople. Here we
find every plank detailed down to its grain and the
pegs that hold the ship together, accented by rows of
brightly colored round shields and swirling patterns
that accent the ship's prow and stern. Standing 11"
tall and 12" long, this statue is 8" wide from oar tip to
oar tip and can be removed from its decorative stand 
to examine more closely. $ 73.95   #SV740

Valkyrie Bust
The Valkyrie were the beautiful
warrior maidens of Norse mythol-
ogy, who chose brave souls to rise
up into the halls of Valhalla to live
among the rest of the noble slain
as Einherjar. There they lived and
hunted, hardening themselves for
the last battle of Ragnorok where
many might again die by the side
of Odin and the other Norse gods
and goddesses. For this, the Valkyrie
reward them, tending to their
wounds and serving them mead.
Here, you find the striking features
of such a Valkyrie displayed, head
and shoulders in a bust. The very
picture of feminine beauty, she
possesses delicate features con-
cealed by her armor, with long
braids spilling from the open face
of her winged helmet. Made of

cold cast resin, this bust is polished and honed to appear to be crafted
of bronze. It measures approximately 11" in height and 7 1/4" wide.   

$ 48.95   #SV279

Odin Bust
The chief Norse god and ruler
of Asgard, Odin is depicted here
in this fantastic bust. Known
as a patron of wisdom, war,
poetry, magic and the hunt,
he is displayed here as he is
often portrayed; a one-eyed
god of aged wisdom and valor.
Head and shoulders are shown
here, with his cloak swept
back over the shoulders and
concealing the plates of his
armor. From beneath his horned
helm, his beard and hair flow
out, braided in the Norse fashion
to rest upon his chest, but not
concealing the firm set of his
jaw and the stern line of his eyes,
one of which is covered with a

patch. Great for the altar or home, this bust stands approximately
11 1/2" tall and 9" wide and is sculpted of cold-cast resin, providing
a vivid presence for the Norse chief of Gods where ever you wish 
to put it. $ 48.95   #SO280

Norse & Viking Statuary

Loki with Fenrir and Jormungandr 
Widely considered the Norse God of Discord, Loki is a mixed blessing upon the Gods of the Norse
Pantheon. Though on occasion he did aid them in their efforts, mostly he delighted in causing discord
and havoc among the Gods. Indeed, as a shape shifter and trickster, it was he who fathered the goddess
Hel, who ruled over a portion of the dead, as well as the world serpent Jormungandr, who grew so
large as to encircle the world and Fenrir, the wolf who was foretold to kill the god Odin during Ragnarok.
Loki himself was responsible for engineering the death of the god Balder, for which he was finally cast
from the gods and bound in the entrails of his son, where a serpent was poised to drip his painful venom
upon him. His wife, offering mercy, collects the poison in a bowl, staying at his side until she needs to
empty the bowl. During this time the poison strikes Loki, and in his agonized writhing the very world
shakes.  For this, Loki is foretold to join the forces of the jotnar against the Gods, and fight them during
Ragnarok where he is fated to slay and be slain by the god Heimdallr. In this statue, Loki is portrayed as
the ominous herald of calamity and strife. Girded for battle and carrying a great axe. With cold mischief
vividly portrayed in fantastic detail in the expression of his face and eyes, he pulls aside the edge of his
great, furred cloak to reveal Fenrir and Jormungandr, unleashed upon the world and the gods to cause
havoc and ruin. Made of cold cast resin, this fantastic sculpture stands 10 1/2" high and 6" wide. Possessing
an impressive weight, it is brilliantly painted so as to make the whole sculpture seem to be crafted of 
fine bronze.   $ 69.95   #SL007

A AA A
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A: Seth
Seth, also known as Setekh and Set,
was the ancient Egyptian god of
chaos, war, strength, storms and
deserts. Immensely powerful, Seth
was referred to as "His Majesty", a
title shared only with Ra, the sun god.
Standing 8 3/4" tall, this hand painted
cold-cast resin statue shows Seth in
his Typhonic beast-headed form
with a long golden scepter in his
hand, symbolic of the power inherent 
to the gods.  $ 18.95 #SS499

B: Bast
The cat-headed Goddess of the
beneficial aspect of the sun, Bast was
a kind goddess, and protected men
against evil spirits and contagious
disease. She is depicted here in her
full cat form. Cold-cast resin and hand
painted, this statue stands 8 1/2" high.

$ 23.95 #SB069

C: Ibis Headed Thoth
Thoth the Ibis-Headed was the Egyptian god of wisdom
and writing. Thoth conceived himself at the beginning of
time, and was the scribe to the gods and husband of Ma'at.
He recorded the results of the weighing of a spirit’s heart
against the feather of Ma'at. He is credited with the invention
of astronomy, geometry and medicine. This statue is made of
cold-cast resin and hand-painted. It stands 7 1/4" high.

$ 18.95 #SI145
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Egyptian Statuary

Bastet in Cat Form
The powerful protector goddess of lower
Egypt, Bastet's, or Bast's, very name means
"the devourer," indicating the ferocity for
which she was known in defending her
own. Standing 5 3/4" tall and 3 3/4" deep,
this statue is the image of a cat sitting on
her haunches and decorated in the jewels
of Egyptian royalty, and marked with the
Eye of Horus. The whole of the cold-cast
resin sculpture is black, with the exception
of gold accents that clearly illustrate
Bastet's features.  $ 13.95   #SB257

Bastet 
in Human 
Form Statue 
Shown here in her human form is the cat-
headed Egyptian goddess Bastet. With the
lithe body of a woman, she bears the symbols
of her office as a protector and goddess of
Egypt, as well as the gold jewelry of royalty.
Standing 12" tall, she is sculpted out of cold
cast resin and painted in black and gold.    
$ 36.95  #SB104

Small Anubis Jackal
A representation of Anubis, judge
of the soul, in his full jackal form.
5 1/2” in length, this statue is made
of hand-painted cold cast resin.   

$ 10.95 #SA393

Large Pewter Ankh
Standing 6 1/4" tall and made of 100% lead
free pewter, this large upright ankh is set
with glittering glass gems and detailed
ancient Egyptian imagery. Two hematite
balls are set into the 1 1/2" x 2 3/4" base
on opposing sides of the ankh itself. Made 
in the USA.     $ 24.95 #SA9666

Egyptian Statuary

Open Winged Isis Wall Hanging 
The mother of Horus and the wife 
and sister of Osiris, Isis is widely
revered as one of the most beloved
and worshipped Goddesses of
Egypt and one of the greatest
sorceresses of all time. Associated
with the divine powers of marital
devotion, motherhood and heal-
ing, Isis is said to have brought
Osiris back to life and help him
become god of the underworld.
Here she is displayed in her later
form, with wings wide open.
Adorning her head are the horns
and disc, the hieroglyphic sign for
"throne," which marks her station
as a symbol of her power and
authority. Painted gold, with red,
green and blue wings, this wall
hanging measures 11 1/4" wide 

and 12" high and is sculpted of cold-cast resin.   $ 43.95   #SI107

Pewter 
Bastet Figurine

Standing only 1 1/4"
high, this beautiful
Bastet figurine is
made out of lead-free
pewter and set with
glittering jewels for
eyes and into the
collar at her chest, as
she sits before a scry-
ing orb. 

$ 5.95 #SB5097



Poseidon in the Storm Statue
The Greek god of the sea and earthquakes,
two powerful and unpredictable forces
of nature, Poseidon is a deity often noted
with a mixture of trepidation and awe.
Indeed, he was often regarded as the
protector of many Greek cities, whose
economy and well being frequently
depended upon the bounty and trade that
the sea could provide. Those who would
travel the sea would sometimes even
drown horses in sacrifice to Poseidon,
seeking his favor. He is spoken of in many
legends, and reputedly fathered many of
the Greek heroes spoken of in legend, and
is a prominent figure in Homer's tales,
aiding the Greeks during the Iliad,
actively seeking to aid them in their
battles against the Trojans, while in the
Odyssey, he turns his hatred upon
Odysseus for blinding his son, the
Cyclops Polyphemus and prevents
Odysseus from reaching his home of
Ithaca for many years. Here we find this
bold and mythic god posed in a form at
one with the sea. With turbulent waves 

crashing about him, he is shown to have the lower body of a fish, and
the upper body of a muscular man. His bearded face is contorted in
anger, with his trident poised back to strike in wrath and cause the
earthquakes and crashing waves for which he was feared. With the
removable trident in place the statue stands approximately 12 1/2"
tall and 6" wide, making a formidable addition to any altar or eye-
catching ornament for desks and book shelves. The majestic god is
crafted of cold-cast resin and hand painted, so as to create a heavy-
weight sculpture that appears to be crafted of bronze.  

$ 62.95   #SP320

Centaur Statue
Viewed in a duality that
matches their form, Centaurs
are often considered to
possess an untamed nature,
embodying the thunder and
beauty of a wild herd of
horses, leaving them prone
to drinking, carousing and
even violence, they are also
often depicted as wise
teachers, like Chiron who
was renowned for his
knowledge and skill with
medicine and was said to
have tutored many of the
heroes of Greek legend. This
statue seems to embody the
wild nature of the Centaur,
though intelligence and
wisdom can still be seen

within his marvelously detailed facial features, contorted in rage as
they are. With the lower body of a horse, he rears back, kicking with
his hooves as, with the upper body of a man, he brandishes his wide
shield and prepares to slash out with his sword. Made of cold-cast
resin, this statue has been painstakingly crafted so as to appear to be
created out of bronze, and so that every detail is captured, from the
hair upon the Centaur's chest to the flying hair of his horse-tail. This
makes it a fantastic piece for anybody that feels a kinship with this
mythical creature, who is both wild and fearsome and a creature of
wisdom and healing. It stands approximately 11 1/2" tall and 8 1/2"
long, fitting on most desks, altars and book shelves.

$ 62.95   #SC219
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Thoth 
The Egyptian god of law, arbitration, science
and writing, the ibis-headed god Thoth
stands 11 3/4" tall in this exquisite statue.
He is represented here as the observer, and
the creator of written word as he was often
revered. Made out of cold-cast resin and
hand painted vividly in gold and silver,
he is formed as though he is taking notes
with his chisel and tablet, with his dark
eyes staring past his writing to that which
he exists beyond. This is a wonderful piece
for all who revere the Egyptian pantheon
or for those who look to Thoth for guidance 
in his mediation of the law.    

$ 37.95   #ST720

Open Winged Isis Statue
Considered to be the
greatest magician of
all time, some of her
accomplishments
include bringing Osiris
back to life and help-
ing him to become the
god of the underworld,
as well as forcing the
god Ra to reveal his
true name to her. She is
associated with marital
devotion, motherhood,
and healing the sick.
The statue is made of
cold-cast resin and hand-painted. She stands 9" high, with a 
wingspan of 13".         $ 47.95  #SI381

Isis Standing Plaque
Honor Isis, the most revered goddess of
ancient Egypt, with this beautiful free
standing plaque. Made out of cold-cast
resin, this plaque has been hand painted
to look like natural stone. Measuring
6 3/4" in height and 4 1/2" wide, its 1 5/8"
depth gives additional substance to this
beautiful and unique piece.  

$ 22.95 #SI746

Isis Trinket Box
Let Isis lend her powerful magic to you,
and guard your most precious items.
This deceptively clever statue is actually
a box, wide and deep enough to hold
your treasured possessions. It is carved
with Egyptian imagery, and has twin
winged Isis statues on the lid. This
hand-painted, cold-cast resin box
measures 6 1/2" high, and the storage
area is 2" wide, 4" long, and 2" deep.

$ 23.95 #SI493

Egyptian & Greek Statuary
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Hera Statue
Hera is the queen and sister to Zeus. Known primarily as a goddess of
the hearth, women and marriage, she was known to frequently lash out
at her adulterous husband, and was quite jealous and vengeful, especially
toward mortals who offended her. Hera is one of the eldest Gods of the
Greek pantheon, appearing in Homeric legend as the eldest of Kronus's
daughters, and she is even believed to predate most Greek folklore,
appearing to have been an adaptation of a more primal, Minoan mother
goddess. This statue, crafted of cold cast resin and hand painted so as to
appear to be bronze, has been carefully detailed to portray Hera with these
traits. With an almost youthful demeanor, her motherly wisdom is portrayed
in the lines of her face, while her body portrays sinewy vigor and self-
assured authority. Wrapped in gossamer robes, she seems to be striding
beside the beautifully plumed peacock, which is one of her chief symbols
from the legends of ancient Greece. The entire statue measures 9 1/2" tall 
and 7" wide.   $ 67.95   #SH852

Artemis Statue
The goddess of forests, virginity and the hunt, Artemis was one of the most widely
revered goddesses of ancient Greece, and was the beautiful daughter of Zeus and
Leto, and the twin sister to the famed god Apollo. Indeed, she was even said to
have been born first, immediately aiding her mother in the birth of Apollo, and
for this reason she is often viewed as a goddess of fertility and childbirth. Also
known to the Romans as Diana, she is a fearsome woman, often depicted with
bow and arrows, and said to have often punished or slew those who offended her
or forgot to make offerings to her at the proper times. This is how she is shown in
this wonderful statue; a slender young woman, with bow drawn back and arrow
knocked, she is a goddess of the hunt with a wolf howling by her feet. From her
head sprouts a mantle of stag horns, representative of the animal which was sacred
to her, while her feet seem to rest upon the surface of the moon; a symbol that was
sacred to the virginal goddess. Made of cold cast resin, the statue stands 11 1/2"
tall and 7" wide, and is fantastically painted so as to appear to be sculpted of 
bronze.   $ 61.95   #SA221

Dionysus Statue
The Greek god of revelry, wine and plenty, Dionysus
is often viewed as a deity of hedonism and ecstasy, he
was also quite popular among the Romans, who
knew him as Bacchus.  He was also the patron deity
of agriculture and theater, and was known to be a
god capable of liberating one from your normal
self, by either madness, ecstasy or wine. With these
attributes, it was also his divine mission to bring an
end to worry and care. Understandably, Dionysus
is a God who came to be quite favored, helping
ease the burdens of worry in those whom he favors.
Here he is shown as he is traditionally spoken of; a
beautiful man, with feminine facial features and
luxurious hair, robed in the Greek fashion. Entwined
with his curly hair, grape vines adorn him like
jewelry, even as he raises them to his lips. In his
other hand he drags an amphora, heedless of the
wine it spills to the ground by his feet; for Dionysus,
there is always another jug of wine. All of this is
sculpted beautifully of cold cast resin and painted
to appear as though it is made of bronze, making it
the perfect piece for your altar. This statue stands
10 3/4" high, 4 1/2" wide and 4 1/2" deep.

$ 69.95   #SD544
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Zeus, King of the Gods 
Known in Greek lore as both the father
and king of the gods, regal Zeus rises
majestically up from the base of this cold-
cast resin statue. Draped in traditional
robes that leave his upper torso bare, he
gazes forward with his wise eyes, seemingly
poised to stride forth from the cloud upon
which he stands.  Standing 12" tall, he
holds an orb in his right hand, topped
with a winged angel, while in his left he
holds an eagle-topped staff, both of which
represent his rule over the Greek pantheon
and supreme representative thereof. This
is a fantastic piece for those who revere
or admire Zeus and his divine children. 

$ 59.95   #SZ167

Pan with Pipes Statue 
The beloved Greek god 
Pan is shown here in
classical form, as a
celebration of his wild
wisdom and carefree
music. Sculpted of cold
cast resin, he is hand
painted so as to appear
to be fashioned of
bronze, creating a feel
of elegance and sophis-
ticated art even as it
clearly illustrates every
detail exquisitely, from
the horns sprouting
from his curly mop of
hair to the fur upon his
goat-like legs. At rest,
he sits upon a moss-
coated ledge, seemingly
laughing as he takes
a moment from play-
ing the pipes that take

their name from him. A wonderful piece for
all that would have Pan gracing their altars
and homes, this statue stands 9 1/2" tall, 4"
wide, and 4 1/2" deep making it easily fit
upon most surfaces, from desktop to book-
shelf.    $ 49.95   #SP230

Pan Dancing with Nymphs Statue 
Much beloved and celebrated, the god Pan is widely regarded as a carefree god of
nature. He is a god of shepherds and flocks, and of mountain wilds, hunting and rustic
music. Indeed the piped musical instrument with which he is depicted has become
known simply as "Pan-pipes." He is also known for his love of nymphs and women,
and was frequently spoken of as chasing them, as they fled his advances. Fields,
groves and wooded glens are all considered his places, and because of this he is frequently
revered as a god of fertility, and the season of spring. He is most often depicted as a
satyr; a man with goat legs and feet and the upper body of a man with the horns and ears
of a goat, and bearded, with wavy or curly hair. Because of this, many people regard him
as the origin of the Horned God and many other such figures of faith, including some
Christian imagery. In this delightful statue he is shown in traditional form, struggling at
his "play" with two nude nymphs, both of whom are portrayed within the traditional
Greek images of feminine beauty. Tugging at his arms, the Nymphs seem to laugh and
play as Pan digs in his hoofed feet, struggling to keep from going where they tug with a
wild expression of dismay upon his face. Indeed it seems one of Pan's tricks has turned
back upon him here, creating another legend of the playful antics of the lively Greek god.
The whole merry scene has been immortalized in cold cast resin, and hand painted so as
to appear to be crafted of bronze. Heavy-weight and classically styled, it measures 7” tall 
by 7” at its widest point. $ 72.95   #SP989

Hermes Statue
Hermes, the great messenger of Greek mythology,
is a god who is spoken of in a great many legends
and myths. Known for the winged sandals that
helped him fly, and swiftly carry the messenges
of the Gods. Hermes is the god of travelers, those
who cross boundaries, shepherds and herdsmen.
His cunning and wit also left him viewed as a
patron of those who made a living with their
charisma and words, even as his trickery left him
a patron of thieves and liars. Here he is depicted
in a cold-cast resin statue, sculpted with exquisite
attention to every detail and hand painted so as
to appear to be crafted of bronze. With his winged
sandals leaving up a cloud of dust as he flies, and
his short robe billowing about his waist, he appears
intent upon his travels as he gazes down upon
the mortals below; perhaps on some mission of
urgency to the gods of Olympus. Measuring in at
9 1/4" high, 7 1/2" wide, and 4 1/2" deep, this statue
will easily fit upon most altars for your veneration
and can be set upon your shelf or desk to decorate 
your home.   $ 48.95   #SH220
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Laughing Buddha Statuette Set
A delightful set for 
your altar or home, this
collection portrays six
statuettes of laughing
Buddhas. Each one,
sculpted from clay,
shows a Buddha in a
different pose. Always
sitting as though he is
on the verge of serene
meditation, every
depiction displays the
Buddha in a state of jovial merriment, with a round belly and a
wide, jolly smile. Glazed a  dark burgundy, each statuette measures
approximately 2 1/4" in diameter, with a flat base allowing it to be
placed anywhere you'd like within your home or sacred space.
Place them on your altar today to remind you that the search for
inner peace and enlightenment can easily be a path of joy and 
laughter.   $ 14.95   2 #SBUD6

Terra Cotta Buddha Statue 
Beautifully sculpted in the clay-based, unfired
ceramic known as terra cotta, this statue
portrays an image of Buddha. Serene in his
meditations, he sits with his legs folded be-
neath, with his elbows resting against them
and his hands held traditionally, with palms
facing upward. The picture of enlightenment
found within quiet contemplation, this statue
is the perfect addition to the altar in reverence
of the Buddha and a powerful focus for med-
itation. It can also be simply placed within the
home, business, or garden as a quiet reminder
that most answers are best found when we

seek them peacefully, with an open mind. This statue sits 7 1/4" 
in height and 5 1/2" wide.    $ 20.95   #SB551

Meditating Buddha Statuette
Portraying a Buddha sitting in peaceful
meditation, with legs folded up in the lotus
position, this small statue has been carefully
sculpted of brass. With impressive attention
to detail, the statue measures only approx-
imately 2 1/4" high and 1 1/4" wide, and
easily fits upon any altar. $ 8.95   #SB238B

Carved Gemstone Buddha Set
Each of these 12 statues depicts a smiling image of Buddha, depicted in
the image of the round-bellied Buddha that so many know, recognize
and love, carved from a solid piece of semi precious stone. Each of the
twelve Buddhas is a unique creation, displaying the natural veins and
coloring of the stone from which it comes, and indeed imbued with
the properties of the stone. This makes them ideal for crystal and stone
healing, helping to balance the energy of your home, office or shop, or
otherwise aiding in creating a flow of energy suited towards helping
you achieve your specific goals. For example, a quartz Buddha might
be placed to cleanse the flow of energy into your home or sacred
space, helping to let positive in and keep negative out, while an onyx
Buddha might be placed to help keep moods and energies created
within your home balanced and serene. Though each Buddha pos-
sesses its own unique coloring and patterns, making each set unique,
each figure measures approximately 1 3/4" tall and 1 1/4" wide, making
them perfect both for placing upon your altar and in visible places.
Each set is unique, with its own variety of 12 semi-precious stones 
carved into the likeness of Buddha.   $ 106.95   #SBUD12

Brass Quan Yin Statuette
Measuring approximately 4" in height, this
statue depicts the famous incarnation of
Buddha, Quan Yin. Widely viewed as a
figure of compassion and wisdom that is
sometimes revered as male and sometimes
as female, depending on the culture, this
statue portrays Quan Yin in a state of serenity,
meditating within the lotus position. The
solid brass statue spares no attention to
detail, from the folds of her robes to the
details of the cushion upon which she sits.
With the whole statue sitting only 4" tall, it
is great for any altar or sacred space. Place it
in wherever you like to aid in guiding you 
through your meditation and prayer.  

$ 22.95   #SQ441

Hindu & Buddhist Statuary

Hades  
Known to Greek lore as the ruler of the Underworld and
the antagonist in the classical tale of Persephone and
Demeter, the god Hades stands here in a splendid example
Greek imagery. Draped in robes that leave his torso bare,
Hades gazes out over all before him, with his bearded face
set in a state of regal calm beneath his majestic crown. By his
side stands the three-headed dog Cerberus, the fierce
guardian of the Underworld that keeps the dead from
leaving and the living from entering, collared and leashed
with his chains clasped firmly in the right hand of the grim
deity. In his right hand, Hades holds a shepard's goad,
symbolizing his guardianship and rule over those who pass
into the Underworld. Standing 10 3/4" tall and 5 1/2" wide,
this statue is made of cold cast resin with a white finish, so
as to appear to be crafted of marble.   $ 44.95   #SH138

Greek & Buddhist Statuary

Pewter
Pan Statue
Celebrate Pan, God of
nature, revelry and
fert i l i ty  with  this
enchanting 3 1/2" tall
pewter figurine. Made
of lead-free pewter and
set with two glittering
jewels, this powerful
statue is a lighthearted
and evocative way to
celebrate the god of joy.   

$ 33.95   #SP3909
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Laxmi on Lotus 
Holding the promise of wealth, power, and material
fulfillment, this statue of the Hindu Goddess Laxmi
is a lovely vision. Also a goddess of grace and beauty,
she sits robed in a red sari with her golden headdress
radiant and bejeweled; shining like a crown. Four-armed,
she raises two flowers to the heavens with her other hands
stretched out to those who look upon her, with coins
trickling from her hand to the pot of gold by her right
knee. 5” tall and 3 3/4” in diameter, this statue is perfect
for those who revere the Hindu gods and seek Laxmi's
blessing, or for anyone wishing for greater wealth 
and grace in their life.   $ 19.95  #SLL5

Small Laxmi on Lotus 
Laxmi, (also spelled Lakshmi) is the Hindu goddess
of prosperity, though she also has province over luck,
light, beauty, courage, and fertility. She is daughter to
the sea, and sister to the moon. This hand painted
cold-cast resin statue shows Laxmi seated atop a lotus
blossom. She is adorned with brightly colored finery,
with a vessel of gold and silver coins beside her. The
whole statue is 4" tall and rests upon a 3 1/2" base.

$ 14.95 #SLAX35

Shiva Dancing
An antiqued Brass statue depicting
the Hindu Universal Godhead, Shiva
dancing the universe into creation
and destruction; creating harmony in
meditation. The ring of fire surrounding
her depicts the cosmos coming into
being. Shiva is one of the  supreme
Hindu trinity along with Brahma and
Vishnu. Measures 3 1/2" tall.

$ 12.95   #SSHIDA4

Durga on Tiger 
Depicted in traditional fashion,
holding weapons and riding a fierce
tiger, the Hindu Goddess Durga is
shown here in a splendid design.
The resplendent and brave wife of
Shiva, she was known for having
manifested when evil  forces
threatened the very existence of
the gods. A slayer of demons and
a potent representation of the united
Gods, she went into battle with the
chakra of Vishnu and a trident from
Shiva, and was always represented
with a meditative smile. Standing
6" tall and 4 1/2" wide, this statue is
great for those who revere the Hindu
gods or those who wish for the
protection of the elegant Hindu 
Goddess.          $ 21.95   #SDUR55

Ganesh on Throne Statue 
Ganesh, the Hindu god of wisdom, prosperity, and
good fortune, is depicted here in vivid color and detail.
Standing 5 1/2"  tall and 3 1/4” wide, the statue
portrays the elephant-headed god with kindly eyes
gazing out upon those before him and his legs
crossed at the ankles as he sits in his throne. In each
of his four hands he holds a gift, representing
a b u n d a n c e ,  w i s d o m ,  strength and spiritual
enlightenment.  A delightful representation of one
of the most revered Hindu deities, this statue is
perfect for any home or altar where Ganesh, or the
wisdom he represents, is revered. $ 19.95   #SGT5

Lord Ganesh 
Brass Statue 
Sculpted of brass with exquisite attention to detail, this
little statue portrays Lord Ganesh. The Hindu God is
frequently revered as the lord of beginnings and the
remover of obstacles, making him widely revered. He is
also known as the patron of arts and sciences, and for this
reason he is portrayed writing in a ledger with two of his
four hands. The perfect piece to place on your desk for
inspiration and help with those computer problems that
creep up, this statue measures approximately 2 3/4" high 
and 2 1/4" wide. $ 25.95   #SGAG1
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Brass Kali Statuette
This 3” tall brass statuette portrays
Kali with her many arms carrying the
weapons for which she is known, she
has one foot upon the her consort,
Shiva; a scene well known in the most
famous legend of Kali, where after
defeating the demon that had undone
Shiva she danced upon the corpses of 
the fallen. $ 17.95   #SKAL3

Brass Goddess Kali Statuette
This small, 3" tall brass statue depicts the
famous legend in which the Goddess Kali
killed the demon Raktabija.  Place this statue
in your home or upon your altar in reverence
of the powerful Goddess.   

$ 17.95   #SKSD3

Ganesh Shrine Statues
Ganesh is the elephant-headed Hindu god,
the remover of all obstacles in one's life path.
Due to their convenient 3 1/2" size these black
or bronze finished antiqued brass miniature
statues can represent his aid in a small shrine
at home, work or in your own temple.

Black Finish $ 10.95  #SGANB New
Bronze Finish $ 12.95  #SGAN3

Brass Dancing Shiva Statuette
Beautifully sculpted from brass, this  3" tall
statue depicts the Hindu God Shiva dancing
within a circle of flame, atop the demon of
ignorance. This dance is frequently viewed
both as the gentle Lasya, associated with the
creation of the world, and the violent Tandava,
associated with the destruction of weary 
world views.   $ 17.95   #SSSN3

Ganesh on 
Throne Statuette
This fantastic pewter statue depicts the
Hindu god Ganesh, a god worshiped as
the Lord of Beginnings, the Remover of
Obstacles, and the patron of arts and
sciences. Here he is seated upon a lavish
throne. The statue measures  2" high and 
1 1/4" wide.   $ 11.95   #SGS2

Ganesh with 
Serpent Throne Statuette

Depicted seated on a coil of protective cobras,
this small statue portrays the elephant headed
god Ganesh. Revered as the Lord of Beginnings
and the Remover of obstacles, he is frequently
worshiped and prayed to in the hopes that he
can help you find your way through troubles.
Measuring 2 1/4" high and 1" in diameter, this
statue is created out of fine, lead free pewter.  

$ 11.95   #SGS3

Ganesh Sitting Brass Statuette New
This solid brass statuette portrays the Hindu
God Ganesh, the Remover of Obstacles and
the Lord of Beginnings, in exquisite detail
within the traditional pose of meditation.
Born to earth as the son of Shiva and Parvati,
devotees often pray to Ganesh for guidance
and good luck before starting any new venture.
The statue measures 3" tall and 1 3/4" wide.     

$ 18.95   #SG975

Ganesha Soapstone Statue
This little soapstone statue of Ganesha is a
beautiful portrayal of the elephant-headed
deity, carved of a solid piece of stone. With
its surfaces polished smooth, it is otherwise
featureless, allowing the dark stone to func-
tion almost like a scrying mirror; a greatly
appropriate use for a figure of the Hindu
god of knowledge. It measures 3 1/4" in
height and 2 1/2" wide.  

$ 9.95   2 #SG601TA

Brass Kali Statue
Worshipped and even feared within the Hindu faith, Kali is widely revered as the Hindu Goddess
associated with eternal energy, and the consort of Shiva. With her very name derived from the
word Kala, which means black, time and death, it is understandable why Kali was often feared.
As the Goddess of time and change, she is frequently viewed as a force that results in the decay
and destruction of all things, and as such was often portrayed as a violent figure of annihilation.
One of the most famous legends for which she is known involves her slaying of the demon
Raktabija. Legend holds that Durga and others struck out at this demon, but every wound spilt
the demon's blood, which in turn created a duplicate of this wicked demon, leaving the Goddess
and her fellows outnumbered. It was then they called upon Kali. Kali came forth and caused
terror in all who viewed her. Clad in the skin of a tiger and a necklace of skulls, she wielded
many weapons but did not use them to defeat Raktabija. Instead she drank the demon's blood,
and consumed him and all of his duplicates, leaving them dead as she danced upon the corpses
of the fallen, including her consort Shiva. It is a scene from this legend depicted in this fantastic
brass statue. It displays the many-armed Kali attacking a demon with all of her wrath; terrible
to behold, with her many arms splayed to her sides and her face contorted in wicked glee. But
despite this terror for which she is known, Kali has now come to be revered often as a motherly
goddess, for despite her terrifying nature the time and destruction she sews provides all with
the change and growth that everything needs to prosper. Celebrate the duality of Kali with this 
statue that measures 9" high and 7 3/4" wide and 3 1/2" deep.   $ 141.95  4 #SKAL9

Hindu Statuary
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Shiva 
Dancing Statues New
These brilliant depictions of Shiva,
the Hindu figure of absolute
divinity, have been beautifully
crafted out of bronze, with either
an antiqued or brass finish. Shiva,
the God of creation, is portrayed
dancing within a ring of fire that
represents the creation of the cosmos.
With Shiva at their center these
statues represent him at the center
of the spark of creation within all
things. Each piece stands approx-
imately 6" tall and 4 3/4" wide.   

$ 22.95   
Antiqued Bronze (SHOWN) #SS45A    Brass Finished #SS45B

Copper Finish 
New Dancing Shiva Statue 
This statue, accented with a copper 
finish, depicts the traditional dancing
shiva image of the Hindu god, Shiva.
Shiva is the divine creative energy
within the Hindu faith, and is power-
fully represented as dancing within
a ring of fire. The ring of fire repre-
sents the cosmos coming into being,
reminding us that all creation is a
manifestation of Shiva. Place it upon
your altar to remind yourself of the
divine forces all around us. It meas-
ures approximately 4 1/4" high and
3 1/2" wide.       $ 10.95   #SSHI4C

Brass Veer Hanuman Statuette New 
This small brass statue depicts the figure 
of Veer Hanuman, a deity known from the
Indian Epic Ramayana. General of the army
of vanaras, he was fated to aid Rama in the
struggle against the demon king Ravana. He
is known for his many heroic deeds, and for
the curse laid upon him where he can only
use his powers when another reminds him
that he possesses them. In some sects of
Hindu, Hanuman is considered the only
lesser deity who may be worshipped in the
event of trouble by evil spirits, other than
the worship of God through Narayana
Kavacha, and numerous shrines and temples
can be found dedicated to the monkey-like

God. The statue itself measures approximately 2 3/4" high and 1 3/4" 
wide.   $ 17.95   #SHAN3

New Brass Lord Vishnu Statuette
Sculpted of brass, Lord Vishnu is portrayed
here in classical imagery. Often considered the
Supreme God, or one of the five primary forms
of God, Vishnu is regarded as the master of, and
beyond, the past, present, and future. He is the
creator and destroyer of all, who maintains and
rules the Universe, including all elements
within. As such, he is often considered the
essence of all beings. In the traditional fashion,
he is shown holding a lotus flower, a mace, a
conch, and a chakra wheel, while standing
upon a lotus blossom. Place him upon your
altar in veneration of the cosmic forces that
rule everything. The statue measures approx-
imately 3 1/2" high and 1" wide.    

$ 17.95   #SVIS3

Patanjali (Saint of Yoga) Statue New
Sculpted with exquisite detail from 
brass, this beautiful statue portrays
Patanjali, who is said to be the compiler
of the yoga sutras. It is said that Patanjali
was even an incarnation of Adi Sesa, who
in turn was the first ego-expansion of
Visnu, Sanskarshana. Through this, he is
sometimes regarded as an incarnation of
God, teaching and defending the practice
of yoga. Among other traditions, it is said
that Patanjali learned yoga as a disciple of
the great Guru Handhi Deva, watching
Shiva and Kali dance and perform the
108 mystic katranas which formed the
foundation of yoga. This brass statue
measures 5" high, 3" wide, and 2 1/2"
deep, and even provides a small tray that
might be used for offerings or incense 

before this revered figure. $ 46.95   #SP982

New Brass Laxmi on Lotus Statuette
This delightfully detailed brass statue portrays
the Hindu Goddess much as she is portrayed
within the famous painting by Raja Ravi Varma.
Two hands are raised up, holding sacred lotus
flowers aloft while the other two are extended
open, palm up and palm down, forming mudras.
Indeed, she is even posed standing atop the
open petals of the lotus flower, a powerful
symbol of enlightenment and blossoming
wisdom. Standing approximately 3 1/4" tall
and 1 3/4" wide, it is a wonderful way represent
Laxmi, the Hindu Goddess of wealth, prosperity,
wisdom and courage on your altar.   

$ 17.95   #SLAX3

Brass Tara Statue 
This fantastic little statue portrays Tara,
or Arya Tara, the woman who found
enlightenment and oneness to become a
Buddha. She is frequently meditated upon
in the search for understanding of compassion
and emptiness, and is widely revered as the
embodiment of the virtues of work and
achievement. Place this little, 3" tall statue
upon your altar to aid you in your meditative
exploration of the inner self as well as that
which exists without.     $ 17.95   #STAR3

Hindu & Orisha Statuary

New Chango Macho Statue 
Originating within the Yoruba faith
and influencing Santeria, and many
other faiths of Latin America and the
Caribbean, Chango is the orisha of
thunder and lightning. Known as the
Sky Father, he is typically displayed
as a strapping man wielding the Oshe,
or double-headed axe, here Chango is
shown sitting with legs crossed, wearing
golden jewelry bedecked with jewels,
including a crown denoting his position
among the Orisha as well as his place
within life. Cradled in his lap is a bowl
appearing to be made of gold, filled
with tremendous offerings. Contained
within a clear resin appear offerings of
jewels, coin, rice, and seed; the riches of
earth and man. The whole piece meas-
ures approximately 10 1/4" high,
6" wide, and 7" deep and has been 
sculpted from plaster.   $ 56.95   #SC871
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Orisha Oshun Statue
Oshun, the Orisha of love, maternity, and
marriage is a powerful, and frequently
revered part of Cuban Santeria and Yoruba
culture. She is known as a powerful force of
harmony, particularly that which we can
sense as beauty, love and pleasure.  She is
also seen as the only female to have been part
of the world's creation, and as such is partic-
ularly favored as a mother figure. These
benevolent aspects combine with the fact that
she is generally seen as among the most likely
to answer a prayer to make her one of the
most favored among the Orisha. With such a
wonderous entity, this statue has a lot to live
up to in trying to capture her image. She is
portrayed here as a regal woman of beauty,
with flowers and pumpkins offered by her
feet. Scantily clad in a small top and a flowing,
divided skirt, she seems fully at peace with her
surroundings, and does indeed live up to the
beauty she represents. This statue stands
13 3/4" tall and 6 1/4" wide elegantly sculpted 
of cold cast resin.  $ 61.95  4 #SO673

Orisha Chango Statue
One of the most celebrated of the Orisha,
Chango (or Shango), is revered as the Sky
Father; a spirit and god of thunder and
lightning. As such, he is often viewed as the
chief spirit and power within Santeria, and
many other faiths with a Yoruba background.
Before he was deified, he was actually the
third king of Oyo, in Yorubaland, and is
celebrated for bringing prosperity to his
lands, during his life. His worship is said to
bring power and self control to his followers,
as well the prosperity and protection that he
can confer. Here he is portrayed as a power-
fully muscular African man, wearing the
crown that marks him as King. Wearing the
colors that are his symbol, he is dressed in
deep red robes, cinched together with a white
belt, and is armored in numerous cowrie
shells. Viewed as a powerful protector, the
mask of Elegua, the Orisha of trickery, is also
left by his feet, along with five cowrie shells.
A powerful representation of the Sky Father,
it measures 15" high, not including the axe
that can be removed from his hand, and 7" wide, and is sculpted in 
cold-cast resin and natural cowrie shells.   $ 74.95   #SO031

Orisha Chango Statue New
Chango (also found spelled Sango or
Shango) is a popular deity from Yoruba
culture, and is perhaps the most popular
of the Orisha. He has also been revered as
a major symbol of African resistance
against an enslaving European culture. In
this statue he is shown garbed in red and
white, with a bare chest and the Oshe
(or double headed axe) in hand. Youthful
and vital, he is the embodiment of the
aspect of male sexuality and human vitality.
Posed in action, he seems a figure on mid-
stride, with no detail spared in sculpting
his features. Standing approximately 14"
tall and 7" in diameter at its widest point
around the base, this statue has been
sculpted from cold cast resin.     

$ 76.95   #SO147

Tarot and Trinket Boxes
Magical Cat Wishing Box 
A powerful tool for wish magic and em-
powering other spells, this wishing box is
also an absolutely adorable decoration for
your altar, desk, or book shelf. Sculpted
of cold cast resin, it displays what appears
to be a wooden crate, decorated on its four
sides by a pentacle containing a burning
candle. Atop the lid sits a playful black cat;
a witch's familiar or other such creature of
magic, wearing a pentacle from its collar
holding a rolled up scroll beneath its paw.
Within the box you will also find a small
sheath of parchment paper, wrapped
in red ribbon. This is intended to aid
you with your first spell. Write upon
the paper that which you desire, or that
which you wish for, as you let it fill your
thoughts and feelings. Then replace the

lid and wait for the magic to work! You can also use this to empower
your other spells, such as healing magic, love spells, and spells of
protection. This wishing box measures approximately 5" tall, 2 1/2" 
wide, and 2 1/2" deep.  $ 18.95   #FB040

Wisdom Owl Altar Cupboard
Decorated with a snowy white owl carrying 
a small, pentagram-marked satchel, this
small, three-drawer cupboard is the perfect
storage device for your altar. Sculpted of
cold cast resin, it appears as though crafted
of rich brown wood, with the image of the
reaching branches of trees running up its
sides. From the front you can view three
drawers, each blue with gold stars and a
small pull-knob depicting mystical tangles
of Celtic knots. This results in the perfect
storage space for smaller amulets, talismans,
herb pouches, and other such spell com-
ponents, particularly when it is placed
upon your altar and used to aid in charging
these tools with energy. Alternately, it can
also make a lovely jewelry box! The whole
cupboard stands approximately 8 1/2"
tall, 4 1/4" wide, and 2 3/4" deep.   

$ 41.95   #FB037

Witch’s Familiar Altar Cupboard 
Created to hold your small altar tools, this 
small cupboard is a fantastic piece to add to
your altar. Sculpted of cold-cast resin, it
appears to be crafted of wood, with the
many-limbed branches of trees climbing
its sides and three, red-painted drawers
on its front face. Each of these is decorated
with moons and stars, and mystical tangle
of Celtic knots to form a pull-knob. Atop all
of this sits a black cat, the witch's familiar,
with a pentacle hanging from her collar and
a rolled up scroll gathered beneath its paw.
With such decorative styling, it is the perfect
storage space for your talismans, pendants,
amulets and charms as well as other similar
materials and components. This is partic-
ularly useful if you are using it to aid in
charging your altar tools. The whole cup-
board stands approximately 9" tall, 4 1/4"
wide, and 2 3/4" deep.   $ 41.95   #FB038

Orisha Statuary, Boxes
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Black Cat with Skull Trinket Box 

Sculpted in a way that leaves 
an undeniable impression of
"the occult," this trinket box
provides the perfect place for
storing your tarot decks, herbal
mixtures, ritual tools, and other
such instruments. With terrific
attention to detail, the entire
piece is crafted of cold cast
resin to depict a small black
cat sitting atop a stone altar,
snuggled up to the grim image
of a grinning skull. With leafy
vines running up its sides,
the box's sides are bedecked

in intricate pattern of Celtic knots and weaves, interwoven pentacles,
and stars and moons. The whole thing measures approximately 7" 
long, 5" wide, and 6 1/2 tall.   $ 39.95   #FB042

Magical Cat Box
An absolute delight for collectors of
cats and kittens as well as those who
simply enjoy traditional, pagan imagery,
this handy little jar is decorating in
swirling patterns of stars and moons
and pentagrams, and accented by a
black cat sitting atop its lid, wearing
a broad-brimmed, pointy hat and
seemingly looking up from reading a
magical tome. With the rest of the jar
colored in tones of blue and gold, it is a
wonderful piece for the altar, desk, or
anywhere else you can imagine it.
Made of cold-cast resin, this jar sits
approximately 5" high at its highest,
though the actual container measures
only 1 3/4" tall and 4 1/4" in diameter 
at its widest point.    $ 22.95   #FB945

Snow Owl Magical Box 
Wise Owl stands atop the lid of this small
blue box, covered in pentagrams and other
magical sigils. Measuring 1 3/4" square
and standing 4 1/2" tall this box is intended
to contain a small bit of spellwork or charm
and keep it safe. $ 14.95  #FB948

Laughing Buddha Box
Laughing Buddha graces the
lid of this black and gold cold-
cast resin keepsake box.
Measuring 5 1/2" x 3 3/4"
x 2 1/2" this well built box has
four concealed magnets to
help keep the lid snugly shut
tight, while it's 4 5/8" x 2 7/8"
interior has enough room to
store all your dearest treasures.         

$ 20.95   #FB983

Enchanted Moon Treasure Box 
A delightful place to hold your 
jewelry, amulets, small wands
and other such ritual tools,
this treasure box depicts a fairy
within an enchanted wood.
Sculpted out of cold cast resin,
with a colorful floral pattern
upon its sides, this boxes lid
shows an elegantly gowned
fairy looking back over her
shoulder, as though she is
inviting you to follow her into
her world as she steps towards
a moon draped in vines and

hanging low in the sky. The whole thing measures 5 3/4" in length,
1 3/4" high and 3" wide, and has been hand painted so as to appear 
to be crated of bronze. $ 28.95   #FB552

Faith Fairy Treasure Box 
This treasure box has been 
sculpted from cold-cast resin
and hand painted to appear
to be made of bronze. With
blooming flowers decorating
its sides, the lid of the box
depicts a fairy, kneeling among
green and pink blossoms that
sprout up around her. With
her angel-like wings spread
out behind her she holds out
another flower, whose petals
have unfolded to reveal the a
series of entwined Celtic knots
that are symbolic for eternal
faith. With this powerful scene of faith and magic in bloom, this
treasure box measures 6 1/4" long, 3 3/4" wide and 2 1/2" tall.   

$ 30.95   #FB342

Skull Box 
Measuring 4 1/2" wide and 5 1/2"
long, this box stands 2" high
with the lid in place.  Made of
cold-cast resin and painted
black, its sides are engraved
with a repeating pattern of a
gothic design that one might
find in place on crypts, churches,
and mausoleums of old.  On its
lid, punctuated by small, jawless
skulls at each of its corners, is a
large, open-mouthed skull.
Surrounding it, black leaves flow

to create an elegant form, almost in mocking imitation of the Greenman.
Its internal dimensions are 3 7/8" wide, 5" long and 1 1/4" deep.  

$ 22.95  #FB2021

Celtic Skull Vessel
Adorned with Celtic knotwork and
designs this cold-cast resin skull is
a truly unique piece. Measuring 5"
in length and 3 3/4" tall , the top of the
skull lifts off to reveal a large interior
compartment for your trinkets.    

$ 22.95  #FB968

Celtic Pentagram Box
A pentagram treasure box
with an ornate Celtic knotwork
design. Made of hand-painted
cold-cast resin 6 1/2" long.    

$ 23.95 #FB562
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Round Pentagram Box
An interwoven pentagram box, with
spade and pentagram designs running
along the exterior sides. This box is
crafted out of hand-painted cold-cast
resin, 4" diameter.
$ 15.95 #FB749

Celtic Pentagram Round Box 
This fantastic box, made of mango wood, 
is treated in a black finish, and skillfully
crafted, creating a circular container
for you to hold your ritual items. It
would even make a great candy jar to
set out on you coffee table or counter!
Along its sides you will find three
elegantly carved pentagrams, divided
by bordering designs of Celtic knots
that run horizontally up the box. The
lid, pulled free with a metal pull-ring, is
carved with another pentagram at its
center, surrounded in a frame of woven
Celtic knots as well. Measuring 6" in
diameter and 5" high, it has internal dimensions of 3 3/4" deep 
and 4 3/8" in diameter. $ 31.95   #FBMW07

Round Wooden Pentagram Box
This beautiful wooden box seems as 
though it was designed for mystical
endeavors. Entirely circular, it has no
hinges or accents on its sides; only simple
wood that has been stained in a manner
that vividly accents the beauty of the
wood's grain. This continues up to the
lid, which then displays an elaborate
design on its top surface, depicting a
pentagram at the center of a complex
knotwork design. Elegant and beautiful,
it can easily be used on the altar to contain

your small altar tools, as a jewelry box upon the night stand, or to
hold your odds and ends upon your desk. The box measures 
4" in diameter and 2" in height.   $ 13.95   #FB486

Green Onyx Jar 
Whether you're using it in the
kitchen or on the altar, this
green onyx jar is of great use
for you around the home or
sacred space. Made entirely
of the natural green onyx, it
is colored in varied shades
of green, white, red and brown,
leaving each jar a unique
piece with beautiful patterns
created by the natural veins
found within the stone.  Measuring approximately 4" in diameter
and 2 1/2" high, with a close-fitting green onyx lid, it is perfect for
storing your herbs, cooking and alchemical supplies, and your spell 
mixes, salves and ointments.    $ 23.95   #FBOR4

Dragonfly Box
A beautiful dragonfly with glittering wings
rests atop this adorable little pewter box
amidst a bed of flowers. Measuring only
3/4" tall and 1 1/8" at its widest point,
with internal measurements of only 3/8"
by 1 1/8", this lead-free pewter keepsake
box is intended for your most personal
treasures or spellwork. $ 17.95 #FBJB19

Greenman Box 
This treasure box is made of 
cold cast resin and has its
bottom lined with felt to keep
it from slipping. The sides are
sculpted in a repeating pattern,
reminiscent of the architecture
you might view on buildings
fashioned of old, while the lid
is framed in a pattern of inter-
twined vines. At the center
of the lid, sculpted so as to
appear to be made of green
leafy foliage, is the age-old
image of the Greenman. With
his wizened features made of leaves and vines, he stares out from the
lid of the box with all of nature's awe and splendor. With the lid on,
the whole box measures 1 3/4" deep, 4 1/2" wide and 5 1/2" long,
while the internal dimensions are 1 1/4" deep, 4" wide and 5" long.  

$ 22.95   #FB020

Ann Stokes Greenman Box 
With a felt-lined interior, the 
surface of this wooden hinged
box is painted black, with a
decorative tile set in the top.
This detailed tile vividly portrays
Anne Stoke's interpretation of
the wizened face of the Green-
man, whose face sprouts a
beard and hair in the form of
vines and leaves. All of this is
accented by a circular frame of
Celtic design, making it a fan-
tastic piece for charging your
amulets and ritual tools even as
it's an elegant, decorative piece.
The whole thing measures 5" 

wide by 5" deep and 2 3/4" high.    $ 20.95   #FB052

Ann Stokes Glimpse of a Unicorn Box 
With an interior lined with felt, 
the lid of this hinged wooden
box presents a beautiful painted
tile, depicting a scene that gives
you a window into a world of
fantasy and magic; prancing
in an autumn meadow a uni-
corn seems as natural as the
fallen leaves. This art work from
Anne Stokes makes this little
treasure chest a wonder, and
equally suited for your altar
or dresser, a child's room or an
adult's. Painted black, the whole
thing measures 5" wide by 5"
deep and 2 3/4" high.  

$ 20.95   #FB050

Ann Stokes Dragonfly Box New
This dragonfly box is decorated 
with a print from the visionary
art collection of Ann Stokes.
Re-imagining the nature of a
dragonfly, its lid is decorated
with the beautiful image of a
serpentine dragon aloft on the
wings of a a dragonfly insect
hovering above a moonlit scene,
where the moon's watery re-
flection is a pentagram. The box
measures approximately 5"
wide, 5" deep, and 2 3/4" high.    

$ 20.95   #FB081

Tarot & Trinket Boxes
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Hinged Wooden Boxes

These beautiful hand-crafted boxes are just the right size to hold your 
Tarot deck and other truly valuable possessions. Each of these boxes
feature hinged lids and hand carved or inset brass designs.

Brass Inlaid Pentagram New
4” x 6”x 2 1/4” $ 15.95 #FB46S

Brass Inlaid Eye of Horus 
4” x 6”x 2 1/4” $ 16.95 #FB46E

Yin Yang New
4” x 6”x 2 1/4” $ 15.95 #FB46Y

Unadorned
4” x 6”x 3 3/4” $ 9.95 #FB46P

Celtic New
4”x 6”x 2 1/4” $ 15.95 #FB46CELC

Carved Pentagram
4” x 6”x 2” $ 15.95 #FBCW46

Triple Moon
4” x 6”x 2 1/4” $ 14.95 #FB835

Floral Design 
Medium 4” x 6”  $ 8.95  #FB46
Large      5" x 8”  $ 14.95 #FB58

Wooden Carved Boxes 
Each of these wooden boxes 
portray a different design at the
center of their lids. The central
design on each box is surrounded
by an elaborate pattern of flowers,
that descend from the lid to cover
the box's sides as well. These
boxes measure 6" wide, 4" long
and 2 1/2" high, making them
perfect for holding your incense,
jewelry, and small ritual tools.  

$ 15.95   
Om               #FBBXO     Pentagram              #FBBXP  
Peace Sign  #FB46PE     Triquetra (SHOWN) #FBBXT

Pentagram Inlaid Box
This small box is elegant within 
its simplicity. Large enough to
contain jewelry and small altar
tools, it is created in a simple
rectangular design, with a hinged
lid. With unadorned sides, the
lid is decorated with small brass
inlays at the corners, creating a
border for the brass pentagram
at its center. With rich stain
bringing out the natural grain
of the wood, it measures 4" wide, 
2 1/2" deep, and 1 1/2" tall.   $ 8.95   #FB433

Silver Inlayed 
Hinged Boxes
These hinged boxes have
been stained black, and
feature silver-plated inlays
different designs. Each box
measures approximately 6"
wide by 4" long and 2 1/2"
tall, perfect for holding your
ritual tools or using within
your spells and ceremonies.     

$ 21.95   
Pentagram  #FB46WP         Triquetra  #FB46T

Triple Moon Pentagram (SHOWN) #FB46TG New

Tree of Life Herb Box
Here you will find an elegantly 
carved, large box that is the
perfect place to hide away and
protect your favorite jewelry,
herbs, tarot decks or ritual tools.
Largely unadorned, both the
front and back of this box has
been cleverly carved so as to
present a wavy pattern that is
quite unique to this box. This,
combined with the light coloring
of the wood and the gentle finish that brings out the wood's swirling
grain, this makes for quite the striking image. On its lid you will
also find, framed with subtle engravings, a central image of the
Tree of Life, sacred as a symbol of the unity of heaven and earth as
well as all things that they encompass. Carved with exquisite attention
to detail, this box sits approximately 9" wide,6" deep and 2 1/2" high,
with internal dimensions of 8" wide, 4 3/4" deep and 1 3/4" high.   

$ 24.95   #FBB90

Tarot & Trinket Boxes
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Tree of Life Hinged Box
Finished in a deep green stain, 
this hinged box is free of adorn-
ment on its sides, making the
intricate carving of the tree of life
on its lid that much more
poignant and powerful. The
tree of life is a well known
symbol of the unity of Heaven
and Earth, that the bond between
these two realms, making this
box perfect for your altar space,
though it can just as easily hold
your jewelry as it can your tarot cards, wands, and other such ritual
tools.  It measures 8" wide, 5" deep and 2 1/2" wide.  $ 20.95  #FB91

Triquetra Ritual Box New
The sides of this wooden 
ritual box have been stained
a deep burgundy, appearing
almost brown or black in
certain lights, and have been
carved with an elaborate
design of triquetras. These
intricate engravings have in
turn been painted with an
antiqued gold finish. The
hinged lid features a similar
design, with four of the Celtic
triquetras forming a variant
of the Celtic cross, bringing
the three-fold symbolism of
the triple goddess into a time-

less symbol of the four elements. The lid opens to reveal a large
storage space, measuring approximately 4 3/4" wide, 4 3/4" deep,
and 3 1/4" high.  External dimensions for the ritual box measure
approximately 6" wide and 6" deep and 4 3/4" high.    

$ 27.95   #FBMW26

Pentagram Mango Wood Box 
This lovely pentagram box has 
been finished so as to bring out the
natural beauty of the wood from
which it is carved. Sitting 5" wide,
5" deep and 3" high this enchanting
box simply decorated along the
sides, with plain metal buckles
that wrap around the corners and
are riveted into place. The top
however presents a dazzling
image on its hinged lid. Here you
will find an interwoven pentacle
masterfully carved into the lid,
and framed by a circle of Celtic
knots and a triquetra design carved at each corner. Made of mango
wood, it has internal dimensions of 2 1/4" high, and approximately
3 7/8" wide and 3 7/8" deep, making it perfect for holding your ritual
tools, jewelry, herbs and whatever else you can imagine.   

$ 21.95   #FBMW10

Greenman Box New
Engraved with the classical
image of the Greenman, this
trinket box is sized perfectly
to contain smaller ritual items,
jewelry, and amulets. The
image of the Greenman, often
used to represent nature's
power of rebirth and growth,
as well as the male divine,
has been carved with his leafy
visage, displaying hair made
of vines and leaves to high-
light his intent expression.
Created from solid wood, it
features metal accents that

wrap around the box’s corners on every side. Measuring 5" wide,
5" deep, and 3" tall, the entire piece has been stained a verdant forest 
green.     $ 19.95   #FBMW09

Tarot & Trinket Boxes

Hinged Stone Boxes
Pentagram Soapstone Box 

Crafted of soapstone, this small 
box is covered in elaborate carvings
and scrollwork. Along its sides,
this takes the form of intricate
patterns of Celtic knots, while upon
the top of the lid the Celtic design
frames an intricate, interwoven
pentagram. Whether you place it
on the desk or the altar, it is the
perfect container for your trinkets
and treasures. The entire thing
measures 4" wide, 3" deep and 
1 3/4" high.   $ 10.95   2 #FB18M

Stone Pentagram Box 
Every inch of this box’s beautiful
stone surface is bedecked in fine
carvings, with the sides carved into
abstract patterns, suggestive of waves
or floral designs. Upon lid you will
find an intricate carving of an
interwoven pentagram, framed by
two borders of a leafy design.
Approximately 4 1/8" wide, 3" deep,
and 1 3/4" high, with internal

dimensions of 3 1/2" wide, 2 1/2" deep and 1" high, it is great
for places where you might not want to take up much space.   

$ 13.95   #FB72P

Pentagram Cut-Out Stone Box 
Upon the sides of this stone box 
you will find a repeating pattern
of interlaced knots, inspired by
old Celtic pattern, carved right
into the smooth stone surface.
Upon the lid you will similarly
find a pattern of Celtic knots
marking each corner, which in
turn frame the fine carving of a
pentagram. With the spaces between the lines of the pentagram
actually carved all the way through the lid, you may find that this
box functions wonderfully as a delightful container for your
favorite incense, allowing the smell to permeate your home even
when it is not burning. This box sits 6" wide, 4" deep and 1 3/4"
high, with internal dimensions of approximately 5 1/2" wide, 
3 1/2" deep and 1" high.   $ 25.95   #FB536

Stone Celtic Box 
Wonderfully carved of red-toned
soapstone, the top of the lid provides
for you a richly detailed image of
two intricately woven Celtic knots,
linked together by a single knot;
a delightful carving, symbolizing
the union of heaven and earth and
of all things within them. On the

sides of the box you fill find further carvings, suggesting scenes of 
lively foliage. $ 25.95   #FB535
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Celtic Circle Pentagram Box 
This box measures 6" wide, 
4" deep and 2 1/2" high, and
has a rich grain of dark and
light tones that lends to it an
antiqued feel. This is only
accented by the inscribed
design of woven Celtic knots
which exposes the lighter
coloring of the wood beneath
the surface. The lid also dis-
plays this fine woodwork in
the form of a pentagram,
encircled in an intricate, 
pattern of Celtic knots.   $ 11.95   #FBK46

Celtic Pentagram Mango Wood Chest 
Carved of mango wood, this 
chest is covered in exquisite
carvings; on each of the sides
are two pentagrams, side-
by-side. Upon the hinged lid
you will find the top deco-
rated lovingly with another
pentagram at its center,
surrounded in a bordering
pattern of woven Celtic knots.
Painted black, it sits 7 3/4"
wide, 6" deep and 4 1/2" tall,

with an internal cavity that is approximately 6 1/4" wide, 4 1/4" deep 
and 2 3/4" high.   $ 35.95   #FBMW03

Pentagram Celtic Cross Box
You'll love the look and feel of this
beautiful pillar-style keepsake box,
its surface inscribed with a variation
on the Celtic cross featuring an
interwoven pentagram at its center.
Made from russet stained mango
wood with metal buckles and a
lockable privacy clasp, this piece is
lightweight but still surprisingly
sturdy. Measuring 6"x6" x4 1/2"
this beautiful box has an internal
length and width of 4 1/4" and a depth of 2 3/4", just the right size to
hold those treasures nearest and dearest to your heart.

$ 22.95  #FBMW08

Pentagram Altar Box 
The wide, square base of this 
hinged, wooden box flares out to
be 7" long and 7" wide, before
tapering upwards to the outer
dimensions of the box, which
measure 6" wide and 6" long,
with its sides unadorned but for
the seam and hinges which allow
it to open up and reveal a wide
cavity within. This hinged lid is
capped by an ornate top which
can function as a miniature altar
table, which is particularly handy
for those who simply do not have
a lot of space. Its surface is equally

smooth and undecorated, except for the black stain which lends its
coloring to the box, and the intricate, interwoven pentagram which
decorates the top. The whole container measures 4" high.   

$ 27.95   #FBMW31

New Pentagram Wishing Box 
The sides of this box slope gently,
creating a rounded exterior  with a
wide, flat base and lid. The sides are
accented by small metal inlays set into
its corners, both making the piece
stronger and adding to the aged and
elegant feel. The lid itself is hinged
and composes half of the box, lifting
to reveal the compartment within. Its
discrete hinges are barely noticed on
its back and its top has been decorated
with four metal inlays framing a
raised surface bedecked with the inlay of a pentagram. The entire
piece is perfect for working your ritual craft, and is sized to contain
many ritual items. This is particularly true of small rolls of parchment
or paper used to write your wishes upon before you place them in
the box, keeping them a secret even as your magical energies help
the wish come true. The box measures approximately 4" tall, 5" wide 
and 5" deep. $ 21.95   #FBMW37

Triple Moon Pyramid Box New
Created in a style that very much
resembles a pagoda or step pyramid,
this triple moon altar box forms a
square box at its core, with a lid that
slopes backward in a pyramid-like
design before ending at a widened, flat
top carved with the pattern of a triple
moon. This makes it both a powerful
symbol of the triple goddess and a
great way to charge ritual items upon
your altar, as the pyramid is believed
to help attract and direct energy. With

these two symbols you can place an item within the box and charge it
with the divine energy of the Goddess. The box itself measures
approximately 5" wide by 4 3/4" deep by 4 1/4" tall. The interior
dimensions are approximately 3" by 3" by 2" high.  

$ 21.95   #FMW38

New Antiqued Wooden Tree of Life Chest 
The lower half of this wooden 
chest has been shaped much
like a traditional chest, with a
wide base flaring out along its
edges supporting a square box.
The lid, however, has been
carved so as to slope back from
its corners until it reaches a flat
top, decorated with an elaborate
carving of the tree of life. This
ancient symbol of the union
between heaven and earth has
been given a sense of age and
wisdom through a coat of green
paint that has been antiqued
so as to appear to be weathered and touched by time. The whole
chest measures approximately 4" high, 8" wide, and 6" deep, with 
the lid opening on two hinges.    $ 32.95   #FBMW34

Wooden Dome Treasure Chest 
Created in the image of the classical 
treasure chest, this little chest as a
rectangular shaped base and a rounded
lid with flat sides, that is otherwise
unadorned, except for the brass inlays
that bind the corners of the box as well
as the edges of the rounded lid. Featur-
ing a small latch, it can also be locked
to keep its contents private. It measures
6" wide, 3 3/4" tall, and 4" deep, and is

perfect for holding your small ritual tools, jewelry, and small 
tarot decks.    $ 15.95   #FBBX464
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Mini Bone Chests New
Featuring an elegant, old-world
styling, these mini chests have
been crafted of bone and brass,
resulting in delicate and ornate
creations, perfect for tucking away
your favorite pieces of jewelry or
small ritual items. Resin or granular
incenses may also be placed within,
for the fragrance to escape from the
small holes in the top of the lid.

With brass filigrees decorating and binding the lid, and a small brass
latch closing so they can even be sealed with a small lock, the
highlight of these boxes is the brass triquetra or pentagram that has
been affixed to their top. Each box measures approximately 3" by 2" 
in size.   $ 8.95   

Pentagram (SHOWN) #FB47P          Triquetra  #FB47T

Mini Treasure Chest
Measuring only 3" x 2" this adorable
little treasure chest has a flip-top lid
and stamped metal adornments. The
perfect size to hold your most precious
jewelry or small pieces of spellwork
or charms, this box is small enough
to fit in your pocket, so you can keep
your precious items safe, and still take 
them with you. $ 4.95  2  #FB391

Pentagram Wooden Chest New
Covered in powerful mystic 
symbolism, this wooden chest
is styled in the shape of a tradi-
tional chest, with a rectangular
base and an arched and hinged
lid. It is an elegant piece that
easily fits in with most altar tools
and decorations; it even features
a little small metal latch that
allows you to close it with a lock
or other such device. The lower
half is decorated with intricate
patterns created by metal inlays,
forming geometric patterns that
shine out in a perfect metallic
contrast with the black stained

wood. The top half, or lid, stands out from this with finely detailed
carvings, depicting a triple moon on each of its sides and a triangle at
its top, with an interwoven pentagram set within, framed by two long
bands of engraved Celtic knots. It stands approximately 7 1/4" tall and
5 1/2" deep, and 6 1/2" wide with lid amounting for approximately 
half of its total height.    $ 33.95   #FBMW06

Pentagram Round Topped Box
A triple pentacle carved treasure chest 
style box, with distressed metal buckles
and edging. Minor flaws such as small
pitting, scratches and buckling are
normal for this hand-made treasure
chest, and should not be considered
defects. This chest is made in the old
world style of stretching a thin, hand-
hammered sheet of brass over the
mango wood frame and hammering
them into place. Measuring 7 1/2" x
4 1/2" x 5 1/4" on the outside, the
6 3/4" x 4 3/8" interior has enough space to keep your secret treasures safe. 

$ 21.95  #FBMW04

Celtic Cross Treasure Chest
With its large central chamber 
above and subtle drawer set
below, this treasure chest is a
lot more jewelry box than any-
thing else, but we hate to limit
its possibilities! From personal
ritual items to family photo-
graphs and memories, this box
is ideal for keeping your keep-
sakes safe. Measuring 10" by 6"
by 6 1/4", set with stamped
metal corner brackets and
carved with a Celtic cross and
knotwork designs, this dome-

lidded treasure chest is a beautiful addition to your home, no matter 
what you choose to use it for! $ 47.95 #FBMW11

Salem Pentagram Chest 
Painted with a black or red finish, 
this chest is decorated with numer-
ous metal accents that are riveted
into its sides. Its lid has been pieced
together in a pyramid shape, with
a flat top, with each of its five sides
further accented by a glistening
metal pentagram. Not only is this
shape hollow, allowing you to place
more within the confines of the
chest, but the shape is one that is
powerful for channeling energy
and magic, allowing you to help charge those items within with
magical energies or otherwise aid in your ritual magic. The whole
box measures 7 1/2" wide, 4 2/3" deep, and 5" high. With a metal
latch for holding the lid closed, or even locking it, the internal
compartment measures 5 3/4" wide, 3 1/2" deep, and 1 1/4" high, not
including the cavity provided within the pyramid shaped lid. Color 
is random and based upon availability.  $ 28.95   #FB424

Triple Moon Pentagram Box New
This unique trinket box combines 
wooden construction with the
decorative accents of copper
sheathing. Each exterior panel
has been plated with antiqued
copper and embossed with intri-
cate patterns. You'll find the sides
decorated with a repeating pattern
of pentagrams, bordered in a
geometric pattern very much
resembling the artistry of the
ancient Greeks. The upper half

creates a peaked, angular lid that has been similarly plated and
features the intricate design of a triple moon, with a pentagram at its
center, on both its front and back peaks. A latch holds the lid closed
and can be locked with a small lock, and the entire piece measures 
approximately 6" wide, 3" tall, and 4" deep.          $ 18.95  #FB700

Celtic Knot Wooden Chest
Beautifully stained an ocher 
color and antiqued so it
appears to be aged, this chest
is primarily decorated with
numerous metal inlays,
wrapped around the corners
of the chest and set into the
lid. The lid also displays a
complex carving of Celtic
knots, and is hinged at the
back, with a metal, leaf-
shaped latch on the front that
can be secured with a small lock. Measuring 10" wide, 6" deep, and
4 1/4" high it can easily contain many of your ritual tools.   

$ 39.95   #FB335L
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Hecate Triple Pentagram Treasure Chest
This metal bound treasure chest 
is handcrafted out of mango wood
and inscribed with a triple moon
and pentagram Hecate design.
Measuring 8" x 5 1/8" x 4" on its
exterior. With its interior meas-
urements of 7 1/8" x 4 1/4" x 3"
it is the perfect size for your tarot
deck, along with your other im-
portant ritual gear. 

$ 24.95  #FBMW05

2-Drawer Pentagram Wand and Incense Chest  
This wooden chest has 
been sculpted specifically
to contain your wands
and incense, making it
a perfect addition to your
sacred space or altar.
With two long drawers
divided into separate
compartments, it can
easily help you store and

sort your incense and wands by intention, fragrance, or whatever
other method you might desire. This is further enhanced by the rich
stain used to bring out the wood's natural grain and the five,
interwoven pentagram carved into the surface of the drawers and
the chest's top. The whole thing measures 13 1/2" wide, 5 1/2" high, 
and 5" deep. $ 51.95   #FB118C

Celtic Pentagram Herb Chest 
This herb chest is sturdily 
constructed of mango wood
and marked with metal inlays
that are riveted to the edges
of the box in a symmetrical
pattern, it possesses three
pull out drawers, side by side
and drawn outwards with
small metal pull rings. Upon
the top portion you will find
an engraving in the surface
of the wood, consisting of
three pentagrams which
form the corners of a triangle with the richly hewn pattern of
intertwined Celtic knots forming each of the triangles sides. Treated
with a black finish, this herb chest is 9" wide, 5" deep and 4 3/4" high,
with each drawer having the internal dimensions of 3 7/8" deep, 
1 3/4" wide and 3 1/2" high.    $ 49.95   #FBMW12

Celtic Wooden Drawer Chest 
Put together in a design that leaves its 
top narrower than its base, this wooden
cupboard features three sliding drawers.
Opening with a simple pull ring, they
provide a convenient way to clear up
clutter and still keep your treasures close
at hand. The entire piece is also carved
with wonderful Celtic imagery, display-
ing elaborate weaves of Celtic knots
upon the front face with matching
circular patterns of knot work and a
central triquetra marking both the sides
and the top. All of this combines with a
finish that brings out the beautiful,
natural grain of the wood. The whole
thing measures 11 3/4" in height and
5 1/2" deep, with a base that is 8" wide
and a narrower, 5" wide top.   

$ 43.95   #FBMWA2

Pentagram Chest and Cupboard
Standing 11" tall, this rustic coffin style herb
cupboard has five pentagrams carved into its
face and sides. Built with both a smaller drawer
(internal measurements 5 7/8"x2 7/8" x 2 1/2")
and a large two shelf cupboard, this piece meas-
ures 11" x 7 5/8" x 4 1/2" overall. Easily sealed
tight to prevent spillage, this cupboard is just
what you need to keep your kitchen or ritual
space organized and harmonious. 

$ 48.95  #FBMW02

Green Pentagram Cupboard   
An 11" tall pillar style three shelf
cupboard, decorated on its top,
and sides with stamped metal
designs and clasps. On the door
to the cupboard there are five
interwoven golden pentagrams,
the largest of which is surrounded
by a band of fine Celtic knotwork.
The interior shelf space is narrow,
only 3" wide, while the exterior
depth  and width  measures
4 1/2" x 8".   $ 49.95  #FBMW23

Pentagram Herb Cupboard
This delightful piece provides you with 
a way to both decorate your altar and
increase the storage space you have
therein. Standing 9 3/4" tall, 7" wide,
and 4 1/2" deep, this cupboard is
carved of wood, finished in a deep
black hue and decorated with antiqued,
metal buckles. Upon each of its sides
you will find centered carvings of
interwoven pentagrams. The front
facing presents two such sacred
symbols, the top pentagram being
slightly larger, with both framed in a
weaving pattern of Celtic knots. This
facing is a hinged door, closing with
a latch and opening with a small pull
ring. Behind it you'll find three evenly
spaced shelves, each 2 3/4" high, 3 1/2" deep, and 5" wide.    

$ 49.95   #FBMW01

Pentagram and Celtic Altar Cupboard 
This wooden altar cupboard displays 
a Celtic cross on its front facing,
accented on each of its four points by
the interwoven design of a pentagram.
Standing 11" high and 8" wide, it is
carved of wood coated in a black
finish. The Celtic cross design on its
front has been carved from the door
panel, with highlights of gold paint
making the design vivid and eye
catching. Along the sides of the cup-
board you will also find an abstract,
metal cut-out design riveted to the
wood, reminiscent of the Celtic knots
portrayed on the face, while a similar
metal design borders the cupboards

top, framing a riveted pentagram. With a metal pull ring, the front 
door opens to reveal three shelves.    $ 48.95   #FBMW17
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Wooden Pentagram Cupboard New
Meticulously crafted by hand, this 
beautiful wooden cupboard has
been decorated with the engraved
designs of pentagrams, each accented
by a leafy pattern surrounding the
central star, in every face but its
back. This, with the dark stain
perfectly accents the natural grain
of the cupboard's wood, lends the
impression upon your altar, or sacred
space. Designed like a miniature
wardrobe, two doors open with a
tug on a pull-ring, revealing within
a generous 6" wide, 7" tall and 3 3/4"
deep  space for ritual tools, herbs, or
whatever else you can imagine.
Beneath this, also opening with a

decorative pull-ring, is a small 5" wide, 2" deep, and 1 1/2" tall drawer
for additional storage. The entire cupboard measures approximately 
11 1/4" high, 7 1/8" wide, and 4 1/2" deep.   $ 40.95   #FBMW32

New Antique Wooden Chest 
Styled so as to resemble an antique 
cupboard or chest, this small wooden
cupboard, at first glance, features
one small drawer and one larger
cavity, hidden behind a double door
and a metal, lockable latch. Open
these doors however, and it will
reveal two more small drawers that
will open with a tug on a little pull
ring. The entire piece is decorated
with metal inlays, painted so as to
give the surfaces they accent an
antiqued feel. The sides and top of
the cupboard also feature metal
star inlays, highlighted by metal
bosses fixed to each point of the
star and the star's central point. The
bottom drawer measures internally
at approximately 4 1/2" wide, 3 1/4" deep, and 1 1/4" high. The top
two drawers measure approximately 2" high, 4 1/4" wide, and 2 3/4"
deep. The whole chest measures 9" high, 5" deep, and 7" wide at its 
widest point.   $ 43.95   #FBWB333

7 Chakra Wooden Cupboard 
Depicting the image of a man sitting in 
the lotus position and marked with the
symbols of each of the seven chakras,
this wooden cupboard measures 8 1/2"
at its base, and gently tapers inward to
frame the picture on its front, narrowing
to 4" wide at its top, not including the
lip that extends out decoratively. On
each side as well as the top, it also
portrays the Om symbol. Lift the latches
that hold it closed and pull the bottom-
hinging door down to reveal seven
shelves, one for each chakra, providing
you with storage space ideal for ritual
tools and components; each shelf can
aid you in charging your ritual tools
with energy corresponding to the chakra

it represents! The whole cupboard measures 11 1/4" high and 5 1/2"
deep, and is colored with a rich, dark stain that brings out the grain 
of its wood.    $ 42.95   #FBMWY2

Inscribed Herbal Storage Cupboards
Whether you are a herbalist or private 
practitioner of herbal lore... or if your
just the kind of person who enjoys
having lots of little nooks and crannies
to hide things in, these herbal storage
boxes are just the thing for you!
Standing 8 1/2" tall at the peak, and
only 4 1/4" deep, these herbal storage
boxes have a small cupboard, drawer,
and lifting top lid built in! Inscribed
with hand-carved designs on the top,
front, and sides, these wooden herbal
storage boxes leave nothing to be 
desired. $ 39.95

Om (SHOWN) #FBWB404
Pentagram #FBWB434
Tree of Life #FBWB405
Triple Moon #FBWB435
Triquetra #FBWB436

Golden Pentagram Chalice Box 
The front of this box is decorated with an 
interwoven pentagram, hand-carved into
the wood and framed within a complex
pattern of Celtic knots. Each design has
been painted gold, which complements the
black stain of the wood. The sides are
decorated with metal pentagrams set
above more Celtic knots. Atop all of this
is a hinged lid with a metal inlay at each
corner framing a carved, interwoven
pentagram upon its top. Lift the lid to
reveal a space easily accommodating
nearly any chalice, athame or wand. The
box itself measures 11" high, 6" long and 
6" wide.    $ 42.95   #FBMW20

Pentagram and Tree 
Incense Chest
Carved with interwoven pentagram
and Celtic knotwork designs, this
pillar style incense storage box
features a beautiful stylized tree on
its front face and metal clasps and
adornments on its outer surface.
With its exterior measurements of
11 1/4" x 6" x 6 1/4", there is more
than enough interior space within to
hold all your incense or taper candles
safely until you decide to use them.

$ 49.95  #FBMW19

Cupboards

Scent Releasing Box with Amber Resin
This adorable 4" x 1" 
x 1 7/8" box has deco-
ratively cut out holes
on its top and sides to
allow the sweet smell
of amber to find its way
to you. With five grams
of amber resin included,
this small gift box is the
perfect way to carry this
enchanting scent with you throughout your day. 

$ 10.95  #FBAMB
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Pentagram Inlaid Wooden Chest 

Carved of wood and finished so as 
to imbue the natural grain with a
rich, red coloring, this beautiful
chest is accented with assorted
metal inlays. It is a wonder of
sweeping gothic lines and cross-
like images that accent every side,
while on top you will find the
bright, silver-plated inlay of an
interwoven pentagram. Not just
a pretty ornament, the chest is
quite functional, its top lifts upon
two hinges, and its front opens
with two ornate doors, creating
a shallow storage space in an

upper compartment and a larger space below. The entire chest
measures 6 1/2" deep, 7" wide, and 6 1/2" tall.  $ 39.95  #FBMW35

Star Cookie Cutter Set 
Whether you're baking for guests, 
preparing for a holiday, or simply
savoring the joys of cooking, this
set of six cookie cutters will help
your pastries be a hit. Coming in
a small tin that makes them easy
to store and easy to find again,
the cutters range from 1 3/4" in
size to 3 1/2", allowing you to
create a whole range of cookies
and confections, whether you're
making pentagram cookies or simple stars.     $ 22.95   #FC805

Crinkle Star 
Cookie Cutter Set 

Coming in a small tin for ease of
storage, this set of five, star-shaped
cookie cutters is a great way to
creatively play while you bake.
Alternating between straight edged
design and a crinkle cut shape, the
cutters range from 3 1/2" to 1" in 
size.  $ 13.95   #FC153

Bastet Pen 
Whether you adore the goddess Bastet or simply enjoy
Egyptian imagery, this pen is perfect for you. Made
of cold cast resin and decorated in styling and colors
traditional to ancient Egypt, this pen portrays the
Egyptian Goddess Bastet in her humanoid form; a
lithe, jet-black woman with a feline head, decorated
in the jewels of royalty.  Measuring 6" long, it fits
comfortably in your hand and writes in black ink.   

$ 3.95   #FP188

Brass Ankhs
Possess the ancient Egyptian symbol
of eternal life. In modern times, the
ankh has become a symbol of whole-
ness, vitality & health to many. Made
of solid brass they can be used as an
altar piece or wall hanging. 
Small 2 1/2" x 4 1/2"    $ 6.95  1  #FANKS
Large    4" x 7 1/4"          $ 11.95 1  #FANKL 

Open Ended Ceremonial Horn 
Whether in gleeful celebration or in 
solemn ceremony, this horn adds an
old-world feel to your ritual. Ranging
anywhere from 11" to 14" in length,
this intact horn of a water buffalo can
provide you with a wonderful ritual
chalice, ornament for your altar, or
addition to a costume. When used as
part of your ritual magic it can also
add the strength and stamina of the 

beast from which it came.         $ 14.95   #FT336

5” Pentagram Wind Chime 
This marvelous ornament offers the classic symbol of
mystery and magick to hang about your home and
chime with crisp, clear notes whenever it is caught in
the wind. Hanging 5" in diameter and 11" long if you
include the hanging clasp and bells, it presents a
delightful, interwoven pentagram crafted of wrought 
iron.    $ 6.95   #FW023

Triquetra Wind Chime New
This simple wind chime has been crafted
of wrought iron in the form of a triquetra.
At each of its lower corners it features a
small copper bell, resulting in a gently
musical ringing every time it stirs with the
wind. The whole wind chime measures
approximately 5" long from the tip of the
triquetra to its base.    $ 6.95  #FW024

New Pentagram of Solomon Wind Chime 
The Pentagram of Solomon is among the most 
ancient of symbols used within mystical
tradition. Taking the shape of a six pointed
star within a circle, it is widely used within
both High and Low magick as a tool for both
summoning and seeking protection from
Demons, Angels and Spirits.  Here it takes the
form of an wind chime sculpted from wrought
iron. Dangling approximately 10 3/4" in
diameter, base is decorated with five copper
bells, four small and one large, that ring
musically with every breath of wind. Hang it
within your sacred space or outside your
home to bring protection to your home and 
person.  $ 12.95   #FW560

Black Pentagram Wind Chime
Adorn any windy spot with this pentagram
wind chime. Stamped out of brass and
painted black, this lightweight pentagram
has five bells hanging in its center, and
three bells along its bottom. The diameter
of this piece comes to 9 1/2" with bells and
a hanging hook making for a total length 
of 16". $ 8.95  #FW498

Cookie Cutters, Wind Chimes
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Triquetra Wind Chime
Hanging approximately 14" in length, this delightful
piece rings musically every time it is stirred. It
consists of a large 3 1/4" triquetra, with three smaller
triquetras, suspended on thin, gold-toned chains
beneath.  Each of these is only 1" long, and forms a
base for another chain, from which dangles a small
brass bells that provide light, soothing, airy notes.
Each chain is accented by beautifully colored beads.    
$ 13.95   #FWC03

Triple Triquetra Wind Chime
Dangling upon a series of beaded chains, this musical
wind chime is made up of three graceful triquetras,
each smaller than the last. The first, at the top,
measures  3" wide, the second 2 1/2" and the third
2", with small chiming bells hanging from the corners
of each and a third bell decorating the center of the
last triquetra in the chain. The whole thing hangs
approximately 22" and comes with a hoop upon 
which to hang it.   $ 14.95   #FW431

Pentagram Wind Chime 
A wonderful way to celebrate your faith and
each little breeze that drifts by, this wind chime
portrays a 5 1/2" diameter pentagram crafted
of black, wrought iron. Beneath this, dangling
from five little hoops upon black strings that
are decorated with five, colorful beads, are
five copper bells. Each of these bells is about
1 3/4" long and 1 1/4" in diameter, and ring
with a gentle, tinkling music that is certain to
bring peace and smiles.    $ 11.95   #FW867

Pentagram, Triquetra, 
Solomon’s Seal Wind Chime 

This fantastic wind chime, hanging approximately
25" long, presents to you three classical symbols of
mystical wonder. At the top you will find a pentagram;
interwoven and 5 1/2" in diameter, decorated with
two small bells at its base. Beneath this, connected
by chain, you will find a triquetra, it is similarly 5 1/2"
wide and decorated at its bottom corners with two
small bells. Last but not least, you will find a solomon's
seal forming the bottom chime, hanging 5 1/2" in
diameter and decorated with three small bells. Each
of the three symbols are crafted of wrought iron.       

$ 12.95   #FW022

Sun, Moon & Star Wind Chime New 
Measuring approximately 32" in length and 8"
wide at its widest point, this wrought iron wind
chime chains together three iconic images; a sun,
a moon, and a star. Each features two copper bells
that ring musically with every motion or breeze.
It features a ring at its top to allow you to hang 
it wherever you choose.       $ 9.95   #FW021

New
Mongolian 

Wind Chimes 
Featuring bells sculpted of copper
and forged into wide, oblong
shapes with simple wire ringers,
these wind chimes are delightful
pieces for the home or sacred
space. With a uniquely deep
tone, they are a nice accent to
the higher pitched ring of most
wind chimes and bells. These
bells are strung upon a cord and
decorated with colorful beads.

Small (SHOWN) 3 Bells approx. 23” $ 9.95    #FW681
Large           5 Bells approx. 34” $ 19.95  #FW679

6 Bell Sun Wind Chime 
Crafted of brass, this beautiful wind
chime shines as the light hits it.
Hanging from a central bell, six
chains dangle down, accented by
beads and little charms in the shape
of smiling suns, to end in six
tinkling, musical bells that jingle
and ring with the slightest move-
ment or touch.  The whole thing
measures approximately 18" long,
and makes for a delightful orna-
ment whether you hang it indoors 
or out. $ 9.50   #FW401

Wind Chimes

Om Wind Chime 
Hanging approximately 34"
long, this wonderful brass wind
chime displays multiple four
symbols representative of the
Om, or Omkar. These symbols
are representative of what is
viewed as a cosmic sound: the
beginning, end and the divine.
Decorated with numerous bead
accents and 13 small, chiming
bells, it is a wonderful piece,
certain to bring serene music
into your life.   

$ 10.95  #FW502
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Long Peace Wind Chime New
Dangling 32" in length, this brass wind
chime consists of five peace signs strung
together by lengths of chain. Each peace
sign is wonderfully decorated with further
small chains, accented by small beads
and tiny brass bells that jingle with light,
airy notes with every breath of wind or
movement. All of these facets come together
readily to create a soothing wind chime
that lives up to the name peace.     
$ 14.95   #FW506

4 Pentagram Wind Chime 
A beautiful display of mysticism and faith,
this wind chime displays 4 pentagrams,
each sculpted of brass and strung upon a
brass-colored chain, decorated with beads.
Representing the four elements ruled by the
divine, it is a beautiful symbol that will ring
musically with every stirring breeze. It
measures approximately 24" long.  
$ 10.95   #FW439

Moon & Star Wind Chime 
Crafted from brass, this beautiful
wind chime depicts a crescent moon
with a five pointed star hanging from
its top point, and a face engraved
upon its smooth surface. From this
hangs three bells, which ring musically
with every breath of wind. It hangs
approximately 9" in length, with blue
beads decorating its brass chain.

$ 6.95   1 #FW006

3 Bell Sun Wind Chime
Crafted of gleaming brass, this beautiful wind
chime consists of a sun with the visage of a
happy man, with three bells dangling from its
lower rays. Accented by small beads, it is a
wonderful peace that is a pleasure to the eye
and creates a fantastic, jingling music as it
sways. The sun itself measures 2 1/4" in
diameter, with the entire chime hanging
approximately 8" long.   $ 6.50   #FW400

Peace Sign Wind Chime 
Beautifully crafted of brass, this 14" long wind
chime takes the form of three small peace signs
hanging from a larger, central peace sign, strung
together with small brass chains and accented
by light blue beads. Beneath these beautiful
symbols of peace and harmony are three small
bells that will chime in with every gentle breeze
that stirs them. The central peace sign measures
approximately 3" in diameter, with each of the
smaller measuring about 1 1/4" in diameter.   
$ 10.95   1 #FW005

Brass Bell 
Wind Chimes
Cleverly made from a
small brass bell without
its hammer, the tinkling
of this wind chime comes
from numerous small bells
decorating the bottoms of
six triquetras or penta-
grams, fixed to the base of
the bell by slender, bead-
decorated chains. The
whole thing hangs approx-
imately 20".    $ 28.95   
Pentagram #FW440
Triquestra   #FW432

Bell Strings 
These strings of bells are perfect for hanging in doorways and
where ever the wind and motion of those who pass might
stir them into gentle music. The small bell strings contain 12
tiny brass bells, strung evenly upon a multicolored cord
which measures approximately 44" in length. Each medium
bell string consists of a red cord, strung with 6 bells of
differing designs, each of which is approximately 2" in
height and 1" in diameter. From the large bell string dangle
four brass bells that range in size from 2" in diameter to just
under  2 1/2", strung on a red cord in order from largest to
smallest.

Small       $ 6.95   1 #FB013
Medium  $ 11.95   #FB019
Large     $ 20.95   #FB4458 New

Wind Chimes, Bells

Crescent Moon Wind Chime 
Created out of hammered and cut brass,
this beautiful wind chime strings together
five crescent moons in a 24" long chain, each
supporting their own small brass bell so that
the whole thing rings with a beautiful, airy
ringing with every stir of wind and motion.   

$ 10.95   #FW501

Hand Wind Chime 
Created out of brass, this
wind chime portrays a hand
with its fingers pointed down-
ward. From these hang five
chains, each bedecked with
four small, brass bells that
chime melodically whenever
they are stirred. With the brass
pleasantly accented by small
beads fitted upon the chains
that hold the whole piece
together. 

$ 20.95   #FW007

Ganesha Wind Chime 
This simple wind chime depicts the Hindu deity
Ganesha, swaying within a brass circle. From
this circle hangs three small bells, each approx-
imately 1" long and 1" in diameter. These bells
stir against one another as the chime sways and
moves, creating a soft, gentle ringing pleasant to
the ear. With its decorative chains accented by
Rudraksha beads, it is a pleasure to experience, 
mind and spirit.   $ 10.95   #FW014
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Bells
Goddess Bell, Candle Holder & Incense Burner New

Measuring approximately 5 1/2" tall and 3 1/4" 
wide, this bell has been sculpted of brass to
present an image of a goddess with a bare
chest and tall headdress. With jewels hanging
from her neck and the regal headdress, she
appears very similar to the ancient Egyptian
goddess Hathor; a deity of music, dance, and
fertility. Carved so as to be open in the bottom
and containing a ringing bell, it can easily
serve as a bell within your ritual crafts. Alter-
nately, its open top can readily support a taper
candle or chime candle and can be closed
with a lid to burn cone incense. Use it into your
ritual craft and take delight in the many ways
you can bring the Goddess into your ritual 
magick.   $ 32.95   #FB387A

Moon Altar Bell
A wonderful tool for the altar and ritual magic,
this bronze altar bell is inscribed with the triple
moon image that widely represents the Goddess
on two sides of its facing.  This, combined with
the crescent moon which adorns the top of its
delicate stem, makes it a wonderful array of
imagery that will enhance your magic and
ceremony with its clear chime. It measures approx-
imately 5" in height and 2 1/4" in diameter at its 
widest point.   $ 15.95   #FB106C

Wiccan Altar Bell  
Measuring only 3 1/2" tall with a wide mouthed
cup and a slender stem, this brass bell is ideal for
use as a altar piece. Very reminiscent of the small
service bells of times past, the high sweet tone of
this bell can aid you in calling forth whatever or 
whomever you wish. $ 6.95   #FB620

Large Wiccan Altar Bell
Ringing with a delightful,
high-toned sound this brass
bell resonates loudly for your
ritual, whether you calling for
divine attention or dispersing
energy. It comes in various sizes
and styles with both wooden
and brass handles, chosen at
random. Each is approximately

4 3/4" in height.
$ 8.95   #FBWIC

Silver Plated Altar Bells
Each of these enchanting altar bells is silver plated
with a cup 3" in diameter and a smooth, lightly
flourished stem. Inscribed with a variety of different
powerful sigils, we also offer an unadorned
version in a variety of well-crafted designs. $ 7.95   

Om (SHOWN) #FB105E New
Pentagram #FB105A
Triquetra #FB105B
Triple Moon      #FB105C
Unadorned #FB105D

Pentagram Hand Bell 
This delightful bell, crafted of brass, has a  handle,
stylized with numerous contours and varied levels,
is shaped to fit into your hand with a great deal of
comfort even, allowing you to feel at ease as you
ring this bell for your ritual practices. The bell
itself flares out gracefully, and is marked on two
sides with the engraved image of an interwoven
pentacle. It sits 5" high and 2 1/2" in diameter.   

$ 8.95   #FB104P

Clear Toned Brass Bells
Coming in a wide range of shapes and
sizes, these altar bells are all finely crafted
of brass that glistens brightly when struck
by light. Each shape produces a different
tone and quality of sound, chosen at
random for your order, much as a card
from a deck or a rune from the bag, you
can trust that these altar bells will be
attuned to the need and intention of your
ritual.

Small      1 1/2” to 2” tall                $ 6.95     #FB397
Medium  2 1/2” to 3” tall (SHOWN) $ 12.95   #FB394
Large 3” to 4” tall                        $ 9.95    #FB7515 New

Large Wiccan Alter Bell New 
Made of brass, these bells are a lovely addition to
your altar and ritual crafts. Each is approximately
4 3/4" in height, coming in various sizes and styles
with both wooden and brass handles, chosen at 
random. $ 6.95   #FB650

Small Bell
Measuring approximately 1 1/2"
tall, these brass bells in various
shapes are ideal for ritual and
calling together the elemental
energies with their beautiful, 
high, clear sound.  

$ 0.95 each 2  #FBCLE

Small Bell 
Only 3/4" tall and 1/2"
in diameter at its base, this
tiny bell can be used alone or
strung together with others to
create a lovely, chiming
music to use in your ritual
crafts.  

$ 0.75 each   #FB185

Celestial Bell Strings 
These delightful strings of bells chime
with a delicate ring that is certainly
best described as celestial. Each string
is about 38" to 44" long, with a bell
every 4”-5”, and comes in various 
colors. $ 3.95   #FB4410A



Brass Bell and Dorje with Striker 
Frequently used within Buddhist 
rituals, the bell and Dorje are powerful
symbols, referring to masculine and
feminine powers within the universe.
The Dorje is actually viewed by some
as a weapon, or the irresistible power
of spirituality. The bell in turn is viewed
as a representative of the wisdom of
emptiness, and the serenity found
within. Together they represent the
balance of these masculine and femi-
nine powers, and the enlightenment
found in wisdom and compassion. In
this case, the bell and dorje are skillfully
crafted of brass. The bell measures
3 1/5" in diameter and 6" high, and

is engraved with a repeating pattern reminiscent of the traditional
patterns found in the tools of Tibet. The dorje, possessing somewhat
of a more golden coloring than the bell, measures only 4" long and
fits easily into your hand or between your fingers. Also coming with
the set is a 5 1/2" long wooden striker, allowing you to ring the bell 
within your ceremony by striking its rim.  $ 56.95   #FBD54

Brass Tibetan Dripu Bell 
and Dorje Set with Striker

In meditation the Dripu represents purity
and the feminine (yum) principle; the Dorje
represents the masculine principle (yab).
Meant to bring Universal Harmony into
one's life. Pleasant ringing from the Dripu
and the absorption of evil from the Dorje
will create a solid foundation for a balanced
life. Crafted in Nepal and made of solid
brass, the bell stands 5 1/2" high with a 
3 1/2" long dorje. $ 44.95  #FBD89

Tibetan Altar Bell 
Created in the Tibetan style, this hand
bell has a handle shaped into the image
of one end of a Dorje; a weapon and
tool often found within Buddhist
imagery within the hands of Gods and
spirits. Beneath this handle flares the
bronze bell, decorated with black paint
so as to display flowing Tibetan script
within the natural bronze coloring.
Coming with a 4 1/2" long puja stick,
or the wooden stick used to strike the
bell, this hand bell measures 2 1/2"
diameter at its widest point and 4 3/4" 
long.   $ 29.95   #FB41A

Bronze Tibetan Hand Bell and Puja Stick 
Used both as an aid in mystical rituals and 
a balancing force unto itself, the hand bell
and Puja stick are powerful implements,
both symbolically and in the effect they
offer on energies. With the left hand
holding the bell and the right holding the
Puja stick, the bell is struck. This harmo-
nizes the room in which the bell rings,
with the resonance bringing both negative
and positive energies into a state of bal-
ance. This is frequently used as an aid in
Feng Shui, as well as in other prayer and
magical rituals. The bell itself is of ornate
bronze, standing 5" tall and 3 3/4" in di-
ameter. The Puja stick is made of wood,
and is 4 1/2" in length and 1" in diameter, and is contoured to fit easily 
in your hand.   $ 34.95   #FBT41
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Celestial Bells New
Hanging approximately 1 1/2" long and
cast of brass, these small bells ring with
a delicate chime that cannot help but to
leave you feeling as though you're resting
within the embrace of the celestial realms.
They also feature a blue lacquer finish
that artistically suggests a pattern of stars 
and moons.   $ 2.25  2 #FB7517

Therapy Balls
Two traditional therapy balls in  a
variety of styles presented in an
attractive gift/storage box. Gently
w e i g h t e d  &  d e l i c a t e l y  chiming
therapy balls  for  exercising and
st imulat ing  acupressure  points
in the hands. Hold both balls in one
hand and rotate either clockwise
o r  c o u n t e r c l o c k w i s e .  P r o v i d e s
comfortable stimulation and helps
to relieve stiffness or pain, while exercising all points in the
hand. Each ball measures 1 1/4" in  d iame t e r .

Rainbow $ 8.95  #FBRM  
Sun & Moon (SHOWN) $ 8.95 #FBSM  
Unadorned $ 7.95 #FBPM
Yin Yang  $ 9.95 #FBYY 

Om Mani Padme Hum Tingsha Cymbals New
Displaying the Tibetan Buddhist 
mantra of "Om Mani Padme Hum,"
these Tingsha, or cymbals, are a lovely
tool used within meditation. The
mantra literally translates into "Aum,
to the Jewel in the Lotus, hum" and is
perhaps most frequently used to in-
voke the Bodhisattva of Compassion,
and meditating upon it is a common

practice for cleansing both the mind and spirit. The Tingsha themselves
are traditionally used by holding the leather cord that connects them
at their center and swinging the chimes together so that hey ring loudly
or holding them together with a gentle tap for a softer ringing tone.
In either case, they are sometimes used to bring a student back into
focus during meditation as well as to note the beginning and end of
a meditation session. Measuring just under 3" in diameter, these 
Tingsha cymbals have been cast from brass. $ 38.95  #RC96

Dragon Tingsha Cymbals 
Also known as ting-sha, these small
symbols are used within prayer and
spiritual rituals. Thick, and made of
brass, they possess a unique sound
quality that is used within deep medi-
tation, and to provide healing sounds
and vibration. These ting-sha, or Tibetan
cymbals, portray two dragons, encir-
cling each disk, while the undersides
have been engraved with Tibetan
characters. Strung together upon a
leather cord, each measures approximately 3" in diameter.   

$ 34.95   #FCD3

Bells, Therapy Balls
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Tibetan Prayer Wheel 
A traditional aspect of Tibetan 
meditation and prayer, the prayer
wheel is traditionally used with a
mantra, or prayer, to aid in seeking
the deeper rewards of meditation.
This particular prayer wheel consists
of a container handcrafted out of
copper and brass and fitted to a
long, polished wood handle. This
container allows you to wind your

written mantra or prayer around a center spool, personalizing your
meditation and prayer with the carefully written mantra. Indeed, the
act of writing this prayer or mantra can be a form of meditation that
is widely considered spiritually purifying all by itself. With your
mantra within, the cap is then replaced before being carefully
rotated in a clockwise fashion, with the brass weight strung upon
it spinning it in a clockwise rotation as you focus upon the enlight-
enment found within meditation. The entire piece measures 
approximately 11 1/2" long.   $ 30.95   #FPW190

Crystal Ball Psychic Ability Set
Gaze into the crystal ball and search for
the truth, the answers you seek will be revealed
to you as your 6th sense develops. This
kit comes with velveteen bag, crystal ball
and a ring stand for the crystal ball.
Crystal ball is 1" in dia, size will vary.

$ 13.95  #FCPSY

Telekinetic Enhancer 
Learn a different sort of mind skill, if scrying
is not your favorite! Develop your psychic
energy, and your ability to focus and send it.
Instructions included for using this carefully
balanced, light-weight instrument to increase
your telekinetic skills. Contains a 1 3/4" diameter
metal pentacle base, a 1 5/8" pin, and a 2" sq. 
aluminum rotor.       $ 9.95 #FTEL

Brooms
Cedar Handled Besoms 

Hand-crafted besom brooms; lovingly made
with materials from nature for all your ritual
needs. Use these brooms to sweep away
negativity, then hang them up for protection
in your home or sacred space. Made from
broom corn, grown specifically for constructing
besoms, the handles are made of unvarnished
cedar wood with a cord threaded through
the end for ease of hanging. Please allow
for variations, as each one of these fabulous
brooms are unique. Additional shipping
charges may apply when ordering the child,
teen or round besoms.  

Altar 21” long $ 17.95  #FBCALT
Child 32”- 39” long $ 19.95  #FBCCHI
Teen 40”- 46” long $ 34.95  #FBCTEE
Round 45”- 54” long $ 51.95  #FBCROU

Handmade Besom Brooms
Handcrafted besom brooms lovingly made with materials from nature.
Use them to sweep away negativity and hang them for protection in
your home or sacred space. Made from besom straw, grown specifically
for constructing besoms, the handles are made from unvarnished pine
wood with a cord threaded through the end for hanging. Please
allow for variations. Each one is unique.
Broom Altar Besom Broom Child's Besom
Approx. 21" long. Approx. 32" - 39" long.     
$ 17.95 #FBALT $ 19.95 #FBCHI
Broom Teen Besom Broom Round Besom
Approx. 40" - 46" long. Approx. 45" - 54" long.    
$ 34.95 #FBTEE $ 51.95 #FBROU

Cinnamon Brooms 
These highly fragranced brooms fill your home with the aroma of
warm cinnamon. Traditional uses include hanging them above the
doorframe of the main entrance of your home to help ward off negative
influences and intrusion of harmful intentions. Give yourself or others
a few sweeps before doing anything involving games of chance
or subjects relating to business. 

12"  $ 8.95    #FBC12 24"  $ 12.95 #FBC24
36" $ 14.95 #FBC36

6” Cinnamon Broom 
Use the Rais broom of Calela to sweep the hindrance 
of refusal and negative influences from the home or
business and increase your luck. It attracts an increase
in business and works in sweeping away psychic excess
to help clear thinking and to aid in decision making
process, as well as prearranging good fortune. 6" high               
$ 5.95  #FBC6

Bells, Brooms

18” Gong 
This archetypical instrument
can be used to signify the
beginning of spells, ceremonies,
and all manner of ritual prac-
tices. As with many other bells,
the gong is believed to be of
wonderful use in meditation
and prayer, and can be wrung
to help create spiritual vibra-
tions that can dispel negativity
and attract the positive. Indeed,
the distinctive notes of its ring
(which vary slightly depending
on where the gong is struck),
cannot help but to stir the sense
that something important is starting or ending whenever the
sound reaches your ears. This particular gong has been hand-
crafted from fine brass, resulting in an instrument that rings
with beautifully pure notes when it is struck. Measuring
approximately 18" in diameter, its outer rim is approximately
3" deep, while the rounded, convex bell at its center extends
outward over 1", and measures 5" in diameter. It comes with a
wood-handled, felt-lined mallet. Hang it from its leather strap
within your sacred space, and bring good vibrations to your 
sanctuary.   $ 197.95   7 #FGON17
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Crystal Balls
Crystal balls are one of the most 
widely known and respected tools
for ritual divination in the world.
These high quality handmade
crystal balls are comprised of 40%
crystal and 60% leaded glass in
both large and small sizes, as well
as a variety of colors. Ideal for
scrying or for simply decorating
your home or ritual space, see
why crystal balls have kept their

reputation throughout the years as a powerful divinatory tool!

50mm Clear Crystal       (2" dia.) $ 8.95 #FC50
50mm Alexandrite    (2" dia.) $ 10.95 #FC50AL
50mm Amber     (2" dia.) $ 11.95 #FC50AM
50mm Aqua      (2" dia.) $ 11.95 #FC50AQ
50mm Aurora (2" dia.) $ 22.95 #FC50AU
50mm Black (2" dia.)  $ 11.95 #FC50BK
50mm Blue (2" dia.) $ 10.95 #FC50BU
50mm Green (2" dia.) $ 10.95 #FC50GR
50mm Red (2" dia.) $ 12.95 #FC50RD

80mm Clear Crystal       (3" dia.) $ 22.95 #FC80
80mm Alexandrite (3" dia.) $ 24.95 #FC80AL
80mm Amber  (3" dia.) $ 30.95 #FC80AM
80mm Black (3" dia.) $ 28.95 #FC80BK
80mm Blue (3" dia.) $ 24.95 #FC80BU
80mm Green (3" dia.) $ 24.95 #FC80GR
80mm Red (3" dia.) $ 37.95 #FC80RD

105mm Clear Crystal (4" dia.) $ 46.95 #FC105 
125mm Clear Crystal (5" dia.) $ 75.95 #FC125
150mm Clear Crystal (6" dia.) $ 118.95 2 #FC150
200mm Clear Crystal (8" dia.) $ 223.95 #FC200

Quartz Crystal Balls 
Each of these polished spheres 
have been meticulously crafted
from solid quartz, resulting in
each possessing a uniquely
beautiful appearance certain
to be a fantastically helpful
tool within your divination
magic. Possessing all of the
qualities of quartz, each sphere
is largely translucent, with
visible fissures and sprawling
lines that create reflective surfaces and planes within the crystal ball
depending on which angle you look at it and what angle the light
strikes it from. This aids in meditative contemplation as well as
divination, helping to find answers and bring about visions and
understanding. As a quartz crystal, they are also tremendously
useful in directing energy, and absorbing and storing it as well,
making them a powerful tool in general for your ritual magic. Coming
without a stand, they can fit just about any crystal ball stand
purchased or of your own devising. These are only available for a
limited time, so get them while you can!

1oz - 2oz      1” - 1 1/4” diameter $ 7.95       5 #FCQ1
2oz - 3oz      1 1/4” - 1 3/4” diameter $ 13.95     5 #FCQ2
3oz - 4oz      1 3/4” - 2” diameter $ 18.95     5 #FCQ3
4oz - 7oz      2” - 2 1/4” diameter $ 31.95     5 #FCQ4
7oz - 12oz    2 1/4” - 2 3/4” diameter $ 52.95     5 #FCQ7
12oz - 16oz  2 3/4” - 3” diameter $ 74.95     5 #FCQ12

Clear Multi-Faceted Crystal Balls
These crystal balls are perfect for aiding you 
in shifting your perception into a new realm.
Presenting a faceted surface that catches
the light, fracturing it into rainbow hues or
making you see double, they provide a new
way of looking at the crystal ball of old,
and perhaps offering a different path to
insights and clarity within your divination.
These crystal balls are made out of 60%
leaded glass and 40% crystal.

Medium  60mm (~2 1/2”dia.)  $ 14.95   #FCF60
Large      80mm (~3”dia.)        $ 31.95  #FCF80 

Wood Cobra Crystal Ball Stand 
Carved of one piece of wood so as to 
not present any seams, this piece is
perfect for holding your favorite
divination tool or even just serving
to turn your crystal ball in a delightful
decoration around the house. Carved
into a likeness of serpents tangled in
and out of each other, it sits loose,
folding up on itself to approximately
3" in diameter and then unfolds to a
shorter, wider stand for holding your
crystal balls. Once unfolded, it
measures about 6" in diameter and
3 3/4" tall and are capable of holding anything from an 80 mm 
to a 200 mm crystal ball.   $ 19.95   #FCWC7

Dragon Crystal Ball Stand 
Sculpted from brass, this crystal ball 
stand is both simple and elegant.
Intended to fit a large crystal ball, at
least 100mm in diameter, it features
a wide base for your crystal ball, with
three stylized legs extending down in
the shape of dragons. The stand itself
measures 5" in diameter at its widest
point and 3 1/2" high. 

$ 17.95   #FCH270

Princess Crystal Ball Stand
The princesses crystal ball stand is made to fit the
small and medium-sized crystal balls. Ideal for
50/60mm crystal balls, this beautiful goldtone
holder measures 2 1/2" in diameter. 

$ 5.95  #FCHPG

Flowering Crystal Ball Stand  
Measuring a scant 2" at its widest point, this plated
crystal ball stand is large enough to fit a crystal
ball up to 80mm in diameter, while remaining
small enough that it will not take away from the
beauty of smaller size crystal balls. The three legs
of this piece are made to resemble curling fern 
fronds in the classic style. $ 7.95

Gold #FCHFG           Silver #FCHFS 

Ring Crystal Ball Stands
1 1/2" in diameter, these crystal ball stands are 
intended for crystal balls 80mm or less in
size. In their simplicity, these stands are
intended for those who want nothing to
influence or sway their divinatory musings.  

$ 9.50
Golden   #FCH603     Pewter   #FCH603P

Crystal Balls & Stands
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Dragon Crystal Ball Stand New

A unique piece crafted from 
recycled solder, this detailed
crystal ball stand looks as
though it has been sculpted of
copper to display three drag-
ons, hopelessly entangled and
looking outward to form a
triangular shape. Within their
coils and resting against the
back of their scaly necks there

is a space intended to accommodate your crystal ball. The entire
piece measures approximately 4 3/4" in diameter and 2" tall, and can 
support up to a an 80mm crystal ball.  $ 42.95   #FCH101

Gold-Plated Butterfly 
with Jewels Crystal Ball Stand

A gold-plated crystal ball stand for
holding 50/60 mm crystal balls. It has
four butterflies for the legs, and measures  
2" in diameter. $ 11.95 #FCH1574

Butterfly Crystal Ball Holder
Three finely detailed butterflies form the legs of
these beautiful crystal ball stands, sized for the 
50-60mm balls. $ 5.95

GoldPlated #FCHBG
Pewter   #FCHBP

Large Pentagram and Tree Crystal Ball Stand
Made out of lead-free pewter, with 
glittering glass gems set all about
its tree and pentacle design, this
crystal ball holder fits most larger
size crystal balls, 105mm and up.
Measuring 4 1/4" in diameter at
the base and 2 3/4" in diameter
at the top, this fine crafted and
beautiful addition to your ritual 
supplies was made in the USA. $ 33.95  #FCH1599

Celtic Wall Hanger Set 
Intended to provide for you a place 
to hang your coat or other such
garment, or cloak, this Celtic-styled
hanger set comes with two hangers
for you to use to decorate your entry
way or sacred space. Each is crafted
so as to appear as a rearing sea horse,
providing a sort mythic element
born of its Celtic imagery. Each
hanger measures approximately

4" long and 1 1/2" wide and is crafted of cold cast resin to create a
wonderful place for you to hang your garments, whether it's your
coat before your travels or your cloak before your ritual crafts.   

$ 10.95   #FH029

Celtic Wall Hanger 
Sculpted in the form of two rearing horses,
back to back, this cold-cast resin ornament
uses Celtic imagery to create the sacred image
of these animals with a flourish. Powerful
animals in spirit and flesh, they can be of great
use in blessings of travel and endurance.
This makes this hanger a great place to hang
your coat or cloak, to help provide this blessing
before your travels and adventures. Made of
cold cast resin it hangs 4" tall and 3" wide.  

$ 6.95   #FH026

Star of David with Gemstones 
This free standing, sacred Hebrew 
symbol, the Star of David, has long
been associated with the Jewish faith,
Kabbalah traditions, and later in occult
mysticism. In this particular case it is
made of clear glass tubes that make
up the shape of the six pointed star,
each bound in wire and filled with
numerous gemstones. Each point of
the star is in turn bound in pewter
and wire, and accented by a stone
to represent each point, with a large,
rough amethyst stone suspended in
the center, to represent the "Seventh

Point" that is often acknowledged in Kabbalah traditions. 
$ 27.95   #FSTAD

Gemstone Star of David with Santa Muerte 
Combining the powerful symbol of 
faith and occult power, the Star of
David, with the icon of Santa Muerte,
and the mystical properties of gem-
stones, this free standing decoration
is certain to be a potent addition to
your altar or home. Glass cylinders
filled with precious stones have been
bound together with gold-toned wire,
creating a Star of David, which is in
turn accented by a different stone
in a wire setting at each of the star's
six points. At the center, sculpted of
gold-toned metal, the image of Santa
Muerte, or Holy death, is portrayed, making it a powerful icon for
any altar or home in which the Holy Death is prayed to for mercy
and protection. It measures approximately 4 1/2" high and 4" wide,
it can easily fit upon just about any altar, shelf or desk.   

$ 27.95   #FSTAM

Black Deerskin Lace 
The perfect, traditional ornament for
your ritual attire, smudging tools, and
other such things, this deerskin lace
can be put forth for as many uses as you
can imagine. Durable, flexible, and
soft, it is comfortable against the skin
when used to hang jewelry and other
ornaments and can easily withstand
rigorous use when used to bind two or
more objects together. Dyed black, this

deerskin lace is 1/4" thick and 6 feet in length.
$ 4.95   #FL46BK

Black Satin Cord
This is the highest quality black
sat in  cord you can f ind today!
The 2mm thickness  is  ideal  for
use with necklaces and pendants,
but it can also be used to tie sachets
and charms, hang fragile treasures
without damaging them, or even
as a delicate way to lace up light
garments. Sold by the yard, there
is more than enough for a necklace
of  any length,  or  by the  full roll
of 144 yds, which provides enough
satin cord for any and every project you can think of!.

1yd $ 1.25 #FCS1                144yds   $ 65.95 #FCSB

Crystal Ball Stans, Cord, Hangers
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7-in-1 Emergency Whistle
Made of high density orange plastic, this
emergency whistle is set upon a sturdy
nylon cord and features seven different
tools to aid in your survival in an outdoor
emergency situation. It includes: a whistle,
compass, thermometer, flashlight, signal
mirror, magnifying glass, and a waterproof
storage space for matches or medicine

you may need. You never know when you may need this handy
tool, perfect for your car, your backpack, or wearing around your 
neck on an outdoor adventure. $ 6.95 2 #FW179

Red Glass Float
You'll love the shade and tone light assumes
when it passes through this red glass float
with rough rope bindings. Measuring 5" in
diameter, this glass float invokes a sense of
the sea as it graces your home.

$ 8.95   2  #FF5R

New Anne Stokes Greenman Tile 
Perfect for displaying the sacred Green-
man upon your altar or where ever else
you might like his visage, this large tile
can be hung, laid flat, or propped up
on a stand that extends from its back.
Featuring the artwork of Anne Stokes,
the tile displays the Greenman in all of
his verdant greenery, with leaves and
vines sprouting from his face. With clear,
kind eyes and a slight smile upon his
face, he seems a wise old man in this
representation of nature's wisdom and
power. The whole tile measures approx-
imately 7 3/4" wide and 11 1/2" high
and comes with several hooks upon its
back to hang it as you desire or set back 
upon its rest.    $ 23.95   #FT056

Anne Stokes Spellbound Wall Scroll New
Captured on a vinyl-canvas 
wall scroll, the visionary art of
Anne Stokes shows a beautiful
young sorceress, garbed in an
elegant gown and masked as
a Fae as though she were
entering a masquerade ball.
Crawling up her shoulder,
and matching the mask the
sorceress wears, is a small
faery dragon, watching the
glowing tip of a casually held
wand. Hanging about 17" long
and 12" wide, this wall scroll
comes with a black ribbon
that will allow you to hang
it upon any hook or nail with 
ease. $ 30.95   #FS071

Anne Stokes Greenman Wall Scoll New
The artistic styling of Anne 
Stokes brings to vivid life
the timeless image of the
Greenman in this elegant
wall scroll. Coiled around
two black, wooden spools,
the image has been rendered
on a sheet of durable, vinyl-
canvas with a luster and
depth that almost lends
the impression that this
embodiment of nature could
easily step through. With
ageless eyes full of vigor and
wisdom, he is shown with
tangled vines and leafy
foliage forming the wizened
features of his face, the per-
fect image for a figure who
represents the untamed

powers of rebirth and fertility within nature. Hanging approximately
17" long and 12" wide, this wall scroll comes with a black ribbon that
will allow you to hang it upon any hook or nail with ease.    

$ 30.95   #FS104

New Anne Stokes Glimpse of a Unicorn Wall Scroll 
Printed upon high quality 
vinyl-canvas and rolling out
between two wooden dowels,
this beautiful print comes
from Anne Stokes' collection.
This piece displays a noble
unicorn, running through
a verdant woodland glen,
with sun spilling through
the canopy to bathe the mys-
tical creature in light. Hang
it in your home and bring
mystery back into your life.
Hanging approximately 17"
long and 12" wide, this wall
scroll comes with a black
ribbon that will allow you
to hang it.

$ 30.95   #FS072

Ann Stokes Dragon Pentagram Wall Scroll 
This canvas wall scroll 
portrays the wonderful
artwork of Anne Stokes,
whose work can be seen
in books and on products
throughout the world. In
this case you'll find the
image of  a  fearsome
dragon, crawling up and
within the design of a
pentagram. Filled with
spidery runes of arcane
power, the pentagram is
in turn flanked by images
of the waxing and waning
moon and Norse runes,
which fill the encircling
border. A powerful image
of magical mystery and
power, it is a delight upon
any wall you might hang

it on. Hanging approximately 17" tall by 12" wide, the scroll unrolls
from two ornate wooden dowels and hangs from a black ribbon 
that can easily be slung over any hook or nail. $ 30.95   #FS060

Compass Key Chain
with Thermometer

A stylish tear shaped
compass, with built in
thermometer. The split
ring set up allows for easy
attachment to a keychain
or backpack. It measures 
1 3/4" x 3".

$ 3.95   2 #FCOM

Survival Gear, Wall Scrolls



Flags & Pennants
Green Man Pennant

A very ancient symbol of renewal,
fertility and rebirth. The male
counterpart of the Mother Goddess,
he is from the European traditions
and is a guardian of all green
growing things. Sold individually,
not on a string, These are shaped
with a point on the bottom.
1.5’ tall by 16" wide, Rayon Batik.  

$ 11.95  #FFIP6

Pentacle Moon Pennant
The pentacle is a symbol with many layers
of meaning, including the perfection
of manifestation in human form (five
points of the human body). The crescent
moon represents receptivity. Sold
individually, not on a string, These are
shaped with a point on the bottom. 1 1/2’
tall by 16 " wide, rayon batik.    

$ 11.95  #FFIP14

Gaia Pennant
The Greeks honored her as the Oldest
of the Old, the Earth Mother, the Deep
Breasted One, she who gives birth to,
and creates, all of the physical world.
On this 1 1/2’ tall, 16” wide rayon
batik flag, she holds the world in her 
loving arms.    $ 11.95  #FFIP5

Nile Moon Pennant
An image of the Nile Moon Goddess
from Egypt as she draws down the energy
of the moon. Her crescent shaped arms
symbolize regeneration, and inspiration.
Sold individually, not on a string, these
are shaped with a point on the bottom.
1 1/2’ tall by 16" wide, rayon batik.

$ 11.95  #FFIP9

Rainbow Peace Pennant
The classic peace symbol in
a rainbow color. This rayon
batik flag measures 18” tall by 
16 " wide. $ 11.95 #FFIP16

Halloween Cat Flag
Measuring 23" in each direction, this
adorable Halloween Cat flag is made
of 100% rayon batik, adorned with a
series of rich, halloween themed
images. Machine washable and light-
weight, this wonderful flag is sure to
delight as it flutters in the breeze.  

$ 18.95  #FFIP42

Dragon Pennants
Each of these rayon batik dragon pennants is sold individually,
though they can be strung together to form a chain. They are
each triangle shaped with a point on the bottom and measure 
2 feet wide at the top, and are 3 feet long.  $ 14.95
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Celtic Double Dragons
A Celtic knot made of two
intertwining dragons. They
symbolize the knots of energy
of the life force kundalini. 

#FFIPD28

Crystal Keeper 
Perched on a rock, holding a
crystal, this dragon projects
steadiness, protection, and an-
cient wisdom as the guardian
of the earth’s treasures. 

#FFIPD23

Anne Stokes Crystal Ball Wall Scroll New
Filled with the imagery of
dragons and the mystical arts,
this fantastic wall scroll portrays
the beautiful art of Anne Stokes.
Printed on vinyl-canvas and
rolling out from two wooden
dowels, this poster shows the
image of a woman clutching a
crystal ball in her hands while
her dragon familiar crawls up
the stand, with a majestic
dragon in flight filling her
vision within the crystal ball.
Hanging approximately 17"
long and 12" wide, this wall
scroll hangs from a black
ribbon.       $ 30.95   #FS073

Ann Stokes Aracnafaria Wall Scroll
This fantastic wall scroll 
depicts the artwork of Anne
Stokes. Printed on vinyl-
canvas and rolling out on
two ornamental wooden
dowels, this image portrays
a darkly beautiful fairy,
with butterfly wings flaring
out upon her back in a black
and red spider-web design.
With a red streak through
her hair and a spider neck-
lace resting upon her chest,
she seems as dangerous
and beautiful as the black
widow. It hangs about 17"
long and 12" wide.  

$ 30.95   #FS061

Wall Scrolls, Flags & Pennants



Flower Fairy Pennants
Measuring 18" tall and 15 1/2" wide, each of these pennant
style flags proudly displays an image of a  beautiful fairy with
ornate Celtic knotwork adorning the corners of each piece. Made
of 100% rayon batik, you'll love the way these lightweight, 
durable flags flutter in the breeze.   $ 11.95 

Rose Fairy                   Green Fairy
#FFIP29                         #FFIP31

Iris Fairy
#FFIP30

Triple Moon 
Goddess Banner

The Maiden in white, the Mother in
red, and the Crone in black complete
the ancient image of the triple
Goddesses of the moon. 2.5 feet wide,
3 feet tall, rayon batik. 

$ 47.95  #FFB18

Pele Banner 
This banner, standing 26" wide by 39"
long, depicts the colorful image of the
Hawaiian Goddess, Pele.  She is the
Goddess of fire, lightning, volcanoes
and violence, as well as dance.  The
subject of numerous legends and stories
sacred to the Hawaiian people, she is
believed to live within Halema'uma'u
crater, at the summit of Mount Kilauea,
in Hawaii, which is one of the world's
most active volcanoes. She is a powerful
goddess of creation and destruction,
as one can clearly imagine from the
colorful beauty with which this banner
is designed. Orchestrated in brilliant
shades of blue, pink, orange and violet
and set upon a black background, this
banner has one end sewn into a sleeve that can fit most flag poles and 
curtain rods.  $ 45.95   #FFB37

Great Mother 
Labyrinth Banner
Ancient symbols with images
of actual prehistoric Goddess
figurines. 3’ square, rayon 
batik. $ 47.95 #FFB21

Peaceful 
Hearts Banner

Words and images for peace.
Dove of peace, Arabic As-
Salaam, Latin Pax, Hebrew
Shalom, Japanese Peace
Crane, Russian Mir, Chinese
Huh Ping and Sanskrit
Shanti, 2 ‘ 8" square, rayon 
batik.        $ 47.95  #FFB28

171 Flags & Pennants, Banners

Triple Moon Goddess Pennants
The Maiden, Mother and Crone aspects
of the Goddess are lost in worship below
their associated with the moon phases,
along with unique symbolism for each.
Three large pennants on a string Measuring 
5' long, 2.5 ' tall.  $ 37.95  #FFFS1
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Interfaith Universal Worship Banner
18 spiritual traditions symbolised on one long rayon batik banner,
with purple background, gold trim. It measures 5  feet long by 
2 1/2 feet tall. $ 50.95 #FFB16

((

Flag Chains, Prayer Flags

Moon Cycle Prayer Flags
13 individual prayer flags bearing all the different phases of the moon, tied together in a long chain in celebration of the feminine,
the goddess, and the tide. Measuring 9" tall and 7" wide, the whole string of prayer flags measures a total of 8 1/2' in length. Made
of rayon batik, these prayer flags are lightweight, yet sturdy enough to stand up to the toughest winds.  $ 45.95  #FFFS23

Universal Peace Flags
Nine flags on a string with words for peace in different languages (Russian, Hebrew, Sanscrit, Latin, etc). Measures 9 " tall 
by about 7' long, in rayon batik. $ 42.95  #FFFS14

Rainbow Peace Flags
Nine small flags on a string with words for peace in different languages (Russian, Hebrew, Sanscrit, Latin, etc) in a rainbow 
spectrum, symbolizing unity in diversity. Our most popular string! Measures 9" tall, by 6 feet long.            $ 42.95  #FFFS22

Wheel of The Year Prayer Flags
Designed for display at each of the solar holidays (Solstices and Equinoxes, etc) these will fit on a flag pole outside your house,
in your window or on a wall, for festive cheer and remembering our Celtic roots! Based on the Goddess traditions of Europe. These
are much smaller versions of pennants for all eight holidays. Not sewn on a string, but a string is included for you to use. 15" x 17" 
each, rayon batik.  $ 70.95  #FFFST4

Flag Chains and Prayer Flags
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Interfaith Long Banner New 
This long hanging  Interfaith banner is a wonderful
display of diversity, unity and tolerance. It proudly
displays symbols from seven of the major faiths found
around the world. This includes: The Hindu Om,
which represents the sound, or vibration, of the
Universal Divine; The Taoist Ying Yang, representing
the balance and interplay between opposing forces
and energies; A Buddhist Prayer Wheel, representing
the Buddha's eight-fold path to enlightenment; The
Hebrew Star of David, often representing the Union of
God and Shekina, as well as the protection of God;
The Christian Cross, here shown in its Celtic form,
represents the sacrifice of Jesus; The Islamic Moon and
Star, representing perfected light and the receptiveness
of the moon, which allows divine light in; And the
Sikh symbol composed of a circle of unity containing
a double edged sword (representing truth), and two
curved daggers, which in turn represent the willingness
to defend faith. Measuring approximately 46" in length
and 10" wide, this banner has been hand batiked in
Bali and is made of 100% rayon.   $ 33.95   #FLB1

New Rainbow Peace Long Banner
Combining to create a powerful message of peace
and universal harmony, the rainbow peace long
banner portrays seven words and symbols for peace
down its length. Bridging cultural and religious
divides, the words and symbols include: the English
word Peace over the Earth; the Sanscrit word Shanti;
the Russian word Mir; the Latin word Pax; the
Chinese symbol Huh Ping; the Hebrew word Shalom;
the Arabic word As-Salom. Measuring approximately
46" in length and 10" wide, this banner has been hand
batiked in Bali and is made of 100% rayon.    

$ 33.95   #FLB3

Tantra Long Banner New 
Utilizing classical symbols and deity images, this long
banner displays images intended to invoke the
harmony of male and female energies. Starting at the
top, they are: The Sun, radiant, powerful, ever giving,
the creative spark of life  and a symbol of male love
and warmth; Shiva, often considered the perfect yogi,
he dances while trampling the demon of the ego and
wears a snake of mastered kundalini energy around
his neck; Sri Yantra, a potent symbol of the ultimate
union of male energy and female energy and rep-
resents the expansion of consciousness through the
universe and the cosmos; Shiva Shakti, the Hindu
archetype of the divine couple raises sexual union to
a Tantric ritual of the highest spiritual practice,
awakening lovers to cosmic consciousness; Adya
Shakti, a design taken from an Indian carving from
the 11th century, he Ultimate Ground and the Mother
of all things; The Moon, the archetype of female
receptivity, the moon symbolizes our capacity for
beauty and abundance. Measuring approximately
46" in length and 10" wide, this banner has been hand
batiked in Bali and is made of 100% rayon.  

$ 33.95   #FLB2

Many Nations Intertribal Long Banner New 
Proudly displaying symbols representing six Native 
American tribes and nations throughout North
America, this long banner is a great expression of
respect and reverence for the tribes and people that
first dwelled there. The symbols included are: The
Medicine Wheel, from the Midwest Native American
Lakota, representing and honoring the four cardinal
directions and the circle of life on earth; The Sun Zia,
from the Zia Pueblo in the Southwest, a symbol of
the sun which in turn indicates the four cardinal
directions and the circle of life on earth; The Eagle,
from the Ojibway in the Northeast, is the principle
messenger of the Creator, and can bring wisdom,
guidance, and courage; The Orca of the Alaskan Inuit
in the Northwest is a symbol of cosmic consciousness,
a bridge to other worlds, and the Keeper of Memory;
The Changing Woman of the Southwest is the eternal
earth Goddess of the Havaho who renews her youth
whenever she grows old; And the Kokopelli of the
Southwest Pueblo, a wandering hunchback known
as the seed bearer and lover of the Earth Goddess,
who plays the flute and heals himself with his music.
Measuring approximately 46" in length and 10" wide,
this banner has been hand batiked in Bali and is made 
of 100% rayon.   $ 33.95   #FLB4

New Celtic Magic Long Banner
The perfect decoration or your sacred space or altar,
this vertical banner displays  an array of symbolism
born of the Celt magic. First, representing the Goddess,
is a symbol of Rhiannon, the beautiful Celtic queen of
the underworld, in the form of an ancient image from
Ireland. Beneath this is the Greenman, the male
counterpart to the Goddess and a symbol of rebirth and
all green growing things. Then comes the Wiccan
pentacle, or a pentacle within a crescent moon, which
represents the four elements and the energy that flows
through all life. Then comes the black cat, or the
familiar and messenger between worlds. And last,
comes the Satyr; the wild and masculine energy of the
forest and the animals. All of this is framed by two
triquetra, whose three points represent the maiden,
mother and crone as well as mind, body and spirit. The
entire banner measures approximately 47" long and 10"
wide, and is made of 100% rayon. $ 33.95   #FLB5

Classic White 
Chakra Banner
Standing 5' tall and 1' wide this classic chakra banner
is made of beautiful rayon batik. Lightweight and
machine washable, its vividly dyed designs serve
to highlight each of the seven chakras, representing
the power sites in your body. 
$ 45.95   #FFB30W

Small Triquetra Sarong 
A runner-style 
altar cloth or sarong
bandeau of 100%
rayon with knotted
fringe on the two
short sides. The
design is comprised of three triquetras with a
Celtic knotwork border. Measures 22” x 72”,
colors and designs may vary.

$ 11.95  #FS79T
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Black and Red Celtic Table Cloth 
This fantastic cloth presents to you 
a wonderful Celtic weaves and
knots. At its center you will find
the whole design focused upon
symmetrical pattern of Celtic knots,
weaving in and out of each other
and accented at each of its four
corners by stylized triquetras.
This delightful pattern is framed
in a marvelously intricate weave
of knots. Resting 40" by 40" it is
perfect as a table cloth, altar cloth,
bed spread, decoration for your
wall or ceiling. 

$ 16.95   #WT36U

Tapestries and Sarongs

Triquetra Sarong New
A piece intended to be worn as a sarong though it can just as easily
serve as a wall hanging or altar cloth to decorate your sacred
space, this sarong has been crafted of purple and blue tie-dyed
rayon that has been decorated with the image of an intricate
triquetra, within a circular design and bordered by Celtic knot work.
It measures approximately 44" by 72" and is decorated with a fringe 
at its edges. $ 16.95   #WSC78TA

Knot Mandala Sarong New
A wonderful piece intended to be worn as a sarong (but easily
serving as an altar cloth or wall hanging), this 100% rayon tie-dye
sarong has been decorated with an intricate pattern of knot work
that forms a mesmerizing mandala. With a fringe accenting its
outer edge, the intricate and dazzlingly pattern created within the
mandala is only enhanced by the blue and purple tones that fade
and blend within the tie-dyed cloth. The whole piece measures 
approximately  44" by 72"    $ 16.95   #WSC78KM

Celestial Sarong New
Vivid and wildly colorful, this vibrant sarong portrays a splash of
imagery containing stars, moons, and suns in a wide range of shapes,
styles and sizes, all thrown across a background of tie-dyed rayon.
One cannot help but to smile and be inspired by a diversity of
expression found within the colorful designs, which are as diverse
and varied as the celestial bodies found in the heavens. Measuring
approximately 44" by 72" with tasseled sides, this sarong can fit
most sizes. It is perfect for wearing during the summer or accenting
your every day attire during the winter months.   

$ 16.95   #WSC78CE

Peace Sarong New
Displaying a peace sign, surrounded by a pattern of other, smaller
peace signs, all set against a colorful tie-dye background, this
sarong is an absolute delight. The colorful backdrop of the tie-dye
background cannot help but to ignite a smile while the myriad
peace signs present a powerful message of peace and coexistence.
Wear it to the beach or as an accent to your every day attire. Either
way, it's a wonderful expression of a bubbly, harmonious personality.
Measuring approximately 44" by 72", it features tasseled edges and
can easily fit a wide range in sizes. It is made of 100% rayon.    

$ 16.95   #WSC78PE

Peace Tapestry New
Warm and inviting, this
100% cotton tapestry is a
great decoration for your
walls, or for your altar space. Set
against a tie-dye background
that adds an element of vibrant
color, a pattern of peace signs
frames a large, central peace
sign, in powerful message of
universal peace and harmony.
Measuring approximately 72" by
108", it can readily be used in the
old manner of tapestries, and
used to decorate your walls while
insulating against the cold drafts
of old construction, or is large
enough to use as a bed spread or
couch cover.    

$ 25.95   #WTTPE

Bedspreads, Tapestries, Sarongs
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Purple and Black 
Celtic God Tapestry
This 100% cotton tapestry is sure
to stir magic and faith whether
you place it in your sacred space,
use it as a bed spread, or hang 
it in your home.  Measuring
approximately 72" by 108" and
dyed in shades of purple and
black, it displays at each corner
the image of a Celtic god, sur-
rounded by an intricate border
of interwoven Celtic knots.
Beneath each of these images
is a pentagram or a chalice,
representing the mystery and
magic that is brought to us by
the divine. $ 25.95   #WTCGP

Green and Black
Greenman Tapestry

Made of 100% cotton, this wall
tapestry creates a verdant image
of the Greenman in green and
black. Seemingly made of leaves
and foliage, he is a powerful
symbol of the magic of nature,
and the power of rebirth that
comes with each cycle. Measuring
approximately 72" by 108", this
large tapestry is a wonderful
addition to your sacred space
or home, and can be used as a 
bed spread. 

$ 25.95  #WTGMG

Buddha Tapestry New
This thick, 100% cotton wall
tapestry displays the serene
image of Buddha against
a  swirling, tie-dye design. Here
he is depicted in the tradi-
tional lotus position, serene
within meditational bliss and
surrounded by a border of in-
terwoven Celtic knots; sym-
bols of unity and harmony
unto themselves. Hang it in
your sacred space or home
as an inspiration or example
for your meditation and way
of life; it can be a powerful re-
minder to walk and live in
harmony with all things. The
tapestry hangs approximately
72" by 108".    

$ 25.95   #WTBU

Fire Tapestry or Sarong    
A golden dragon, symbolizing life
force energy and longevity, holds a
crystal ball in front of a blazing sun disc.
Use them for wall hangings, altar cloths
or wearable art as a sarong. Each has a
loop at the top end for hanging on a
dowel or string. 3' wide x 6' tall, rayon 
batik.  $ 50.95  #FSTS2

Water Tapestry or Sarong 
Four dolphin friends play with a Lord
and Lady of the sea, among fish,
seashell and waves. Use them for wall
hangings, altar cloths or wearable art
as a sarong. Each has a loop at the top
end for hanging on a dowel or string.
3' wide x 6' tall, rayon batik. 
$ 50.95  #FSTS3

Large Tapestries
These large tapestries measure 72" x 90",
with a choice of two silver designs sur-
rounded by golden knotwork. Perfect
for use as a bed throw, wall decoration,
or addition to any sacred space.   

$ 38.95  
Triqueta  (SHOWN) #FTCPSCH 
Triple Goddess    #FTCPSTG

Triple Pentacle Sarong 
A runner-style altar cloth 
or sarong bandeau of
100% rayon with knotted
fringe on the two short
sides. The design is com-
prised of 3 pentacles with
Celtic knotwork borders.
Colors and designs may
vary.

22” x 66” $11.95  #FS79P 44” x 60”   $17.95  #FS78P

Celtic Cross Sarong
Rectangular altar cloth
or sarong in blue tie-dye
with black designs
featuring a central Celtic
cross mandalas with
by Celtic knotwork
surrounding it. Made
of 100% rayon with
knotted fringe on the two
short sides, the colors
and design of this 44"
x 72" may vary.    

$ 17.95   #FS78CB

P
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Shiva Tapestry New
This beautiful tapestry displays an image of the Hindu deity Shiva.
Often revered as the Supreme Deity, Shaivism is one the three most
influential denominations of Hinduism. Here he is displayed in his
serene glory, with a peaceful smile stretched across his lips, a serpent
draped around his neck and a trident in his hand, an entity of grace and
enlightenment. Colored black against a warm tie-dye background, the
100% tapestry is a wonderful addition to your sacred space, and can
easily be used to either decorate your walls or altar. Measuring
approximately 72" by 108" it can also readily be draped over your bed 
as a bed spread.     $ 25.95   #WTTSH

Ancient Celtic Knot Tapestry New
This thick wall tapestry portrays an elaborate pattern of Celtic knots.
Representing the intertwined paths and existence of all things of
nature and heaven, it is a powerful image for meditation and
contemplation. Hang it in your sacred space, use it to cover your altar,
or even use it as a bed spread. This wall tapestry measures approx-
imately 72" by 108" in size and is made of 100% cotton.    

$ 25.95   #WTKMW

Pentagram Tapestries 
Bring a display of faith or mysticism into your sacred space with
these 72" by 108" tapestries. Made of 100% cotton, they are colored
an earthy brown or a rich purple, with black patterns of repeating
pentagrams, surrounding a central pentagram and bordered by an 
intricate weave of Celtic knots.   $ 25.95  

Brown   #WTPB            Purple   #WTPP

Pentagram Night Tapestry New
This 100% cotton tapestry creates an image of a starry night with
dozens of pentagrams displayed upon a black background. Each
pentagram, colored in a tie-dye patterns that blend greens, oranges
and yellows to stand out against the black background, varies
slightly in size to create a night sky as varied as the one you might see
out your window. The entire tapestry measures approximately 72"
by 108" making it also readily suited to be used as a bed spread or 
throw blanket as well.   $ 25.95   #WTPN

Triple Moon Pentagram Tapestries 
These beautiful tapestries have been woven out of 100% cotton and
dyed a lilac-purple or deep burgundy red to create a beautiful display
of faith and spirituality. Unfolding to an expansive 72" by 108", they
have at their center a triple moon whose full moon has been filled 
with a pentagram.       $ 25.95   

Purple   #WTTPP     Red   #WTTPR

New 
Ganesha Tapestry
This beautiful, 100% cotton
tapestry features the beautiful
image of Ganesha set in black
ink against tie-dyed fabric.
Ganesha, the Lord of Begin-
nings and the Remover of
Obstacles, is a sacred deity of
the Hindu faith who is also
revered for blessings of pros-
perity and good fortune. Hang
it in your sacred space, busi-
ness or home, to help bring
prosperity and good fortune
to all who dwell within it, or
as an image before which you
can lay your offerings of thanks
and worship. The tapestry
hangs approximately 72" by 
108".        $ 25.95   #WTGA

176Tapestries
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White and Black Yin Yang Tapestry 
Made of 100% cotton, this wall tapestry portrays an intricate pattern
of Yin Yang, surrounding a large, central star-burst pattern with a
central Yin Yang in the center of a stylized sun. Colored completely
within the traditional black and white of a Yin Yang, it is a powerful
representation of the duality and balance of all things in harmony. 
It measures approximately 72" by 108".    $ 25.95   #WTYYW

Flower Pentagram and Triquetra Tapestries 
Swirling with a complex design of green, yellow and blue flowers
mingled with flowing veins and intricate, Celtic knots, these tapestries
boldly portray a pentacle or triquetra at their center. Measuring
approximately 72" by 108" these tapestries are perfect as a bed spread 
or wall hanging.  $ 25.95   

Pentagram (SHOWN)  #WTFP       Triquetra  #WTFT  

Black Moon Goddess
#WSLS15

Purple Celtic Moon
#WSLS5

Celtic Moon 
#WSLS11

Long Flowing Skirts
These flowing long skirts are lightweight
and beautiful, their 100% rayon batik
material adorned with artful designs on
each of the six extended points. Intended
as ritual wear for goddesses (and gods)
of all sizes and ages, these skirts are all
made with drawstrings so they can fit
everybody! With a total length of 3’ 6"
and a total of 4' 8" around, these skirts are
best suited to go with the matching tops
or caftans, sold separately.   $  57.95

Large Caftan Tops
These beautiful tops are comprised of two large squares of
fabric artfully sewn together with a V neck front. Made of
100% rayon batik, the upper and lower corners of each piece
are adorned with enchanting designs on both the front and
back sides. There is a matching long skirt available for each
separately. Caftan tops can easily fit large sizes up to XXX 
Large, as they measure 3' in each dimension.   $ 50.95

Purple Celtic Moon
#WCCT5

Black Moon Goddess
#WCCT15

Black Celtic Star 
#WCCT11

Green Greenman
#RCCT16

i i

Tapestries, Skirts, Caftan Tops
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Air Cape                                                    
Angels, pegasus, fairies, birds of different
sizes, and flying insects soar among
rainbows and clouds to invoke the energies
of air: freedom, clarity, vision and expansion. 

#RCFC1

Cosmic Alchemy Cape
12 signs of the zodiac, suns and moons,
stars and comets, a large symbol of
infinity over a double spiral.

#RCFC7

Earth Cape
Mother Gaia holds a cornucopia of fruit
and vegetables, surrounded by her consorts
the Green Man and the Horned God.
Invoking the energies of earth: steadiness,
strength, nourishment and abundance. 

#RCFC4

Fire Cape
A dragon, symbolizing life force energy
and longevity, holds a crystal ball in front
of a blazing sun disc, invoking the energies
of fire: energy, passion, light and movement. 

#RCFC2

Water Cape
Four dolphin friends play with a Lord and
Lady of the sea, among fish, seashell and
waves, invoking the energies of water:
Flowing, flexiblity, relaxation and sensuality. 

#RCFC3

Moon Goddess Cape                    
Enhance your goddess garb with this
stunning black cape, trimmed with
crescent moons, pentacles and Nile moon 
goddess images. #RCFC8

Long Capes
Made out of 100% Rayon Batik, these lightweight, full length capes measure 6 1/2’ in length including the hood, and are 
designed to be worn as a decorative accent, ritual wear, or as a delightful means of sun protection.          $ 62.95
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Interfaith Minister's Stole 
Can be used as a stole over a robe, or as a belt.
Features 12 symbols of the world's religions,
measures 4" wide x 6 feet long. Silk-screened 
on cotton.       $ 45.95  
Purple with Gold Lining (SHOWN) #FMIMS1
Dark Blue with White Lining      #FMIMS2
White with White Lining #FMIMS3

Greenman Altar/Tarot Cloth
This altar cloth depicts the greenman
in his verdant foliate form. A delightful
muted green in color, the Celtic
knotwork and oak leaf designs on its
surface take on greater significance as
you place your altar tools in harmonious
locations within its swirling markings. 

$ 13.95  #RAC87

Green Man
Altar Cloth or Scarve
The European counterpart to
the Mother Goddess, the Green
Man is a guardian of all green
growing things, and a very
ancient symbol of renewal,
fertility and rebirth. 

$ 30.95 #RAAC1

Altar Cloths
Measuring 3’ square and beautifully made of 100% rayon batik, 
each of these enchanting altar cloths features a design honoring
a specific deity or spiritual influence upon us.

Goddess Altar
Cloth or Scarve 
An image of the Nile Moon
Goddess graces each corner of
this deep blue cloth, with stars
and crescent moons trailing
along each edge, her upraised
arms symbolizing inspiration
and transformation.

$ 30.95 #RAAC2

Celtic Moon
Altar Cloth or Scarve

A traditional star and moon design
surrounded by Celtic knotwork is
set onto each corner of this lovely 
black scarf.   $ 30.95 #RAAC3

Triquetra 
Rune Mother Alter Cloth
Triquetra and a ring containing the
entire Futhark alphabet surround the
Mother of all Runes on this beautiful,
deep purple altar cloth.   

$ 30.95  #RAAC4

Tops, Stoles, Altar Cloths

Black Celtic Moon
#WTLST11

Purple Celtic Moon
#WTLST5

Black Moon Goddess
#WTLST15

These large flowing tops are lightweight and comfortable, with measurements of 2'6" tall and a 60" bust, they easily fit
large to extra-large sizes. They are made of 100% rayon batik with four points on the bottom edge; one in the front, one
in the back and one on each side. The sleeves also come to a point on their tops. An artful design adorns the front and 
back points as well as the sleeves. There are also matching long skirts available which are sold separately. $ 36.95

Large Flowing Tops
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Gold and Silver Altar Cloths 
The central silver design and golden
Celtic border of each of these altar
cloths boldly jumps out of their black
backgrounds, instantly catching your
eye. The edges of these cloths are
tasseled.

Medium    24” $ 13.95
Triple Moon Pentagram #RAT24
Triquetra  #RAC24

Large    36” $ 16.95 New
Pentagram                 #RASC84A  
Triquetra (SHOWN)     #RASC84B  

Pentacle Altar Cloth 
This 72" by 21" black altar cloth is an elegant trapping for your
altar. Made of black 100% rayon, it presents three silver pentacles
along its center framed by a golden pattern of swirling Celtic
knots. It is decorated on the ends with an approximately 1 1/2" 
fringe. $ 15.95   #RAP79WP

Ouija-Board Altar Cloth
Many people have had great
success with pendulum work
as a means to understand their
lives and what is ahead for them.
This cloth serves to bring the
use of the pendulum beyond
"yes or no" answers and into
the realm of true communication
with the energies all around 
you. $ 19.95   #RAC89

Rune Awakening Altar Cloth
This altar cloth has been dyed to 
display a circular pattern of Norse
runes, surrounding a six pointed
star composed of one triangle laid
over another, creating a Star of
David. This pattern is intended to
be used as a universal tool for the
promotion of a gentle and sincere
awakening within cosmic harmony.
Measuring approximately 3' square,
this altar cloth is made in rayon 
Batik. $ 30.95   #RAAC7

New Triple Moon Altar Cloth 
This violet tie-dyed altar cloth features
the design of the triple moon symbol of
the goddess upon its surface bordered
in intricate Celtic knots. It measures
approximately 17" by 17", not including
the fringe at its edges.    

$ 5.95   #RAC90

Purple Altar Cloths
Depicting a design within a border
of Celtic knots, these rich, royal
purple cloths are a fantastic piece
for decorating your altar or wrap-
ping your tarot cards. Bedecked
with a fringe, the cloths are 100%
rayon.
Celtic Knots
16” Square  $ 5.95  #RAC88
Pentacle
18" Square    $ 5.95  #RAP24
30" Square    $ 9.95  #RAP36

Triquetra (SHOWN)
18” Square   $ 5.95   #RAC86 New
36” Square $ 10.95 #RAC36

Large Decorated Velveteen Bags
These black velveteen bags each have a
white design emblazoned upon them.
Measuring 6" x 7"; these bags are a great 
size for holding tarot decks. 

Om (SHOWN) $ 6.25  2 #RVBO7
Triquetra $ 7.25     #RPBV7B
Triple Moon $ 7.25     #RPBV7C

Small Decorated Black Velveteen Bags
Perfect for carrying your runes, tarot deck 
or otherwise creating a combination of
talismans, amulets and sacred objects for
your spells, rituals, gris gris and mojo bags,
these black velveteen bag depict a design in
grey on both of their sides, and close with a
draw string. When flat they measure 5" by 
5 1/2".    $ 4.25   

Ankh                #RVBA New
Bast        #RVBEC New
Celtic Cross        #RVBCC  New
Eye of Horus     #RVBE  New
Greenman           2 #RVBG5
420 (SHOWN) 2 #RVBL5
Om                2 #RVBO5
Peace Sign            2 #RVBP5     
Pentagram     #RVPBV4 New
Triple Goddess 2 #RVBTG5 New
Triquetra             2 #RVBC5 New   
Triquetra of Light #RVBTK New  
Tree of Life (SHOWN)#RVBTOL New

Large Pentagram Bags
These plush bags feature awhite pentagram on
their side. Measuring 6" by 7" they are a great
size for holding your tarot deck or creating 
spell bags.   $ 7.25  

Black   #RPBV7  Blue   #RPBV7BL
Green #RPBV7GR Red    #RPBV7RD

Medium Pentagram Bag
A black plush bag with a golden iron-on pentagram
design. Measuring 5” x 7”, these bags are perfect for
holding tarot decks. 5" x 7".             $ 5.95  2  #RPBL
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Small Pentagram Bags
A black plush velveteen bag with a golden iron-on
interwoven pentagram design. This bag is
just the right size for holding small spell
components or jewelry.

2" x 3"     $ 3.95   2  #RPB23
3" x 4”   $ 4.95 2  #RPB34

Metallic Bags 
These gold and silver metallic bags are a
great addition to your ritual crafts, often
being used to  to hold charms for gris-gris
and mojo bags. Each bag is approximately 
3" long by 3" wide.    $ 2.95

Gold (SHOWN) 2 #RBGOL        
Silver              2 #RBSIL

Organza Pouches
These drawstring pouches are made of a
sheer fabric that allows you to see the
contents within. They are available in two
sizes; the small measuring 2 3/4” x 3”
and the large 4” x 5”. These bags are ideal
for holding small treasures within, allowing
them to be seen, adored, and protected.

Small          Large
1 $ 0.95    1 $ 1.50

Black  #RO33BK #RO45BK
Black w/Gold Stars #RO33BG   #RO45BG
Blue w/Silver Stars #RO45BS
Gold  #RO33GO   
Green   #RO33GR   #RO45GR
Green w/Gold Stars#RO33GG   #RO45GG

Faux Leather Pouch 
Measuring approximately 3" long by 3"
wide, this leather pouch is perfect for
holding your ritual herbs, using as a mojo
bag, or applying to any other such
purpose you can imagine. Made of soft,
brown faux leather, and closes with a 
sturdy nylon drawstring cord.       

$ 5.95  2 #RPLEA

Small Silk Purses 
A rayon silk purse with cotton lining and a fold
over flap with snap closure. Colors and designs
vary. Perfect for small charms or spells. The
average size of each one is  2" x 2 3/4".

$ 1.95  1 #RSILS

Lush Velvet Bags
Incredibly lush velvet bags in a great size for holding
tarot decks, spellwork, or other sacred objects. Comes
in two sizes, with a satin drawsting close.

Large  5 x 7       Small  3 x 4
2 $ 7.95              2 $ 3.95

Black #RVBLAL        #RVBLAS
Cranberry #RVCRAL        #RVCRAS
Green #RVGREL         #RVGRES
Purple #RVPURL         #RVPURS

Velveteen Bags
Simple velveteen pouches for safely storing
charms, crystals, or other sacred objects and
treasures. Drawstring close.
Mini 2" x 2 1/2" 1 $ 0.95 Small 3" x 4" 1 $ 1.25
Black #RV23BK   Black #RV34BK   
Blue #RV23BL   Blue #RV34BU   
Brown #RV23BR Brown #RV34BR   
Burgundy #RV23BG   Burgundy #RV34BG   
Gray #RV23GY Gray #RV34GY   
Green #RV23GR Green #RV34GR   
Purple #RV23PU   Purple #RV34PU   
Red #RV23R     Red #RV34R   
Medium 4" x 5 1/2" 1 $ 1.50 Large 5" x 7" 1  $ 2.25
Black #RV46BK    Black #RV57BK    
Blue #RV46BU    Blue #RV57BU    
Green #RV46GR    Burgundy #RV57BG    
Purple #RV46PU Green #RV57GR
Red #RV46R Purple #RV57PU

Red #RV57R

Cotton Bags
These cotton cloth bags can be used to contain your
magical amulets and charms during the creation of
a gris-gris bag, mojo bag or any other such ritual
craft. Each bag has a drawstring.          2 $ 1.50

Reversing Red and Black Cotton Bag
This small cotton bag, red at the top and black 
at the bottom, is intended to be used in spells
of reversing, to help turn the energies and
curses used against you back upon their source.
Use it to make a gris gris bag, mojo bag, or other
such magickal sachet with your ritual items,
talismans, and other spell components to help
in this fashion. This bag measures approxi-
mately 3" wide by 4" long and closes with 
a drawstring. $ 2.50   2 #RCREV

Red Flannel Bag
A red flannel bag for safekeeping small items or
filling with spell ingredients. Set with a drawstring
top, this bag measures approx.  1 1/2" x 3".
Normally used for a gris-gris bag.

$ 1.50 1 #RRED

Celtic Knotwork Tote Bags
A large shoulder or tote bag made of 100%
cotton, featuring a Celtic knotwork design,
and either an upright pentacle or a triquetra
on both sides. The bag size is 16"x16" with
shoulder straps extending about 13", which
gives ample room to carry all your neces-
sities. Colors may vary.          

Pentacle (SHOWN) $ 10.95  #RBUP
Triquetra             $ 8.95 #RBCEL

Black 2"x 4" #RBLA
Blue 3"x 4" #RCBLU 
Green 1 1/2" x 3" #RGRE
Orange 3"x 4" #RCORA 
Pink 3"x 4" #RCPIN 
Purple 3"x 4" #RCPUR 
White 3"x 4" #RBWHI 
Yellow 3"x 4" #RCYEL 

Cloth Bags
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Buddha #RB74BU

Ganesh #RB74GA

Celtic Knot 
Green #RB74KMG
White #RB74KMW

Greenman #RBC74

Celtic Swan
#RB74CS

Celtic Flower New
#RB74KFG

Sun & Stars #RB74SS

Om #RB74OM

Celtic Dragon 
#RB74DR

Kali #RB74KA

Triple Moon New
#RB74TGM

Peace Sign #RB74PE

New Triple Moon 
Pentagram RB74TMP

Triskel #RB74TRI

Triquetra #RB74TTD

Eye of Horus 
#RB74EYE

Cotton Tote Bags 
These fabulous bags offer a way to carry groceries, books, clothing and whatever else you might
wish without using a paper or plastic bag. Measuring approximately 18" by 18" these tote 
bags are 100% cotton.  $ 8.95

Ganesh
#RB75GA New

Om         
#RB75OM New

Buddha
#RB75BU New

Eye of Horus
#RB75EYE  New

Canvas Tote Bags
Made out of 100% cotton, these
heavy duty tote bags have a
variety of designs printed in gold
or silver onto the black back-
ground of each of their sides.
Measuring 18" x 18" with a 3"
wide folding base, these tote
bags provide just the right
amount of space to carry what
you'll need throughout the day.

$ 12.95

Dragon
#RB75DR

Pentagram
#RB74WP

Triple Goddess
#RB75TG

Triquetra  
#RB75TR
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Bowls
Brass Offering Bowls

These fantastic offering bowls have
been sculpted of brass, leaving them
with a beautiful red-gold finish both
on their interior and exterior. This
natural coloring is further amplified
by the brass accents with which it is
decorated, depicting ornamental scroll
work encircling the rim and the base
of the bowls, and the beautifully sculpted om, dragon or triple
moon designs that run along the exterior of the bowl. Measuring
approximately 3" wide and 1 3/4" tall, they are the perfect place 
to leave your offerings to the sacred divine.   $ 12.95   
Om (SHOWN)    #RBCB03    Pentagram #RBCB3P New
Tibetan Dragon #RBCB3       Triple Moon #RBCB3TG   
Triquetra #RBCB3CH

Moss Agate Devotional Bowl
We can’t say enough about these devotional
bowls. Carved out of moss agate crystal, these
bowls are delicate and beautiful. The are perfect
for altars, and shrines, and no two are alike.
Large  3" dia. x 1½" deep. $ 37.95   #RBML
Small   2" dia. x 1" deep. $ 21.95  2  #RBMS

Green Onyx Devotional Bowl
These beautiful green onyx bowls 
can perfectly suit any circumstance.
They can be used upon your altar,
for fuctional purposes on the dinner
table or with sushi sets, or even for
decorative purposes alone. The light
shines through its stone sides mak-
ing the whole bowl seem to glow.
They are about 3" in diameter, but
allow for some slight variation. Each bowl is unique after all!

$ 10.95  2 #RBO3

Wooden Ritual Bowl with Lid
Of fantastic use for those that 
would prefer wood upon
their altars rather than vessels
of stone or metal, this wooden
bowl is perfect for your
offerings and ritual crafts.
Measuring approximately
5" in diameter, its surfaces
have been stained and pol-
ished in a manner that leaves

the wood shining with a  beautiful luster, even as its natural grain is
accented and revealed. To further augment this, its rim has been
decorated with a delicate floral pattern creating a beautiful vessel
fit for the serenity of divine and spiritual offering. This pattern
further decorates the flat lid, creating a layered, textured surface
with a small wooden handle to for ease of use. The whole bowl,
with its lid in place, measures approximately 2 1/2" in height
and is quite light-weight, making it a valuable addition your ritual
tools if you are seeking your magic after a long trek into the wild.   

$ 14.95   #RB339

Celic Scrying and Incense Bowl 
This remarkable lidded bowl has 
been carved from a solid piece of
soapstone. The result is a beautiful
piece, with rounded side and a
smoothly-polished surface, deco-
rated only with an elaborate scroll
work of Celtic knots around the
rim of the lid.  It makes for a perfect
scrying bowl, and can also easily
function as an incense burner or an
offering bowl. Each bowl is 3 3/4"
in diameter and 3" high. 

$ 15.95  2 #RS476WJ

Scrying Bowls 
Scrying is the art of foretelling the
future or the unknown by looking
into an object. The ancient Greeks and
Nostradamus used scrying bowls
filled with water in  which to  gaze
and obtain their prophecies.  This
deep-sided black stone bowl is perfect
for such a task.

3" 3" dia., 2" deep. $ 7.95    2  #RSCR3
4" 4" dia., 2" deep.        $ 11.95   2  #RSCR4
6" 6" dia.,1½" deep.     $ 25.95  2  #RSCR6

Palmistry Hand 
Sculpted in a manner that conjures images
of readings in old French salons, or a hidden
gypsy caravan, this palmistry hand is a true
delight. 5" long and 3 1/4" wide,  it is small
enough to comfortably sit upon your desk
or altar. With its bottom cleverly fashioned
so that it sits upon any surface without rolling
or rocking, this sculpture of a human hand
is clearly marked with a palmistry diagram
that is easily distinguishable and recognized.
Accompanied by "A short guide to Character
Analysis and Prognostication by means of
Reading Palms," this model hand is a great aid to both new and 
well-versed palm readers. $ 15.95   #RP000

Tibetan Singing Bowls
A powerful instrument 
of meditation and
prayer, the singing
bowl is sometimes
used to accompany
mudras, sudras and
other such hymns and
prayers. The vibration
that is felt in the brass
when it is struck and
played is often held
to help remove neg-
ative energy and help
find peace in medi-

tation, aligning the chakras, and other such ritual practice. Much
like other bells and noise makers, they can also be used in chasing
off evil spirits, or otherwise cleansing a ritual space before intensive
prayer and ritual magick. These particular singing bowls are
decorated with an elaborate Tibetan script around their outer surface,
with further symbols of religious significance embossed in their inner
surface, all surrounding an image of Buddha, sitting in the lotus
position within the petals of the lotus flower, cupping a singing bowl
in one hand. These bowls each come with a wooden, leather-coated
hammer with which to make it sing.    

Small  4" wide by 2 1/2" high   $ 51.95   #RSB4
Large 6" wide by 3 1/2" high   $ 73.95   #RSB6 New

Singing Bowl, Bowls
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Alter T iles
Altar tiles, sometimes known as patens, are small plates 
or tiles intended for use upon your altar or in ritual to
hold any offerings to the divine you might give.

Triquetra Altar Tile
This triquetra measures 3 1/2" on each
face and measures 3/8" thick. Made of
silver-plated brass, it is sturdy enough to
withstand travel for use with a portable
altar. The triquetra is one of the most
well known pieces of Celtic knotwork,
and has been used to represent endless-
ness since ancient times.

$ 9.95  #RA46CS

Large Cut-Out Pentagram Altar Tile
This silver-tone altar tile is wonderfully
crafted into a pentacle. Approximately
5 3/4" in diameter, it presents a circle with
open space between each of the arms of
the pentacle's star. This makes it perfect
for using on your altar as a place to rest hot
items as they cool down or otherwise
using as a simple, elegant decoration for
your wall and altar.   $ 25.95 #RPEN6

4” Cut-Out Pentagram Tiles
These cut-out pentagram altar tiles
measure approximately 4" in diameter.
Light weight and elegant, they can easily
be hung or used to accent other aspects
of your sacred space, bringing the
mysticism and magic of the pentacle
into your rituals, ceremonies and magic.    

$ 14.95   Silver-Plated   #RPEN4
Solid Brass  #RPCRB3 New

New 3” Brass Cut-Out Pentagram 
Measuring approximately 3" in diameter,
this brass cut-out pentagram altar paten is a
fine piece for the altar or sacred space. The
pentagram is a timeless symbol most widely
accepted as a representation of the four
elements ruled and united by spirit, or divinity.
Hang it on your wall or use it as a potent
symbol within your altar space.      

$ 11.95   #RPCRB2

Small Pentagram Altar Tile New      
This elegant little altar tile depicts an inter-
woven pentagram, crafted of white metal to
be a silvery presence of light and mysticism
upon your altar. The interwoven pentagram
has long been used as a symbol of spiritual
protection and mystical power. This piece
measures approximately 2 3/4" in diameter.       

$ 5.95   #RPEN3

Triquetra Altar Tile
Shaped into a triangle with flat corners
to create a six sided tile, this altar
piece is sculpted of silver-painted
ceramic. Light weight and delicate,
it has the classic Celtic symbol of a
triquetra at its center. 5" long and 6"
wide, it will fit easily upon just about
any altar to represent the Goddess
in her three forms.  $ 11.95  #RA46T

Small Woodland 
New  Pentagram Altar Tile 

This 3" diameter, silver-plated brass altar
tile has been sculpted into a wooden
pentagram frozen within a plate of silver,
with each point divided by floral patterns.  

$ 9.95   #RAAP2

Small Stylized 
Pentagram Altar Tile
This silver-plated brass altar tile has a stylized
interwoven pentacle at its center. Ideal as a
small altar pentacle or it could serve as a
coaster.  It measures 3" in diameter.   

$ 9.95   #RAAP3

Small Altar Patens
These heavy weight, silver plated brass
disks have an ornate raised design. Ideal as
small altar pieces, or they could also serve as
a coaster, they measure 3" in diameter by
3/8" thick. 

Pentagram (SHOWN) $ 11.95  #RAP3
Triquetra $ 9.95 #RAT3  

Small Celtic 
Pentagram Altar Tile
This silver-plated brass altar tile has an
elaborate pattern of Celtic knots inter-
woven within the pentagram at its center,
which in turn displays a crescent moon
between each of its points. It measures 
3” in diameter. $ 9.95   #RA46PM

Small 
Pentagram Altar Tile

This silver-plated brass altar tile has an
interwoven pentacle at its center, with a
crescent moon ato each point. Ideal as a
small altar pentacle or it could serve as a
coaster.  It measures 3" diameter and 
3/8" thick.   $ 9.95   #RAAP1

Pentagram Altar Tile
This silver-plated brass altar tile portrays
a pentagram surrounded by leafy scenes
of foliage, harvest and abundance.
It is of particular use in your rituals
of abundance and prosperity, helping
to empower spells of money drawing
and harvest blessings. It measurs 5 3/4" 
in diameter.   $ 35.95   #RA46D

Triple Moon 
Pentagram Altar Tile 

The surface of this silver-plated brass
altar tile displays a pentagram, whose
center becomes the full moon for the
triple moon symbol that overlays it.
Each space between the points of the
pentagram displays leafy patterns. It
measures 8 3/4" in diameter.

$ 76.95   #RA549TG
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Five Pentagram
#RAP556

Pentagram
#RAP557

Tree of Life
#RAT558

Triquetra
#RAT559

Decorated Wooden Altar T iles
Inscribed with powerful 
symbols and Celtic
designs, these 9" in
diameter altar tiles have
been lightly painted
with distressed golden
highlights to bring out
their decorations. With
a bracket set into their
back for ease of hanging,
these altar tiles can
connect with your altar
as a wall or table top 
piece. $ 24.95

Wooden Pentagram Altar Tile New
This beautiful wooden altar 
tile is a fine addition to any
altar or sacred space. Standing
a solid 3/4" thick, its top sur-
face has been carved with an
elaborate design featuring a
pattern of Celtic knots and
flowers surrounding the mys-
tical symbol of a pentagram.
Measuring approximately 6" in
diameter it can easily serve as a
resting place for your incense
burners and other such items

or serve decoratively with its symbolic mysticism.    
$ 15.95   #RA603

Large Altar Plate or 
Wall Hanging Pentagram

Measuring 12" square, this black
wooden altar plate features an
interwoven pentagram at its center,
with flowing cut out designs at
each corner. A standard wall hook
is set smoothly into the back, allow-
ing you to hang this powerful piece
on the walls of your sanctuary if
you so wish.      $ 33.95 #RAPB

Greenman Altar Tile 
Depicting the age-old face of the legendary
Greenman, this 3" diameter altar tile is
actually sculpted of solid brass. This gives
it an old-world feel, making it seem as
though it would be as equally at home
unearthed from some Roman or pre-
Christian ruin as it might be upon your
altar. Further, it has a notch in its back
allowing you to hang it upon your wall 
as well. $ 19.95   #RA546G1

Gold Tone 
Greenman Altar Tile

Portraying the merry visage of the 
greenman, this altar tile portrays the
legendary figure with a beard and hair
made of leaves and vines, engraved in
brass and painted gold. It measures
approximately 3 1/4" in diameter.   

$ 19.95   #RA46G2

Soapstone 
Triquetra Altar Tile New
Carved from a piece of soapstone,
this altar tile is a beautiful piece of
craftsmanship depicting the three-
pointed triquetra. The triquetra is
born of Celtic artistry, and has come
to represent the maiden, mother and
crone. In other paths, it has also be
used to represent mind, body and
spirit as well as the father, son and
holy spirit. Whatever your tradition

dictates, it is an elegant addition to your altar. The tile measures
approximately 6" in diameter and has been carved from soapstone.     

$ 11.95   #RAT821T

Small Soapstone Altar Tiles 
Each of these delightful altar 
tiles, artfully carved of soap-
stone, presents a mystical
design on its surface. Sitting
3" in diameter, they are the
perfect addition to your 
altar. $ 3.50  
Pentagram #RAT49
Triple Moon #RAT47
Triquetra #RAT48

Celtic Heart Altar Tile New 
Created from silver plated brass, this
altar tile has been worked into the shape
of a heart, with an intricate pattern of
Celtic knots upon its surface. These
knots have long been a symbol of
eternity, with the heart most often
representing love, making this a pow-
erful piece for love spells. It measures
approximately 3" wide and 3" tall.    

$ 9.95   #RA46CH

Pentagram Cookie Stamp
Fast becoming a popular way to
decorate home-made baked
goods. This cookie stamp is sure
to lend a unique touch to any of
your ritual goodies. Handcrafted
of lead-free pewter, hand wash
and dry. Since handcrafted items
are unique, please allow for slight
variations. Approximately 1 3/8" 
diameter.         $ 8.95   2 #RCPP
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Futhark Rune Sets
Patterned in exacting detail after the Elder Futhark Runes, long held sacred by Germanic and Norse peoples and faiths, these runes 
are sold in sets of 25 pieces each, including the blank rune, which has been disputed about between Rune-readers as to its place
in the Futhark set. Though this Rune set is most often cast out and otherwise worked with for divination, each rune can be used
individually to enhance your ritual magick, and to aid in every intention you may have, from protection to prosperity.

Polished Stone Rune Sets 
Made of tumbled semi-precious stones and engraved with gold painted lettering; these
stones are a wonderful way to combine the power of divination with the specific energy
that each specific stone can bring. Each rune stone is approximately 3/4" long and
1/2" wide, though sizes may vary slightly.

Amethyst $ 24.95 #RRAME
Bloodstone $ 21.95 #RRBLO
Carnelian $ 24.95 #RRCAR New
Moonstone $ 21.95        #RRMOO
Smoky Quartz $ 32.95 #RRSMO

Colored Glass Rune Sets
Made of brightly colored glass and engraved with gold painted lettering; these stones
are a wonderful way to combine the power of divination with the potent and easy to
feel influence of color magic. Each glass rune is approximately 3/4" long and 1/2" wide, 
though sizes may vary slightly. 1   $ 11.95

Amber #RRGAMB  Cobalt #RRGCOB
Black #RRGBLA Green #RRGGRE   
Blue Swirl #RRGBLU  Purple #RRGPUR        
Clear #RRGCLE        Sapphire #RRGSAP

Natural Wooden Rune Sets
Made from natural wooden branches with the bark still on them.  Each rune is burnt
with the symbols of the Futhark rune set,  with 25 runes in total including the blank
rune.  Only natural staining agents (linseed oil) is used to cure the runes, with no
varnish or unnatural substances. The branches are tempered by the elements of
fire, water, earth, air, and time.  Each set of runes is cut from the same branch in
order to assure continuity of being.  The magical properties of maple are well
placed in the cultures of Nordic, Wiccan, Druidic traditions.  Each rune is burned 
into the wood NOT stamped. $ 16.95

Natural Cedar #RRCED Elder #RRELD
Natural Oak #RROAK Willow #RRWIL    

Skulls, Rune Sets

Bone Rune Set
An engraved twenty
five piece polished bone
rune set, natural color.
Each piece measures
approx. 3/8" in length.

$ 15.95   2 #RRBON

Witches Rune Set
This set comes with eight
wooden runes wi th
engravings. The rune
pieces are approximately
3/4” in diameter, but
their size will vary as they
are hand made from cut
oak.  $ 14.95 #RRWIT

Mystic Pentagram Skull
Made to realistically resemble a
human skull, this cold-cast resin statue
is adorned with strange alchemical
markings and symbols. Measuring
5 1/2" tall, 5" wide, and 6 3/4" in length,
a large seal of protection is set into the
crown of this mystic skull to aid you
in your spellwork. $ 26.95  #RS839

Tribal Tattoo Skull
Sculpted of cold cast resin with a chilling
attention to detail, this skull statue is
the perfect ornament for the dark at
heart. The small, fanged skull has
silvery, metallic-looking tattoos that
bedeck its crown giving it an aura of
mysticism and fantasy. Measuring
approximately 7 1/2" in length and
5" wide and 5 1/2" high, it can eas-
ily fit upon a desk or book shelf, as
well as an altar.   $ 31.95   #RS725
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Copper Pendulum Dowsing Board
A powerful aid for divination, 
this dowsing board is intended to be
used with your favorite pendulum to
help you find the answers that you
seek. Made of glass, it features an
elaborate design of  Celtic-styled
swirls and spirals bordering a copper-
hued, intertwined pentagram, whose
center is the neutral point for your
pendulum divination. Surrounding
its circle you will find your answers.
These include the standard yes, no,
and maybe, as well as answers such

as DWA (Don't want to answer), RQ (rephrase the question), and N/A
(not applicable). The board is approximately 7 7/8" by 7 7/8", and 
comes with an instructional aid.   $ 34.95   #DPENCOP

Glass Pendulum Board 
Always declare that all answers
will be for "your highest good."
This dowsing board works best
by the strength of your intent,
desire, and emotion. Ask your
question and rely on your
pendulum to spell out the answer.
Best used in solitude with a lot
of concentration.

$ 38.95  #RPM100

Brass Scrying Mirror Stands New 
Sculpted of brass, these devices are the perfect
complement to your scrying mirror. Their
elaborate framework portrays flowing vines
and leaves that create an antiqued feel. These
frames can easily hold most scrying mirrors,
supporting them so you can gaze into their
surface naturally in meditation, without
having to look down as they lay flat.    
Small 5 1/2" tall  $ 11.95   #RSMH6
Large 7 1/2" tall  $ 19.95   #RSBT8

Scrying Mirrors
Scrying is a form of divination based around casting your mind loose 
within a focus of some form and using the visions you receive to
gaze into the past, predict the future, or gain hidden insights about
the subject at hand. Crystal balls are often used for this purpose, as
are blackened mirrors, smoke, tea leaves, or shallow bowls filled
with ink or other fluid.

Concave Black Scrying Mirror
Beautifully made 8" round slightly
concave black scrying mirror.
Does not include display stand.
$ 46.95  #RSM500

Beveled Edge 
Black Scrying Mirror

A handsome black scrying mirror,
unadorned with beveled edges. 

6” dia. $ 22.95 #RSM000 New
12” dia. $ 53.95 #RSM201

Beveled Edge Black 
Concave Scrying Mirror
Resting 12" in diameter, this beveled
edge mirror is made of polished black
glass and offers a hard-to-find concave
surface.    $ 70.95  4 #RSM900

Black Scrying Mirror
This black scrying mirror measures 6"
in diameter. Its outside edge is rounded
off to provide a smooth edge for handling.   

$ 22.95  #RSM700

Pentacle Talking Board Set
This fantastic tool for div-
ination consists of a base
and pointer of cold cast
resin, and a glass plate
for the pointer to slide
upon. The base, carved
to portray all of the letters
of the English alphabet
and the numbers 1-0, as
well as "yes," "no," and
"bye", has been sculpted
to appear as though it
were carved from a block
of wood. Within this you
will find a frame of vines
and ivy which creates
the circle for a pentacle,

interwoven with the arching sweep of a crescent moon. A black cat sits
within the moon and star with a pentacle pendant hanging from its
neck. This whole base measures 14 1/2" in diameter and 2 1/4" in
height, including the four pillars that rise from its corners to support the
glass plate. The pointer, measuring approximately 5 1/2" long and
3 1/2" wide, has been sculpted to portray the branching roots and
limbs of the tree of life; a powerful symbol to help point the way to 
the answers to your questions.      $ 97.95   #RO034

Tree of Life Talking Board Set
A time-honored method of 
communicating with the
spirits of the dead and a
powerful tool of divination,
the talking board has been
reinvented in this set with
the potent imagery of the
tree of life. The board is a
solid piece, sculpted from
cold cast resin so as to rise
1 1/2" from where you set it,
with embossed letters, yes
or no answers, and more, all
arranged to help the other
worlds clearly answer the
questions you pose. All of
this surrounds a the Celtic

tree of life, whose tall branches and deep roots are viewed as a symbol
and bridge of the connection between heaven and earth. Extending
from its branches, tangled vines run out to form an elaborate border
of interwoven Celtic knots. Set within this design, four pillars rise
up 3/4" to support a circular glass plate upon which your pointer can
slide; with the pointer itself taking the form of a pentagram,
overlapping the tree of life. The whole thing measures approx-
imately 13 1/4" in diameter.    $ 97.95   #RO077

Divination Boards, Mirrors
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Scallop Edged Mirrors 

These mirrors are designed to be laid flat upon 
your altar surface, with its reflective surface
pointing upward. This makes it a fantastic
tool for scrying and divination, particularly if
the smoke of the incense that you are using
during your ritual is wafting over it or a small
amount of ritual anointing oil has been applied
to its surface.
Small        4” diameter    $ 3.50    #FM377S
Medium   5” diameter    $ 3.95   #FM377M

Fairy Hand Mirror
Holding a flower petal open
before her, an ethereal
angel-winged fairy forms
the handle of this hand
mirror. Made of hand
painted cold cast resin,
the back of this 5 1/2" in
diameter mirror shows a
detailed scene of a flower
filled meadow, with a
beautiful hummingbird
gently supping upon a
flower in midair. The
total length of this piece
comes out to just under
11".     $ 20.95  #RM242

Celtic Knot Scrying Mirror
A handsome black scrying mirror
set on clear glass, with finished edges
for the Celtic seer. Pewter colored
Celtic zoomorphic birds and copper
colored Celtic knot designs circle the
scrying area. 8" square.     

$ 43.95 #RSM100

Egyptian 
Ankh Hand Mirror

Gaze into this beautiful hand mirror
cleverly worked in the shape of a
golden ankh, ancient Egyptian
symbol of everlasting life. Made
of hand painted cold-cast resin,
this mirror measures 8" tall and 
3 1/2" at its widest point.

$ 12.95 #RM786

Greenman Altar Table New
Appearing throughout 
medieval architecture, the
Greenman is commonly
revered as an icon rep-
resenting the male half
of divinity and nature,
and is sometimes wor-
shiped as a potent figure
of rebirth, the Hunt and
the powerful ability of
nature to grow and pros-
per. Here, his image has
been carved into the top of
the altar table, bordered
by a pattern of concentric
circles. The whole image

is brought to life by a rich, forest-green coat of stain that grows lighter
where the wood has been carved away to create the Greenman's
image. The result is a sturdy piece with four solid legs measuring
approximately 12" wide by 12" deep and 7 1/2" tall.     

$ 88.95   #RAT632

Large Square Altar Tables
Providing either a portable 
altar space or a raised plat-
form within your sacred
space, these altar tables are
hand carved of wood and
antiqued to provide a dusky,
aged appearance. Their four
solid legs are beautifully
crafted to lend stability
while maintaining a flowing
design. The top of each table
extends out from its base,
richly imbued with carvings
that form an intricate design
encircled within a border of
Celtic knots. Each table measures 7 3/4" high, 12" wide, and 12" long.    

$ 88.95  
Om   #RAT639 Pentagram   #RAT641P         

Triquetra (SHOWN) #RAT642

Spirit Board Altar Table with Drawer New
This fantastic altar table is 
of truly unique construc-
tion. The entire top surface
has been carved into a spirit
board, allowing you to seek
answers with a pendulum,
or other form of dowsing,
from the worlds beyond.
Complete with the entire
alphabet, numerals 1 to 0,
Yes and No answers and
other such possibilities,
it is a great conduit to
divination and the wisdom
of the spirits beyond. Built

into the under side of the table-top, you will find a drawer, pulling open
with a pull ring affixed to a sun-shaped metal boss. With a  sizeable
interior dimension (approximately 9" by 5" by 1 1/4") the drawer can
easily hold many varieties of wands, pendulums and other ritual tools.
The entire altar table measures approximately 12" wide, 12" deep, and 
7 3/4" high.      $ 98.95   #RAT633

Small Square Altar Tables
Intended to be used upon 
a larger altar table as a raised
platform, or for those who
have little space, these small
altar tables are carved of
solid wood with four sturdy,
rounded legs. Upon these,
the table top rests, carved
with the design of an inter-
woven pentagram or a
triquetra, surrounded in a
repeating design of spirals.
These tables stand approx-
imately 4 1/4" high 6" wide,
and 6 " deep.         $ 30.95   

Pentagram (SHOWN) #RAT1S          Triquetra   #RAT642S
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Celtic Crescent Moon Pentagram Altar Table
Providing either a 
portable altar space or
a raised platform for
elements within your
sacred space, this altar
table is a wonderful
tool both for those
seeking a space that
they can conceal as well
as for those who wish
to enhance their more
permanent altars. Hand
carved of antiqued
wood, providing a
dusky, aged appear-
ance, this table is a fine

display of craftsmanship. Its four sturdy legs support a table-top
imbued with carvings that form an intricately woven pentagram,
embossed in the table's top above a crescent moon created out of
Celtic knots. The entire table measures approximately 7 3/4" high, 
12" wide and 12" long. $ 88.95   #RAT638

New Celtic Pentagram Round Altar Table 
This wooden altar table is 
carved with an elaborate
design of Celtic knots,
weaving in and out of an
interwoven pentagram. The
unending knots, representing
the eternal mysteries that
bind us all, border the five
pointed star of the penta-
gram, which represents unity
between the four elements
and spirit. This is all perfectly
portrayed in a 12" diameter
table top, supported by three sturdy legs set within a triangle. The
whole altar table measures approximately 6 3/4" high.   

$ 78.95   #RAT647

Silver Inlaid
Pentagram Altar Table
An altar table made of sheesham
wood, very similar to teak, with
an inlaid silver pentagram on
top. Great for any altar, plant
stand, or practically any other
use. Its top is accented in
Celtic-styled leafwork while
its intertwined pentagram has
leaves in its background. Standing
9 1/2" tall, Top dia is 8 1/2", and
the pentagram is 3" diameter.

$ 48.95 #RAT00

Pentagram Altar Table
An altar  table  made of
sheesham wood, very similar
to teak, with an intertwined
pentagram on top. Great for
any altar, plant stand, or
practicly any other use. Its top
is accented in Celtic knotwork
and intertwined leaves.
Standing 6" tall, top diameter
is 5 3/4", and the pentagram
is 2 7/8"     $ 26.95 #RAT01

Round Tree of 
Life Altar Table New
This small altar table is decorated
with a complex image of the
tree of life, encircled with a wide
wreath of Celtic knots formed
from its roots. It measures about
6" in diameter and about 4 1/4"
in height, and stands on three
wooden legs.   

$ 19.95   #RA648S

Altar Tables, Chalices

Maiden, Mother & Crone Chalice
This chalice is sculpted with interwoven,
Celtic designs, accented with green jewels and
painted, green foliage, all of which serve as a
back drop for the three faces of the Goddess
carved into the chalice's outer cup. Measuring
7 1/2" tall and 3 3/4" in diameter, it features a
removable metal cup that makes cleaning a 
breeze.    $ 27.95   #RC099

Unicorn Chalice
This chalice has been sculpted to proudly
display the head and mane of a bearded
unicorn. Set against a backdrop of woven
celtic patterns, purple jewels and medieval
gothic designs, it is enhanced by the remov-
able metal cup that settles within the cold-cast
resin exterior. The chalice measures 7 1/2" tall
and 3 3/4" in diameter.  $ 27.95  #RC102

Greenman Chalice
This chalice has been sculpted from cold-cast
resin so it appears to be carved stone, covered in
the leafy vines and foliage that surround the face
of the Greenman on the sides of the wide cup.
Measuring 7 1/2" in height and 3 1/4" in diam-
eter, the cup is made of metal, and can be
removed from the outer chalice for ease of 
cleaning.   $ 27.95   #RC103

Goat Head Chalice
A pattern of goat heads, carved with magical
glyphs, are set within upside down pentacles
which are, themselves, set within spades
around the outer cup of this elaborately
carved, cold-cast resin chalice. The entire
chalice measures 7 1/2" in height and 3 3/4"
in diameter and has a removable metal 
cup.  $ 27.95   #RC100
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Flower Spirit Chalice 
Standing 8 3/8" tall, the base of this cold-cast resin
chalice is a rounded disc etched with the symbols
of the zodiac, while the roots of a tree stretch out
over its top surface to grow into a straight-trunked
tree that, near the base of the cup, becomes the
horned and bearded face of the God. The cup is
engraved with images of flowers and foliage,
which often grow into human faces or humanoid
bodies. The cup's mouth, 4" in diameter, is
rimmed with various magickal markings. This
chalice is not drink safe and should be used for 
display only.   $ 23.95   #RC2013

Bat Chalice 
Crafted of cold cast resin, this chalice is 9 3/4" tall,
and has a mouth that is 3 1/8" in diameter. At the
base of the cup is sculpted the image of a bat in
flight, with its wings arching back behind it to
frame the cup. The surface of the cup is embossed
in the image of a full moon and a bat in flight and
its base is sculpted to appear to be the membrane
of a bat's clawed wing. This chalice is not drink
safe and should be used for display only.   

$ 26.95   #RC2014

Dragon Chalice
Coming right out of high fantasy, this wonder-
ful, cold-cast resin chalice has been carved with
intricate patterns of Celtic design, crosses, and
the detailed image of a majestic dragon, framed
against a deep red background. To keep this
detailed, sculpted design prestine it features a
removable metal cup, allowing you to keep the
contents from ruining your chalice and take the
worry and troubles away from washing. The
chalice measures 7 1/2" in height and 3 3/4" 
in diameter.     $ 27.95   #RC101

Dragon Claw Chalice
This finely detailed Dragon Claw chal-
ice measures 8 1/4" tall. Made of cold
cast resin with a glass insert for easy
cleaning, It can be used as a candle-
holder, altar piece, or as a food safe gob-
let. Its decorative surfaces feature a
dragon's claw clutching the glass as its
stem, with Celtic knotwork at the top,
and a delicate chain-mail pattern be-
tween each claw.             $ 23.95  #RC501

Egyptian Isis Goblet
Formed out of hand painted cold-cast resin,
this ornate Isis goblet features winged Isis
images on its opposing sides, which are
surrounded by golden hieroglyphics and
Egyptian-themed decorations. Standing
6 1/2" tall with a mouth 2 3/4" in diameter,
this goblet comes with a removable metal
cup liner so you can clean the cup without
diminishing its beauty.     $ 36.95 #RC958

Unadorned Altar Chalice
Elegant within the simplicity of its design this,
silver-toned chalice is entirely unadorned without
engraved design or flourishes. This makes it
perfect for use on your altar and within your
ceremony, regardless of what spiritual tradition
you might practice. Measuring approximately
8" tall with a 2 1/2" diameter mouth, it tapers to
a more narrow, 1 1/2" diameter base for the cup,
which is settled upon simple stem, marked only
with a beveled design before continuing straight
to the flat, 2 1/2" diameter base.    

$ 27.95   #RC013

Brass Chalice
Crafted with an elegance fit for any altar or
ritual, this chalice is free of ornamentation or
design, depending upon its exquisite crafts-
manship and shape to provide its imagery.
With a wide, 3" diameter mouth it tapers
down to 2" in diameter at the base of the cup,
which sits upon a fluted stem. This step
meets the conical base shortly thereafter,
with a flat disc marking where one begins
and the other ends even as it creates a
comfortable texture to hold. Measuring
approximately 6" in height, this chalice
is made of finely wrought brass.

$ 19.95   #RC695

Decorated Chalices and Votive Holders
These delicate altar tools can be used in a 
variety of functions. Standing approximately
2 1/8" high and 2" wide, both their base and
rim are ornamented with a design reminiscent
of a knotted rope, while both their front and
back have the inscribed image of either an
interwoven pentagram or a triquetra, marking
them as sacred tools. The size and design makes
them perfect for dolling out your magical
potions and herbal remedies, even as they
can easily contain a votive candle to burn 
upon your altar or within your sacred space.     $ 18.95   

Pentagram    #RC42        Triquetra (SHOWN) #RC43
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Delicate Pentagram Chalice 
This delicate chalice provides an elegant solution
to those who need such a tool for their altar but
simply do not have much space to store it. It
stands at a height of only 4 1/2" tall and its base has
a footprint of only 1 3/4" in diameter. This small size
does not take away from its elegant craftsmanship
however, its silver-plated cup offers the engraved
image of an interwoven pentagram on both its
front and back, while the 2 1/2" stem offers a gold
tone, and flares out at the base of a cup presenting
a design that almost resembles the petals of a
flower. With such decorative flourishes, this is
certainly a fine piece for any altar.    

$ 15.95   #RC9013

5” Contoured Stem Chalices
These silver-plated altar chalices present a stem
delicately engraved with a repeating pattern
that provides a contoured, non-slip surface as
well as an elegant appearance. Their cups are
of the common design, with a pentagram or
triquetra engraved upon both their front and
back face. The whole design measures only 5"
tall, and is only 2" in diameter around its widest
point at the rim.    
Pentagram $ 16.95   #RC22
Triple Moon $ 16.95   #RC26 New
Triquetra (SHOWN) $ 15.50   #RC27

Pentagram Ritual Chalice New
Inscribed with an interwoven pentagram
within a double circle, both on its front face
and its rear, this silver-plated chalice measures
approximately 8" in height and 2 3/4" in
diameter, with a 3 1/2" deep cup that features
a 2 1/2" diameter mouth.     $ 30.95   #RC00

Celtic Cross Chalice
Etched into the silver-plated surface of this
chalice, is a Celtic Cross. This cross, representing
the four elements of wind, water, air, and fire
united together by divinity and spirit, is filled
with a complex weave of celtic knots.  Measuring
7 3/4" high, the cup is 2 1/2" in diameter with a
delicate stem that will fit easily between your
fingers and a narrow, 2 1/2" diameter base.   

$ 30.95   #RC09

A :  Silver-Plated Decorated Chalice  
These silver-plated chalices bear two interwoven pentagram or triple moon
engravings on their opposing sides. Standing 8" high with a smooth stem,
these chalices are perfect for altar or decorational use. Food and drink safe,
they are also easy to clean with any household silver polish.           

Pentagram $ 30.95 #RCWIC Triple Moon (SHOWN) $ 31.95 #RC075 
B : Brass-Plated Chalice 
This unadorned brass chalice with silver-plated interior is perfect for
decorational, or religious use. As it is without etching, its perfect for those of
us who keep altars but follow a non-traditional path. Food and drink 
safe, it measures 9" high, with flourishes along the stem. $ 21.95 #RC08
C: Decorated Silver-Plated Chalices
These elegant, silver-plated chalices have a 3 1/2" stem that tapers down to the 3"
diameter base and stand 7 3/4" tall. The cup of each has a 2 1/2" diameter mouth, 
and is exquisitely engraved on both its front and back with a design. $ 30.95

Knotted Pentagram (SHOWN) #RC01       
Pentagram Fairy  #RC445        Triquetra   #RC03

D : Silver Plated Chalices
These silver-plated chalices have engraved triquetra or triple moon
designs on their opposing sides. 5 1/2”  tall with gentle ribbing along
the stem and a slight curl to the lip of the cup, these chalices are ideal
for altar or personal use. Food and drink safe.                

Pentagram       $ 25.95        #RC20       
Triple Goddess $ 29.95        #RC24      
Triquetra (SHOWN)   $ 25.95 #RC25

E : Pentagram Chalice
This simple, yet elegant, silver plated chalice has a double-ringed
pentagram engraved on opposing sides. It stands 6 1/4"  high, 
with gentle ribbing down a third of its stem.      $ 25.95  #RC21
F : Interior Pentagram Chalice 
This unadorned, silver-plated chalice has a detailed interwoven
pentagram engraved in the bottom of its drinking cup. The dia. of the
cup is 4" around, with subtle ribbing on stem. Food and drink safe.       

$ 28.95    #RC23

A B C

D E F
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Celtic Pentagram Chalice New 
This Celtic pentagram chalice is a beautiful,
silver-plated piece for the altar, whose
symbolism is a potent addition to your
spellcraft and ceremony. Its wide, heavy
base (measuring approximately 4 1/4" in
diameter) is accented by a dimpled texture
and two pentagrams arrayed on opposite
sides. Each pentagram is interwoven and
surrounded in an intricate weave of Celtic
knots, worked into a stylized tree of life; a
symbol of the union of Heaven and Earth.
This tapers then to a thick stem, with a wide
ring interrupting its length intended to keep
the chalice resting easily against the grasping
fingers, before sweeping back out into the
delicate curve of the chalice's cup. The cup
again features the engraving of the pentagram
within the Celtic tree of life design, before
ending in the 3 1/2" diameter mouth. The
entire ritual piece measures approximately 
8 1/4" tall.     $ 65.95   #RCL13

New Pentagram Offering and Scrying Bowl 
Sculpted of silver-plated brass, 
this piece is an elegant solution
to those looking for a new take
on the traditional offering plate
or scrying bowl. Created in a
design akin to a chalice, it fea-
tures a wide base that narrows
to a slender neck before ex-
panding to form the basin. Its
sides smooth and unadorned
except for the pattern decorating
the edge of its base, it flares out
to a wide mouth with an open
basin decorated in a five pointed pentagram. Standing approximately
2 3/4" high and measuring 3 3/4" wide, it is a squat piece that will not
tip easily to spill its contents, and will readily contain all but the largest
of your offerings. It could also easily be filled with a liquid of your
choosing to gaze into for your scrying and divination.    

$ 25.95   #RC441

Grape Leaf Silver Chalice New 
This graceful, narrow stemmed, silver-plated
chalice is an elegant piece, rich in the symbolism
of the grape leaf. The chalice itself is simple and
sleek, standing approximately 9" tall. From where
the 2 1/2" diameter base rises into the stem, it
presents an unbroken line, sweeping upward to
form the chalice's cup within a fluid line only
broken by the embossed image of a vine laden
with grapes. The grape has long history of symbolism,
ranging from abundance and prosperity, to joy
and pleasure, to rebirth and fertility. Indeed, it is
associated with everything from the cults of Dionysus
to the Blood of Christ. It is said to protect against
evil spirits, offer abundance and vitality, and aid 
in fertility.   $ 33.95   #RC379

Pentagram Goblet New 
Adding the engraving of a pentagram to the
traditional design of a goblet, this silver-plated
brass cup is a wonderful piece for any altar
space. Its base flares up to a wide neck in
smooth stages, allowing the hand to coil
around both the neck and base in a comfortable,
natural grip to help ensure that it does not
slip free of your grasp before flaring outward
into spacious cup. This cup is decorated on
both its front and back surfaces with a deli-
cately engraved interwoven pentagram; a
timeless symbol of the four elements (earth,
air, fire and water) ruled and united by divinity
and spirit. The goblet stands approximately
5 3/4" tall and 3" wide at its widest point,
resulting in a rather squat appearance that
almost appears as though a traditional,

wooden cup had been transformed to silver.     $ 32.95   #RC19B

Green Onyx Chalice Pair
Sculpted entirely of green onyx, this set 
of two chalices is an absolute marvel of
craftsmanship, presenting sharp lines
and graceful, sweeping curves that give
the cups a sort of elegance that one
rarely associates with stone. While this
alone would make them a prized
addition to an altar, ceremony or
magical rite, there is the additional
benefit that green onyx has a long
tradition of being a stone useful in
helping to achieve success, as well as
being used in grounding energy to aid
in healing. These properties can be
transferred to whatever is kept within
the chalice, or otherwise used to help
empower your ritual magic. Each
chalice measures approximately 7 3/4"

tall and 2 3/4" in diameter at its widest point, and is carved into a
simple design where its narrow mouth flares out to a wider
cup and then tapers back to a cylindrical stem and flat, disk
shaped base. Made of one piece of green onyx, each chalice
has its own unique pattern within the stone, displaying the
waves of layered green, white, and burgundy coloring. To aid
with safe transportation and storage of these wonderful pieces,
these chalices come in a blue, velveteen box that closes with
two clasps, helping to ensure that they do not rattle, shake or
otherwise suffer damage from spills and bumps.     

$ 72.95   #RCGO38

Green Onyx Chalice Sets
Each of these wonderful 
chalice sets provide you
with six chalices, each made
from a solid peace of green
onyx, which results in each
chalice being imbued with
rich, unique patterns and
coloring full of layered veins
of white, green and bur-
gundy-brown. Aside from
being lovely examples of
nature's brilliant artwork,
green onyx is also known for its ability to aid with its energetic
properties. This can help imbue anything within it with its
properties, or otherwise aid you in empowering your ritual
crafts.  Use them for this when you are seeking success and
prosperity, or otherwise looking for balance and healing. 

Small 2 1/2” wide x 2 1/2” tall  $ 40.95   #RCGO25
Medium 2 3/4” wide x 3” tall $ 64.95  #RCGO33

Chalices
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Gothic Cross Silver Chalice
With only a glance, you can see that this
intricately patterned chalice is perfectly suited
for your magickal ritual and study.  Standing
7" tall, it is styled in the same fashion as those
seen in the churches, cathedrals and feast
halls of medieval Europe, with a wide, bell-
shaped cup set upon a flaring stem and a
wide base. The cup, possessing a 3 1/4" mouth,
is decorated in an image of sweeping angles
and arches, creating a cross pattern within an
intricate, gothic design. This is complemented
by the similar, sweeping patterns that decorate
the chalice's wide, 3 1/4" base.    

$ 47.95   #RC378

Decorated 
Silvertone Chalices

These silvertone chalices are perfect for any
altar, ritual or celebration. Measuring 5 1/2"
high, they possess a wide mouth, measuring
3" in diameter and a more slender base which
only sits at 2 3/8" in diameter. A handle
extends smoothly from this base until, about
half-way up its length, it presents an orna-
mental, beveled design. Also decorating
their otherwise unmarred surfaces, is either
an interwoven pentagram, a triquetra or
both on the front and back surface.  $ 19.95   
Celtic Knots Pentagram   #RCL07
Celtic Triquetra #RCL04
Pentagram and Triquetra (SHOWN) #RCL02

Pentagram in Triquetra Chalice
This silver-plated chalice measures 7" tall, 
but what makes it stand out, is the wide
mouth and its sturdy base. Measuring
approximately 4 1/2" in diameter and 3 1/2"
tall, the cup is large enough to easily accom-
modate ritual offerings and other such
contents, whether they are being offered by
a single person or a large group or coven.
Making it even more valuable for your ritual
crafts, it is adorned on its front and back
faces, both on the top cup and the lower
base, with the engraved image of a triquetra,
which in turn surrounds a pentagram. This
forms a powerful symbol, both representing
the three forms of the Goddess, as well
as the four elements. Add it to your sacred 

space or your coven's tools today.    $ 65.95   #RCL11

Black Handled Medieval Athame
This athame is heavy weight, decorated in black and silver.  The handle
is a simple black on silver with a large knuckle guard. Its double
sided blade is sheathed in matte black and adorned with two silver belt
clasps and chains for easy attachment. Size is approx. 16" in total
length with a blade length of 8 1/2". Not for Sale in Massachusetts.

$ 28.95  1  #RA035  

T he Athame
The Athame (ritual blade) is a religious tool of the Wiccan priest or priestess.
It is used in casting the protective circle before ritual work as well as
aiding in the direction and shaping of magickal energy. Double-edged
blades are preferred, the two edges of the athame symbolizing the balance
between all things. It is important to treat your athame with the greatest
respect at all times, as you should treat any of your treasured ritual tools.

Black Medieval Athame New
This long  athame appears as though it is a medieval sword in
miniature. Measuring approximately 14 1/2" long from tip to
pommel, it features a double-edged stainless steel blade that measures
approximately 9 1/2" long and 3/4" wide at its base. This ends in a
3 3/4" wide cruciform crossguard and a straight hilt, wrapped in a
black faux leather before finishing with a rounded pommel. Light
weight and elegant, it is the perfect tool for directing energy within
your ritual magick and comes with a sheath bound in metal and 
wrapped in a faux leather.    $ 24.95   #RA638

Roman Athame
A roman-style athame featuring a stained carved black stained wood
handle in a spiral column shape, and a leather sheath to match. A
handsome piece, perfect for collectors!   Not for Sale in Massachusetts.

$ 24.95   1  #RA152B  

Ornate Greek Athame
This ornate athame comes with a faux wood sheath and a brass-like hilt.
Its blade measures 4" in length, while its handle and sheath bear
matching ornate designs. Not for Sale in Massachusetts. 

$ 16.95   1  #RA176  

Pharoah Athame New
This athame has been built in imitation of the sturdy, straight daggers
perhaps used in ritual and life by the pharoahs of ancient Egypt.
Crafted of stainless steel, the 7 3/4" blade is a stout 1 1/2" wide at its
base, tapering slowly to a fine point. Behind this is, crafted of metal
and accented by molded plastic decoration, is a hefty hilt, crossguard
and pommel. It also comes with a plastic sheath, bound in ornate
metal designs. The whole piece measures approximately  14" in 
length.     $ 30.95   #RA752

Chalices, Athames
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White Handled Wolf Athame
This athame depicts wolves running through wilderness on its sheath.
Its handle has a single wolf, with decorated silver bands running
around the grip, and a finely detailed wolf’s head on the pommel.
The blade has a subtle but detailed design along its top. Size is 13 1/4" 
in total length with an 8" blade. $ 19.95  1  #RA851  

Spider Mini Athame
Just 5 3/4" long, this petite, black-bladed athame has a spider design on its
black handle and its sheath. Not for Sale in Massachusetts.  $ 4.95 1  #RA104

Tarantula Athame
This unique athame contains a molded tarantula motif on the hard plastic 
hilt with a gray, stainless steel double edged blade. Black leather sheath
has embossed spider. Blade geometry will vary. 9" total length.
Not for Sale in Massachusetts. $ 9.95  1  #RATHT

Boline
This beautifully handcrafted, large boline knife
has a bone handle with stainless steel guard
and pommel. The curved stainless steel blade is
5 1/2" across with a serrated inside edge and a
sharpened outer edge. Its black leather sheath
has a belt loop attached. The total length is 10". 
Not For Sale In Massachusetts. $ 27.95  1  #RBOL  

Necklace Athame
A discreet black and silver athame, measuring 6" in
length, with a stainless steel blade. Its black plastic
sheath comes with a black bead chain. 
Not for Sale in Massachusetts. $ 9.95  1  #RA302

Dragon Necklace Athame
Beware the sharp sting of a bite from this
dragon's head necklace! Hidden within this
fierce 3" x 2" dragon pendant is a very small
dagger, with a blade measuring no more
than 1 1/2". The handle of the knife forms
its sinuous dragon tongue. Discretion is
the key with this necklace, pass this beautiful
necklace around and see if anyone can discover
the double-edged blade within.

$ 13.95    1  #RA427

Herald’s Athame 
Beautifully crafted of stainless steel, this enchanting athame
provides an "old-world" feel. 12” from tip to pommel, it seems
a miniature medieval sword, with an elaborately engraved
cross guard and a pommel crafted to resemble a knight's
helmet. Coming with a 9 ½” sheath, sculpted so as to appear
made of wood and capped with elaborately engraved metal,
you can comfortably put this athame upon your altar and
draw it from its sheath for your ritual and craft. This is the
perfect ritual tool for those who enjoy that old, medieval feel.   

$ 18.95  1 #RA798

Eastern Dragon Athame
This highly decorated athame has a faux brass hilt and sheath. The
blade measures 5 1/2" with a decorative dragon design. 
Not for Sale in Massachusetts.    $ 25.95 1  #RA181 

Egyptian Mummy Athame Set
Here are two athames settled within a vinyl sheath, one large and one
small. Both possess cross guards worked into the image of winged
eagles, accented by a small red gem set just above the blade, which is
decorated in inscribed hieroglyphics. The smaller of the two possesses
a handle sculpted into the image of pharaoh in funeral dress, laid to
rest with his crook and flail. The larger athame's handle portrays two
serpents, spreading around a glossy, black and brown haft before
turning into an elaborate pommel, which itself depicts four pharaohs
in funeral dress. The larger of the two measures 18 1/2" long and the
smaller measures only 10" long.    Not for sale in Massachusetts

$ 37.95   2 #RA70D

Silver Handled Egyptian Athame
A slender Egyptian double-edged stainless steel kris-style
athame with a matte-tone handle, crosspiece and sheath. The
hilt is comprised of an Egyptian goddess with a winged scarab
forming the hand guard.  Its sheath is adorned with hieroglyphs
and palm fronds.  It has an 8" blade and measures 13 1/2" 
when sheathed. Not for Sale in Massachusetts. $ 30.95   2  #RAS11
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Lord’s Sword
Styled after many of the ornate swords found in Medieval Europe,
this fantastic athame has, at the base of its tapering stainless steel blade,
a sweeping cross guard, decorated with images of the joust and the
hunt and shaped at the ends to form the heads of eagles. Beneath this
is an 3 3/4" hilt, alternating with smooth bands of black and metallic
bands, textured with ornate designs. This ends in the flat, round
pommel that contains a Celtic cross with a red gem in its center. This
decorative blade slides easily into the accompanying sheath, which is
crafted in intricate patterns of scrollwork, sweeping birds of prey, and
coiled serpents. The whole thing measures 17 1/2" long with an 11 1/2" 
long, double-edged blade.  $ 32.95   1 #RS868

Robin Hood Athame
Adorned in black and 
silver with snake and
eagle design on the
sheath. Its handle has
Earl of Huntington
insignia on top, with
decorated silver bands
running the length of
the grip. The hand

guard has eagle’s heads with a stylized shield, while attached to handle
are two red tassels and a decorative chain securing the knife to the sheath.
Bearing an 11” double edged blade made of stainless steel, its overall 
length is 17". Not for Sale in Massachusetts. $ 38.95  1  #RA209

Sgian Athame
Two black sheathed Sgian blades with decorative silver casements.
The knife handle is heavy black molded plastic, with a weave design,
and ensignia on grip. The single edged blade is made of stainless
steel. Large Blade is  4 1/2" long - overall  9 1/2" $ 15.95 1  #RA549

Small Blade is 3 1/4" long- overall 6 3/4" $ 8.95   1  #RA555

Slim Multi Colored Wood Handled Athame
Made of steel, this athame measures only 6 1/2" long, with a 3 1/4"
long blade and a 3 1/2" long handle.  Double edged with sharp blades,
it has a full tang running through the handle, which is accented by
multicolored wood set on both sides. This athame also comes with
a small leather sheath, allowing it to be fitted on to a belt.  
Not for sale in Massachusetts. $ 9.95   1 #RA822

14” Two Tone Athame
This ritual athame has a design derived from a blend of styling from
medieval Europe and the ancient Celts. With elaborate scroll work
decorating its hilt and sheath, it offers a blend of silver and gold-toned
decoration throughout, accented by blue, faceted stones that are set
within the sheath and crossguard. The crossguard, together with the
pommel, flares upward in a fashion that blends decorative styling
with comfort, allowing the athame's haft to fit easily into your hand
even as the design readily catches the eye. The whole athame has
an length of 12 3/4", with a blade that is 7 1/2" long, double edged, and
made of stainless steel.   Not for sale in Massachusetts

$ 39.95   1 #RA74DX

Ornamental Scottish Athame
This heavy weight 
athame builds upon
the old Scottish dirk
design. Measuring
8 1/2" in length, it
has a pewter hilt
composed of inter-
woven Celtic knots,

making for a comfortable, textured grip that fits easily in your hand
and reduces weight with its hollow interior. At the base, the pommel
of the blade is decorated only with a faceted blue gem set into the
metal, catching the light and adding to the mystical allure of the
athame. The blade itself is 4" long, double edged, and made of
stainless steel, resulting in a high quality blade that is certain to
endure the rigors of your ritual crafts. This athame also comes with
a plastic sheath, decorated at its tip with a pewter engraving of the
symbol for eternity.  Not for sale in Massachusetts.

$ 27.95   1 #RA136

Colored Wood Handle Athame
An elegant 8 1/2” 
athame with layered
and stained wood
hilt in alternating
colors. The stainless
steel double edged
blade is completely

imbedded and riveted within the entire length of the handle. It comes
in a black leather sheath with belt clip. Not for Sale in Massachusetts.

$ 16.95  1  #RATHC

Valkyrie Queen Winged Athame 
Celebrating Freya, the Norse Goddess who is considered by some to
be the queen of the valkyrie, the 4 1/2" stainless steel blade of this
athame is bedecked with her image, framed by the waxing and waning
crescent moons. Its 4" handle is made of wood and brilliantly
colored in a pattern of orange, blue, green and red that repeats itself,
and vividly reveals the wood's grain. This  8 1/2" athame comes with
a black, leather sheath that has a belt loop and snaps closed around 
the athame's handle.   $ 34.95   #RAK136NR

Athames
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Decorated Athames 
These athames are a blend of simple
utility and spirituality, making them
perfect for your rituals. Standing 9"
long, they have a 5" blade and a 4"
handle. The blade of each, made of
steel, begins with a mystical dec-
oration, before gradually tapering
down to a fine point. The handle
offers a small brass cross guard and
end cap, with a wooden grip painted
black and shaped to fit comfortably
in your hand. They come with a
black leather sheath that snaps to
hold them in place and a clip for
your belt.

Deva Fairy 
Queen
$ 34.95   

#RAK401NB

Full Moon 
Goddess 

$ 24.95   
#RAK403SB

Rune 
Triquetra 

$ 34.95
#RAKB4

Two Serpent 
Triquetra

$ 34.95   
#RAKB43

Pentagram
with Crystal

$ 35.95   
#RAK109T

Simple Wood Handle Athame
Delightfully simples athame with double edged stainless steel blades, 
natural wood hilt, brass trim, and leather sheath. Each stainless steel
blade is completely imbedded and riveted within entire length of hilt.
(You can carve the wood with symbols, stain or paint it to suit your
particular tradition.) Comes with a black leather sheath. 

All Sizes Not for Sale 5 1/2" total length. $ 5.95    1  #RATH6   
in Massachusetts. 7" total length. $ 7.95    1  #RATH7

9" total length. $ 10.95  1  #RATH9   

Hecate’s Winged Athame 
This athame is a marvelous piece to add to the mystery of your ritual
and worship. With a black, 3 3/4" handle carved of wood and metal
to comfortably fit the curve of your palm, it presents a 4 1/2" blade,
finely crafted of stainless steel. Flaring out at the base into a curved
cross guard, often referred to as wings, it is decorated with the upturned
moon and pentagram that are viewed as a symbol for Hecate, the
goddess of magick, the underworld, and crossroads. Often known
as the crone goddess, or otherwise seen as a potent force in mystery
and magick, her symbol and blessing upon this athame make it a
potent addition to your rituals. This athame comes with a black
leather sheath that snaps closed around the athame's handle to hold
it firmly in place and has a loop to allow it to be affixed to your belt. 

$ 34.95   #RAK60NB

Gothic Athame
This sturdy athame is heavy weight, decorated in black and silver.
The handle is comprised of simple black with overlaid silver bands.
The double sided blade is sheathed in matte black with silver
toned tip. 11" in total length with a blade length of 5 1/4".
Not For Sale In Massachusetts. $ 15.95  1 #RA002

Goddess Athame
The plastic sheath of this heavy-weight athame is wrapped in ornaments
crafted from stainless steel, depicting ornate scroll work near its top
while the bottom is decorated with the graceful image of a winged
goddess. The athame has an ornate hilt is crafted to display beautiful
goddesses in a manner fit for the Italian renaissance, with a texture
that is comfortable and non-slip and a sweeping crossguard that curls
in on itself. From this extends a straight, double-edged blade ending
in a tapered point. Use it in your ritual, ceremonies and spells today,
bringing the magic of the Goddess closer to your magic. 
Not for sale in Massachusetts $ 30.95   1 #RA753

Bosom Athame
Designed to be 
carried against the
bosom within its
nylon sheath, this
small athame offers
you a knife that is
perfect for your
ritual needs while
remaining small

enough to be easily tucked away for storage. Made of stainless
steel, it measures 5 1/4" long, with a 2 3/4" long blade that possesses
a leaf-shaped design and a 2 1/2" long handle that possesses a full
tang and a faux wood design.  It also comes with a nylon sheath
that closes with Velcro around the handle to hold the knife in place.  
Not for sale in Massachusetts. $ 7.95   1 #RA235

Black Wooden Handled Athame New
Classically styled as a double-bladed huntsman's knife, this athame
features a 5" blade and a full tang, and tapers to a point at the end of
a stainless steel, "leaf" shaped blade design. The handle has a
handsome faux wood finish and the whole thing measures approx-
imately 9" in length, and comes with a black leather sheath that can 
clip on to your belt. $ 13.95  1 #RA288
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A: Charmed
The Charmed triquetra symbol.        $ 33.95   #RAK35

B: Celtic Pentagram                            
A pentagram with Celtic knotwork within.     

$ 34.95  #RAK27

C: Tree of Life and Pentagram 
The tree of life with a pentagram floating above. 

$ 33.95   #RAK18

D: Moon Phase Goddess
A triple moon design symbolizing Hecate and the phases 
of the moon. $ 34.95  #RAK28  
E: Fire Dragon Pentagram Athame
A Fire Dragon pentagram on hilt of blade. 

$ 34.95   #RAK45
F: Valiente Goddess
The Valiente Goddess triple moon design. 

$ 33.95  #RAK29
G: Tree of Life
The Tree of Life. $ 32.95  #RAK3T

A: Rune Pentagram
A pentagram, its outer ring inscribed with all the runes. 

$ 34.95  #RAK31

B: Elemental
A classic elemental pentagram design. $ 34.95  #RAK40

C: Scottish Pentagram                          
An interwoven pentagram design.          $ 32.95  #RATHS

D: Hecates
A pentagram with triple moons in honor of Hecate.

$ 34.95  #RAK60
E: Goddess
A goddess with a feathered headdress.   $ 34.95  #RAK34

F: Triquetra Pentagram
A triquetra pentagram design.                           $ 33.95   #RAK53

Decorated Scottish Dirk Daggers
These athames all feature a double-edged stainless steel blade 5 1/2” in length, with a black rubberized
grip bringing the total length to 9”. Each has small Celtic knotwork designs encircling the hilt and cap of
the handle. Where these blades differ is in the design they feature. Each has a different sigil or design on
the hilt of the blade, suited to your specific needs. They come sheathed in black imitation leather. 

Not for Sale in Massachusetts.

Scottish Dirk Dagger
A simple stainless steel knife with a black grooved rubber imitation
hand grip. The double edged blade is 5 1/2" length, with an overall
length of 9".  Comes with black imitation leather sheath. 
Not for Sale in Massachusetts. $ 13.95  1  #RA658

Silver Coated Boot Athame
An athame boot knife in silvertone metal with engraved hilt and a stainless
steel double-edged blade. The sheath has metal belt clip. Measures only 
6 1/2" long. Not for Sale in Massachusetts. $ 9.95  1  #RATHB
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Quick Open Black Athame New
With a blade forged of 1045 surgical steel this athame is a handy little
piece. Unfolding with the press of a thumb to a 7” long ritual knife,
the 4" long handle features a black faux wood finish and a lock that
will hold the blade open. The blade itself is single-edged and comes
to a fine point, making it perfect for directing energy. Clipping to a
belt it is quite handy for travel and rituals performed in the wilderness.     

$ 18.95  1 #RA517BP

Renaissance Athames New
These delicate athames have the appearance of a knife that might have
appeared upon anyone's belt during the emergence of art and wonder
that was the Renaissance. With a slender, double-edged, 6" long blade,
they feature elegantly simple bronze crossguards that flare with
distinctive renaissance curves and angles. The hilt, available in bone or
a black faux wood finish, ends in a small bronze pommel. The entire
athame measures approximately 10" long and comes with a
leather sheath that easily fits most belts and snaps shut to secure it.
$ 25.95   

Black Handle  #RA105BK      Bone Handle  #RA105BO

Beaded-Sheathed Athame 
This 5 1/2" long athame can provide a more
shamanistic feel to your rituals. With a 3"
handle and a single edged 2 1/2" blade the
athame itself presents a simplistic image,
with a blade only slightly adorned with an
embossed surface that gives it an earthy feel.
The 5 1/2" sheath is ornately decorated with
a dangling leather fringe, and a beaded pattern
on its surface, similar to the styles of many
Native American cultures. With a 22" leather
band, the athame and its sheath can be slung
from one's neck or belt.   $ 46.95   #RA474

Damascus Athame 
Built with remarkable craftsmanship, this
8 1/2" long athame is perfect for your altar.
Its 3 1/2” double-edged blade is made of
hammered steel in which you can see the
rippling effect of layer upon layer of heated
metal being smelted together. Except for the
small, 1 1/2" metal cross guard, its 5" long
handle is carved expertly of horn, and rests
comfortably in your hand. Coming with a
leather sheath that can be hung upon your
belt, this athame is perfect for those rituals
in your wooded meadow as well as those
you hold on your altar at home.   

$ 51.95   #RA030

Red Cord Wrapped Sword
Forged of stainless steel, this sword has two edges running down the
length of its 28 1/4" blade, which is flat and painted black, with red
and white decorative markings just above the cross guard. This guard,
composed of bare stainless steel, is a simple, flat bar of metal that
stretches 5 1/2" wide just above a 2 1/4" diameter black, "flower"
patterned guard. Beneath all of this runs a long hilt, allowing you to
grip the sword in two hands, though its light weight allows it to easily
be held in one. The length of the hilt is wrapped in red cord, providing a
soft, comfortable hold that will not slip, and ends in a small loop that
serves as a pommel, and is decorated with a red tassle. The whole
sword measures 39" in length, and comes in a canvas sheath with
a strap to sling it over a shoulder.    Not for sale in Massachusetts.

$ 49.95   2 #RS447

Rainbow Kunai 
Athame Throwing Knives
Each of these 24 Kunai athames is crafted from
stainless steel that has been imbued with a pris-
matic, rainbow pattern of coloring, with their
handles wrapped in blue cord and decorated
with red ribbon. Each one is 6 1/4" long and
double edged, with a rounded, open pommel.
With an elegant balance and weight they make
great  throwing knives. The set comes with a
nylon carrying pouch containing 24 individual
sheaves and equipped with a zipper with which
to close it, helping to store your collection safely.    

$ 84.95   #RATK24

Fairy Athame
A graceful fairy with glittering wings forms the handle
of this beautiful 6 3/4" athame. Made out of lead-free
pewter and adorned with glittering glass gems, This
letter-opener style athame is a  powerful and unique 
ritual tool.  $ 19.95   #RALT41

Medusa Athame
A terrifying Medusa sits atop this
athame, her glittering green eyes 
beautifully contrasting with the 
intense red eyes of the serpents 
writhing in her hair. This athame 
seems to come to life when you stare 
at her, try not to stare too long, as 
you don't want to turn to stone! 
This slim, letter-opener style athame 
is made of lead-free pewter and 
measures 6 5/8" in total length.  

$ 19.95   #RALT47
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Jeweled Pewter Athame with Holder
A stunningly detailed, 8" tall pewter athame
rests comfortably, point-down, in its dragon
motif holder.  The hilt of this piece is capped
with a clear multi-faceted ball and set with
purple gems at its base, while the cross guard
is graced by a trio of clear and red gems on
either side. The leaf and vine motif of the cross
guard travels down the blade and transforms
into a Celtic pattern, creating a vibrant, flowing
effect.  The holder, which is 6" tall and 3 ¼"
wide at the base, holds the athame snugly
without letting the point touch the ground.
Set with small multi-faceted gems throughout
its design and made in the USA out of 100%
lead-free pewter, this is a unique and beautiful
item for magical work, or as an unexpected 
decoration.  $ 54.95   #RA3920

Lion Head Athame
A lion's head and mane form the handle 
of this beautiful 6 3/4" athame. Made out 
of lead-free pewter and adorned with 
gl i t ter ing glass  gems,  l ight  Celt ic  
knotwork and vines creep up the blade of 
this enchanting and unique ritual tool.   

$ 18.95   #RALT11

Serpent Athame
A regal cobra stands proudly atop this 
enchanting athame, intertwined
serpents running down his back,
beautifully adorned with glittering
glass jewels. This slim, letter-opener
style athame is made of lead-free pewter
and measures 6 5/8" in total length.
Beneath his head sits a multi-faceted
glass crystal with a bevy of multicolored 
glittering glass gems beneath.  
$ 23.95   #RALT15

Crystal Star Athame
A single star formed the crossguard of 
this beautiful athame, its hilt adorned 
with flowering vines and glittering points 
of light. This slim, letter-opener style athame 
is made of lead-free pewter and measures 
6 5/8" in total length. A multi-faceted orb 
of glass forms the pommel of this 
enchanting piece.      $ 18.95   #RALT22

Dual Dragon Athame
The guard of this blade is protected by twin dark
dragons, their red glass eyes glittering with an
unnatural light. The hilt is elegant, yet simple,
with a multi faceted crystal set into the top. This
slim, letter-opener style athame is made of lead-
free pewter and measures 6 5/8" in total length.  
$ 18.95   #RALT26

Celtic Black Onyx Athame
Adorned with Celtic knotwork and 
set with a single large black onyx at 
its center, this slim, letter-opener 
style athame is made of lead-free
pewter and measures 6 5/8" in total
length. Multiple glittering glass 
gems decorate both sides of this 
enchanting flat-handled athame in 
blue and gold.   $ 19.95  #RALT27

Angel Athame
With its handle formed in the shape 
of a serene angelic figure, this slim, 
letter-opener style athame is made of
lead-free pewter and measures 6 1/4" 
in total length. Multiple glittering glass
gems decorate both sides of this 
enchanting flat-handled angel athame's 
wings and robe.  $ 19.95   #RALT28

Egyptian Athame
Adorned with many different examples 
of Egyptian imagery, this slim, letter-
opener style athame is made of lead-
free pewter and measures 6 5/8" in total 
length. Multiple glittering glass gems 
and a multi-faceted glass orb further 
decorate this athame and provide 
distinction to its many symbols.   

$ 19.95  #RALT30

Athames

High Queen Athame
A beautiful queen stands proudly atop this
enchanting athame, a scepter cradled
in one arm, her robes and crown heavily
adorned with glittering jewels. This slim,
letter-opener style athame is made of lead-
free pewter and measures 6 5/8" in total
length with glittering glass jewels on her
robe, crown, and scepter.  
$ 19.95   #RALT36

Dragon Skin Athame
The handle of this athame bears the 
distinctive ripple of dragon scale 
running down its length. This slim, 
letter-opener style athame is made of 
lead-free pewter and measures 7 1/2" 
in total length. A multi-faceted orb of 
glass, captured in the mouth of the 
dragon forms the pommel of this 
delightful piece.  $ 18.95   #RALT25
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Black Kunai Athame

Dating back to ancient Japan, the
Kunai was primarily a tool of the
peasant class, with an edged blade
that made it quite useful as a dig-
ging tool, helping to get through
tough roots and soften packed
soil, as well as functioning as an
effective prybar. This use as a farm
implement and work tool makes
it a wonderful athame for your
rituals seeking blessings for the
harvest and other labor. This
Kunai, painted black, measures
9 1/2" long, with a diamond
shaped, double edged blade and

a small hoop on the other end that allows it to be carried on a harness
as it was used in ancient Japan.    Not for sale in Massachusetts

$ 15.95   1 #RA015

Wooden Kunai
This wooden kunai is an accurate representation of the weapon and tool
from ancient Japanese history. Represented as a throwing weapon in anime
and live-actor ninja movies, the kunai was actually used more as a pry-bar,
digging tool, and general all purpose tool for the masses. Much like the
adapted farming tools transformed into deadly weapons in china, the thick,
sturdy blade and sharp tip of the kunai found use as a weapon as well. This
wooden practice kunai measures just shy of 10" in length with a width of 
2" at the widest point. $ 7.95  1  #RA612

Bone Athame
Handmade from natural bone, this ritual athame provides a powerful tool for
your spells and rituals. Entirely made of unadorned bone, it extends
approximately 9 1/4" long and 1 1/4" wide with a bone handle. As this is a
handmade product made of natural materials, please allow for some 
variation in size and style.     $ 9.95  2  #RABON

Wood Willow Athame
Willow is known as the tree of fertility. It is famous for its
unique healing properties and is used to generate great psychic
energy as an aid in divination. These finely crafted athames are
approx 8" to 10" in length and  1 1/2” to 2" wide. size will vary. 
No two athames are alike. $ 26.95  #RAWW8

Excalibur Mini Wooden Sword
This small wooden sword is just the thing for your little Lancelot,
King Arthur, or fierce dragonslayer beyond compare. Measuring
17 1/2" in length, with a crossguard and pommel, you can inscribe
this sword with mystic runes using a simple woodburner or carving
knife. Fuel your little warrior's imagination and send them
out to face the day ahead. $ 10.95  1#RS773

Skull Wing Athame
A 2 1/2" curved blade is contained within the
winged handle of this beautiful stainless steel
lockback knife. Measuring 7" in total length, this
high quality lightweight knife is truly imposing 
despite its small size.  $ 12.95  1 #RA693

Letter Openers
Dark Angel Letter Opener 

Blending style and function, this
letter opener set makes a fantastic
decoration for any desk. Standing
8 3/4" high and 5" wide, the letter
opener's holder is a detailed statue
of a fallen angel. With deceptively
innocent eyes, she gazes outward
with her chin rested upon the
back of one hand while she kneels
down upon a knee amid scattered
roses and skulls. Her fiery red
hair falls down her back, spilling
around the black feathered wings
folded close to her body. With
one arm raised, she holds a black
and red snake, the serpent of
temptation, which coils around a
wicked looking sword, holding
it aloft for the black-winged angel.
The sword itself is 7" long and
removable; a solid and functioning
letter opener that, until removed,
seems but a delightful accent to
this statue.    $ 36.95   #RL690

Panther Letter Openers 
Two for the price of one! 
Exotic sword-like letter
openers with stainless
steel blades. The wood-
like hilts are topped
with copper finished
panther heads. They
come in an imitation
leather sheath that holds
both. The larger sword
is 5 1/2" long, while the mini sword measures 3" long. $ 7.95  1  #RLP2

Athames, Letter Openers

Bastet Athame 
with Pyramidal Stand

Held upright by a powerful
golden pyramid, this slender
athame features the ancient
Egyptian deity Bast, in her
humanoid form. Measuring
8 1/2" in length with a 5"
copper colored blade, the
handle and 2 3/4" pyramid
base of this piece are made of
hand painted cold-cast resin.  

$ 16.95   #RL953
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Winged Dragon Letter Opener 
The head of a dragon forms the pommel for this
sword-shaped letter opener, with its scaled neck
arching to form the slightly curved handle and its
out-swept wings forming the cross guard. From
between these two wings extends the blade, over
twice as long as the handle. With the whole piece
measuring 5 1/4" long, and one side accented by
a small green stone placed between the dragon's 
wings. $ 8.95  2 #RLWDR

Celtic Sword Letter Opener 
This delightful letter opener has been sculpted of
fine, lead-free pewter into the shape of a cruciform
sword. The blade itself is plain while the crosguard
is wonderfully decorated in a swirling pattern,
that flares out to resemble the wings of a dragon
and the handle is bedecked in the woven knots
of a Celtic design. It measures 5 1/4" long and 
1 3/4" wide.   $ 6.95  2 #RSCEL

Fantasy Letter Openers
Two for the price of one! Exotic 
sword-like letter openers with
stainless steel blades. Hand
grip is black grooved rubber.
Hand guard is gray tone set of
wings. Comes in an imitation
leather sheath that holds both.
Larger sword blade length is
3" -  5 1/2" in overall length;
mini sword blade length is 

2" - 3 1/2" in overall length. $ 7.95  1  #RL691

Money Wand
This wonderfully crafted 8" wand has gemstones on either end and
a golden line twisting about the wand from one end to the other.  Filled
with gemstone chips and iconic representations of wealth to channel
your energy properly, this device will aid you in all of your ritual needs.
Styles and sizes will vary depending upon availability.

$ 23.95  #RWMOW

Copper Healing Wand 
A handcrafted wand of copper, adorned with silver and decorative motifs.
One end of the wand contains a polished clear quartz point; the other
end, a polished clear quartz ball. Each wand is unique. Approximately
8" long, the length, thickness and style of each wand varies.               

$ 33.95 1  #RWCOP

Wands

Silver Healing Wand
This wand is 7 1/2" long with an egg shaped gemstone on one
end and a terminated crystal point on the other.  The wand has
a silver band running down the entire length, with small gemstones
in a band at top and bottom of the wand. $ 29.95  2 #RWSIL

Twisted Wood Healing Wand
This unique wand has been created using twisted lengths of wood,
sculpted so it appears to be braided with the silvery metal that runs
in the grooves between each gentle, wooden curve. Stained dark so
as to enhance the metallic accents and the rich grain of the wood, it
is capped on one end with a sphere of quartz and on the other with
a quartz point. The whole wand measures approximately 9" in 
length.    $ 46.95   2 #RWTWIW

Mini Chakra Healing Wand
This wand is 3" long, made of fine quartz with a silver tubing.
It has an egg shaped gemstone adorning one end and a crystal
point on the other.  Seven colored stones run the length of the
wand, each stone corresponding to each of the seven chakras
within the body and aids in both physical and spiritual healing.

$ 22.95  1  #RWMC

Mini Copper 7 Chakra Healing Wand
This wand is approx 4 1/2" of copper with a crystal ball on one
end and a crystal point on the other.  Seven colored stones run
the length of the wand, each stone corresponds to each of the seven
chakras within the body and aids in both physical and spiritual
healing. $ 28.95  1  #RWMCOP

Clay Crystal Wand
Handcrafted of fired clay and reclaimed wood, with various tumbled
gemstones, little "critters", and crystalline points at each end. Each one is unique.
Styles will vary as they are hand made. 6 1/2" to 7" long.     

$ 13.95 #RWBC

Clay Seven Chakra Wand 
A clay wand with seven chakra stones and a single-terminated
crystal point on each end.

Large approx 11"                       $ 29.95 2 #RWCL
Small approx 6"                        $ 16.95   2 #RWCS

Letter Openers, Wands
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Fairy Wand New
Sculpted into the image of a fairy sitting atop a column of
flowers and foliage, this fairy wand is a beautiful piece to
aid you in guiding your magical energies. Sculpted of
recycled solder, it features multiple sparkling gems set
within the silver-toned flowers that run over its expanse,
and ends in a pointed, faceted clear crystal at its end. Use it
to capture a bit of fairy magic within your craft. The entire
wand measures approximately 6" long.     

$ 35.95   #RWFAI

Flowers and Vines Crystal Wand
Wrapped round with delicate vine and ivy
designs this slim pewter wand has a crystal
point set into one end. Measuring only 5" in
length and made out of 100% lead-free
pewter, this powerful ritual tool is set with
glittering jewels and a round orb of hematite
as a capstone to ground you as you work
with the powerful forces within.  

$ 24.95   #RWA7

Wizard Goddess Wand
Composed of silver-toned pewter, the body
of this 4" long wand is crafted into the
shape of a robed wizard, leaning upon
his rod as he looks out from his perch upon
a spire of rock he climbed to offer praise
to the goddess. Coming to a point of carved
quartz, this elegant, palm-sized wand
would be a welcome addition on top of any
small altar or for the practitioner on the go.   
$ 19.95  #RWWIZS

Crystal Dragon Wand
Fashioned for those with an affinity for the fantastic,
this wand measures 8 1/4" from tip to tip.  With an
end capped in pewter fashioned to the likeness
of stone and pointed with a small, white gemstone,
the shaft is a clear, cylindrical crystal to the base.
There, a pewter dragon coils upon its perch clutching
a faceted crystal ball, and gazing outward with
majestic wings spread (2 1/4" in width).  This is a
must have wand for all of us who are a dragon at 
heart.   $ 24.95   #RWA2

Wo o d e n  R i t u a l  Wa n d s
The wand is a powerful tool, used in ritual and personal work
to cast the circle, as well as storing, directing and shaping
magical power. The wood it is made from has a strong effect
on the outcome of the ritual use you set it to. It can enhance
your power, protect you in ritual, or bring additional effects
to the spell you are creating. It is important to select the wood
of your wand with your purpose, your magical strengths,
and who you are as a spell-worker firmly in mind. Each of these
wands is indeed unique. the size, shape and style of each wand
varying due to the natural shape of the wand, as well as the
intentional shifts and changes intended by its craftsman.

Rustic Ash Wand
Ash is known as the tree of strength of purpose, and wisdom.
These finely crafted wands are approx 16" in length and 1/2 to 
1" wide. $26.95  #RWRA13

Rustic Maple Wand
Maple is known as the tree of enchantment. Famous for its
unique properties and is used to generate abundace, and
energy for your imagination. These finely crafted wands range from 
13” to 17" in length and 1/2 to 1" wide. $26.95 #RWRM13

Rustic Willow Wand
Willow is known as the tree of fertility. It is famous for its
unique healing properties and is used to generate great psychic
energy as an aid in divination. These finely crafted wands are
approximately 13" to 17" in length and 1/2 to 1" wide. 

$ 26.95 #RWRW13

Pagan Lignum Vitae Wand  
An exceptionally powerful magical wood. It has strong protective
and healing properties and is one of the more powerful woods. 
Averages around 14"in length.             $ 41.95 #RWPL14

Pagan Rosewood Wand
Rosewood is a deep red, brown, and black wood; the wood of
love. It is good for charms. Approximately 16" in length, the rich,
deep grain of this wood creates a special wand. 

$ 41.95   #RWPR14

Pagan Ash Wand
Ash is known as the tree of wisdom, and strength of purpose.
These finely crafted wands are approx 16" in length and 1/2 to 
1 1/4" wide. size will vary. $ 41.95  #RWPAS14

Pagan Willow Wand
Willow is known as the tree of creativity, and fertility. These
finely crafted wands are approx 16" in length and 1/2 to 1" wide. 

$ 41.95 #RWPWI 14  

Wands

Moon Goddess Wand
Set with precious stones upon each of its
opposing sides and made of lead-free
pewter, this small moon goddess wand
is a true delight. Measuring approx-
imately 4 1/4" in length, from the tip of
her gemstone point to the moon she
holds high above her head, the smooth
form and features of the moon goddess
are soothing to the touch, fitting perfectly
in your hand. Made in the USA.  

$ 19.95 #RWGODS
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Ebony Wand 
Ebony has long been known as a powerful conduit for spells
of protection and a potent amplifier of energy. With its darker hue,
it can make a perfect complement to lighter colored wands in repre-
sentation of the God and Goddess. Averaging 14" in length, with its 
own cloth carrying bag.    $ 41.95   #RWPE14

Bronze 
Turkey Tail Feather
Whether you're using it for smudging,
sharpening it to use as a quill pen, or
otherwise using it in your rituals, spells
and ceremonies, this turkey feather is the
tool for the job. Though each varies in
length, they typically measure over 12"
long and are marked in shades of black,
brown and bronze.   

$ 4.95 each  2 #RFTTAI

Bronze 
Pre-Tail Turkey Feather

Smaller and more compact than the tail-
feather of a turkey, this feather offers a more
detailed, striped pattern. This makes it a
great option when you do not have the
space to store larger smudging tools and
quill pens. While they vary in length,
these feathers average about 7" long.   

$ 1.95 each  1 #RFTPT

Natural Gray Goose Feather
Plucked from a goose, these feathers are colored
in the natural gray and white tones in which
they are found. Short, with sturdy stems, they
make fantastic dip pens, and can be of great use
within your written magic and rituals. Though
they vary in size, these feathers average around 
5 1/2" in length.   $ 0.95 each  1 #RFGOO

Guinea Hen 
Wing Feather

Taken from the wing of a guinea hen, these
delicate feathers are marked with a white,
checkered pattern upon a brown backdrop.
Averaging only 6" in length, they are
typically a bit small for smudging but may
still be used for such. They are however
great for detailed writing when used as a
dip pen, and are perfect for use in jewelry
or decoration.    $ 0.95 each  1 #RFGUI

Colored Ritual Feathers
Dyed in a variety of vivid colors, these large ritual feathers can be used in
charms and spellwork, for decoration, or even cut into a quill pen to write
with in your book of shadows or journal. Each feather measures approximately 
10" to 13" long.

Porcupine Quill Pen 
This pen is perfect for your rituals and spells
involving ink and parchment. Approximately
7" long, this porcupine quill presents a naturally
fine tip with a stem that fits comfortably in your
hand, making it perfect for spell work that
requires delicate writing and fine detail. Coming
from an animal so armored for its own defense,
it lends an increased potency to protection spells.
$ 3.50   #RPORQ

Dip Pen
Excellent for adding a little
extra power and creative
energies to your rituals.
Dip this pen in your
favorite ink and write
on parchment paper, or
your book of shadows. 

$ 8.50  #RWPED

Ritual “Blood” Spell Inks 
Each of these 1 fluid ounce bottles of red ink or “blood” is
formulated to empower and enhance a specific type of 
spellwork. 2   $ 3.95 each
Bat's Blood #RIBAT
Spellwork directed toward discord, tension and havoc.
Dove's Blood #RIDOV
Typically is used for love spells, and rituals of the heart. 

Dragon's Blood #RIDRA
Typically is used for power and spell strength, and further
empowering them.

Sheep Skin Parchment Paper 
This is a 2" by 2" square sheet of genuine sheep
skin parchment paper. Pressed flat from the skin of
sheep, it has been used for ages in occult workings
and writings, making it perfect for painting and
drawing your magical and occult seals and sigils as
well as any other such work that you might 
require.    $ 4.95   #RPAR22

Black $ 1.50  2 #RFBLA   
Green $ 1.25  2 #RFGRE
Pink     $ 1.50  2 #RFPIN      

Purple $ 1.50  2 #RFPUR
Red $ 1.50  2 #RFRED
White $ 1.50  2 #RFWHI     

Gold Ink With Pen
Use this rare golden ink on your
seals or talismans to give them
extra potency. This 1/2 fluid ounce
bottle of ink comes complete with
an easy to use dip pen (plastic
holder with removable metal 
point).  $ 29.95 #RIGOL
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Classic Parchment Paper Packs

Cut into 8 1/2” x 11” sheets, this beautiful champagne-colored parchment
paper comes in both heavyweight (65#) and lightweight (25#) styles.
Sold in packages of varying quantities, you can purchase as little or as
much as you desire.

Heavyweight Parchment 
65# heavyweight. 
5  Pack $ 2.95 2  #RPAR5
25 Pack $ 7.95 #RPAR25      
250  Pack   $ 67.95 #RPAR250
Lightweight Parchment
25# lightweight. Ideal for use in your 
home printer. 
5   Pack   $ 2.25   #RPL5
25 Pack   $ 5.50     #RPL25
500  Pack $ 87.95 #RPL500 

S p e l l  W r i t i n g  K i t s
Intended for use in your magical seals 
and the creation of magical talismans
and spells, each of these spell writing
kits contains five pages of high quality
lightweight parchment paper, a feather
quill pen, and one of three different
bottles of red ink, each formulated to
empower a specific type of spellwork.    

2  $ 5.95
Bat's Blood #RWBAT
Typically used for hexing, crossing spells. 
Dove's Blood #RWDOV
Typically used for love spells. 
Dragon's Blood #RWDRA
Typically used for power and spell  strength, prosperity.

Seal of Solomon Pentacles Set
This set from Anna Riva is a 
welcome addition to any
altar. Printed upon seven
sheets of parchment are lists
and diagrams of the Seven
Pentacles of the Sun, the Six
Pentacles of the Moon, the
Seven Pentacles of Jupiter, the
Five Pentacles of Mercury,
the Five Pentacles of Venus,
the Seven Pentacles of Mars,
and the Seven Pentacles of

Saturn.  Included as well is a pamphlet that provides 15 prayers,
and suggestions for the use and care of one's Talisman. To go
along with these suggestions is a small, blue velvet bag for one 
to carry one's Talisman within.   $ 11.95  #RSSOL

Seal Set from the 6th & 7th Books of Moses
Authentic reproductions from the book 
"Moses Magical Spirit-Art." According
to tradition, the seals have many
magnificent powers and thousands of
believers carry them with faith in their
effectiveness to bring results by magical
means. For those who wish to learn
the specific conjurations, evocations
and explanation of the virtues and
powers of the seals, we recommend
purchase of the “Sixth & Seventh Books
of Moses”, which covers these seals,
plus many others. The seals are
about 2" x 2"and printed with Dragon's Blood red ink on pure
white parchment paper. 52 Seals with Velveteen Bag.    

$ 11.95  #RS6TH

White Parchment Paper
This packet of 8 1/2" by 11" parchment paper
provides you with 100 sheets designed to aid
you in creating your spells, charms and
prayers. Possessing a texture and weight
unlike normal paper, this parchment is
intended to respond well to your dip pens
and quills, and is the perfect setting for
your scribed seals, prayers, and other such 
invocations.    $ 69.95   #RPW811

3” x 4” Parchment Paper Pack 
These 3" by 4" sheets of parchment paper are perfect
for those spells and rituals that require written
word and rune. These smaller sheets are wonderful
for those who wish to keep them in a pocket
or purse and work their magick on the go. Comes
in an envelope containing 12 sheets of parchment 
paper. $ 2.50   #RPAR34

1618 Gold Hope Ritual Kit
Easy to use, this powerful ritual kit
is designed to bring prosperity,
peace and vitality into your life;
everything you need to lead you
into a hopeful future. With a
non-denominational ritual written
expressly for the magical practices
of candle and charm magic, this kit
contains a ritual candle charged to
inspire hope, two different herbal
spell mixes, charcoal, two spell
pouches, a Blessed Life talisman
and detailed instructions on how
to perform the ritual and use the
included tools. $ 19.95  #RKFHOP

Change Bad Luck to Good Kit
This wonderful spell kit from 
Anna Riva provides for you all
of the materials, as well as de-
tailed spell instructions, that will
help you turn your bad luck
around. Find within 1 piece of
8 1/2" by 11" parchment, 1 Seal
of the Earth, 1 black loadstone,
1 helping hand incense by Anna
Riva, 1 container of John the
Conqueror bath salts, and one 

bottle of Anna Riva's John the Conqueror oil. $ 21.95  #RKCHAB

Henna Kit 
With a history of use for
decorating the body
during celebration and
holidays that dates back
to the Bronze Age, henna
has rich spiritual tradi-
tions associating it with
marriage celebrations
and fertility rituals. In
this kit you'll find all you
need to create this wonderful form of body art, including 1 tube of
instant henna paste, 1 pouch of henna powder, henna oil, 1 wooden
spoon, four henna stencils, and a sheet of instructions, explaining to
you how to begin to explore and enrich your life with this ancient art.    

$ 12.95  2 #RH608

Parchment, Ritual Spell Kits
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Aspected Ritual Spell Kits New
Used to help focus your own energetic and magical strength,
these potent aspected ritual kits have been specifically created
to provide the magical tools and guidance you need to help you
achieve your intended goals. Perfect for the beginner and the
experienced practitioner alike, the suggested ritual of intention
included with each kit can easily be adapted to merge seamlessly
with the spells, charms, or prayers that are already an important
part of your daily spiritual practice. Each kit contains a sigil-bearing
ritual candle, a herbal spell mix for purification and another
energically aspected toward your intention, as well as charcoal,
spell pouches, and an amulet or talisman to provide a physical
vessel to work with both during and after the ritual.          $ 21.95 

7 Knot Love Spell Kit 
This delightful spell kit, coming in a little
heart-shaped box, presents a delightful
ritual that will aid you in winning the
man or woman that you love. It comes
with a red cord, a small bottle of love oil,
rosebuds, and a small red bag. With
these components and the instructions
provided, you can cast your spell over a
period of seven days, and win the one 
that you desire. $ 10.95   #RK7KN

7 Herbs Cleansing Bath Kit 
This fantastic bath kit comes with 
seven 4 fl oz bottles of bath washes,
intended to be added to your bath
to aid you in your rituals of
cleansing and healing. This is a
great collection for ridding
yourself of negativity, misfortune,
curses and other such unpleasant
circumstances. Find within the
following bath washes: myrtle,
rosemary, rue, mugwort, pirul,
yerba buena and basil, along with an empty bottle for blending and 
mixing them as you see fit.    $ 19.95   #RK7HER

St. Joseph House Selling Kit 
This fantastic spell kit provides you with 
all of the materials you need to work a
powerful ritual to aid you in selling your
home, or property in general. As the
patron saint of carpenters, fathers, laborers
and the owners of homes, St. Joseph has
long been called upon to aid in these
endeavors. Here you will find a small
figurine of this generous Saint, along
with a large poster showing his image,
a ritual jar candle, a can of Quick Money
air fragrance, a St. Joseph pendant, a
Saint Joseph prayer card and instructions 
on how to use them.    $ 28.95   #RKSTJOS

Road Opener Spell Kit 
Containing a 7-day road opener candle,
a bottle of road opener wash, a bottle
of road opener oil, a jar of road opener
powder, a can of road opener spray,
double action block buster incense,
and a seal of good fortune, this
wonderful kit contains all you need
to help create and find new opportunities
that are coming your way.  Use all
of these products together with the
instructions provides to help open
these new opportunities and paths
for you, helping to turn your life down

new roads that you might not have seen or might not have existed before 
with a powerful ritual of prayer and magic.  $ 31.95 #RKROAOP

Ritual Evocation Kits
Though designed to be easy-to-use, 
even for the beginning practitioner,
these kits are no less effective than
some of the more complicated
spellwork. Many people find them
even more effective, as you can
actually connect with each step
involved and keep your focus on
the spell at hand, without confusion
or uncertainty. Each kit contains an
energetically charged ritual candle,
herbal incense and spell mixes for
purification, charcoal, and specific
amulet to aid you in carrying the
ritual out into the rest of your life,
as well as detailed instructions of how 
to perform each spell. $ 19.95

Attract Lover
Attract Soul Mate
Banishing
New Beginnings    
Centering
Empowerment
Enhance Love Life
Find Your Place
Flow with Life
Get a Job
Get What You Want
Glamour
Healing
Money Drawing
Releasing
Return To Sender
Secret Desire Fulfilled
Vision
Win in Court

#RKATTL
#RKSOU 
#RKBAN
#RKBEG 
#RKCEN 
#RKEMP
#RKENH 
#RKFIN  
#RKFLO  
#RKJOB  
#RKGET 
#RKGLA  
#RKHEA 
#RKMON
#RKREL  
#RKRET  
#RKSEC  
#RKVIS  
#RKWIN 

Attract Lover #RBKATTL
Attract Soulmate #RBKSOU
Banishing #RBKBAN
Centering #RBKCEN
Empowerment #RBKEMP
Enhance Your Love Life

#RBKENH
Find Your Place #RBKFIN
Flow With Life #RBKFLO
Get a Job #RBKJOB
Get What You Want  #RBKGET

Glamour #RBKGLA
Healing #RBKHEA
Hope #RBKHOP
Money Drawing    #RBKMON
New Beginnings #RBKBEG
Releasing #RBKREL
Return to Sender     #RBKRET
Secret Desire Fulfilled #RBKSEC
Vision #RBKVIS
Win in Court #RBKWIN

Ritual Spell Kits
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Easy-to-Do Spell Kits 

Within each of these easy to do spell 
kits you will find a male and female
iconic candle, witches honey, a
4 dram bottle of oil, a packet of
ritual powder, a container of
powdered incense, a small incense
burner, parchment paper, and soap.
Plus, each kit may contain an
additional ingredient that is unique
to its purpose. Instructions are
provided with each kit to lead you
in a ritual for for attaining your
desires.  

Break Up Kit 
This spell kit is ntended help you break up a relationship; either an
unhealthy relationship that is harming you or someone you care for,
or  the relationship of the one that you desire so that you will have a 
chance to be with them. $ 37.95     #RKBREUP
Come to Me Kit 
This spell kit is intended to aid you in drawing the one that you
desire into your life and helping them fall in love with you.   

$ 37.95 #RKCOMTOMoney Drawing Kit 
Containing all the ingredients to work a powerful spell that is
intended to help bring money and prosperity into your life.   

$ 37.95  #RKMONDR

New KamaSutra Weekender Kit 
This travel set of KamaSutra favorites is ideal
for spontaneous romance between you and
your partner. Designed to fit in a pocket, purse
or overnight bag, it is perfect for enhancing
your love life and exploring your relationship
spiritually, emotionally and physically through
oils, balms and honeyed dust intended to
enhance the pleasure found in experiencing
one another intimately. The set contains: The
Original Oil of Love ®, Spearmint Pleasure
Balm, Sweet Honeysuckle Honey Dust ®,
Sweet Almond Massage Oil, and Love Liquid Sensual Lubricant.
All materials within are latex safe, dermatologist tested, and
hypoallergenic. Products are intended to be used externally.      

$ 43.95   #RKWEEK
KamaSutra Love Essentials New

This kit from KamaSutra helps you be 
prepared for lovemaking with a variety
of love essentials that will aid you in
exploring your partner intimately,
making your lovemaking not only
a physical pleasure but a spiritual
discovery. The contents have been
created and selected not only to inspire
intimacy, but also to catapult your

lovemaking to new heights. The kit contains sensual Love Liquid
Lubricant ®, a smooth and slippery lovemaking essential; The
Original Oil of Love ®, which tempts the tongue and warms the
skin; and kissable Sweet Honeysuckle Honey Dust ® with feather
applicator, offering a sensual sprinkling of sweetness.   

$ 45.95   #RKLOVE

New KamaSutra Sweet Honeysuckle Honey Dust 
Indulge yourself or someone you love with 
the soothing, sensual dusting of Sweet Honey-
suckle Honey Dust from KamaSutra. Created
from pure, fresh honey, one of India's most
prized skin conditioners, this light powder
not only leaves you feeling silky smooth but
sweetens every kiss. Stroke the handmade
feather applicator across your body and feel
the glow or share the experience of the teasing
feather with your partner to make your silky
skin a spiritually uniting experience. This
product is dermatologist tested and hypo-
allergenic. Use externally.     $ 42.95   #RKSHD

KamaSutra Getaway Kit New
Throw this travel kit into your 
bag and follow it wherever
passion leads you. It has been
specifically designed to kindle
passion and desire in your
romance, and help you explore
the spiritual expression of your
lovemaking. This kit of romantic
luxuries comes zipped away in
a travel bag and packaged in

travel-sized dimensions, and is intended to help you and the one you
love explore each other spiritually, emotionally and physically when
you take time to finally get away from it all. Within you will find
kissably sweet Honeysuckle Honey Dust® along with its feather
applicator, Vanilla Crème Oil of Love®, Love Liquid lubricant®,
French Vanilla Crème Body Souffle®, and a petite scented candle.
All materials within are latex safe, dermatologist tested, hypoallergenic 
and stain free. Use externally.   $ 60.95   #RKGETK

Spell Eye Pillows
Place these beautiful handcrafted pillows over your eyes and 
allow the ritually charged scents to aid you as you rest. Made
of the softest flannel and measuring approximately 9 1/2" x 3 1/2",
you can place these pillows in the microwave for 7-10 seconds
to enhance the experience with a bit of soothing warmth. 

$ 10.95Attraction Eye Pillow   
Allow the scent of jasmine & rose petals to fill your senses for
a few moments. To draw attraction and love. #RPEATT
Dream Eye Pillow
Scents of lavender and chamomile to to aid your dreams and
ease the tensions of your day (or night) away. #RPEDRE
Energy Eye Pillow
Soak in the scent of lemon verbana and balsam fir to fill
yourself with energy and put a little spark back in your step.

#RPEENEHealing Eye Pillow
Allow the scent of spearmint and fennel to ease your pain away
and promote healing throughout your body. #RPEHEA
Vision Eye Pillow
Allow the scent of sage and damiana to fill your senses for a few 
moments, aiding in vision and clarity. #RPEVIS

R itual  BathKits
These highly effective and easy-to-use 
bath kits are designed to help you
reach a specific energetic state of
being from the peaceful solitude of
your bath. Each kit contains two small
chime candles with holder, herb-
infused bath salts, and detailed
instructions on how to best use each 
kit. 2 $ 5.95

Air #RKBAIR Prosperity #RKBPROS
Earth #RKBEAR Protection #RKBPROT
Fire #RKBFIR Purification #RKBPUR
Healing #RKBHEA Spirit #RKBSPI
Love #RKBLOV Water #RKBWAT

Ritual Spell Kits, KamaSutra Kits
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H e r b a l  S p e l l  M i x s
These delightful herbal spell mixes can be used in 
satchets or charm bags, ritual baths and infusions, and
even burned on a charcoal burning base or open fire.
Formulated to assist you in some of the most important
and difficult aspects of our lives, let these spell mixes
give you the extra boost you need.
Attract Love
.75 oz  $ 2.95 1 #RMATT 1Lb  $ 20.95 #RMATTB  
Banishing
1.75oz $ 2.95 1 #RMBAN 1Lb  $ 12.95 #RMBANB  

Empowerment Healing
.75 oz $ 2.95    1  #RMEMP    1 oz $ 2.95     1  #RMHEA      
1 Lb $ 19.95  #RMEMPB  1 Lb $ 13.95   #RMHEAB    
Purification Quick Money
1.5 oz $ 2.95  1  #RMPUR   1 oz $ 2.95    1  #RMQUI   
1 Lb $ 12.95 #RMPURB 1 Lb $ 17.95 #RMQUIB  
Releasing Wishing
1 oz $ 2.95    1  #RMREL    1 oz $ 2.95    1  #RMWIS   
1 Lb $ 19.95  #RMRELB  1 Lb $ 15.95 #RMWISB

AzureGreen Bath Salts
Aroma-therapeutically and energetically charged 
to help you connect with and strengthen the magical
energies within you and around you, our own
herb-infused bath salt formulations are available
in ten distinct formulations, each intended to focus
on a specific element or state of being. Simply
dissolve some of the salts in a warm bath and let
yourself soak, stilling your mind, and focusing your
thoughts upon the aspects of self you wish to assume.
Not much is needed, even a six ounce package will
provide about three bath’s worth of salts.

Bar Soaps
7 African Powers Soap 
To bring the spiritual blessings of the Orisha
into your life. Approx 3 1/4" x 2" x 1". Net Wt. 
3 oz. $ 2.95 #RS7AF
All Purpose Soap
All purpose soap to aid in all aspects of
your daily life.  3 1/4" x 2" x 1". Net Wt. 3 oz.

$ 3.95 #RSALLAttraction Soap
To gain affections and love. Approx 3 1/4" 
x 2" x 1". Net Wt. 3 oz. $ 2.95 #RSATT

Gamblers Soap
To aid in all games of chance, and money drawing spells.
3 1/4" x 2" x 1". Net Wt. 3 oz. $ 2.95  #RSGAM
Love Me Soap
Love Me soap aids in bringing love and devotion, patchouli 
scented.  3 1/4" x 2" x 1". 3 oz. $ 2.95 #RSLOVM
Rue Soap 
To wash away despair and achieve the monetary success.
Approx 3 1/4" x 2" x 1". Net Wt. 3 oz. $ 2.95   #RSRUE
Spell Breaker Soap 
To aid in breaking negative energy and spells cast upon you. 
Approx 3 1/4" x 2" x 1". Net Wt. 3 oz. $ 3.95  #RSSPE

New Egyptian Goddess Bar Soap 
Made from the finest natural veg-
etable oil, the recipe for Egyptian
Goddess soap contains unrefined
cocoa butter and shea butter and is
imbued with Auric Blend's favorite
sent: Egyptian Goddess. The result
is a fantastic product that will leave
your skin soft and moisturized and
kissed ever so lightly by the fragrance
of Egyptian Goddess. This is a 3.6 oz
(102 gms) bar of Egyptian Goddess soap.         $ 4.95   #RSEG

Ayurvedic Soaps
Rooted within the arts and mysteries
of Ayurvedic Medicine, these bar soaps
are especially formulated to refresh and
nourish your skin, leaving it healthy
and glowing. These bars of soap are
75 gm and 3 1/4" by 2" in size.  $ 2.95   
Chandrika           #RSCHA
Medimix             #RSMED
Mysore Sandal   #RSMYS

Nag Champa Soap
Nag champa soap is a wonderful skin
softening, good lathing, scented soap
for all day freshness. 150 grams. Free
from animal fat. $ 8.95  #RSNAGB

Eye Dropper Pair
Perfect for administering
and blending your own
herbal remedies, essential
oils, and other liquids that
you might be using within

your ritual craft, this packet contains two droppers. Each is made
of glass and has a plastic bladder at the end, allowing you to
squeeze it to draw liquid up into the glass tube and release to
expel it. Each dropper is approximately 4" long.   

$ 3.95   #REYED

6 oz      1 lb Jar    5 Lbs
1  $ 3.95      1  $ 8.95      1  $ 15.95

Air #RBAIR      #RBAIR1      #RBAIR5
Earth #RBEAR   #RBEAR1  #RBEAR5
Fire #RBFIR     #RBFIR1       #RBFIR5
Healing #RBHEA  #RBHEA1  #RBHEA5
Love #RBLOV   #RBLOV1   #RBLOV5
Prosperity #RBPRS    #RBPRS1    #RBPRS5
Protection #RBPRT    #RBPRT1   #RBPRT5
Purification #RBPUR     #RBPUR1     #RBPUR5
Spirit #RBSPI     #RBSPI1     #RBSPI5
Water #RBWAT #RBWAT1  #RBWAT5

Dead Sea Salt
This is a 2 pound jar of Dead Sea salt
mineral bath salts from the world's
oldest heath spa; rich in oxygen and
minerals, used for centuries to relieve
symptoms of arthritis psoriasis, pain 
and  stress. $ 28.95   #RDEAS

Herbal Mixes, Bath Salts, Soaps



7 Sisters of New Orleans Shampoo
These powerful shampoos from the 7 Sisters of New
Orleans can be of great use in your ritual bath. Work
them through your hair as you focus on your ritual’s
purpose. These are 8 oz bottles of ritual shampoo,
for external use only.   
Lovers Attraction                $ 6.95   #RS7LOV
Uncrossing Jinx Removing  $ 7.50   2 #RS7UNC

Anna Riva Colognes
Wear these powerful colognes from Anna Riva when
you are seeking to empower your spells and rituals of
wealth, protection or personal enhancement. Each of
these bottles contains 2 fl oz (59 ml) of cologne, for 
external use only. $ 4.50 each

Dragon’s Blood 2 #RCADRA
High John             2 #RCAHIJ
Jinx Removing    2 #RCAJIN
Money Drawing 2 #RCAMON

Colognes
Crusellas Cologne 
Each of these 7 1/2 ounce bottles of cologne is formulated
to attract only the best and most positive aspects of life
into your own.
Love Cologne (SHOWN)
This cologne is intended to aid you in bringing romance 
into your life.     $ 6.95   #RCLOV
Basil (Albahaca) Cologne 
A great aid in bringing good fortune back into your life,
this cologne is intended to aid you in driving away bad 
luck even as it attracts good.   $ 6.95   #RCBAS
Road Opener Cologne 
This colongne is intended to aid you in finding new paths
to trod and new possibilities within your life.  

$ 7.95   #RCROA

Original Colognes
Each of the colognes listed here has found use for years in 
many different societies and traditions that have charm
work and magical assistance built into their culture. 5 fl. oz.   

$ 6.95
Fast Luck       To attract success & good luck. 2  #RCFAS
Patchouli       To attract love, money,happiness #RCPAT
Strong Love  To attract love into your life. 2  #RCSTR
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7 Holy Spirit Bath
Containing seven 2 dram bottles, use one bottle every other day in a half
tub of water. Bottles are numbered to use in order. $ 11.95 #RB7HO
21 Lucky Spiritual Bath Herb
Use as an aromatic potpourri or in addition to your ritual bath to bring
good luck to the home or the individual. $ 5.95  #RBH21L
Bring Back Luck Bath Oil
Use in a ritual bath to attract good luck into your life. 5 fl. oz.    

$ 6.95  #RBLUCBring Customers Bath Herb
Use in your ritual bath to help attract customers and clients and
generally help improve business matters. 3/4oz.

$ 3.50  2  #RBBRICDragon's Blood Bath
Use to destroy evil & to kill all jinxes. Pour ¼ bottle in your bath. 
16 fl. oz.  $ 12.95   2   #RBDRA
Go Away Evil Bath 
Use this bath to remove curses, hexes and other negative energies, 
and to chase away evil spirits. 16 fl. oz. $ 6.50  #RBGOA
Green Hyssop Bath
Use this bath to bless and or protect yourself from all evil and those 
who wish to harm you. 8 fl. oz. $ 6.95  #RBHYG

Hex Breaker Bath Herbs
This hex breaker aromic herb bath is formulated to remove
unwanted spellwork and protect your aura from interference. 
3/4 oz. $ 3.50  2  #RBHEX
Hyssop Bath
Use this bath to bless and protect yourself from all evil and those who 
wish to harm you. 4 fl oz. $ 6.95      #RBHYS
Indian Bath
A good luck Indian bath.  Use for fast luck, attracting wealth, receiving
love or to win at gambling. Comes with free bar of good luck soap. 
4 fl .oz. $ 7.95 #RBIND
Money Drawing Herb Bath
Add to your bath waters to aid in drawing wealth, money and 
success into your life. 1/4 oz. $ 3.95  #RBPMON
Money Drawing Bath with Gold
An Anna Riva High John money drawing dream bath oil with gold
glitter. 2 fl. oz. $ 3.95 #RBMOG

Mr Money Bubble Bath 
A powerful way to help cleanse the negative energy from your life
and replace it with positive energy that can help you attract wealth 
and prosperity. 16 oz (472 ml). $ 12.95  #RBMRM

Reversible Bath Oil 
Use this bath to reverse negative energies and evil curses that have
been worked upon you, sending them back to their source. 8 fl. oz.

$ 9.95  #RBREV
Root of Mandrake Bath Oil
Mandrake root has long been used in fertility rites and love
spells. Put a little oil in your bathtub as it fills and invoke the
power of the mandrake root that steeps within. 5 fl. oz. 

$ 10.95 #RBMAN
Spell Breaker Bath
Used for jinx removing, money drawing, fast luck, and success. 16 fl. oz.

$ 6.95   2 #RBSPB
Ucrossing Jinx Removing Bath 
This bath is intended to aid you in cleansing yourself of negative influences
such as jinxes, crossing spells, and other such curses and afflictions. 16 fl. oz.

$ 6.50  #RBUNC

Ritual Baths, Shampoo, Colognes
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1868 Hoyt’s Cologne New 
A richly scented cologne featuring poignant notes of
scent that we remember from our grandfathers, the
Original 1868 Hoyt's Cologne is a scent that not only
smells great on the skin but is a must have near the
shaving mirror. Before shaving it can help soften the
toughest beard and prepare the skin for a smooth shave,
and after shaving it contracts the pores and can be
soothing and healing for skin abrasions caused by
shaving.  

Small 3/4 ounce $ 5.95    #RCHOYS
Large 5 ounce $ 15.95  #RCHOYL

New Hoyt’s Bergamont Cologne 
A lighter, more gentle fragrance than the
original 1868 Hoyt's cologne, this cologne
is perfect for those who enjoy Hoyt's
signature scent but would prefer the
sweeter scent of bergamot blended in.
This is a 3/4 oz bottle of cologne, for
external use only.  $ 9.95  #RCHOYB

Murray & Lanman 
New Orange Blossom Cologne

Scented with the soothing fragrance of orange blossom,
this ritual cologne not only smells great but can help
you when you are suffering from tension or anxiety.
A couple drops will last for hours, clinging to your
skin with its soothing fragrance. It is also a great
way to empower your spells and rituals to boost
confidence and enhance love spells. This is a 4 oz
bottle of Orange Blossom Cologne for external use 
only.     $ 6.95   #RCMORA

Conta Salaciones Agua Cologne
Coming with an included Spanish prayer, this
4 ounce bottle of spiritual perfume, has been
crafted in the magical traditions of Venezuela,
fashioned to ward against your enemies, both
visible and spectral. Translating into "Against
the curses of enemies," this product is definitely
a boon to any of us who deal with hostile spirits 
in their lives. $ 10.95 #RCCON

Hechizo Gitano Cologne
This 1/2 oz bottle of gypsy charm fragrance
is energetically focused on capturing the love of
the one you desire. Delicately scented, use this
powerful potion sparingly about your body.

$ 3.95  2 #RCHEC

Florida Water  Cologne
A refreshing and stimulating floral and citrus scented cologne
often used for ritual offering and purification. Also used in spells
to remove unwanted thought forms and heavy vibrations, to
encourage the display of emotions, to suppress those who talk
too much and to calm places where an excess of energy is present. 
7.5 fl. oz. $ 8.95   #RFLO7

Urania Siete Machos Cologne
This Siete Machos (Seven Men) cologne
from Uriania is a favored fragrance,
often used as an after-shower splash.
It's pleasant fragrance also makes for a
powerful addition to rituals and spells,
helping to creating a strong masculine
essence within your magic, and can be
a powerful addition to love spells.
This is a 7.44 oz (220 ml) bottle of 
cologne. $ 18.95   #RCURA

Ritual Colognes
Use a few drops of one of these colognes to empower
a spells or ritual magic. These are each 2 fl oz (59 ml) of 
cologne, for external use only.    $ 3.95   
Restless 
To aid you in making a friend or loved one leave a 
bad relationship.  #RCRES
Tranquil Balsam 
Possesses the soothing fragrance of balsam to help
soothe nerves, worries and anxiety. #RCTRAB

Colognes

Menthol Crystals 
Cool, refreshing, and possessing a pleasant,
minty aroma, menthol crystals are often
added to cosmetic and medicinal products
to add these qualities. One can find them
in salves, balms, toothpastes, shampoos,
shaving creams, compresses and much
more. They can aid in relieving muscular
aches and pains, and the fragrance is believed
to help with coughing and congestion, flu
and cold, and other problems involving
the upper respiratory system. Add these fantastic crystals to
your home made remedies and cosmetic products today.   

$ 12.95  2 #RMENC

Kananga Water
Built upon the essential oil of Ylang
Ylang, this 4 ounce bottle of sweet
smelling cologne is frequently used
in rituals of protection and cleansing,
scent bowls for the spirits of the dead,
and other ritual and cosmetic purposes.
This water has long been known as a
potent aid to many rituals and spells.         

$ 7.95  2 #RWKAN

Murray & 
Lanman Rose Cologne New
Offering the sweet floral scent of roses,
this cologne is a delightful experience
that will cling to your skin with a drop
or two lasting for hours. Wear it to
drape yourself in the romantic scent of
roses or use it as to in your rituals of
blessing and good luck as well as your
love spells. Each bottle contains approx-
imately 4 fl oz (118 ml) of cologne, for
external use only. $ 6.95  #RCMROS

7 Holy Metals Cologne
This cologne captures the essence of the 7 lucky
metals to provide good fortune, especially when you
are seeking good luck in all matters involving success
and prosperity. This can be used as an anointing oil
or as a cologne on one's person. This is a 4 oz bottle for 
external use only. $ 7.50  2 #RC7HO
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High John the Conqueror Perfume
Sweet scented and potent in aiding in a variety
of spells, rituals, and magic this 1 ounce bottle
of High John the conqueror perfume is ideal for
those seeking mystical aid to attract love and
sexual desire. It  can also be used in spells of
protection or luck, giving one the edge in 
circumstance where chance is involved. 

$ 4.50  2 #RCHIG

7 Lucky Coins Cologne
This wonderful cologne seeks to bring you both
the good fortune of the number seven and seven
lucky pennies, to help bring good luck into your
life. With an alluring fragrance to attract lady luck,
the jar of cologne contains seven lucky pennies
which will continue to help attract good luck well
after you've used all of the cologne. This is a 1 fl oz
(29.5 ml) bottle of cologne, for external use only.   

$ 7.50   #RC7LU

Lodestone Perfume
This powerful perfume contains a genuine
lodestone that will draw good luck to you, just
like a magnet. Lodestone perfume will help you
to attract all good things into your life, whether
you are seeking love, luck, money, friendship or
divine favor. Just a few drops from this 1 ounce
bottle every day will call what you seek to your
doorstep, bringing new power into your life and
helping you to get lucky! $ 4.50  2 #RCLOD

Inspire Fire Sex Lotion
This lotion from Anna Riva is a powerful aid to those
seeking more fire and passion in their love lives.
Intended to be used upon the skin, it will help drive
your lover wild, igniting the fires of passion and
desire in your life. This lotion comes in a 2 oz bottle 
and is for external use only.   $ 4.50

#RLINSF

Love Honey
Prepared by African tribes, this oil
draws upon the extracts of grasses
and animal fats to create a potent
aphrodisiac. Coming in a 1/3
ounce bottle, honey love is a potent
aid in seeking the love and affec-
tion that one desires.    

$ 2.95  #RLOVH

Glycerine
Each bottle contains 4 oz of 99.5% pure glycerine, which
can be used in countless recipes, cures, and formulas
from folklore, herbalism, and similar sources. It is
well known for helping in the treatment of wounds
and scars, aiding in skincare products that both treat
rashes or help cleanse, soften, and otherwise improve
damaged skin, and numerous other such home remedies.
Indeed, Glycerine can be found in many commercial
beauty products, and even other items ranging from
laxatives to toothpaste. Consult a doctor or herbalist
before using.  Do not ingest.      $ 3.95   2 #RGLY4

Ritual Waters
Basil Water  (SHOWN) 
Use to wash away bad luck and bring in the good,
particularly when you are seeking good fortune with
financial situations. 8 oz. $ 4.95 2  #RWMBAS

Black Water  
A powerful ritual tool to forcefully remove all negativity
from your life. Can add potency to your "darker" 
spells. 8 oz. $ 3.95 2  #RWBLA

Glory Water 
Used for attracting favorable attention from others. 8 oz.

$ 4.95 2  #RWGLO
Rosemary Water  
Use when you are seeking to remember something or generally
improve your memory, or when you are hoping to draw the 
attentions of the one you love. 8 oz.      $ 4.95 2  #RWMROS

Rue Water 
Can be used for killing insects, when sprinkled around house. Brings
prosperity or a change of luck to your home. 8 oz. $ 5.95  2  #RRUEW

Pyramid Water 
Charged beneath the spire of an energetically aligned
pyramid, this pyramid water is of great use for your
ritual crafts. Use the energy with which it is endowed
to help empower all of your ritual crafts. This is
particularly potent if you use it in combination with an
herbal spell mix, or other such ritual blend that allows
you to increase the potency of your ritual items'
properties. This is a 4 fl oz (118.3 ml) bottle of pyramid 
water.   $ 4.50   1 #RPYRW

Holy Water 
The purest water, blessed by a holy man. Used to protect and
cleanse people, places or things or to drive away evil
spirits or entities, similiar to smudging; the Holy Water is
sprinkled on or over the object to be cleansed or blessed.
Other traditional uses include baptisms;  blessing a new
residence when moving in; anointing oneself or others when
sick or injured use before or during prayer, meditation. 4 fl. oz.

$ 4.50   1  #RHOLW

Rose Water
To attract love or affection, and to draw positive and promising
conditions into your life. Use as a wash, add to the bath, or
apply to the body for a light, refreshing scent. Also works
great as a hand lotion to heal chapped hands when added
to equal parts pure glycerin, and applied at bedtime. Wake
up with smoother, softer hands. Apply every night,
especially in cold weather, to help keep hands smooth. 
2 fl. oz.  $ 3.95   2 #RWROS

Waters of Nature 
These 4 oz bottles of scented nature water is
designed to be a potent aid to your rituals and
spells. They are useful for those spells where
you wish to use or draw upon the various qualities
of the element of water; whether it be the calm of
the lake, the cleansing storms of rain, the reshaping
flow of the river, or the untold mysteries brewing 
in the depths of the sea.   $ 3.25

Lake Water                #RWLAK
Rain Water                 #RWRAI
River Water (SHOWN) #RWRIV
Sea Water                  #RWSEA
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Damnation Water 
This cursed water can be used to cause great distress
among your enemies; be sure of your intentions before
you use this potent mixture.  For best results, use just
after your foe bathes or washes, so that there will be
little chance for its effects to be washed away for several
hours.  This 2 oz bottle of Anna Riva's damnation water
is for external use only.   $ 3.95   #RWDAM

Peace Water 
Use this sacred water from Anna Riva to help bring
peace and tranquility into your life and your home.
Use it in blessings upon yourself, an object, or your
business or home to make the blessing more powerful,
or use it by itself to enjoy the waters' powers without
any other aid.  This  2 oz bottle of Anna Riva's peace
water is for external use only.      $ 3.95   #RWPEA

4 Thieves Vinegar 
A formula developed during the times of black plague, four
thieves vinegar is used for healing, or to make your enemies go
away or any other person you wish out of your life. Also,
when mixed one part vinegar with three parts water and then
used to wash yourself down head-to-toe, it removes negative
vibrations and has an astral cleansing effect. 4 oz.    
$ 3.95    2  #R4TV

Chase Your Enemies Away 
(4 Thieves Vinegar Oil) 
Mingling 4 Thieves Vinegar with oil,
this potent blend is a powerful aid to
spells and ritual washes in which
you are trying to chase your enemies
out of your life. It also serves as a
fantastic anointing oil for your ritual
crafts. This is a 4 oz bottle of ritual
wash for external use only.   

$ 5.50  2 #RCHAENE

High John Floor Sweep  
For jinx removing, uncrossing, luck, money, love,
peace and clearing home of negativity. Sprinkle
it on your floors at night, then brush it out in the
morning. Dust again at night and leave for one week.
Repeat this practice for better and better results. 4 oz.  

$ 3.95   2  #RFHIG

La Bomba Cleaner 
This all-purpose cleaner takes household
cleanliness to the next step, blending in the
ability to remove evil jinxes and curses as well
as aiding those who reside within the area
cleaned with improved luck. For use on carpets,
linoleum, tile, wood, and cement floors it can be
used to clean just about the entire house while
removing negative influences and improving
your fortune. This is a 16 oz bottle of cleaning 
solution.   $ 6.25   #RLABOM

El Mapeador Wash 
Possessing a clean, citrus fragrance this floor
cleaner can be a potent addition to ritual floor
washes or also function standing alone as a floor
cleaner.  It is also great for removing odors that
are caused by bacteria, making El Mapeador
wash an all around versatile and wonderful
cleaning product.   This is a 16 fl oz bottle of floor
wash, for external use only.   $ 6.50   #RWELM

Pillow Powder
Use this 1 oz bag of powder within your ritual magick
to tip the balance of control in your relationship in
your favor and make your lover do as you wish.   

$ 2.95 2 #RPPIL

Hot Foot Ritual Powder
A classic component to many magical spells and rituals,
use hot foot incense to bring peace success and happiness 
into your life. 1 1/4 oz. $ 3.25 2  #RPHOT

Ritual Powders
These ritual powders are designed to aid you in
your rituals and spells for a specific purpose. Use
them to add potency to your own crafts. Each bottle
contains approximately 1 oz (28.3 gm) of powder, 
for external use only.   $ 3.95   

Come to Me           #RPCOM
Court Case             #RPDCOU
Devil Get Out      #RPDEV
Love Me                #RPLOVM
Money Drawing   #RPMOND
Uncrossing           #RPUNC

War Water
Used to gain protection or to launch your own
magical attacks and, psychic warfare. Rub some
on your body to overcome the bad wishes of
others and to defeat any adversary. Place some
in the front of the house where an enemy lives so
that it must be walked over when leaving or
entering the property. 4 fl. oz. 

$ 4.95    2  #RWARW

Black Destroyer Oil
Black destroyer oil is most commonly used in
rituals to destroy curses, hatred, resentments,
envy and any evil intention towards you or your
home. Directions on how to use this potent tool
can be found on the bottle. 4 fluid oz.

$ 7.95   2  #RBDES

16oz Ritual Washes
Use these ritual washes as a
suppliment to your bath or as
a floor wash to aid in spell work.
These are 16 oz bottles of ritual
wash, for external use only.  

$ 6.50  
All Purpose Wash  #RWALLP
Cash Flow Wash #RWCAS

Blue Balls
An essential part of some tradi-
tional Polish spells and charms,
use blue balls when cleaning your
home, or in the wash, to bring its
protective properties to bear.  
1 oz   $ 2.95    #RBLUB
1 Lb $ 19.95  #RBLUBB
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Vesta Ritual Smoke Powder 
To honor Vesta, the Goddess of the hearth, the sacred fire
and maternity. Gently sprinkle around the room where any
magickal rituals are to take place as an enticement for the
flame of brightness to enrich the services, or burn it to clear
the premises of all evil spirits, to cease harmful gossip or to
make requests of Vesta. Use as a sachet to present an illusion
of the wearer's youthfulness, purity and innocence. 

2 oz. $ 3.95     2 #RPVES
1 Lb $ 12.95   2 #RPVESB 

Goofers Dust 
Use this uncommon dust to defeat your enemies. Simply
throw some on their yard or property to send them
into a whirl of confusion and bad luck. This is an
ingredient  in many classic spells, 1oz.

$ 3.95   #RPGOO

Eggshell Ritual Powder
Used in many Santeria spells, it is rubbed on
the body for protection. It comes in a small,
sealed paper dixie-cup. 1" x 1 1/2" at 
widest point. $0.95  1 #RPEGG

Black Destroyer Powder 
This powder, coming in a 1 oz packet, is
designed to be a powerful aid in spells of
consecration and protection. When sprinkled
around the area to be desired, it provides a
powerful aid in protecting against evil
influences and negative energies. For external 
use only.  $ 2.95   #RPBLAD

Ritual Washes & Powders

R i t u a l  W a s h e s  
Use these ritual washes as suppliments to your bath or
as a floor wash to aid in spellwork. 8 fl. oz. unless noted.

2  $ 3.507 African Powers Wash 
Use in your ritual bath or as a floor wash to help bring good fortune, 
protection and prosperity into your life. #RW7AF

Adam & Eve Wash
A ritual bath or floor wash for your home to attract love. 

#RWADA 
All Purpose Wash
Get help in all aspects of life, including a helping hand, protection, luck 
and power. #RWALL
Black Cat 7 Sisters Brand Wash 
Draw upon the goodly powers of the black cat to help bring good luck 
into your life. #RW7BLAC

Black Cat Bone Wash 
Use in your ritual bath or floor scrub to help spread good luck and 
good fortune in your life, home or business. #RWBCB

Camphor Wash 
Use in your ritual bath or as a floor wash to drive away evil spirits and 
prevent them from returning. #RWCAM

Chango Macho Wash 
Use in your ritual bath or as a floor wash to help wash away the bad
luck that plagues your life and bring prosperity and happiness back. 

#RWCHAM
Come To Me Wash 
This ritual wash is intended to aid you in winning the one that you 
desire into your life and home. #RWCOMT

Devil Shoestring Wash 
Use in your ritual bath or as a floor wash to trip up the devil and keep 
evil reaching you. #RWDEVS

Do As I Say Wash New
Use as an aid in getting obedience from those of your home, work place or 
life in general. #RWDOAS

Dragon's Blood Wash
Used to increase your personal strength and for protection from harm.

#RWDRAB
Elegua Wash 
Use in your ritual bath or as a floor wash to help open new paths and reveal
new opportunities, providing a chance for positive growth. #RWELE

Helping Hand Wash
Use as a ritual bath or floor wash to empower spellwork. #RWHEL

High John Wash
Used to attract strength, protection and love. #RWHIG

Jinx Killer 7 Sisters Brand Wash 
Use to remove jinxes and curses that have been worked upon you, so 
you can more freely seek your own happiness. #RW7JINK

Jinx Removing 7 Sisters Brand Wash New
This wash is intended an aid in freeing yourself, your home and others
from the grasps of a jinx, curse or other such negative magic.   #RWPEAH

Jinx Removing Wash
Used for uncrossing and jinx removing. #RWJIN
Keep Away Enemies Wash 
This ritual wash is intended to help keep your enemies from entering 
your life, and keep your life free of woes. #RWKEE

Money Drawing Wash
Use as a ritual bath or floor wash for your business to attract money. 

#RWMON
Patchouli Wash
Use as a ritual bath or floor wash to attract love.                     #RWPAT

Peaceful Home Wash New
Use to bring peace and harmony into your life, scrub away negative 
energies that might cause discord and unrest. #RWPEAH

Protection from Harm Wash New
This ritual wash is a powerful agent intended to help you free yourself 
of curses, hexes, jinxes and accidents. #RWPROH

Reversible Wash 
Use as a ritual bath or floor wash to reverse negative energy. 

#RWREV
Road Opener Wash
Open new possible paths in ones life with this powerful wash. 

#RWROA
Rue Wash
Scrub the floor or your house with rue as needed while concentrating on 
your desires.             #RWRUE

St. Jude Wash 
Use as a ritual bath or floor wash to seek the aid of this Saint of hopeless 
causes in your life. #RWSTJ

St. Martha Wash 
This ritual wash is intended to help remove the unnecessary distractions 
and troubles from your life and from your heart. #RWSTMA

Stop Evil Wash 
This ritual wash is intended to stop evil in its tracks, to prevent a curse, 
hex, or other such negative force from doing more harm. #RWSTOE

To Get Rid of Evil Wash 
This ritual wash is intended to remove powerful curses, hexes and other 
such evil forces to keep them from doing further harm. #RWTOG
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Asafoetida Ritual Powder 

Possessing a potent aroma, Asafoetida powder
is a powerful aid in rituals of exorcism and
protection as well as cooking. Smelling partic-
ularly potent and unpleasant when raw,
Asafoetida improves notably once it is burned
or cooked, then producing a fragrance similar
to onions or garlic, and is said to have a flavor
similar to leeks. 
1 oz (28.3 g)Envelope   $ 3.50   #RPASA1
3.53 oz (100 g) Jar $ 10.95 #RPASA

Anna Riva Ritual Powders
Each of these 1/2 ounce unscented ritual powders come in a 
clear plastic jar. $ 3.50   

Adam & Eve 
Use to create a lasting, loving bond with your love 
spell.  2 #RPAADA
Attraction 
Use to attract friends or lovers into your life.  

2 #RPAATT
Crossing
Use on dolls or images for hexing, or sprinkle on 
an adversary's intended path.  2 #RPCRO

Fast Luck 
Use in your ritual magic to help turn your luck around in a hurry.  

2 #RPAFAS
French Love
Keep in a drawer with your undergarments or apply a dab on the
neck to entice, fascinate and bewitch a lover.           2 #RPAFRE

Jinx Removing 
Use to help empower your spells and magic, aiding in removing jinxes, 
curses, and other negative magic and energy.  2 #RPAJIN

John the Conqueror
Very good in protecting one from all evil forces when sprinkled around
the corners of each room, under windows and along the doorways to
your home. Also used in gris-gris bags, charms and more. 

2 #RPAJOH
Love 
Use in your ritual crafts to help encourage your lover to be faithful and 
true.  2 #RPALOV
Money Drawing 
Use to help create your circle or sprinkle where you will walk within
your ritual to help bring money and prosperity into your life.  

2 #RPAMON
Protection 
Very good in protecting one from all evil forces when sprinkled
around the corners of each room, under windows and doorways. 

2 #RPAPRO
Success 
Use to help you achieve whatever goal or endeavor you undertake.  

2 #RPASUC
Uncrossing 
Use when trying to remove hexes and other unwanted spells from an 
object or place.  2 #RPAUNC

Voodoo 
Use in your ritual crafts when reaching out to the spirits when you are
seeking a special favor or when you wish them to help you in causing 
distress to your enemies.  2 #RPAVOO

Black Salt
Black salt is used for jinx removing, keeping away
evil forces and bad neighbors, as wel as being an
important ingredient in many protection spells.

1 oz $ 1.95     2 #RBLAS
1 Lb $ 10.95   2 #RBLASB

L o d e s t o n e s
Lodestones are natural magnets 
and for many centuries have
been used to charge spell items,
primarily to attract things to the
one using them; good luck,
healing, etc. Often two lodestones
are carried: one to repel bad luck
and one to attract good. Lodestone is also used in charm and gris-gris bags. 

(Natural lodestones often come in small pieces.)
Natural Lodestone

Small Pack   $2.95   2 #RLNAT 1 Lb   $ 15.95  2 #RLNATB   
Gold Lodestone

Small Pack   $2.95   2 #RLGOL 1 Lb   $ 16.95  #RLGOLB
Green Lodestone

Small Pack   $2.95   2 #RLGRE   1 Lb   $ 16.95    #RLGREB
Red Lodestone

Small Pack   $2.95   2 #RLRED 1 Lb   $ 16.95    #RLREDB
White Lodestone

Small Pack   $2.95   2 #RLWHI 1 Lb   $ 16.95    #RLWHIB
Lodes tone  Food

Lodestones are "fed" with iron filings on a regular basis, particularly 
when used in charm, gris-gris, or spell bags. 4 oz. $ 3.95   1 #RLFOO

Supercharged Money Magnet
Draw money and business success into 
your life with the power of this money
magnet. A lodestone ring measuring
approximately 3/4" - 1" in diameter, these
powerful talismans have been dusted with
a golden metallic powder. For best results,
you can feed this lodestone talisman with
gold or green lodestone food to keep your

bank account growing and growing.        $ 3.95 #RMAGM

Gold Magnetic Sand
This 1 ounce packet of 1618 Gold golden
magnetic sand can be used in place of
ordinary iron fillings with your loadstone,
particularly in the case of money spells,
and spells of money drawing as gold
frequently represents this aspect of magic.
Use them with your loadstone as part
of a charm, gris gris bag, mojo bag, or 
any other such magic or spell.   $ 1.95  2 #RMGOL

Magnetic Sand 
Used as an alternative type of lodestone
food, golden and silver magnetic sand is
especially helpful when preparing a protection, 
glamour or prosperity spell.     

4 oz Gold    $ 4.95     2 #RMAGS4
1 Lb Gold    $ 13.95   2 #RMAGSB 
4 oz Silver   $ 4.95     2 #RMSIL4

Magnetic Grains 
A mixture of natural grains and seeds
prepared with metallic filings, this powerful
magical powder is intended to be sprinkled
at the corners of your business or home.
When so sprinkled, it will help attract
wealth, and financial success to the building
and those within it, making it a great boon
to those businesses that are just starting
or those that have fallen on hard times. Combine this with
other rituals of consecration and blessing to further improve
the effects. This is a jar of approximately 2 oz of magnetic 
grains, not to be ingested.   $ 10.95   #RMAGG
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Fools Gold 
Pyrite, or Fool's Gold, has been
associated with real gold and used
for its magical properties throughout
history. Native Americans were known
to include a piece or two within their

medicine bundles, while ancient Mexicans used it in fashioning
polished mirrors. In China it is used as a charm of protection. Most
commonly though, with its connection to true gold, Fool's Gold has
seen abundant use as a powerful aid in spells of money drawing and
prosperity. The pieces may be placed about your altar during your
prosperity and money drawing rituals, or a piece may be blessed in
such a ritual and carried with you  in a gris gris or mojo bag to bring
that wealth and prosperity with you where ever you go. This is a 
1 lb packet of Fool's Gold.   $ 28.96   2 #RFOOGB

Gold and Silver Glitter 
These 1618 Gold packets of gold or silver
colored glitter are the perfect addition to
your spells and ritual magic. Gold is
particularly useful in spells of money
drawing and prosperity, while silver can
be a powerful aid in you rituals of calming,
protection and communing with the Goddess.
Sprinkle it around yourself, upon your altar
or upon the ritual area to be blessed to help draw upon any of
these properties within your spellcraft.  Glitter is also particularly
useful in magic seeking to embrace the glamour of the fairy folk,
making this a powerful aid in using fairy glamour to draw wealth.  

1 oz              1 lb     
$ 2.95     $ 23.95

Gold #RG16GOL #RGGOLB
Silver #RG16SIL #RGSILB

Pot of Gold
This little jar, filled with the likeness of gold
flakes, is a powerful method to attract wealth
and happiness. This makes it a powerful way to
empower your spells of money drawing. You
may also use it to help empower your rituals
and spells of purification, both of the body and
the spirit. This is a 1 oz (28.3g) jar containing 
symbolic gold flakes. $ 12.95   #RPOTG

Haitian Dressed Coffin
Known for its use in powerful Voodoo
rites, this black coffin-box is dressed
intended to be used in potent curses against
your enemies. Coming with instructions,
it describes for you how to work powerful
magic that will aid you in bringing about
your enemy's demise. Painted black, the
coffin sits 1 3/4" long, 3/4" wide and 1 1/4" 
high.    $ 7.95   #RHAIC

Coffin Nails 
Many spells gain dramatically in potency when coffin nails are used in
place of a new nail or pin in any spell or ritual that calls for such. This
package includes three coffin nails and a instructional guide for their 
proper us. $ 1.95   1 #RCOFN

Graveyard Dirt 
Graveyard dirt is an essential ingredient for
many spells, especially spells of protection or
hex removing. Used in gris-gris bags, satchets,
and a lot of ritual work, its use has also been
adapted to fit magical practices from many
different cultures. 

1 oz.     $ 2.95 2 #RGRA
1 Lb.    $ 10.95  1 #RGRAB

Lighting Stick
Use these wooden lighting sticks instead of matches for lighting ritual
candles or for ease in daily use. These 12" slender wooden sticks will
allow you to reach deep into a jar candle that has burned low, as well as keeping
the smell of sulfer out of the air, and out of your ritual space! 

$ 0.50  s #RLIG

Green Rice
Coming from The 7 Sisters of  Orleans,
this 1oz bag of green rice is designed to
be used in magical rituals and blessings
to draw good luck into your life and help
find success in business endeavors. 

$ 3.95 2  #RRIC

Tektite
Formed when an incoming meteorite strikes
the earth resulting in molten impact material
cooling in many shapes and forms. Enclosed
is a glassy obsidian tektite that have Si02contents. Long connected with the fine art of
telepathic communication. Comes with a
velveteen bag for safe keeping.     

$ 8.95  #RTEK

Magic Dust
Sprinkle a pinch of this glittering magickal dust to attract
blessings, guidance, balance, and abundance into your
life. Remember, an angel or faerie may be watching!           

$ 5.95Angel Light Magic Dust #RDANG
Faerie Magic Dust      #RDFAE
Prosperity Magic Dust #RDPRO

Brazil Wood
Put Brazil wood in pure water and
keep in the refrigerator to drink
when you are thirsty. Brazil wood
is great to aid in reducing sugar in
the blood and removing gallstones
from the kidneys.

$ 5.95 2 #RBRAW

Lodestones, Ritual Supplies

Lucky Cat Bank 
Also known as a Maneki Neko, the lucky
cat is a sculpture common within the
Japanese culture, and is often viewed
as a symbol of good fortune. Here, we
see such a sculpture cleverly fashioned
into a coin bank. Painted gold and
accented with Japanese calligraphy,
this lucky cat is intended for you to use as
a piggy bank, even as it helps to bring good
luck into your financial life. This bank is
approximately 6" high and 3 3/4" wide,
with a slot on the back for you to insert
your coins and bills as well as a cork at

the bottom for your money's retrieval.       $ 5.95  #RLUCCB
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Campeche Wax 
Campeche wax, or Cera de Campeche, is a
variety of wax frequently utilized in rituals
and folk arts throughout Latin America,
and is most commonly seen utilized within
yarn painting. It comes in a 1 oz. packet for 
your ritual arts.         $ 3.95   #RCAMW

Roll of Money
Carry this lucky money roll
with you when playing
games of chance. Dress it
daily with casino oil. To help
with luck, to boost luck, and
aid in winning at games of
chance.  $ 2.95 #RROLM

Swallow Eye 
Used for decades as a potent magical talisman, the
swallow's eye is a powerful aid in seeking social
and personal growth. Whether you carry it with you
in a bag to bring its powers with you, or use it in a
spell or ritual, it is a powerful force that can aid you
in obtaining the social achievements that you desire
or otherwise improving yourself, mind, body and 
spirit.   $ 9.95   #RSWAE

Cobra Snakes
Use the power of the cobra to protect
your home and family. For use in
rituals of Santeria, Voodoo, spiritual
healing, cleansings and jinx removing. 
Light one end of these powerful
ritual aids to release the power 
within! 12 pellets included.            

$ 2.95 #RCOB

Adam & Eve Roots 
Principally used by lovers; one lover carries the Eve
root and the other lover carries the Adam root. This
keeps your lover true to you and discourage rivals.
Also used for attraction, to bring a love to you, or for 
a marriage proposal, whether you are hoping for one
or as insurance that you will receive a "YES" answer  
when popping the question. $ 2.50   2 #RADAR

Lucky Hand Root
This legendary root is truly a remarkable botanical
curiosity. It is now very scarce and difficult to obtain.
It has a reputation for bringing good luck and protecting 
its owner from all harm. One per package.     

$ 2.95   2  #RLUC

Wolf’s Eye 
This "Wolf's Eye" is designed to be used standing
alone or as part of a more elaborate magical ritual.
Whichever purpose you choose, it is intended to
be of particular use for protecting against spells,
curses, and other negative attentions. Some have
also used it when seeking to ensure that they will
have security within their job. Each packet contains 
one wolf's eye.   $ 9.95   #RWOLE

Wolf’s Heart 
This powerful magical talisman is intended to
aid you in seeking protection from goodly spirits.
Carry the wolf's heart in a bag or use it in magical
ritual, and seek out those spirits who will then
protect you from the baneful magic of others
or otherwise offer you their guidance and good 
will.   $ 9.95   #RWOLH

Black Cat Eye 
As a magical charm, the black cat eye, being a
magically treated root, is a source of powerful luck,
often used to bring good luck, find peace, and over-
come obstacles to achieve success. It is often used in
gambling, business matters, or even finding the one
that you love and desire. Carry it in a bag or however
else you see fit to bring good luck and happiness with 
you where ever you go.    $ 9.95   #RBLACE

Bats Head Root                               
A rare and unusual root from Mexico
that grows to uncannily resemble the
head of a bat, this root is often a part of
visionary and wish related magic.
Approximately  2” x 1 1/2”. 

$ 2.50   2  #RBAT

Bats Heart Root                                        
This white, powdery root is purported to attract good
luck when playing games of chance. Traditionally
used in a gris gris bag, this root is also highly sought
after for spells and potions related to luck and money.
Carry the heart in a green cloth bag and anoint it daily 
with Protection oil. $ 6.95   2  #RBATH

Bat Eye 
The magical charm of a bat's eye has long been used
as a source of protection against harm and evil
forces. In this case, it is designed for you to carry it
with you in a purple cloth bag or use it in your
spells and rituals to ward off harmful intentions
and the evil magic of curses and hexes. This can be
a potent aid against those who would curse you and 
do you harm.   $ 9.95   #RBATE

Ritual Supplies, Roots

Swallow Heart
Used as a powerful love attractor when
carried in a purse, your pocket, or red
flannel bag. Also used to make others
desire you when you anoint your head 
with love oil.      $ 6.95  2 #RSWAH

Patchouli Love Root
Genuine patchouli love roots.
Carry pieces of this root in a
red flannel bag together with a
rose quartz stone to keep your
love strong. $ 4.95  2 #RPATL

Black Cat Bone
Used for fast luck, success and
better business spells, you can
carry this unusual root in a
green bag and anoint it with
Money House Blessing oil to
improve your luck in matters
of finance. $ 6.95  2  #RBLAC
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Job’s Tears New
Perhaps most commonly found within
jewelry throughout the world, Job's
Tears are a potent magical tool within
the hoodoo spiritual tradition. In
groups of seven, they can be used to
help make wishes come truth. This

is frequently done with a ritual where a wish is made over the seven
Tears before they are held in a pocket for seven days, and a psalm is
invoked before they are thrown away, usually over the left shoulder
like a sprinkling of salt, and most often into running water.  Each
packet contains approximately 20-30 Job's Tears.

$ 2.95   #RJOBT

New Lovers Heart Bean 
This bean, measuring approxi-
mately 1 1/2" in diameter, is a
sacred object used in love spells
and spells of lust. Place one be-
neath your couch or bed before
you make love, to help inspire
passion and affairs of true love.   

$ 5.95   #RLOVHB

Black Cat Eternal Mojo Ovule Amulet 
This nut is referred to as an eternal mojo 
ovule because it is nearly as hard as rock
and lasts forever. This particular amulet
has been fashioned to take on the lucky
properties and attributes of the black
cat, making it particularly potent when
one is seeking good luck in matters of
money and love. It is approximately
2" long and 1 1/2" wide, though sizes will 

vary as this is a product of nature.  $ 8.95   #RBLAMOJ

Alligator Claw 
This small alligator claw is
intended to be kept in your pocket,
purse, or mojo bag as a powerful
token of good luck, particular
when one is looking for good
fortune in gambling and games
of chance. These claws vary in size,
as produced by nature, but are
all small enough to fit comfortably
within a small pouch or mojo bag. Carry one with you today
and find an edge in the card games, lottery and other betting 
games to help sway luck to your side.   $ 4.95   #RALLC

Water Buffalo Teeth
Wear these genuine water buffalo
teeth to grant you strength and stamina.
Each tooth has a small hole through
which you can string a necklace cord.
They are approximately 2" to 2 1/2"
long and are sold separately.  

$ 0.60 each  1  #RWAT

Sea Horse 
Sea horses are believed to be potent sources of
magical protection. Here, we find a dried sea horse
that is intended to be used as a charm for warding
off negative energy, curses, and other such negative
attention. Carry it alone, or put it in a bottle with
blessed water and other ritual sands, herbs, and
the like to find a boost in the charm's potency.    

$ 4.95  2 #RSEAH

Money and 
Protection Horseshoe
Many are the legends and rituals that speak
of a horseshoe hung over the home to keep
out evil spirits and bad luck, while others
still speak of the lucky horseshoe bringing
riches and fortune. Use this in your spells of
money drawing and protection to bring
good luck and prosperity into your life.
This horseshoe measures approximately
4 1/2" in length and comes with two nail to
allow you to hang it if you choose.    

$ 13.95   #RHORG

Lucky Horseshoe 
Known traditionally to bring good
fortune to those who hang it over
their doorways or in their homes,
a horseshoe has long been seen
as a powerful form of protection
that will bring good luck. Provided
for you here is a 4" wide and 4 ¼"
long horseshoe, coming with nails
to fasten it above your doorway
as tradition dictates. Coming along
with it is a small packet of fast luck
powder, intended to sprinkle in a consecration ritual as you hang
the horseshoe, making the blessings of luck and protection that 
much more potent.   $ 13.95   #RLUCH

Used Lucky Horseshoe 
Actually having been fixed to a horse's 
hoof, this 4 1/2" horseshoe has been
known for centuries as a powerful
token of good luck. Hang it above the
door of your business or home to bring
good luck to all within it. This horse-
shoe also comes with seven nails for
fixing it in place and fast luck powder
with which to dress the shoe before 
hanging it.   $ 3.95   #RHORU

Goat Hooves 
Rattle and Arm Band

Either carried or worn upon the arm as an
arm band, this elaborate rattle consists of a
goat hooves, strung together in a fashion
that allows them to rattle with every motion.
This is of great use in adding rhythm to
dance and ritual, even as the aspect of the
goat can be drawn upon to influence your
magic. Though each rattle is different, it
hangs approximately 13" long.  

$ 11.95   #RRGOA

Santeria Dance Rattle 
Made of seed pods strung upon a hand-
woven fabric band, this is an authentic rattle
intended to be used during Santeria dance
ritual. Also known as a cacho, it hangs up
to 11" on the colorful fabric band that can
be slung over your wrist or even your ankle.
The crackling, crisp sound made when it is
shaken is perfect for your ritual.   

$ 8.50   #RSRAT
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Iron Key of Ogun

This cast iron key is symbolic in Santeria
of Ogun, who is frequently associated
with the Catholic Saint Peter. In this
manner, it is frequently regarded as a key
to paradise, or Heaven, and in using
it in your ritual magic you can unlock
joy, prosperity, love and other such
goodly things. Each key is approximately
7 1/4" in length, though exact sizes vary.    

$ 10.95 each   #RKEYO

Against Evil Eye 
This small chain of beads holds an amulet
made of a seed and decorated with the image
of a saint for the purpose of turning away
the baneful power of the evil eye. Fastened
with a clasp, it can serve as a protective
bracelet for small children or be carried on
a keychain or belt loop, as well as carried
within your pocket to aid in seeking this 
protection.    $ 3.95   2 #RAGAE

New Orishas 7 African Powers Beads 
This beaded necklace rep-
resents the 7 African Powers
or the seven Orishas who are
the supernatural forces and
mediators between humanity
and the supreme being, as
revered within the Santeria
religion. Each is decorated with
seven different color beads,
representing each of the seven
Orisha and the blessings they
can bring into your life. The
entire necklace measures 
approximately 34" in length.      $ 4.95   #RORIN

Horseshoe Wall Hanging
Here you see lucky horseshoe at the 
focus of a powerful talisman to help
bring good luck and protection to
your home or business. Set within
a frame which is adorned with pic-
tures of saints, a cross, and many
other symbols and talismans of good
luck and protection, it is a potent
way to keep evil spirits away, bring
success and protect against bad luck
and misfortune. The frame is 9"
square, and includes a string for
hanging it on your wall. Each of
these creations is unique, and varies 
slightly from piece to piece.    $ 16.95   #RHORKIT

Star of David Wall Hanging
Also referred to as the Shield of 
David, the Star of David has long
been viewed as a powerful symbol
of protection. In this case it is sur-
rounded with many other symbols
of good luck and protection; the
pictures of saints, beaded talismans,
iconic figures, and lucky coins.
Together, they form a powerful
talisman of good luck, designed to
be hung somewhere within your
home or business where it will help
keep evil spirits away, bring success,
and protect against bad luck and
misfortune. The frame is approx-

imately 9" square, and includes a string for hanging it on your wall.
It is important to note that each creation is unique, and varies slightly 
from piece to piece.   $ 19.95   #RSTADAV

Worry Doll Set
Worry dolls, also known as "trouble dolls"
are tiny colorful dolls that you whisper
your worries to before you go to bed,
allowing them to do your worrying for
you while you sleep. Traditional to
Guatemalan culture, the use of this folk
magic has spread throughout the world,
with many people bringing them into the workplace as well, to
provide a source of peace and calm throughout the day. All you need
to do to work this simple charm-magic is quietly whisper one of the
worries in your day to each of the little wire-and-cloth dolls, then place
them back in their box and place it beneath your pillow before you
go to sleep at night. This package includes 6 worry dolls contained 
within a colorful box.    $ 5.50   #RWOR

Cowrie Shell Rattle
This enchanting cowrie shell
rattle has a lusterous gleam
that can only be found in nature's
gifts. Sealed and tassled with
suede, it has a natural rythmn
hidden within as the beads tumble
about inside the shell. Though
size and shape will vary as nature
chooses ,  they are  approx. 
3" x 2 3/4".    $ 24.95  #RRCOW

Cowrie Shells 
Various smaller-sized cowrie shells for
ritual use.

18 Shells $ 4.95 #RCOWS
1 lb Shells $ 27.95 #RCOWSB

Ritual Supplies, Santeria, Prayer Mala

Prayer Mala Beads
Used in ritual prayer, these beads
are usually held in the right hand
and moved in rhythm with breathing
and a spoken prayer. This prayer is
often as simple as the name of God
repeated over and over, with the
intention of helping to create a holy,
divine radiance, helping to bring
yourself closer to divinity and
enlightenment.  Each prayer mala
is made of either sandalwood or

red sandalwood, and measures approximately 17 1/2" in
length.    Red Sandalwood    $ 17.95   #RMRS10

Sandalwood          $ 15.95   #RM778

Rudraksha Prayer Mala
A rudraksha, procured from a 
specific variety of tree, is a bead
said to contain the divine power
that blesses the wearer with
wealth, health, luck and power.
When combined into a chain,
rosary, or mala, this is said to
help bring the most fortuitous
results, particularly when it is
used to aid in prayer mantras
within the contemplation of the
divine. This mala is approxi-
mately 96" in length.   $ 10.95   #RMRM12



Red and Black Riding Crop
Useful within your ritual crafts as a symbol
of authority or penance, this ritual instru-
ment can be used in place of the scourge
as well. Most commonly, it is wielded as
a symbol of dominion, and can help you
control spirits, elementals and other such
entities within your ritual practices. Con-
trastingly, it is a symbol of sacrifice, and
that which you would give for your magic.
It measures 27" in length, with a red shaft
and a black tip and handle.    

$ 7.95   1 #RWRCR

Black Leather Riding Crop 
This black leather riding crop is leaves little doubt
that it is a powerful symbol of authority. As such,
it can be just as potent as a symbolic tool in your
ritual to control spirits, elementals and other such
entities as it is in aiding equestrians in the taming
and control of unruly mounts. This riding crop
measures approximately 32" from tip to the end 
of its leather wrist strap.        $ 5.95  1 #RWCRO

Whip
Made of black leather, with
a leather loop to secure it
around your wrist. This
whip is  approximately 8
feet long. $ 7.95 1   #RWHI

Cat of Nine Tails
Made of braided black leather, with nine tails and
a leather loop on the handle to secure around your 
hand. Approximately 18” long. 

$ 5.50   1 #RCAT

Ocote Sticks 3 Pack 
This is a three pack of the 
traditional Ocote sticks used
by the natives of Mexico and
Central America. Chips of the
traditional pine of the region,
these 7 1/2” long sticks are
imbued with resin, making
them quiet flammable and a
fantastic way of starting fires. This is great for your wood-burning
furnace, your fireplace or ritual bonfire that you are seeking to
build, even when they are wet. Among the Mayans this quality
was often put forth for ritual uses, and aid in ceremonies involving 
fire and smoke.   $ 26.95   #ROCOS

Marriage Voodoo Doll Set 
Within this set you will find three pins,
and a Voodoo doll representing a bride
and groom as well as instructions and a
prayer. Together, it can be used to ensure
that love and affection dominate the mind
and heart of the man or woman who you
desire. This purpose is most often used
to sanctify a marriage and keep it pure
so that the bride and groom think of no
other but each other, strengthening 

marriages and ensuring loyalty. $ 18.95  #RVMARS

Voodoo Dolls 
Legend and superstition surround voodoo dolls, even the
uses of the dolls have been a closely guarded secret until
the past few years. Most rituals are connected with revenge,
harm and hate, but there are also love, success, luck and
health spells, as well as protection or dispelling evil rites.
The doll one uses is merely a symbol; it is the power the
magician infuses into the spell which brings life to one's
intentions. Instructions are included. $ 6.95 

Female #RVOODF  Male   #RVOODM

Colored Voodoo Dolls
A handmade, 5" tall cloth voodoo doll specifically 
designed for specific ritual uses. Each doll comes with an 
instruction card. 2  $ 7.95
Black  For curses, hate spells, evil, jinxes.           #RVOOB
Green   For luck, money, gambling.                    #RVOOG
Pink   For love, sex, romance, love rituals.        #RVOOP
Red   For success, attraction, happiness.       #RVOOR
White For peace, tranquility, health, healing.  #RVOOW
Yellow For change, health, healing.                        #RVOOY

Dragon and 
Pentagram Dream Catcher

A fierce eastern dragon flies through the air
above your bed, its tail wrapped around the
pentagram with dangling black stone it
clutches in its claws. This dreamcatcher is
made of cold cast resin with exacting detail.
The sinew of its wings and the tiny barbs of
each scale are clearly visible. Measuring a
span of 7" between its wing tips and 9" in
length down to the bottom of the black crystal
beneath it, this dreamcatcher comes on a
9 1/2" chain for a total hanging length of 
over 18 1/2".    $ 17.95  #RD919

Small Dream Catcher
This is a small dreamcatcher
made of leather with brightly
colored beads and genuine
feathers. It is around 6" long and
2" in diameter, colors and styles
may vary.  $ 3.95  2 #RDC2

Scourge
A small scourge made 
of black leather, with
brass handle tacks.  
Length from tip to tip
is  approx.  21 1/2" .
Handle 8 1/2" is long.

$ 4.95 1 #RSCU
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Large Dream Catcher New
The dream catcher is perhaps one of
the most well known spiritual tools
born within the Americas. Said to have
originated among the Anishnabe, it
often takes the form of a hoop or wheel
fashioned into a net or web and deco-
rated with beads and feathers, which
in themselves often possess spiritual
value as representations of the attributes
of the animals from which they came.
When it is hung over your bed it is said to
catch bad dreams and keep them from
reaching you. Other legends also speak
of it allowing important dreams, though
they may be frightening, to slip through.
This dream catcher measures approx-
imately 5" in diameter and has been
decorated with brightly dyed feathers.   

$ 24.95   #RDK601

Dream Catcher Necklace
Beautifully made, and sporting a downy feather
below, this 1 1/2" in diameter dream catcher
necklace is wrapped tight with brightly colored
cord and other adornments. Set on a sturdy
black nylon cord, you can wear this powerful
symbol of protection and awareness as you go 
about your day.  $ 9.95   2  #RDC901

Medicine Wheel Hair Tie
Made entirely out of leather, these twin medicine wheel hair
thongs have been painted in the four traditional colors and
attached to a 12" leather cord. Simply wrap the leather thongs
around your hair to keep everything in place and bind your-
self to the balance found in all things.  $ 12.95  #RMEDHAI

Woodland Hair Tie
Two beaded feathers hang down from a
leather thong with an abalone shell disk
laced upon it. Wrap the leather cord around
your hair to keep it in place as you go about
your day, allowing the approximately 8"
feathers to flutter in the breeze.

$ 22.95  #RWOOHAI

Feathered Black Hair Thong 
Two downy white feathers set upon
a black corded prayer wheel form this
beautiful hair thong. Made out of black
leather, a single brightly colored bead
is the only color to be found on this
beautiful black and white piece.

$ 11.95  #RSCAB

Painted Leather Barrettes
This 4" x 2" leather hair barrette has been cleverly painted to
resemble a feather, with its sturdy 6" long holding stick
crowned with a downy feather of its own.  

$ 17.95 #RLEABAR

Barred Wing Smudging Feather
Striped in white and brown colors of woodland fowl, these
genuine feathers are perfect for your smudging ritual, allowing
you to sweep the smoke of your sage or sweetgrass in a more
traditional way. You can also sharpen the quill and put it to use
as a writing utensil for your spells involving ink and parchment. 
Each feather ranges from 11" to 14" in length.   $ 3.95   1 #RSBAR

Smudge Feather 
Gently sweep the smoke of sage or sweetgrass in the traditional
way with this beautiful 13" feather, a tassled handle formed of 
brown leather at its base. $ 17.95  #RSFEA

White Sage Smudging Wand
Each of these fantastic smudging wands,
or smudge sticks as they are often called,
consists of bundled and tightly wrapped
sage. It is usually burned at one end to
create a fragrant, purifying smoke that
can help remove negative energy, bad
spirits, and other such forces from your
life. Each wand measures approximately
5" to 6" in length.       $ 3.50   #RSWS5B

7” Smudge Sticks
Convenient and reusable, these individually
packaged smudge stick mixes will suit all your
smudging and cleasing needs. Each one comes 
in a 7" long bundle. $ 6.95

Desert Sage #RSD7S
Sage & Cedar            #RSC7S
Sage & Copal #RSO7S
Sage & Lavender #RSL7S
Sage & Sweetgrass #RSS7S

Dream Catchers, Feathers, Smudging

Sweetgrass Braid
Hard to find, sweetgrass has been used
in Native American ceremonies for gen-
erations. Traditionally used for smudging
and purifying ceremonies. This herb smells
fantastic as it burns! $ 10.95  #RSWEB



5” Smudge Sticks
Smudging is an important purification ritual in many
different cultures and traditions. Easy to use and
durable, these smudge sticks will last for months
of use if properly put out each time. The different
weaves are combined together in a thick, 5" long
bundle.     $ 4.95

Sage #RS5S 
Sage & Cedar #RS5SCE
Sage & Copal #RS5SCO
Sage & Lavender #RS5SL
Sage & Sweetgrass #RS5SS

Smudge Stick Variety Pack
Smudging is an important purification
ritual in many different cultures and
traditions. This is a sample pack of a three
different 5”smudges in the wide variety
we have in stock for all your ritual needs.
Easy to use and durable, these smudge
sticks will last for months of use if properly
out each time.     $ 10.95 #RS5VAR

Wee Sage Smudge Stick
Fantastic and fresh, these wee sage smudge sticks are great for
purifying and cleansing any space. One hand-wrapped stick
will last you dozens of uses. Approx 4 1/4”x 1 1/2” though
the size will vary to some degree. $ 2.50  #RSSWEE

California White Sage Sticks
California white sage is thought by many to be the best herb to use for
smudging and purification rituals. These white sage bundles have been
wrapped tight with  red and white string to keep them contained. If
properly extinguished after each use, they can be used and reused
for many differend rituals, or dozens of times as a quick purification
aid in the home.   

Small      (Approx. 4 - 5”)    $ 3.95 #RSWS 
Medium (Approx. 7 - 8”)    $ 5.95 #RSWM
Large (Approx. 12 - 14”)     $ 6.95 #RSWL New

Small California White Sage Bundles
These small white sage bundles measure
approximately 2-3" long, bound with string to
keep the leaves tight and in order. Smudging
is an important purification ritual in many
different cultures and traditions, used for
purification and blessing. These smudge stick
bundles are ideal for multiple uses, if put out
properly at the end of each session, the sweet
white sage bound within can last you through
several uses, even when used for an extended 
time in ritual.                            $ 3.95   #RSW3

White Sage Smudge Stick
These 8”, easy to use and durable white sage smudge
sticks are wrapped tight with cotton thread and can
last a long time, up to months, provided they are
extinguished properly after each use.

$ 7.50  #RSL8W

5 - 6” White 
Sage Smudge Stick
Gathered and bundled by
Kumeyaay Indians, this sage
smudge stick is an authentic
Native American product. It
consists of wonderful Cali-
fornia white sage bundled and
bound with string to be about
5”to 6" in length.       

$ 4.50   #RSWS5

Smudge Stick Blends
Created using all natural ingredients, the Kumeyaay
Indians of Baja California and Mexico created these
especially blended smudge sticks. Each stick
measures approximately 5"-6" long.        $ 4.50   
Blessing  
White Sage, Cedar #RSBLE

Ceremonial  
Mtn Sage, Cedar, Sweetgrass #RSCER
Dream Spirit  
Mtn Sage, Perfume Sage, Sweetgrass       #RSDRE
Harmony  
Mtn Sage, Sweetgrass, Cedar, Lavender #RSHAR
Healing  
Mtn Sage, Copal, Cedar   #RSHEA
Love & Happiness  
Mtn Sage, White Sage, Lavender   #RSLOV

Prosperity  
Mtn Sage, Pine, Perfume Sage   #RSPRS

Baby Sage Smudge 
Stick Variety 3-Pack
This assorted pack of baby sage smudge sticks
contains three different blends for your smudging
experience. Within is sacred white sage, hierba
santa and mountain sage. Burn them in your
rituals of purification or use the smoke to help
carry your prayers to the heavens. Each smudge
stick is approximately 4 1/4" long.   

$ 7.50   #RSSAM3

Baby White Sage 
Smudge Stick 3 Pack

This three pack of smaller sized white sage
bundles is ideal for your on-the-go ritual
purification needs. Measuring approximately
3 1/2" in length, you can keep one in the home,
in the car and on your person to insure that
when you need to cleanse the energy around
you, you can... no matter where you are! 

$ 7.50   #RSWS3
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White Sage Smudge Stick 3-Pack New
Perfect for those who love white sage but don't
want to burn a lot of it at once, each of these
packs comes with three mini white sage smudge
sticks. Each pack comes with three smudge
sticks that measure approximately 4-6" in length,
and 1"- 1 1/2" in diameter, and are perfect for
blessings, prayers and purification rituals.    

$ 6.95   #RS3WS

Cedar Smudge Sticks
Created entirely of bundled cedar tips, these
cedar smudge sticks are perfect for blessings and
rituals of purification and cleansing. Light one
end and use the blessed smoke to purify, or use
them as part of a more elaborate ritual to help
carry your prayers to heaven. Measurements
are approximate.

Large  7” long           $ 5.50   #RSC7 New
Small  5 1/2” long   $ 3.95   #RSC5

Cedar Smudge Stick 
Should you enjoy the idea of 
smudging but find yourself allergic
to sage, or otherwise seeking an
alternative to the sacred herb,
this smudge stick is the thing
for you. Approximately 8" long,
it is more than long enough to
both ignite and hold during your
ritual, providing the scent of

cedar along with its mystical and spiritual properties to cleanse,
purify, and aid with meditation and other spiritual endeavors.   

$ 7.95   #RSCED

Blue Sage Smudge Sticks
Composed entirely of blue sage, these smudge
sticks offer a unique experience to your smudging.
For blessings, prayer, cleansing and purification,
they offer an almost citrus fragrance, providing a
lighter alternative to the traditional white sage.
Each stick measures approximately 9" in length,
and 1 1/2" in diameter.             

Large  9” long   $ 7.95   #RSLBS New
Small  5” long   $ 3.95   #RSBS

Ritual Smoking Blends

4 Winds Herbal Blend 
A non-tobacco ritual smoking blend, good for clearing the respiratory
system. (coltsfoot and mullein, with just a touch of mugwort for
a visionary element.) Comes in a cotton bag. Sizes are approx.   

7/10 oz   $ 3.95  1 #R4WI       1 Lb.   $ 16.95   #R4WIB
Big Budz Smoke
Big budz is a revolutionary product that will soon have you on
your knees begging for more. The taste is fresh and strong a real
smokers delight. Creeps up on you, great for chillin out. 1/2 oz 
(14 grams) $ 25.95   #RSBIGB

Buddha's Sister Smoke
The touchiest critiques in the world are raving about Buddha's
sister herbal buds. Who are they? They are the people who bought
it, tried it, Loved it and came back for more. What you like you
will smoke and you are going to love the taste and smell of buddha's 
sister herbal buds. 1/2 oz.      $ 25.95 #RSBUDS
Black Russian Smoke 
A "heavy weight" herbal concentrate, Black Russian herbal
smoke presents a strong, robust flavor sure to be savored and
enjoyed by the experienced smoker. A blend of herbal resins
and botanical concentrates and extracts, it possesses a smell
and flavor unlike any other, and is certain to aid in your relaxation.
This is 1/3 oz of a concentrated herbal blend.   

$ 18.95  #RSBLAR
Blueberry Haze Smoke
A new standard in legal herbal hybrid buds! A well balanced
blend of herbs that have been meticulously tweaked for optimum 
potency and effect. Approx 1/2 oz $ 25.95  #RSBLUH
Deliverance Smoke 
Coming in a bag that can be resealed, Deliverance presents a smoking
blend that is both potent and refined, and is indeed one of the leading
smoke products for discerning customers, worldwide. Being 100%
natural, without any chemicals or additives of any kind, it is intended
for use in relaxation and spiritual exploration. This is 1/8 oz. of a fine 
smoking blend. $ 20.95   #RSDEL

Dragon Smoke Blend
This hearty, stimulating blend is an exhilarating aphrodisiac
and is often enjoyed after magickal endeavors to celebrate the
intercourse of common and uncommon energies. 1 1/2 oz.

$ 13.95 #RDRAE
Dream Smoke Blend
A wonderful aromatic medley of herbs and flower-tops. Relaxes
the user and encourages adventurous dreaming. 1 1/4 oz.

$ 13.95   #RDREE
Frost Herbal Smoke
100% tobacco and nicotine free, Frost is an amazingly effective, ultra
potent herbal smoking blend that goes way beyond where other herbal
smoke stops. With a mixture that may contain such respected herbs as
blue lotus, canavalia rosea, lousewort, nelumbo nuifera, althea
officinalis, dwarf scullcap, maconha brava, pink lotus, marshmallow,
red clover, rose, motherwort, vanilla and other herbal extracts. 1/8 oz.           

$ 20.95   #RSFRO

Smudge Sticks, Smoking Blends
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More Ritual Smoking Blends

Hash Trio Smoke
Our smoke hash trio sample pack. Includes 7 grams of 3 different
herbal smoking blends: Red Afganish, Jordian Blonde, and Turk 
Brown.     $ 44.95  #RSHAST
Hawaiian Buds Smoke
Authentic 100% legal herbal island bud. Even experienced herbal
smokers continue to be amazed and come back for more. 1/2 oz.

$ 25.95   #RSHAWBJordanian Blone Smoke
A high quality- ultra potent- super stoney super strong smoke. It is a
super potent thick resin herbal concentrate. NOTE: USE AT YOUR
OWN RISK.  Do not attempt to operate a vehicle or machinery
following consumption of any of our solid herbal smokes, or solid 
herbal concentrates.      $ 14.95  #RSJORB
Kin Nic Kin Nic Smoke
A non-tobacco ritual blend, ceremonial Kin Nic Kin Nic is the make
given to this pipe mixture used to train shamans in the skills of divination
and prophecy. Used for special ceremonies. Comes in a drawstring 
cotton bag. Approx. 1oz $ 13.95  #RSKIN
Mini Oni Temple 
A precisely amalgamated herbal mix for meditation and pleasure.
Cut off a small amount of this very potent, hashish-like substance
to utilize in shamanic, herbal, and magickal rites to help inspire
deep states of physical & cerebral relaxation and aphrodisia. 1/4 oz.       

$ 13.95 #RSONIMMini Shem Hamp Horash 
An exclusive euphoric/sedate herba premium herbal blend. For
those of you who wish to enjoy more of a "heavy gauge" sort of
smoke, without the disadvantages of illegality or disorientation. A
non-tobacco, shamanic blend, 100% natural and organic. 1/4 oz.        

$ 13.95 #RSHEHMMini Vajroli Mudra
An emphatic, enrapturing herbal blend for sensual delight and
aphrodisia. Utilized ceremoniously as an aphrodisia sacrament
within mystical observance, and enjoyed for heightened bodily
awarness, somatic consciousness, sensitivities and magickal
enchantment. Cut off a small amount of this potent blend to heighten
carnal sensitivities when engaged in magickal rites. 1/4 oz.

$ 13.95  #RSVAJMMini Yerba Lena Yesca 
An obscure, multidimensional herbal blend, acclaimed by
metaphysical practitioners as a way to encourage intuition,
clairvoyance or psychic attention. It produces an euphoric sensation
that heightens awareness, consciousness, sensitivities and
sensualities. An herbal aid for vision quests. Holistically, can also
be utilized for its purifying effects and to lower blood pressure. 
1/3 oz.    $ 13.95 #RSYERM  
ON-O Buds Smoke
A Hawaiian hybrid smoke blend, organically grown in rich fertile 
volcanic soil. 1/2 oz. $ 25.95 #RSONOB
Panama Red Buds Smoke
Panama red ball, a legendary 100% legal herbal bud, extremely
popular amongst herbal smoke aficionados. 1/2 oz.

$ 25.95  #RSPANB
Red Dragon Herbal Smoke
This small foil packet contains 1/8 oz of Red Dragon Smoke, the
most potent Chinese herbal smoke on the market, its formula is based on
ancient Chinese archeological discoveries from the Western Han
dynasty.  You will be amazed at it's potency, taste, and long lasting 
effects. $ 20.95   #RSREDD
Shaman Smoke Blend 
This formidable smoking blend is a intended specifically for
contemplative smokers and magickal practitioners. Use it to fill your
pipe, sit back and relax as it opens your mind to the mysteries that
surround you and bring you down paths of thought that you may
never have stumbled across before. Each pack contains approximately 
1 1/2 oz (42.5 grams). $ 13.95 #RSSHA

Smoke Blends Sampler 
OUR BEST SELLER! Try all 3 herbal blends with this variety pack
containing 1/3 oz. each of Dragon, Dream & Shaman Smoke.

$ 15.95 #RSAME    

Smoker's Aid
A non-tobacco ritual smoking blend designed to reduce coughing,
repair lung tissue and aid in weight control. It can be smoked or
made into tea. (mullein, nettle, coltsfoot, damiana, dandelion.)
Comes in a drawstring cotton bag.

1 oz   $ 3.95  1 #RSMO       1 Lb.   $ 19.95   #RSMOB
Solid Concentrate Herbal Smoking Blends
Herbal solid concentrates made by the master herbalists at Earth
Spell Exotic Herb CO., LLC; makers some of the best and most
potent herbal concentrates on the planet. Made with no additives
or preservatives. Just 100% natural herbs and botanicals. DO
NOT attempt to operate vehicles or machinery following 
consumption. 1/4 oz                 $ 14.95  

Red Afganish Mini #RSREDM        
Turk Brown Mini #RSTURM

Leaf of God Herbal Smoking Mix New
Calea zacatechichi (or dream leaf, or leaf of 
God) is an herb that was often used by the
Chantel Indians of Mexico, who are widely
regarded as part of the ancient Mayan
Empire, to obtain divinatory messages
through dreams. It is still used as a tea or
smoke before sleeping to help induce these
powerful dream messages. Also blended
into this herbal smoking mix are the herbs
lemongrass, lobelia and raspberry leaf.
Lobelia is sometimes prescribed to help

smokers quit smoking, as it offers the same effects as nicotine without
the addictive qualities, and can help calm the mind and body.
Lemongrass and raspberry are widely respected for their healing
and cleansing qualities. Sit back with the Leaf of God herbal smoking
mix in your pipe and relax into a state of consciousness that is dreamy
and euphoric… It can truly be described as spiritual. This product is
made in the USA and is 100% legal for sale, containing no substances
banned by national or state law. 

Small Jar 1/3 ounce $ 18.95   #RSHER3
Large Bag   1 ounce $ 45.95   #RSHER1

Leaf Wooden Book Holders 
Made of two interlocking 
slats of wood  carved into
a framework of leaves and
foliage, these book holders
have been finished with a
dark stain. When folded
flat, you can easily store
them on your book shelf
or in your desk. However,
when they are unfolded,
they create an "X" shape,
with four sturdy legs to
support your book within
a V that will lift the book
several inches from the
surface of your table and
will keep the binding from being ruined as it can be when a book is
laid out flat.  

Small       4 3/4" tall, 8 1/2" wide, 4 1/2" deep $ 10.95   #FHW10
Medium  7" tall, 11" wide, 6 1/2" deep $ 17.95   #FHW13
Large      8 1/2" tall, 13" wide, 7 3/4" deep $ 22.95   #FHW15

Large Moon Goddess Wooden Book Holder 
Rising to a height of about 6" 
and a width of about 12 1/2",
the upper portion of this book
holder is decorated on both
sides by the symbol for the
goddess with a pentagram on
her belly and her arms raised
up above her head to form the
full moon of a triple moon.  

$ 33.95   #FHW01



Celtic Cross
A Celtic knotwork
variation of the
Canterbury cross
graces the front
cover, along with
hand painted
Celtic knotwork
borders and inset
faux amber jewels.

$ 16.95
#BBBL917

Celtic
Pentagram
$ 16.95
#BBBL708

Double 
Dragon

$ 16.95
#BBBL709

Palmistry 
The classical palmistry
model rests before a
woody-hued brown
background. Each part
of the model is labeled
for your use, with the
journal coming with
a short guide booklet
as well! 

$ 16.95 #BBBL016

Dragon
$ 16.95
#BBBL812

Dragon Wars
Two batt l ing
dragons grace
the front cover
of this book.                    

$ 16.95
#BBBL966

Laughing Buddha New
Journal & Pen Set 

On the cover of this book is a gold-toned
laughing Buddha, holding a string of Chinese
coins. Used for divination and known as
symbols of good fortune and prosperity,
these coins also decorate the four corners of
the journal and the shaft of the pen. The pen,
writing in black ink, features the laughing
Buddha holding his chain of coins at its top. 

$ 17.95   #BBBL087

Yin Yang 
This front cover
has been sculpted
and painted into a
smokey grey back-
ground for the an-
cient Chinese sym-
bol for harmony,   
the Yin Yang.      

$ 16.95
#BBBL011

Cold Cast Resin Blank Books of Shadows
These spiral bound journals feature covers made of cold-cast resin. The pages within are made of refillable 
acid free paper. These sturdy 5 1/2" x 8 1/2" books are perfect for a Book of Shadows, journal, notebook,
or sketching. 

Lined Books of Shadow
Each of these cold-cast resin covered books is filled with blank lined pages. 
The back of these books are made of a soft black faux leather attached to a
spiral binding. A small package of replacement paper is included with each

of these beautiful journals.

Cold-Cast Resin Blank Books

Replacement Paper for Lined Journals $ 1.25 #BBBLPAP
A small package of 40 lined replacement pages well suited for

any of our spiral bound journals or books of shadows.
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Cold-Cast Resin Blank Books 

Unlined Cold-Cast Resin Books of Shadow
These spiral bound 5 1/2" x 8 1/2" journals feature front and back covers made of 

cold-cast resin. The pages within are unlined.
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Celtic Cross with Rhinestones
This cover has an intertwined Celtic cross, set
with red rhinestones in its as well as along the
borders of the cover. The back cover features
variation of the Sun cross.        

$ 14.95  #BBBU795

Celtic Cross
This book features a Celtic Cross, and is
heavily decorated with knotwork on its front 
and back sides. $ 14.95  #BBBU735

Mourning Vampire Unlined
This front cover depicts a pale, female vampire
with  black tears running down her cheeks,
seemingly fleeing as she gathers her skirts and
spills blood from the chalice in her hand. In
the  background is a gothic cathedral and a
crescent moon, all bordered in purple roses. On
the back, similarly framed with purple roses,
is a silver-toned, stylized ankh. 

$ 16.95   #BBBU048

Skull And Dagger
On the face of the book, an extremely detailed
skull surmounts a studded cross sharpened
into a stake at the bottom. Upon the opposing
side, a Celtic cross with gothic flourishes
is fully displayed, skeletal fingers clutching 
one of its arms. $ 14.95  #BBBU800

Skull
A screaming skull emerges from the front
cover of this sketchbook, while a series of
grinning skulls rest on the back, surrounded
by light Celtic knotwork. 

$ 14.95  #BBBU624

‘til Death do Us Part New
This journal features the classical imagery
of hearts and skulls, framed in thorns and
roses, with a similar display of skulls and
a butterfly upon its back. 

$ 17.95   #BBBU080

Vampire Romance 
With her eyes closed in ecstasy or longing,
female vampire clutches a rose to her  chest as
she bares her neck to the male behind her. The
man lowers his mouth to her neck with fangs
ready to pierce flesh. This intense display of
the love of vampires is framed in the sculpted
images of roses at each corner, which also
appear on the back cover to frame a  stylized 
ankh.   $ 16.95   #BBBU049

Dragon
Upon the front is a sinuous eastern dragon
with a very tribal/Celtic overtone, and
surrounded by Celtic knotwork at the
borders. The back is a large block of Celtic 
knotwork. $ 14.95  #BBBU559  

Fairy with Unicorn
This journal features a winged fairy
and proud unicorn on the front and a
classic Greenman on the back. 

$ 15.95  #BBBU849
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Green Fairy with Pen
This journal depicts a cross-legged green
twilight fairy on the front cover and a foliate
greenman's face on the back. Both sides are
adorned with twisted strands of a woven rose
and thorn design. A  refillable fairy pen
attaches to the front by a magnet.     

$ 18.95  #BBBU924

Purple Fairy with Pen
This beautifully decoratedfairy journal
depicts a seated, purple twilight fairy on the
front cover and a greenman on the back. On
the front, attached by a magnet, there is a 
refillable fairy pen. $ 18.95  #BBBU848

Red Fairy with Pen
This journal depicts a red gowned twilight
fairy with glittering wings on the front cover
and Greenman's face on the back, both
bordered by strands of a rose and thorn
design. A  refillable fairy pen attaches to the
front by a magnet. $ 17.95  #BBBU933

Crescent Moon Fairy
This journal features a dark-skinned
fairy, seated gently against the crescent
moon as its front face, with a blooming
red rose rising out of the back.

$ 15.95  #BBBU850

Witch’s Book of Shadows 
This journal proudly proclaims itself a
Book of Shadows against a background
that appears to be stone, and the image
of a witch in flight before a crescent moon 
sitting above the title.

$ 18.95   #BBBU076

More Cold-Cast Resin Unlined Books of Shadows

Black Cat Pentagram 
This journal displays a pentacle
made of interwoven branches,
it contains a crescent moon,
decorated with Celtic knots,
and a black cat sitting in the
moon. The back cover reads:
"Bide within the Law you must,
In perfect Love and perfect
Trust, Live you must and let to
live, Fairly take and fairly give.
For tread the Circle thrice about,
To keep unwelcome spirits out,
To bind the spell well every
time, Let the spell be said in
rhyme." $ 18.95  #BBBU035

Dragon Journal New 
This blank book features the elab-
orate image of a dragon sculpted
into its front cover. Depicted as a
portrait, with the dragon's scaley
features somehow conveying a sense
of ancient wisdom, it is framed in
the mingled graceful and jagged
arches and design of Gothic styling.
It measures approximately 6 3/4" 
wide and 7 3/4" tall.     

$ 16.95   #BBBU105
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Devilish Fairy 
with Pen  
The front of this journal has a youthful
fairy with red wings similar to those
of a bat and a slim devil's tail set against
a black background. Clad in red and
black striped leggings and a red top
and skirt that give the impression
of flames, her blue eyes are full of
mischief and guile. The image on the
back cover shows a woven circle of 
Celtic knots. $ 17.95   #BBBU945

Bats Wings Fairy 
Journal with Pen 

The cover of this journal depicts
a dark fairy, with the wings of
a bat and corseted attire all set
against a purple background.
The back cover shows a couple
of bats in flight. 

$ 17.95   #BBBU943

Fairy Voodoo 
Journal with Pen 
This red journal depicts a wild-
looking fairy with blue wings
patterned in dark images of
skulls and crossbones. She sits
with her black and white striped
legs crossed and a voodoo doll
held affectionately in her arms
like a teddy bear. Her voodoo
doll is repeated on the back cover.   

$ 17.95   #BBBU942

Mermaid 
Journal with Pen 

The cover of this journal displays
a mermaid of the deep with blue
and black hair and fin. Mysterious
and dark, she is surrounded by
the oddities that dwell so far
beneath the waves, such as angler
fish and squid. The back cover
shows more creatures of the deep.  

$ 17.95   #BBBU946

Cold-Cast Resin & Leather Blank Books

Greenman Journal New 
This book features patterns of
Celtic knot work blended with
leafy foliage and triquetra patterns,
at the center of which is the Green-
man. The journal measures 7" wide
and 8" tall.  $ 16.95   #BBBU106

New Unicorn Journal 
Depicting the noble image of
a unicorn on its cover, this
journal measures approx-
imately 6 3/4" wide and 7 3/4" 
tall. $ 16.95   #BBBU107

Scroll Leather Sketch Book New
Created in the design of an 
old scroll or parchment
case, this scroll leather
sketch book has been ex-
quisitely crafted of flexible
leather, allowing it to be
bent and folded without
damage to the paper
within. The entire book
measures about 15" by 12"
and contains around 100
pages.     

$ 50.00   #BBBCSCR

Entwined Dragons 
Leather Blank Book

The brown leather of this book seems to show
the mark of ages, though it is sturdy and solid
with its corners bound in metal. There are no
decorative engraving on its back or spine;
however, on its front there is the stylized
image of two dragons, entwined together so
that their bodies would seem as one, with
only two wings flaring out to the side as they
stare each other down. It contains approxi-
mately 200 pages, within this 9" by 5 1/2" 
cover.   $ 35.00   #BBBCDRAE

Strangeling Collection Cold-Cast Resin Journals
From the Strangeling Collection of Jasmine Becket Griffith, these blank journals, inspired 
by her art, seek to bring some magic and fantasy playfully into your life. Like the other
cold-cast resin journals, they measure 8" by 5 1/2"; however, each of these comes with a
matching, decorative pen that writes in black ink.
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God’s Eye Leather Blank Book
This 6" by 9" leather-bound blank book
has a precious stone fixed into its face.
The stone in each book is different, and
as such the hand embossed design crafted
into the leather surrounding it is different
as well, being hand-designed to complement
the stone. Empower the stone within its face
with whatever spell or energy you might
want to use to keep your journal or book
of shadows safe and secure.     

$ 35.00  #BBBCGE

Hand-Painted 
Flower Leather Blank Book

With the flare born of unique beauty,
this 6" by 9" journal displays a beautiful
array of hand painted flowers, painted
into the embossed leather in a fashion
that creates a glassy texture, making the
reds of roses resonate with a deep, rich
color and the yellow of lilies absolutely
shine.  It is approximately 120 pages in 
length. $ 35.00   #BBBCFLO

Southwest Side 
Stitched Leather Blank Book
Each of these books is slightly different, with
its own unique, hand-worked leather binding
and elaborate scrollwork engraved into the
surface of the cover, and a border of tightly
braided leather cord. Measuring approximately
9" by 6 1/2", it closes with an elastic and contains
around 260 pages. $ 35.00   #BBBCSOU

Antique Leather Blank Book
Creating a rough, weathered look and
feel, this beautiful 4 1/2" by 6 1/2"journal
is bound in antiqued leather that takes
on a wrinkled and faded appearance that
gives the impression of an old, aged book.
This blank book is approximately 300 
pages in length.   $ 35.00   #BBBCANT

Buffalo Hunter 
Leather Blank Book 
Created with leather intentionally
worked so as to appear rough, coarse
and rugged, this book looks as though
it may easily have been plucked from
the saddlebag of some drifter of the
plains, who stitched it together with
the leather he gathered from his own
hunt. Measuring approximately 5" by
7", it contains around 300 pages.    

$ 35.00   #BBBCBUF

Solstice Leather Blank Book
Portraying both the sacred Solstices, this 4 1/2" by 6 1/2", 300 page
journal is a wonderful representative of time passing throughout
the year. The leather surface portrays the sun for both the winter and
summer solstice in a stylized fashion, two separate images divided by
the binding, which has be styled as the sweeping trunk of a tree. The
vines and leaves portrayed create Celtic knots, with patterns within
the sun and the shadows it casts.            $ 35.00   #BBBCSOL

Fighting Griffin Leather Blank Book 
A rampant griffin graces the front cover of this book with an
intricate pattern of scrollwork around it, making it seem as though
it is straight out of a Victorian or gothic work of art. Measuring
5" by 7", it contains 240 pages, and closes with an elastic band that 
loops around a leather button.    $ 35.00  #BBBCGRI

Wild Horses Leather Blank Book 
Long viewed as a symbol for freedom, and wild, unfettered strength,
a herd of wild horses is portrayed on this journal. Portrayed with
vivid detail, everything from the horses' wild eyes to their free-flowing
mains can be discerned easily against a background of Midwestern
design. Within this 7” by 5” cover, you will find approximately 
360 pages of paper. $ 35.00   #BBBCHOR

Leather-Bound Blank Books
Helping to create a safe place for you to store the secrets of your spellcraft, these books are hand stitched and bound in leather. 
Except when noted otherwise, a leather cord winds around the journal to bind the cover closed when not in use.
Within this fantastic exterior, you will find blank pages that are completely chemical and acid free, and indeed are
not even made of tree-pulp! Each page is made from cotton scraps found on the floor of garment factories and recycled
biomass, such as fruit and vegetable husks. They are thick, with a visible grain, making them well suited for heavier
inks and even watercolor, provided an excess of water is not used. This provides the perfect surface for you to inscribe the
magical diagrams that you have been crafting, pen sketches of your dreams, or otherwise prepare your magical workings.

Leather-Bound  Blank Books
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Angels Leather Blank Book
Embossed in orange-dyed leather, this 5" by 6 1/2" book portrays
the beautiful design of two angels with large feathered wings.
Upon the front you see one that seemingly has stars in her gown,
with her hands raised to offer a bowl that overflows with magic.
Upon the back, similarly robed in stars, is an angel in flight, raising
in her hands a crescent moon and a wheel shaped into the image of
a Celtic Cross. Both framed in Celtic Knotwork, these angels provide
a beautiful accent to the 360 pages within.   $ 35.00   #BBBCANG

Fighting Dragon Leather Blank Book 
Providing a clever bit of imagery, this book displays two dragons,
one on each cover, as though they are staring each other down
across the binding in a battle of wills. Upon the front you will find a
dragon coiled about a castle; a creature of order and civilization,
standing regal and proud. Upon the back you'll find a coiled
dragon of the wood lands, feral and wild in its majesty, encircling
the grove of trees that it protects. Representing both sides of man
and magic, they are both accented perfectly with a border of Celtic
knots and other such imagery. Measuring  6 3/4” by 5", this book
contains approximately 360 pages.      $ 35.00   #BBBCDRAF

Fairy Leather Blank Book
Beautifully bound within red-dyed leather, this delightful journal has
been carefully embossed on the front face with the image of a beautiful
fairy, lithe and robed in gossamer with the wings of a butterfly, all
framed within an elaborate border of Celtic knotwork. This knotwork
extends down the binding, and expands to embrace the picture on
the back which shows a dragonfly, hovering among flowers. Within
this 7" by 5 1/2" leather casing, you will find approximately 300 
blank pages.    $ 35.00   #BBBCFAI

Goddess Leather Blank Book
This thick, green-dyed leather 4 1/2" by 6 1/2" journal displays on its
covers two very distinct views of the Goddess. On the front she would
seem a wholesome being, nurturing and gentle as she sits in the lotus
position before a backdrop of a woven Celtic pattern. With her chest
bared but for her concealing hair, she embraces a starry night in her
hands, from which pours the waters of life. On the back cover is the
Goddess of womanly wrath, beautiful even as she is frightening. This
beautiful duality, shows us how the Goddess provides and destroys 
as a part of life's cycle.     $ 35.00   #BBBCGOD

Tree of Life Leather Blank Book
Bedecked in wonderful Celtic imagery, this 4 1/2" by 6 1/2" journal
portrays the tree of life, with its far reaching branches snarled in a
twisting canopy of Celtic knots and leafy foliage. Beneath this, the
tree contorts into an ancient warped trunk and deep roots that spread
out into a wide design of Celtic knotwork. This ancient imagery shows
us the interconnected nature of all things both of the Heavens and of
Earth. On the reverse side a similarly embossed and inked image
showing a peaceful forest stream with fish leaping from its waters,
pouring through a ring of Celtic symbols. $ 35.00   #BBBCTRE

Griffin Leather Sketch Book 
Held closed with an elastic band and a leather button, the cover
of this large book is coated in ornate decorations sculpted and
embossed into the high quality leather. This creates an elaborate
framework of Victorian or gothic styled checker and floral patterns
on both sides. Highlighting all of this is the image of a rearing
griffin, with its wings spread, grasping a serpent beneath its claws.
It contains approximately 80 pages within its 10" by 13" cover.   

$ 49.00   #BBBCSKE
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Hard-Cover Blank Books
These hard-cover  8 1/2' by 6" journals are the perfect addition to 
anyone's library. Whether you're seeking to pen a diary or memoir,
you're putting to pen your own book of shadows, or are simply
looking for an elegant sketch book you will find the blank
pages of these journals are perfectly suited for your intent.

Celtic Journal
Both of its heavy covers, front and back,
are bordered in an intricate pattern of Celtic
knots and designs, etched in gold against
a forest green back drop. This border frames
a central design of a woven knots an designs,
suggestive of birds and fish in the manner
that seems as equally suited for the covers of
this book as on some carved wooden surface 
of the old world.    $ 16.95   #BBBUCEL

Pentagram Journal 
The cover of this journal give the impression
of fine grain hardwood, bound in leather.
In the middle of the front cover is set an
interwoven pentagram that looks as if it
were carved of wood. 

$ 16.95   #BBBUPEN

Wiccan Journal
This journal gives the impression it is crafted
of a rich, brown leather. Printed in gold, on
both covers, is a border of an ornate floral
design. This imagery frames a central image 
of a triquetra. $ 13.95   #BBBUWIC

More Leather-Bound Blank Books

Peacock Leather Sketch Book 
This sketch book has been tooled to portray a peacock, with his
broad tail fanned out in a strutting image of regal grace. This
embossed image is framed in turn by a deep set border of scroll
work, depicting flowers and a checkered pattern, which is in turn
accented by the wide border surrounding the edges of the book,
created in a lighter, embossed method. Closing with an elastic that
holds the cover securely shut, the 10” by 13” leather binding 
contains within 80 pages.   $ 49.00   #BBBCSKEP

1842 Poetry Leather Blank Book
The borders of this fantastic 6" by 9" journal
are marked with a thick leather cord, the
same deep burgundy as the rest of the leather,
which weaves in and out, providing the only
decoration aside from the metal latch that
fits upon the front cover, allowing you to
close the book without fumbling with
leather wraps or knots.  It is approximately
120 pages in length.   $ 35.00   #BBBCPOE

Honeysuckle 
Leather Blank Book 

This book is decorated in an elaborate pattern
of scrollwork that depicts flowering honey-
suckle. With its corners bound in metal, the
9" by 5 1/2" cover contains approximately 220
pages which may have visible flower petals
embedded within them.    

$ 35.00   #BBBCHON

Morrigan Book of Shadows Leather Blank Book
Covered in magical symbols, 
Celtic spirals and knots, and
imagery traditionally asso-
ciated with Morrigan, the
Celtic goddess of prophecy,
death, war and fertility, the
front cover of this massive
book depicts three crows,
flying in a circle around a
central pentagram created
in a pattern of woven Celtic
knots, all overlapping a back-
drop of spirals, full moons
and other intricate Celtic
imagery. The back cover is
no less elaborate, portraying
a crescent moon stylized
within Celtic design so that
it blends seamlessly with

the image of a rising crow; all of this within a radiant sun, and
surrounded by different triskele patterns and old, Celtic imagery
as borders. With its corners protected by brass caps, all of this
enfolds an astounding 3" thick book of 500 pages, measuring 
8 1/2" by 10".    $ 125.00   

Ox Blood Red            #BBBCMBS
Honey Mead Brown   #BBBCMHM New

Celtic Spiral Pentagram Leather Blank Book
Upon the front cover of this 
large, leather blank book,
bordered by Celtic knots, a
pentagram is woven about
a crescent moon, and filled
with fantastically tangled
designs of Celtic dragons,
spirals, triquetras and triskeles,
in a powerful display of mys-
ticism and magic. The rear
cover portrays a similar pen-
tagam, created of woven knots
and bordered by stars and
triskeles. Even the book's spine
has been decorated with the
elaborate display of a Celtic-
styled dragon. All of this
imagery has been placed upon
a huge, 3" thick, 8" by 10" book, 
with 500 pages contained within.  $ 125.00   

Ox Blood Red              #BBBCCSP    
Honey Mead Brown   #BBBCCHM New
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Mount Shasta Lined Journal 
Containing the beautiful photography of
Jane English and various quotes throughout,
this beautiful blank book is the perfect,
inspirational backdrop for your book of
shadows, dream diary, or journal. 

$ 13.95   #BBBLMOU

Feng Shui 
Lined Journal

With a cover image by Gatry Braasch, the
journal contains 16 feng shui meditations
throughout along with beautiful brush
calligraphy. Both inspirational and functional,
it is great as well for putting to pen your book
of shadows, your dream diary, or any other
such journal or diary that you can imagine.    

$ 11.95   #BBBLFEN

Angel Spirits Lined Journal 
Containing 16 beautiful illustrations, this
journal from Sulamith Wulfing is a beautiful
addition to your library. Whether you are
using it as a book of shadows, dream diary,
or a simple diary for day to day life the
serene innocent and beauty displayed upon
the images that mark the corners of the pages
are sure to inspire, soothe, and make you
smile. $ 11.95   #BBBLANG

I Create Beauty Lined Journal 
Featuring inspirational quotes scattered
through its pages and the beautiful artwork
of Karenann Young upon its cover, this
journal is a wonderful addition to the
library of any writer. Whether you are
writing a book of shadows, creating a sketch
book, a book of poetry, or any other such
journal or diary, this blank is a wonderful 
place to start. $ 11.95   #BBBLCRE

Celtic Mandala Lined Journal 
Displaying the beautiful artwork of Jen
Delyth and poetry of Lunaea Weatherstone,
this journal portrays on its front cover a
beautiful mandala of swirling Celtic knot-
work and design. Within you will also find
16 pages of poetry and artwork dispersed
throughout its pages, providing you with
insights to ponder and imagery to inspire.   

$ 11.95   #BBBLCEL

Zen Mind 
Lined Journal 

A wonderful, blank book in which to pen
your thoughts after meditation, dreams,
your ritual crafts, or any other time your
imagination strikes you, this journal is a
fantastic tool in exploring inner peace.  Find
within 8, full-color Zenga paintings which
include wisdom worth quoting, all dispersed
throughout the book in a manner that is
certain to inspire when you need it. 

$ 11.95   #BBBLZEN

Yoga Shakti Lined Journal 
When you are lost in meditation or within
yogic exercise, you are certain to have
thoughts you wish to explore further. Write
them down in this fantastic journal, which
features artwork by Anja Borgstrom and
text by Julie Rappaport, providing a series of
16 illustrations within its pages and a wide
range of wisdom on yoga, meditation and
spiritual exploration.   

$ 11.95   #BBBLYOG

Inspirational Lined Journals
Composed of approximately 120 pages that alternate between lined and blank, with inspirational quotes, 
poetry and pictures riddled throughout, these spiral-bound blank books are perfect for laying out the
thoughts and images that might spell forth from your mind to your hand. 

Pheonix Book of Shadows
This is a hardcover blank book/journal is
designed for use as a magical diary. It has
an imitation blue leather cloth cover with
Book of Shadows stamped on the front and
spine in gold foil. An instruction sheet for
consecration and use is included.

Small  5 1/2” x 8 1/2” $ 13.95 #BBOOSHA5
Large 8 1/2 x 11”          $ 16.95   #BBOOSHA8

Blank Books of Shadows      
5 1/2” x 8 1/2”       8 1/2” x 11”

$ 12.95                $ 16.95 
“Book of Shadows” #BBBUS5               #BBBUS8

New Ganesha #BBBUG5   #BBBUG8
Pentagram #BBBUP5   #BBBUP8

New Sabatic Goat #BBBUSG5   #BBBUSG8
Triple Moon #BBBUM5             #BBBUM8
Triquetra #BBBUTR5    #BBBUTR8
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A N G E L S  &  F A E R I E S  A N G E L S  &  F A E R I E S  
Angel Bible Raven, Hazel     $ 14.95
Angel Blessing Scrolls, Make Your Own           DeLong, Douglas $ 19.95
Angel Inspirations Ross, David            $ 10.95
Angel Magic New Eason, Cassandra $ 16.95
Angel Messages Nahmad, Claire     $ 19.95
Enchanted, Faerie & Fantasy (HC) New Ravenscroft, Linda  $ 19.95
Faerie Book (HC) Gray, Samantha       $ 16.95
Fairy Bible Moorey, Teresa          $ 14.95
Field Guide to the Little People Arrowsmith, Nancy $ 24.95
Good Faeries / Bad Faeries (HC) Froud, Brian $ 30.00
Simply Angels Greenaway, Beleta $ 9.95
Working with Fairies Franklin, A. $ 16.99

A N G L O - S A X O N  T R A D I T I O N SA N G L O - S A X O N  T R A D I T I O N S
Book of Celtic Symbols (HC) Taylor, Joules $ 14.95
Celtic Arts and Crafts Fun Kit New $ 24.95
Celtic Folk Soul (HC) Delyth, Jen $ 35.00
Celtic Inspirations Wilde, Lyn Webster$ 10.95
Celtic Magic Conway, D.J. $ 7.99
Celtic Myths and Legends New Rolleston, T.W. $ 12.95
Celtic Stencil Designs New $ 6.95
Clan of the Goddess Brondwin, C.C. $ 16.99
Complete Guide to Faeries/Mag. Beings Eason, C.    $ 18.95
Drawing Down the Spirits Filan/Kaldera $ 18.95
Druidry Handbook Greer, John $ 19.95
Druid’s, Celtic Priests of Nature Markale, Jean     $ 18.95
Druid Isle Hopman, Ellen E.  $ 18.95
Druid Magic Handbook Greer, John     $ 19.95
Essential Asatru Paxson, Diana $ 12.95
Futhark: Handbook of Rune Magic Thorsson/Flowers $ 16.95
Gods of the Runes New Joseph, Frank  $ 18.00
Great Norse, Celtic and Teautonic Legends New Wagner, Wilhelm $ 9.95
Healing Power of Trees New Hidalgo, Sharlyn $ 17.95
Magic of the Celtic Gods McColman/Hinds $ 15.99
Magic of the Celtic Otherworld McColman/Hinds $ 18.95
Making of a Druid (HC) Guyonvarc’h, C.J. $ 19.95
Merlin Master of Magick Strong, Gordon $ 15.95
Myths of the Norsemen New Guerber, H. A.    $ 12.95
Norse Magic Conway, D.J.  $ 7.99
Norther Lore, Field Guide New Odinsson, Eoghan $ 19.95
Practical Guide to the Runes Peschel, Lisa   $ 6.99
Rites of Odin Fitch, Ed  $ 18.95
Runelore, Handbook Thorsson, Edred $ 16.95
Shamanism for Beginners Endredy, James $ 14.95
Shamanic Breathwork Wolf, Linda Star $ 20.00
Simply Runes Farnell, Kim $ 9.95
Taking Up the Runes Paxson, Diana $ 24.95

New Teutonic Mythology, vol. 1-4
by Jacob Grimm

In this brilliantly informative four volume,
hardcover masterwork, the great scholar
Jacob Grimm (1785-1863) compiled and organ-
ized a vast amount of information on ancient
rites, beliefs, deities, heroes, literature, statuary,
temples, and much more, including the survival
of the old gods and customs in modern place
names, superstitions, games, idiomatic expres-
sions, characters, and events in folk tales. 

Volume 1
This first of four volumes contains: An introduction to Teutonic
Mythology; God, Worship, Temples, Priests and Gods; Wuotan;
Wodan; Donar; Thunar; Zio; Tiw; Fro (Freyr); Balder; Phol; Other
Gods & Goddesses; Condition of Gods; Heroes; Wise-Women.  

$ 50.00
Volume 2
This second of four volumes contains: Wights and Elves; Giants;
Creation; Elements; Trees and Animals; Sky and Stars; Day and
Night; Summer and Winter; Time and World; Souls; Death; Destiny 
and well-being; Personifications.  $ 50.00 

Volume 3
This third of four volumes contains: Poetry; Spectres; Translation;
Devils; Magic; Superstition; Sicknesses; Herbs and Stones; Spells 
and Charms.  $ 50.00 
Volume 4
This fourth of four volumes adds to the knowledge of old gods,
superstitions and spells from the previous volumes with Grimm's
posthumous notes to the text, including an organized and detailed
Appendix of Anglo-Saxon Geneologies and Superstitions, as well
as detailed notes on spells, worship and much more.  $ 50.00

Viking Designs (CD ROM) New $ 14.95

D I V I N A T I O ND I V I N A T I O N
10,000 Dreams Interpreted Miller, Gustavus $ 9.95
Ancient Teachings for Beginners New DeLong, Douglas $ 13.95
Art of The Pendulum Eason, Cassandra $ 14.95
Astral Projection for Beginner McCoy, Edain $ 12.95
Aura Reading for Beginners Webster, R. $ 12.95
Big Bad Ass Book of Dreams Vollmar/Napoli    $ 12.95
Big Bad Ass Book of Zodiac Diagam Grp/Napoli $ 12.95
Book of Ordinary Oracles Duquette, Lon $ 16.95
Chakras for Beginners Pond, David $ 12.95 
Change at Hand Kynes, Sandra  $ 17.95
Chinese Astrology Bible Walters, Derek          $ 14.95
Crystal Ball  (HC) Ferguson, Sibyl $ 12.95
Dict. of Dreams, 10,000 Dreams Interpreted Miller, Gustavus $ 15.00
Divination for Beginners Cunningham, Scott$ 13.95
Dowsing for Beginners Webster, Richard $ 13.95
Dreamer's Dictionary Garuda   $ 10.95
Dream Symbols, Little Giant Ency. of Vollmar, Klaus $ 9.95
Dreams & What They Mean Gonzalez-Wippler $ 7.99
Enchanted Birthday Book New Zerner/Farber    $ 19.95
Fortune-Teller’s Bible Struthers, Jane          $ 14.95
Fortune Telling, Little Giant Encyclopedia $ 9.95

Books
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How to Conduct a Seance Riva, Anna $ 4.95
How to Use Ouija Board St. Christopher $ 6.95
Massage Bible Mumford, Susan $ 14.95
Meditation Handbook Fontana, David $ 19.95
Nordic Runes Mountfort, Paul R. .$ 16.95
Numerology, Little Giant Encyclopedia              Heydon, Daniel $ 9.95
Pagan Astrology Kaldera, Raven  $ 18.95
Palmistry Bible Struthers, Jane $ 14.95 
Palmistry, Little Giant Encyclopedia Altman, Nathaniel $ 9.95
Palmistry, Universal Guide Altman, Nathaniel $ 19.95
Past Life Dreamwork Lucas, Sabine    $ 16.00
Pendulum Magic for Beginners Webster, Richard $ 13.95
Pendulum Power Nielsen / Polansky $ 9.95
Predicting Events with Astrology Teal, Celeste       $ 26.95
Psychic Bible Struthers, Jane      $ 14.95
Scrying for Beginners Tyson $ 14.95
Secret Power of Tantrik Breathing S. Sivapriyananda $ 16.95
Simply Psychic Caulfield, Ann $ 9.95
Street Smart Psychic’s Guide New Barretta, Lisa   $ 16.95
Super Success with Soul Separation Crockett, Arthur $ 24.00
Tea Leaf Reading, Little Giant Ency.         Sach, Jacky              $ 9.95

H E A L I N GH E A L I N G
500 Formulas for Aromatherapy Shiller / Shiller  $ 12.95
Angel Healing Nahmad, Claire    $ 14.95
Chakra Bible Mercier, Patricia   $ 14.95
Cherokee Herbal Garrett, J.T.      $ 15.00
Complete Guide to Crystal Chakra Healing Permutt, Philip $ 19.95
Compendium of Herbal Magick Beyerl, Paul $ 27.50
Complete Book of Incense, Oils & Brews          Cunningham, Scott $ 16.95
Complete Book of Traditional Reiki     Rowland, Amy      $ 19.95
Crystals for Beginners Kenner, Corrine $ 13.95
Crystal Energy For Your Home Taylor / Taylor $ 14.95
Crystal Healer Permutt, Philip      $ 14.95
Crystal Healing Lilly, Simon & Sue $ 17.95
Culpeper’s Color Herbal Culpeper   $ 17.95
Dictionary of Modern Herbalism Mills, Simon          $ 14.95
Druid’s Herbal for the Sacred Earth Year            Hopman, Ellen E. $ 12.95
Druid’s Herbal of Sacred Tree Medicine             Hopman, Ellen E. $ 14.95
Ency. of Crystal, Gem & Metal Magick Cunningham, Scott $ 16.95
Encyclopedia of Magical Herbs Cunningham, Scott $ 16.95
Essential Crystal Handbook Lilly / Lilly  $ 12.95
Essential Guide to Crystals Lilly/Lilly           $ 14.95
Essential Herbs Handbook Bremness, Lesley  $ 12.95
Essential Oils Handbook Harding, Jennie    $ 12.95
Family Herbal Theiss/Theiss       $ 24.95
Gemmotherapy, Science of Healing New    Halfon, Roger     $ 14.95
Green Witch Herbal Griggs, Barbara    $ 16.95
Healing Crystals, Shaman’s Guide Zerner/Farber   $ 14.95
Healing Plants Bible Farmer-Knowles, H. $ 14.95
Healing with Energy Fuentes, Starr     $ 14.99
Herbal Handbook Hoffman, David   $ 16.95
Herb Magic for Beginners Dugan, Ellen          $ 12.95
Herbal Magick Dunwich, Gerina $ 14.99

Illustrated Directory of Healing Crystals            Eason, Cassandra $ 17.95
Illustrated Guide to Crystals Hall, Judy $ 14.95
Jude's Herbal Home Remedies Todd, Jude $ 18.95
Little Book of Crystal Tips & Cures Permutt, Philip       $ 16.95
Little Green Book of Gardening Millis, Diane        $ 12.95
Little Green Book of Health Callard, Sarah  $ 12.95
Little Green Book of Nutrition Millis, Diane        $ 12.95
Magical Aromatherapy Cunningham, Scott $ 7.99
Magical Herbalism Cunningham, Scott $ 12.95
Magick of Reiki Penczak, Chris. $ 18.95
Master Book of Herbalism Beyerl, Paul   $ 19.95
Meditation Bible Gauding, Madonna $ 14.95

Modern Herbal vol. 1 New
by Mrs M Grieve
If you want to know how pleurisy root,
lungwort and abscess root got their names,
how poison ivy is used to treat rheumatism,
or how garlic guarded against the Bubonic
Plague, consult A Modern Herbal. This
twentieth-century version of the medieval
Herbal is as rich in scientific fact and folklore
as its predecessors and is equally encyclopedic
in coverage. From aconite to zedoary, not an
herb, grass, fungus, shrub or tree is over-
looked; and strange and wonderful discoveries
about even the most common plants await

the reader. Traditionally, an herbal combined the folk beliefs and tales
about plants, the medicinal properties (and parts used) of the herbs,
and their botanical classification. But Mrs. Grieve has extended and
enlarged the tradition; her coverage of asafetida, bearberry, broom,
chamomile, chickweed, dandelion, dock, elecampane, almond,
eyebright, fenugreek, moss, fern, figwort, gentian, Hart's tongue,
indigo, acacia, jaborandi, kava kava, lavender, pimpernel, rhubarb,
squill, sage, thyme, sarsaparilla, unicorn root, valerian, woundwort,
yew, etc.(more than 800 varieties in all!) includes in addition methods
of cultivation; the chemical constituents, dosages, and preparations
of extracts and tinctures, unknown to earlier herbalists; possible
economic and cosmetic properties, and detailed illustrations, from
root to bud, of 161 plants. Of the many exceptional plants covered
in the Herbal, perhaps the most fascinating are the poisonous
varieties (hemlock, poison oak, aconite, etc) whose poisons, in
certain cases, serve medicinal purposes and whose antidotes (if known)
are given in detail. And of the many unique features, perhaps the
most interesting are the hundreds of recipes and instructions for
making ointments, lotions, sauces, wines, and fruit brandies like
bilberry and carrot jam, elderberry and mint vinegar, sagina sauce,
and cucumber lotion for sunburn; and the hundreds of prescriptions
for tonics and liniments and bronchitis, arthritis, dropsy, jaundice,
nervous tension, skin disease, etc. remedies. With this and more, A
Modern Herbal contains so much information that it must be provided
in two volumes. This, the first volume, is a 427 page soft cover book.  

$ 16.95

Modern Herbal vol. 2 New Mrs M. Grieve   $ 18.95
Mudras, Yoga in Your Hands   Hirschi, Gertrude $ 16.95
Natural Health Bible for Women Glenville, Marilyn $ 24.95
Organic Pharmacy Marrone, Margo    $ 22.95
Plant Spirit Journey Silana, Laura       $ 16.95
Power of Breath Swami Saradanda $ 14.95
Power of Your Subconscious Mind New Murphy, Joseph  $ 5.95
Prayer for Beginners Webster, Richard $ 14.95
Prayer Energy (HC) Lawrence, Richard $ 16.95
Reflexology Bible Keet, Louise           $ 14.95
Reiki Bible McKenzie, Eleanor $ 14.95
Reiki & Sound (BK & CD) Drankelfort/Tillmann $ 21.95
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Sacred Path of Reiki Koda, Katalin        $ 19.95
Seven Years to Save the Planet McGuire, Bill    $ 14.95
Sexual Herbal Brigitte, Mars         $ 24.95
Simply Chakras Fenton, Sasha          $ 9.95
Simply Feng Shui Bartlett, Sarah       $ 9.95
Simply Meditation Lauren, Lynne     $ 9.95
Simply Reflexology Jones, Sonia             $ 9.95
Smudging and Blessings Book Alexander, Jane $ 12.95
Soulmate Path Farber/Zerner       $ 16.95
Vibrational Medicine Gerber, Richard  $ 18.00
Wheel of Initiation Johnson, Julie T     $ 18.00
Wild & Weedy Apothecary Shababy, Doreen   $ 17.95

K I D S ,  Y O U N G  A D U L TK I D S ,  Y O U N G  A D U L T
ABC Book of Shadows (HC) Olivares, Katie  $ 9.00
Book of the Dragon (HC) Ciruelo                  $ 17.95
A Knock at the Door Sullins/Toball   $ 20.00
Mythic Bestiary (HC) Allan, Tony           $ 29.95
Unicornis Manuscripts Green, Michael      $ 22.95

M A G I C KM A G I C K
13 Gates of the Necronomicon, Wkbk of Magic Tyson, Donald       $ 21.95
777 & Other Qabalistic Writing Crowley, Aleister $ 21.95
Agrippa’s Occult Philosophy New Agrippa, Cornelius $ 12.95
Alchemy of Sexual Energy Chia, Mantak         $ 18.95
Aleister Crowley and Dion Fortune Richardson, Alan $ 18.95
Aleister Crowley, Weiser Concise Guide           Kaczynski, Richard $ 12.95
Angelical Language, vol 1 (HC) Leitch, Aaron         $ 39.95
Angelical Language, vol 2 (HC) Leitch, Aaron         $ 59.95
Arbatel: Magic of the Ancients (HC)          Peterson, Joseph  (tr) $ 35.00
Blue Equinox Crowley, Aleister  $ 39.95
Book of Abramelin New Mathers, S.L.M.  $ 12.95
Book of Abramelin (HC) van Worms, A.  (tr)   $ 45.00
Book of Enoch the Prophet Charles, RH $ 14.95
Book Four Crowley, Aleister $ 14.95
Book of the Law (HC) Crowley, Aleister  $ 19.95
Book of the Law Crowley, Aleister $ 9.95
Book of Lies Crowley, Aleister $ 16.95
Bkof the Mysteries of the Heavens & the Earth Budge, EA Wallis  $ 18.95
Book of Wizardry Rumstuckle, C. $ 12.95
Chicken Qabalah Duquette, Lon       $ 16.95
Clavis or Key to the Magic of Solomon (HC) Peterson, Joseph (tr) $ 95.00
Compendium Maleficarum New Guazzo, Francesco M. $ 12.95
Complete Magician’s Tables (HC) Skinner, Stephen $ 49.95
Complete Magick Curriculum Culling, Louis        $ 29.95
Dictionary of Demons New Belanger, Michelle $ 24.95
Egyptian Book of the Dead New Budge, E.A. $ 14.95
Egyptian Magic New Budge, E.A. Wallis $ 9.95
Egyptian Symbols (HC) Owusu, Heike       $ 12.95
Enochian Vision Magick DuQuette, Lon M. $ 19.95
Fourth Book Occult Philosophy (HC)             Agrippa, Henry $ 40.00
Gods of the Egyptians vol. 1 New Budge, E.A.        $ 18.95

Gods of the Egyptians vol. 2 New Budge, E.A.        $ 22.95
Goetia: Lesser Key of Solomon Liddell/Mathers $ 19.95
Goetia of Dr Rudd (HC) New Skinner/Rankine $ 72.00
Golden Dawn Regardie, Israel  $ 37.95
Grimoire of Armadel Mathers, S.L.       $ 14.95
Grim. of St. Cyprian Clavis Inferni (HC) New Skinner/ Rankine $ 65.00
Grimoire of the Necronomicon Tyson, Donald     $ 18.95
High Magic Theory and Practice Frater, U.D $ 31.95
High Magic II Theory and Practice Frater  U.D.            $ 31.95
Hindu Gods and Goddesses New Wilkins, W.J.      $ 24.95
Initiation in the Aeon of the Child (HC)              Gunther, J Daniel  $ 40.00
Kabbalah Unveiled M. Mathers, S.L. $ 21.95
Key of Solomon the King (Dover Pub.) New M. Mathers, S.L. $ 7.95
Key of Solomon the King (Weiser Pub.) Mathers, S.L. $ 16.95
Kissing the Limitless Coyle, T Thorn     $ 19.95
Lost Art of Enochian Magic Desalvo, John      $ 16.95
Low Magick New Duquette, Lon Milo $ 16.95
Magic, Hist. of Its Rites, Rituals & Mysteries New Levi, Eliphas   $ 12.95
Magicians Companion Whitcomb, Bill   $ 29.95
Magick of Aleister Crowley Duquette, Lon $ 21.95
Magick: Book Four (HC) Crowley, Aleister  $ 90.00
Michael Psellus on the Operation of Daemons New Collisson, Marcus $ 65.00
Middle Pillar $ 17.95
Modern Magick Kraig, Donald $ 29.95
My Life with the Spirits Duquette, Lon $ 19.95
Necronomicon, 31st Anniversary Ed. (HC) Simon $ 125.00
Opus Mago-Cabbalisticum et Theosophicum Von Welling, G. $ 80.00
Pathworking with the Egyptian Gods        Page/Malique    $ 18.95
Planetary Spells & Rituals Digitalis, Raven     $ 19.95
Pract. Angel Magic of Dr John Dee (HC) New Skinner/Rankine $ 65.00
Psychic Self-Defense Fortune, Dion $ 16.95
Real Alchemy Bartlett, Robert A.   $ 18.95
Secret Teachings of All Ages New Hall, Manly P $ 18.95
Secrets of the Magickal Grimoires $ 34.95

Sepher Raziel: 
Liber Salomonis New 
by Karr/Skinner (ed)
Sepher Raziel (also called Liber Salomonis)
is not the same as the Hebrew “Sepher
Reziel ha-Melakh.” It is a full grimoire in
the Solomonic tradition from a 1564 century
English manuscript, derived from Latin
sources. As such it is one of the earliest
grimoires produced in this series. It begins
with directions for making the parchment,
pen and ink of Art, required to write the
names. It contains seven separate treatises:
“Liber Clavis” which is concerned with
astrology and its correct use in magic,

something long forgotten by modern astrologers, with the precise
interactions between planets, signs and houses. The “Ala” outlines
in four sections the magical virtues of stones, herbs and beasts, and
words. The “Tractatus Thymiamatus” explains why incense is
essential to magical operations, and the effect of various incenses on
the spirits, with a list of the key perfumes and suffumigations. The
“Treatise of Times” gives details of the correct hours of the day and
night for each operation, with associated angels and the proper names
of the sun, moon and planets to be used in each season. This is some-
thing left out of almost all other grimoires. The “Treatis on Purity”
explains the exact preparations and reasons for ritual purity. “Samaim”
is a treatise on the seven heavens, with the names of their angels. The
“Book of Virtues and Miracles” is a treatise on the Semiforas, the
names of God, and how they are to be used in invocation to produce 
miraculous results.   $ 65.00
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Sefer Yetzirah Kaplan, Aryeh       $ 28.95
Self Init. Into the Golden Dawn        Cicero, Chio & Tabatha $ 39.95
Sepher Rezial Hemelach Savedow, Steve (trad) $ 26.95
Sixth and Seventh Books of Moses (HC) Peterson, Joseph (tr) $ 55.00
Solomon the King on Parchment $ 39.95 
Solomonic Archangels & Demon Princes Skinner/Rankine $ 56.00
Temple of High Magic Custers-van Bergen $ 19.95
Temples of Light Hoffman, Danielle R $ 20.00
Three Books of Occult Philosophy Agrippa, Henry $ 49.95
Tibetan Way of Life, Death & Rebirth Peacock, John       $ 14.95
Veritable Key of Solomon (HC) Skinner/Rankine $ 65.00
Way of the Crucible Bartlett, Allen B. $ 22.95

O C C U L TO C C U L T
8 Calendars of the Maya Men, Hunbatz     $ 14.00
2012 & The Galactic Center Page, Christine     $ 16.00
Admiral Byrd’s Secret Journey Swartz, Tim  $ 19.95
Advanced Civilizations of Prehist. America Joseph, Frank         $ 18.00
Best of the Hollow Earth Hassle Martin, Mary Jane $ 21.95
Beyond 2012 Stray, Geoff           $ 24.00
Book of Black Magic Waite, A.E.  $ 18.95
Book of Spirit Communications Buckland, Ray $ 18.95
Case for the UFO Jessup, M.K.         $ 39.95
Dragons and Unicorns Ingersoll, Ernest    $ 24.95
Forgotten Books of Eden $ 39.95
Little book of Magical Creatures Pepper/Stacy     $ 12.95
Living Gnosis $ 14.95
Lovecraft Necronomicon Primer Bilstad, T Allan      $ 11.95
Magic and Mysteries of Mexico Spence, Lewis        $ 21.95
Myths of the World (HC) Allan, Tony          $ 29.95
Necromantic Ritual Book Wendell, Leilah $ 9.50
Occult Journeys Through South America New Wilcock, John $ 24.00
Rosslyn Chapel Occult Secrets 

& Esoteric Treasures Revealed Allan, Brian                $ 32.00
Secret of the Andes Philip, Brother       $ 24.95
Secret Life of Paul Villa Stevens, Wendelle $ 29.95
Symbols, Signs & Signets New Lehner, Ernest   $ 14.95
Vampire Nation Russo, Arlene        $ 15.95
Vampires, Field Guide Curran, Bob         $ 14.99
Vampyre Sanguinomicon New Father Sebastiaan $ 24.95
Walking the Twilight Path Belanger, Michelle $ 18.95

S P E L L C R A F T SS P E L L C R A F T S
Advanced Candle Magick Buckland, Ray $ 14.95
Ancient Wisdom: Master Grimoire Sawyer, Pat $ 26.95
Bible Spells Oribello, William $ 19.95
Black & White Magic Laveau, Marie $ 6.95
Book of Magical Talismans Elbee, Wright           $ 6.95
Book of Palo Canizares, B. R.    $ 21.95
Candle Burning Magic Spellbook Riva, Anna              $ 8.50
Candle Burning with Psalms Oribello, William $ 12.00
Candle Magic Cooper, Phillip $ 14.95

Candle Magic for Beginners Webster, Richard $ 13.95
Charms, Spells & Formulas Malbrough, Ray   $ 10.95
Complete Book Of Baths Laremy, Robert     $ 8.95
Cosmic Secrets Oribello, William $ 19.95
Cuban Santeria Canizares, Raul J. $ 16.95
Devotions to the Saints Riva, Anna               $ 7.95
Divine Money Spells Oribello, William $ 21.95
Domination: How To Bend Others              Riva, Anna $ 6.95
Enchanted Formulary Lady Raya $ 14.95
Encyclopedia of Magickal Ingredients        Rosean, Lexa $ 15.99
Everyday Magic Morrison, D. $ 14.95
Everyday Moon Magic Morrison, D. $ 14.95
Exploring Spellcraft Dunwich, Gerina  $ 12.99
Godspells:Written Spells, Spoken Spells Oribello, William $ 17.50
Golden Secrets of Mystic Oils Riva, Anna              $ 8.50
Gypsy Witch Spellbook Leland, Charles G $ 25.00
Gypsy Witch Bk of Old 

Pennsylvania Dutch Pow-Wows & Hexes $ 25.00
Haitian Vodou Handbook Filan, Kenaz         $ 18.95
Helping Yourself with Selected Prayers vol.1 $ 8.95
Helping Yourself with Selested Prayers vol.2 $ 9.95
Kahuna Power Beckley, Timothy $ 21.95
Lost Indian Magic Moon, Grace & Carl $ 25.00
Love Alchemist’s Notebook Shepherd, Jessica $ 17.95
Magic Candle Dey, Charmaine    $ 8.95
Magic with Incense & Powders Riva, Anna              $ 7.95
Magic’s in the Bag New Bradley/Coen     $ 18.95
Magical Power of the Saints Malbrough, Ray $ 13.95
Magical Rituals For Love Rose, Donna $ 6.95
Magical Rituals for Protection New Rose, Donna         $ 7.95
Master Book of Candle Burning Gamache, Henri $ 9.95
Master Book of Spiritual Power Oribello, William $ 17.50
Modern Herbal Spellbook Riva, Anna              $ 5.95
Modern Witchcraft Spellbook Riva, Anna              $ 7.50
Morgan LeFay’s Book of Spells & Rites          Reif , Jennifer $ 12.95
Mystery of Long Lost 8,9,10 Bks of Moses      Gamache, Henri $ 9.95
New Revised 6th & 7th Books of Moses      Gonzalez-Wippler $ 12.95
Para-X Powers New $ 25.00
Powers of the Orishas Gonzalez-Wippler $ 9.95
Powers of the Psalms Riva, Anna $ 8.50
Practical Candleburning Rituals Buckland, Ray        $ 12.95
Psalm Workbook Laremy, Robert $ 11.95
Pure Magic: Comp. Course In Spellcasting      Illes, Judika $ 18.95
Real Witches’ Book of Spells & Rituals     West, Kate             $ 21.95
Rituals & Spells of Santeria Gonzalez-Wippler $ 9.95
Sacred Magic Oribello, William $ 17.50
Santeria African Magic in Latin America Gonzalez-Wippler $ 14.95
Santeria Formulary & Spellbook Montenegro, Carlos$ 16.95
Sealed Magical Book of Moses Oribello, William $ 17.50
Secrets Of Egyptian Spellcasting Budge, E A          $ 25.00
Secrets Of Magical Seals Riva, Anna        $ 6.50
Seven Sister’s Spellbook Maude                    $ 7.50
Simple Fortunetelling with Tarot Cards New Kenner, Corrine $ 16.95
Spell Crafts Cunningham  $ 14.95
Spellcraft: Handbook Skelton, Robin $ 11.50 
Spells & Magic, Little Giant Ency. $ 9.95
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Spiritual Cleansing (HC) Mickaharic, Draja $ 14.95
Spiritual Cleansings Laremy, Robert $ 9.95
Success & Power Through Psalms Rose, Donna $ 6.95
Talismans & Amulets Nelson, Felicitas   $ 12.95
Teachings of the Santeria Gods Lele, Ocha Ni         $ 16.95
Tropical Spells Hoodoos & Voodoos           Dragonstar (ed)     $ 25.00
Unhexing and Jinx Removing Rose, Donna $ 6.95
Using Candle Burning 

to Contact your Guardian Angel Oribello, William $ 20.00
Vodou Love Magic Filan, Kenaz      $ 14.95
Vodou Money Magic Filan, Kenaz    $ 16.95
Vodou Shaman Heaven, Ross       $ 16.95
Voodoo Handbook of Cult Secret Riva, Anna  $ 6.95
Voodoo & Hoodoo Haskins, Jim   $ 16.95
Voudon Gnostic Workbook Bertiaux, Michael $ 39.95
White Spells For Love & Happiness Abrev, Ilaena         $ 9.95
Witch and Wizard Spellbook Knight, Sirona       $ 12.95

T A R O TT A R O T
21 Ways to Read a Tarot Card Greer, Mary          $ 17.95
Best Tarot Practices Masino, Marcia  $ 19.95
Book of Thoth Crowley, Aleister $ 19.95
How to use Tarot Spreads Abraham, Sylvia   $ 9.95
Pictorial Key to theTarot   Rider-Waite Waite, A.E.           $ 9.95
Simply Fortune Telling with Playing Cards       Dee, Johnathan    $ 9.95 
Simply Tarot Greenway, L.    $ 9.95
Tarot 101 Huggens, Kim     $ 17.95
Tarot for Beginners Hollander, Scott $ 14.95
Tarot Bible Bartlett, Sarah $ 14.95
Tarot Made Easy Garen, Nancy       $ 16.95
Tarot Plain & Simple (Robin Wood) Louise, Anthony $ 16.95
Tarot Secrets Zerner/Farber    $ 14.95
Tarot for Your Self Greer, Mary         $ 18.99
Way of Tarot Jodorowsky, Alejandro $ 26.95

W I T C H C R A F TW I T C H C R A F T
ABC of Magic Charms Pepper, Elizabeth  $ 12.95
ABC of Witchcraft Past & Present Valiente, Doreen $ 21.95 
Advanced Witchcraft McCoy, Edain      $ 18.95
Animal Magick Conway, D J     $ 15.95
Animal-Speak Andrews, Ted $ 21.95
Animal Spirit Guides (HC) Luttichau, Chris    $ 16.95
A Witch Alone Green, Marian    $ 16.95
Be Blessed Dumars, Denise $ 16.99
Being A Pagan Bond / Hopman   $ 19.95
Book of Pagan Rituals Slater, Herman     $ 16.95
Book of Pagan Prayer Serith, Ceisiwr       $ 19.95
Book of Shadows Lady Sheba     $ 12.95
Book of Shadows Tarostar                  $ 17.50
Book of Witchery Dugan, Ellen       $ 19.95
Buckland’s Book of Gypsy Magic New Buckland, Ray. $ 16.95
Buckland's Book of Saxon Witchcraft          Buckland, Ray.     $ 16.95
By Land Sky & Sea New Parma, Gede       $ 16.95

By Land Sky & Sea New
by Gede Parma
For Witches and Pagans of all traditions and
paths, By Land, Sky and Sea will help you
develop an intimate understanding of the
magickal lore and traditions of modern
shamanic pathworking. Based upon the
Celtic realms of land, sky, and sea, this wise
and unique explores the ancient trinity and
its Greek, Hawaiian, Hindu, Stregheria, and
Wiccan customs. Gede Parma guides you
through effective methods for working in
the three realms, culminating in powerful
rituals for each. Gain basic skills in breathwork,

omenwalking, divination, and celebrating the body through dance.
Learn techniques for energy work and expanding consciousness,
such as astral projection, clearing and balancing the chakras, and
clairvoyance. Enact true shamanic practices of trance, vision
journeying, channeling, oracle reading, initiation, and rebirth.   

$ 16.95   #IB309

Cauldron of Memory Grimassi, Raven $ 17.95
Charmed Life Telesco, Patricia  $ 12.99
Circle, Coven & Grove Blake, Deborah $ 14.95
Circle Magazine  contact us for current issue $ 5.95
Companion for Apprentice Wizard Zell-Ravenheart $ 19.99 
Complete Book of Witchcraft Buckland, Ray.     $ 19.95
Composing Magic Barrette, Elizabeth $ 14.99
Connecting to the Power of Nature Slate, Joe H.        $ 14.95
Coven Craft Amber K              $ 19.95
Crafting Magick with Pen and Ink Pesznecker, Susan $ 16.95
Creating Circles & Ceremonies Zell-Ravenheart $ 15.99
Cunningham’s Book of Shadows (HC)    Cunningham, Scott $ 19.95
Darksome Thirst (NOVEL) Morven Westfield $ 14.95
Dedicant Calafia, Thuri        $ 19.95
Dragonlore Zell-Ravenheart $ 14.99
Earth, Air, Fire & Water   Cunningham, Scott $ 12.95
Earth Power Cunningham, Scott $ 11.95
Encyclopedia of Wicca & Witchcraft           Grimassi, Raven $ 26.95
Etruscan Roman Remains Leland, Charles $ 18.50
Everyday Witch A to Z Blake, Deborah  $ 17.95
Everyday Witch A to Z Spellbook Blake, Deborah  $ 17.95
Examen of Witches New Summers, Mont. (ed) $ 14.95
Exploring Wicca Lady Sabrina        $ 13.99
Faith & Magick in the Armed Forces          Barner, Stefani        $ 15.95
Flower and Tree Magic Webster, Richard    $ 15.95
Follow the Shaman’s Call Williams, Mike $ 16.95
Garden Witch’s Herbal Dugan, Ellen      $ 19.95
Gargoyles Zell-Ravenheart $ 14.99
Gift for Living, A (POETRY) Novack, Penny J  $ 12.50
Goddess Aloud Skye, Michelle  $ 18.95
Goddess is in the Details Blake, Deborah $ 16.95
Goddess Pages Brockway, Laurie S. $ 17.95
Green Magic New Moura, Ann        $ 15.95
Green Wiccan Herbal Silja                       $ 19.95
Green Wiccan Year (HC) Silja                         $ 19.95
Green Witchcraft I Moura, Ann         $ 15.95
Green Witchcraft II Moura, Ann        $ 15.95
Green Witchcraft III Moura, Ann        $ 15.95
Grimoire for Apprentice Wizard Zell-Ravenheart $ 19.99
Grimoire for the Green Witch Moura, Ann     $ 19.95
Handfasted & Heartjoined Lady Maeve Rhea $ 12.95
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Handfasting & Wedding Rituals K./Schwartzstein $ 18.95
Healing Craft Farrar/Farrar/Bone$ 15.00
Hedge Witch Ravenwolf, Silver  $ 18.95
Herbal Kitchen New McBride, Kami   $ 18.95
High Priestess Crowther, Patricia $ 16.50
How to Become a Witch New Amber K/Azrael A.K. $ 18.95
In the Shadow of 13 Moons Sherman-Cook, K. $ 18.95
Initiation At Beltane Laurel, Tamarin  $ 15.95
Initiation At Beltane (SIGNED) Laurel, Tamarin  $ 15.95
Inner Temple of Witchcraft Penczak, Chris.  $ 19.95
Italian Witchcraft Grimassi, Raven    $ 17.95
Living Wicca Cunningham, Scott   $ 12.95
Magical Household Cunningham/Harrington $ 12.95
Magical Housekeeping Whitehurst, Tess $ 16.95
Malleus Maleficarum New $ 15.95
Mansions of the Moon New Moura, Ann        $ 17.95
Modern Shamanic Living Rysdyk, Evelyn     $ 12.95
Modern Wicca Howard, Michael $ 19.95
Mystical Dragon Magick Conway, D.J. $ 18.95
Neo Pagan Rites Bonewits, Isaac     $ 15.95
Old Power Returns (NOVEL) Morven Westfield $ 15.95
Pagan Path Farrar/Farrar/Bone $ 16.50
Pagan Prayer Beads Greer / Vaughn    $ 16.95
Pocket Guide to Rituals Connor, Kerri  $ 9.99
Power Spells for Teens Alyra                      $ 12.95
Protection & Reversal Magick Miller, Jason $ 15.99
Psychic Protection for Beginners Webster, Richard $ 15.95
Real Energy Bonewits             $ 15.99
Real Magic Bonewits, Isaac    $ 22.95
Real Witches’ Coven West, Kate        $ 17.95
Real Witches’ Craft West, Kate            $ 18.95
Real Witches’ Garden West, Kate              $ 16.95
Real Witches’ Handbook West, Kate            $ 15.95
Real Witches’ Kitchen West, Kate          $ 16.95
Real Witches’ Year West, Kate            $ 18.95
Sacred Drumming (W/ CD) Ash, Steven         $ 14.95
SageWoman Magazine  contact us for current issue $ 7.50
Shamanic Witch Wood, Gail            $ 16.95
Simply Reincarnation Godly, Krys & Jass  $ 9.95
Simply Totem Animals Gunn, Celia M        $ 9.95
Solitary Wiccan's Bible Frost/ Frost    $ 19.95
Solitary Witch Ravenwolf, Silver  $ 21.95
Song of an Emerald Dove (NOVEL) Vinson, Xanna $ 15.95
Spellcaster’s Reference Holland, Eileen $ 16.95
Spells for the Solitary Witch Holland, Eileen  $ 16.95
Spirited, Beyond the Circle Parma, Gede           $ 18.95
Study of Witchcraft Lipp, Deborah  $ 16.95
Teen Book of Shadows Telesco, Patricia $ 12.95
Teen Witch Ravenwolf, Silver  $ 14.95
Temple of High Witchcraft Penczak, Chris. $ 19.95
Temple of Shamanic Witchcraft Penczak, Chris. $ 21.95
Through the Faerie Glass Klein, Kenny      $ 16.95
To Light a Sacred Flame Ravenwolf, Silver   $ 16.95
To Ride a Silver Broomstick Ravenwolf, Silver  $ 16.95
To Stir a Magick Cauldron Ravenwolf, Silver  $ 16.95
Tree of Enchantment Foxwood, Orion    $ 19.95
True Magick: A Beginner's Guide               Amber K                 $ 15.95

Truth About Witchcraft Today Cunningham, Scott $ 7.95
Voice in the Forest DiFiosa, Jimahl      $ 17.95
Walking with the Green Man Curran, Bob      $ 14.99
Weiser Field Guide to Witches New Illes, Judika         $ 14.95
Wicca A-Z Dunwich, Gerina   $ 12.95
Wicca for Beginners Sabin, Thea       $ 13.95
Wicca Bible Gallagher, A.      $ 14.95
Wicca Handbook Holland, Eileen     $ 16.95
Wicca For One Buckland, R.         $ 14.95
Wicca: Solitary Practitioner   Cunningham, Scott $ 14.95
Wiccan Bible Drew, A J $ 19.99
Wiccan Way Beth, Rae     $ 12.95
Witch School: First Degree Lewis-Highcorrell,D.$ 19.95
Witch School: Second Degree Lewis-Highcorrell,D.$ 24.95
Witch School: Third Degree Lewis-Highcorrell,D.$ 29.95
Witch School: Living the Wiccan Life         Tompkins, Debbe  $ 21.95
Witch School: Ritual, Theory & Practice     Lewis-Highcorrell,D.$ 19.95
Witch's Beverages & Brews Telesco, Patricia   $ 12.99
Witch’s Coin: Prosperity & Money Magick Penczak, Christoper $ 17.95
Witch's Travel Guide to Astral Realms Conway, DJ           $ 14.95
Witchcraft in Yorkshire Crowther, Patricia $ 13.00

Witchcraft on a Shoestring New
by Deborah Blake

Practicing Witchcraft doesn't' have to cost an
arm, a leg and a broomstick! From homemade
tools to frugal feasts to thrifty home decoration,
Deborah Blake offers economical tips and
suggestions for stretching your dollar while
enriching your practice. She gives clear, simple
instructions for making your own magickal
oils, runes, tarot cards, candles, jewelry, charms,
and wands, all using inexpensive materials.
Choose from over fifty ways to practice Witch-
craft that cost little or no money, and try more

than forty recipes for tasty sabbat dishes that cost ten dollars or
less. With a sprinkling of imagination and a touch of magick, you
can add to your inner wealth of spirituality on a shoestring budget.
After all, the best parts of being a Witch are always free.   $ 15.95

Witches & Pagans Magazine  contact us for current issue $ 6.00
Witches’ Almanac Spring 2011 to Spring 2012 $ 11.95
Witches' Bible Farrar/Farrar   $ 28.95
Witches' Dictionary Danann, Victoria $ 9.95
Witches' God Farrar/Farrar   $ 22.95
Witches' Goddess Farrar/Farrar  $ 26.95
Witches Way (HC) Farrar/Farrar      $ 27.95

T A R O T  D E C K ST A R O T  D E C K S
2012 Tarot of Ascension  $ 22.95
Ancient Italian Tarot $ 22.95
Angels, Gods & Goddesses Tarot (DK&BK) $ 19.95
Aquarian Tarot $ 18.00
Art Nouveau Mini Tarot $ 11.95
Athurian Tarot Mathews/Mathews      $ 14.95
Avalon Tarot $ 22.95
Brotherhood of Light Egyptian Tarot $ 18.00
Cat People Tarot $ 18.00
Celtic Dragon Tarot (DK&BK) $ 34.95
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Celtic Mini Tarot $ 11.95
Celestial Tarot $ 22.00
Circle of Life Tarot $ 22.95
Commemorative Set (DKS&BKS) $ 35.00
Connolly Tarot $ 18.00
Contemplative Tarot $ 22.95
Cosmic Tarot $ 24.00
Crow's Magick Tarot $ 18.00
Crow’s Magick Tarot (DK&BK) by Londa Marks   $ 29.00
Crystal Tarot (DK&BK) $ 16.95
Dante Tarot $ 22.95
Dark Angels Tarot (DK&BK) $ 22.95
Deviant Moon Tarot $ 22.00
Dragon Tarot $ 18.00
Dragon Tarot (DK&BK) $ 29.00
Easy Tarot (DK&BK) $ 19.95
Elemental Tarot New $ 22.95
Enchanted Oracle Tarot (DK&BK) $ 26.95
Etruscan Tarot $ 22.95
Faerie Tarot $ 22.00
Faerie Wisdom (DK&BK) $ 14.95
Faeries' Oracle Tarot (DK&BK) $ 26.00
Fairy Ring Tarot (DK&BK) $ 29.95
Fantastical Creatures Tarot $ 18.00
Forest Folklore Tarot $ 18.00
Gay Tarot $ 22.95
Giant Rider-Waite Tarot $ 24.00
Gilded Tarot (DK&BK) $ 24.95
Giotto Tarot $ 22.95
Goddess Tarot $ 18.00
Golden Tarot $ 16.95
Golden Tarot (DK&BK) $ 25.00
Golden Tarot of the Tsar $ 29.95
Gothic Tarot of Vampires $ 22.95
Halloween Tarot $ 18.00
Hanson-Roberts Tarot $ 18.00
Hermetic Tarot $ 18.00
Herbal Tarot $ 18.00
Hidden Path Tarot (DK&BK) $ 22.95
Initiatory Tarot of the Golden Dawn   by Giordano Benti $ 22.95
Jolanda Tarot $ 20.00
Legacy of the Divine Tarot (DK&BK) $ 27.95
Llewellyn Tarot (DK&BK) $ 24.95
Lo Scarabeo Tarot $ 22.95
Lover’s Path Tarot Set (DK&BK) $ 35.00
Master Tarot (DK&BK) $ 24.00
Medieval Cat Tarot $ 18.00
Medieval Scapini Tarot $ 20.00
Medicine Woman Tarot $ 18.00
Mona Lisa $ 22.95
Moon Garden Tarot $ 18.00
Morgan-Greer Tarot $ 18.00
Mystic Dreamer Tarot (DK&BK) $ 26.95
Mystic Faerie Tarot (DK&BK) $ 24.95
Native American Tarot $ 18.00

Necronomicon Tarot (DK&BK) $ 26.95
New Orleans Voodoo Tarot (DK&BK) $ 35.00
Olympus Tarot $ 22.95
Oracle of the Dragonfae $ 19.95
Pagan Mini Tarot $ 10.95
Pagan Tarot $ 22.95
Paulina Tarot $ 18.00
Pearls of Wisdom Tarot (DK&BK) $ 24.95
Pictorial Key $ 22.95
Power Animal Tarot  $ 24.00
Quest Tarot (DK&BK) $ 34.95
Quick & Easy Tarot $ 18.00
Radiant Rider-Waite Tarot $ 18.00
Ramses: Tarot of Eternity $ 22.95
Rider-Waite Mini Tarot $ 12.00
Rider-Waite Tarot Set  (DK&BK) $ 20.00
Rider-Waite Tarot $ 18.00
Rider-Waite Pocket Tarot $ 16.00
Robin Wood Tarot $ 19.95
Sacred Circle Tarot (DK&BK) $ 32.95
Sensual Wicca Tarot $ 22.95
Shadowscapes Tarot (DK&BK) by Stephanie Pui-Mun Law  $ 28.95
Shaman Tarot  $ 22.95
Sorcerers Tarot  $ 19.95
Spiral Tarot $ 18.00
Starter: Beginner's Tarot Deck   $ 18.00
Sun and Moon Tarot  $ 18.00
Tarot of the Angels $ 22.95
Tarot Deck & Book for Dummies (DK&BK) $ 27.00
Tarot for Everyone (DK&BK) $ 31.95
Tarot Kit For Beginners (DK&BK) $ 19.95
Tarot Mirror of your Relationship (DK&BK) by A. Crowley $ 39.00
Tarot of the Celtic Fairies Deck New by Mark McElroy  $ 22.95
Tarot of the New Vision $ 22.95
Tarot of the Princesses $ 22.95
Tarot of Reincarnation $ 19.95
Tarot of Sexual Magic $ 22.95
Tarot of the Thousand and One Nights $ 22.95
Tarot of Vampyres (DK&BK) $ 28.95
Tarot of Witches (PURPLE) $ 18.00
Thoth Pocket Swiss Tarot  $ 16.00
Thoth Premier Tarot (LARGE PURPLE) $ 22.00
Thoth Tarot (REGULAR GREEN) $ 25.00
Thoth Tarot (SMALL PURPLE) $ 20.00
Tiny Tarot $ 7.00
Tiny Universal Waite Tarot $ 7.00
Universal Tarot Professional Edition $ 34.95
Universal Waite Tarot $ 18.00
Universal Waite Pocket Tarot $ 16.00
Vampire Tarot $ 18.00
Viking Tarot $ 22.95
Well Worn Path Tarot $ 22.95
Witches' Tarot (RED) $ 19.95
Witchy Tarot $ 19.50
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Age of Dinosaurs Playing Cards  $ 6.00
Angel Meditation Cards $ 14.00
Angel Messages (DK&BK) New $ 16.95
Angel Oracle  $ 9.95
Animal Messages Deck  (DK&BK) $ 16.95
Ask an Angel Oracle Cards (DK&BK) $ 19.95
Ask and It Will Happen (DK&BK) New $ 16.95

New Bach Flowers Oracle Deck
by Canapini

The Bach Flowers Oracle deck is a is a fasci-
nating study of the powers of flowers.
Following the studies of Edward Bach, who
intuitively explored and discovered the
healing properties of various flowering
plants in a life-long quest to discover the
ways in which his fellow man could heal
themselves. Using the flowers that he dis-
covered to be most important for this purpose,
it creates a system of discover that can help
you intuitively understand the puzzles of
life and help you heal the woes that you
experience. Draw a card, and discover how they can recognize your
mood and help you find your own well being.  This set comes with 
a large introductory book and a 38 card deck.    $ 22.95

Blank Cards   (CREATE YOUR OWN DECK) $ 8.00
Celtic Messages (DK&BK) $ 14.95
Chakra Meditations Cards New $ 17.95
Chakras Seven Doors of Energy Kit $ 34.95
Christian Prayer Deck $ 17.95
Complete Tarot Kit (DKS&BKS) $ 40.00
Creative Whack Pack  $ 16.00
Creature Teacher  $ 19.95
Crystals: Drops of Colored Light $ 34.95
Crystal Oracle Cards (DK&BK) $ 19.95
Crystal Wisdom Kit (12 CRYSTALS & BK) $ 26.95
Daily Affirmations Cards  $ 10.00
Daily Quips Cards  $ 10.00
Daily Strategies Cards  $ 10.00
Dragon Hunt Card Game  $ 8.00
Druid Animal Oracle Cards $ 24.95
Edible Wild Foods Playing Cards  $ 8.00
Enchanted Spellboard $ 27.95
ESP Test cards  (50 CARDS) $ 10.95
Gaia Oracle $ 19.95
Good Witch, Bad Witch Cards (DK&BK) $ 12.95
Gypsy Oracle Cards $ 11.95
Gypsy Witch Playing Cards $ 7.00
Happiness is Living Cards New $ 17.95
Healing Angel Cards  $ 15.95
Healing Cards $ 39.00
Heart Tarot Deck  $ 22.95
Imperial Dragon Oracle  $ 12.00

Karma Cards (DK&BK) $ 14.95
Love & Light Angel Cards  $ 14.95
Love Tarot Cards (DK&BK) $ 12.95
Lovers Oracle  $ 9.95
Mandala Coloring Kit $ 19.95 
Messages From the Wee Folk Deck  $ 24.00
Morgan’s Tarot  $ 18.00
Mother’s Wisdom Cards  $ 9.95
Mystic Fortune Cards (50 CARDS) $ 6.95
Mythic Oracle  $ 19.95
Paths to Correct Pendulum Work $ 40.00
Pendulum Kit by Sig Lonegren    $ 22.95
Pendulum Oracle Kit $ 19.95
Pentagram Pendulum Kit $ 18.95
Phoenix Cards $ 29.95
Power of the Runes Deck $ 18.00
Psychic Circle Kit  (OUIJA BOARD) $ 26.95
Raven Oracle Cards  $ 34.00
Reiki Inspirational Cards  $ 17.95
Rune Vision Cards  $ 24.00
Seashells of the World Playing Cards  $ 6.00
Shaman’s Oracle (DK&BK) $ 19.95
Shining Angels Tarot  $ 22.95
Sibilla Oracle Cards $ 11.95
Soul Mate Cards  $ 15.95
Spirit Oracle  $ 19.95
State by State Playing Cards  $ 6.00
Tarot Guide for the Celtic Cross Spread $ 3.00
Trees of the World Playing Cards  $ 6.00
Truth Fairy Kit $ 19.95
Vibe-Away Kit $ 16.95
Wiccan Cards $ 11.95
Wild Wisdom of the Faery Oracle $ 27.95
Wildflowers of the World Playing Cards  $ 6.00

S E L F  D E V E L O P M E N T  C D SS E L F  D E V E L O P M E N T  C D S
Calya Journey-Wise, Magickal Meditations    Avizinis, Catherine $ 24.98
Chakra-Crystal (2 CDS W/CRYSTALS)             Stewart, Lisa $ 34.98
Color Meditation Align Your Chakras Lembom Margaret $ 11.98
Crystal Singing Bowl Meditation Lembom Margaret $ 11.98
Indian Medicine Wheel: 

Spells, Charms & Ceremonies Steiger, Brad $ 14.95
Mastering the Art of Astral Projection       Steiger, Brad $ 14.95
Meditations on the 4 Elements Rule, Wendy     $ 19.98
Meet Your Master Guide Lembom Margaret $ 11.98
Meet Your Power Animal Lembom Margaret $ 11.98
Music for Meditation New Gordon/Gordon $ 15.98
Open Your Heart To Love Lembom Margaret $ 11.98
Short Meditaions For Busy People Lembom Margaret $ 11.98
Supercharge Divination Kit Goodenow, George $ 22.98
Think Good Thoughts Lembo, Margaret A. $ 11.98
Witch’s Journey Lady Bridwen       $ 16.98

Alternative Decks, Kits, CDs
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M U S I C  C D SM U S I C  C D S
Archives of Ages to Come Emerald Rose  $ 14.98
Bending Tradition Emerald Rose   $ 14.98
Beneath the Below is a River Rule, Wendy      $ 19.98
Best of Pagan Song Various                   $ 17.98
Canticles of Light Murphy, Charlie  $ 16.98
Celtic Cosmos Marchand, Jerry $ 14.98
Celtic Crescent Emerald Rose $ 14.98
Chakra Healing Chants Sophia                   $15.98 
Chakra Healing Zone Gordon Bros.     $ 15.98
Chants: Ritual Music Reclaiming     $ 16.98
Circle Round and Sing Anne Hill       $ 16.98
Con Suite Emerald Rose $ 14.98
Crossing at Rainbow Bridge New Marchand, Jerry $ 14.98
Deep Within a Faerie Forest   Stadler/ Rule   $ 15.98
Deity Rule, Wendy      $ 19.98
Drum Medicine Gordon Bros.     $ 15.98
Enchanted Forest Marchand, Jerry $ 14.98
Fire in the Head Emerald Rose    $ 14.98
From the Ashes Wood, David        $ 16.98
Gaia, Earth Goddess   Desert Wind       $ 17.98
Garden Of Serenity Gordon Bros.     $ 15.98 
Glorious Bhagavad (SUNG) New Kumuda                 $ 20.98
Gratitude Gordon Bros.     $ 15.98 
Guided by Venus Rule, Wendy  $ 19.98
Hooded Man Marchand, Jerry $ 14.98
Kabbalah Shekhinah Desert Wind       $ 17.98
Knight's Journey Marchand, Jerry $ 14.98
Lady of the Lake Marchand, Jerry $ 14.98
Let it Begin Now Starhawk         $ 16.98
Lotus Eaters Rule, Wendy    $ 19.98
Meditation Drum Gordon Bros.     $ 15.98 
Merlyn Marchand, Jerry $ 14.98
Music of Gwydion Gwydion           $ 24.98
Priestess of the Pentacle New Lady Isadora         $ 18.98
Queen of Earth & Sky New Lady Isadora         $ 18.98
Return to the Goddess Desert Wind          $ 17.98
Sacred Earth Drums Gordon Bros.     $ 15.98 
Second Chants: More Ritual Recla. & Friends $ 16.98
Seven Swords of Wayland Marchand, Jerry $ 14.98
Shades of the Hecate Tree Wood, David          $ 16.98
She is a Tree of Life (2 CDS) Desert Wind          $ 17.98
That Night in the Garden New Emerald Rose $ 14.98
Twilight Marchand, Jerry    $ 14.98
Witches' Brew Reclaiming        $ 16.98
Witching Hour New Lady Isadora        $ 18.98
Wolf Sky Rule, Wendy  $ 19.98
Worlds Between Worlds Rule, Wendy $ 19.98
World Dance (2 CDS) Desert Wind   $ 17.98
Wytch Wood, David  $ 16.98
Zero Rule, Wendy  $ 19.98

D V D SD V D S
Are You Psychic? Emery, Kevin Ross $ 19.95
Attract Good Luck Dragonstar           $ 14.95
Attract a Lover or Soul Mate Dragonstar           $ 14.95
Attract Money and Prosperity Dragonstar           $ 14.95
Bigger Questions $ 17.95
Bloodsucking Vampire Freaks $ 24.95
Crystal Use and Awareness (w/CD) $ 19.95
Dead Whisper $ 17.95
Earth Energy $ 17.95
Extraterrestreal Archaeology $ 17.95
Feel Good Yoga $ 12.95
Gentle Energy Yoga #1 $ 12.95
Gentle Energy Yoga #2 $ 12.95
Get Rich Quick Oribello, William $ 21.95
Ghosts, Truth About Spirits & Apparitions Emery, Kevin Ross $ 19.95
Have a Healthy Back $ 12.95
Healthy Hands $ 19.95

New Herb Magic
by Scott Cunningham

Now available for the first time on DVD,
Scott Cunningham's ultimate course in
herbalism introduces the timeless practices
of herb magic as taught by this master
herbalist and renowned author. With his
expert guidance, you'll gain the skills needed
to practice herb magic anywhere and any-
time to attract positive energy and enjoy a
richer life. Step by step, you'll learn how to
release the vital energy within these amaz-
ingly versatile plants for improved health,
psychic awareness, happiness, prosperity,
and much more. Join Scott as he tours a working herb farm and learn
firsthand his secrets for drawing forth the magical properties of
over twenty herbs. You'll discover how to: Perform simple spells to
bring about positive change; Harvest and cure fresh, natural herbs;
Create potent herbal incenses, oils, tinctures, sachets, powders, and
bath salts using age-old recipes; Identify a variety of both common
and rare herbs on sight; Make herbal talismans to attract love, 
success, and money.    $ 19.95

How to Meet your Spirit Guide $ 19.95
Illuminated Chakras Judith, Anodea   $ 19.95
Introduction to Sacred Geometry $ 17.95
Kundalini Yoga $ 12.95
Lessons in Astrology $ 19.95
Lessons in Tarot $ 17.95
Lost Steps of Reiki Emery, Kevin Ross $ 19.95
Power of Crystals $ 17.95
Psychic Self Defense Oribello, William $ 21.95
Reincarnation, Future Growth Past Lives Emery, Kevin Ross $ 19.95
Secret Signs & Invocation Oribello, William $ 21.95
Secrets of The Vatican Beckley, Timothy $ 21.95 
Spirit of Opulence (5 DISCS) $ 49.95
Tantra Infusion $ 12.95
What it is to be Psychic $ 17.95
Witchcraft Rebirth of the Old Religion       Buckland, Ray.     $ 24.95
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GO TO WWW.AZUREGREEN.NET
if you would like to see color pictures and complete descriptions of every item in our inventory, as well as a full
listing of new items, an up-to-date look at our selection and pricing, or to download this catalog as a full color PDF .

Here at AzureGreen, we continually strive to bring you the best possible products, 
prices, and service while still holding true to our core values of honoring the earth that 
nurtures us, working together for the betterment of our community and customers, and
most importantly, supporting all paths to the divine and the journey of spiritual seekers
from all walks of life. Since we began working in our beautiful green-designed Beltane
Hill building, we've worked each month to improve every aspect of your AzureGreen
experience. With every passing month our packaging becomes a little bit greener, more
customer requested products line our shelves, and we learn so much more about the
spiritual and magical traditions from all around the world that have found a home in the
hearts of our customers.

While we pride ourselves on being an amazing mail order company, with great customer service and a shipping staff that 
send out your orders within 24 business hours of receiving them, we urge all of our customers to support their local stores
whenever possible. Not only does this help their business to bloom and grow, but it also allows you to get the hands-on
experience of the energy and feel of the magical tools that are so important to your craft. If you cannot find the products you
are looking for already on their shelves, just bring in your AzureGreen catalog and show them what you seek, we will be
glad to help them fulfill your requests.
If you are interested in knowing a little more about us and what we are working on, you can take a look at our growing
community website www.BeltaneHill.com or look for our frequently updated Facebook page and join in the fun and
conversation taking place there, where we post pictures, information about new products, special offers, spiritual

events and more!
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